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PREFACE.

The field work of the investigations recorded in tliis volume occupied

nearly the whole of three seasons, beginning in 1883. All the mines might

have been examined and the maps colored in a much shorter time, but it

was found soon after the examinations were begun that they could not be

completed satisftictorily without also solving some important general prob-

lems affecting. the whole region, and much of the time spent was devoted

to these questions.

The examinations of the Knoxville and New Idria districts furnished

me with strong paleontological and structural grounds for believing that

an important and previously undetermined non-conformity existed in the

Coast Ranges. On my application, Dr. C. A. White devoted one season to

examining my collections of fossils and their field occurrence with me. He

indorsed my conclusions in all respects. The paleontological statements

of this report are all on his authority, excepting where otherwise accredited.

It was found that the quicksilver districts of California afforded a re-

markable opportunity for the investigation of the metamorpliism of Meso-

zoic rocks and that it was highly desirable to determine what connection, if

any, existed between the formation of ore deposits and this metamorpliism.

The investigation occupied much time and was most laborious.

It was known before these investigations were undertaken that the

deposition of cinnabar was probably still taking place at Sulphur Bank and

Steamboat Springs. It was of course necessary to make an effort to dis-

cover whether such was really the case, and, if so, under what conditions

the solution and precipitation of cinnabar and the accompanying minerals

occurred. The problems presented by this inquiry were far from being

simple or readily solved.

Dr. W. H. Melville has had charge of my laboratory throughout the

period covered by these investigations. He has made all the analyses re-
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corded in this report, as well as a large i)art of the oxperfments. A jjortion .

of his time has been occupied in investigations which are not recorded here,

but which I iiope to publish soon. His work has been verj- difficult, but

entirely satisfactory to nie.

Mr. H. W. Turner has assisted me in all the held work, and Chapter

XII is written from his notes. His accuracy and powers of observation have

been very valuable to me. Mr. Waldemar Lindgren joined me only in time

for the last season's field work. His assistance in the microscopical lithology

has been very efficient and important. I could not without aid have accom-

plished in a reasonable time so trying an investigation as that of the meta-

morphic rocks of the Coast Ranges.

For myself, I may say that I have studied with care in the field

every portion of the areas surveyed in detail ; I spent months at the micro-

scope and nnxde many important chemical experiments on the solubility of

ores. It has been my endeavor to do justice to all sides of a very fine sub-

ject and to draw only legitimate conclusions from the facts observed by my

assistants and myself. I approached the problems mentioned above entirely

without preconceived ideas of the solutions to be reached, and have expressed

my conclusions as to the geology of California or of other regions without

regard to the opinions of others; but, while entertaining some confidence in

the correctness of my results for the region surveyed, I do not even incline

to the hypothesis that all crystalline sedimentary rocks have a history similar

to that of those which I have described or that ore deposits are all formed in

a similar way.

The superintendents of the mines examined have afforded me every

facility, often at inconvenience to themselves, and I have much to thank

them for. Mr. Louis Janin has supplied me with many valuable notes

gathered in his large experience as a mining expert. Mr. Frank Reade, wht)

assisted me in examining the Conistock lode, was surveyor of the New

Almaden mine during the period covered by the present investigation, and

he prepared for me the excellent plans and sections of that mine.

In addition to those who took part in the present investigation 1 am

indebted to numerous previous observers, to whom I have endeavored to

assign due credit in the proper places.
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Eeaders will perhaps notice the absence of illustrations of magnified

thin sections in this volume. After having presented in a former report

illustrations of this kind which are generally acknowledged to be unsur-

passed b}' any yet published, I have come to the conclusion that the lessons

which they teach do not repay their cost in time and mono}-.

1 have thought it best to make each chapter iii this volume as far as

possible independent of the rest. In doing so I am sure that I meet the

wishes of many readers who will care to consult only certain portions of

the book. This plan, however, involves some repetition, which may prove

wearisome to continuous readers. I crave their indulgence in this res2:)ect

for the sake of the larger class. Personally, I should prefer never to re-

state a fact or an opinion.

After the manuscript of this report was substantially completed I was

authorized to visit the great Almaden iTiine in Spain and the Tuscan deposits.

Such a visit was almost essential to the purposes of the investigation
; for the

results which I had reached from study of the American deposits differed in

important respects from the conclusions of some geologists respecting the

great Spanish deposit If they were right, it became necessary to warn

American miners that cinnabar might be looked for under very different

conditions from those described in this volume. If the greatest quicksilver

deposit of the world proved similar in its mode of occurrence to those of

California, the conclusions drawn from the latter would gain greatly in

strength. I had the satisfaction of finding that the deposit of Almaden

showed an association with eruptive phenomena, a structure, and a mineral

association similar to those which are typical of the Pacific slope. Such

statements as that the Almaden ore bodies are not veins, that the cinnabar

is free from other sulphides, that it is accompanied by no gangue minerals,

that it was deposited with the inclosing rocks, that it is deposited by sub-

stitution for sandstone, and that there is no evidence of a connection between

the deposition and eruptive phenomena— these alk^gations are, in my judg-

ment, erroneous. The Tuscan deposits, too, I found similar to some in Cali-

fornia. Only a few notes concerning my studies of these mines are included

in this volume. I e.xuect to write more fully of them hereafter.

July, 1887.
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Quicksilver ajipears to be rather more than tliree times as abuudaut iu uature as silver. The

quicksilver produced in the -world from 1850 to 1885, Inclusive, weighed 1.74 times as much as the silver

produced, but the value of the silver was about 1{).4 times that of the quicksilver. The great quick-

silver-producing localities of the world have been Alraaden iu Spain, Idiia in Austria, Huancavelica

in Peru, California, and the province of Kwei-Chau in China. No statistics are known to exist of the

Chinese product. The total known products of the other regions take rank in the order in which they

are named above, but of late jears Peru has produced nothing and from 1850 to 1885 California yielded

about half the total product. The production of Italy is more important than it is usually assumed

to be. In 1886 the yield was 7,478 flasks. The production of California, which was nearly 80,000

flasks in 1S77, was only about 30,000 iu 1880.

A chain of quicksilver deposits of very greatly varying commercial importance almost girdles the

world. Bcgiuuiag in Spain, these depo.sits are distributed along the great chain, including the Alps,

Caucasus, and Himalayas to China; thence through Japan along the eastern edge of the Asiatic conti-

nent to the Arctic circle. Beginning again iu Alaska, the deposits follow the western Cordilleras down

to Chili. Brief descriptions of the more important or more interesting of these deposits are given iu

Chapter II and serve as an introduction to the discussions of the deposits of the Pacific slope.

The sedimentary rocks of the Coast Ranges of California are almost all composed of granitic

detritus. A portion of these have been subjected to very intense metamorphism and have been con-

verted into thoroughly crystalline rocks, in part schistose. These rocks are of Cretaceous age and are

grouped as pseudodiabase, pseudodiorite, glaucophane-schists, iihthanites, and serpentine. Very

elaborate field studies, microscopical esaminatious, and chemical analyses of these rocks are given in

Chapter III, which is mainly devoted to the investigation of their origin and the processes by which

they have become recrystalline. The conclusion reached is that dynamical action, together with

warm waters carrying maguesiau salts and silica in solution, cifected the metamorphif n at the epoch

of an exceedingly violent upheaval. This chapter also includes an investigation of concretions in

sandstone, which are referred to the action of organic matter, and an analysis of the coaditions under

which decomposition will produce rounded nodules, like pebbles.

The massive rocks of the quicksilver areas include granite, ancient porphyries, andesites, rhyolite,

and basalt, A new group of andesites is discussed, for which the name asperites is suggested. It is

shown that these rocks are of variable mineraloglcal composition, even in the same eruptions, while

all of them share a trachytie habitus. The name is simply a latinized equivalent of trachyte. Very

remarkable andesit.ic and basaltic gbis-ses occur near Clear Lake in areas of unusual size. These

glasses are extremely acid, but contain alsv, a very high percentage of alkalis, and it is because of this

peculiar chemical composition that they have failed to crystallize, uot because they have cooled more

rapidly or under less pressure than the accompanying cry.stalliuc rocks. An attempt is also made to

show that the original crust of the earth was granitic and reasons are given for believing that the
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primeval rock is exposed iu California. Tbe lavas burst through the granite, and the conclusion is

reached that they cannot possibly consist of remelted sediments.

The historical and structural geology of the quicksilver belt is discussed in Chapter V. It is

shown that the metamorphosed rocks pass over into early Cretaceous beds containing a very charac-

teristic fossil of the genus AuceUa. Soon after the era in which this mollusk lived— the Neocomian—
occurred the great upheaval which iuduced the metamorphism. The next strata iu point of age com-

prise a hitherto undetected group of the middle Cretaceous called the Wallala beds. They were laid

down uncouformably on the already metamorphosed Neocomian. At the very end of the Cretaceous

the Chico series were deposited for the most part on the metamorphic rocks and uncouformably with

them. Following the Chico are the T^jon beds, whic]^ are here regarded as Eocene; but there was

continuity of life and of sedimentation from the Chico to the Tejon, or from the Cretaceous to the Ter-

tiary— a state of thiugs detected nowhere else in the northern hemisphere. Upon the T^jon lie the

Miocene rocks with no notable nonconformity. The close of the Miocene was marked by an impor-

tant upheaval, which was recognized by earlier observers. The volcanic period seems to have begun

ue.arly at this time. The end of the Pliocene was also marked by disturbances, aud most of the asper-

ites seem to have been erupted at this epoch. The ore deposits stand in close relation to the volcanic

phenomena and are probably nearly or quite all Post-Pliocene.

The gold belt of California contains JHce??a-bearing beds in Mariposa aud Tuolumne Counties.

This shell is of the same species as that iu the Coast Ganges, and the first known upheaval of these

mountains was contemporaneous with an important addition to the Sierra Nevada. A description of

various forms of AuceUa from different portions of the world, by Dr. C. A. White, with plates, forms an

appendix to this chapter.

Descriptive chapters follow dealing with the various districts of which detailed surveys were made.

Each of these districts afJ'ords special facilities for the study of some special topic. The Clear Lake

region contains fresh-water Pliocene beds, and in it the age of the andesites can be determined. It

also contains remarkable areas of volcanic glass. At Sulphur Bank ciuuabar is being precipitated from

heated waters largely by the action of ammonia. At Knoxville, besides the ore deposits, there are

admirable opportunities for determining the age of the metamorphic rocks and for studying the process

of alteration. At New Idria the nonconformity between the metamorphic rocks and the Chico and the

continuity between the Chico and T^jon appear. The New Almaden mine is particularly well adapted

for the study of the structure of the ore deposits. At Steamboat Springs cinnabar is being deposited

without the complications iutroduced by the prescuce of ammonia.

In Chapter XII the Great Western, Great Eastern, and Napa Consolidated mines are described, aud

in the next chapter more or less informatiou is given concerning each of over fifty minor deposits on

the Pacific slope. Some of these have been productive mines, while others are mere prospects or possess

only a geological interest.

A general discussion of the deposits described follows, including the enumeration of the gangue

minerals, the microscopical character of ores, etc. It appears that the cinnabar has been deposited

solely in i)re-existiug openings, and never by substitution for rock. The fissure systems, which are

always present, are very irregular, and deposits cannot be conveniently classified according to existing

systems. A new descriptive term, " chambered vein," is suggested, which would include nearly all

the deposits. A chambered vein is defined as a deposit consisting of an ore-bearing fissure and of ore

bodies contiguous with the fissure which extend into the country rock. It appears that all of the

deposits described have probably been deposited in the same way from hot sulphur springs.

Chapter XV deals with the pi-ocesses by which the ore has been dissolved and precipitated in

nature. It is shown by experiment aud aualysis tliat cinnabar unites with sodium sulphide in various

proportions, forming soluble doublo sulphides, and that these compounds can exist in such waters as flow
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from gulphur Bauk and Steaiiibiiat Springs either at orciuary temperatures or above the boiling-point.

Metallic gold, iron pyrite, copper pyrlte, and otber miL-.'rals found with einnabar are also soluble in

the same solutions.

A discussion of the origin of the ore concludes the investigation. It is showu that the quicksilver

is probably derived from granitic rocks by the action of heated sulphur waters which rise through the

granite from the foci of volcanic activity below that rock.

For the convenience of those wlio consult the report the separate chapters are made as far as pos-

sible indepeudent of one another, a plan involving a certain amount of repetition. Further to facili-

tate the use of the volume, the last chapter presents a summary of those which precede it.





GEOLOGY OF THE QUICKSILVER DEPOSITS OF THE

PACIFIC SLOPE.

By George F. Becker.

CHAPTElt I.

STATISTICS AND HISTORY.

Relative value of quicksilver.—TliG exceptioiial pliysical and chemical properties

of quicksilver give this metal a peculiar position in the markets of the world,

which it is desirable to illustrate by comparison with that of other metals.

The normal price of a metal is slightly, and only slightly, greater than the

average cost of production ; for competition forces prices towards a minimum

and in every industry there are individual establishments which, through

errors in judgment or want of foresight, work at an actual loss. P'or pui-poses

of comparison it is fair to assume that tlie average cost of prodiu'tion is not

far from !I0 per cent, of the average price. From Januar\', 1850, to Janu-

ary, 1S8G, the average price of quicksilver ma}- be taken at about S.jO a

flask, though the fluctuations have been so great and so frequent that a pre-

cise mean could not possibly be reached. The average total cost has prob-

ably been about 815, or say $1.30 a kilogram. It costs about twentv-nlne

times as much to produce a kilogram of silver and four hundred and sixty

times as much to produce a kilogram of gold. These facts afford sufficient

proof that quicksilver is a far more abundant metal than is silver. Were

quicksilver and silver produced in exactly equal quantities and were the
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extraction equall}' expensive, the cost of production would be substantially-

proportional to the abundance of the metals in nature. The weight of quick-

silver produced is considerably in excess of the weight of silver. Were the

quicksilver ])roduct about three-fifths of the actual amount and were the

richer deposits only worked as a consequence of this restriction, the metal

could be produced still more cheaply. The cost of reduction per kilogram,

however, is trifling for quicksilver, but very cousiderabic for silver. jMaking

due allowance for this fact, it appears that quicksilver must be three or more

times as abundant in nature as silver.

The quantity of metal produced bears an intimate but not a simple

relation to the selling price. Higher prices would stimulate the production

of quicksilver, but restrict consumption for certain ])urposes and to a certain

extent. With some metals decrease of price brings witli it a greatly in-

creased consumption, l>ut this has not hitherto proved to be the case with

quicksilver, which is employed for very few pui'poses in large quantities.

The consequence is that, in comparison with the quantity produced, quick-

silver is the cheapest of metals; or, in other words, the value of the total

product is very small. Tlie total weight of quicksilver produced in the past

tliirty-six years is less than twice as great as that of silver, but the total

value of the quicksilver is only one-sixteenth that of the silver. The world

has yielded nearly one-sixteenth as much gold as quicksilver during the past

thirty-six years, but the total gold product is worth thirty times as much as

that of quicksilver. Tin is a metal sharing some properties witli quicksilver,

and, if one compares frozen quicksilver with tin, tlie likeness is much stronger.

The tin produced in thirtj'-six years weighs about six times as much as the

quicksilver; but, because the demand for tin is insatiable, the price remains

suflficientlv high to make the total value of the tin more than twice as great

as that of quicksilver.

These relations may be succinctly expressed in a table sucli as the fol-

lowing, which gives the total weights and values, the value of a kilogram of

each metal, and the relative quantities when gold, silver, and quicksilver are

each regarded as unity. Silver is now worth mucli less tlian tlie mint value;

but, for a great part of the period which has elapsed since 1850, this metal
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has been at a s!i<^-lit preniiuni. The rnhit value is thus sufficiently close to

the average for the present purpose. The data as to the gold and silver

products are compiled from figures given by Dr Soetbeer and Dr. Kimball.^

The figures for tin are only approximations, but are close enough for the

purpose." In estimating the total quicksilver 1 have supposed, with Mr.

Randol, that the average yearly product, besides that of Almaden, Idria,

and California, is 2,000 flasks.' The mean value is assumed at S.50 a flask.

Tlic world's product offour metals from January, 1S50, to January, ISSO.
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tinguisliing" quicksilver with clay) and adding this material, which is

substantially blue mass, to the soil in which the vines are planted. The

process seemed at first successful, but subsecpiently failed to give the de-

sired result. Prof K. W. Hilgard' lias e.xperimented on the process and

found it entirely successful when properly carried out. No lead or oil should

be added to the quicksilver, and the soil either must be sandy or, after im-

pregnation witli mercury, must be warmed in a hot sun or by artificial

means, to saturate it with mercurial vapor. Should this process be widely

introduced it would greatly enlarge the market fur quicksilver and would

correspondingly benefit the mining industry.

Comparison between various mining regions. QuicksilvCr luiS bcCU produCcd iu large

quantities in but few localities. The principal productive regions have been

Almaden in Spain, Idi-ia in Austria, Kwei-Chau in Chinn, Huancavelica in

Peru, and California. Italy has yielded a little quicksilver for a long time

and a considerable number of localities elsewhere have had a temporary or

local importance, but none is to be compared with those enumerated in the

last sentence. Peru is now producing no quicksilver and the Chinese pro-

duction is small, but it is certain that the Chinese deposits are not exhausted

and Huancavelica may possibly resume production when the conditions for

intelligent exploitation are better.

Such geological interest as attaches to the occurrence of exceptionally

large quantities of cinnabar is independent of the question of future produc-

tiveness, and a few historical notes on the past yield may he welcome to the

reader.

The great quicksilver mine of the world is Almaden, which has been

worked since at least 415 years before the Christian era, and perhaps still

lono-er. What quantity of ore was extracted from it in ancient times and

in the Middle Ages there is no means of knowing, further than that Pliny

reports 10,000 pounds of cinnabar a year as brought to Rome from Almaden

(Sisapo). The product was certainly never large until the amalgamation

process was invented in 1557. Since that time the product has iticreased

pretty steadih-, and the output since 1850 is nearly equal to that of the

entire eighteenth centui-}'. The deposit is said to grow richer in depth

' Science, vol. 6, 1885, p. 497, and vol. 7, 1886, p. 462.
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and is certainly far from being exhausted ; on tlie contrary, in tlie method

of exploitation followed, large pilhirs of ore are left as reserves. The con-

tents of these reserves would be sutHcient to yield the usn;d product for

vei-y many years to come, but no authoritative statement of the total amount

of metal contained in them hns been nuide. The total recoi'ded yield is

nearly four million flasks.

The deposits of Idria were discovered, according to some authorities,

in ]4il(>; according to others, in 1497. Since 1580 they have been worked

by government officials for public account. Tlie nn'nes and reduction

works are extremely well managed, and the greatest additions which have

been made to the technology and geology of quicksilver have come from

this establishment. The mine is worked at a large profit, and in 1880 the

director, that eminent mining geologist, the late M. V. Lipoid, stated with

evident and justifiable pride that the average clear profit to the state for the

preceding sixty-five years had been 365,000 florins' per annum. The profit

in 1874 lacked but a few thousand of 2,000,000 florins, and in only three

of the sixty-five years was there a deficit. As at Almaden, the deposit

gTOws stronger in depth, and in 1880 the reserves were known to contain

no less than 30,142,000 kilograms, or 873.504 flasks of 75 Spanish pounds.

The total known product up to Januar}', 188G, is over a million and a half

of flasks; but no data were preserved for some forty years during the term

which had elap.sed since work began, 'fhe product of Idria has been about

three-eighths of that of Almaden.

In nortiieni Ital}-, at no great distance from Idria, are several deposits,

of which the principal is the Vallalta. 'lliere is also a series of mines in

Tuscany stretching- along the western coast of Italy. Some of the de-

posits are of considerable connnercial importance. The product is given

by Mr. A. d'Achiardi as follows, in kilograms:

Tuscan uiiues ...

YenetiaQ mines .

18G0.
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This table serves to show how the quicksilver mining industry has

been transferred from Vallalta to Tuscany. The sura of the products here

given for five years is 15,087 flasks, Spanish standard, or an average of

2,017 flasks a year. From 1850 to 18G0 the average was probaldy con-

siderably lower. Since 1880 it has been greater.'

The ore deposits of Huancavelica, in Pern, were discovered soon after

the invention of tJie amalgamation process. There are over forty deposits

in the district, but tlie principal mine was the Santa Barbara. This mine

was sometimes worked b}' the state and was sometimes leased to private

parties on conditioii tliat the metal obtained should be made over to the

state at a fixed price. Stealing, however, was prevalent to such an extent

that mercliants flocked to Huancavelica with no inconsiderable sums of

money to l)uy from miners and foremen the metal which it was their duty

to turn into the treasury. The technical management seems to have been

as bad as the business administration of this property, and there can be

little doubt tliat skillful and honest Avork would have secured a far larger

total output. With all disadvantages, the Santa Barbara mine alone yielded

to the state about as much quicksilver as has thus far been produced in

California.

Of the mines of Kwei-Chau, in China, very little is known. Baron von

Richthofen, however, a most excellent judge, believed this district to be

the richest quicksilver region in the world.

Table of products

—

-J liavc tliouglit it wortli whilo to bring the figures repre-

senting the known production of the more important quicksilver regions

together for comparison in the following table. The figures for Almaden

are taken from a memoir by Mr. II. Kuss^ and data furnished by Mr. J. B.

Randol.^ In Mr. Kuss's table of product for 1800 to 1875, there is a misprint

amounting to 1,000,000 kilograms. Mr. Randol's data prove that the total

for this period given by Mr. Kuss is correct and that the misprint is between

1800 and 1850. The product of Almaden for 1 885 was 47,02G flasks. The

• According to data furnished to mo by the superintendents of the Siele and the Cornachino mines

(the only ones at work, so far as I can ascertain, in Tuscany), the average product for the five years

1881 to 1885 was 5,789 flasks. The product for 1880 was 7,478 flasks.

^Annalesdes mines, vol. 13, 1878, p. 1.50.

s Mineral Resources U. S. 1833 and 1884, p. 492.
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data forldria up to January 1, 1880, are from an official publication.^ The

amount of quicksilver definitely known to have been produced in the six-

teenth centmy is 2,034,000 kilograms. "At the beginning of the seven-

teenth century the production rose, and, beginning witli 1612, the product

was for some years 1,680 metrical centals annually. During the later years

the average yearl}- product was 1,120 centals." 1 shall assume that this

latter and smaller output extended over seventy years. This assumption,

in combination with the figures just given, leads to the total product prior

to 1800 which appears in the table. The production of Idria from 1800

onwards is from exact official figures." The data for Huancavelica are

taken from Mr. M. E. de Rivero's memoir on the district.'

The data from 1571 to 1790 are for tlie 8anta Barbara mine alone,

from which the state received 1,040,469 quintals 30 pounds 1,5 ounces dur-

ing this period. The known product subsequent to 1 790 includes other

mines as well as the Santa Barbara.

Product of the i)rinclp(d distrwts, in. iSpanish //c(.s7,-.s( of 75 Spanish pounds or 34..'j07 lilo-

(/ranis.
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desirable that (quicksilver mines should be developed on her own soil.

Accordingly, as far back as 1783, quicksilver mining was made the subject

of special legislation. A quicksilver fund was established out of the public

revenues for the purpose of promoting the discover}- and development of

quicksilver mines. On every hundred weight of the metal produced a bounty

was paid, and a large sum was offered to those who should succeed in pro-

ducing a specified quantity annually.'

Nt)t onlv are there many skillful miners and prospectors in Mexico,

but so universal is the interest in the subject that a knowledge of ores has

become almost instinctive among Mexicans. It would be supposed that,

when their natui'al acuteness in mineralogy was sharpened by the promised

rewards, some of the many cinnabar deposits of California would have

been discovered within a few years after the promulgation of the edicts of

1783; but this did not happen for more than sixty years.

It has been asserted that the California Indians knew of the cinnabar

of New Ahnaden and used it for paint long before the Spanish-American

immigrants became acquainted with it. The evidence on this point seems

to be quite inconclusive, and it is not impossible that the incident is bor-

rowed from the history of Peru, where, as all historians are agreed, the

subjects of the Incas were familiar with the u.se of vermilion. The same

stor}' has been related within a few years of Nevada Indians. It is hard to

say whether it is more probable that the aborigines repeated the same series

of discoveries in personal adornment at these three points or that the whites

have forced the same characteristic anecdote into service a number of times,

with changes of names and dates. It has also been asserted that the Spanish

Californians excavated cinnabar at New Ahnaden and used it to paint the

mission church at Santa Clara. The occurrence was certainly known as

early as 1821, when Antonio Sufiol and Luis Chaboya erected a mill on a

neighboring sti'eam and endeavored to extract silver from the cinnabar. A
second attempt of the same kind was made in 1835. Late in 1845 Andreas

Castillero, a Mexican officer who was on a journey to Sutter's Fort, passed

through Santa Clara. The mysterious ore was shown to him, and he is

' The notes on the history of the discovery of quicksilver in California are derived from the testi-

mony in the case of The United States us. Andreas Castillero, decided by the Supreme Court, December
term, 1862. (Black's S. C. R., vol. 2.)
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said to liave visited the mines. He shortly afterwards returned, and what

occurred, according- to the testimony of Jacob P. Leese, is so curious and

interesting as to l)e worth quoting:

About tbe latter part of jSTovember, or first of December, lSt."», 1 went into the

mission of Santa Clara to dine with Padre Real, of the mission. Mr. C.istillero was

there. Our general couversatiou through dinner was about this mine and of esperi-

meuts which Castillero had been trying to find out what tlie mineral was. He made

a remark and said he thought he knew what it was. If it was what he supposed it

was he had made his fortune. We were anxious to know what it was. He got up

from the table and ordered the servant to pulverize a portion of this ore. After it

was pulverized he ordered the servant to bring in a hollow tile full of lighted coals.

He took some of the powdered ore and threw it on the coals. After it got perfectly

hot he took a tumbler of water and sprinkled it on the coals with his fingers. He
then emptied the tumbler and put it over the coals upside down ; then took the tum-

bler off and went to the light to look at it; then made the remark that it was what

he supposed it was—"quicksilver." He showed all who were there the tumbler, and

we found that it was frosted with minute globules of metal, which Castillero collected

with his finger and said it was quicksilver. He then said to morrow he would test it

thoroughly and find out what it was worth. He considered it very rich on account of

the weight of the ore, and if it proved as rich as the quicksilver mines in Spain, that

the Mexican government bad offered to any one for the discovery of such a mine iu

tbe Republic of Mexico one hundred thousand dollars.

Like so many Mexican practices, this test has a very quaint and medi-

eval cliaracter, but it was nevertheless founded upon correct principles and

was calculated to afford a demonstration of the presence of quicksilver

without the use of reagents which were, perhaps, inaccessible to Castillero.

Bv the use of glowing coals and water he effected a steam-roasting- of the

ore, which was sure to liberate metallic mercui-y if cinnabar was present,

and the cold wet tumbler acted as an efficient closed condenser. The test

was, in fact, equivalent to the ordinary blow-pipe test in a closed tube, the

action of alkaline reducing agents being- replaced by that of steam.

Castillero laid claim to the property as a mine containing silver, gold,

and quicksilver. He either had difficulty in thinking- of a mine contain-

ing no precious metals or thought it expedient to make his claim sufficiently

broad. There was nothing unnatural in the association, for the three metals

are found together at almost innumerable points in America and Europe.

In the opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States, indeed, this as-

sociation constitutes an inconsistency which tended strongly to impair the

validity of the entire claim, but judicial geology is well known to belong
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to a special scliool. Work was begun almost immediately under Castil-

lero's direction, o-uii-barrels being used as retorts. These insignificant

reduction works liave now grown to very imposing dimensior.s, Init tlie

quantit}- of ore in siglit is no longer so satisfactory.

The other deposits of California liavebeen fouml in partl)y systematic

prospecting and in part by accident. The licdington mine was discovered

in making excavations for a higliway. The Sulphur Bank, as its name im-

jjlies, was worked for sulphur for some time liefore the presence of the un-

derlying cinnabar was suspected. Tiie very Iiigh prices wliicli quicksilver

brought in 1S74 and 1875 greatly stimulated proibiction and the di.scovcry

of deposits. None of those found grows richer as depth from the surface

increases, luit most of them are very imperfectly developed, and, as will be

shown in subsequent cliapters, this feature depends upon peculiarities of the

s^-stems of fissures comiected with tlie ore deposits, not upon characteristics

of cinnaba)-. It is Ijy no means inq)ossible tliat great deposits of cinnabar,

comparable with tbose of Idria, if not with those of Almaden, still exist in

California. None sucli, however, is iu)w known and the amount of ore

in sight is not great.

Production in California.—The followiug table of productiou of the mines of

California has been compiled from year to 3'ear l)y ]V[r. J. B. Randol and is

well known to those interested in the subject.
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Production of quichsilver on the Pacific Slope, inflasls of 7G^ pounds avoirdvpois.

Years.
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Production of quicksilver on the Pacific Slope, inflaalcH of 7G.^ pounds avoirdupois— Cont'd.

Tears.
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Geographical position of mines.—Tlie following list Will eiiablo the reader to tind

some of the mines mentioned in the preceding table, as well as others to be

referred to later, on the sketch-map of California (PI. I) and to appreciate

approximately the geographical position of others:

Distribution of quiclsili'cr mines.

(Mines marked M are in the Mayacmiis distiict.)

Abbott, Colusa county.

Altooua, Trinity county.

American (m), Lake county.

Bacon (ii), Lake county.

Bella Union, Napa county.

Buckeye, Colusa county.

California (Reed), Yolo county.

Cerro Bonito, Fresno county.

Cloverdale (m), Sonoma county.

Enriquita, Sauta Clara county.

Guadalupe, Santa Clara county.

Great Eastern, Sonoma county.

Great Eastern (m). Lake county.

Great Western (m), Lake county.

Kentucky (M), Sonoma conuty.

Little Panoche, Fresno county.

Los Prietos, Santa Barbara county.

Manhattan, Napa county.

Manzanita, Colusa county.

Mt. Jackson, Sonoma county.

Napa Consolidated, Napa county.

New Almaden, Sauta Clara county.

New Idria, Fresno county.

Oakland (.m), Sonoma county.

Oceanic, San Luis Obispo county.

Ocean View, San Luis Obispo county.

Picacho, San Benito county.

Pope Valley, Napa county.

Rattlesnake (m), Sonoma county.

Redington, Napa county.

Reed (same as California), Yolo county.

San Juan Bautista, Santa Clara county,

St. John, Solano conuty.

Stayton, San Benito county.

Steamboat Springs, Ormsby county, Nev.

Sunderland. San Luis Obispo county.

Wall street (.m), Lake county.

Other interesting statistical information Avith reference to quicksilver

may be found in the Mineral Resources issued by the U. S. Geological

Survey.



CHAPTER II.

NOTES ON FOREIGN OCCURRENCES OF QUICKSILVER.

There are few districts besides those of the Pacific Slope in which mer-

curial ores are met with in such abundance as to be of great commercial

importance. The Almaden mines, in Spain, take the first rank, and those

of Idria, in southern Austria, have yielded and will continue to yield a con-

siderable product. Several thousand flasks a year are also extracted from

the Tuscan mines. China now produces little quicksilver, though she for-

merly exported it, besides supplying the home demand. This is not due to

the exhaustion of the mines, and there seems to be good reason to suppose

that the deposits of Kwei-Chau are of great extent and value. Peru has

yielded very large quantities of quicksilver in former times, but the mines

are in part exhauftted and in part have been ruined by bad mining. While

the number of highly productive localities is small, the localities in which

ores occur are very numerous, and many of these have been of temporary

or local importance. The geological interest attaching to a locality is not

dependent upon the amount of metal which it has furnished to the markets

of the world, but upon the relations between cause and effect which the

occurrence serves to elucidate, and a brief review of the deposits known to

exist away from the Pacific Slope will form the fittest introduction to the

subject of this memoir.

It will appear in the subsequent chapters that nearly every mineral

association and mode of occurrence known to exist elsewhere is repeated in

California and Nevada, so that the mercurial deposits of the Pacific Slope

admirably represent those of the world so far as they are known.

I have inade no systematic endeavor to exhaust geological literature

with reference to foreign occurrences of mercurial ores, though it is certain

that no very important deposits have escaped me. I have sought to compile
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notes on comparatively little-known deposits rather than on those whicli

have been most frequently described, and I have altogether omitted a con-

siderable number of unimportant occurrences in Germany and Austria, de-

scriptions of which are readily accessible in standard works on mining

geology. Two reviews of the quicksilver deposits of the world have been

of great use to me. These are by Mr. A. Noggerath' and Prof A. d'Achiardi"

respectively.

The sketch-map of the world (PI. II) accompanying this chai)ter will be

of some assistance in following the text, but its prlncl[)al j)urposc is to illus-

trate the larger features of thu distribution of ciiuiabar.

NORTH AMERICA.

Away from the Pacitic 8lo})c the United States pos.sesses no known

deposits of cinnabar. Tliere is, indeed, a settlenuMit named (•innal)ar near

the Yellowstone Park, buti am informed that no mercuric sul[)hide has

been found there. A telluride of mercury, coloradoite, is found with tel-

lurides of gold and silver and with free gold in some of the mines of Poulder

county, Colo, but only in small ([uantitles.' In notices of the distribu-

tion of quicksilver the statement has often been made that cinnabar is fouiul

in Connecticut in river sands. I have not found a citation of the original

authority for this statement. Prof J. I). Dana writes me that he knows of

no such occurrence, and it is safe to assume that no discovery of cinnabar

could have been made near the home of this famous mineralogist without

coming to his knowledge.

Towards the beginning of the century cinnal)ar was reported at nu-

merous points in the Eastern States ; it was even said to be ver\' abundant

in the beach sands of the Great Lakes. Had these assertions been correct

they certainly would have been confirmed, (iold amalgam has been found

at Plymouth, Vt., and the native copper of one of the mines at Lake Su-

perior is said by M. Hautefeuille to contain a little mercury.^

' Zeitscbr. fiir Berg-, Hiittcn- und Salinenwosen ini preuss. Staate, vol. 10, 1862, p. 38ij.

I motalli loro minerali e raiuierc, vol. 1, 1883, p. 100.

^Emmoiwauil Becker: Statistics and Tecliuology of the Precious Metals, Tenth Census Repts.
U. S., vol. n, p. 66.

•' Geological Survey of CauaJa, Geology of CauaJa, 1863, p. 518.
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Nova Scotia.—111 tliG iuu'iferous region of Nova Scotia cinnabar and native

quicksilver are said to have been found at Gay's River and globules of

the metal were washed from a soft slate at Wavei'ley.^ There is certainlv

nothing improbable in these reports, for cinnaljar and mercury occiu- in

many of the gold fields of the world.

Santo Domingo.— Mr. W. S Courtuey^ cjuotes "an English writer about

the close of the last century" as stating that tliere is "mercury at tlie head

of the river Yaque." Mercuiy is also enumerated among the minerals of

Ilayti by Mr. J. D. Chaniplin, jr.* In Mr. Gabb's memoir on Santo Do-

mingo I find no mention of this metal.

Mexico.— Ores of quicksilver occur at a great number of localities in

Mexico, the number of deposits being estimated by Prof A. del Castillo at

not less than fifty. He is also of the o]nnion that the countiy is capable of

yielding annualh^ the 2,000,000 or 2,500,000 pounds necessary for home

consumption.^ Most of the mines appear to be unsatisfactory, however, for

in 1882 but one quicksilver mine was in operation.'^

Quicksilver ores occur in the following States of Mexico, arranged as

nearly as may be in the order of their latitude : Cliihuahua, Durango,

Zacatecas, San Luis Potosi, Guanajuato, Queretaro, Hidalgo, Jalisco, Mex-

ico, Morelos, Guerrero, Oaxaca. Those of Guadalcazar, in the State of San

Luis Potosi, and of Huitzuco, in the State of Guerrero, are the most im-

portant."

According to Mr. D. de Cortazar" quicksilver ores in Mexico occur in

primary, transition, secondary, and tertiary strata, but are found every-

where near eruptive rocks.

Humboldt describes one deposit as forming a vein of considerable width

and length "in veritable pitchstone porphyry." The ^valls of this vein

were impregnated to some extent, so that traces of cinnabar and metallic

' H. How: Mineralogy of Nova Scoliii, 1861), p 61.

The Gold Fields of St. Domingo, 18G0, p. il9.

^Encyc. Brit., t)tli ed., article Ilayti.

'A note commnuioated to the Mining and Scientific Press, San Francisco, Jaunary 16, 1875. I re-

gret not having been al)lo to obtain a copy of this author's work, Monioria sobre las miuas de azogue
de America, 1872.

''Ou tbe authority of Mr. Lorenzo Castro : Eucyc. Krit., article Mexico.
••S. Ramirez: Riqueza miuera de Mexico, p. 'Jl.

. 'Repts. Phila. Interuat. Exh. 1876 to Parliament, vol. 3, Loudon, 1--7S, p. 389.
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mercury were observed in the porphyry at considerable distances from the

vein.' At Durasno, between Tierra Nueva and San Luis do hi Paz, in tlio

State of Guanajuato, lie inspected a cinnabar deposit forming a layer" rest-

ing on porphyry.

The cinnabar deposits in the mining district of Guadalcazar were dis-

covered in 1840. Though they are numerous they appear to be of no

great value, for in 1874 they were not yielding enough quicksilver to sup-

ply the demand in the state in which they lie.' This district forms the

subject of a paper by Mr. Ramirez,' from which the following notes are

taken. The country rock of the district is chiefly limestone, with a few

intercalated beds of shale. The rock is compact and usually of a bluish-

gray tint. No fossils are known to occur in it, nor does it stand in such

relations to other strata as to render a stratigraphical determination of its

ago practicable. It is supposed, however, to be Cretaceous both by Mr.

Ramirez and b}' Mr. V. d'Aoust.^ The region also contains granites and

porphyries; the latter inclose deposits of silver ores, but the quicksilver

ores are confined to the limestone in the district in which this metal has

been exploited. According to Noggerath, however, ciiniabar with pyrite

and galena is also found in granite in this region.

Ores of quicksilver occur at numerous points along a belt nearly foi-ty

miles in length (sixty kilometers), which extends to the northwest of

Guadalcdzar. The deposits occur mainly as layers in the limestone, but

'Essai politique sur le royanme de la Noiivelle Espague, p. 585. The vein is CiiUiscl the San Juan
de la Cliica. It traverses the mountain of the Calzones and extends to Chichindara. I have not been
able to find these localities oh the maps.

«I shall nso this word to translate the term manto, which does not seem to correspond to any e,\-

pressiou recognized in Engli-sh or German mining technology and soonis also to bear a somewhat vari-
able meaning among Spanish-American miners. Humboldt (ibid., p. 584) defines nianto as "uno
couche horizontale," but horizoutality is certainly not a necessary attribute of mantos as the term is

used by Spanisb-Amerioan mining geologists. Rivero, in describing tbe deposits of Ilnancavelica, re-

peatedly uses the expression manto (5 capa, and capa is the term employed for a stratum of sediment-
ary rock. According to F. A. Moosta (Ueber das Vork. der Clilor-, Hrom- und lodverbinduugen, p. 2'>),

the Chilian miners use this word to describe any layer or sheet of mineral, irrespective of origin, so
that strata of sedimentary rock and veins crossing strata, as well as dikes, may all be called mantos.
Rivero, however, makes a sharp distinction between veins and mantos, and both ho and the Mexican
geologists seem to me to understand by manto either an ore-bearing stratum or a deposit resembling a
stratum, such as a bed-vein, irrespective of the question whether or not the ore deposition has accom-
panied sedimentation. No doubt the term is much more loosely used by miners.

'Castillo, loc. cit.

•• Anales del ministerio de fomento, Mexico, vol. 3, 1877, p. 339.

^Comptes rendus Acad, .sci., Paris, vol. 83, 1876, p. 289.

MON xiir 2
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irregular networks of veins, or stockworks, are also found. The limestone

forming the immediate walls of the layers differs from that which is more

remote from the deposits, the rock at the contact tending to assume a

blackish color and a compact granular structure. The deposits are ordi-

narily separated from the country rock by a deposit of gypsum.^ The

chief ore is cinnabar, often hepatic and sometimes accompanied by the

seleno-sulphide guadalcazarite, first described by Mr. del Castillo from this

locality. Calcite and fluorspar are the gangue minerals. Native sulphur

occurs with the ore in the principal vein of the district, the Trinidad. This

appears to me to suggest the recency of the deposit and its deposition from

hot sulphur springs; for most native sulphur is certainly formed by the

decomposition of hydrogen sulphide in contact with air. Mr. Ramirez sup-

poses the sulphur formed by sublimation; but I do not find in his descrip-

tion any evidence of the former prevalence of very high temperatures, and

the presence of calcite and fluorspar indicates deposition from solutions.

The deposits of Huitzuco, about fifty miles north of Tixtla, in the

State of Guerrero, were discovered in March, 1874. The geology and the

deposits of mercury, silver, lead, and other metals of this state have been

described by Mr. T. L. Laguerenne.' Granite seems to underlie the coun-

try. Upon it rest metamorphic rocks, including serpentine and eruptive

masses. In the neighborhood of Huitzuco the rocks are metamorphic slates

and limestones Avhich have been much disturbed. The cinnabar deposits

are mainly pockets of various dimensions and layers, but veins also exist.

The deposit of Tepozonalco is a vein (veta) between slate and limestone,

both rocks being metamorphosed and disturbed. The ore is argentiferous

and is distributed tln-ough the entire vein matter. Tlie ordinary ore of the

district is livingstonite, a sulphide of antimou}- containing mercury. Cin-

nabar is said also to form pseudomorphs after stibnite.'

Prof. F. Sandb^rger has given a very interesting account of specimens

of ore sent to him from Huitzuco by Mr. F. Velten. Tiiey represent a series

from fresh stibnite to pseudomorphs of cinnabar after stibnite, containing onl}'

' I suppose this ininenil to resiiU from the reaction of irou sulphate, produced by the oxidation o(

pyrite, ou the limoKtoiie walKs.

^Anales del niiuisterio de fomeiito, Mexico, vol. 7, ISe'SJ, p. 605.

'Velten aud Lehmanii: Sitzungsber. k, buyer. AUad. Wiss.,vol. ->, Munich, I8i>7, p.yO-.i, cited by

d'Aeliiardi.
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traces of antimony. The first step is an oxidation of stibnite to stibiconite,

accompanied by a more or less complete impregnation witli black, amorphous

metacinnabarite. The transformation of the whole mass to cinnabar follows.

The change from black to red sulphide is considered as due to the probable

solubility of mercuric sulphide in calcium sulphide. Quartz and gypsum

are the gangue minerals.^

At Clnlapa also, near Tixtla, cinnabar occurs in a well defined vein

in metamorphic slate. Quartz and iron oxides constitute the gangue, and

the vein matter incloses fragments of country rock. In places the quartz

is stained with copper. Cinnabar impregnates the entire width of the vein.

At San Onofre mercurial ores occur under conditions similar to those

at Guadalcazar; near San Felipe are veins of cinnabar in porphyry: near

Guanajuato deposits of cinnabar and mercuric iodide occur in Tertiary

clays and conglomerates ; at Loma de Encinal veins of cinnabar exist in

decomposed porphyry; and rich mercurial deposits are said to occur at

Maltrata. In 1876 Mr. Geo. T. Walker, reporting in manuscript on the

Guanacevl district, in the State of Durango, calls attention to the fact that,

in the La Colcrada silver mine, ores containing cinnabar occur close to the

hanging wall of the vein. This occurrence has a parallel in this country

near Belmont, Nev.

Guatemala.— Accordiug to Noggeratli, a specimen of cinnabar from Gua-

temala, accompanied by barite, exists in Berlin. I have met with no other

mention of quicksilver ores in Central America.

SOUTH AMERICA.

Colombia.— ]\Ir. R. R. Hawkins, of my staff", found native quicksilver

disseminated in globules in a clay soil near the town of Cruces, on the Isth-

mus of Panama. He also found float cinnabar near the Magdalena river,

in the State of Tolima. " Near Choco," probably the bay o-f that name,

" gold amalgam and platinum are found together."- Humboldt mentions

cinnabar as occurring in the province of Antioipiia, in the valley of the

Santa Rosa, to the east of the river Guaca, and also between the towns,

Ibague and Carthago.

' Sitznngsber. k. bayer. Akad. Wiss., Municb, July 3, 187.5.

• Niiggerath, loc. cit.
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Ecuador.— Near the town of Azogue (Spanish for quicksilver) cinnabar

occurs in veins in the more ancient sandstones. Between this point and

Cuenca, at wliich quicksilver has also been mined, fragments of cinnabar

are found with gold in gravels. Deposits similar to those of Azogue are

worked within the city of Loja.^

Peru.— Of late years Peru has yielded no considerable quantities of

quicksilver, though it was formerly one of the great quicksilver-producing

countries of the world. The most northerly deposit is that of Chonta,- in

the western Andes, close to the frontier of Ecuador. Mr. BugdolP de-

scribes the deposit as a bed in early Paleozoic rocks. It is composed of

clay, sand, pyrite, and cinnabar. The ore impregnates the sandstone foot-

wall to some e.\tent. In the direction of the strike the ore is replaced by

pyrite. Veins of lead ore cross the cinnabar deposit nearly at right angles.

In the Santa Apolonia Mountains, near Cajamarca, globules of quick-

silver occur in trachyte. Specimens were exhibited at Paris in 1878 in the

fine collection of Mr. A. Raimondi.*

Humboldt notes the appearance of quicksilver at Vuldivui, " in the

province of Pataz." There is now no such province, and I presume the

locality to be near the town of that name. The same geologist states that

cinnabar is found at the Baths of Jesus, to the southeast of Guacarachuco

(probably another form of the name Huacrachuco). These baths are no

' H. A. Webster: Encyc. Brit., article Ecuador.

' The deposits mentioned in Peru being somewhat numerous, the following table may be convenient

to readers. The latitudes are only approximate

:

Chonta

Cajamarca

rata?.

Huacrachuco. ..

Caraz

Santa

Huaraz

Cerro de Pasco

.

Tauli

Huancavelica ..

Ayaviri

Localities. Latitude.

Piura I i

Cajamarca ' 7

Libertad

Huanuco

Ancacbs

Ancachs

Ancaclis

JuDin

Huancavelica .

10 40

11 40

' Zeltschr. fiir Bi rg-, Hiitten- nnd Saliuenwesen im preiiss. Staate, vol. 10, 1862, p. 391,

•G. vom Riitli: N:iliirwi.ss. .Studien, Bonn, 1879, p. 37-2.
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doubt hot springs. He also mentions this ore at Guaraz (Huaraz) and near

Santa.

In the province of Ancachs' mercury occurs in only a few deposits,

which appear to be of little value. It is always found as cinnabar in veins,

and mixed with other sulphides, such as galena, blende, pyrite, and gray

copper. One of the principal mines is the Santa Cruz, near Caraz. The

large amount of carbonic anhydride evolved in this mine renders its ex-

ploitation difficult.

There is a quicksilver mine in the great silver-mining district of Cerro

de Pasco, at Cuipan. The rocks of this region include granite and trachytic

lavas, as well as more or less metamorphosed sedimentary beds."

In the mineral district of Yauli, 75 miles northeast of Lima, close to

the Punabamba ranch, in a valley of the Andes, hot sulphur springs reach

the surface and deposit considerable quantities of sulphur. Above these

springs are quartz veins carrying seams and pockets of cinnabar and pyrite.

The inclosing rocks are schists and sandstones.^

For over two hundred years the district of Huancavelica (sometimes

written Guancavelica) yielded almost as much, possibly quite as much,

metal as the district of Almaden, and the recorded total product of Huan-

cavelica considerably exceeds that of California. The district of Huanca-

velica lies on the eastern slope of the western range of the Cordilleras. The

rocks, according to Mr. Crosnier,^ are of Jurassic age and are elevated to a

nearly vertical position, but have a westerly dip. They strike north and

south. The sedimentary rocks are the same throughout the district, and

consist of argillaceous schists, conglomerates, sandstone, and limestone,

alternating in thick beds. There are also, according to Mr. Rivero,^ por-

phyries and trachytic lavas in the district, and granite is exposed at least at

one locality. All traces of volcanic action have not disappeared from this

'Explotacion y beneficio de los niineralea de Ancachs, Prof. M. dii Chatenet: Aiiales coustr. civ.

y ininas Peru, vol. 3, 1883, p. 3.

-Alijaudro Babiaski, State engiueer: lufornie sobre el Cerro de Pasco, 187(3.

^Bugdoll, loc. cit. ; Mineral de Yauli, por L. Pfliicker y Rieo: Anales coustr. civ. y luinas Peru, vol.

3, 1883, p. 62.

^Annales des mines, Paris, .5th series, vol. 2, 1852, p. 37.

^Memoria sobre el rico miueral de azogue de Huancavelica, por Mariano Ednardo de Rivero,

Lima, 1848.
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region. In the environs of the town are hot springs still depositing sinter,

and so abundant is this material that tlie town is built of it. The most

famous mine is the Santa Barbara, close to the town of Huancavelica, but

there are over forty points at which cinnabar occurs, the most remote being

IS leagues (20 to a degree) from the Santa Barbara, and sixteen of them

within 2 leagues. The department of Huancavelica contains silver, copper,

lead, iron, and coal, as well as quicksilver.

The deposit of Santa Barbara consists of impregnations of cinnabar,

mainly in sandstone. Some observers have pronounced it a vein, but Mr.

Rivero denies that this name is applicable and considers it a layer or bed

running parallel with the beds of limestone, sandstone, and conglomerate.

Humboldt points out that cinnabar occurs close to Huancavelica in two very

different ways, in part in true veins (filons) and in part in strata (couches).

In the Santa Barbara it occurs chiefly as impregnations in portions of the

sandstone bed, though much of the sandstone is barren; but he states that

in portions of tlie deposit the cinnabar forms stringers, which are sometimes

reticulated, forming a true stockwork or irregular reticulated mass. Ac-

cording to Crosnier profound disturbance of the rocks preceded the deposi-

tion of ore, and the deposit appears to me therefore to be a tabular impreg-

nation intimately related to a fissure system. The diff'erence between such

a deposit and a bed vein does not seem great or important. Besides pjn-ite

the mine carries much mispickel and realgar, differing in this respect from

the other great cinnabar deposits of the world, though similar associations

in smaller deposits are frequent. According to Humboldt the arsenic is

found almost exclusively in the lower levels. He also mentions galena

among the metallic minerals. Calcite and barite are the gangue minerals.

The Santa Barbara was discovered in 1566 by Enrique Garct's, but it

had long been known to the Indians, who called cinnabar llimpi and used it

to paint their bodies. According to Mr. Rivero no historian has mentioned

that they obtained quicksilver by the distillation of ciimabar. He states,

however, that in the iumiediate neighborhood of the Santa Barbara there

are remains of ancient, very small, retort-shaped furnaces in which the sub-

jects of the Peruvian Incas reduced cinnabar. In this connection it is

interesting to note that in the northern part of Chili, according to Mr. V.
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Peroz-Rosales,' the Indians of the present day extract quicksilver from cin-

nabar in small, rudely made, earthen retorts (cornues en terre) and supply

the demand of the gold mines of the region. Has this industry survived

among- the natives from the time of the Incas ? It might also l)e asked what

connection, if any, existed between the primitive furnaces of the Indians

and the aludels of the Bustamente furnace which was invented at Iluanca-

velica in 1G33 b}' Lope Saavedra Barba, a physician and prospector.

Native quicksilvei is found in the pores of a trachyte at Ayaviri, de-

partment of Puno," and tliis is the most southerly locality in Peru of which

I have irotes.

Bolivia.— It is stated that cinnabar is among the ores of Bolivia and

that quicksilver is frequently found associated with silver ores.^

Chili.—Mr. Crosnier, in discussing the deposits of Cliili and Peru (loc.

cit), remarks that deposits of mercury appear to occur inditferently in

stratified rocks and in granite. The Punita mine, in Chili, is in the -latter.

According to Mr. Resales (loc. cit.) cinnabar occurs in the northern prov-

inces, especially near Andacollo, in the province of Coquimbo. Near the

town of Chili* cinnabar is found in dendritic forms, inclosed in quartz.

Amalgams are well known to be frequent in the Chilian precious metal

mines, especially at Arqueras.

The Argentine Republic.— It lias becu asscrted that traces of mercury have

been found in the sandstones at La Cruz and at Santo Tome. Professor

Stelzner'' regards this occurrence as extremely problematical. These local-

ities lie in the northeastern part of the republic. The northwestern corner

of the country, adjoining portions of Peru and Chili known to contain mer-

curial ores, does not appear to have been explored to any considerable

extent.

Brazil.—There is no doubt that quicksilver occurs in southern Brazil,

but the information concerning it is very indefinite and probably in part

erroneous. In 1865 Dr. Bosquet, a resident of Paranagua, stated that at

' Essai sur le Chili, 1857, p. 166.

'G. vom Rath, loc. cit. lu view of the iuvestigatious of later years on the supposed trachytes of

the Pacific Slope, it is not improbable that the two mercurial lavas of Peru are really andesites.

'J. A. Phillips: Ore Deposits, p. 6iO; Keith Johuston : Eacyc. Brit., article Bolivia.

*Xon;gerath, loc. cit. I caunot flud such a town on the maps.
sQeol. nnd Pal. Arg. Rop., Ihifl.'., p. 249.
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one of the extremiiies of the city a deposit of mercury existed so abundant

that in tlie rainy season it flowed from a talus on the borders of the sea.'

Mr. G. C. Broadhead states that mercury is found in ricli quantities in the

jirovince of Parana, and is also found in Santa Catherina and, in the metallic

state, in Sao Paulo." In 1886 Mr. J. C. Gomes, of the Brazilian legation

at Washington, wrote: "Mercury has been discovered at the Capao d'Anta,

in the province of Parana, in quantities that will permit competition with

mines of Europe, Peru, and California"' Prof Orville Derby, of whom
I made inquiry, writes me that the only authoritative reference known to

him is by W. L. von Eschwege.* Cinnabar, according to this geolo-

gist, occurs sparingly in rounded grains in gold sands in the bed of a stream

flowing from the itacolumite mountain of Cachoeira, near Ouro Preto

(formerly Villa Rica). It is not known that this locality has been re-

examined. Professor Derby has visited two localities at which it is said

that native mercury was found, but could detect none and is inclined to

suspect an artificial origin."' He is of the opinion that the Capao d'Anta

locality requires further investigation. The neighboring region is one of

undisturbed Devonian shales and sandstones. The occurrence was reported

by Mr. Keller, who visited it in 1864 or 1865, to be native quicksilver found

in loose earth in a gully, and, so far as Professor Derby knows, only a few

ounces have been collected as a curiosity.

The Great Geyser.—DuHng liis well-kuowu iuvcstigatiou of the Great Gey-

ser, Mr. Des Cloizeaux found metallic mercury and mercuric sulphide in

the geyserite of which the basin of that remarkable spring is composed.

At the time of this examination similar occurrences elsewhere were un-

known or had been very imperfectly studied, and the probability that the

presence of the metal was due to artificial transportation seemed so great

' Ball. Soc. giSographie, Paris, 5tli series, vol. 9, 1865, p. .')28.

- Kept. Pliila. lutemat. Exh. 1876 to Parliament, vol. 3, London, 1378, p. 494.

"Commercial ami Emigrational Guide to Brazil, Compiled and Translated from Official Ptiblica-

tion.s, Wasbingtou, 1886.

• Beitriige znr Gebirgskunde Brasiliens, 1832, p. 283.

''The localities are the island of Itaparica, in front of the city of Bahia, and the fagenda de Bon
Successo, on the Rio das Vellias, mentioned by R. F. Burton (The Highlandsof Brazil, vol. 9, 1869, p. 69).
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as to deter Mr. Des Cloizeaux from mentioning tlie discovery in his memoir

on the Great Geyser.^ He collected numerous specimens, however, some

of which he was kind enough to show me, and noted the conditions in

detail. During the last forty years quicksilver and its sulphides have re-

peatedly been discovered in close relations to thermal springs, and it no

longer seems intrinsically improbable that this occurrence was produced by

deposition from natural solutions. Indeed, it has repeatedly been referred

to in the later literature, though not by its discoverer, as if it were beyond

question a natural deposit.

The basin of the Great Geyser is about eighteen meters in diameter,

and the point at which the quicksilver was found is within the rim exactly

due east, magnetic, from the vent. Traces of the metal were detected over

an ai-ea of about one square meter, and Mr. Des Cloizeaux roughly esti-

mates the entire quantity of mercury wliich he collected at about half a

pound. It occurred at depths from the surface of the sinter varying from

one or two millimeters to about four centimeters. The specimens which I

saw seem to show that the mercury was originally deposited in the me-

tallic state, for liquid globules of the metal about two millimeters or less in

diameter are often partially enveloped in crusts of black sulphide, mani-

festly produced by the action of soluble sulphides on the inclosed metallic

drops. Portions of the sinter, at some distance from visible globules of

quicksilver, -were stained black by mercuric sulphide, and at some points

small quantities of the red sulphide made their appearance.

The fact that cinnabar accompanies this quicksilver shows that the

water of the geyser is capable of dissolving traces of mercuric sulphide; foi",

had not this been the case, only metacinnabarite could have resulted from

the attack of metallic mercury by soluble sulphides. The investigations

described in Chapter XV of this memoir also show that mercuric sulphide

is soluble to a considerable extent in waters of a composition similar to that

of this great spring. Such solubility is evidently a necessary condition of

the hypothesis that the mercury was deposited from the water.

On the other hand, there are circumstances connected with the occur-

rence which seem to me to point somewhat strongly to an artificial origin.

' Anuales de cliimie, Paris, vol. 19, 1847, p. 444. The information given in the text was verbally

communicated to me by Mr. Des Cloizeaux.
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Judging from the specimens, it would appear, as already mentioned, that

nearly or quite all of the quicksilver was originally deposited in the metallic

state and that the sulphide accompanying it is of secondary origin. Now,

though more or less native quicksilver often accompanies deposits of cinna-

bar, the metallic mercury usually forms but a small proportion of the entire

ore. To this rule there are some exceptions. At the Rattlesnake mine, in

California, for example, a large part of the quicksilver was native, but here,

and at other points in the same State at which native quicksilver was abun-

dant, it was also accompanied by unusual quantities of bituminous oils, which

were probably not without effect upon the form in wliich the metal was

deposited. Near Montpellier, France, also, quicksilver has been found in

some quantity, so far as I know unaccompanied by cinnabar. But the depo-

sition of quicksilver, almost exclusively in the metallic state, from waters such

as that of the Great Geyser, containing soluble sulphides and little or no or-

ganic matter, is very liard to understand. It is also very difficult to account

for the distribution of the metal on the supposition that it was brought to the

surface in solution by the heated waters. The basin of the Great Geyser

is extremely symmetrical; in other words, the deposition of mineral matter

takes place with great uniformity on all sides of the vent. Now, although

the quantity of quicksilver found was by no means inconsiderable at a

single spot, it was detected nowhere else in the basin. It seems highly

improbable that the metal should have been deposited from the water

without any approach to symmetr}- of distribution. In the opinion of Mr.

Des Cloizeaux, it is not difficult to imagine circumstances under which a

barometer might have been broken at the point where the mercury was

found. The water sinks periodically into the vent, leaving the point in

question bare, and returns again with a rush. An observer, taking the op-

portunity to advance as close to the vent as possible, would have to fly for

his life as the water returned, and might well drop his instruments.

Professor Bunsen, who, as is well known, was engaged in investigating

the geysers at the same time with Mr. Des Cloizeaux, also examined this

occuiTence of quicksilver, and has informed me that in his opinion it was

certainly the result of an accident and was not a natural deposit.
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Northwestern Europe.— Aiiialgams liRve bcGn foiuid at Kongsberg, in Nor-

way/ and at Sala, in Sweden," but no cinnabar has been discovered in

Scandinavia, so for as I am aware. In the Scotch liighlands. Black ^ re-

ported an ore containing lead, copper, and a little silver, which, on distilla-

tion, yielded some mercury. Possibly this may have been a tetrahedrite.

According to Prof. R. Jameson, a quantity of quicksilver was found in a

peat moss on the Scotch island of Isla about the beginning of this century.

Some further search was made with no result* I should regard such an

occurrence as almost certainly due to human agency.

Portugal.—A quicksilver mine is said to have existed in the latter part

of the last century in gravels. The locality seems to be at Conna, on the

Tagus, not far from Lisbon.^

Spain.— Near Mieres,*' to the south of Oviedo, in Asturia, cinnabar

deposits, which had been worked long ago, and probably by the Romans,

were rediscovered soon after 1840. The country rock in this district is

composed of carboniferous sandstones and schists. The crest of a range

of hills is formed of a breccia, bounded on both sides by broken and con-

torted beds of sandstone and schist, and composed of fragments of these

rocks. In this breccia, or belt of extreme disturbance, occur cinnabar,

pyrite, mispickel, and realgar. The ore is thus similar to that of Huan-

cavelica. The cinnabar fills cracks and interstitial cavities and sometimes

appears as impregnations Some streaks of ore are four to six inches in

width. My authority speaks of no gangue mineral, but mentions a deposit

of ferrous carbonate in one portion of the belt with the cinnabar, and, so

far as gangue minerals are present, they are perhaps carbonates. The

ore-bearing belt is forty-five to sixty-five feet wide and about four miles

in length. It seems manifest, as Mr. Klemm concludes, that these deposits

' Reports of tlie American Commissioners ou the Paris Exposition of 1878, Mining Industries, by
J. D. Hague, vol. 4, p. 270.

'' A. Niiggerath, loc. cit.

^Niiggerath, loc. cit., probably Joseph Black, who wrote various treatises towards the close of tho
last century.

* Mineralogical Travels etc., vol. 1, 1813, p. 153.

* V. d'Aoust, Comptes rendus Acad, sci., Paris, vol. 83, 1876, p. 289, and Niiggerath, loc. cit.

« J. G. Klomin : Berg- und hiitteum. Zcitung, vol. 26, 1867, p. 13.
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are more recent than the shattering of the mass in which they occur. At

Santander, in the same province, cinnabar forms pockets in the lead and

zinc ores.^ Casiano de Prado mentions the occurrence of cinnabar and

coal together from this province, the coal being unaltered.

The mines of Almaden are not only the greatest quicksilver mines in

the world, but have yielded a product exceeded in value by very few mines

of any kind." The name given by the Moors (al maden, the mine) was

therefore not inappropriate. Cinnabar from Spain is frequently mentioned

by the ancient writers, and the indications are that it came from this localit}'.

The accounts reach back to 415 B. C, when an Athenian, Callias by name,

is said to have invented and made known a method of separating cinnabar

from earthy matter and to have acquired a fortune by mining in Spain.

Pliny describes the locality under the name of Sisapo in such a way as to

leave no doubt that the mining district of Almaden is meant. A few tons

of cinnabar were extracted yearly by the Romans for use as pigment. The

mines were certainly worked by the Moors, but no details are now extant.

Work on a considerable scale, so far as is known, was first initiated by the

German bankers, the brothers Fugger, to whom the mines were farmed in

1525 and who retained control till 1645. The demand for quicksilver did

not in fact reach large proportions until the discovery of the process of

extracting silver from its ores with the help of mercury by Bartolome de

Medina, a Mexican miner, in 1557. Work seems to have been prosecuted

from the earliest times on portions of the deposits which are still being ex-

ploited. Various other deposits within a distance of ten miles have been

' G. Dewalque: Revue de g<Sologie pour les anuses 1864 et 1865, vol. 4, Paris, 1806, p. 94.

^The principal authority on the geology of the Almaden mine is Casiauo de Prado, Bull Soc.

g^ologique France, 2d series, vol. 12, 1835. The palcoutological portion of this memoir is by Messrs. de

Vernenil and Barraude. All subseiiuent writers owe much to this important work. Valuable pa-

pers have also been published by the following geologists and engineers: Bernaldez and Figueroa

(Memoria sobre las minas de Almaden y Alimidenejos, Madrid); A. Nijggerath (Zeitschr. fiir Berg-,

Hiitten- und Salinenweseu im prouss. Staate, vol. 10, 18j2, p. 361) ; Josd de Monasterio y Correa (Rev.

univ. mines, vol. 29, 1871, p. 1); H. Kuss (Aunales des mines, Paris, vol. 13, 1878, p. 39); and Caron

(Zeitschr. filr Berg-, Hilttcu- und Salinenweseu im preuss. Staate, vol. 28, 1880, p. 126), More general

is M. D. de Corlazar's Reseua fisico-geologica de la provincia de Cindad Real. . Prof. R. Helmhacker has

investigated the diabase and piedra frailesca of Almaden in Tschermaks mineralogische und petro-

graphische Mittheilungen, 1877, and Prof. Salvador Calderon has studied the massive rocks of the dis-

trict (Anales Soc. espau. hist, uat., vol. 13, 1884, p. 227).

The account of Almaden given in the text was compiled before my visit to the spot, and I have

added to it only ono or two observations which seemed necessary to obviate uiisnnderatandings. My
own results will appear seiiaratcly.
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discovered from time to time, but are said now to be exhausted or abandoned

for other reasons.

The prevailing rocks of the i\.hnaden district are scliists, quartzites,

and sandstones, together with small quantities of limestone, all of Silurian

and Devonian age. Intimately associated with the deposits, though seldom

in direct contact with the ores, is a rock called piedra frailesca. According

to de Prado this is a metamorphosed breccia, consisting of grains of quartz,

calcium carbonate, dolomite, and fragments of schist cemented by dolomitic

calcite. It occurs in lenticular masses intercalated in the schists and has

been found to contain Silurian fossils. Messrs. Helmhacker and Calderon

regard the rock as a diabase tufa. Cracks in this rock sometimes carry

cinnabar, the deposition of Avhich is therefore later than the brecciation.

The district lies upon the northern flank of the Sierra Morena. In

this range are extensive areas of granite, and a rock also called granite

crops out at various points not many miles to the north of the mines. Di-

abase, or meiaphyre, has broken through the sedimentary rocks and occu-

pies considerable areas near the mine, and a small quantity of porphyrv,

regarded as trachy tic by de Prado, but as Pre-Tertiary by more recent Span-

ish geologists, exists some six miles northeast of Almaden. The sediment-

ary rocks are nearly vertical and are said to be little disturbed by the

diabase eruptions, which have naturally readied the surface along the

planes of bedding. The strata carry enough fossils for a satisfactory de-

termination of the age of the rocks as a whole, but the same beds seem to

reappear more than once in the compressed folds, and it is often difficult to

decide to which of the periods a particular stratum belongs.

The Almaden district contains many deposits of cinnabar scattered

over an area of about ten miles by six, but neither these nor the ranges of

hills exactly follow the strike of the strata, which is very closely east and

west. There seems to be some tendency, however, both with the deposits

and the ranges, to arrangement in the same direction.

The chief ore is of course cinnabar, accompanied by relatively small

quantities of metallic mercury. Pyrite occurs in small quantities, and

Caron detected chalcopyrite. Gangue minerals have been said to be al-

most entirely wanting, but Noggerath detected a little lieavy spar witli the
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ore, and spots of bituminous matter are sometimes found. I found quartz

gangue abundant both in the reserves and in tlie newer exposures.

The deposits of the Ahiiaden mine consist of three tabular masses of

ore, nearl}' GOO feet long and from 12 to 25 feet in thickness. They stand

almost vertically and nearly coincide in position with the surfaces of strat-

ification. The southernmost body is called San Pedro y San Diego ; then

come the San Francisco and, still farther to the north, the San Nicolas.

The first of the three consists of a stratum of sandstone (or quartzite, as it is

called by some authors) impregnated to a large extent with cinnabar. The

impregnation diff"ers in degree and is sometimes so complete that de Prado

infers a partial replacement of the material of the rock by the metallic sul-

phide. ]\rost later writers have accepted de Prado's view, but I could find

no evidence to sustain it. In the two more northerly bodies the deposits

consist of quartzite intersected by stringers and seams of cinnabar. The

seams are sometimes parallel to one another and sometimes intersect the

rock in every direction. Occasionally portions of the quartzite appear to

be impregnated with cinnabar. The walls of the deposits are formed by

quartzite and slate. When quartzite is the wall rock the ore dies out into

it gradually, but scarcely a trace is to be found in the slate. Diabase in a

highly decomposed condition is said to cut off tlie San Nicolas and the San

Francisco to the east.

The ore does not always follow a single stratum, but, according to

Kuss, sometimes passes abruptly from one stratum to another. Slicken-

sides are noted in the schists by Caron, who also mentions small faults in

the San Nicolas, which did not reappear in tlie San Francisco.

There has been much difference of opinion as to the classification of

these deposits. Early authors regarded them as veins ; de Prado, who con-

sidered tliat the ore was introduced fi-om below after the formation of the

beds, regarded the deposits as ore-bearing strata, but not as veins. Nog-

gerath assents to this opinion, pointing out that many phenomena common

in veins are not found here. Caron calls them impregnations and denies

that they are veins or beds. Kuss says: "So soon as one admits, with Mr.

de Prado, that the mercury is derived from the earth's interior, so soon as

one recognizes that tlie deposits of Alniaden form relatively narrow belts,
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following a single direction and having a determinate dip, we do not see

how one can refuse them tlie name of veins." For my part I am not aware

that any definition of vein has been proposed which would exclude the San

Francisco and the San Nicolas as they are described, nor can I see how a

definition could be given which would exclude these bodies without also

excluding the greater portion of known veins. The San Pedro y San Diego

would also seem from the descriptions to be a vein-like impregnation, differ-

ing from the others chiefly in the size of tlie interstitial cavities, which, for

the most part, the cinnabar has filled.

It is a very remarkable fact that the Almaden mine appears to grow

richer as the depth increases. No other known quicksilver deposit exliibits

this valuable peculiarity excepting the Idria. It is also interesting to note

that the other deposits of the Almaden district have given out in depth,

though they occupied a similar position in the same rocks. The relations

of cinnabar deposition to depth are thus evidently determined by purely

local causes, and not by any general principle governing precipitation.

Hence it is quite possible that deposits which grow stronger as distance from

the surface increases may be found in any quicksilver district Monasterio

and Kuss believe the deposition of ore and the eruption of the diabase to

be closely related.

The province of Granada also contains quicksilver along the soutliern

base of the Sierra Nevada. That range is composed of micaceous and

chloritic schists and serpentine. The central mass contains little ore of

any kind, but gold, lead, copper, zinc, cobalt, and nickel ores are found

along its edges. The quicksilver belt has been traced from Torbiscon, in

Granada, to Purchena, in Almeria, and runs on a somewhat more northerly

course than the Sierra. This strip of country contains numerous veins of

cinnabar in talcose schists of Triassic age. The mercurial ore is accom-

panied by gray copper, sulphides of nickel and cobalt, and oxides of iron.

The veins are small and irregular. In the soft rocks there is a tendency to

the diffusion of ore.^

Mr. A. Heckmanns, a mining engineer of large experience in the

mineral districts of Spain and Algeria, informs me that a distinct vein

' Guillemia-Tar.iyre, Comptes reudiis Ac.nl. sci., Paris, vol. 100, 1885, ji. 1231.
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carrying cinnabar exists in slates supposed to be Silurian in the Sierx'a de

Montenegro, which is the eastern end of the great Sierra Nevada. Cin-

nabar and silver amalgam, containing 6 per cent, of quicksilver, perhaps

kongsbergite, occur near Culvas de Vera, in the pro\ince of Almeria.

Copper and lead ores occur in the same neighborhood. At Aquilas, on the

boundary between Murcia and Almeria, quicksilver ore was found and a

furnace was started, but is not now in operation. Near the famous lead-

mining town of Linares, in the province of Jaen, cinnabar occurs along

the partings between strata.

Cinnabar occurs at La Creu, in the province of Valencia. I have had

an opportunity of examining a series of specimens from this locality in the

museum of the Technical High School of Aachen. The countiy rock is

sandstone. The gangue minerals are quartz and carbonates, with which

the cinnabar is intimately mingled. Pyrite is also abundant. The ores

occur in veinlets in the rock, and some of the cavities have not been com-

pletely filled. The absolute impregnation is slight.

Cinnabar is also found, according to Nuggerath, in the province of

Teruel, in a cupriferous quartz vein, and the same sulphide has been recog-

nized in the provinces of Castellon and Alicante, on the east coast of Spain.

Finally it occurs, according to the same authority, in western Spain, in the

province of Badajos. The Almaden district is close to the boundary of

Ciudad Real and Badajos, and a small part of it lies in the latter province.

Excepting at this point I could learn of no occurrence in Badajos.

France.—No important qv;icksilver deposit has ever been opened in

France, though during the last century quicksilver ores were mined at

Menildot, in the department of Manche, in northeastern France. This

mine had a considerable production from 1730 to 1742.^ A mine is said

to have been worked recently at Prunieres, in the department of Isere,

somewhat over twenty miles from Grenoble. This statement, however, is

erroneous. Mr. H. Kuss, of the French mining service, who is stationed

at Grenoble, writes me that, from 1850 to 1854, explorations were made at

this locality, but without success. The principal vein carried small quan-

tities of blende, calamine, tetrahedrite, and galena, and the vein matter was

' Burat : G^ol. appl., vol. 2, x>.
l:in.
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sometimes stained bright red with finely-disseminated cinnabar, particuUirly

in the neighborliood of cahxmine. The gangue was calcite and the inclosing

rock was doloniitic hmestone of the Lias. The veins were very irreo-uhir

and before long disappeared altogether. The proportion of cinnabar was

always very small and no metal was produced. At Chalanches, in the

same department, it is found with sulphides of lead and zinc in veins, in-

closed by crystalline schists which contain traces of platinum. At Alle-

mond, also in Isfcre, cinnabar, native quicksilver, and silver amalgam occur

in a vein. In central France, at Peyrat, in the department of Haute-

Vienne, native quicksilver is found in a decomposed granite. In and near

the Cevennes Mountains, also in soutliern France, native quicksilver occurs

(e. g., near Montpellier) in Tertiary or Quarternary beds. This locality

was discovered in 1760.

The regions in which quicksilver has been found in France also con-

tain other metals, as is not unusual in otlier countries. In Manche, blende,

calamine, and galena are found; in Ilaute-Vienne, lead, antimony, and tin;

in Isere, lead, silver, and gold; in Herault and Aveyron, tetrahedrite and

galena.'

On the island of Corsica cinnabar is said to occur in a state of great

purity in the Balagna, in the territory of the commune Occhia and can-

ton of Belgodfere.^ The Balagna is a district lying east of Calvi, on the

north coast of Corsica, and its port is lie Rousse. Interesting deposits of

cinnabar are found on Cape Corso, the northern promontory of the island.

It is found with stibnite in granite (pegmatite), serpentine, euphotide, schists,

and serpentiniferous limestone. With stibnite it forms crusts of a few cen-

timeters in thickness occupying fissures in the rocks. Tlie gangue, when
there is any, is quartzose. Pyrite, a little blende, and native sulphur are

found in some veins, and arsenic has l)een detected. Mr. Ilollande states

that the fissures have been filled through the action of hot springs.^

Italy.— Cinnabar is widely distributed in Italy and Sicily, though most

of the occurrences are of very small importance. The northern part of

the Venetian state is contiguous to Carniola, in which lies the. Idria mine.

'Burat: (i^ol. appl., vol. 2.

"Kijggerath, !oc. cit.

'D. Hollaiule: Bull. Soc gdologiqiie France, 1675-1876, vol. 4, Paris, 1876, p. 31.
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Both the Austrian and ItaHan portions of this region show many deposits

of cinnabar, of which not a few have been exploited to some extent. Tlie

most famous of the Ttahan mines in this region is the ValLaha, near

Agordo.^ The deposit occurs at and near the contact between a mass

of quartz porph^-ry and sedimentary rocks of Triassic age, consisting of

sandstones, shales, graphitic slate, limestone, and a certain conglomerate.

The deposit is irregular in width, but follows the porphyry and ends in

strike with this eruptive rock. The cinnabar is found as impregnations in

the porphyry and in the sandstone and as stringers in the shales, but the

great mass of it is in the conglomerate, which does not seero to be found

except in the deposit The matrix of the conglomerate is commonly tal-

cose, and embedded in it are rounded pieces of gypsum, calcite, quartz,

limestone, and porphyry. Small grains and stringers of cinnabar are scat-

tered through the rock. The ordinary material of the deposit contains

only two-tenths to 1 per cent, of quicksilver, but the impregnation of cinna-

bar increases in some places to such an extent that the greater part of the

ground-mass is ore, inclosing fragments of gypsum, calcite, and quartz, as

well as foils of magnesian mica. Professor vom Rath estimated the metal-

lic contents in such a case, from the specific gravity of the mass, at no less

than 24 per cent. The deposit is intersected by numerous veins of cinna-

bar, accompanied by seams of gypsum. The only sulphide accompany-

ing the ore is pyrite, crystals of which are often embedded in the cinnabar.

At the contact between the ore body and the graphitic slate metallic quick-

silver was found. Pi'ofessor vom Rath expresses no opinion as to the ori-

gin of this deposit, but in the light of what is now know n of the occur-

rence of quicksilver I should suppose that the ore had reached its position

along a fissure at or near the contact between the porphyry and the adja-

cent rocks. The so-called conglomerate Avould seem, from its constituents,

to be more strictly a breccia formed by movements prior to the deposition

of ore. The precipitation of gypsum and cinnabar nuist have been in part

simultaneous, since some of the gypsum is reddened by admixture of ore.

The occurrence nf mitivc (juicksilver in contact with graphitic rock (and, so

far as reported, there only) is suggestive of reduction. The copper depos-

'Dcscriljcil by G. vom Katlj : Zeitsclir. I)i utnli. gool. Gesell., vol. 16, IS()4, p. 121,
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its near Agordo are in . the same series of rocks and at no great distance.

Tlie production of the Venetian mines has n(;ver been large and of late

years lias become insignificant. Some data are given in Cliapter I.

Traces of cinnabar are found in Lombardy in quartzite, but the quantity

is nowhere considerable.^

In Tuscany numerous deposits of quicksilver occur in a belt about

one hundred and twenty-five miles in length, running parallel to the west

coast and at an average distance of about twenty miles from the ocean.

The southern end of this series of deposits is at Mt. Amiata. The Levigli-

ani mine, near Serravezza, at the northern end of the belt, was known as

early as 11 63. The cinnabar is accompanied by guadalciizarite, siderite,

and pyrite in a quartz gangue and occurs in steatitic schists in small irregular

veins. The chief mines of this belt are at its southern extremity. Amiata

is a great trachytic mass resting upon rocks which are Post-Jurassic and

probably Eocene. They are for the most part calcareous. All around the

edge of the lava and in the Eocene rocks occur quicksilver deposits, many of

which have been exploited. Mr. B. Lotti also found cinnabar in the trachyte

itself, near its edge, showing that the deposits are later than the erui)tion.

The principal mine is the Siele, about five kilometers from Selvena. This,

as described b}- d'Achiardi, is sunk on a stratum of marl many meters in

thickness, which is impregnated with cinnabar. Stringers of calcite, spotted

with cinnabar, are frequent in this deposit. The same author gives geolog-

ical notes on several Italian mines not mentioned here.

Cinnabar occurs at La Tolfa, not far from Civita Vecchia, associated

with fluor-spar and blende.

Noggerath writes: "At Vesuvius the occurrence of quicksilver is very

doubtful. J'r. Hoffmann, in his history of geognosy, speaking of the

products of Vesuvius, says that among the metallic substances Dolomieu

mentions also quicksilver and stibnite, but they have never since been found,

as Breislack explicitly states ; hence an error seems to have been made here."

On referring to Hoffmann's history- it does not appear to me that he intends

to asci'ibe to Dolomieu the assertion that at Vesuvius he fouhd quicksilver.

' A. d'Achiardi, loc. cit.

'Gescbicbte der Geoguosie uud Schildoruug der vulkaiiiscbcu Ersclaciuuugen, Beiliu, 18:J8, p. 477.
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I think Hoffmann means to deny the opinion hehl by Dolomieu that quick-

silver and stibuite are volcanic emanations. Dolomieu, in his treatise on

volcanic products,^ does classify these minerals as products of sublimation,

but I have been unable to find any passage in his writings in which he men-

tions having observed them at Vesuvius. In his Voyage aux iles de Lipari

I find no allusion to the subject. It may be, ho wever, that in some of his

less known writings he gives the facts upon which his opinion was based.

Noo-o-erath, writing in 1862, makes the comment that one may assent to

Hoffmann's view of the matter the more readily because, thus far, quicksil-

ver has nowhere been found in volcanic rocks, but since 1862 cinnabar and

quicksilver have been often found in volcanic rocks, and cinnabar and stib-

nite have frequently been discovered together. Prof E. de Chancourtois,

in his lectures at the Ecole des Mines, has been in the habit of showing

specimens of cinnabar and realgar which he found at Pozzuoli, near Naples,

at the opening of the principal fumarole, and which had been deposited

from the jet of aqueous and sulphurous gases.- Cinnabar as a product of

volcanic action thus exists near Mt. Vesuvius, if not upon it.

Ndggerath records six localities in Sicily in which traces of cinnabar

have been found, but without any details as to occurrence or association.

One of the localities, Paterno, ten miles northwest of Catania^ is at the base

of Mt. ^tna. It would be very interesting to know what relation this oc-

currence bears to the lavas and hot springs which must exist not far from

it. I have been unable to learn anything further about it.

Germany.—The qulcksilver deposits of Rhenish Bavaria have lost all

the commercial importance they once possessed, but not their geological

interest. They have been very fully described by Prof H. von Dechen'

and a digest appears in von Cotta's Ore Deposits. It is therefore un-

necessary to dwell upon them here. The deposits formed veins in rocks

of Carboniferous age, and to some extent impregnations in sandstones.

They were accompanied by a melaphyre (probably diabase), and ore was

sometimes found in spots and cracks in this rock, but a connection between

' Jomual lU' iili.\>iiiiu, lU' cliiiiiie, d'histoiie iiatiirelle ct ilcs arts, Jean Claude Lametherie, vol. 1,

1794, p. 10^.

JRollaud: Hull. Soc. uiiiidialosiciue, vol. I,ld7t<, p. 99.

' ArcUiv fill- Mineral., Kaisteu, vol. 22, 1848.
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its eruption and the genesis of ore was not established. The cinnabar was

accompanied by p}'rite, copper ores, and lead and silver minerals, but these

were for the most part rare. The gangue was composed of calcite, quaitz,

chalcedony, and heavy spar, and bituminous matter was not infrequent.

They were richest at the top and gave out in depth. It is an interesting

feet that cinnabar occurred in these mines as a fossilizing mineral, having

replaced organic remains, for this seems to prove that organic matter may

precipitate cinnabar from solutions.

Metacinnabarite seems to have occurred in these mines, for von

DechenHwice mentions among the ores Quecksilber-Mohr, though without

any remark. This name is the German equivalent of 2El]iio])s mlneraJis

and means amorphous, black, mercuric sulphide, produced by grinding

together metallic quicksilver and sulphur. It seems impossible that this

geologist should have applied this designation without ascertaining the

chemical character of the compound and very strange that he should

have made no comment on the novelty of the mineral. Analyses and

descriptions of this mineral, as it occurred at the Redington mine, were

first published by Dr. G. E. Moore in 1870. It is curious that the Neues

Jahrbuch, in reporting von Dechen's monograph, quoted his conclusions

almost word for word, but omitted Quecksilber-^Iohr from the list of ores.

No other quicksilver mines, so far as I am aware, have been worked

in Germany, though cinnabar and quicksilver have been detected at nu-

merous points and a little of the metal has been secured in the course of

the treatment of ores of other metals. The occurrences have so often been

described that no detailed notice is necessary, but a few instances may be

cited. In Bavaria, near Neustadt, cinnabar was found in masses of quartz

inclosed in granite. In Saxony, near Lossnitz, it has been recognized in

quartz inclosed in crystalline schists. In the Harz Mountains cinnabar

occurs at numerous points. The Rammelsberg mine (iron and copper

pyrites and galena) contains a small quantity of mercur3^ At Tilkerode

and Clausthal tiemanite and mercurial clausthalite (lead selenide) are found.

Cinnabar has been found in veins crossijig early Paleozoic rocks, with

heavy spar and siderite, in the Iliilfe Gottes mine. At Kreuznach and

' Archiv fiir Mineral., Karsten, pp. 430,463.
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other points in Prussia cinnabar occurs in veins traversing eruptive and

sedimentary rocks. These cases would lead one to suppose that cinnabar

occurs in much the same manner as other metallic sulphides.

Austria.—TliG dcposlts of Idria were discovered during the closing

years of the fifteenth century. After a number of vicissitudes they passed

into the hands of the state and have been worked by the government for

public account ever since the year 1580.

The geology of these mines is of great interest, for not only has it been

studied with the closest attention by highly competent geologists daily for

many years, but the occurrences are such as to throw much light upon the

nature of the deposit and the method of genesis. Mr. M. Y. Lipoid, as a

member of the Austrian Geological Survey, examined and mapped the

country surrounding the mines in 185G. In 18ii7 he took' charge of the

mines, and in 1874 published a memoir on the geology of the deposits and

of the surrounding region.^ In 1880 he wrote another paper upon the ore

deposits." From these memoirs the information given below is chiefly de-

rived. In 1878 Mr. Lipoid was good enough toacc.ompany me through the

mines under his charge. My stay was far too short to enable me to add

any original observations to those which the director had made ; but, since

his conclusions appear from the litei'ature not even yet to find entire accept-

ance, I may state that, to me, the presence of a fissure system such as Mr.

Lipoid described, and the direct dependence of the distribution of ore upon

this fissure system, seemed proved be3^ond question.

The region surrounding Idria is composed of Carboniferous, Triassic,

and later rocks, which have been subjected to great disturbances. Of these

the chief is a compressive strain, the axis of which has a northwest and

southeast direction. This strain is manifested in part as a fold and partly

also by a dislocation. The faulting has taken place chiefly upon a single

northwest and southeast fissure, which, however, as is so usual, is accom-

panied by other fractures parallel to it. In the course of the faulting move-

ment a portion of the Carboniferous beds have been driven over the Triassic

strata, thus inverting the natural order. This fact formerly caused the age

' Jahrbuch k. k. geol. Reichsaustalt, Wieu, vol. 24, 1874, p. 425.

-Das k. k. Quecksilberwerk zn Idria, 1881.
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of t.lie strata in wliicli the ores are found to be greatly exao-gerated, but sub-

sequently inversion of the strata was proved both by structural evidence

and by tlie discovery of satisfactory fossils.

The principal fissure on which dislocation took place can be traced on

the surface. It is also exposed in the mines, where the crushing and crum-

pling of the Triassic beds which it traverses are plainly visible. The attend-

ant parallel fissures are likewise exposed by the workings. The Triassic

strata belong to various subdivisions of the Alpine Trias (Werfen, Gutten-

stein, Wengen, and Ikonca groups). Lithologically they consist of schists,

sandstones, and more or less doloniitic limestones ; in short, of all the chief

varieties of sedimentary rocks. All of these stratigraphical divisions and

all of the lithological varieties of rock caiTy more or less ore in the neigh-

borhood of the fissures, while none of the rocks carry ore outside of the

region of disturbance. Furthermore, the deposits lie along the fissures, hav-

ing the same strike and dip as these. There is thus abundant evidence that

the ore deposition and the fissure S3'stem are directly related.

The form of the deposits differs greatly in various parts of the ore-bear-

ing region: To the southeast the fissures cut across the beds and the ore

forms true and unmistakable veins filled with wall-rock, cinnabar, and gangue

minerals. In the northern part of the mine the fissure for some distance

follows the planes of bedding of the Triassic rocks and the ore is inter-

posed between the beds somewhat as if it were a stratum. The cinnabar is

found, however, not only between strata and impregnating strata, but in the

cracks penetrating the sedimentary beds, showing that the deposition fol-

lowed the disturbance and that the coincidence of the fissure and the planes

of bedding was due only to the fact that these, when nearly vertical, were

surfaces of least resistance. In short, this is a bed vein, that is, a vein which

happens to coincide in direction with the stratification. In the same part

of the mine a portion of the lower Triassic limestones and dolomites have

been crushed, and the deposit assumes the form of an irregular reticulated

deposit or stockwork. Where the rock is sandy or porous, impregnations are

found.

The mineralogical character of the ore is extremely simple. Cinnabar

is the prevailing mineral, nf course. Native (juicksilver is found in small
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quantities, especiallv at contacts with the Carboniferous beds. Pyrite is

tolerably abundant, sometimes associated with metallic mercury. No other

metalliferous mineral occurs. The usual gangue minerals are quartz, cal-

clte, and dolomite, and they have been deposited simultaneously with the

cinnabar. Idrialite occurs in slia])eless masses and is especially associated

with hepatic cinnabar. In one region a small (piantity of fluor-spar lias

been detected with cinnabar and dolomite. Mr. Lipoid regarded the asso-

ciation of minerals and the manner of their occurrence as conclusively

proving that the ore had been deposited from fluid solutions, a conclusion

wliicli ai)})ears to me entirely justifiable.

This mine, unlike others in southern Austria and northern Italy, grows

richer as its depth increases, and the known reserves in 1880 were sufficient

to maintain the production at the current rate for over seventy years.

There are noteworthy analogies between this mine and that of

Almaden. In the latter the ore occasionally crosses strata, though usually

following the stratification. In both, reticulated deposits are found, though

at Idria the reticulated mass is irregular in outline, while at Almaden it is

tabular. PN-rite is the only foreign metallic mineral abundant in either

deposit. In both a part of the deposits follow the stratification and in

both there is evidence of disturbance preceding ore deposition. Impreg-

nations occur in sandstone in each mine. Both deposits grow stronger as

the depth increases. Thus, wdiile the general impression produced by the

two chief mines of cinnabar is different, the ditference is one rather of de-

gree in the development of particular features than of fundamental char-

acter. Cinnabar is also found at many points in Carniola, Styria, Carin-

thia, Salzburg, and the Tyrol. At a number of these localities small quan-

tities of quicksilver have been produced, but none is commercially im-

portant. The mode of occurrence, so far as known to me, is in each case

similar to that of other deposits more or less fully described in this review.

In Bohemia cinnabar, quicksilver, and calomel are found with iron

deposits. At Horowitz the quantities obtained were so considerable that

from time to time a few hundred-weight of quicksilver were produced as an

incident to the production of hematite. The latter forms a bed in Silurian

schists, while the cinnabar, accompanied by heavy spar and pyrite, is found
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in cracks in the schists at right angles to the bedding.' In specimens whicli

I have examined calc-spar also is present The reader may be reminded

that at Mieres, also, bodies of iron ore are found with cinnabar.

Hungary.— Thougli mercurial tetrahedrite is not unknown elsewhere,

it seems particularly characteristic of Hungary, and it is well known to

metallurgists that small quantities of quicksilver liave been obtained for a

very long time as an incident to the roasting of copper ores in the Hun-

gai'ian Erzgebirge. In this region mercurial gray copper ore, pyrito, cin-

nabar, and amalgam occur in veins inclosed by crystalline schists and

gabbro, usually with quartz and heavy spar as gangue minerals Ores of

antimony, lead, and iron are also found with those of quicksilver. One

variety of the mercurial tetrahedrite contains no less than l(j.7 per cent, of

quicksilver.

Cinnabar and (piicksilver also exist at many points in Transylvania,

though not in deposits of much commercial value. Ver}^ interesting is a

vein in the Carpathians, between Transylvania and Bakowiua, at Thihuthal,

which occurs at the contact between a dike of lava and much-altered argil-

laceous schist. The vein is sixteen inches thick and is filled with calcite,

dolomite, and country rock. This vein matter contains streaks and bunches

of cinnabar. Small quantities of galena and zincblende are also found in it.^

servia.— Au important deposit of cinnabar was discovered in Mt. Avala,

near Belgrade, in 1883, or, more properly speaking, rediscovered, since the

Romans seem to have opened a mine upon it. This deposit has formed

the subject of an impoi-tant study by Prof. A. von Groddeck.' Ore has

been found at six points near Mt. Avala. These localities do not form

a straight line, but are distributed over a triangular space. The country

rock is serpentine, believed to be an alteration product of an enstatite-

olivine rock. The ore is mainly cinnabar, but native quicksilver and a little

calomel are found. Pyrite and millerite, finely disseminated, accompany

the cinnabar, and in a single locality galena also occurs. The gangue

'Von Cotta: Erzlagerstiltteu, part '2, p. 204.

"Ibid., part 2, p. 269. The average annual product of quicksilver iu Hungary from 1864 to 1883,

twenty years, is said to have been 26.65 metric tons, or 772 flasks, Spanish standard (Mineral ResourceB

U. S. 1865, p. 293).

'Zeitsclir. fdr Berg-, Hiitten- und Salinenwesen im preuss. Staato, vol. 33.
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minerals are clio,lcedony, quartz, calcite, dolomite, barite, and iron oxides.

Chrome ii'on is disseminated in the serpentine and the gangue. The ore

is found in seams and stringers of quartz and heavy spar, which intersect

the vein matter in all directions, and also in impregnations. Prof von

Groddeck regards the deposits as intimatel}" related to a fissure system

and of a vein-like character, but infers from the micro-structure of the ore

that it has in part replaced serpentine. In a series of specimens from Avala,

shown to me by Professor Arzruni in Aachen, this replacement is not ap-

parent. Messrs. de Prado, Monasterio, Kuss, and others consider a portion

of the ore of Almaden to have been substituted for sandstone or quartzite,

and Mr. Lipoid believed that ore had replaced a part of the Idrian schist

(Lagerschiefer). One would expect, in all these cases, to find descriptions

of rounded kernels of rock inclosed by more and more angular envelopes

of ore, the outermost bounded by irregular fissure surfaces, for this struct-

ure is usually associated with pseudomorphism. I do not find such de-

scriptions nor have I seen any such occurrences in California, where cinnabar

is often met with in contact with serpentine, sandstone, and schist. Neither

have I seen anything of tlie kind at Almaden, at Idria, or at the Tuscan

mines.

Turkey in Europe.— Mr. W. Fisclibach^ examiucd workable deposits of cin-

nabar and native (piicksilver in the neighborhood of Prisren, in Albania-

This place T take to be identical with Prisrend or Perserin, eighty miles

east-northeast of Scutari and about four miles from the river Drin. He

also reports occurrences at Crescevo, in Bosnia. There is a town Kreshevo,

perhaps equivalent to Crescevo, near Serajevo, in Bosnia. Mr. A. Conrad-

examined deposits in the Inatch Mountains, near Serajevo. They are in-

closed in schists and limestones and are nearly vertical, sometimes forming

veins and sometimes beds. The vein matter consists of country rock, cal-

cite, and dolomite. The cinnabar inclosed in the vein matter is accompa-

nied by pyrite, blende, and, it would appear, by traces of gold. Some of

the deposits are several meters in thickness and, Mr. Conrad believes, could

be exploited with profit if operations should be intelligently conducted.

'Berg- iiud liuttenm. Zeitung, vol. 32, 1873, p. 109.

"Revue <Je g(^oI., vol. 'J, 1865-'6(), p. ll.'i.
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Mr. Fischbaeli also nientions tliat a concession has l>een •jranted for mining-

native quicksilver at the Dardanelles.

Russia.— Besides some points in the Ural Mountains, whicii will be

mentioned under the head of Siberia, a discovery of cinnabar was made by

Mr. Minenkoff in southern European Russia in 187!^). The locality is west

of the Azof railway, between the stations Nikitoffka and (iavriloffka, and

seems to be about eighteen miles southwesterly from the town of l^achmut.

The deposits consist of a stratum of sandstone overlain by clay slate. The

ore-bearing stratum is in jiart impregnated with cinnabar. It is also trav-

ersed by many cracks, in which well-developed crystals of cinnabar are

found. The rocks underlying the principal stratum are likewise fissured,

and the cracks in it also are sometim.es filled with cinnabar. According to

Professor Tschermak galena is intimately mingled with the cinnabar.^ All

the rocks belong to the Carboniferous. I'he deposit is said to be rich, and

exploitation on a commercial scale was commenced in 1886, as Professor

Arzrunf informs me. There are ancient superficial mine workings on the

metalliferous beds.^

AFRICA.

Algeria.—Within a few 3'ears there was a mine called the Ras-el-Ma

worked fifteen miles southeast of Philippeville, province of Con.stantine.

Mr. Tissot states that this deposit occurred in the nummulitic limestone

(Eocene) immediately at the contact with argillo-talcose schists. In his

opinion the metalliferous emanations were derived from the latter rock.

This mine was patented in 1861 and abandoned in 1876. He also mentions

a very regular mei'curiferous vein at Taghit, in the valley of the Oued-Abdi.

It occurs in the lower Cretaceous.^ Mr. A. Heckmanns informs me that in

the province of Algiers, near Palestro, at a locality called Douar Guer-

rouma, there are typical veins in upper Cretaceous limestone which carry

decomposed blende and lead ores. These ores contain silver and quick-

silver, the latter sometimes to the extent of 3i per cent. The quicksilver

is not recovered at present.

' Tschermalis mineral. Mittheil., vol. 7, 18S5, p. 93.

- M. Hiriakotf : Geol. Fiireningeu.s Stockholm Forhaudl., vol. 8, No. 6, 188(5,

^Texte explicatif de la carle g^ologique de Constantine, pp. 59 aud 65. Also, Notice g6ol. et min.,

Ddp. de Constantine, Exp. iiniv. de Pari.'!, 1878, pp. 22 and 23.
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In 187G tlie Hey of Tunis exhibited a collection of ores illnstrative of

the resources of liis dominions. The chief minei'al products of Tunis in-

clude lead and mercury.'

ASIA.

Southwestern Asia.— Ncar Suiyma Mr. Fischbach (loc. cit.) found a rich

vein of cinnabar accompanied by antimony ore. This is the onlv i-ecord of

quicksilver in Asia Minor in my possession. Ibn Mohelhel, an Arabian

author of the ninth century, reported quicksilver as occurring in the western

portion of Zendjan, in Persia. General A. Houtum Schindler, of the Persian

army, found cinnabar and native quicksilver in the district indicated by

Mohelhel.- Cinnabar occurs with gold in alluvial washings. Furthermore,

cinnabar and native quicksilver are found in considerable abundance in the

basalt of the district, which also carries realgar. Sulphur, too, is plentiful

and lead and silver are mined near by. This locality would appear to be a

solfataric one, not dissimilar to those of California.

In Afghanistan Captain Hutton^ reports that quicksilver is mined at

latitude 31° 18', longitude G2° 18' 30".

Globules of the metal are also said to occur in a cellular lava at Aden.^

Siberia.—Cinnabar is found in various secondary deposits in the gold-

mining districts of the Ural Mountains; for example, near the Beresowsk

smelting works, near Miask, and near Bogoslowsk. At the last locality pieces

of cinnabar weigliing a pound and a half have been found, but the original

deposits of ore have never l)een detected in this region.* In the auriferous

sands of Olem-Trawiansk cinnabar occui-s in large pieces, an examination

of which is said to justify the conclusion that the original deposits were

quartz veins.^ It is hard to see how such fragments can justify any positive

conclusion as to the form of the deposits, but it is something to know the

nature of the gangue. Professor Arzruni informs me that to the south of

the district in which ]\Iiask is situated no cinnabar has been found, while to

the north it occurs in rolled fragments in most of the gold placers.

Cinnabar also occurs at the Ildekansk quicksilver mine, in the district

'J. M. Safford: R.'>pt Phila. luternat. Exh. 187G to Parliament, vol. 3, London, 1878, p. 481.

•Jahrbuch k. k gool. ReicUsaustalt, Wieii, vol. :U, 1881, p. IS-i.

'V. Ball: Economic Geology of India, p. 170.

•N. von Kokscbaiow: Matcrialen zur Miuoral. Russlands, vol. (!, 1h70, p. a.jH.

»C. Zincken: Rcrg- iind Iiilttrmii. Zeitmig, vol. :«», 1880, p. :iOO.
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of Nertschinsk, in eastern Siberia, near the borders of Mancluiria. The

ore, which has only been found in small quantities, forms little veins and

bunches in vellowish-gray limestone, the gangue being calcite and quartz.

It is said that this deposit was discovered as inr 1)ack as 1759, but was

worked only to a depth of thirteen meters. In 1797 the mine was reopened

and eleven pounds of quicksilver were obtained. In 1834, exploration in

the neighborhood disclosing nothing more, it was decided to abandon the

mine. In 1837 a four-inch vein was found in the hanging, but, although

it was decided to work the mine, nothing was done. In 1853 prospecting

was resumed, but onl}- traces of ore were found. It has not been worked

since.^ A specimen of the ore from this mine was exhibited in Philadelphia

by the School of Mines of St. Petersburg.

Some travelers in later years have regarded the existence of a quick-

silver mine in Nertschinsk as altogether mythical." It certainly existed,

but the above data show how small an affair it was. No other mine so

insignificant has probably ever been so famous. Endless fables have been

circulated as to the inhuman confinement of prisoners in the poisonous

atmosphere of this mine. It is highly inq^robable that more than half a

dozen miners Avere ever at work in it at one time, while mercurial poison-

ing in quicksilver mines occurs only where native quicksilver is abundant,

a very rare case excepting at Almaden. They are ordinarily as healthful

as any other subterranean excavations. Native quicksilver is not mentioned

as having been observed at Ildekansk. The Nertschinsk district also pro-

duced gold, tin, silver, and lead. The country seems chiefly composed of

granite and crystalline schists.

Cinnabar has also been said to occur in Kamtschatka.-' I do not know

the exact locality, nor have I been able to discover on whose authority the

statement was made. Mr. George Kennan informs me that while he was

at Anadyrsk, on the Anadyr River, in 18(J7, the natives (Chukchis) assured

him that native quicksilver occurs in the neighborhood. As a proof of

their statements they brought him something like 100 grammes of the

' Von Kokscliarow (loc cit.) and A. Oserskij : Abriss der Geologie, tier Mineralreicbtbumer uud dcs

Borgbaues von Transbaikalien, St. Petersburg, 1867.

- Dr. Henry Lausdell (Tbrough Siberia, 1882) could learn of no quicksilver mine at Nertschinsk

and cited other authorities to the same effect.

' Noggerath, loc. cit.
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metal in a glove. Mr. Kennan considers it almost impossible that this

quicksilver can have been obtained by the natives from Europeans, either

by design or by accident, and believes that it represents an actual occur-

rence. He was not shown any cinnabar.

China.—Mr. R. Pumpelly discovered in Chinese literature records of

the occurrence of quicksilver in ten of the eighteen provinces.' The only

province certainly known to contain important deposits is Kwei-Chau. Of

this locality Bai'on F. von Richthofen writes as follows:'

Quicksilver has beeu froai of old the chief commercial product of Kwei Chau. At
the begiouiug of the present centurj- it was still among the regular articles of export

from Canton. Then it fiiiled and became an article of import, rising gradually in

quantity until it reached the figure of over 10,000 piculs [a picul being 133J pounds]

in 1831 and 1832. Suddenly the Chinese no longer required the foreign quicksilver,

and from 1838 commenced again to export it. This state lasted until about 1849.

Since then it has bccouie again a regular article of import, but the quantity required

is much less than in former years, ai:d is about 3,000 or 4,000 j)iculs annually. These

alternate flood and ebb tides were probably caused by the periodical disturbances iu

Kwei-Chau. When the last one commenced, in 1848, the mines were abandoned, and

they have not been reopened since. [The minister of the Chinese Empire to the

United States informs nie that of late years mining has been resumed.]

The places where the quicksilver occurs appear to be limited to a well defined belt

which extends through the whole proviuce from southwest to northeast [over 300

miles]. One of the principal mining districts, and the only one in regard to which I

was able to get some information, was Kai-Chau (in Kwei-Yang-Fu). The mines there

were scattered over an area of 10 li diameter [about 3J miles] * * * i ^^g m^a-

ble to get a clear idea regarding the mode of occurrence of the ore, but it is said to

exist iu considerable quantity and to have been difficult to mine only on account of

the presence of much water. * * * The mines have the advantage of being near

Wang-PingChau ; the metal can therefore conveniently and cheaply be shipped to

Hang-Kow [a treaty port]. * * * The number of places at which quicksilver is

found and was mined is so great as to make it not improbable that in respect to the

quantity of this metal awaiting extraction KweiCliau is far ahead of any other known
quicksilver-producing country on the globe. In many places cinnabar is brought to

the surface iu plowing the fields.

Since Baron von Richthofen is a mining geologist of the tirst rank and

was familiar with the quicksilver deposits of Austria and California, his

opinion as to the resources of China is entitled to great weight. Kwei-Chau,

' Geological Ku.sea relics iu China etc. The provinces arc Sheu-Si, Kan-Sii, Shan-Tung, Ngan-Hwiii,

Szc-Chuen, Hii-Nan, Kwei-Chau, Cheh-Kiaug, Kwaug-Tung, Kwaug-Si.

-Letter VII to tlio Shanghai Bo.ard of Trade, 187-2, p. 81. Prof. J. D. Whitney has been kind

enough to furnish mo with a copy of that portion of this rare publication bearing on the proviuce of

Kwoi-Chan.
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at the time of his visit, liad been in a state of chronic disorder since 1848

;

indeed, the number of unburied corpses made the country extremely un-

liealthful. Realgar and orpiment are exported from Kwei-Chau, and many

other metallic ores are said to exist there. The neighboring province of

Yuii-Nan is the auriferous district of China. According to d'Achiardi, fine

natural crystals of cinnabar have reached Europe from Yun-Nan.

Thibet.—Thibet lies close to Yun-Nan and is often mentioned as a locality

in which cinnabar occurs. I have not met with a citation of authority for

this statement and do not know the exact locality.

corea.—Mr. Pumpelly (loc. cit.) ascertained from Chinese records that

Corea contained cinnabar deposits. Mr. Ernest Oppert^ states that the

province of Hoang-Hai contains deposits of quicksilver, tin, and lead. The

geology of Corea has very recently been investigated by Dr. C. Gottsche.^

He found the province of Hwang-Haido (equivalent to Hoang-Hai) princi-

pall}^ occupied by crystalline schists, through which older and younger

eruptive rocks have burst. He notes the presence of hot springs in this

province. Other portions of Corea, under similar geological conditions, are

auriferous.

Japan.—At Sliizu, iu the neighborhood of Sendai, province of Rikuzen,

very thin veins of cinnabar occur in a whitish volcanic rock.^ It would be

interesting to know whether this is a rhyolite or a solfatarically decomposed

eruptive rock of a more basic type. A quicksilver mine has been worked

near Ainoura, on the peninsula of Hirado, in Matsura Kori of Nagasaki

Ken. The former superintendent, ^Ir. Gower, reports that the exploitation

was stopped in consequence of a discouraging accident to the reducing

plant. The ore consists in part of impregnations in sandstone and in part

fills small fissures and seams. The country rock belongs to the Coal

Measures.*

British India.— It is Said that quicksilver mines formerly existed in Cey-

lon, near Colombo, and that the Dutch exported quicksilver from them to

Europe.* In the Andaman Islands, also, it is said, quicksilver used to

' Voyages to Corea, 1880, p. 171.

'^Sitzungsbeiichte der Berliner Akademie, vol. 36, 1886.

^ J. G. H. Godfrey: Quart. .Jour. Geol. Soc. Loudon, vol. 34, 1878, p. 55,5.

<H. S. Muuroe: Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., vol. 5, 1876-'77, p. 290.

'' J. F. Dickson : Encyc, Biit., 9th edition, article Ceylon,
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be obtained. The rocks here are similar to those of Cahtbrnia. near San

Francisco. Traces of native mercury are reported from Madras.

Dutch India.— In Boruco cinnabar has long been known to exist. At the

gold diggings of Sarawak small rolled fragments of cinnabar are found,

and the antimony ores, of which the district yields large quantities, also

contain some mercury. By systematic prospecting, original deposits of cin-

nabar were found about 1867. The chief deposit is at a hill known as

Tagora. The rock consists of partially metamorphosed, interbedded shales

and sandstones. The ore is found in the slate and more rarely in the sand-

stone. It is a very irregular deposit, but includes vein-like developments.

Calcite, heavy spar, and pyrite accompany the ore. At Gading, a few miles

west of Tagora, stibnite and cinnabar occur together. Cinnabar was first

mined in 1868. The product in 1872 was 1,733 flasks; in 1873, 1,505 flasks.^

In 1880 the value of the quicksilver produced in Sarawak w-as $66,300.^

Mr. S. B. J. Skertchl}", formerly of the Geological Survey of Gi'eat Britain,

informs me that he has examined alluvial deposits from the interior of north

Borneo containing gold and cinnabar. On the island of Sumatra, in the

southern part of the Pedang highlands, in the neighborhood of Sibelaboe,

fine particles of cinnabar accompanied by magnetic iron occur in crystal-

line schists, but not in quantities sufficiently large to warrant mining oper-

ations.^ Quicksilver is also reported from the island of Java at Samarang.*

Spanish India.— Uuimportaut quantities of quicksilver ores are reported to

occur in the Philippine Islands.^

Australia.— Re\. W. B. Clarke, who has so greatly contributed to the

elucidation of the mining geology of Australia, wrote as follows in 1875:®

Some years siiice, I reported on the occuiTencc of mercury iu this colouy, but my
expectation of the discovery of a lode of cinnabar has been disappointed. The cin-

'A. H. Everett: Notes on the Distribution of the Useful Minerals in Sarawak, not dated, but

seemingly written in 1874.

-Mining Journal, London, 1882, p. 415. This value correspouded, at the Loiidon prices for 1880,

to about 2,000 flasks.

' R. D. M. Verbeek : Beschr. Sumatra's Westkust, 1883, p. 5152.

' D'Achiardi, loc. cit.

"> This note is derived at second hand from J. Roth : Geologische Bescliaffeuhcit der Pbilippinen.

" Mines and Mineral Statistics of New. South Wales, etc., Sydney, 1875, p. 201.
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iiabar occurs on the (Jiidgegong in drift lumps and jiebbles, and is probably the result

of springs, as in California. In New Zealand, and in the neighborhood of the Clarke

Eiver, north Queensland, the same ore occurs in a similar way.

About this (late work was in progre.ss on a quicksilver mine on the

Cudgegong-/ but in 18 7G t]ie official reports pass it over in silence. In

1878 specimens of cinnabar and quicksilver were exhibited in Paris,^

but no information was afforded concerning the character of the deposits.

Cinnabar has been mined at the Wilkinson mine in Kilkivan, iifty miles

from Maryborough, Queensland.^ According to the prospectus of a mining

company a few tons of quicksilver were extracted in Kilkivan in 1885.

Cinnabar is said to exist in West Australia also.*

Mr. Noggerath reports small quantities of crystalline cinnabar in a

gold vein in Bendigo County, Victoria. This very interesting occurrence

is not mentioned by Mr. William Nicholas in his catalogue of localities of

minerals which occur in Victoria,' nor by Mr. R. B. Smyth in his Mines and

Mineral Statistics of Victoria.* The observation has probably never before

been published in English. The same author mentions gold amalgam at

German Reef, on tlie Tarrangower.

New Zealand.—As loug ago as 18()G it was known that quicksilver

occurs a few miles southeast of Omapere Lake, near the Bay of Islands.

In 1870 Mr. F. W. Hutton^ visited the locality, where there are numerous

springs, hot and cold. He found two warm sulphur springs accompanied

by mercurial deposits. The sandstone was impregnated with native mer-

cury and cinnabar. He also detected an open vein a quarter to a half

inch in width in tlie sandstone, lined with a black ore of mercury, accom-

panied by sulphur and globules of quicksilver. He ascertained that this

black ore was a sulphide containing some iron. Mr. Ilutton thus nearly

anticipated Dr. G. E. Moore's discovery of metacinnabarite. This ore is

now known to occur at several mines in California, at Huitzuco in Mexico,

' Annual Report of the Department of Mines, New South Wales, 1875, Sydney, 187G, p. 31.

2 Kepts. of the U. S. Conimissionere Paris Univ. Exp., 1ST8, vol. 4, p. 246.

3 D. (le Cortazar, loc. cit.

•R. Acton: Encyc. Brit., 'Jth edition, article Austr.alia

s Geo!. Survey Victoria, Kept. Prog., 1876, p. 280.

t" Prepared for the Victorian exhibition, 1872.

'Trans. New Zeal. Institute, vol. 3, 1870, p. 252.
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and in Rlienish Bavaria, as well as in New Zealand. A greasy hydrocar-

bon accompanied tlie deposit described by Mr. Hutton. Dr. J. Hector^

gives an interesting account of an occurrence at Ohaeawai, on the south

side of Omapere Lake, and therefore near Mr. Hutton's locality. Hot

springs and steam escape from the terminal end of a scoriaceous stream of

lava, which has emanated from conical hills on the south side of the lake.

These springs deposit a brown "sandstone" in laminated beds. This inco-

herent, granular, silicious sinter includes fragments of the surrounding

vegetation. It also contains thin layers of cinnabar-sand and globules of

metallic mercury. No great amount of the ore exists in the sinter, how-

ever, and its interest is purely scientific. Prof A. Liversidge- reports

rolled fragments of cinnabar from Waipori, and native quicksilver, with

co})per and sulphur, from Tokomairiro.

CONCLFSIOXS.

Incomplete as are most of the foregoing notes on deposits of quick-

silver ores, they seem to point to some conclusions which are not likely to

be much modified by more detailed descriptions.

Age of the inclosing rocks— From the crystalline schists, presumably of

Arcluvan age, to Quaternary beds, strata of all the larger groups of geo-

logical formations are known to carry cinnabar. The mere age of the in-

closing rocks cannot, therefore, be a controlling factor in the distribution of

mercurial ores. More deposits are found in Pre-Tertiary rocks than in those

of Tertiarv or Post-Tertiary age, a fact susceptible of very simple explana-

tion Cinnabar deposits are also found in granite and in eruptive rocks,

inchuling Post-Tertiary basalts.

Lithoiogicai character of inclosing rocks.— Cinuabar occurs iu couglouierates, saud-

stones, limestones, and shales, or in all the great lithoiogicai subdivisions

of unaltered strata. It occurs also in quartzites, slates, serpentines, and

crvstalline schists, as well as in basic and acidic volcanic rocks. Thus

the lithoiogicai character of the inclosing rock does not determine the

deposition of the ore. If there is any rock for which cinnabar seems to

' Kept. Geol. Esiilorations, 1S74-1876, p. 5.

'Trans. New Zeal. lustitiite, vol. 10, 1877, p. 502.
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exhibit a partiality it is sandstone, but rich deposits are common in hme-

stone, shale or slate, and serpentine, and are not unknown in other rocks.

No definite relation between the lithological character of the inclosing

rocks and the richness of deposits is apparent from the descriptions.

Relations to lines of disturbance— Comparlson of tlio skctcli-niap (PI. 11) with

any physical chart o( the globe shows that the quicksilver deposits bear

a most intimate relation to lines of disturbance. Tlie great mountain

chain of Eurasia includes the Pyrenees, the Alps, and the Himalayas.

This, which might conveniently be called the Alpimalayan chain, breaks up

into divergent ranges at each end, or in Spain and China. The larger part

of the known occurrences of Eurasia are distributed along the Alpima-

layan chain, and their frequency is very nearly proportionate to our knowl-

edge of the regions in which they occur. There is little reason to doubt

that, when Kurdistan, Afghanistan, and Thibet are better known, quicksil-

ver localities as }'et undiscovered will be found. At the western end of the

chain the quicksilver deposits, like the ranges, scatter. This appears also

to be the case in China, since, according to Mr. R. Pumpelly, cinnal^ar oc-

curs in ten out of the eighteen provinces of China; but I have not thought

the information sufficiently definite to justify me in entering the localities

on the map. The chief localities not immediately in the Alpimalayan

chain are those on the western coast of Italy. These deposits form a line

which may manifestly be regarded as a mere offshoot from the great belt of

disturbance. The outlying range of the Ural Mountains is marked by a

few traces of cinnabar. The famous deposit of eastern Siberia seems quite

isolated. The occurrences of Kamtschatka and Ja[)an lie along a line of

disturbance marked by a series of active and extinct volcanoes, and the

deposits of the East Indian islands are associated with similar evidences of

dynamic action.

The American deposits from Alaska to Chili lie near the coast, along

the western ranges of the Cordillera system, and the line in which they oc-

cur is mai'ked from one end to the other by manifold evidences of profound

disturbance. The Brazilian deposits, like that of Nertschinsk, are in mount-

ainous, metalliferous regions, but seem only remotely connected with the
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main line of mountains; and a similar statement is true of the traces of cin-

nabar found in Santo Domingo and in Nova Scotia.

The deposits of Australia, such as they are, lie along the principal

mountain range of that continent, and those of New Zealand, like those of

the East Indies, are accompanied by evidences of disturbance marked by

volcanoes.

Relations to volcanic phenomena.— In a few cascs tlio deposltiou of cinuabar

has been observed at the vents of volcanic emanations, viz, at Pozzuoli

in Italy, near Lake Omapere in New Zealand, and at localities on the

Pacific Slope. There are other cases in which cinnabar is immediately

associated with hot springs and sulphur deposits in such a way as to sug-

gest the former existence of liot sulphur springs of volcanic origin. Such

are the deposits of Guadalcazar in Mexico, the Baths of Jesus in Peru, and

those of Persia. Hot springs exist close to the great deposit of Huancave-

lica, but whether they contain sulphur I do not know. Cinnabar and na-

tive fpilcksilver are found in eruptive rocks a part of which are recent, in

melaphyre in Rhenish Bavaria, quartz porphyry at Vallalta, trachyte at Mt.

Amiata, trachyte or basalt in Transylvania, basalt in Persia, pitchstone por-

phyry in Mexico, trachyte in Peru, and, I may add, in andesite and basalt

in California. As has already been pointed ont, cinnabar also occurs along

belts marked by the presence of volcanoes, active or extinct. This is espe-

cially notable in Ital}-, in western Asia, New Zealand, and throughout the

entire American series of deposits from Alaska to Chili.

Mineral association.—Tlio most common metalHc mineral associated with cin-

nabar is pvrite, and this sulphide is perhaps never entirely absent, tliougli it

is not mentioned in some of the descriptions. It is so common, however,

that were it absent in any deposit mention would probably be made of the

fact. Traces of copper sulphides perhaps come next in frequency, but ar-

senical and antimonial compounds are found abundantly in some deposits.

The quantity of arsenic at Huancavelica seriously interfered with the work-

ing of the ore, and livingstonite is an important ore in Mexico. The ore of

Mieres is like that of Huancavelica. ]\rr. de Chancourtois found realgar with

quicksilver at Pozzuoli ; Dolomieu is said to have found cinnabar and stibnite

on Mt. Vesuvius, but there is some doubt whether this geologist made such
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a statement. Antimony accompanies cinnabar in Corsica and at Smyrna;

realgar and cinnabar are fonnd together in Persia. Realgar is one of the

exports of the qnicksilver region of China. Gold is intimately associated

with qnicksilver and cinnabar at a great nnmber of points, sometimes in

veins, but oftener in gravels. There is no deposit of great importance,

however, from which both metals can be profitably extracted. Ores of

copper and zinc are not seldom found with cinnabar; lead and silver ores

are more rare; but, as in the case of gold, it is seldom that valuable de-

posits of any of these metals carry important quantities of quicksilver or

that valuable deposits of cinnabar contain important quantities of the other

metals. It is nevertheless interesting to observe that, with the exception of

tin, all the chief metallic ores are sometimes deposited together with cinna-

bar. The gangue minerals accompanying cinnabar are nearly always either

silica, often in part of hydrous varieties, or carbonates in which calcite pre-

dominates. As Mr. d'Achiardi remarks, the character of the gangue seems

largely determined by the nature of the adjacent rock. Baryte and fluor-

spar are not infrequent and bituminous matter is found in a very large pro-

portion of quicksilver mines.

Form of the deposits.—Exccpt ju the casc of gravels, I know of no case in

which it is clear that cinnabar has been deposited simultaneously with the

other material of stratified rocks. It is true that observers have not infre-

quently asserted of cinnabar deposits that they were coeval with the Inclos-

ing rocks, but the only ground for this opinion which I have seen given is

conformablllty between deposits of ore and the surrounding strata. This

is by no means adequate to establish the point in question. In most cases

it seems certain that tlie deposition of ore was subsetjuent to some disturlj-

ance of the country rock. In these cases the ore Is deposited in interstitial

spaces, and possiblv also to some extent by substitution for rocks or other

minerals. There is no doubt that true veins of cinnabar occur, sometimes

cutting sedimentary rocks and sometimes following the stratification. Re-

ticulated masses and Impregnations are also common. It is often supposed

that tlie characteristic forms of cinnabar deposits are not to be brought

under any of these categories ; but I cannot see sufficient evidence in the

literature to prove this supposition. Selvages and comb structure are often
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absent, niul sonietiines tlie walls of vein-like deposits are not well defined.

But veins of ideal structure, such as those upon which the diagrams of text-

books are founded, are not common in. all regions, even in gold, silver, or

copper deposits. Small veins in hard, coherent rock often assume this sim-

ple form, l)ut large veins in volcanic or partially metamorphosed rocks are

often indistinctly bounded and are very comple.x; in structure. In many

parts of the Comstock lode, for example, there is no definite hanging wall,

and the bonanzas of that great vein are masses of brecciated rock filled in

with ore. So, too, the gold veins of California are in great part bed veins,

a fact due to the nearly vertical position of the strata before the deposition

of ore, and they are often somewhat indistinctly defined. In short, the char-

acter of the fissure which a vein fills must depend on the physical properties

of the rock, and clean-cut open fissures can be formed only in appropriate

material. Inmanv cases a fracture will produce a belt of crushed country

rock, instead of an open crack, and the ore deposited in the interstitial space

will depart to a corresponding degree from an ideal vein. Where the strata

of a region have a nearly vertical position prior to the formation of veins,

bed veins must prevail. When ore is deposited in contact with porous rocks,

such as many sandstones, impregnation must take place. The chief differ-

ence between an impregnation in sandstone and the injection of a breccia is

that in the former case the interstitial space is due to the original structure

of the rock, instead of being brought about by dynamic action accompanv-

ing the formation of the main fissure. Impregnations of other ores, as well

as those of mercury, are not uncommon.

Mr. Lipoid showed conclusively that the deposit of Idria consists of

simple veins, reticulated masses, and impregnations. Evidence is given

above which tends to show that the deposit of Almaden is similar, except

that the reticulated masses are tabular and vein-like and that bed veins

greatly predominate over those which cut the beds. Humboldt's descrip

tion of Huancavelica shows that similar conditions there prevail. At Val-

lalta, also, stringers of ore pierce the shales, the porphyry is impregnated,

and the main mass of the ore seems to be a somewhat tabular or vein-like

stockwork. In short, all the better-known deposits are referable to the

thi-ee forms of dei^osits described by Mr. Lipoid, and I know of no sufficient
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evidence to justify tlie belief that cinnabar occurs on a large scale as

deposits coeval with the inclosing' rocks. Cinnabar is not known to exist

as cave-fillings. Several geologists think that cinnabar has been to some

extent siibstituted for sandstone, shale, or serpentine ; but, while this may
be true to some extent, this process does not seem to have been sufficiently

rapid to impress upon the deposits the peculiar character seen in some lead

mines. The hypothesis of the substitution of cinnabar appears to me thus

far to lack sufficient proof.

Genesis and source of the ore.—Tlic mineral associatlons in which ciniuibar is

found seem to show conclusively that it has been deposited from solutions.

A very large part of the known deposits of cinnabar are extremely similar

in character, a fact which seems indicative of a similar origin. It is cer-

tain that some of the deposits are due to precipitation from hot volcanic

springs and it may fairly be inferred that many of them were formed in

this manner. The diversity of the country rocks in which the deposits

occur is evidence that only a part of them can have derived their metallic

contents from their own wall rocks; the remainder must owe their cinnabar

to some source between the point at which the waters acquired their heat

and the surface. Between the depth at whicli volcanic foci Tie and the

surface of the earth there must be substances of world-wide distribution

which frequently contain mercury in some form as an original ingredient.

These substances are probably massive rocks, and the only known rock

of correspondingly wide distribution is granite.

I now pass to the geology of the cinnabar deposits of the Pacific

Slope. After describing them I shall return to the subjects mentioned in

these conclusions.



CHAPTER III.

THE SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.

General character.—TliG Coast Rtinges of California presGiit a truly remarka-

ble opportunity for the investigation of some of the most important phe-

nomena embrac(;d under the general term of metamorphism. To give a clear

ideaof the unusual advantages afforded by this area it is necessary to anticipate

some of the results reached. Field examinations were made for this memoir

at numerous points from al)Ove Clear Lake to the region of New Idria, thus

partially covering a belt of the Coast Ranges about 230 miles in length.

Throughout this whole region there is structural and lithological evidence

that granite of very uniform character underlies the entire country. Ex-

cei^ting the belt of schists along the coast from Santa Cruz southward, it

is estimated that fM) per cent, of all the rocks of this region ai'e sandstones,

altered or unaltered. These sandstones are also extremelv uniform in char-

acter, and wherever they are inconsiderably modified the slides prepared

from them show that they are directly or indirectly derived from tlie gran-

ite, or, in other words, tliat they are arcose. Of this material of known

origin a portion has been highly altered. The alteration processes to which

it has been sul:)jected are identical from one end of the region to the other

and innumerable transitions are presented. It is difficult to estimate the

areas occupied by the metamorphic rocks of the Coast Ranges, because the

occurrences are extremely irregular. A moderate estimate of the exposures

between Clear Lake and New Idria, which consist of holocrystalline meta-

morphic rocks, sandstones in which recrystallization has made considerable

progress, phthanites, and serpentine, is 3,000 square miles. Large areas,

covered by late Cretaceous and Tertiary strata, are also known to be un-

derlain by metamorphics, and this series extends far to the north and to the
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south of the haiits indicated witliout .substantial change in character. The

stud}- is thus not one of merely local recrystallization, but of regional meta-

morphism, wliich is not of uniform intensity and is therefore the better

fitted for investigation.

The age of the altered beds is known, from direct paleontological evi-

dence at a number of localities, to be Neoconiian, and there is no evidence

that any considerable quantity of older rocks is included witliin the area.

The epoch of tlie metamorphism is also clearly proved to be in the earlier

portion of the Cretaceous period, and probably about the close of the Neo-

coniian.

The most interesting alteration processes to which the sandstones have

been subjected are closely similar to those whicli characterize metamorphic

areas elsewhere, consisting chiefly in the metasomatic' recrystallization of

sediments to liolocrystalline feldspathic rocks carrying feri-omagnesian sili-

cates and in the formation of vast quantities of serpentine. At the same

time these rocks present peculiarities distingui.shing them from many highly

altered rocks in other regions.

The metamorphism accompanied or followed an upheaval of unusual

violence. Tn tlus uplift the granite must have been shattered as well as the

overlying strata. Tlie metamorphism was chemically of such a character

as to necessitate the supposition that solutions rising to the surface from the

shattered gnmite beneath co-operated in the process.

Thus the origin of the sedimentary rocks, their mineralogieal cliaracter

in an unaltered state, their age, the approximate epocli at whicli they were

metamorphosed, and tlie general character of the conditious of metamor-

phism are all known, while the exposures illustrating the comparatively

few more important problems involved are numberless. I am not aware

that metamorphism has ever been studied under conditions so favorable for

elucidation. It is unnecessary' to say that the material is far from ex-

hausted by a single investigation. Much remains to be done, e.specially

from a cliemical point of view ; indeed, the chemical details of the greater

part of the transformations are still unknown.

' By nietasomatism I urnierstand and desire to express a change effected by tlio action of mineral
solutions having an extraneous origin, but not necessarily or usually involving a total replacement of
the material acted upon.
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Hypotheses.— Studeiits of tliG extreiTiely difficult subject of metamorpliism

have, no doubt, in some cases been tempted to put forward hypotlieses, to

account for tlie existence of crystalline rocks, vvhicli were warranted neither

by detailed oliservation oii the actual series of changes nor by any known

chemical principles. It would be a great mistake to assume, howevei', ih it

carefid observations on actual ti-ansformations are valueless uidess they

can be accounted for by known chemical relations. Even the structural

formulas of many most important minerals are still in doubt; much more so

is the complete theory of their formation; while recent researches, particu-

lai-ly those of Dr. Wolcott Gribbs, demonstrate the extreme complexity of

many inorganic chemical processes. Though there can thus be no question

as to tlie existence of transformations in altering rock masses for which no

adequate explanation can be offered, it is equally true that observed facts

are frequently capable of two or more explanations and that the relations

of mingled products are often susceptible of misinterpretation. In the

present investigation great care has been taken to avoid errors; and sev-

eral hypotheses as to relations, in support of which considerable evidence

can be adduced, have not been admitted on the ground that the appear-

ances might after all be deceptive. It is believed that by this means the

errors have been reduced to a minimum and that the residual observations

and inferences recorded in the following pages afford a solid foundation

for future inquiry. The results also seem sufficiently definite to form an

important aid in the study of more complex metamorphic areas in other

parts of the world. That the conclusions reached are applicable to other

portions of California is almost certain, for the metamorphosed rocks of

the gold belt are in part of the same age as those of the Coast Ranges

and appear to be strikingly similar in lithological character. That region

is now under investigation ])y my l)art3^, and it is believed that further

interesting results, for the same class of metamorphic rocks at least, will be

obtained in the near future.^

' It is probably impossible for any one to free himself fi'om the iutlueuce of preconceptions. It

may not be superfluous, therefore, to state that in beginning the investigation of the quicksilver belt I

entertained no opinions ou the character of the crystalline auil serpentiuoid rocks. I was quite pre-

pared to find the former either eruptive or unaltered crystalline sediments and I entertained no preju-

dice against regardiug serpentine either as an original deposit or as an altered olivine rock. I still

regard it as not improbable that crystalline schists and serpentine are sometimes original precipitates
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It is well known that eruptive as well as sedimentary rocks are subject

to raetamorpliic action, and, since sedimentary rocks are not Infrequently of

nearly the same composition as eruptlv^e masses, they sliould yield analo-

gous results under similar circumstances. The study of metamorphics

sliould therefore throw light on the transformations of eruptive masses, a

study most intimately connected with mining geology. It will appear in

the sequel, as it does from the published investigations of other geologists,

how much caution should be exercised in deciding, from slides of altered

eruptive rocks, what mineral constituents are secondary. It Is certain that

the neglect of such caution has more than once led llthologists into grave

errors, and the facility with which It appears that new mineral combina-

tions take place, under conditions perhaps not greatly different from those

usually prevailing, strengthens the probability that deceptive appearances

are even more common than has hitherto been suspected.

UNMETAMORPHOSED SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.

Macroscopical character of the rocks. ExCeptlug tllC light Cream-Colorcd ScllIstS

of Miocene age wlilch occupy a narrow strip along the coast of California

from the neighborhood of Santa Cruz southward, the rocks of the qulck-

siher belt where unaltered are mainly sandstones of Cretaceous and Ter-

tiary age. (See Chapter V.)

The sandstone of the Coast Ranges often occurs In practically unin-

terrupted series of beds many thousands of feet in thickness Indeed, the

observer can hardly fall to wonder under what mechanical conditions such

vast accumulations of sand can have gathered. This problem, presented in

many regions, though perhaps nowhere else on so large a scale, has never I

believe received a satisfactory solution. From the Neocomlan to the Mio-

cene the predominant rock of this class Is of medium grain and light color,

usually yellowish where exposed, bluish at some depth from the surfiice.

The Tejon rock, however. Is, as a rule, much lighter in color than the oth-

ers, and often almost white. Induration Is much more frequent among the

and do not doubt that highly olivinitic rocks may decompose to a mass substantially composed of

serpentine. For the Coast Ranges of California and in part for the gold belt, however, careful study

has led me to very diifereut conclusions; but I do not hesitate to believe that every mineral has been

formed somewhere in nature by every possible method Real peridotitic serpentine occurs in the gold

belt and has been carefully compared with the serpentine of tie Coast Ranges.
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older sandstones, bat is not unknown among the Miocene beds ; and of

course where induration exists the tawny color due to oxidation penetrates

to a much smaller depth tlian in the rocks of looser texture. Deep brown,

highly ferruginous sandstone is frequent in the form of nodules, as are sin-

gle narrow beds, particularly in the rocks of the Chico-Tejon group, but it

seldom or never occurs in large masses. The sandstones of the Knoxville

(Neocomian) group are in great part metamorphosed, and they give rise to

the series of rocks which will be discussed in the following pages. The

unaltered Knoxville sandstones, on the other liand, lithologically considered,

do not materially differ from those of subsequent periods. This fact is not

a source of confusion in field work, however, for the portion of the Knox-

ville sandstones which has entirely escaped alteration is small, and, so fiir

as observed, these are associated with greatly disturbed and intensely met-

amorphosed rocks of the same period in such a way as to leave no doubt

as to their age when once it is established, as will be done In a succeeding

chapter, that the great epoch of upheaval and of metamorphism in the Coast

Ranges preceded the Chico and Wallala periods. There is more difficulty in

distinguishing the somewhat altered rocks of later periods from similar sand-

stones of the Knoxville group, but associated silicification and serpentiniza-

tion appear to be confined to beds not younger than the Knoxville series.

Among the unaltered rocks impure limestones play an extremely sub-

ordinate but still important part, since they contain the best fossils of the

Knoxville group. More widespread are shales (sometimes calcareous),

which form a connecting link between the sandstones with a caleitic cement

and the limestones. The shales and limestones together form but a small

portion of the entire mass.

Origin of the sandstone.— It is fouud that tho Unaltered or very slightly al-

tered sandstones of all ages may be discussed together from a lithological

point of view. The first point which suggests itself for consideration is the

internal evidence of their origin which these rocks present. One of the

more important generalizations resulting from the field study of the quick-

silver belt is that granite probably underlies the entire area of the Coast

Ranges. This inference has received unexpectedly strong confirmation

from the microscopical study of the sandstones, for the entire series is thus
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shown to be composed of granitic detritii.s, or, in other words, to bo arcose.

In many cases, indeed, it appears from structural considerations improb-

able that the sands were immediately derived from granite and altogether

probable that they were formed by the disintegration of earlier sand-

stones. The microscope shows, however, that some of these rocks consist

of grains of such angularity and sharpness as to lead inevitably to the con-

clusion that they were directly derived from granites— indeed, from granites

at no great distance from the point of deposition. As a rule the grains are

worn and rounded like ordinary beach sand, and in such cases tlie micro-

scope fails to show whether the material was immediately or indirectly de-

I'ived from the original granite. But the arcose character is persistent in

all these rocks, and this points to short transportation; for the admirable ex-

periments and observations of Mr. Daubree prove that the feld-spathic con-

stituents of granite are rapidly triturated and decomposed in running water.

I cannot recall any description in geological literature of a mass of arcose

so immense as that exposed in the Coast Ranges.

All the characteristic components of granite reappear in the sandstones,

often in proportions differing but little from those which prevail in the

parent rock, and it is very rarely the case that the sandstones contain any

clastic fragments or allothigenetic minerals not identified in the granites

still exposed in the Coast Ranges. Chemical analysis is not calculated to

exhibit the origin of the sandstones, for in the course of disintegration

and transportation a certain amount of material must have been reduced

to impalpable powder, decomposing agencies cannot have been altogether

absent, and a certain amount of mechanical concentration must have taken

place, although this last influence was reduced to a minimum by the close

approach of orthoclase to the density of quartz. It is manifest that the

chemical indifference and superior hardness of the quartz establish a ten-

dency to greater acidity in the sandstones than in the granites.

Microscopical character.—Tlic quartz of tlic frcsli aud of the slightly decom-

posed sandstones is exactly similar to that of the granite and commonly

contains abundant fluid inclusions, those of small size and regular form

showing active bubbles. The feldspars ai-e often present in about the same

quantities as the quartz. The predominant species is orthoclase, with char-
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acteristic cleavages, extinctions, and twinning. Oligoclase is the most

abundant triclinic feldspar, but in a few cases angles of extinction between

20° and 30^ on each side of the twinning j^lane indicate the presence of

more basic species. Biotite is also a constituent frequent in many of the

sandstones. When it occurs it is usually allothigenetic, and this is shown

by its relation to tlie structure of the mass, the scales being distorted by

the pressure of the unyielding grains of quartz and feldspar about it. Occa-

sionally biotites appear to have been bruised edgewise and very finely di-

vided clastic material has silted in between the contorted foils. The biotite

wlien fresh is dirty brown in color and in no respect differs from that of the

granites. That a white mica, probably muscovite, forms in the sandstones

epigeneticallv from biotite is certain. It is also found in such a way as

to suggest that it is allothigenetic, but it is not impossible to explain these

cases by epigenesis. While it is altogether probable on general principles

that the muscovite of the granite is represented in the sandstone, the nature

of the case precludes absolute certainty on this point. Muscovite is a very

subordinate constituent of the granite.

Hornblende, exactly like the granitic hornblende, is tolerably common

ia the sandstones, usually in very small grains. Titanite in rounded grains,

minute zircons, and occasionally epidote have been observed. A strongly

refracting, monochroitic mineral was detected, which, after separation, was

proved by chemical tests to be rutile. Tourmaline in large, brown, in-

tensely dichroitic grains was also found in the same sandstone as the rutile.

Small apatites, especially included in the clastic quartz grains, are not un-

common in the sandstones. Some of the slides of granite in the collection

show more apatite in the quartz grains than do any of the slides of sand-

stone, but apatite is rather irregularly distributed in the granite and some

thin sections of this rock contain extremely little of it.

The only allothigenetic material not derivable from the granite which

appears with any considerable frequency consists of occasional black scales,

sparsely distributed in some localities, from the Knoxville group upwards.

In many cases these scales seem referable to carbonaceous shale; in others

they at least suggest plant remains, such as are found in the schists of the

Knoxville series.
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Alteration of the sandstones.—TliG saiidstoiies liavG beGii chciiiged, under the

conditions which have prevailed in the Coast Ranges, by several distinct

processes of varying interest and importance. They are, of course, sub-

ject to the ordinary decompositions known as weathering. Here the ferro-

magnesian silicates are in part converted into chlorite and in part also into

a ferruginous cement; the feldspars become carious, while the quartz is

nearly or quite unaffected. Much more interesting is the process of meta-

somatic recrystallization, which is in some respects the inverse of weather-

ing. In rocks which have undergone this process the clastic grains are

transformed into ferromagnesian silicates, feldspar, zoisite, apatite, etc. A
third process is that of serpentinization. This sometimes occurs in sand-

stones in which metasomatic recrystallization has eithei- not taken place at

all or only to an insignificant extent. The recrystallized rocks, however,

are also subject to serpentinization, and from them the greater part of the

serpentine of the Coast Ranges appears to have been produced. A fourth

process is silicification, by which shales have been converted into phthanites

and sandstones into quartzites. The serpentines and crystalline metamor-

phics also yield to a similar process and are converted into a dark, opaline

substance known in some of the quicksilver mines as quicksilver rock, but

this seems to be a phenomenon attending the process of ore deposition

rather than that of regional metamorphism. A further rather unimportant

process manifests itself in many localities by the presence of numerous

stringers of calcite or gj'psum intersecting the rocks, particularly the sand-

stones, in all directions. This process has affected many of the younger

rocks, as well as those of the Neocomian.

It is important to remark that some of these processes are inconsistent

with one another. Evidently chloritization of the ferromagnesian silicates

cannot go on simultaneously with the formation of ferromagnesian silicates

by metasomatic recrystallization, and tliis process is equalh' inconsistent

with serpentinization. So, too, since serpentine is subject to conversion

to chalcedony, serpentinization and silicification must go on under different

sets of conditions.

Weathering of the sandstones.—Tlio weatheHug of tlic saudstoucs cau be very

briefly disposed of The chlorite which forms in this process from tlie
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ferromagnesian silicates appears to be identical with that which results

from the similar minerals of the recrystallized rocks. The nature of this

chlorite will necessarily be discussed in connection with these rocks. Ser-

pentine has not been identified with certainty among the results of weath-

ering in these sandstones. It is possible, however, that it forms a very

subordinate product of this process. The decomposition of the feldspars

calls for no special comment, excepting that there is no considerable quan-

tity cf well marked kaolin.

CONCRETIONS.

Analysis of an example.—Ouo of tlie most iuterestiug cliauges which take

place in the sandstones is the formation of concretions. These are very

common in the Chico-Tt^on and Miocene groups. That they really repre-

sent changes of composition within the rock mass is certain, for they often

develop into a symmetrical, spheroidal shape, without disturbance of the

stratification, which the formation of conci-etions does not wholly obliterate.

That these concretions could not gradually be built up during sedimenta-

tion is certain. They are usually much harder than the surrounding rock,

darker, and of a redder color. In a great majority of cases no nucleus can

be found at the center. Under the microscope the chief peculiarity of

these concretions was found to consist in a brown cement between the

clastic fragments of granitic origin. This cement does not effervesce with

acid and is so unusual in character as to call for investigation.

A concretion from the Chico beds of New Idria (No. 53) was selected

for examination. One sample of the pulverized rock was treated with cold,

dilute chlorhydric acid (1:10) and the resulting solution analyzed. Another

sample was digested with stronger acid (1:1), at first at ordinary tempera-

tures and then for twenty-four hours ou the water-bath. The solution

formed was analyzed and the residue was treated with a hot solution of

sodic carbonate to extract soluble silica. Special determinations were

made of carbonic acid, ferric oxide, etc. The following talde shows the

pei'centages soluble in weak acid and in strong acid separately.
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Loss at 100°, H'O
Carbonic anliydi iilc, CO' .

.

Silica, SiO'

Phosphoric acid, P-O"

Alumina, AI'O^

Ferric oxide, Fc'O^

Slanj'anous oxide, MnO ...

Lime, CaO
Magnesia, ilgO

Soda, Na'O

Potassa, K'O
Silica extracted by Na'CO^

Kcaidue

First
sample.

0.855

8.052

0.3C2

0.034

0.32G

0. 007

0.195

11. 152

0.315

0.031

0.068

Total perc

Second
sample.

0.1T7

0.035

0.385

0.783

0.162

0.139

0. 102

0. 122

0.119

2.865

72. 110

99. 956

When the atomic ratios of this analysis are calculated it appears that

the protoxide bases found in the first sample are slightly in e.xcess of the

amount required to saturate the carbonic acid. All excess of these bases,

as well as the alumina and the iron (which is wholly in the ferric state),

must be combined with phosphoric and silicic acids. Assuming tliat the

phosphorus is as usual combined as triphosphate of calcium, the remainder

is a silicate or a mixture of silicates. The atomic ratio of the sum of these

silicates is:

Si : fi" : R" 0.22688 : 0.09385 : 0.22695

or Si : ft" : R" 5:2: 5.

If the water is taken into account, as it apparently .should be, the ratio

becomes 2:5:2:5, indicating some form of a hydrous subsilicate.

The cementing material of the concretion then is an intimate mixture

of calcium carbonate with a hydrous subsilicate and a small but not incon-

siderable amount of phosphate. Tlie subsilicate may probably be regarded

as an iron compound in which a portion of the iron is replaced b}' alumina

and protoxide bases. How such a cement can be formed within the body

of a sandstone is evidently a question of great interest; and in its answer

lies the secret of the class of concretions of which the specimen investi-

gated is an example.

Action of a nucleus.— Siuce it Is iiiaiiifestlv impossible that these concretions

should be Imilt up during the deposition of the sand, they must lie due to

JVION xui——

5
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the action of some substance embedded in the rock. The spherical form

which they tend to assume and to which they often closely approximate

indicates that this substance either exists or once existed at the center, and

this simple inference is confirmed by the fact that the concretions are often

separable into spherical shells, indicating a change in composition related

to the distance from the center. Such concretions are common, for exam-

ple, in the Chico beds near Lower Lake. So far as my observation goes,

the central substance has utterly disappeared in a great majority of cases.

In three or four instances I have found fossils at the centers of these con-

cretions, but I have broken open great numbers of them without finding

any visible diff"erence in the substance at the center and elsewhere. Such

was the case in the specimen investigated, and chemical tests also failed to

detect any foreign substance. Thus, while fossils are occasionally found

both in California and elsewhere at the centers of concretions in sandstone,

such cases are so rare that one would by no means be justified from obser-

vation in ascribing the concretions to the action of organic matter, nor am
I aware that it has ever been shown how organic matter could efi"ect such a

result.

Nucleus possibly organic.— Tiie aualysls glvcn above appears to me capable

of interpretation in a manner calculated to throw light on the nature of the

central substance. The cement of the concretion contains one-fourth of 1

per cent, of phosphoric acid, most of which nuist have come from the cen-

tral substance, for the cement of the sandstone away from concretions is

almost pure calcite. Taking the size of the concretions into account this

indicates the existence of much phosphorus in the central substance. The

possibly organic nature of the substance in question is thus strongly sug-

gested. But is there any way in which an organic substance could give

rise to the formation of hydrous ferric silicate? I think there is.

It is well known that during the decomposition of organic matter

various acids are formed, and that among tliem the group of humus acids

frequently occurs. Tlicse acids, or some of tlieni, dissolve magnetite, and

in this way sands underlying vegetable soils are frequently bleached.'

'Rolli: Allji. iin.l chciii. Ge.>l., vol. 1, ii. SDC: ami A. A. Jiilieu : Oil the geological action of tiii'

humus acids, Pioc. Aui. A>so(;. A<lv. Si-i., vol. 28, IS/il, iiji. :U1-410.
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Some of these acids also combine with silica to silico-azo-humic acids.

According to Mr. P. Thenard, acids of this series form spontaneonsly in the

soil from humic acid, the ammonia of rain water, the nitrogen of the air,

and the silica contained in the soil.

Modus operandi.— It is clcar that a fragment of undeconiposed organic mat-

ter embedded in a porous sandstone ma)' decompose under the action of

percolating surface waters and that under favorable conditions it may yield

humic acid which will attack the magnetite, always present in greater or

smaller quantity. With the silica of the rock silico-azo-humic acid may
also be produced. Were large quantities of organic matter present to-

gether with much water the result might be a mere bleaching of the sand-

stone; but, if small quantities of the solutions of the humic compounds only

are formed, they will be drawn into the surrounding sandstone by capillai y
action and a more or less nearly spherical mass will be impregnated with

them. This mass may, perhaps, increase in size until the organic matter is

exhausted.

The humic compounds are very unstable, and a globular mass, such

as is supposed above, would soon decompose into carbonic acid, water, etc.

There would then remain a spheroidal mass of carbonates and silicates of

the bases which had been dissolved at an earlier stage. The latter being

formed at low temperatures would not improbably be hydrous. Calcium

phosphate is soluble in solutions of carbonic acid, and one would therefore

expect to find the phosphorus of the organic substance also diffused through

the mass. The hypothesis of a decomposing organic nucleus thus appears

to account in a rational manner for all the observed facts.

Summary of evidence.—Tlic fosslls occasloually uict witli lu saudstoue con-

cretions are so rare as only to suggest that these masses mav have been

indurated through the indirect action of organic matter. The presence of

phosphoric acid in notable quantities in the matrix of concretions which

contain no fossils greatly strengthens the hypothesis that organic matter

once existed in these masses, but has since disappeared. When it is found

that the chemical character of the matrix of these concretions is also such as

would result from the decomposition of organic matter by processes of which

the main features are well known, the weight of the concurrent evidence is
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very great. It is clear that the formation of concretions is clue to the pres-

ence of small masses of some foreijjn substance in tlie sandstone. Were

this substance composed of any other elements than carbon, hydrogeu,

nitrogen, and phosphorus, such elements would almost inevitably appear as

components of the concretion. It thus appears to me nearly certain that

the concretions are due to the action of decomposition-products arising

from organic matter.

It is evident that the formation of concretions by means of organic

matter, as sketched above, is a result which will take place only under some-

what special conditions. If sufficient organic matter exists in a rock, indu-

ration of the entire mass may occur. If the huniic components are washed

through the rock without being allowed to decompose, the rock will be

bleached. Both of these last cases arc considered by Professor Julien in

the paper referred to above, but he does not particularly discuss the subject

of concretions

NODULES RESlTLTING FROM EXTERNAL ATTACK.

Cases to be discussed.—Bcsides the concrctions discussed above, rounded nod-

ules are found in many- decomposing rocks. In the present memoir such

occurrences will be noted in the basalts of the Sulphur ]3ank mine and in

the partially serpentinized rocks, especially near Knoxville, Napa County.

They are also well known to occur in some decomposed granites and in an-

desites, those for instance near the Comstock lode. The principles on which

they are formed are extremely simple, but, so far as I know, they have never

been stated, and a lack of knowledge of them has often led to erroneous

assumptions of a mysterious ball structure in the rocks which favors such

decomposition. As will be seen below, pebbles in brooks and on beaches,

as well as grains of sand, are rounded in a manner closely analogous.

Deduction of relations.—Suppose a splicrc of any homogeneous substance,

into which liquids can penetrate a small but finite distauce, and let this dis-

tance be assumed as the unit of length. Then, if r is the radius of the

sphere, the volume of the solid which can he permeated by a liquid acting

on the exterior is a spherical shell, tlie content of whicli is

:

4 4 4
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The surface of the sphere is, say, S= 4 tt r' and

3/"
S/^'=3r-3r+l-

The surface of the material exposed to the action of the fluid per unit

of volume of the shell acted upon, orS/V, may readily be seen from this

equation to diminish rapidly as the radius of the sphere increases.' For'

example, if the radius is unity, or just equal to the depth to which the

solid is permeable, S/V= 3; if r i^l', 8/ Vzzl.7 ; if r =r4, 8/Vz=1.3, and

if the radius is infinite or if the attacked surface is flat, S/Vzzl.

Suppose a unit of volume of a thoroughly porous, solid substance in

any given shape and exposed to the action of a solvent liquid: the liquid

will become partially saturated near the surfiice of the solid and will act

less vigorously upon the underlying portions. It is clear, therefore, that, if

the body is given the shape of a slender rod and is acted upon by the fluid

from one end onh', it will dissolve less rapidly than it would if the same

mass were formed into a thin sheet and were attacked over the whole of

one surface of this sheet. It is easy to see that the rate at which solution

will take place in this case is nearly proportional to the surface exposed to

the action of the fluid.

Hence it is sufficiently accurate for the present purpose to assume that

the rate at which a spherical mass will be attacked by a corrosive fluid will

be proportional to the surface exposed per unit of volume of the permeable

shell, or to S/V. This function (and therefore, also, the rate at which so-

lution will take place), as has been shown above, varies in a certain inverse

ratio to tlie radius of the sphere."

If, therefore, any comparatively dense, irregular body is acted upon

by solvent or decomposing solutions, the portions the radii of curvature

' 'rile portion of tbe sphere which is not reached by the tluid is essentially a positive quantity, and
4

when )• becomes less than unity,
,
^ (''— 1)^ disappears froui tbe value of S/V, which thus becomes

equa'. to Wr. This is a hyperbola, asymptotic to both axes, aa(i S/V is iufiuite forc= 0. At the point

at which r = \ this hyperbola passes over into the curve of tbe third degree given in the text. The
hyperbola would be asymptotic to S/V = 0, while the higher curve is asymptotic to S/V = l.

'^ This conclusion is not affected by the uncertainty which exisis as to the exact lunction represent-

ing the rate of solution in terms of S/V ; for it is clear that in any case this function and S/V must
vary directly, and that both of tliem, therefore, vary iuver.srlv as the radius of curvature.
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of which are equal to or less than the distance to wliich the fluid can per-

meate will yield A'ery rapidl}", Avhile tliose of less abrupt curvature will be

more slowly decomposed or dissolved. There will thus be a constant tend-

ency to diminish the curvature of the more salient portions and, if the mass

is not too thin, to reduce it to a sphere.

Cases.—Two special cases need con.sideration: If the action of the fluid

were strictly confined to tlie surface (ir if the mass were absolutel}' imper-

meable, the radius of curvature would alwa3"s be infinite compared with the

distance to which a fluid could penetrate, and, if solution took place, the

mass would always retain an angular form, the surfaces of which would be

parallel to those whicli it orig-inally presented. On the other hand, if the

fluid could permeate to tlie center of tlio Ijody, all portions would be

attacked at once and it would disintegrate almost simultaneouslv through-

ont its mass.

Nearly every American has daily opportunities for observing the rela-

tions here reduced to exact terms. Clear, solid ice is practically imperme-

able by w'ater, and an angular fragment of such ice in a glass of water

becomes only sliglitlv i-ounded, wliile the surfaces at all stages of the

melting process are nearly parallel to the original ones. On the other

hand, a bit of ice which is clouded with small air bubbles is permeable by

water to tlie depth of these bubbles, and consequently the edges and cor-

ners of an angular mass of such ice are quickly rounded. Again, a lump

of cane sugar is very porous and fluids permeate to its center. It tliere-

fore disintegrates under tlie action of a solvent fluid almost without pre-

liminary rounding of the edges and corners.

Application to decomposing rocks.—Tlio bcliavior of rocks to dissolviiig or decom-

posing agencies is similar. There do not seem to be an}' rocks, excepting

perhajis some obsidians, whicli are permeable onlv to an insensible distance

by fluids ; but there are many rocks so dense that fluids penetrate them

with great ditficulty and very slowly. In such cases the corrosive reagents

which waters contain are neutralized by the time the solutions have pene-

trated to a very small depth, and corrosive action is limited to this thin outer

layer As decomposition is completed in the outer layer, active reagents

will of course permeate farther and farther into the rock. The g-eometrical
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results will clearl^^ be those discussed above. Au angular mass of such a

rock will yield to the decomposing agencies directly as S/V, or in an

inverse ratio to its radius of curvature, and, if the mass is homogeneous, it

will gradually be reduced to the spherical form. It thus becomes evident

that angular blocks of basalt attacked by sulphuric acid or other corrosive

fluids tend to the spherical form, not because of any variation in the internal

structure, but, on the contrary, because tliey are substantially homogeneous.

The rocks which do not weather or decompose to rounded masses are

the more permeable class. Thus, in the Washoe district dense andesites and

basalts tend to the spherical form, while tufaceous masses and porous rocks

decompose with tolerable uniformitv throughout. In terms of the mathe-

matical discussion for the latter, r <C 1. Just so along the quicksilver belt:

dense rocks undergoing serpentinization show rounded nodules of inialtered

or slightly altered material, while more permeable masses are gradually

changed to serpentine throughout.

It may not be amiss to note that the depth to which a rock will be at-

tacked by any decomposing fluid depends somewhat upon the nature of the

fluid. If the reaction between the liquid and the solid is a rapid one the

liquid will become substantialh' saturated comparatively near the surface,

while, if the reaction is feeble and slow, the fluid will penetrate to a greater

depth before losing its corrosive power. Complex cases sometimes result

from the co existence of various reactions, each leading to a particidarkind

of decomposition.

Application to pebbles— It is evideut tluit the principles applied in the fore-

going discussion are not limited to the action of fluids. Any disintegrating

agency acting uniformly on the surface of an angular body or acting suc-

cessively on all points of its surface will be governed by similar laws.

Consider a fragment of rock in a stream bed or on a beach. It suflPers

frequent impacts from other bodies of similar averag-e size and composition.

Each of these impacts disintegrates the mass at the small surface of contact

to a certain average depth, and these impacts are repeated in indefinite

number on all portions of its surface. The result must be the same as if

the rock fragment were subjected to a disintegrating action simultaneously

at all points of its surface, niid, just as in the case of a solvent fluid, the
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mass must tend t(i a splierical form, provided tliat It is of uniform composi-

tion.

If tlie l)odv is permeable to different depths in differe'.t directions or

if it offers more resistance to abrasion in one direction than it does in others,

the surfaces whieli offer the least resistance will e%idently be most rapidly

attacked. Hence, pebbles of sedimentary rocks, which do not in general

possess equal coherence in all directions, will not tend to a spherical form,

but to one more or less approaching a spheroid or even an ellipsoid.

It ai)pears from the literature of geology that rounded masses resulting

from the decomposition of comparatively impermeable rocks have not

infrequently been mistaken for water-worn pebbles. Wlien one considers

that in both cases the approach to the spherical form is due to similar causes

this does not s»em so strange as it otherwise might.

CRYSTALLINE METAMORPHIC ROCKS.

Groups of metamorphic rocks.—Thc metamorpliosed Tocks of the Coast Ranges

may be divided into serpentine and a more or less crystalline series. The

latter, indeed, usually contain some serpentine; but serpentinization is evi-

dently in part a secondary process and will be discussed, together with the

massive serpentines, in a succeeding section. The division of the crystal-

line series which appears best to satisfy botli their microscopical charac-

ter and their field occurrence is as follows: (1) Partially metamorphosed

sandstones, in which, although a process of recrystallization has begun, the

clastic structure as seen inider the microscope is not obliterated, though

more or less obscured. These rocks will be referred to hereafter, for the

sake of brevity, as altered sandstones. ('2) Granular metamorphics, in which

thorougli metasomatic recrystallization of the sandstones has transformed

the mass into a granular, holocrystalline aggregate which, in its most com-

plex development, consists of augite, amphibole, feldspar, zoisite, and

quartz, witli accessor}' minerals. This class cannot be sharply separated

from the first or from the following, but it forms a natural group, one or

several of the constituents of which may be suppressed, forming different

varieties within the group, (o) Glaucophane schist of an origin similar to

that of the granular rocks, U'^uallv carrving mica, quartz, and other minerals.
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(4) Plitlianites or schistose rocks which h;ive Ijeeu subjected to a process

of silicification.

There is seldom any doubt about tlie macroscopical determination of

the third and fourth of these groups ; in a large proportion of cases also, the

granular rocks can readily be disting-nished from the altered sandstones

with the naked eye or the loupe, but this is by no means alwnys possible.

Many rocks which to the naked eye appear to be mereU^ considerably

altered but perfecth^ recognizable sandstones turn out, upon microscopical

examination, to be holocrystalline and to have lost entirely the character-

istic clastic structure.

The granular rocks are separable, under the microscope, into several

varieties, according to their mineralogical composition
; but it is seldom

possible to distinguish these varieties niacroscopically. In dealing with

eruptive rocks the eye soon accustoms itself to the perception of verv

minute differences of apjjcarance which represent or are associated with

microscopical peculiarities, Tlie metamorphic rocks are pliysically and

chemically much more heterogeneous than eruptives, and it is only in

extreme cases that the habitus is characteristic of the precise mineralogical

composition.

As will appear in the sequel, the altered sandstones and the granular

rocks form a series which is in reality unbroken. Tiie ])rocesses of altera-

tion can be studied in rocks retaining as clenrlv as possible evidences of

their clastic character. The same processes can bo traced through series in

which the clastic elements grnduall}^ disappear and in the extreme members

of wdiich a holocrystalline mass of authigenetic minerals is ])resented. In

the altered sandstones various transformations begin sinmltaneousl}-, and,

according to the physical and chemical conditions under which the meta-

morphism occurred, one or other of these changes may predominate in the

fully altered rock. In this way types are produced so distinct that were

these alone submitted to examination little analogy would be perceived

between them ; but they are, in fact, connected with one another, as well

as with the unaltered sedimentary rocks, by very gradual transitions.

In describing the various types more or less repetition is unavoidable.

For the sake of brevity it seems expedient to begin the discussion of the
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rocks by noting tlie minerals which result from the metamorphic processes

one by one, leaving for subsequent discussion the various combinations in

which they occur.

Biotite.—When foils of biotite are compressed into zigzag outlines by tlie

pressure of adjacent clastic grains the mineral is evidently allothigenetic.

In some other cases tliere is a lack of decisive proof as to the origin of the

biotite, but there are also occurrences which can only be interpreted as au-

thigenetic. The authigenetic biotite scales are sharper in outline than the

allothigenetic foils, and are usually of a li^'ht, clear, cliestnut-brown color.

In cross-section they are often seen to be undulous, but do not form broken

lines like clastic foils. They are frequently embedded in recrystallizing

feldspar grains. The quantity of this mica detected is small, and it seems

probable that when formed it readily passes over into white mica by epi-

genesis. In one glaucophane schist from New Idria there is a great abun-

dance of fine, nearly uniaxial biotite.

Muscovite—The epigenetic formation of Avhite mica from biotite and from

feldspar has long been recognized. In the recrystallizing sandstones of the

Coast Ranges white mica is rather rare as an indubitabl}^ allothigenetic com-

ponent, but is very common as an alteration product of brown mica. It also

appears to form in the cementing mass of tine detritus and deposits between

the clastic grains of sandstones; but, while the occurrences and the analogies

are such as to warrant an opinion that such foils of wdiite mica are authi-

genetic or epigenetic on authigenetic biotite, it can hardly be demonstrated

that this material is not allothigenetic. In the more altered rocks it is seen

forming in disintegrating feldspar grains and it is an important constituent

of the glaucophane schists. Where it can be separated in foils it is found

that the angle of the optical axes is large.

Augite.—Though a careful watch has been kept for rhombic pyroxene,

none has thus far been detected in any of the metamorphic rocks. In the

rocks which retain an unmistakably clastic structure augite is rare, a fact

which appears to be due to the tendency of the mineral to decomposition

when the structure of the rock in which it exists is sufficiently open to permit

of the free percolation of solutions. There are a few examples, however,

which leave no doubt as to the fact of tlic formation of aurrltein sandstones
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undergoing' the process of metasoraatic recrystallizution, and which tlius form

a link between typical sandstones and the more highly altered rocks in which

the clastic origin is not evident on mere inspection. In these rocks minute

bacillar augitcs make their appearance in newly formed aggregates limited

by the outlines of the original clastic grains. There is clearly a tendency

to parallelism and to grouping of these augite cr3stallites, and the evidence

points irresistibly to tlie conclusion that under favorable circumstances large

solid crj'stals of augite form by the union of these smaller masses. In a

considerable number of instances these microlites are actually united in close

groups bounded by crystallographic outlines. The usual occurrence of gar-

net in metamorphic rocks indicates an entirely similar process of aggrega-

tion. It is quite impossible to ascribe any but an authigenetic origin to

these characteristic occurrences of augite in newly formed aggregates arising

from the alteration of clastic grains, nor is such a formation surprising, since

the artificial reproduction of augite by the action of heated water under

pressure upon appropriate mineral mixtures is a well known phenomenon.

A fine example of a partially formed augite crystal in an altered sandstone is

shown in Fig. 2, page 88.

In the more fully crystallized metamorphic rocks augite is often very

abundant. It is of lighter tint under the microscope than the ordinary

bamboo-colored augites of eruptive rocks, is monochroitic, and extinguishes

at high angles. It readily passes over into uralite, chlorite, epidote, and ser-

pentine. The uralite often has a bluish tint approaching that of glaucophane.

There is a marked tendency in the larger augite crystals to the development

of the orthopinacoidal cleavage, and in a few of the rocks the pyroxene is

well developed diallage.

Hornblende— Tliis mineral occurs in the recrystallized and recrystallizing

rocks in two forms. Brown hornblende forms much in the same way as

augite and is observed sometimes in the same slides with it. Groups of

liornblende microlites also show common crystallographic outlines; a case

of this kind is shown in Fig. 3, page 89.

Either minute chemical differences or certain physical conditions seem

to regulate the preponderance of the one mineral over the other, so that the

fully recrystallized rocks are divisible with some sharpness into hornblendic
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and avigitic groups. No clear indication has been detected that the mode

of occurrence differs for the two chxsses. This may nevertheless b3 the

case, for the amphibolic and pyroxenic rocks are macroscopically indis-

tinguishable, excepting in a few cases, and differences in occurrence would

thus readily escape detection. At present it seems more likely that the

controlling factor is an unknown and certainh^ very slight difference of

chemical composition. Observation has shown me that it is absolutely

necessary in some eruptive rocks to resort to a chemical explanation of the

replacement of one of those minerals by the other without affecting the

probability, in another class of instances, that the same replacement is due

to differences of physical condition.^

Green hornblende is also very abundant. Much of this is certainly

uralitic and some of it appears probably due to the alteration of brown

hornblende. There are also cases in Avhich the green hornblende, so far as

can be judged, is a direct product of metasomatic action, but none in which

every other explanation is excluded. There are further instances which

suggest the existence of a brown nralite, but these cases are believed to be

better explained by envelopment.

The authigenetic hornblendes are readily distinguished from allothi-

genetic fragments, the latter being commonly of a dark, dirty-green color

and much more pleochroitic than the newly formed mineral. The outline

of clastic fragments is usually characteristic. In extreme cases there is some

difficulty in distinguishing green hornblende from chlorite, but where the

particles are not excessively minute the oblique extinction of the former is

generally perceptible.

Giaucophane.— TliIs Is a prouilnent component of the micaceous schists'

and occurs also in the more composite granular rocks and in the amphlbo-

lite. Cross-sections frequently show the amphibolic outline and cleavage.

The pleochroism and absorption are strong. The pleochroic colors are a,

brownish yellow to colorless; h, violet; c, ultramarine blue. The absorp-

' For some curious evidence bearing ou tliis point, .stc iny'Geology of the Comstock Lode I'.nd the

Washoe District, Mou. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 3, p. CO.

-According to llr. H. G. Ilanks, gl.iucophane was detected by Mr. Micbel-Ldvy, iu 1878, iu speci-

lueus of micaceous schist from the Wall Street quicksilver mine, Lake County, exhibited at the Paris

exposition in l'-'78. (Finirth Aiiunal Keport of the Stale Mineralogist of California, IS-'S-'SJ.p. 1S>,)
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tion is 6'>> &>• a. Tlie angle of extinction is that of anipliibole, hut the

interference colors are of lower onh-r. The specific gravity is 3.10 io 3.11,'

but the mineral is usually so intimately associated with others as to make

a perfect separation difficult.

The genetic relations of the glaucophane are not entirely clear. In

the greater number of cases it is closely associated with ordinary actinolite,

and there appear to be luiquestionable transitions bet^Yeen the two. Thus,

one portion of an area of entirely undecomposed amjohibole of uniform

orientation is often bi-ight blue, another green, and these pronounced tints

shade off into each other by imperceptible gradations. Had only these oc-

cun-enccs been observed, the conclusion would have been almost inevita-

ble that the two varieties of amphibole had been produced simultaneously

and by the same methods. There are other cases, however, in whicli nar-

row streaks of the blue mineral appear along the junction of actinolite

crystals, which suggest the possibility of epigenesis of glaucophane upon

actinolite. I am inclined to consider this suggestion misleading, however,

because fibration and sensible difference of orientation would almost inev-

itably result from such a process.

zoisitc.

—

^hich the most interesting mineral yet detected in the rocks

undergoing metasomatic recrystallization is zoisite, which as an important

I'ock-forming mineral has hitherto been observed only in the saussuritic

crystalline schists and gabbros. In the rocks of the Coast Ranges this

mineral is one of the first indications of recrystallization; it is found in

slides of every group of the recrystallized rocks and is often jiresent in

large quantities, especially in the schists.

The zoisite presents no good cleavage, but traces of fissility parallel

to the main axis are sometimes visible. The prisms are usually jointed and

terminal faces are often distinct. Measurements of the projection of the

interfacial angle between the brachydome and brachypinacoid agree with

the real value of this angle as Avell as could be expected. Square cross-sec-

tions are nut luiconimon and often only a single corner appears to be trun-

cated. This irregular development of faces in the vertical zone is charac-

teristic of zoisite.^

' LUdccko found the .specific gravity of glaiicojiliane fmni Svra, 3.101 (Kiitli : AUr. mid chem. Geol.,

p. 21).

- Daiia'.i System i.f :\Iiiieialo-y, )i. 20n,
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The color of the zoisite, as seen by the naked eye, varies from gray to

deep green. In the former case it is of course colorless in thin section, and

this is usually the case in the augitic and hornbleudic rocks, though a f;iint

greenish yellow may sometimes be observed. In the glaucophane rocks the

color is usually deeper, and the pleochroism is then distinct in thin section,

c being yellowish green to light grass green and a and 6 almost colorless.

The absorption is hardly perceptible. The pleochroism increases with the

thickness of the section. The axes of elasticity, when their position can be

determined, are always strictly parallel to the vertical crystallographic axis

and to the pinacoidal faces. The angle of the optical axes is large and the

plane of the axes is parallel to one of the pinacoidal faces. The colors of

interference usually range between a bluish gray and a pale yellow, but are

occasionally more vivid. The intensity of the colors often seems to vary

considerably with the state of aggregation.

Zoisite occurs in the phthanites as well as in the other metamorphic

rocks, but usually in much longer needles than in the other metamorphic

rocks. Fig. 1 shows both types of crystals, between which there are plenty

of intermediate forms.

Fig. 1. Zui;tite niicroliles, o, !<, and <, from a gUaucophane rock.Ko. 31, SiilpUur Ba'.k. a and h are magnified 175 diameters;

r, ICG diameters : rf is from minnte qnartz veins in phthanite (Xo. 51. Mt, Diablo) and is magnified 185 diameters.

For the pur[)ose of checking the microscopical determination of this

mineral, two separations and analyses were made. Though great care

was taken in the sejiaration and purification, the character of the rocks

showed that only ai)[)roxiinate results were lo be expected. Ko. 98, Sul-
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phur Bank, which will be described on a future page, consists mainly of

glaucopliane and zoisite; but fine needles of the former penetrate the latter.

The purest lot of zoisite had a specific gravity of 3.21, which is less than

that of unmixed zoisite, but greater than that of glaucophane. Its compo-

sition was found to be as follows:

Water at above 100- , H-O T). 25

Silica, SiO^ Iffl. HO

Titanic acid, TiO- Traco

Alumiua, Al-0^ 22. 72

Ferric oxide, Fe-0 4. 85

Ferrous oxide, FeO 1. 41)

Manganous oxide, MuO 0.26

Lime, CaO 17. .55

Magnesia, MgO ;l. 89

Soda, Na=0 4.09

Potassa, K^O 0. 1

2

Total 100.02

The atomic ratio ff : R" : it" : Si is represented by 2.62 : 4.54 : 6.82

: 12. This clearly does not coi-respond to pure zoisite, of which the ratio

is 1 : 4 : 9 : 12, and the question arises whether it may represent any other

lime-alumina silicate. A glance at the minerals of similar composition, the

density of Avhich lies between 2.90 and 3.50, shows that the choice is small,

and in fact, among known minerals, is limited to zoisite and prehnite. The

specimeA analyzed was more acid than zoisite, but more basic than prehnite.

Considering that the maximum density of prehnite is 2.95 and that the

known impurity of the specimen is acid, the tendency is all to the suppo-

sition that the mineral is zoisite. If one supposes the admixture to be

simply a bisilicate of a protoxide base and that this impurity contained

about one-fourth of the silica, the above atomic ratio reduces almost ex-

actly to 3 : 4 : 9 : 12. It is true that glaucophane is an aluminous amphi-

bole and that if sesquioxides are subtracted from the analysis the ratio

4:9:12 cannot be exactly preserved; but the rock also contains quartz

and the atomic ratio of zoisite is known to vary to some extent. Tlie

figures discussed, in connection with the known impurities, are thus suffi-

cient to show that the mineral is not prelinite and is far more closely allied

to zoisite than to any other known mineral. There is an excess of water
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shown by the analysis, which seems to have arisen from imperfect desic-

cation.

A second separation was nndertaken with No. 21!), Sulphur Bank, a

rock composed chiefly of greenish zoisite and actinolite, the former em-

bedded in the latter. It was impossible wholly to separate the two minerals

and the purest sample had a specific gravity of no less than 3.37, show-

ing that much actinolite remained. The analysis gave the following

i-esults:

Loss above 100°, H-0 1.119

Silica, SiO- 39.196

Phosphoric jicitl, P-0" Trace

Titanic acid (rutile), TiO- 1.169

Alumina, Al-C 22.760

Ferric oxide, Fc-O' 6.487

Ferrous oxide, FeO 1. 783

Nickel oxide, NiO Trace

Manganous oxide, MnO 0.090

Lime, CaO -22.023

Magnesia, MgO 1- 643

Soda, Na^O 3.382

Potassa, K-0 0.575

Total 100.227

This analysis gives the atomic ratio H- : R" : R" : Si — 0.57 : 4.56 :

7.22 : 12. Here, also, if the admixed silicate has a protoxide base and if

it contains about one-sixth of the silica, the ratio is reduced to one resem-

bling that of zoisite, viz, § : 4 : 9 : 12. In this case there is too little

water instead of too much, but in performing the analysis the sample was

accidentally dried at somewhat above 100°.

Althouo-h zoisite is extremely abundant in the metamorphic rocks of

California, there were no specimens which seemed so well adapted to a

separation as the two discussed above. The manner in which the compo-

nents of these rocks are intergrown renders separations almost impracti-

cable. Impure as the materials analyzed were, however, the results show

that the substance in question was really a zoisite.

Under different conditions zoisite possesses a considerable similarity

to other minerals. Especially when granular, it might at first sight be

confounded with epidote ; but it is distinguished by its color, its mono-
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cliroism or slight dichroism, by the colors of interference, und, when seen

in cross-section, by the angle of extinction. The more highly colored

zoisite in prisms bears a superficial resemblance to augite, which need.--

only to be pointed out to avoid confusion. The mineral in the form

of small prisms and needles may readily be confounded with apatite.

The latter, however, does not give the j-ellow interference tints of zoisite

and seldom shows the light-green tint in natural light which is frequent

in zoisite. The index of refraction of zoisite seems to be higher than

that of a[)atite, so that its crystals stand out in relief from the slide sim-

ilarly to tliose of zircon, though not to the same extent. Cross-sections

of zoisite are also usually square, and by careful use of the micrometer

screw zoisite prisms niay usually be seen to be fluted or furrowed in the

direction of the principal axis, while a[)atite prisms display, so far as I

know, no such irregularity of surface. The distinction between tlie.se min-

erals can be drawn by one or more of these means in almost all cases, but

the discrimination requires watchfulness. Microlites of zoisite sometimes

})resent an appearance somevvhat resembling that of a rhombic pyroxene,

but hypersthene is as a rule strongly dichroitic, while enstatite is usually

fibrous and seldom if ever forms crystals. Pi'ehnite is a mineral which

might readily be confounded with zoisite, from which it is distinguished by

specific gravity and by behavior to acids. These are not very satisfactory

distinctions, because it is hardly practicable to test every slide with acids

or to obtain the specific gravity of the mineral in every specimen. A con-

siderable number of such tests have been made, however, and in no case

did either test indicate the presence of prehnite, nor has prehiiite been

detected macroscopically.

Zoisite in the recrystallizing sandstones not only forms in aggregates

of recrystallizing minerals, but also results from the attack of quartz grains.

Well developed crystals of zoisite, with somewhat rounded terminal faces,

may often be seen growing into quartz grains from the outside almost

exactly as they might develop in a limpid fluid. It mast of course be suj)-

posed in such cases that there is a space between the ingrowing crystal and

the surrounding quartz which admits of the penetration of fluids, though

under the microscope no such opening is visible. If there is one, the para-

MON XIII G
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sitic crystal must enlarge in diameter as well as in length, and such appears

to he the fact, for the longer crystals ai-e as a rule also the larger ones.

Zoisite is unknown in eruptive rocks, except as an epigenetic constitu-

ent. In tlie Coast Ranges the relations of tlie zoisite to the disintegrating

clastic elements of the altered sandstones are such as to forbid any suppo-

sition except that it is authigenetic. The granites contain none.

saussurite.—lu 185!) Dr. T. Stcrry Hunt' showed that tlie saussurite of

the euphotide of Monte Rosa corresponded in chemical composition and

physical character to zoisite. After the application of the microscope to

the study of lithologv, saussurite was recognized as (ordinarily, at all events)

a mixture. In 1883 Mr. A. C'athrein' sliowed that many saussurites were

mixtures of zoisite and felds})ar. ^lany of the metamorphic rocks of the

Coast Ranges might be described as saussuritic, but it appears unadvisable

to retain distinct names for mixtures of this description after their real com-

position is established.

In the California rocks this mixture is not a product of decomposition

under ordinary conditions, but of a process of recrystallization inconsistent

with ordinary decomposition. In Switzerland and elsewhere eruptive dia-

basic rocks are supposed in some instances to have been converted into

saussuritic masses, while in others decomposition has yielded no zoisite In

any case the result of a chemical process must be that group of compounds

the formation of which liberates heat most rapidly. It is consequently to

be supposed that the saussuritic gabbros have been sul:)jected to influences

different from those to which such gabbros as have inidergone ordinary de-

composition have been exposed. Judging from the analogy of the rocks

of the Coast Ranges, it may be conjectured that the saussuritic gabbros

stand to ordinary rocks of the same species in tlie same relation as the

zoisitic altered rocks of the Coast Ranges do to those which have merely

weathered, or, in other words, that the saussuritic rocks are the result of

a process of metamorphism acting upon rocks some of which are eruptive.

Feldspars.—Thc formatiou of feldspars is an almost invariable accom-

paniment of the metasomatic changes of the rocks of the quicksilver belt,

' Am. Jour. Sci., 2d series, vol. 27, 1650, p. 336.

•Zoitschr. fiir Kryst. uud Mineral., Grotli, vol.7, 1S83, ji. 234.
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and the only exception appears to be in the case of the anipliibolites, wliicli

seem most rationally regarded as extreme cases of the dioritic; group. The

genesis of feldspar in the metamorphic rocks is certain!}- one of the most

important changes, and it is also one which is very fully illustrated liy the

collections. The unquestionable authigenesis of minerals of this group

is excellently seen in No. 11, Knoxville, an augitic rock intersected by

minute, almost microscopic, veins. Portions of these veins are filled with

well developed, striated feldspar prisms and irregular grains of plagioclase,

seemingly oligoclase. In some portions carbonates are mixed with these

ci-ystals and appear to have crystallized at the same time with the feldspar.

These crystals are more recent than the rock in which they are embedded,

but they demonstrate that conditions necessary and sufficient to the forma-

tion of feldspar in the wet way have existed in tiiis region. The wdiole oc-

currence is such as to exclude the possibilit}' tliat these veins are of eruptive

origin. There is also abundant evidence of the presence of authigenetic

feldspar in tlie altered sandstones. 'J'he process usuallv cinumences in the

fine detritus which often composes tlie cement of the sandstones. Here

form slender, p<dysynthetic, plagioclase microlites, of such shapes and in

such grouping tiiat it is impossible to suppose them to ])e clastic constituent.s.

The larger grains are attacked later than the cement, aiul both quartz and

feldspar grains appear to be resolved into plagioclase, secoiulary quartz not

infrequently forming at the same time. Tlie corroded grains are often to

be seen surrounded by a fringe of authigenetic plagioclase microlites, the

nucleus remaining clear. The allothigenetic feldsjjar grains are also often

recrystallized without aiiv change in the external outline. In such cases an

aggregate results which is usually microcrystalline, but often ;dso includes

or may be almost entirely composed of lath-like, hemitropic lanielhe.

Tliere appears clear evidence of the process by w-hicli tolcraljly large

plagioclases may be formed in the rocks which ha\e undergone metaso-

matic recrystallization. In some rocks which still retain an indubitably

clastic character, plagioclase microlites may be seen forming in groups of

almost identical orientation, but still separated by thin la}-ers of minerals

not belonging to tlie feldspar series. P]ven rough, crystalline outlines may

be traced surrounding such groups. The hemitropic lamella' in such cases
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usually have frequent offsets, and the crystallographic orientation, though

nearly the same for the whole group, is not absolutely uniform. It is ex-

tremely difficult to understand this building up of crystals from microlites;

yet perhaps in no other way could the formation of garnets, tourmalines,

and a long list of other minerals be exj)lained in strata which can never

have been reduced to a plastic state.

The commonest feldspar species in the altered sandstones and the

granular rocks is oligoclase, but andesine is probably also common. Many

angles of extinction, referable to andesine, -have been observed, and in

one case a separation and chemical analysis showed the presence of this

feldspar. Labradorite is found in the gabbroitic rocks and in at least one

pyroxene rock where the bisilicate is not diallage. Orthoclase has been

proved chemically to exist in one glaucophane rock, and albite in a feld-

spar-augite-hornblende rock. There may be more albite than has been

detected, since it cannot be recognized with ease by optical means in the

presence of oligoclase.

Rutiie In some of the schists and amphibolites numerous masses of

a bright-brown, anisotropic mineral were observed. Manj^ of these masses

are prismatically developed, though the edges and corners are somewhat

rounded. They are monocln-oitic and extinguish light when parallel to the

principal sections of the nicols. The interference colors are scarcely dis-

liiiguishable from those observed in ordinary light. A small amount of this

mineral separated from an amphibolite proved on chemical examination to

be titanic acid. The absence of dichroism and of brilliant colors of inter-

ference shows that it is nut brookite. The prismatic develo2)ment excludes

anatase,^ while its characteristics correspond exactly to those of rutile. Some

of the masses of rutile are partially decomposed to a light-colored, clouded

substance similar to leucoxene.

iimenite.—Titauic Irou is very abundant in some of the groups of gran-

ular, metamorphic rocks, and the associations are such as to lead to the sup-

position that it has been formed at the same time with the bisilicates. The

characteristic triangular grating of the iimenite is much more common in

these rocks than it usually is in eruptive masses. Tlie iimenite is fretpiently

' See a report of an iuvestigatiou by Thiii-ach: Neiies Jahrbuch iiir MiDeial., vol. 2, 1885, p. ;198.
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accompanied bv clouds of leucoxene. The appearance of tliis nmtcrial is

entirely accordant with the supposition that it is granular titanite.

Titai.ite.— Besides tlie clastic grains of this mineral in the sandstones, it

ap[)eai's in tlie glaucophane schists in characteristic rhoudjoid forms, the

corners being wholly unabraded. In the same rocks it appears as more or

less regular grains, embedded in zoisite and in entirely undecomposed glau-

cophane. It is thus to be considered as an authigenetic component of these

rocks, apparently replacing the ilmenite of the granular group. The colors

in ordinary and in polarized liglit and the other optical properties, as well ns

the form, are entirely characteristic and require no comment.

Apatite.— This mineral having been detected by optical and chemical

means as an authigenetic constituent in one slide, a special examination of

the collection was made for fear that it might have been mistaken for zoisite.

It was found in abundance in some of the pyroxene granular rocks and in

two glaucophane schists. Minute prisms of this mineral appear also to be

present in a few of the altered sandstones. Apatite is tolerably frequent as

an inclusion in clastic grains.

chiorites.— Chlorites are abundant both in the sandstones and in the

recrystallized rocks which are undergoing weathering. As usual, it is dif-

ficult to determine the particular species of chlorite ; indeed, the specific

distinctions between these minerals are far from satisfactory. All of the

chlorite met with possesses the usual grass-green tint and is strongly di-

chroitic. It is usually fibrous, but in a few cases shows irregular scales.

The fibers always extinguish light when sensibly parallel to the principal

secti(in of the polarizing apparatus, while some of the scales appear to

remain absolutely dark between crossed nicols. The interference colors of

the fibrous aggregates vary greatly. When the mass is composed of felted

libers of minute size the colors of polarization are very feeble. In other

cases dark-blue tints appear, and in some instances, wdiich appear to be

distinguished by unusually large quantities of parallel individuals, yellow

interference colors make their appearance. By treatment through a per-

forated cover with moderately strong, warm chlorhydric acid, it was found

that the ordinary fibrous chlorite of these rocks is not attacked. Portions

of the same specimens, however (e. g , No. 26, Sulphur Bank), treated with
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boiling, conceiitratetl clilorliydric acid, yielded a solution containing both

alumina and magnesia. Clinochlor is thus absent. None of the specimens

affords an 0[)portunity of isolating the chlorite in sufficient quantities for

quantitative analysis. Pennine is stated to occur characteristically m hexag-

onal scales, which are readily attacked by chlorhydric acid.^ It is possible that

the rather rare irregular foils mentioned above belong to this species; but the

ril)rous variety is certainly not easily attacked by the acid. Of the ordinary

chlorites there remains only the ripidolite of Rose, which is Werner's chin-

rite and Dana's prochlorite. It is to be hoped that the researches of Pro-

fessor Tschermak will make future determinations more satisfactory than this.

Epidote.—Epidote is not very abundant in the metamorphic rocks. In

a single specimen, how^ever (No. 110, Knoxville), it is developed in large

crystalline grains with two cleavages, and in this case greatly resend^les

augite. The optical reference of this specimen was confirmed by a silica

determination, which was 38.98 per cent. The usual occurrence of this

mineral is in crystalline aggregates in association with chlorite, to which it

often stands in relations strongly suggesting epigenesis from chlorite. No

cases so fine as those described and figured in my memoir on the Comstock

lode were met with. Professor Rosenbusch^ doubts my explanation of

those occurrences, believing that they are not of such a nature as to pre-

clude the "simultaneous formation of the two minerals. It is difficult to prove

absolutely that they were not formed at the same time, because of the lack

of persistent structure in the chlorite; yet, from the inspection of almost

numberless cases, it certainly appears that epidote needles pierce aggre-

gates of chlorite fibers freely, while the ari-angement of these fibers does

not bear any visible relation to the epidote crystals such as is familiar in

cases of simultaneous formation. When I first expressed my opinion on

this subject I was unaware that other lithologists had reached the same

conclusion. Both Dr. H. Francke and Prof A. Renard anticipated me in

what I still regard as the most probable explanation.^

' Fouque and MiclielL(!vy : Miii. micrograpliique, p. 438.

^Neues Jahrbuch fiir Miueral., vol. 2, 1884, p. 187.

' Dr. Francke's paper, Stiiilieuiiber Cordillereiige.steine, Inaug. Diss., Leipzig, 1675, I have not seen.

The following is an extract from Mr. Renard'spaper on the diabase of Challes (Bnll. Acad. roy. Bel-

giqne, vol. 46, No. 8, 1878, p. 230-) : "Francke admits that tlie epidote is formed by the decomposi-

tion of the viridite included in the feldspars, the viridite itself arising from the decomposition of horn-
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Garnet.—In tliG glaucopliaiie schists garnets are not infreqvient, though

nowhere very abundant, in crystals measuring from 0.3""" to 2""". Tlie

garnet is of a pale reddish-brown tint, perfectly isotropic, and iucliidus zo-

isite, titanite, and glaucophane. It decomposes to a coarsely foliated chlo-

rite. Nothing answering to the kelyphite of Mr. A. SchrauP has been

observed, and it can only be supposed that the decomposition has been

effected by the action of magnesian waters. Serpentine is also associated

with the decomposing garnets, but not under conditions sufficiently pro-

nounced in the material at hand to justify any positive assertions as to the

relations of the two minerals.

other minerals.—Zlrcou is commou as au inclusion in clastic grains and is

also probably present in some of the glaucophane schists. A careful watch

has been kept for other minerals, such as andalusite, dipyre, prehnite, allan-

ite, and zeolites. The last occur macroscopically in the New Almaden

mine, but have not been observed in the slides.

ALTERED SANDSTONES.

In various specimens of altered sandstone one or other process of

transformation may be lacking or insensible, but in a number of cases

a single slide furnishes an almost complete epitome of the entire series.

I do not think it possible to convey to the reader a better idea of the

metamorphism of the sandstones than by describing a few typical in-

stances.

Examples.—A good exauiplo ('f an altered sandstone is afforded by a

rock from near Knoxville.^ Macroscopically it is a dark-green, fine-grained

sandstone, evidently somewhat altered. Seen under the microscope with a

low power it appears to be a typical sandstone, with only insignificant

changes. With a No. 4 Hartnack it is seen to contain numerous unaltered

bleudo. The statements applicable to tlie viriilite of the hornblemle from Fraucke's point of view

aie true also of the chloritic material derived from augite and which, as we have seen, so often fills

feldspathic sections, for these two substances, so imperfectly determined from a chemical point of view,

present fundamental analogies in composition. We have been led to regard the epidote inclosed in feld-

spar sections not as ijseudomorpbic after feldspar, but as a result of the transformation of chloritic

matter. There are, furthermore, numerous instances of this transformation."

'Zeitschr. fiir Krys. und Mineral., Groth, vol. 6, p. 321.

''No. 8, Coast Range collection, bed of Jericho Creek.
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grains of granitic quartz and feldspars, but it also becomes apparent that

a great proportion of the allothigenetic minerals have been converted

into aggregates of new minerals. Especially important is tlie presence in

this slide of uncpiestionably autliigenetic augite and hornblende. Augite

occurs in several places under circumstances which place its autliigenetic

character beyond doubt. Of these the best is illustrated in the accompa-

nying Fig. 2. It is a slightly greenish prism with terminal faces forming

angles on the right and left sides, respectively, of 12.5° and 128°, and an

angle of extinction of about 30°. It occurs in a crystalline aggregate fill-

ing the position of a clastic grain of which the outlines are traceable. Tlie

portion not occupied by the augite is composed of microcrystalline feld-

spar and quai-tz. There are also films of serperitine among the grains.

The upper right-hand corner of the augite is changed to uralite.

Flo. 2. Aiitbigenetic aiigitp altoreil sanilatnne, No. 8, Coast Ranges. A. an<rite; 11, nralitei /, niicrocrystallii

11 ; ./, ciuaitz graiu ; s, aerpentino. Magnified 117 diameters.

Autliigenetic hornblende of light-brown color is also present, and the

best example appears in the following Fig. 3. It is surrounded on two

sides by microcrystalline, authigenetic feldspar and lies against a clastic

orthoclase grain. As appears from the cut, a large part of the outline is as

sharp as possible. The unabraded corners, the color and character of the

mineral, and the association all forbid its being regarded as allothigenetic.

On the left side are a number of hornblende microlites in parallel position,

apparently representing the incomplete portion of the crystal.
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Various other phenomena can be studied in tills sHde: Zoisite, in prisms

and granular masses, is developing in some of the clastic grains; triclinic

feldspar, in grains and in polysynthetic microlites, is forming in others;

and the resolution of quartz as well as of feldspar can be observed. White

mica is forming authigenetically, and perhaps also apatite. Decomposition

has also set in and the slide contains some serpentine. These phenomena

are better observed, however, in other cases.

Fir. 3. Authigenetic hornblende in altered sandstone, No. 8, Coast Kangea. a. clastic quartz : b, clastic feldspar; c,

autbigenetic bornblondo ; d, autbigt'uetic feldspar aggregate; e, clear isotropic uiasa ; s, serpentine. Magnified 170

diameters.

No. 80, New Idria, is a coarse, bedded, dark greenish-gray sandstone,

evidently altered, but manifestly a sandstone. Under the microscope the

clastic character is clearly visible, the original limits of the grains being

defined by irregular streaks of brown or greenish color. Some of these

streaks represent decomposed mica foils. In the clear masses separated by

the colored streaks are embedded angular and rounded grains, many of

which are quartz carrying abundant fluid inclusions, while others are feld-

spar. Surrounding these nuclei are aggregates, chiefly feldspatliic, and these

aggregates are so related to the nuclei that it is impossible to doubt that they

are composed of authigenetic minerals formed at the expense of clastic

grains, only the central portions of which remain. Many of the residual

grains are almost entirely surrounded by elongated microlites in positions

nearly normal to the surface of the nucleus. The ends of the microlites

do not inerel}' abut against the nucleus, but penetrate it for a sensible dis-
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tance, so that the edge of the grain seen in section is full of indentations,

each the bed of a microlite. This relation is more clearly seen by revolv-

ing the analyzer. In positions where the colors of the host are strong while

those of the parasites are weak, the original mineral is seen to extend out

among the microlites, while, when the relations of the colors are reversed,

the nucleus appears limited nearly to the inner ends of the microlites. As

the polarizer revolves, the visible limits of the parent mineral dilate and con-

tract in a very striking manner.

In many cases the nuclei are quartz and the microlites are polv-

synthetic twins, which in favorable cases give the angles of extinction of

oligoclase. In other cases the nuclei are feldspar, sometimes orthoclase and

again plagioclase ; the parasitic microlites, however, again appear to be

chiefly oligoclase. That oligoclase should result under the same conditions

from the attack of quartz and of feldspar is in the highest degree remark-

able ; but the observations made on this slide and confirmed by comparison

with other thin sections admit of no other simple explanation. The process

of alteration does not go on only at the surface of the quartz grains. In

the granites quartz grains are frequently composite, the separate crystalline

individuals sometimes exhibiting a barely perceptible difference in crys-

tallographic orientation. The lines dividing the individuals must also be

lines of weakness, and when the fractures which take place in the disinte-

gration of the parent rock do not follow these lines they may often be seen

to have afforded opportunities for the attack .of the solutions and to l)e

marked by narrow bands of microlites nearly perpendicular to the line of

division.

It is not always that the microlites resulting from the attack of quartz

and feldspar in this rock are lath-like. In many cases they take the form

of irregular grains indenting one another and assuming the granophyr-like

structure mentioned in the slide from Jericho Creek. These grains are not

polysynthetic, but evidently feldspathic, and are so associated with the

elongated microlites as to make it probable that they are of the same or a

closely allied species.

This slide also contains small quantities of zoi.site and some undeformed

foils of white mica embedded in aggregates which have replaced clastic
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grains. Both of these minerals are authigenetic. There are also decompo-

sition pi'oducts, including a little serpentine.

No. 134, Sulphur Bank, is manifestly a much altered, arenaceous rock,

of a strong green tinge, intersected by minute veins of a feldspar-like min-

eral. Under the microscope the clastic character is perfectly distinct, the

clear or somewhat milky grains being divided by a net-work of thoroughly

characteristic conformation. The net is composed of green and brownish-

green matter. The original clastic minerals ha^•e entirely disappeared.

The thin section shows half a dozen minute veins, more or less continuous,

and these are filled with feldspar, which is for the most part granular,

but occasionally shows irregular, hemitropic lamellae. On the course of one

of the veins, at a point at which the vein pinches, is a very remarkable

feldspar aggregate of lath-like microlites extending over an area several

times as wide as the adjacent vein. This aggregate has replaced, wholl)'

or in part, several clastic grains the shape of which is faintly ti'ace-

able by brownish streaks. Three-fourths of the peripher}- of the aggregate

is nevertheless bounded by straight lines. The aggregate is composed of

polysynthetic, latli-shaped microlites almost exactly parallel to one another

and giving low angles of extinction on each side of the twinning plane.

The position of these microlites corresponds to the straight outlines and

the entire aggregate appears to represent a porphyritic, authigenetic feld-

spar cut nearly perpendicular to the brachypinacoid and showing two

distinct terminal outlines at one end. The cliief distinction between this

and porph3'ritic feldspar in eruptive rocks is the frequent interruption of

the hemitropic lamella?. The traces of the original outlines of the clastic

fragments still visible in tlie feldspar forbid the supposition that it is an

allothigenetie mineral; neither is it possible that such a crystal should have

been transported and redeposited without abrasion of its corners. The

slide shows several other feldspars of similar character, but less perfectly

developed. The greenish-brown net-work between the altei-ed grains in

this slide is chiefly composed of a non-dichroitic, fibrous mineral show-

ing dull-yellow interference colors and tlms corresponding to serpentine.

There are no patches of it large enough to show the characteristic grate

structure.
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No. 212a, Sulphur Bank, is a dull-green sandstone intersected by

quartz veins. Under the microscope it is seen to be a partialh^ decomposed

sandstone, containing numerous fragments of quartz, orthoclase, and pla-

gioclase, the interstices being in part filled with serpentine. The slide is

chiefly remarkable for the presence of zoisite in considerable quantities,

growing into the quartz grains, Tlie zoisite shows the characteristic extinc-

tions, interference colors, refraction, and cross-section.

No. 15, Sulphur Bank, an ordinar}^ gray, indurated sandstone, shows

plienomena similar to those described in No. 8G, New Idria. It also con-

tains a great deal of zoisite, both in the granular and the prismatic form.

The zoisite in this slide was tested with nitric acid to make sure that apatite

had not been mistaken for it.

An especially significant rock is No. 13, New Almaden, which is

])ot]i macroscopically and microscopically unquestionably an altered sand-

stone. In the slide, however, it is seen that the progress of the metaso-

matic recrystallization has been somewhat irregular and that tliere are

fields in the slide which could not be distinguished fi'om an ordinary eruptive

diabase. As the slide is moved, however, the structure and mineral compo-

sition change gradually and by insensible degrees until the eruptive habitus

is lost and the clastic character is clearly revealed. There is no suggestion

of included fragments or dikes of eruptive rock in the specimen or slide.

No. 13, Sulphur Bank, a slightly altered sandstone from the meta-

morphic series, was selected for chemical analysis. Under the microscope

the rock appears to be arcose, the grains being quartz similar to those of the

granites, plagioclase, and unstriated feldspars, with the optical properties of

orthoclase. The grains are cemented by newly formed aggregates which

seem to consist in great part of triclinic feldspar. From inspection one

would expect to find in this rock about equal quantities of soda and pot-

ash. The following analysis, however, shows a ver}' diff"erent and unex-

pected relation :

Lossiit 100°, H-O 0.276

Lossabovo 10U-, H-O 2.11:?

Silica, SiO" 08. iiOO

Phosphoric acid, P=0» 0.163

Titanic aciil, TiC 0.600
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Alnuiiua, Al-O' 12. Sli!

Ferric oxide, Fe-O' l.2'j:i

Ferrous oxide, FeO 3. 373

Miinganous oxide, MuO 0.023

Lime, CaO 1.823

Magnesia, MgO 2.201)

Soda, Na-0 fi. 033

Potassa, K-O 1.259

100. ilH

Tlie utoriiic nitio represented by this aiuilysis is 11" : R" : K" : Sim

0.2G6 : 0.190 : 0.801 : 4.507. How the soda can be so greatly in excess

of tlie potash in sacli a rock I cannot exphxin. The cementing ftldspathic

mass may be very ricli in soda and possibly some of the unstriated feld-

spars are triclinic. It is also possible that the orthoclase is abnornjally sodic.

These exaaqdes sliow that nearly all of the most important metaso-

matic processes can be traced in rocks the clastic character of which conld

be qnestioned by no one for a single moment. It is only necessary to sup-

pose the same piocesses carried further to obtain a product in which the

clastic character is obscured or obliterated, and the altered sandstones,

under the microscope no less than in the field, thus form ti-ansitions from

the clastic series to the holocrystalline rocks. The enlargement of clastic

grains by crystallization from infiltrating solutions, which has been shown

by several geologists ^ to be not infrequent in some regions, and of which

I too have studied fine examples, has not been observed in the rocks here

described. The general nature of the changes here consists in the attack of

clastic constituents, not in the addition of mineral matter of the same kind.

GRANULAR METAMORPIUCS.

Nomenclature.—Tlicro ai'O iu iiKiny parts of the world metamorphic rocks

very closely resembling diabase and diorite in mineral composition-

These rocks have sometimes been called, by myself as well as by others,

metamorphic diabases and metamorphic diorites; but there are serious ob-

jections to these terms. A diabase would be defined by most geologists as

a Pre-Tertiary eruptive rock, mainly com})osed of plagioclase and pyrox-

ene. This is also the historical meaning of the term. To those who have

1 See Hunt, Origin of Crystalline Rocks, § 116.
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this definition in mind the name metamorphic diabase woukl not convey

the idea of a metamorphic rock resembhng a diabase, bnt of an ernptive

rock changed by metamorphic processes. Even if diabase were usually

understood to signify a rock of a certain age and a particular mineral com-

position, irrespective of origin, the term metamorphic diabase would be

inconvenient on account of its length. If it were in frequent use, it woukl

often be contracted to diabase, and this term would lead to misunderstand-

ings. It seems eminently desirable to retain for diabase and diorite the

meanings which they have long conveyed to geological readers and to limit

their application to eruptive masses. Metamorphic rocks which resemble

them in mineral composition may then fitly be called j^sendodiabase andjj.se»-

dodiorite, and these terms will be employed in the remainder of this report.

Groups of granular metamorphic rocks.— Tlic gTauular crystalliue rocks of the

Coast Ranges ai-e divisible according to their mineralogical composition

into several more or less well-defined groups, between whicli, however,

there are transitions, as there also are between the granular and the

schistose rocks. The chief divisions are pseudodiabase and pseudodiorite.

The pseudodiabase is sometimes met in gabbroitic modifications and in

a few cases contains so much zoisite that it might without impropriety be

denominated a zoisite pseudodiabase; for, since it has been shown that

saussurite is either mere zoisite or a mixture of zoisite and plagioclase,

there appears to be no reason for retaining that name. The pseudodiorite

passes by gradations into a mass so highly hornblendic as to deserve the

name of amphibolite. There are also a few rocks in which no augite or

amphibole appears, and which are thus composed of feldspar, quartz, zois-

ite, etc. These appear to represent pseudodiabase or pseudodiorite in ex-

treme forms, since they are locally associated with these rocks, as are also

the slightly altered sandstones.

The schistose rocks are all characterized by tne presence of glauco-

phane and zoisite. They are usually micaceous, but sometimes not.

PSEl'DODIAB.\SE.

Pseudodiabase is much the commonest of the crvstalline metamorphic

rocks of the Coast Ranges. When sufficiently coarse in texture it is readily
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seen witli the naked eye to be a crystalline mass, though it could nirely be

mistaken for an ertxptive rock. It then shows dark-green bisilicates and

sometimes, also, feldspar grains. The absence of visible feldspar grains

corresponds to a microcrAstalline groundmass. Very frequently the rock

is fine grained, and then it sometimes retains the appearance of an altered

sandstone so perfectly that it is impossible to discriminate between this

and pseudodiabase without the aid of the microscope.

Under the microscope it is found that at least a portion of the augite

exists in comparatively large grains or crystals, while the feldspar may

be granular or microcrystalline. In other words, as sometimes happens

among eruptive rocks, both granular and somewhat porphyritic forms of

pseudodiabase are common and are intimately associated. Under the cir-

cumstances a difference in chemical composition appears to be a necessary

inference from this difference in structure.

Orthoclase has not been detected in the pseudodiabase. Plagioclase

usually forms the greater portion of the rock. In those rocks in which the

feldspathic mass is microcrystalline it forms a mass of minute interlocking

grains, sometimes resembling granophyre. These minute grains seldom ex-

hibit polysynthetic structure and cannot be referred to their ]n-oper species

by optical methods. A separation and partial analysis of a typical occur-

rence of this material, No. 105, Knoxville, showed that it npproaches an-

desine in specific gravity and composition. In the rocks in which the

plagioclase grains reach 0.1™" and upwai'ds in length, twin structure is

usual and lath-shaped individuals are common. The hemitropic lamellae

are often irregular, showing breaks and offsets. The extinctions refer them

to oligoclase or andesine. Porphyritic feldspars are uncommon, but not

wholly wanting. Altogether the most ordinary inclusion in the feldspar

consists of grains and prisms of zoisite. These are not products of the

decomposition of the feldspar, but of contemporaneous development, both

minerals being often perfectly fresh. When the pseudodiabase has not

been subjected to serpentinization the feldspars are often affected by a

decomposition process resulting in the formation of irregular grains of a

colorless substance wdiich o-ives orantye tints between crossed nicols. Its
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nature is uncertain. Distinctly developed nacrite has been detected in only

one of the rocks.

Much of the quartz in the pseudodiabases is secondary, but in a few

cases quartz grains appear to have formed contemporaneously with the

feldspars. They carry a few fluid inclusions.

No rhombic pyroxene lias been detected. In the extremely rare cases

in which crystals of pyroxene extinguish light when parallel to the princi-

pal nicol sections, there appears no difference between their dichroism or

other properties and those of the other pyroxenes in the same slide. The

proportion of cases in which the extinction of the p)'roxene cr^-stals sensi-

bly coincides with the principal axis is very small and not greater than

might be expected in the case of a monoclinic mineral. Both angite and

diallage occur, but no sharp line can be drawn between them. Linearly

all cases the clinopinacoidal cleavage of the larger crystals seems well

developed. P}'roxene evidently develops early and vigorously in the rocks

undergoing recrj'stallization and tends to the formation of porphyritic

crystals. Well -developed crystals are not very conmion.

Aniphibole occurs as brownish-green crystals, formed contenqjorane-

ously with the angite and more abundantl}' as unmistakable uralite. A
few of the pseudodiabases also carry glaucophane.

Examples.— No. 21, Coast Rangcs, from near Mt. St. Helena, is a gray,

rather fine-grained rock, which, on close inspection, appears crystalline.

Under the microscope it is seen to contain much augite and hornblende,

together with feldspar, both polysynthetic and nionosynthetic, and an unu-

sually large quantity of zoisite. It is also unusually free from decomposi-

tion products. This rock represents both the pseudodiabase and pseudo-

diorite, betvreeu which there is no sharp division.

The hornblende is in part of a clear, light, but not vivid, brown color,

with very moderate dichroism. Tliis variety occurs in well developed crys-

tals, giving normal extinctions and cross-sections. Curiously associated

with it is a light- green variety. Many of the crystals are in pai't brown

and in part green, the division being a sharp, straiglit line. The different

portions of such composite crystals extinguish simultaneously, but usuall}-

give very different interference colors. The cleavages are continuous from
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one portion to the other, nor does the green nihieral exhibit greater iibra-

tion or any other structural pecuharity. In some cases the Hue of clemar-

kation is curvihnear, but nowhere does the green coh^r follow cleavages or

cracks or penetrate the brown by sharp indentation, as products of altera-

tion usually do. There seems nothing to indicate that the two varieties have

not formed simultaneously, and even on this supposition the sharpness of de-

markatlon and the character of the limits are difficult to understand. There

is a little ordinary chlorite in the slide, produced Ijy decomposition of horn-

blende.

The augite possesses no peculiarity excepting its relations to tlie horn-

blende. There is some ordinary uralite, but tliere are also augite masses

partly surrounded by brown hornblende in sucli a way as to suggest a brown

uralite. The relation of the brown hornblende to tlie augite, however, i.;

similar to that which the green hornblende bears to the brown, and I cannot

satisfy myself tliat it is really epigenetic.

The feldspar is for the most part clear and fresh, and a large portion

of it shows polysAuthetic structure. The extinctions observed indicate the

presence of oligoclase. To test the character of the feldspar, a separation

was made by the Thoulet method. At a density of 2.S5 a large precipi-

tate of bisilicates and zoisite fell, carrying a portion of the feldspars with it.

On reducing the specific gravity of the solution gradually, 5 per cent, fell

at 2.65, which appeared under the microscope to be pure feldspar. Between

2.6.5 and 2.58 there was no precipitate. From 2.58 to 2.56, 7 per cent, of

pure feldspar fell. This was found to contain 11 jjer cent, of soda, and

the rock, therefore, contains both oligoclase and albite. The zoisite occurs

in part in prisms with characteristic properties, but mainly as granular

masses, which are nearly colorless and monochroitic, but otherwise not

unlike epidote in appearance. Exactly such zoisite was isolated from a

Mt. Diablo specimen and chemically tested. Tlie greater part of the zoisite

is embedded in the clear feldspar, but it also fills interstices between feld-

spars, so that the formation of the two minerals must have gone on simul-

taneously.

HON. xm 7
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Ilmenito in part converted to leucoxene is abundant in this as in most

of the pseudodiabases and pseudodiorites. A complete analysis of this

rock gave the following result

:

Loss at 100^, IPO 0.27r,

Loss above 100°, H-0 1-1"9

Silica, Sio- -la-oso

Pliosplioric acid, r-O" 0-232

Titanic acid, TiO= 1-"21

Alumiua, Al-0^ 14.66:3

Ferric 0-s.ide, Fe-O^ l-f»4G

Ferrous oxide, FeO f- "32

Maugauous oxide, MiiO 0. 151

Lime. CaO !" 091

Maguesia, MgO li- ®W

Soda, Na-0 ^- -''9'

Potassa, K=0 P- 1^9

Total 100.482

The atomic ratio deduced from this analysis is H" : R" : fi;''' : Si=:

0.162 : l.llfi : 935 : 3.272.

No. 11, Knoxville, appears macroscopically a green, much-altered

sandstone, intersected by numerous minute veins of white mineral. Under

the microscope it is found to be a holocrystalline pseudodiabase consider-

ably decomposed. The feldspars are in part granular, but chiefly lath-

shaped crystals from O.l"""" to 0.4"'" in length. They are mostly clouded by

very small interpositions. The greater part show polysynthetic structure,

and the highest angles of extinction found were from 16° to 18° on each

side of the twinning plane. The fine grain of tlie rock and the presence

of much epigenetic chlorite make separation difficult. It was found, how-

ever, that the last precipitate fell at a density of 2.63, and there is there-

fore little orthoclase, if any, in the rock. The feldspar must be chiefly, if

not Avholly, oligoclase.

The veins in this slide are filled for the most part with beautiful

prismatic crystals of plagioclase mixed with calcite. The augite occurs

as imperfect prismatic crystals and grains, either included in the feldspars

or between the crystals of the latter. Its color is very faint ; it is not

dicliroitic and o-ivcs cliaracteristic extinctions. Tlie large amount of chlo-
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rite appears due to the decomposition of tlie augite. Zoisite is not verv

abundant in this sUde, but is present iu cliaracteristlc prisms. Ihnenito

and leucoxene are frequent.

Xo. r>n. Sulphur Bank, is a dark-green, fine-grained, crystalline rock,

iu which feldspars and bisillcates can be seen with the naked eye. Under
the microscope all tlie feldspars appear to be twinned and those which
are favorably placed for examination give angles of extinction appropriate

to oligoclase. The slide contains a little quartz. The pyroxene is mostly

in the form of small grains, but there are some larger crystals givino- the

angle of extinction of augite. The mineral is almost colorless. The slide

also contains one hornblende prism. Titanic iron and unquestionable tran-

sitions from this to titanite are common.

This slide shows notable secondary changes. Uralitization, whicli is

so conniion in the pseudodiabases, is here entirely absent. The augite de-

composes directly into serpentine and chlorite, both of which are abundant.

A complete analysis of this rock was made. The composition is ex-

tremely similar to that of No. 21, Coast Ranges, given above:

Loss at 100'-, H-0 0. :fc;)

Loss above 100°, H-0 o %5
Silica, SiO« .->1.278

rhosphoric acid, P'0= 0. 131

Titanic acid, TiO- 1.330

Alumina, AI-0^
l.^,_ q4,^

Ferric oxide, Fe-C 2.415

Ferrous oxide, FeO 8.014

Nickel oxide, NiO 0.098

Manganous oxide, MnO 0. 251

Lime, CaO 7. 07i)

Magnesia, MgO
,;. 009

Soda, Ka-O 4.433

Potassa, K-0 q j.^^

Total 09.(i23

The atomic ratio deduced from this is H" : R" : R" : Siz=0.o73 : 0.931

:
0.*t74

: 3.419.

rSKUDODIOKITE. *

The pseudodiabase passes by transition into galjbroitic modifications

on the one hand and into i)seudodiorite on the other. There is no o-ener;il
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find characteristic distinction between pseudodioritu ami pseiidodiabase, as

seen nnder tlie microscope, excepting the character of the bisihcate, and

it is only when the bisihcate is unusually aluindant that tlio two rocks can

bo told apnrt without the microscope.

An interesting pseudodiorite is No. 17'J, Ivnoxville. Tiiis is a fine-

grained, crystalline, dark-green rock, in which amphibole is visible macro

-

scopicallv. Under the microscope it is seen that the rock is a porphyry,

containing large grains of hornblende in a fine-grained, colorless ground-

mass. When well exposed this groundmass shows a faint net-work of green-

ish lines, which, judging from the form of the net, represents the outlines

of the original clastic structure. Ci'acks also intersect the groundmass,

and these often radiate from the porphyritic hornblendes in a very peculiar

manner, as if the hornblendes had expanded forcibly while forming. T!ie

groundmass is very fine-grained, the individuals ranging from 0.01™™ down-

wards.

Polysynthetic microlites were not detected, bnt the niatei'ial precisely

resembles that in another rock from the same district (No. 105, Knoxville),

which was isolated and found to have a specific gravity of 2.64, to contain

59.14 per cent, of silica, and to correspond qualitatively to andesine i:i

composition.

The hoi-nblende is of a brownish-green color and forms grains read i-

ing half a millimeter in length. In the hornblendes are small shreds and

patches of glaucophane. In other pseudodiorites (for example, No. 183,

Knoxville), there is more glaucophane and single crystals of amphibole

niav be seen, blue at one end, green at the other, and of intermediate tints

in the middle. The glaucophanic pseudodiorites form a link between the

granular, crystalline rocks and the glaucophane schists. This slide shows

ilmenite and leucoxene, but no zoisite was detected. Tliere runs through

the slide a vein which is filled with chlorite and a colorless mineral of un-

certain character.

The hornblende in the pseudodiorites is sometimes so abundant as to

form much the greater part of the rock, wdiich may then be considered as

an amphibolite One of the best examples of this kind is No. 56, Knox-

ville. It is composed almost exclusively of long, slender, greenish crystals
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of actinolite iu nearly parallel arrangement, giving- the mass a schistose

character. The microscope shows a little white mica, chloi'ite, and serpen-

tine in the rock. Included in the actinolite are also grains of titanite, brown,

somewhat pleochroitic prisms of rutile, and small zircons. Long, thin, dark

inclusions, arranged parallel to the cleavage of the amphibole, are perhaps

also rutile. The following analysis shows the composition of this rock:

Loss at 100-, H-0 aOO"

T>0B8 above 10C-, H-O 0. 91fi

Silica, SiO' 50. 4;i7

Alnmiiia, Al-0^ 8. 18:}

Chromic oxide, Cr-C o. 4S0

Ferric oxide, Fe-C 1. 0.11)

Ferrous oxide, FeO (i. 285

Manganous oxide, MiiO 0.21:!

Lime^ C'aO 11. .TiO

Magnesia, MgO... 17.628

Soda, Na-0 2.983

Potiissa, K-O 0.503

Total 100.304

The atomic ratio deduciblo from this analysis is II- : R' : R" : Sirr

10!) : IJylf] : 0.539 : 3.3G2.

G.\BBR0IT1C PSr,lM>ODIAB.\SE.

While a tendency to the development of tlie clinopinacoidal cleavage

of the pyroxenes of the pseudodiabase has been already noted, character-

istic diallage is somewhat rare. ( )iie occurrence is known on Bagley Creek,

at Mt. Diablo, the great mass of which is composed of zoisite-pseudodiabase

and phthanites. It is a dark-green rock, composed of granules of from one

to two millimeters in diamet-^r. Fresh feldspar and the grayish-green, al-

most metallic luster of the diallage cleavage surfaces arc visible with the

naked eye.

Under the microscope the diallage is monochroitic, nearly colorless,

and carries inclusions in the direction of the best cleavage. The slide con-

tains a little uralitic hornblende. In a few places a decomposition-product,

similar in ap[)earance to the ferruginous cement of the sandstones, appears

to have formed from the diallage. The feldspars are clear and give extinc-

tions as high as 30"^ on each side of tlie twinning plane, indicating the pres-

ence of labradorite.
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The hand specimens of this rock do not greatly resemble eruptive

masses and the nature of the occurrence clearly indicates their metamorphic

c-haracter, but the slide is indistinguishable from thin sections of eruptive

gabbros.

There appears to be no reason to consider the above-described rock

;ts anything more than a variety of the pseudodiabase. A similar rock

is found at tlie Grreat Western, and at New Almaden a gabbro occurs as

pebbles, apparently derived from the mountains to the south.

OLAUCOPHAXE SCHISTS.

cha.-actar.—Accompauyiug the granular, liolocrystalline metamorphics, in

nnicli smaller quantities than these, are somewhat s;"histos9 rocks, which

are sometimes evidently micaceous and sometimes appear to the naked eye

chloritic. All of these are found to carry glaucophane, usually accompa-

nied by zoisite and Inica. Some of them are macroscopically indistinguish-

able from specimens from S3'ra. They are so related structurally to the

granular rocks as to show them to be members of the same series, and, as

has been shown, glaucophane and zoisite both occur in the granular rocks.

It is worthy of note that the plagioclase of the granular rocks and the glau-

cophane of the schists each imply the presence of sodium in the solutions,

by which metasomatosis of the sandstone series was effected. The zoisites

also, at least in part, contain alkalis. Though glaucophane rocks are not

infrequent in the Coast Ranges they usually occur only in small patches,

and it is seldom possible to trace them to their imaltered form. At Mt.

Diablo, however, they certainly pass over into slightly altered shales, and

there is also evidence elsewhere that the schistose structure is an original

feature, not a result of raetamorpliism. The predominant cleavage in these

schists is marked by a prevailing similarity of direction of the glaucophane

prisms and mica foils, although by no means all of the crystals of either

mineral are similarly placed. The structure and association of minerals

will best be described Sby examples.

Examples.— Xo. 31, Sulphur Bauk, is a schistose, gueiss-like rook, in

which lavers of greenish mica, in small foils, travei'se a fine-grained,

reddish or greenish grav, granular mass. Bluish-grav grains of glauco-
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pliiine are also macroscopically visible. Under the microscope a great

portion of the rock is seen to l)e made up of interlocking grains of quartz

and unstriated feldspar. In tlie Thoulet solution a oonsiderabhi amount of

feldspatliio material floats at ;15!), and this gives a strong potash reaction,

sliowing that the material Is at least in part orthoclase. Higher specific

gravities and cheuiical tests sliowtliat plagloclase is also present. The slide

contains a mimber of large glaucophane crystals, son^e of them, which are

cut across tlie principal axis, exhibiting tlie characteristic amphibolo prism

and cleavage. The optical properties are as described on a pre\-ious page.

There are few mlcrolltes of glaucophane.

l']mbedded in the mass of feldspar and quartz are numerous green

hexao'imal foils, whicli give the optical reactions of mica and are solulde witli

difficulty in hot sulphuric acid. The mineral is probably a biotlte. White

mica is also present. The scales of this mineral cannot well be separated,

but in a similar rock (No. 117, Coast flanges) white mica is present in foils of

considerable size, wlilcli can be separated. Tliey show a large angle between

the optical axes, and are therefore probably muscovlte. Zolsite is abun-

dant in Xo. 31, in well developed, pointed prisms with terminal faces. It is

greenish and slightly dlchroitic, which is unusual. Tlie slide contains a few

garnets and nmch titanlte. Some well developed rhombs of the latter nnn-

eral include ihnenite grains. Apatites, zircons, and a little chlorite con-

nected with the biotlte were observed. In the groundmass are groups of

long, colorless, radiating fibers, which appear to extinguish light in the

direction of the main axis and when densely massed give very vivid inter-

ference colors. These properties correspond to fibrolite, and, did these

needles occur in a true gneiss. Instead of in a Cretaceous, metamorphic rock,

no hesitation would be felt In Identifying tluMii as such. Under the cir-

cumstances and in the absence of opportunity for determining their specific

gravitv, it is not safe to pronounce on their composition.

Xo. 147 corresponds in some particulars to the rock just described
;

brilliant, brown l)iotIte, however, with characteristic interference figure,

replaces the muscovlte, and a small portion of the feldspar shows striations.

The glaucophane is in all respects similar. Apatite is present, but zoisite

could IK it ])G identified wltli ccrtaintv.
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No. f)8, Sulphur Bank, is a greenish-gray, schistose rock, consisting

chiefly of glancophane and zoisite. The hxtter occurs in imperfect prismatic

crystals, with a maximum length of from 0.1""" to 0.2'""". The prisms show

longitudinal furrows. The zoisite is distinctly dichroitic anrl has a faint

olive-green tint when the prisms are parallel to the princij^jal section of the

nicols. Sections perpendicular to the main axis are square, often with one

truncated corner. The extinctions are normal and the colors of interference

are gray to yellow in the prisms, but more x'nld in granvilar aggregates.

The angle of the optical axes appears to be lai-ge.

Glaucophane, in needles and long, impe'.-fect, neaidy parallel prisms,

gives the rock its cleavage. Quartz, albite, muscovite, and titanite arc

present.

The rock was reduced to a grain of one-third of a millimeter, and sep-

arated bv the Thoulet method Avith the followin<r result:

Specific
iKVavityuf
;
solutuin.
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The atomic ratio deJuciblo fro:n this aualvsis \> IP : 11"
: H" -. Si

= 0.427 : 1.04 i : 0.8G8 : .3.312.

l>i;COMPOSITIO\' OF THK CRYSTAI.LIXK TioCKS.

Character.—All tliu CT v.stalline Tocks are often found in a more or les.s

advanced stag-e of decoaiposition. Besides serpentinization, which will Le

treated in a separate section of this chapter, there have been other processes

at work, particularly tlie epigenetic formation of nralite, cldorite, and nac-

rite. Though it is difficult to make out the precise I'elation of tlie.se trans-

formations to serpentinization, reasons are given elsewhere for believing

them to belong substantially to a different jieriod from tlie serpentinization.

The conversion of augite to lu'alite is common in the augitic metamor-

phics and ordinarily presents no peculiarity. As has already heen men-

tioned, liowever, brown hornblende and augite are in one case so a.ssociated

as to snggest epigenesis, though it is beheved that the plienomenonisreallv

one of envelopment. Chlorite forms directly from brown hornblende, ural-

ite, augite, and garnet. It is also not infrequently fonnd in needles in feld-

spar in such a way as to suggest the supposition that it may be a result of

the attack of feldspar by solutions. Epidote is found much less abundantly

than it often is in eruptive rocks. Its relations to chlorite are referred to

under the description of epidote. In a single pseudodiabase from New
Almaden somewhat irregular, six-sided scales, showing radial striation and

remaining sensibly dark between crossed nicols, occur in the feldspars and

are supposed to be nacrite. Less well developed flakes of a similar sub-

stance are common in other rocks, but no considerable quantity of anything

corresponding to the descriptions of kaolin has been detected. Ii'on oxides,

carbonates, and leucoxene (probably titanite) are abundant.

rilTHANITES.

Character.—Associated with the sandstones of every group in the Coast

Ranges is more or less shale^ which, however, seldom forms any large por-

tion of the exposures. Some of these shales do not effervesce with acid,

and analysis shows that these contain extremely little lime or magnesia

;

others are composed to a large extent of carbonates. The shales of the
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Knoxville group are sometimes unaltered, but more frequently silicitied to

chert-like masses of green, brown, red, or black colors, intersected by in-

numerable veins of silica. These highly altered shales, when very thin-

bedded, break into parallelopipedic fragments, but wliere the beds reach ;i

thickness of half an inch or more there is a decided tendency to conclioidal

fracture. Tlie green varieties are infusible before the blow-pipe, while the

brown specimens are more or less fusible. The only essential difference

appears to be in the state of oxidation of the iron, which is partially solu-

ble in the reddish rocks. The most convenient name for these rocks is

phthanite, introduced by Ilaiiy to designate qnartzose, argillaceous rocks

with a compactly schistose structure. This term has sometimes been em-

ployed in a more special sense to denote siliceous beds intercalated in lime-

stone, but this limitation will not be adopted here.'

Phthanites occur in all the metamorphic districts of the Coast Ranges,

and, though the quantitative proportion which they bear to tlie other rocks

is not great, the marked contrast between them and the surrounding masses

gives them prominence. Geologically it is impossible to dissociate the

phthanites from the altered sandstones, holocrystalline, metamorphic rocks,

and serpentine. All of these rocks, with transitional varieties, are found

together and are often mingled in the confused masses of rubble which

have sometimes resulted from intense dynamical action. The metamorphic

character of the phthanites is manifest both from their structure and from

the ti-ansitions—which exist, for example, at Venado Peak, Newldria— into

ordinary shales. Under the microscope, also, the most highly indurated

specimens are found to contain fossils

The peculiar habitus of the phthanites appears to arise from the fact

that the shales have offered great resistance to serpeutinization, although

the}' have not avIioUv escaped this alteration, while they were admirabl}-

adapted both to silicification and to tlie display of a net-work of quartz

veins.

The mass of the phthanites as seen under the microscope consists

mainly of fine-grained, crystalline silica, occasionally accompanied by a

' Compare Jlr. Renard's RccUerches litliologiqucs .stir leg phthanites du calcaire ca^l>OIlif^^e de Bcl-

giiine: Bull. Acad. roy. Belgique, vol. 46, 1''78.
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little opal. Mixed with the silica is ferric oxide or ferric hydrate, some-

times in very uniform distribution and again in patches or streaks. The

iron oxide is somewhat translucent and is soluble in dilute chlorhydric acid

with a vellow color. The mass is ordinarily intersected by extremely nu-

merous quartz veins. These are seldom more than 0.5""" in thickness, while

the thinnest are often visible under the microscope as mere white lines of

insensible width. The veins are usually continuous across the slide, but

may sometimes be ol)served pinching. When this is the case the fissure

narrows very gradually as the point is approached, as is the case with

fissures of all sizes in all rocks. There are nearly always, if not invaria-

bly, two sets of fissures in the phthanites, crossing each other at a high

angle, and all the phenomena are precisely similar to those accompanying

torsional fracture as investigated by Mr. Daubrce.' Small dislocations of

coin-se inevitably accompany fractures of this description.

The veins are principally filled with crystalline quartz in which fluid

inclusions have not been detected with certainty. Besides the quartz, how-

ever, there are often found numerous prisms of zoisite. In the larger veins

these are usually arranged along the walls, from wliich they appear to have

grown. In the smaller veins long, jointed prisms, such as are illustrated in

Fig. 1 (page 78), often lie parallel to the strike of tlie vein. The zoisite in

these rocks is thoroughly characteristic, showing jointing of the crystals,

fluted surfaces, tolerably high refraction, yellow interference colors, and

extinction strictly parallel to the main axis, as given under the description

of the mineral. The prisms are too much fluted to give good cross-sec-

tions. In its mode of occurrence it differs somewhat from the zoisite of

the sandstones, for, while in the latter it is usually embedded in products of

metasomatosis, in the phthanites it occurs in an infiltrated mass and appears

to result from a reaction between the silica and the shale. In certain spots

the silica seems to have eaten into the walls of the veins, and here zoisite

is especially abundant. Sometimes, on the other hand, the veins show no

'Mr. Daubrde has written sevcr.il papers on fractures in rocks, whicU are illustrated by experi-

ments They will be found in the Bull. Soc. g^ologique France, 1878-1879, 1881-1882, and in the Anuu-

aire du club alpin fran^ais, 1881, 1882. The figures of the second plate la the first paper in the latter

journal, which represent the fissures produced by torsion in glass plates, might, so far as I could tell,

be from photographs of somewhat weathered phthanites from the Coaet Ranges.
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zoisite. It is probable that only ralcareous spots or areas in the shales

have yielded zoisite.

The occurrence of zoisite in the fossiliferoiis phthanites, associated as

they are with the other metamorphic rocks, is very significant and aflford.s

ample justification, if this were needed, for regarding zoisite as indicative

of the metamorphic character of all the rocks in the Coast Ranges, in which

it is found under conditions excluding the supposition that it is of later

formation than the accompanying minerals.

In the mass of the phthanite.s included between the cjuartz veins

remains of clastic structure are often visible, especially in reflected light.

The most interesting constituents of foreign origin are round spots, wdiich

often retain evidences of organic chai'acter. Prof Joseph Leidy, at my

request, has examined some of the thin sections containing such spots,

which he regards as probably foraminiferous shells.

SERPENTINE.

Mineraiogicai character.— Scrpeutiue occurs iu irrcgular areas throughout the

quicksilver belt, sometimes in comparatively pure masses and sometimes as

one of the mineral constituents of altered sandstones and granular, meta-

morphic rocks. No exact estimate can be made of the area covered by

serpentine, but it is believed to occupy not less than 1,000 square miles

between Clear Lake and New Idria. As important results concerning L.e

genesis of serpentine and the history of the rocks with which it is connected

depend upon the correctness of its identification, a somewhat detailed de

scription of its chemical and physical properties is essential to the purposes

of this investigation. In studying the collections it was found that, although

the physical properties of the hand specimens seemed in many cases clearly

indicative of their mineraiogicai character, the microscope revealed such

great differences in the optical behavior of the substance supposed to be ser-

pentine as to lead to a doubt of its mineraiogicai homogeneity. Such differ-

ences might indeed be anticipated from the statements in previous publica-

tions. Prof J. D. Dana^ says that in serpentine when pseudomorpliic there

is no polarization or only irregular colors as in amorphous or cryptocrys-

' System of Jriiioralogy, p. -Ifil.
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talline substances, but that colors are usually apparent in laminated and

fibrous varieties. According to Professor RosenbusLdi' the distribution of

color in jjolarized light varies with the structure, here in patches, there

sinuous or in parallel streaks. Especially where the structure is fibrous

and chrysotile-like the change of colors, though not strong, is uiuiiistakable.

Where the structure permits of optical examination the substance is found

to polarize light more or less strongly and to be biaxial, with a highly varia-

ble angle between the optical axes. Messrs. Fouque and Michel-Levy' pro-

nounce serpentine a colloid mineral without any proper action on polarized

light, although eminently susceptible of presenting the optical phenomena

due to pressure. Thus, in very thin sections the colors of polarization

affect very pale, bluish tints and the greater part of the substance does not

react between crossed nicols; but in thick slabs, on the contrary, the colors

are often vivid and brilliant. On the other liand, foliaeeous varieties of the

mineral have been described in a number of very important investigations

of the serpentinoid rocks which agree with Professor Rosenbusch's descrip-

tion. Rocks of this class were investigated by I\Ir. von Drasche and later

\)j Messrs. "Weigand,^ Becke,'* and Hussak,'' all of whom found them

mainly composed of foliaeeous, distinctly polarizing, serpentine varieties,

such as bastite, picrosmine, and metaxite. Mr. Hussak has described this

material minutely and referred it to antigorite. According to this authority

it has considerable pleochroism, is biaxial, and shows blue-gray tints be-

tween crossed nicols. The analysis is that of a somewhat ferruginous ser-

pentine. Mr, F. Eichstiidt," in discussing the antigoritic serpentines of

northern Sweden, says that tlie foliaeeous mineral always extinguishes light

when the cleavage plane coincides with a principal plane of the nicols, but

that when the cleavage plan is liorizontal the mineral remains dark between

crossed nicols. It does not dichroise sensibly. The interference colors are

often quite vivid, especially in the coarser, foliaeeous varieties, but are fre-

quently feeble and then change from black to grayish blue.

' Phys. "iler Mineral., p. 372.

-MiD.iiiic., p. 441.

'Tscherniaks mineral. Mittbeil., vol. :!, 187.">, p. 183.

•Ibid., vol. 1, 18T8, p. 459.

= Ibid., vol. !:i, 1883, p. Gl.

^Geol. Foreuingeus .Stockbolui Forlia;icll., vol. 7, 1SS4, p. 358.
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No serpentine which remains dark between crossed nicols is found in

the slides from the Coast Ranges, and excellent cleavage pieces mounted

in balsam give biaxial interference figures and show that the bisectrix and

the j)lane of the optical axes are perpendicular to the cleavage. The angle

of the optical axes in the cases thus examined is not ver}- small. In cross-

section the extinction always takes place exactly parallel to the traces of

the cleavage.

The colors of polarization vary greatly. They are sometimes confined

to different shades of gray; often, however, i)ortions of slides in which gray

is the prevalent color show dull, yellow tints, and in rather exceptional

cases reddish tints are visible. This variation is frequent in slides of irre-

proachable thinness and uniformity and does not depend on a mere dilfer-

ence in the thickness of the rock section. In grinding slides, however, it

is found, as would be supposed, that thick masses give more l^rilliant colors

than thin ones. The serpentine usually shows the merest trace of dichroism,

but occasionally a very perceptible change of color may be observed. Only

one case is known (No. 21, New xVlmaden) where a remarkably vivid -green

serpentine is strongly dichroitic and might readily be confounded with

chlorite unless examined between crossed nicols. A particularly pure-look-

ing, light-green, marmolitic serpentine (No. 1 1 0, New Idria) was selected

for investigation. A complete analysis w^as made, with the following- re-

sult :

Silica, SiO- 41.o40

Magupsia, MgO 40.420

Water, H-O 14.175

A 1um i u a , Al-0» ii . 4S0

Ferrous osi'le, FcO 1.370

Nickel oxide, NiO 0. 040

100. 035

In pure serpentine 40.42 per cent, of magnesia corresponds to 41.52

per cent, of silica. It appears, therefore, that this mineral is in fact a

serpentine comparatively free from impurities and certainly containing no

talc. A slide was also cut across the lines of structure at a point where

the specimen appeared extremely uniform. Wlien reduced to the proper

thinness it was fi)und that the material was far from homogeneou.s. A por-
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tion as seen under tlie microscope appeared absolutely colorless by trans-

mitted liglit, while the remainder was of yellowish and brownish tints, in

spots almost opaque, although by reflected light this portion retained the

pale apple-green color of the hand specimen. Tlie more liighly colored

portions of the slide appear to be clouded by the presence of extremely

microcrystalline particles, perhaps ferric oxide; but these particles can

hardly have any direct connection with the more brilliant colors of polari-

zation, for the portions containing them, when in proper relation to the

uicols, extinguish liglit almost as completely as the others.

The entire slide has a banded structure, occasioned by the arrange-

ment of fibers, which is similar in character to that most usual in the ser-

pentine of the Coast Rang'es, though more simple. The colorless portion

between crossed nicols varies from black to light gray, and the brilliancy

of the tints increases with the coloration, being yellow in certain positions

where the mass is lightly colored and red where the color in natural light

is more intense. Precisely the same relation was observed in slides from

other localities and of all degrees of impurity.

For comparison two serpentines from Sulphur Bank (Nos. 18b and

78e) were analyzed. The former is a nearly black, impure-looking mass,

through which are distributed foils similar to those of bastite, excepting

that they lack the metallic luster. Under the microscope it was found to

contain, besides much opacite, serpentine polarizing in yellow tints, though

the preponderating mineral shows gray interference colors. No. 78e is a

light-green mineral from the same locality as that last mentioned, but

much purer in appearance.

Dark
serpentine.

Water, H'O
Silica, SiO'

Alumina, AlW
Chromic oxide, C r-0' . .

.

Ferrous oxide, FeO

Xickel oxide, KiO

Manganous oxide, MuO
Magnesia, MgO

13.81

39.64

1.30

0.29

7.76

0.33

0.12

Light
serpentine.

14.16

41.86

0.69

0.24

4.15

Trace

0.20

38.63

99.93
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Both specimens are evidently essentially serpentine and the principal

difference is in the amount of ferrous oxide.

While the comparison of these analyses with the slides of the specimens

from which they were made might seem sufficient to test the relations of the

chemical and optical properties, it was considered best to pursue the subject

somewhat further, because minute quantities of minerals other than serpen-

tine might escape detection in the anal5'sis. It seemed especially desirable

to establish the absence of talc and chlorite from the substances regardeu

as serpentine under the microscope. Talc, indeed, could not escape detec-

tion in flakes or grains of sufficient size to be submitted to optical examina-

tion, but it seemed possible that intimate mixtures of talc and serpentine

might be present, since talc is known to occur pseudomorphically after most

of the minerals which have been shown to be converted into serpentine and

after many more besides. Chlorite, on the other hand, shows a considerable

range of optical properties and bears some resemblance to serpentine. A

series of simple microchemical tests was therefore made upon the slides and

specimens. Serpentine is readil}' attacked by warm sulphuric or chlorhydric

acid, while talc is decomposed by neither and chlorite is not sensibly at-

tacked by chlorhydric acid. It was shown by the application of these tests

that the more vividlv polarizing serpentine did not differ in chemical behav-

ior from that which gives only gray tints between crossed nicols and that

the serpentine in the altered sandstones behaves exactly like the massive

serpentine. The optical discrimination between chlorite and serpentine was

fully confirmed, and no trace of an admixture of talc in the serpentine could

be duiected.'

'A more detailed accoiiDt of these tests m;iy possibly be of interest to some readers, siuce the pub-

lished statements as to the behavior of these miueralsare iu part uot quite consistent and are in some

cases incomplete. The marmolitic serpentine of which an analysis has been given was found to be

slowly but completely decomposed by both chlorhydric and sulphuric acids when hot, a colloid mass

remainin*'. A slide of a serpentine from near Knosville, which showed great variation in the colors of

polarization, was uncovered, and a portion which gave brilliaut tints was cut oti'aud after washing in

alcohol was heated with a drop of sulphuric acid. The serpcntiue was completely decomposed, and on

partial evaporation prisms of magnesiuir; sulphate, extinguishing light at about 16^, and later hexag-

onal uniaxial scales were formed, as described by Professor Haushofer (Mik. Reactionen, p. 90). No

other salts were formed. To test the serpentine of the sandstones, specimen No. 57, Clear Lake, was

selected, because it contains a very remarkable pseudomorph, to be described hereafter. A portiou of

the slide was selected containing a quartz surrounded by supposed serpentine, from which distinct,

tooth-like projections penetrated the quartz. \ perforated cover was placed over this spot and the

balsam washed awav with alcohol. A minute drop of chlorhydric .icid was added and the slide heated
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Talc occurs abundantly in the nietamorplilc areas of the gold belt,

and the Survey collections contain fine specimens from that region. Ac-

cording to Mr. IT. G. Hanks it is also found at two or three localities in the

Coast Ranges. Nothing would be less surprising' than the discovery in

the Coast Ranges of serpentines containing- flakes of talc such as are de-

scribed by Hussak, but this combination is not as yet known to occur

The analyses also exclude deweylite and the minerals allied to it. It still

rempins possible that some hitherto unrecognized mineral closely allied to

serpentine enters into the serpentinoid mass, but the gradation of prop-

erties is so complete that this seems improbable. The variations in the col-

ors of polarization possibly correspond to the replacement of a greater or

smaller portion of magnesium by iron, accompanying which there is likely

to be a change in the angle of the optical axis. This angle is known to

vary greatly in serpentines. The higher color in natural light of the por-

tions which polarize most vividly may be due to the presence of ferric

oxide as an impurity. The association of a partial replacement of mag-

nesium by iron and a separation of a little iron oxide would not be

unnatural.

The mineral described as antigorite by Mr. Eichstiidt corresponds in

most respects to that described by Mr. Hussak and otliers and to the ser-

UL-arly to tUe point at wliicla balsam softens. It -svas soon fonud that the serpentine was attacked.

Fresh portions of acid were added from time to time, and at hist it appeared thiit most of the serpen-

tine was decomposed, leaving a colloidal mass. Some portions iu immediate contact with the quartz

grain at points where indentation had been observed appeared to be entir.ly converted into gelati-

nous silica. The portions which were only partially decomposed almost ceased to give interference

colors. At the edge of the acid drop upon the cover there formed prisms supposed to be magnesium

chloride, giving angles of extinction of over 30°. The solution was washed off, evaporated on asecond

<rlass and sulphuric acid added. Prisms giving a low angle of extinction formed on partial evapora-

tion. On evaporating until fumes of sulphuric anhydride were given off, the hexagonal scales ap-

peared, and on stamling a few moments uuderthe microscope these uniaxial crystals deliquesced. The

substance under examination was thus certainly a magnesium silicate, and not a talcose mixture. No

other crystals made their ,api>earance. To test the behavior of chlorite a pseudodiahase (No. 2G6, Sulphur

Bank) was selected and a portion, exposed throngh a perforated cover, was treated with chlorhydrio acid

exactly as the serpentine had been. There was no evidence under the microscope of any attack, even

after repeating the treatment several times. On boiling powder from the same specimen iu chlorhydric

acid it was found that the chlorite was decomposed when the acid was strong, but not when it was

dilute. Both magnesia and alumina went into solution. It is probable therefore, but not certain,

that this chlorite is the prochlorite of Dana. TUe highly dichroitic serpentine (from No. 21, New Al-

madeu) was similarly tested. It dissolved iu warm, dilute chlorhydric acid in the thin section and

when the pulverized rock was boiled iu strong acid magnesia, but no sensible quantity of alumina was

dissolved.

MON XIII 8
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pentines of the Coast Ranges. The Swedish serpentine, however, is stated

to be sensibly uniaxiul, which, as Eichstadt remarks, perliaps means only

that the angle of divergence of the optical axis in this case is extremely

small. It seems doubtfnl whether the isotropic mineral referred to by

Messrs. Fouqu^ and JMichel-L^vy can be the same as that of the Coast

Ranges,

Microstructure of the serpentine.— Of tlic many vaHetics of Serpentine which

have received separate mineralogical names several are recognizable mac-

roscopically in the Coast Ranges. The most ordinary is the massive

green mineral of different shades usually intersected by highly polished,

curved surfaces. Such rock is often traversed by narrow veins of white or

light-green, fibrous chrysolite. Marmolitic modifications are also abundant

In many of the serpentines dark, rounded scales are frequent, and these

often show in some lights a metallic luster answering to bastite or schiller-

spar in jjart.

Under the microscope there are found to be great differences in the

structure and arrangement of the gi'oups of fibers or scales of which the

serpentine is built up. These are sometimes felted, but more often united

in bundles of approximately similar orientation. In the latter form they

answer to the descriptions of antigorite. Xot infrecpiently groups of scales

are seen under the microscope, forming masses of considerable size, in wliich

the orientation is substantiall}' uniform, and in sections cut obliquely to the

predominant cleavage of these masses a fine, yellow, metallic luster is some-

times observable once in every complete revolution. It is uncertain to

what this luster is due. These masses are of course the so-called bastite

scales. There are, however, many other asfgregates similar in all respects

excepting that they show no metallic luster. Tlie groups of parallel foils

are sometimes separated from the surrounding mass by sharp lines, which

in no case present crystallographic outlines, but often the demarkation is

not sharp.

The mineral of wliich the antigoritic, chrysolitic, and bastitic aggre-

gates are built up appears to be essentially the same, and in no way differ-

ent from that of the felted aggregates. It corresponds well to the descrip-

tions of antigorite, but answei'S equally well in all essential particulars to
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other biaxial varieties. To give separate niineralogical names to mere vari-

ations in the arrangement of tlie foils of a foliaceous mineral seems an un-

necessary complication of terminology, nor can I see why the presence of

a peculiar luster in the so-called bastite should entitle it to a separate name.

Lustrous labradorites are not regarded as of a different mineralogical spe-

cies from labradorites not possessing this interesting peculiarity. It thus

appears sufficient to classify the mineral characterizing the serpentinoid

rocks of the Coast Ranges as a distinctly biaxial serpentine. This sepa-

rates it from the colloid mineral of Messrs. Fouque and Michel-Ldvy and

from the possibly uniaxial antigorite of Mr. Eichstiidt. The necessity of a

division of serpentine into more than these three mineralogical varieties

seems to me doubtful.

Of more interest and importance than this minute classification of va-

rieties is the structure resulting fi-om the grouping of adjacent microscopic

aggregates. Two types of such structure are known, one in serpentine,

produced by the decomposition of olivine and representing the net-work of

cracks of the parent mineral, usually emphasized by the presence of more

or less opaque matter. The other, called grate structure, was first studied

by Mr. von Drasche in Alpine serpentines, which he showed to be derived

from augitic and amphibolic rocks. In serpentines of tliis class the foliated

or fibrous mineral is arranged in narrow, somewhat sharply limited bands,

which are nearly straight, though often discontinuous, and cross one another

at high angles. The interstitial spaces are filled with less regularly dis-

posed material. Mr. F. Becke observed the same structure in some of the

Grecian serpentines. Mr. Eichstiidt has shown that in some of the Swe-

dish serpentines olivine decomposes into serpentine, exhibiting this grate-

structure, whicli consequently does not necessarily represent cleavages in a

parent mineral. It appears to me probable that it is at least in part con-

nected with a change of volume attending the decomposition of the min-

erals from wliicli the serpentine is derived. There can be little doubt, how-

ever, that in some cases the position of the grate-bars has been influenced

by cleavages in the original mineral.

In the serpentines of the Coast Eanges tlie ollvinitic net-structure has

not been detected, nor has any olivine been found either in the serpentine or
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in the rocks with wliich it is geog-nostically associated. Basalt, it is true, is

common in some districts where serpentine abounds, but tliis basalt appears

to be Post-Tertiary, while the serpentinization took place early in the Cre-

taceous. At New Almaden also pebbles of an olivinitic gabbro have been

found, which probably come from the neighborhood of Mt. Bache. This

rock does not occur in place at New Almaden and is very fresh, the olivines

showing the merest traces of serpentine. Macroscopically it strongly re-

sembles the gabbros from Mt. Diablo and the Great Western, which contain

no olivine. It is not impossible that some of the serpentine of the Coast

Ranges may have been derived from an olivinitic rock like this, but if so

the quantity thus formed must be inconsiderable comi)ared with the rest,

since no trace of it has been detected elsewhere.

The greater part of all the serpentine shows more or less perfectly

developed grate-structure. In polarized light the bars usually give higher

colors of interference than the interstitial matter, but this relation is some-

times reversed. With low powers a single bar often appears to extinguish

light simultaneously all over, but when more magnitied the extinction is

seen to be undulous and to correspond to the composite nature of the bars,

which are made up of foils or fibers in nearl}- parallel positions. The inter-

stitial matter often gives very faint and undulous colors of interference, but

has not been found isotropic. The more regular grate-structure passes

over by gradations into a less symmetrical disposition, and felted fibrous

masses are not uncommon in which irregular patches show slight differences

of tint both in polarized and in natural light.

In the altered sandstones many substances are of course included, and

in some cases it might be questioned whether these rocks should be classed

as serpentines with very abundant inclusions or as sandstones carrying

much serpentine. So, too, a part of the granular metamorphics contain a

very large amount of serpentine. In the purer serpentines residual grains

are not abundant, but augite may sometimes be observed with cleavages

parallel to the grate-bars. These isolated augite grains show apjjropriate

oblique extinction and characteristic colors of polarization Chromic iron

is a common inclusion in the purer serpentines, but by no means invariably

present. It is of a deep, dull-brown color, transparent, monochn)itic, iso-
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tropic, and when separated gives a strong chromium reaction. Numerous

deposits of chromic iron intimately associated with serpentine ni-e known

in the Coast Ranges. Magnetite is ahnost always present.

The origin of serper,tine._No extended histoHcal acconnt of the views held

of the origin of serpentine is necessary here. The present investigation is

not founded on any similar inquiry, nor do I suppose that all serpentines

in other regions have had an origin similar to that of the serpentine of the

Coast Ranges. A few historicnl notes, however, may serve to refresh the

reader's memory.

The occurrence of serpentine in dikes led to its classification as an

eruptive rock by the earlier geologists, who were unaware of its composi-

tion, and even long after it was known to be a liydrated mineral there are

frequent references to it in the literature, unaccompanied by any qualifi-

cation or explanation, in which it is classified as igneons. The close and

frequent connection between gabbro and serpentine led L. von Buch, in

1810, to suppose that serpentine was a dense or cryptocrystalline form of

that rock. This suggestion is interesting as showing how long the relation-

ship of the rocks has been recognized. Direct eruption of the serpentines

has also been maintained, in a modified form, by more recent Italian geolo-

gists, who suppose outbursts from the depths of the earth of a hydrated,

magnesian mud which consolidated to serpentine.

°
In 1857 Dr. T. Sterry Hunt showed that when a mixture of magnesium

carbonate and free silica is heated in a solution of alkaline carbonate a

hydrous, magnesian silicate is formed and the alkaline carbonate is re-

generated. He soon afterwards came to the conclusion that this process,

though locally important, would not explain the greater part of the occur-

rences. In 1860 he proposed as an explanation of the massive serpentines

the reaction between the soluble silicates of lime and alkalis from decaying

rocks and the magnesian salts of natural waters. Dr. Hunt admits, however,

that serpentines are also formed by epigenesis, at least from olivine and

enstatite.^ Dr. Hunt's view, while not generally accepted, has earnest

advocates, and some geologists who reject this theory for a majority of

eases believe it to be the true explanation of some occurrences.
^

roeol. History of Serpentines, 1883, v>
IH ; Origin of Crystalline Eocks, 1H^4, s^

105.
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The theory of the origin of serpentine most usually entertained is that

it results from the alteration of other minerals. There is much variation of

opinion, however, as to what minerals may j'ield serpentine. Breithaupt is

said to have been the first to detect the pseudomorphosis of serpentine

after hornblende (1831) and to infer the derivative character of serpentine

rocks. Later, serpentine was found pseudomorphic after a long list of min-

erals. Olivine, brucite, hornblende, augite, diallage, chondrodite, calcite,

staurolite, dolomite, spinel, chromite, mica, and garnet are mentioned by

Prof J. Roth. Prof J. D. Dana has personally identified the greater part

of this list from a New York locality and also found pseudomorphs after

apatite.' Bischof, Professor vom Rath, and others have shown that the

conversion of feldspars to serpentine is probable, and, at the congi-ess of

Bologna, Professor Szabo, as reported by Mr. Lotti, stated this as his opin-

ion; but I am not aware that full proof of this change has ever been-

offered. That it occurs in the rocks of the Coast Ranges, however, seems

beyond doubt.

In 1866 Professor Sahdberger^ and in 1867 Professor Tschermak^ studied

the transformation of olivine rocks to serpentine, thougli neither of them

asserted that olivine, which had long been known to yield serpentine, was

the sole source whence serpentine was derived. "The occurrence of em-

bedded pyrrhotite," Professor Sandberger sa}'s, "may be said to be almost

characteristic of the serpentines which have been derived from hornblende

rocks, and the same mineral occurs in serpentines which are derived fi-om

diabases." Professor Tschermak, though stating that the masses known as

serpentine and schiller-spar rocks, which he had had an opportunity of ex-

amining, all contained olivine as a principal constituent, also remarks that

diallage and bronzite grains are often converted into schiller-spar in these

rocks. For some time afterwards, however, there was a sti-ong tendency to

ascribe almost all serpentin.e to the alteration of olivine, which was found

to be more widely distributed and mere frequent than had previously Ijeen

suspected. Thus, in 1873 Professor Rosenbusch wrote: "It appears to be

1 Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, vol. 8, 1874, p. 380.

^ Neues Jahrbuch fiir Miueral., 1860, p. 385; ibid., 1867, p. 171.

3 Ibid., 1868, p. 88.
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more ami more confirmed by the investigations, particularly the microscop-

ical ones, hitherto made, that only the alteration first described by Sand-

berger from olivine rocks to serpentine occurs in nature." This supposition-,

still maintained by some, was soon found too narrow to include the observed

facts, and in 1877 the same distinguished litliologist acknowledged that ser-

pentines or serpentinoid rocks are often formed from pyroxene and amplii-

bole. In view of the earlier literature of the subject it seems indeed most

improbable that the serpentines should have a single origin. The evi-

dence of actual pseudomorphism in many cases was sharply questioned

by Scheerer as early as 181G and later by Mr. Delesse and Dr. Hunt, and

no doubt some cases of erroneous determination were detected. Many in-

stances, however, stood the test of these challenges. All the more important

cases have also been reobserved since 18G7, and at present tlie number of

occurrences of serpentine shown by microscopic research to be derived

from rocks containing olivine as a subordinate constituent only or not at all

is on the increase.

According to the law of thermochemistry, in any mixture of substances

capable of reacting upon one another the resulting compound will be that

whose formation is attended by the most rapid evolution of heat.* Any

given mineral will therefore be produced not in general under a single set

of conditions, but under any combination of the whole range of conditions in

which the formation of any other compound would be attended by a slower

liberation of heat. The wider the range of these conditions the commoner

will be the mineral, and, since conditions are never exactly repeated, the

assertion that a mineral is common is nearly ec^uivalent to the statement

that its formation is attended by the most rapid evolution of heat under

diverse sets of conditions. Thus, to take one of many examples, there are

but few ferruginous compounds which in weathering or in roasting do not

yield hydrous or anhydrous ferric oxide ; or, in other words, whether tlie

temperature be low or high, the formation of ferric oxide from almost num-

berless compounds of iron involves the liberation of heat more rapidly than

any other change. That serpentine occurs at all is sufficient evidence tliat

its formation is attended by the liberation of heat under certain conditions.

' See luy iiiiper, A new law of thermocheiuistvy : Am. Jour. Sei., 3(1 series, vol. 31, 1886, p. 120,
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That it is common leads to the belief that these conditions are not narrowly

restricted, and this is confirmad by the fact that it forms in the olivines of

decomposing- basalts and also in limestone beds. It is no more surprising-

that serpentine slionld form from many and different Uiiiierals or nnder dif-

ferent circnmstances than that ferric oxide slionld do the same.

Bischof held a similar opinion, calling- attention to the fact that serpen-

tine is among the last products of alteration and that in it the series of

processes of mineral formation and alteration have nearly reached the limit

of possibility. Indeed few geological chemists would be inclined to dispute

a proposition of this kind. Dr. Hunt, for instance, who points out the anal-

ogy between the modes of occurrence of serpentine and pinite, says of the

latter that its constancy of composition and wide distribution show it to be a

compound readily formed and of great stability. Such being its character,

he continues, it might l)e expected to occur as a frequent product of the

aqueous changes of other and less stable silicates, and "its frequent occur-

rence as an epigenic product is one of the many examples to be met with

in the mineral kingdom of the law of the ' survival of the fittest.'"^ That

the same statement applies to serpentine is manifestly true.

It would seem to follo'.v that the origin of serpentine in each naturally

defined geological area requires independent investigation and that the

results obtained in one such area are not necessarily applical)le to others.

It will be seen in the following pages that the observations ai-e not recon-

cilable either with the supposition that the serpentines of the Coast Ranges

are derivable from a single mineral or that they are unaltered sediments.

They seem to be in this region the most stable compound which could

result under a certain set of phj-sical conditions from the mutual reaction

of siliceous and magnesian substances.

Structural evidence as to origin.— Serpentine is fouud througliout tlic uietamor-

phic areas of the Coast Ranges in very irregular patches, both near quick-

silver deposits and at long distances from the mineS. In some metamorphic

regions—for example in the immediate neighborhood of Clear Lake— it is

found only in small quantities, while at Knoxville and at New Idria large

areas are almost exclusively conqwsed of more or less pure serpentine.

' Origin of the Crystalline Kocks, 1884, p. 53.
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Near the Golden Gate, at Mt. Diablo, and in many other localities it is veiy

abundant. In fact, though the quantitative relations of" the various meta-

inorphic rocks vary greatlvin diflferent neighborhoods along the quicksilver

belt, all varieties are to be found in almost every district. Serpentine is

commonly, but not always, intimately associated with psfudodiabase. Tliese

rocks stand in such relations to the unrJtered sandstones in very numerous

cases that no geologist carefully exjimining the localities could fiiil to con-

clude that they are modifications of the sandstone. This was substantially

the conclusion at which Professor Whitney arrived. Knoxville aflbrds ad-

mirable opportunities for studying this connection. Highly inclined strata

strike into serpentine areas in such a manner as wholly to preclude the sup-

position that the serpentine represents an earlier mass ; one side of an an-

ticlinal fold is serpentinized, while the other is unaltered and carries excellent

fossils, and there are clear cases of transition through altered sandstones.

Mt. Diablo affords equally favorable opportunities for determining the age

and relations of the serpentine. In many other localities the relations of

the serpentine to unaltered rocks are evident, although it is seldom that tlie

age of these unaltered rocks can be immediately determined. Tlie reason

for assigning them all to the Neocomian will be given in Cliajiter V.

Field observation makes it clear that in most cases the transformation

to serpentine began along cracks in sandstone or in rocks resulting from

the alteration of sandstone and worked toward the centers of the frag-

ments tluxs separated from one another. Where this process is incomplete,

partially rounded nuclei of rock retaining the sandstone habitus are to be

seen, divided by a net-work of serpentine. Sucli exposures remind one of the

appearance presented vmder the microscope by olivines in process of con-

version into serpentine. Sometimes, but not often, the serpentine assumes

a radial form, the fibers being normal to tlie surface of the nucleus. Pro-

fessor Whitney observed such an instance at New Idria ; I found some

very beautiful ones at Knoxville. Two cuts illustrating such occurrences

will be given in the description of the Knoxville district.

It is not possible from a mere field examination to determine whether

the serpentine results directly from tlie action of solutions upon sandstone or

whether the sedimentary rock first becomes crystalline and is subsequently
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serpeutinized. The observer would incline to the belief that both methods

were followed, but the conclusion would not be certain, because many

rocks whicli are really liolocrystalline a])pear to the e\-e to be mere sand-

stones somewhat modified. It will be seen in the sequel that botli proc-

esses can be traced microscopically.

The serpentinoid rocks invariably slio\v evidence of violent dynamic

action. Traces of stratification are often visible, but can never be followed

more than a few feet, and single croppings frequently exhibit remnants of

stratification in all sorts of contradictory directions. There is usually little

evidence of plication ; as a rule, the rock Avas reduced to a confused mass

of rubble prior to serpentinization. The blocks indeed wei-e often some

yards long, but even these were generally divided by numerous cracks.

Microscopical evidence of derivation. While It IS UOt pOSsiblc tO folloW iu tllC field

the transitions of the components of the altered rocks, the indications of

field observation were found to be borne out by microscopical and chem-

ical examination. It can be shown, as I think beyond dispute, that all of

the principal minerals of sandstones and granular, metamorphic rocks are

converted into serpentine, and the inference with regard to some of the

less important ones is also strong. After tlie investigations of the last

fifteen years, together with the earlier macroscopical examinations, it will

sm'prise no one to hear that in the granular, metamorphic rocks of the

Coast Eanges augite and hornblende are found passing into serpentine.

The attack takes place along the surfaces and cracks, exactly as in uraliti-

zation and chloritization, while the resulting mineral has all the distinctive

characteristics described in the preceding pages. Sometimes partial pseu-

domorphs may be observed in which a kernel of the bisilicate is embedded

in a mass of serpentine, surrounded by an outline characteristic of the par-

ent mineral. This, however, is rare, apparently because Avell developed

crystals of augite and hornblende are also rare.

Though Bischof, vom Rath, and others have shown that the conver-

sion of feldspar to serjjentine was probable, I am not a^vare that it has ever

been conclusively proved. In the altered sandstones and the granular

metamorphics of the Coast Ranges, however, it seems beyond doubt that

this alteration has taken jilace. In vi-i-y numerous cases grains of feldspar
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remain embedded in serpentine, and these grains show outhnes differing

essentially from those of" deformed crystals or clastic fragments, Ijnt resem-

bling in all respects corroded masses. Cracks in such fehlspars are also

filled witii serpentine, and it is manifest nnder the microscope that feld-

spathic material has been removed from the walls of these cracks, so that

they would no longer (it were they brought together. This evidence is of

exactly the kind connnonly accepted as proving the attack of other min-

erals. In one instance the phenomena are still more conclusive. In a slide

from Sulphur IJank (specimen No. 107), a feldspar shows such a crack nnich

widened, and, from the serpentine mass occupying it, sharp, elongated teeth

of serpentine bite into the clear f(ddspar. It is Impossible to explain such

a case otherwise than as an actual conversion of the feldspathic material

under the action of corrosive solvents. The sorpentine is characteristic and

unmistakable. The feldspar is unstriated, but probably triclinic. Other sat-

isfactory occurrences show that both plagioclase and orthoclase are converted

into serpentine.

Fig. 4. Clastic quaitz partially oonvcrteil to sciiieiitiuc, wliich penetrates from the ontsido in needles. The specks irithin

ilic iinaitz are iluid inehisions and the strai;^ht prism is a small apatite. Magnifieil 53 diameters.

That quartz is sometimes converted into talc is well known In the

altered sandstones of the Coast Ranges it is converted into serpentine.

This is shown, exactly as in the case of feldspar, by the presence, in patches

of serpentine, of irregular grains of quartz with corroded surfaces A
very beautiful case of the conversion of quartz to serpentine occurs in

altered sandstone from Clear Lake (specimen No. oT), and is illustrated

in Fig. 4. A clastic quartz grain of characteristic form, full of fluid inclu-

sions, containing an embedded apatite microlite, and behaving as usual in

polarized light, has been attacked from the outside. The exterior of the
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original mass is now entirely occupied by felted fibers of serpentine, and

long, slender microlites pierce the quartz grain toward its center like pins

in a cushion. That there might be no doubt as to the con-ect interpreta-

tion of this important case another quartz was selected in the same slide,

wliich showed the same phenomena, though less beautifully. Tliis was

tested by chemical methods, as described on page 112, and the green min-

eral was proved to be a silicate of magnesium, attackable by chlorhydric

acid. The serpentine wliich was chemically tested in this second case was

absolutely indistinguishable in color, texture, or behavior in polarized light

from that suiTounding the quai-tz shown in the figure, and the distance of

the two occurrences from each other v.as only about 3""". The long mi-

crolites wliich pierce the quartz are of the same color as the strip of ser-

pentine occupying the periphery of the section. Their optical properties

cannot be well observed, because they are embedded in the brilliantly

polarizing quartz, but there appears no reason to suppose that they differ

chemically from the serpentine at their bases. Even if they belonged to

another mineral species, however, tlie structm-e is such as to show that they

must be regarded as an intermediate product between quartz and the sm--

rounding serpentine, which would make little difierence from a geological

point of view.

Apatite is found in process of conversion to serpentine in specimen No.

107, Sulphur Bank, one of the specimens in which t]:e presence of authi-

genetic apatite was proved by chemical as well as by optical means. The

apatite crystals embedded in sei-pentine in this slide are seen to be cor-

roded and the indentations are' occupied by serpentine. As already men-

tioned, Professof Dana has observed psendomorphs of serpentine after

apatite.

There are also a number of cases in which chlorite appears to be

altered to serpentine. Thus in specimen Xo. 266, Sulphur Bank, a chlorit-

ized pseudodiabase, areas of chlonte are intersected by cracks, along the

walls of which serpentine is disposed in such a way as to lead to the belief

that the latter mineral is ejiigeuetic ; but, as in the case of the conversion to

epidote, the fibrous character of the chlorite somewhat weakens the evi-

dence obtainable from observation. Bischof regarded the serpeutiuization
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of chlorite as probable.' Mica and garnet have been observed elswhere

undergoing conversion to serpentine. The mica foils are so small and pos-

.sess such irregular outlines in most of the rocks of the Coast Eanges where

serpentinization can be traced tliat this change, though probable, cannot

be definitely asserted. Garnet is seen in the few slides which show it in

process of conversion to chlorite; but a change to serpentine has not been

distinctly traced in the Coast Ranges. Zoisite, as it occurs in these rocks,

is not well suited to exhibit pseudomorphic alteration. It appears in smaller

quantity in the rocks containing much terpentine, however, than iu those

containing little. The prevalence of this mineral in the saussuritic gabbros

of Europe, the intimate relations between these rocks and the serpentines,

and the absence of observations on the presence of zoisite in massive ser-

pentines, either in the Coast Ranges or elsewhere, point towards the prob-

ability of a serpentinization. Olivine has not once been detected in the

rocks associated with serpentine in the Coast Ranges or iu the serpentines

themselves, and olivine cannot have contributed in an appreciable degree to

the formation of these serpentines, important as is the part which this min-

eral plays in some other serpentinoid areas.

The chemical changes indicated by the observations described above

on the alteration of bisilicates, feldspar, quartz, and apatite to serpentine

are very strange, and the results may possibly fail to be accepted by some

because of their strangeness. It is a truism, however, that observation

almost always outstrips scientific theories, or that these are commonly

framed to embrace* the results of observation, while the changes indicated

here are not more perplexing than many other reactions once were, for

which reasonable explanations have been discovered. Mineral cliemistry is

full of puzzles, some of them so familiar that their chemical difficulties are

hardlv appreciated. That a number of difterent minerals should all be re-

placed by serpentine under certain appropriate conditions is in itself not

more remarkable than that from a single solution an equal number of min-

erals should be precipitated almost or quite simultaneou.sly; yet in the

study of veins such cases occur so frequently that they attract no attention.

' Lchrbuch cliem. iind phys. Geol., vol. 2, 1864, p. 7S'J.
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It has doubtless happened in times past that observers have attempted to

cut the gordian knot of metaniorphism by assuming such repLicements as

seemed convenient. This method of deahng with the subject is as super-

ficial as a flat denial of all conceivable methods of genesis, excepting one, of

a certain product.

General course of serpentinization.— Having statcd iu detail tlic cliavacter of the

evidence as to the serpentinization of the mineral constituents of the sand-

stones and the granular metamorphic rocks, it only remains to indicate the

course of the transformation as a whole. In the sandstones which have

merely weathered, but which have not been subjected to even incipient

recrystallization, or, in other words, in the sandstones of later age than the

Neocomian, serpentine has not been detected with certainty, though it has

been carefully sought, while chlorite is common. I know of no reason,

however, why small quantities of serpentine should not hereafter be found

in these rocks. There is abundant evidence that serpentinization was not

widespread or important in the later rocks, but this does not exclude local

or partial repetition at later dates of the conditions which induced serpen-

tinization at the close of the Neocomian.

One of the important results of this investigation is that the slightly

recrystaUized, older sandstones were subject to serpentinization as well

as those which had undergone complete transformation. In these rocks,

of course the more permeable aggregates yielded most I'eadily to attack

and were first aff"ected by the change. In such cases the phenomena of

recrystallization and serpentinization may be studied side by side, and it

is rarely the case that some small patches and streaks of serpentine are

not observable in these sandstones. At a further stage the interstitial space

between the remains of the clastic grains is almost wholly filled with ser-

pentine, which then attacks these nuclei, as has been described, though, as

might be expected, the process is irregular, so that one portion of a slide

is often more serpentinized than others. The quartz appears to yield more

slowly to serpentinization than the feldspar, and this more slowly than the

fine-grained cement. The extent of surface exposed is of course an im-

portant factor. As the amount of the serpentine increases, traces of grate-

structure make their appearance; but, though this fact is easily established.
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the material at liand does not afford tlie means of following- in detail the

history of the grate structure.

In the pseudodiabase and pseudodiorite it is naturally the bisilicates

which first show traces of the serj)entinization process, and for these min-

erals the history is exactly parallel to that of direct chloritization. The

ferroniagnesian silicates yield to this process much more easily than the

feldspar and the quartz, which behave as in the slightly altered sandstones.

This fact leads to the belief that the greater part of the massive serpentine

has resulted from pseudodiabase and pseudodiorite, a view supported by

structural considerations; for, since both recrystallization and serpentiniza-

tion are dependent on a fissure system, serpentinization in slightly altered

sandstones appears to mean that during this process the solutions diverged

from their old channels or that, where in the first stage solutions permeated

to but a slight extent, they penetrated abundantly at the later period. This

would probably be less common than a similar distribution of solutions at

each of the two periods.

Decomposition of serpentine.— In noarl}' all tlic Serpentine localities it is evident

that this rock is subject to tolerably rapid decomposition under the action

of the atmosphere. The subject has been studied in Bohemia bv Mr. A.

Schrauf,' with whose results the observations made in the Coast Ranges

agree. Where the serpentine is directly exposed to the action of the atmos-

phere, it is often bleached and converted to a porous mass, which is nearl}-

pure silica, containing very little magnesia or iron. Wliere serpentine has

been subjected to solfataric action in the immediate neighborhood of ore

bodies, the bases have often been removed and silica has replaced nearly or

quite all of the original mass. While this is a common change near ore

bodies, such replacements have also occurred to a small extent at long dis-

tances from known occurrences of ore, and it may be tliat tliis process has

gone on to some extent at different periods. Since by far the gi-eater part

of the silicified serpentine bears such a relation to the ore bodies as to lead

to the conclusion that tlie process was attendant on that by which the ore

was produced, it will be discussed hereafter in that connection.

'Zeitsclir. fiir Krjs. uud Miu., GrotL, vol. 6, p. 321.
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Serpentine is also converted into carbonates of lime and magnesia in

the Coast Ranges, and the process can be followed in detail in some cases.

No. 223, Knoxville, is a grayish-green serpentine full of minute veins, the

material of which does not effervesce with cold, dilute chlorhydric acid.

Under the microscope these veins are seen to be composed of carbonates

often exhibiting cleavage. On removing the cover it was found that a

portion of the carbonates dissolved slowly in cold acid, while a portion

remained unattached. Dolomite and magnesite are thus probably both

present. No attempt was made to determine the quantity of magnesia

in these carbonates.

It is manifest from this slide that the substance of the serpentine has

actually been replaced, for the masses between the veins are rounded and

would no longer fit together were the veins removed. The result is a net-

structure similar to that observed when olivine is decomposed to serpentine.

METAMORPHIC ROCKS OF UNCERTAIN AGE.

Gaviian Range and Steamboat rocks.— In the forcgoiug pages tliosc metamorphic

rocks only have been considered which are actually known to be of Knox-

ville age or which there are good grounds for referring to that epoch. In

the course of this investigation metamorphic rocks of uncertain age have

been encountered at two localities. One of these is in the Gaviian Range,

where an extraordinarily crystalline limestone is associated with granite

and gneissoid rocks. The occurrence is so different from the remainder of

the altered rocks of tiie Coast Ranges examined that it could not be referred

to the same series without much more investigation than it has been prac-

ticable to devote to it. I suspect it to be of far greater age than the rest

of the exposures. Under the microscope the gneissoid rock is found to be

of the Archaean gneiss tj'pe. It is chiefly composed of quartz, orthoclase,

plagioclase, and biotite. There is a decided tendency to granophyric

structure, and veins and clusters of fibrolite are abundant. This rock con-

tains no zoisite.

At Steamboat Springs the sedimentary rocks are greatly disturbed and

in part highly metamorphosed. They seem to belong to the series re-

garded as Jura-Trias by the geologists of tlie fortieth parallel, and are

certainl\- older than the Tertiary. The area examined is too small to
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make any investigation of tlie nietamorphism very profitable. The sides

show that a portion of tliese i-ocks are tliorougbly recrystalHzed and that in

mineral composition and in structure they strongly resemble the metamor-

phosed rocks of the Knoxville group in the Coast Ranges. There is at

present nothing improbable in the supposition tliat they were actually

metamorphosed at tlie same time The study of these rocks will be re-

sumed in connection with the geology of the gold belt of California.

CONDITIONS ATTENDING THE METAMORPHISM.

In the foregoing pages the unaltered and the metamorphosed rocks of

the Coast Ranges have been described from a lithological point of view.

It remains to consider the metamorphic process as a whole in its geological

and chemico-physical relations.

Proofs of jnetamorphism—Tlie divislou of opiuioii as to tlic origiu of many of

the crj^stalline rocks is such that it is not superfluous to insist upon the

proofs of the derivative character of the holocrystalline rocks and of the

serpentine of the Coast Ranges. It appears that at least one mineral of

nearly universal distribution in the granular and schistose rocks and in the

phthanites is especially significant in this respect, and that a sound argu-

ment may be based upon its occurrence independently of other evidence.

Zoisite seems to be characteristicalh' the result of secondary processes

which have taken place at no very high temperature. It has never been

observed as an original constituent of eruptive rocks, Avhich could hardly be

the case if it were at all common. This merely negative evidence is sup-

ported by that afforded by its composition, winch includes basic hydrogen,

while no such compounds, so far as I know, have ever been proved to form

original constituents of eruptive masses, and, judging from what is known

of eruptions, it is difficult to conceive that they should so occur.' On the

Zoisite is usually referred to the epidote grouj), of which only allauite is kuowu to occur iu erupt-

ive rocks. The compositiou of allauite, however, is somewhat uncertain, since, according to Professor

Rammelaberg, it has the oxygen ratio of garnet rather than of epidote, while there appear to.be both

hydrous and auhydrous varieties. According to Prof. J. 1). Dana, the hydrous allauites arc properly

altered forms of the species. There can be little doubt that the unaltered allauites of eruptive rocks

are anhydrous.

Messrs. Fouque aud Michel-Levy regard zoisite as a scapolite, for which I know of no ground ex-

cepting that its centesimal composition is the same as that of meionite. The scapolites also are known
only as the result of secondary or metamorphic action.

MON XIII 9
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Other hand, zoisite has been abundant!}' proved by Hunt, Cathrein, and

others to be peculiarly characteristic of rocks which, whether regarded as

decomposed eruptives, as metamorphic, or as original crystalline sediments,

indicate the formation of this mineral at moderate temperatures.

Taking all these circumstances into consideration, it appears that

scarcely a single mineral species could have been selected which would

afford a better criterion of the prevalence, at the epoch of its formation,

of temperatures decidedly below a red heat, and probably much below.

Zoisite might conceivably occur in two ways, and it is not improbable that

it actuall}' does so occur. If found among mere decomposition-products,

replacing primary minerals pseudomorphically as aggregates, it would seem

to prove that the rock in which it occurred had simply been decomposed

under physical conditions appropriate to the formation of zoisite But, if

zoisite is found embedded in clear, continuous masses of minerals which

can be shown to be authigenetic, it would seem to afford conclusive evi-

dence that these minerals have been formed at moderate temperatures. This

latter mode is characteristic of a great portion of the rocks of the Coast

Ranges and very often in cases where from the mere inspection of slides

it might readily be supposed that the material under examination was

eru])tive.

While zoisite appears to form an admirable indication of the metamor-

phic character of the holocrystalline rocks of California, it must not be sup-

posed that their determination as altered sediments is dependent on the

identification of zoisite. Before the mineral character of the constituent

which proved to be zoisite vi'as known, there was abundant evidence, both

from field examination and from microscopical study, that the rocks in

question were metamorphic, and the conclusions would remain substantially

as here presented if it should be ])roved that zoisite is a common, original

constituent of the most typical eruptive diabases and diorites. The present

investigation may properly be regarded as proving, quite independer.tly of

its chemical constitution or of its occurrence in whatever class of rocks else-

where, the wide distribution in metamorphic rocks of zoisite both as an

authigenetic constituent and as one of the first of these constituents in the

order of development.
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The stratigrapliical relations of the holocrystalHne and serpentinoid

rocks to nnaltered beds, in part fossihferons, at a great number of locahties

are such as absolutely to preclude the supposition that these masses are

either older sedimentary rocks or that they are intrusive. The field rela-

tions of the holocrystalHne rocks and of the serpentine to the sandstones,

as well as their microscopical character, are such as equally to preclude the

supposition that they represent local or regional precipitations of crystalline

sediments of the same age as the fossiliferous rocks.

I feel almost justified in stating that at the Post-Neocomian epoch of

metamorphism the rocks of the Coast Ranges between Clear Lake and New
Idria contained no intrusive masses and that no eruptions accompanied this

upheaval. It is true that in a few cases isolated specimens of the crjstal-

line, metamorphic rocks simulate the microscopic appearance of eruptive

masses to an extraordinary degree, but these occurrences when examined on

the spot prove to i)ass over into manifestly metamorpliic material. Two or

three such pseudoeruptive rocks were discovered in the collections from tlie

Sulphur Bank and, after the microscopical work recorded in this chapter

was completed, these localities were revisited. In none of them was there

the slightest structural evidence of eruptivity ; in all it was manifest that

the suspected rock passed over into ordinary, unmistakabl}- metamorphic

beds within a few feet and in every direction. By no means the whole

country between Clear Lake and New Idria has been investigated, but so

many localities have been examined with care and so many reconnaissances

have been made into the intervening regions that it would be very strange

if an}^ considerable quantity of eruptive rock occupying the position indi-

cated had escaped detection. For, though a particular variety of lava may

sometimes be confined to very nari'ow limits, as is the case with the rhyolite

of New Almaden, eruptive phenomena, once initiated, usual!}' and perhaps

invariably extend over wide areas

Epoch of metamorphism.— As will bc sliowu iu a subsequcut chapter, the age

of all the fossiliferous rocks associated with tlie metamorphics is Neocomian

Some of the most important areas of metamorphic rocks are certainly of

this age, and reasons will appear hereafter for supposing that no consider-

able portion of the metamorphic series was deposited at an earlier date.
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The epoch of the uphft lies between the end of the period in which the

Knoxville and Mariposa beds were deposited and the beginning of that in

which the unmetamorphosed "Wallala series was laid down, or, according to

the paleontological determinations, between the Neocoraian and a middle

Cretaceous period resembling the Gossan. Unless the violent dislocation

which took place between these periods was preceded by a gentle uplift of

the country above water— and of this no evidence is known— the folding

and crusliing which form so prominent a feature of the Coast Ranges must

have taken place at tlie close of the Neocomian.

That tlie metamorphism cannot have preceded the uplift is certain,

from the ftict that the confused mass of rubble resulting from dynamic

action has often been recemented by the metamorphic processes. The

association of the evidences of dynamic action with the alteration is such

as to make it clear that the metamorphism was to a great extent dependent

on tlie crushing of the rock. There is no evidence that any considerable

time elapsed between the crushing and the ensuing chemical changes; but,

since the rocks now exposed were then buried at a considerable depth, such

an interval might have elapsed without leaving recognizable traces. On

the other hand, it appears certain that the metamorphism was effected under

different physical conditions from those now prevalent, because, as has been

pointed out, the process of decomposition now progressing is inconsistent

with the process of recrystallization. It is most natural to suppose the dif-

ference to have been one of temperature. Tliat a higher temperature pre-

vailed in tlie rocks at the time of the upheaval is also certain ; for tlie

crusliing of the rocks was of the utmost intensity and indicates the dissipa-

tion, or conversion into heat, of an enormous energy. There is therefore

strong reason to suppose that the metamorphism followed immediately upon

the upheaval.

Former depth of the present exposures.— In comparlug tliB uietamorphic Crctaccous

rocks of the Coast Ranges with the older crystalline schists, particularly as

described by Dr. Lehmann, one point of difference is especially striking.

In the older rocks fractures are comparatively lare, and it also appears

altogether probable that at a sufficient depth below the surface solids nuist

How rather tlinn undergo commiiuition. Hence the intense ])lication of
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sucli rocks, ill wliich even crystals of feldspar are bent at sharp angles

instead of breaking, indicates tliat they have been subjected to mechanical

forces of great intensity while under immense pressure or when buried at

a great depth. In the Coast Ranges, on the other hand, the metamorphic

rocks have been crushed to an astonishing degree. This is especially

observable in the phthanites, which are often intersected by so fine a net-

work of minute fissures, now filled with quartz veins, that a portion of the

net is visible only under the microscope. Plication of strata is indeed

e.\tremely frequent ; but, at least in a great proportion of cases, this has

not been accomplished to any great extent by Hexure of the rock mass. It

was attended by the formation of innumerable cracks, which have gaped

more or less and thus permitted readjustment without great displacement of

the fragments. The fragments having been receraented in their new posi-

tion, the strata became once more coherent. Often also the rocks have

been crushed to a mere, confused mass of rubble, in which the original

stratigrapliical relations are entirely obscured. These relations appear to

demonstrate not only the expenditure of enormous energy, but also that

the Cretaceous rocks at the time they were metamorphosed were not buried

at great depths, perhaps not more than two or three thousand feet below

the surface. This being granted, it may readily be understood that, even

if the character of the rocks and of the metamorphism in the Archaean

were exactly similar to that of the Cretaceous strata of the Coast Ranges,

the latter would inevitably be less uniformly altered, while at least the

quantitative relations of the products of alteration in these mountains

would probably differ from those characteristic of similar masses altered

under a far greater and far more uniform pressure.

Dynamic conditicns.—The Post-Neocomiau uplift was accompanied by in-

tense compression in a northeast and southwest direction. The strata of

the Coast Ranges were partly plicated and partly crushed, while on the

gold belt they were driven into a nearly vertical position. Both areas

appear to have been and still to be underlain by granite at no very great

depth. What the bed rock in the great valley of California may be is

not definitely known, but there seems no reason to suppose that it is not

granite there also. It is impossible to suppose any force which would
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crumple the overlying strata by horizontal translation over the granitic

surface while the gi'anite remained undisturbed, and it therefore inevitably

follows that the granit-e must have been fissured and crushed or deformed,

01', more probably, crushed in the higher portions and plastically molded

in the deeper regions. The granite, like the sedimentary rocks, must have

been heated by the conversion of sensible motion into molecular motion.

Nearly all rocks are permeable by water, and in every region there is

a system of percolating, subterranean currents. There must have been

such systems in the sedimentary and massive rocks of California before

the great upheaval, and this system must have been as thoroughly dis-

turbed at the uplift as were the rocks themselves. Old vents were closed,

porous beds compressed, and the fractures caused by the convulsion cer-

tainly afforded new paths of weak resistance. The waters were warmed

by the heated rocks, and consequently became more powerful solvents,

and cannot but have attacked many of the minerals with which they were

in contact.

So far all the circumstances appear simple and certain, and it may be

added that, since the uplift as a whole bears the character of a violent com-

pression, the interstitial sj^ace was probably greatly diminished and the

heated mineralized waters were driven toward the surface When one at-

tempts to pursue the subject further and to reason upon the special char-

acter of the mineral water.s, or the particular temperature, or the ensuing

reactions, observation appears to be the only guide. A priori it is clear

only that very considerable modifications in the character of the sedi-

mentary rocks must be expected and that as the action diminished a series

of transformations might occur. So far as can be known, there is nothing

unreasonable in the supposition either that the solutions may have been

basic at some points and acid at others or that at the same points they

may have been basic at some stages of metamorphism and acid at others.

Chemical indications.—Tlic pscudodiabasc aud pseudodiorite are much more

basic than the sandstones, as is also the serpentine, while the phthanites

are more acid than the shales from which they are derived. Serpentin-

ization and silicification have often gone on in the same rock mass, and

the evidence from many widely separated localities appears to indicate that
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silicificatiou followed serpentinization, while it is certain that seipentiniza-

tion postdated the formation of the holocrystallino metamorpliics. The

serpentinoid rooks, like the jihthanites, are sometimes intersected by quartz

veins, but the conversion of serpentine into opal has taken place only

locally and is for the most part referable, not to the Post-Neocomian epoch

of nietamorphism, but to the volcanic period of ore generation.

A difficulty must always arise in discussing nietamorphic rocks, from

the inevitable lack of positive knowledge as to the composition of the sedi-

ments prior to nietamorphism. It is indeed one of the advantages which

the Coast Ranges aflfoi'd for the study of metamorphism that the origin of

the sediments is known and that the composition of the unaltered strata as

a whole is uniform. No geologist needs to be told, however, that this uni-

formity cannot extend to hand specimens. It is impossible to say that any

particular sample of pseudodiabase or serpentine once had the composition

of a second sample representing unaltered sandstone, and it is consequently

also impossible to ascertain the exact quantity and quality of the changes

which have been wrought in it by the action of mineral solutions. It fol-

lows, however, from the study of the relations of man}' metamorphosed

masses to the unaltered or slightly altered rocks surrounding them, that the

pseudodiabase, pseudodiorite, and serpentine are as a whole derived from

sandstones of average character.

The fresh sandstones carry magnesia, but not in great quantities, for

the allothigenetic, ferromagnesian silicates form a small part of the mass,

while the matrix is sometimes nearly pure calcium carbonate and never

appears to contain considerable quantities of magnesia. The observations

cannot be reconciled without supposing that very large quantities of mag-

nesia have been supplied in solution from extraneous sources, though the

precise quantity cannot be determined in any given case. One and only

one evident source for this supply of magnesia exists, viz, the ferromag-

nesian silicates of the underlying granite. The wide horizontal extension

of the granite is well established. Its depth is entirely unknown, but must

be very great, since it is nowhere cut through. An inexhaustible supply

of mao-nesia was thus at hand, as well as heated waters, with a probable

upward tendencv at the period of metamorphism, Init under what precise
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conditions magnesia passed into solution is not known, nor even what salt

of magnesia was dissolved. The structural evidence, however, strongly

favors the supposition that the silica of the sandstones reacted directly

upon magnesian solutions. Were it otherwise, the sandstones might have

been impregnated with hydrous and anhydrous, ferromagnesian silicates,

l)ut the quartz grains could not have been attacked, as they certainly are

in the altered sandstones, while in the recrystallized rocks they have alto-

gether disappeared.

The experimental researches of Dr. Hunt and of Mr. Daubree indi-

cate the kind of reaction which must be supposed to have gone on in the

rocks of the Coast Ranges. As has already been stated. Dr. Hunt found

tliat when alkaline carbonates in solution are heated with .silica and mag-

nesium carbonate an alkaline silicate is formed which reacts upon the

magnesium carbonate, yielding an insoluble magnesium silicate and regen-

erating the alkaline silicate. So, also, Mr. Daubree discovered that water

heated at a high pressui-e in glass with kaolin results in the formation of

zeolites, feldspar, pyroxene, and quartz. In such experiments the tem-

perature and pressure must of course be reduced below the boiling point

before any satisfactory examination of the results can be made. Conse-

quently, it is not at present possible to say under what special conditions

of temperature and pressure each mineral was formed. Tlie heated waters

in the granite and the overlying strata of the Coast Ranges must have

contained carbonic acid in solution. It is not inconsistent with any known

facts to suppose that these waters attacked the granite at great depths, dis-

solving alkalis, magnesium, and iron, with perhaps a certain amount of

silica; nor is there anything to forbid the supposition that at lower press-

ures, and perhaps also at lower temperatures, such solutions brought in

contact with calcareous sandstone would form feldspars, pyroxene, amphi-

bole, and serpentine. In the experiments solution and precipitation were

confined to the same locality, while in the Coast Ranges solution went on

at great depths and precipitation at more moderate ones; but nothing is as

vet known which makes it necessary to suppose that the conditions of tem-

perature and pressure or the general character of the reactions in the

Coast Ranges differed essentially from those in tlie experimental investiga-
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tions referred to. It would b^ eas}-, but Iiardly profitable, to speculate

further on this subject, to which I hope to contribute by experiment on a

future occasion.

The basic solutions rising from the granite converted the acid sand-

stones into more basic compounds: feldspars, ferromagnesian bisilicates,

serpentine, etc. The solutions thus became more acid, and it can hardly be

doubted that after producing their full effect upon the setlimentary rocks

the waters contained free silica in solution. It is an interesting and impor-

tant question what became of this silica, which was certainly in part ex-

tracted from the sandstones. It is absolutely certain from the pi'inciple of

maximum dissipativity that any solution will deposit its contents or change

its chemical character at the very first opportunity or at the first moment

when heat can be set free by any chemical or physical alteration. Hence,

in general, mineral solutions permeating rock masses can only in very ex-

treme cases traverse long distances without substantial change. The silica

dissolved by the waters which effected the metamorphism of the rocks of

the Coast Ranges must consequently have redeposited this material as near

the place where it was dissolved as possible. There appear to be only two

possibilities in the case: either the silicification which is so prominent in

the Coast Ranges was due to these siliceous waters or the solutions pene-

trated to the surface of the region as it then existed and there precipitated

so much of their load as could be thrown down under diminished tempera-

ture and pressure. My own preconceptions would incline me to the former

of these hypotheses, which involves a speedy precipitation and makes a

portion of the process of metamorphism independent of material derived

from extraneous sources. This may be the true theory, but I have not

been able to gather any information confirmatory of it. Throughout the

field work efforts have been made to determine the relative age of the proc-

esses of metamorphism, and in each area it has appeared that silicification

was probably a later phenomenon than serpentiniz'ation, which, again, cer-

tainly followed the recrystallization of the sedimentary rocks. Thus ser-

pentinoid rocks are often intersected by quartz veins, while such veins

partially converted into serpentine or showing infiltrated serpentine have

nowhere been detected. Massive serpentines, it is true, are seldom pene-
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trated by quartz veins excapting in the mines, but this rock is too soft and

trtuo-h to be readilv tissured. While serpentinization and siHcification are

nsiialK- so associated as to lead to the belief that the latter followed the

former, it is anything- but improbable that exposures may hereafter be

discovered from wliich it will appear that at least in some cases silica

was thrown down verv near areas of serpentinization and simultaneously

with the progress of the latter process.

To sum up the results in a few words, it appears reasonably certain

that the conversion of sandstones and shales to holoiM-ystalline rocks took

place at the period of the Post-Neocomian upheaval at temperatures some-

what above those now prevalent, at considerable but not at enormous

pressure, and at the expense of basic solutions rising from the underlying

shattered granite; further, that serpentinization of holocrystalline, metamor-

phic rocks and slightly altered sandstones took place at somewhat lower

temperatures, also at the expense of rising solutions. It is probable, but

not absolutely certain, that the regional siHcification was subsequent to ser*

pentinizatiou and mainly produced in a similar manner. The formation of

ore deposits was not contemporaneous with the metamorphism. Impregna-

tion of the rocks with calcite and gypsum went on at ordinary temperatures

and is still in progress. Chloritization was effected at least mainly at ordi-

nary temperatures. In no case which has been examined are the holo-

crvstalline rocks of the metamorphic series injected eruptives or original

sediments, nor are anv of the serpentines studied original sediments. Xo

considerable portion of the serpentines can have been derived from olivine

and in no case has any occurrence of serpentine been traced to an olivinitic

rock.

Comparison between Neocomian metamorphics and the Archaean. \\ lietllCr tllC Arch;\?an

rocks are metamorphosed sediments or crystalline precipitates or of igneous

orio-in is a question upon which eminent authorities differ, and one upon

which neither evidence nor argument will be offered here. It is a matter of

interest, however, to compare the altered strata of the Knoxville group with

the crystalline Pre-Paleozoic rocks, since they appear to have much in com-

mon. That there is no slight similarity between the metamorphic rocks of

the Coast Ranires and the strata of Arcluran areas is evident from the fact
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that more tlian one well known geolog-ist has believed that he recognizeil

as Archaean, areas now known to be Neocomian. The metamorphisni of the

Coast Ranges may fairly be considered, at least in part, as regional, since

most of the rocks of the Knoxville gronp are considerably altered and there

are areas of many hundred square miles now exposed in which no patches

of unchanged or very slightly modified rocks are known to exist. Nothing

like the uniformity often prevalent in Archaean areas, however, is to be

found in the Coast Ranges. On the other hand, though the general appear-

ance of many of the Knoxville rocks differs widely from that of correspond-

ing Archaean masses, there is much similarity in detail. Recrystallization is

very prevalent in the California metamorphics and a crystalline development

is characteristic of the Archaean. Muscovite rocks are frequent in the Coast

Ranges, while biotite, though rare, is certainly one of the authigenetic min-

erals in the California metamorphic area. Plagioclase, augite, and horn-

blende are also abundantly developed. Mineral combinations similar to

those of diabase, gabbro, and diorite are common both in the Coast Ranges

and in many Archaean areas. Gneissoid rocks carrying albite and orthoclase,

though not predominant in the Coast Ranges, are found there, and the mixt-

ure of zoisite and plagioclase, called saussurite, is frequent in both series, as

are also the accessory minerals ilmenite, titanite, rutile, apatite, and chromic

iron Finally, serpentine is even more common in the Coast Ranges than in

most Archa!an areas. Of the more important features of the Archasan series

none appears to be entirely absent among the metasomaticallyrecrystallized

rocks of the quicksilver belt which have thus far l)een investigated, but the

quantitative relations of the various minerals and rocksinthe two series are

widely different. A slight difference in the chemical composition of the sed-

iments of the Coast Ranges, or of the solutions by the help of which their

recrystallization has been effected, or of the pressure under which the reac-

tions took place would have considerably changed the cpiantitative relations

of the minerals formed. A greater depth from the surface would manifestly

also have promoted uniformity. Whatever, then, is the real origin of the

Archaean series, it appears certain tliat rocks indistinguishable from them

might have been produced under conditions not greatly dissimilar to those

which prevailed in the Coast Ranges at the close of the Neocomian.



CHAPTER IV.

THE MASSIVE ROCKS.

General character of the massive rocks. The litliology of tllG Pticific slopC liaS

received so much attention of late years tliat it is unnecessary and would

be undesirable to treat the eruptive rocks of this area as if they were

undescribed. The region is indeed vast; but it is also one in which the

character of the rocks is remarkably persistent. In the following pages,

therefore, only the more peculiar features of the massive rocks encountered

in the present investigation will be enlarged upon. These are granite,

older porphyries, andesites of several varieties, rhyolite, and basalt.

PRK-TERTIARY ERUPTIVES.

Distribution of the granite.— As luis bccn statcd iu the prccediug chapter,

granite appears to underlie the sedimentary rocks of the Coast Ranges and

of the Sierra Nevada. According to Professor Whitney, a large portion of

the mountain system from Fort Tejon southward is composed of granite.

There are also large exposures of it in Shasta and Trinity Counties. In the

region between Clear Lake and New Idria it is found in the Gavilan Range,

occupies considerable areas near Monterey, forms the Farallone Islands,

and appears at Point Reyes and other localities in the neighborhood. Near

the town of Guadala, on the coast, in Mendocino County, large masses of

conglomerate are formed of granite bowlders cemented by granitic detritus.

In the interior of the Coast Ranges north of San Francisco it has not been

met with in place to the south of the Trinity Mountains, but probably

occurs in some of the chaparral-covered hills, since a very large part of the

pebbles in Cache Creek are granite.
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The arcose character of tlie sandstones of the Coast Ranges has been

described. In the Sierra Nevada granite is abundant, even in the foot-hills.

The higher Sierra, where not masked by lavas, consists chiefly of this rock.

From the main Sierra range the granite extends to Steamboat Springs and

Washoe Lake. Here it disappears under the eruptive rocks of the Virginia

Range, but reappears on the eastern side of this range near the southern

end of the Comstock lode.

The lithological character of the granites examined, from the Washoe

district to the Farallone Islands, does not greatly vary, the chief difference

being in the proportion of hornblende present. Some of the granite from

the neighborhood of the Comstock carries little or no hornblende, while at

Washoe Lake hornblende is particularly abundant. A moderate amount

of hornblende occurs in the granite of Steamboat Springs and on the west-

erly slope of the main Sierra. The Rocklin granite, from the western base

of the range, is also hornblendic. In the central Coast Ranges hornblende

is not abundant in the granite, only a portion of the specimens showing

this mineral and none a very large amount.

At the Comstock and at Steamboat Springs, as well as on the eastern

slope of the Sierra, the granite immediately underlies strata at least as old

as the Mesozoic. In the Coast Ranges, also, Neoeomian beds rest upon it.

No distinctly intrusive granite of Mesozoic or Tertiary age has been rec-

ognized in the present investigation. That such exists, as asserted by Pro-

fessor Whitney, I by no means deny; but there is at least some ground

for supposing that the main part of the rock is Arcluean.

Granite of Steamboat Springs.—Tlils is a ratlicr coarso-graincd, gray rock, the

grains averaging 1.5'"™ to 2™'" in diameter. Plainly visible are quartz, feld-

spar (in part triclinic), dark-green hornblende, and black mica. Under the

microscope are seen quartz, oligoclase, orthoclasc, dark-brown, uniaxial

biotite, dirty-green hornblende, and accessory minerals. These last are

apatite, titanite, zircon, mag-netite, chlorite, epidote, and ferric oxide. The

quartzes are in large part composite grains and of course contain fluid in

elusions. The feldspars show m many cases undulous extinction and very

often also zonal structure The crystals of primary consolidation are bet-

ter distinguished from those of secondary consolidation than is usual in
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granites. Of these the first are long prisms of oligoclase (vvitli appropriate

extinctions), more or less irregular prisms of hornblende (often with good

hexagonal cross-sections), and irregular foils of blotite. The minerals of

secondary consolidation are quartz and orthoclase, with perhaps a portion

of the oligoclase. This division is only approximate, however, for grains

of quartz are embedded in well developed hornblende prisms of first con-

solidation.

The plagioclase in some of these specimens is much more striking

under the microscope than the orthoclase, and this fact might lead an ob-

server to doubt which mineral predominated. In cases of this kind there

is really no means of determining by microscopical examination the rela-

tive quantities present, for, since the areas of the grains cut by the slide

vaiy with the form and position of the grains as well as with their cubic

contents, the most careful study of the areas exposed, or even of the areas

of each grain, will lead to no definite result unless the diff"erence in quan-

tity is very great. To test tlie matter 42 grams of such a specimen were

reduced to a grain of 0.5""", which, in consideration of the coarseness of the

rock, was considered sufficiently fine, and separated by the Thoulet method.

The separation seemed very successful, there being a very small loss from

dust. The following is the result:

Per cent.

(1) At specific gravity 2.77, ferromagnesian silicates 17

(2) At specific gravity 2.67, impure feldspar 5

(3) At specific gravity 2.64, feldspar 12

(4) At specific gravity 2.62, quartz 34

(5) At specific gravity 2.00, feldspar, with some quartz 1)

(G) At specific gravity 2.58, feldspar 12

(7) At specific gravity 2.56, feldspar 5

(8) At specific gravity 2.54, feldspar 6

The only triclinic feldspar detected under the microscope was oligo-

clase, and the feldspar heavier than quartz was undoubtedly of tliis species.

As appears from the table, about 1 7 per cent, of this mineral fell before the

quartz. At first sight it would appear that orthoclase predominated greatly

ill the rock, since the larger part of the feldspar is lighter than quartz. It

is a suspicious circumstance, however, that the range of densities is so great,

and mixtures are to be suspected. Clieraical tests of (.5), (G), (7), and (8)
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showed considerable quantities of soda in all excepting the last. Quan-

titative determinations of the alkalis in ((3) were then made, giving 3.08

per cent, potash and 5.54 per cent. soda. Thi.s, however, does not settle

the matter, since it is well known that orthoclases sometimes contain

more potash than soda.' The specific gravities of these minerals also

vary greatly, but it is certain that many specific-gravity determinations

have been made with impure material. No less an authorit}^ than Professor

Tschermak gives the specific gravity of orthoclase as 2.558; albite, 2 624;

anorthite, 2.758. These figures, on Tschermak's theory, would give oligo-

clase at 2.658. If the specific gravities of (5), (6), and (7) be assumed to

be each 0.01 higher than that at which they fell and if the mixture of

orthoclase and oligoclase, which would give these specific gravities, be com-

puted at Professor Tscliermak's figures, it will appear that the granite in

question must have contained almost exactly equal quantities of oligoclase

and orthoclase. Taking into account its association with less plagioclastic

rocks, its habitus, etc., there can be no doubt that it is to be classed as a

granite, and not as a plagloclase rock.

There are light-colored bands in the granite at Steamboat Springs

which bear the appearance of dikes of granitic rock. Under the mi-

croscope these dike-like masses are found to be somewhat decomposed

granite-porphyry, showing rounded grains of quartz, orthoclase, oligoclase,

and remains of ferromagnesian sdicates in a microcrystalline groundmass

which appears to consist mainly of orthoclase and quartz. The larger

quartzes in this rock show abundant fluid inclusions. These dikes were

not observed to penetrate the overlying metamorphic rocks, and are

probably older than the latter, if not substantially of the same age as the

granite.

The granites collected from the eastern ridges of the Sierra are not

distinguishable from those of Steamboat Springs ; but a granite from

Washoe Lake shows exceptionally well developed, long hornblende-crystals

embedded in a very white quartz-feldspar hiass. The mica is less promi-

nent.

' Compare Daua: Syst. of Mill. ; and Rolh: AIljj. uud cUem. Geo!.
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Granite from the Coast Ranges.— Tile speciuieiis tVoiii the Gavilaii Range, from

the Farallones, from Marin County, and from Horsetown, Shasta County,

do not differ notably from those of Steamboat Springs. A portion of the

Montei'cy granite is extremely coarse. Microcline was observed in slides

from two of the localities mentioned; muscovite occurs, but is not common

;

and hornblende is present in some of them, but not in large quantities. The

crystals of primary and secondary consolidation are less marked in tlie

Coast Ranges than in the Nevada granite, and in a granite from Olema,

Marin County, there is some granophyric structure. These differences,

slight as they are, are probably due rather to the accidents of collection

than to any persistent difference in type.

Older porphyries of the Coast Ranges. No erUptive rOCks antedating tlie PoSt-

Miocene upheaval have been detected in place during the present investi-

gation ; but in the conglomerates of the Knoxville series, at Knoxville, and

in a conglomerate stratum lying just above the base of the Chico, at New
Idria, pebbles of porphyry have been found. In appearance these sets of

pebbles strongly i-esemble each other, and, although there is considerable

variation in their mineralogical composition, they seem at present fairly ref-

erable to a single group. They are all quartzose and the quartzes contain

fluid inclusions, often in abundance. There are also patches in the quartzes

which resemble devitrified glass. There are in some cases remains of por-

phyritic hornblende-cr3-stals, naostly decomposed. A large portion of the

porphyritic feldspars are plagioclastic and appear to be refei'able to oligo-

clase and andesine. Many of the porphyritic feldspars are unstriated, but

none was detected showing good cleavages and certainly referable to ortlio-

clase. The feldspar of the groundmass is microcrystalline and cannot

be satisfactorily determined under the microscope. The quantity of the

groundmass is usually so large that the feldspar which it contains must

determine the classification of the rock. A j)artial analysis was made of

one of tlie Knoxville specimens (No. 76) with the following result:

Per cent.

Silica, SiO- 68.800

Soila, Na-0 10.021

Potnssa, K=0 0.912

This is evidently a plagioclase rock and must be considered u por-

phyritic diorite.
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Had tlie porphyries found in the Ohico conglomerate been ejected after

the Post-Neocomiau upheaval they would almost certainly have been de-

tected in the extensive exposures examined at and to the south of New

Idria. The porphyry at this point is therefore probably of nearly the same

age as the similar rock found associated in the Knoxville conglomerates

with granite pebbles and with fossils characteristic of the Knoxville series.

The eruption of this porphyry must antedate a part of the Knoxville period,

and the negative evidence is that it preceded the entire group of strata in

which the fragments occur. Like the porphyry found in the granite at

Steamboat Springs it is not improbably little younger than the granite.

Diabase from Steamboat Springs.—Auioug tlio greatly disturbcd, partially meta-

morphosed, highly inclined, sedimentary rocks of Steamboat Springs, which

are overlain by andesites and basalts, occur some conglomerates. In these

were found dark pebbles of a crystalline rock sti'ikingly resembling the

material which forms the east wall of the Comstock lode in Vii'ginia City.

Under the microscope these pebbles proved to be plagioclase-pyroxene

porphyries with a crystalline groundmass. The pyroxenes are entirely

decomposed, but the chloi'ite and other decomposition products retain the

characteristic forms of augite or hypersthene. To which of these minerals

the original substance belonged cannot therefore be told. This rock is

microscopically as well as macroscopically indistinguishable from the por-

phyritic diabase of the Comstock. The beds in which the pebbles occur

are at least as old as the Mesozoic.^

LAVAS.

Volcanic rocks of Steamboat Springs.—The audcsitcs aud basalts of Stcauiboat

Springs form a most interesting series both in themselves and because they

throw some additional light upon the important occurrences near the Com-

stock lode, which is only six miles from the Springs in a straight line and

• I Lavo already drawn atteatiou to the rocks of Steamboat Springs in a paper entitled " Wasboe
rocks" : Bull. California Acad. Sci. No. G, 1836, p. 9:3; see, also, my paper On the texture of nias.sive

rocks: Am. Jour. Sci., :!d series, vol. 33, 1887, p. 50; and Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 17, On the Develop-

ment of Crystallizatioa in tbo Igneous Rocks of Wasboe, Nevada, witb Notes on the Geology of tbo

District, by Messrs. Hague and Iddings.

MON XIII 10
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lies on the opposite tlank of the same range. A portion of this series also

possesses a close analogy to some of the andesites of the Coast Eanges.

A detailed account of tlie occurrence of these rocks will be given in the

descriptive geology of the locality. Here it is sufficient to state that the

latest eruption is normal basalt and the earliest a normal, dense hornblende-

andesite, while between the two comes a series of pyroxenic eruptions

which form a natural group. All of this group have the rough fracture and

porous texture which a few years ago would have led to its being called

trachyte.' The exposures, as is so usual in the Great Basin, are admirable,

a large proportion of the entire neighborhood being bare rock.

Andesites of Steamboat Springs.—Tlio predominant Variety of the (dder horn-

blende-andesite of Steamboat Springs is a grayish-blue, dense, fine-grained,

thin-bedded rock, with a few porphyritic feldspars of small size. It is

en'.irelv similar to one variety of the earlier hornblende-andesite of the

Washoe district. Intermingled with this rock in the eastern portion of the

mass are patches of coarser-grained and more porphyritic modifications.

The relations of these patches to the fine-grained material were studied

with great care, and no evidence was found that they were separate erup-

tions; on the contrary, it was clear at several points that they represented

merely local modifications of structure. These coarser-grained rocks are in-

distinguishable from the prevalent older hornblende-andesite of the Washoe

district. In the western area of the earlier hornblende-andesite the fine-

grained, fissile rock is also abundant, but here it is associated with consid-

erable masses of what is plainly glassy rock. Transitions were distinctly

traced here also.

Under the microscope no very definite lines can be drawn between

these older rocks. Thus, No. 313 is a gray rock showing many porph}-ritic,

black hornblendes Under the microscope this s])ecimen is found to be

composed of Ijrownish-green hornblendes with heavy, black borders (many

'Previous to my cxjiiiiiuatiou of the Comstock, tbe United States geologists aud Professor Zirkcl

regarded tlio lutcr Iiorublcndo-audesito of Waslioe and many similar occurrences clsewbere as traciiytc.

I showed that tlie Washoe rock contaiued uo sauidiuo and stated that, from a cursory examinatiou of

the trachyte slides of tlio fortieth parallel collection, there was " much reason to helieve that trachyte

occurs less often than had been supposed in the Ore it Basin area " (Second Ann. Rept. U. S. Gool. Sur-

vey, 1880-'31, i>. :iO0; Geology of the Comstock Lode, Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 3. p. 374). A year

later Messrs. Hague a;id I Idings announced that tlirr.) were no trachytes in the collections or tlie

forfictli parallel from th J Great B isin (Tliird Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, lH31-'aa, p. 12).
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of wliicli liave entirel}' replaced tlie ampliibole), a very little pyroxene, and

a moderate number of porpliyritic plagioclases embedded in a fine-grained,

holocrvstalline groundmass of magnetite and feldspar, a portion of the latter

being granular and a portion microlitic. In No. 2ort, a light-gray rock with

small porpln-ritic hoi-nblcndes, the amphibole is entirely replaced by black

border, the porpliyritic feldspars are small and few in number, and the

groundmass is a more luiiform, fine-grained material. No 18 is a specimen

of the prevalent fine-grained variety and presents under the microscope no

considerable difference from No. 25a, excepting that the hornblendes are

smaller. The glassy variety of this rock shows under the microscope sniall

brown hornblendes with heavy black borders, an occasional pyroxene, a

few small porphj-rilic feldspars, and a groundmass consisting of feldspathic

microlites and magnetite embedded in a glass base. Fluidal structure is

common.

The younger andesites of Steamboat Springs are all of the trachytic

type, gi'ay or reddish or yellowish rocks, rough and soft. Though these

rocks stand in such close relations that I shall venture to propose a single

name to embrace them all, they are divisible into' three groups. In one

large area the rock is extremely uniform and is essentiall}- a pyroxene-

andesite containing abundant augite and hypersthene. A few very minute,

black-bordered hornblendes are usually visible under the microscope, but

they certainly do not form 1 per cent, of the entire quantity of bisilicates.

This rock contains no mica. Large poi'phyritic plagioclases, which appear

to be andesine, are embedded with tlie bisilicates in a groundmass of

feldspar microlites and magnetite. A second pretty well defined variety is

a hornblendic I'ock in general appearance similar to the first variety. It

always contains more or less pyroxene. It also often contains mica. This

last mineral seems to be entirely absent in some croppings and even over

small areas. A few flakes only occur in other masses, while in others still it

is fairly abundant, and in one area brown mica with a variable angle be-

tween the optical axes forms a large part of the rock. This rock appears to

be substantially identical with that which I called later hornblende-andesite

in the Washoe district, whei'e also mica is present in variable quantities

and is sometimes absent. Messrs. Hague and Iddings prefer to rename
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this rock hornblende-raica-andesite, a term which would he misleading as

applied to Steamboat Springs, where later hornblende-andesite is certainly

appropriate, since five well defined dikes of it cut the earlier hornblende-

andesite. A portion of these dikes show mica ; the others, none. The

greater part of this rock is holocrystalline, but some croppings contain glass,

sometimes in imperfect spherolitic forms. In two cases hornblendes with

concentric, double, black borders were noticed.

More interesting than either of these varieties of the younger ande-

sites is the third, which, for lack of a better name, I will call provisionally

transition andesite. This variety occurs in a number of areas shown on the

western portion of the map, some of which are small, isolated, and excel-

lently exposed. They are as trachyticin texture as the associated varieties

and are frequently laminated, the sheets being half an inch to an inch in

thickness and not very sharply divided from one another. The andesites

of Clear Lake show the same structure. The transition andesites are of

exceedingly variable composition, even in the smaller areas. Some speci-

mens are almost purely pyroxenic; others, at a distance of only a few feet,

carry much more hornblende than pyroxene. Sometimes mica is present,

but oftener absent, though it has been found in all of the principal areas.

In one area olivine also has been detected in several specimens. One of

these comes from a portion of the rock which appears to lie beneath the

remainder and is much denser than usual, but other olivinitic specimens

are of the ordinary trachytic type.

The younger andesites are comparatively recent, though older than

the basalt. They show few signs of erosion and cap a large part of the Vir-

ginia Range near Steamboat Springs. They also form the Ilufaker Buttes,

between Steamboat and Reno, where, too, micaceous and non-micaceous

rocks are found in company. The younger andesites are nearly- contem-

poraneous. The highly micaceous, later hornblende-andesite overlies and

appears to have followed the less micaceous portion of the same variety.

The relative ages of the pyroxenic and hornblendic varieties are not abso-

lutely certain. ( )n the map will be found a dike of later hornblende-andesite,

which should cut pyroxene-andesite were it younger than the latter. It is

not thus shown, but it is not impossible that it may do so, for at the points
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wliere it should be exposed the ground is so covered with bowklers of tlie

pyroxene-andesite, which have rolled down from the adjoining liill, that

the croppings may have been concealed. Repeated and careful search was

made for them in vain. The transition andesite, though, like the others,

certainly younger than the earlier hornblende-andesite, does not stand in

structural relation to the other varieties. That it is very iiearlv of the

same age seems certain. In the Washoe district the micaceous rocks suc-

ceeded the pyroxene rocks of Mt. Kate,' but are connected with them by

transitions. On the other hand, Mr. Lindgren found that near Bodie pvrox-

ene outflows succeeded micaceous ones.

It would be a very easy matter so to arrange the slides of the older

and younger andesites of Steamboat that they would seem to form a con-

tinuous series, and a tolerable argument might thus be offered for regarding

the rocks as substantially one. It would be more difficult to treat the hand

specimens in this way, while no observer could examine the rocks in place

at Steamboat without perceiving the difference in age and geological posi-

tion of the older and younger andesites

The services which the microscope renders to lithological geology are

very great, but there are f;icts connected with this study which are not best

elucidated by examining the rocks a square millimeter at a time. It might,

indeed, be said that since these rocks are so closely allied it is useless to

make geological distinctions between them; but, if the purpose of lithology

is to ascertain the causes which underlie the variations in composition and

structure of rocks, the progresit' of this branch of science could only be

dela3ed by a failure to study and record all the distinctions which it is pos-

sible to trace. When these causes are once understood, and not before, it

will be possible to judge what differences are trul}' significant.

A natural group of andesites.—A fact of souio Importancc, at Icast to the field

geologist, which is clearly brought out bv the study of the rocks of Steam-

boat Springs and confirmed b}' observations in California, is that there is a

group of comparatively recent andesites, varving considerably in mineral-

ogical composition, but possessing much macroscopical similarity and a

close geological relationsliij). Mo.st of the vounger andesites of Steamboat

' Bull. Clifuniiii A'-aii. Sd. X(i. i\ vol. "J. IgSG, p. 09.
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would iinquestiouably have been classified as trachytes by nearly every

American geologist a few years since. They are nearly all soft, rough,

light-colored rocks, possessing great similarity in external appearance and

in their mode of occurrence. This similarity cannot be regarded as acci-

dental, for the series of younger andesites found at Steamboat is repeated

at Mt. Shasta, which I visited for the purpose of instituting a comparison,

and in part also near Clear Lake, while the area regarded as trachyte by

all field observers at Washoe previous to my study of that district em-

braces highly pyroxenic, non-micaceous rocks as well as micaceous, horn-

bleudic andesite. If the macroscopical resemblance and the intimate asso-

ciation of these rocks be not accidental, it must be due to common features

in their origin or history, and they may therefore properly be I'egarded as

forming a natural group, recognized by earlier observers, though wrongly

named. They are all more or less pyroxenic rocks, which may contain

both mica and hornblende or one of these minerals or neither. Horn-

blende occurs in this series over large areas without associated mica, and

mica (near Clear Lake) in large areas without associated hornblende. The

members of this series are connected by transitions wherever I have studied

them. There is certainly a marked distinction between this series and the

older liornblende-andesite, both at Steamboat and at Washoe, as there is

also at the latter locality between it and the earlier dense pyroxene-ande-

site. Xear Clear Lake also the earlier pyroxene-andesite is distinct. The

causes of these difi'erences are not as yet known. I do not believe that

they depend simply upon the rate of cooling or upon the pressure under

which the rock has cooled. As has been mentioned, a portion of the older

liornblende-andesite of Steamboat is glassy, while directly associated with

the glass is ordinar}", dense, older andesite. That a glassy magma cooled

slowly under considerable pressure will crystallize appears almost certain,

and it is to be inferred that the earlier andesite at this locality has not been

very deeply eroded. Consequently dense andesites may consolidate near

the surface. On the other hand, there are manv exposures of the vounger

andesites at depths of hundreds of feet, and in the Sutro tunnel at a

depth of some 2,000 feet below what must be supposed to have been the

surface of the rock at the period of eruption. Such exposures are indeed
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holociystallino, but they retain their trachytic character in spite of having

cooled at great depths. I incline to the supposition that, owing to chemical

differences in the material of secondary consolidation, a greater change of

volume has accompanied this final process in the more recent series than in

the earlier one and that the cracked feldspars and the smaller cohesion of

the trachyte-like rock are due to this change of volume, ihilk analyses of

the younger andesites indicate a slightly more acid composition, hut it

would be a matter of great difificidty to separate the cr_vstals of [)rimary

and secondary consolidation for analysis. Means of deciding this rpiestion

may, however, be devised.

Should the series of younger andesites discussed above, together with

the transitional varieties, prove common on the Pacific slope and, as a rule,

distinct from the earlier and denser rocks, these plagioclase rocks might

convenientl}' l^e termed asperltcs,^ at least for field purposes, in reference to

their trachytic character. If these relations, traced by me at four impor-

tant localities and suggested by hasty inspection at other points, are gen-

eral, it will only be necessary to substitute the term asperite for trachyte

on many of the earlier geological maps of the western United States to

represent the facts from a modern point of view. Even if the term asperite

does not obtain a permanent place in lithological nomencdature, it cannot

be amiss to consider its expediency. The nomenclature of lithology is

and must always remain more or less arbitrary. I'hat classification is the

best which takes account of the greatest number of natural relations; but

no classification can embrace them all. To \n\ mind it is an advantage

that the term asperite expresses structural as well as mineralogical distinc-

tions, for, though a purely nnneralogical classification of rocks is extremely

simple, it ignores many of their properties which are of the utmost interest

and importance. That the ultimate classification will be purely mineralog-

ical appears to me in the highest degree improbable, nor can I believe that

it will be founded solely upon microscopical peculiarities."

' From asper, rongb, the Latin equivalent of rpaxi-;.

2 C. W. Giinibel (Sitzungsber.k.bayer. Aliad. Wiss., Muniib, vol. 2, 1S81, pp. 365-36.^) suggested ten-

tatively tbat tbe andesitin rocks of Soutb and Central America might be divided iuto two types, one

trachytic, tbe other basaltic in habitus. I was not awaio of this suggestion when tbe text was writ-

ten. Giirabel's material was meager. In bis specimens of trachytic habitus, corresponding to my as-

perites, he found no mica. Tlu; specimens nf bas:iltic habitus nbich he examined imludcd none in
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Andesites of the quicksilver belt.— Andcslte is abundant near Clear Lake, and

thence southward. This region was studied chiefly for its bearing upon

the geology of the Sulphur Bank, and no attempt was made to investigate

the separate varieties of andesite minutely. Besides the information to be

derived from specimens, however, it is certain that the andesite of this

region was ejected at two distinct periods, of which one preceded the

Pliocene Cache Lake beds. This earlier andesite is largely represented

in the conglomerates or uncompacted, pebbly beds of Cache Lake. The

later andesitic eruption which forms the mass of Mt. Konocti closed the

Cache Lake period very late in the Pliocene, but preceded the basalt

eruptions by an unknown though considerable interval. The older ande-

site, represented by Chalk Mountain and by the pebbles in the Cache

Luke beds, is a rather dense, bluish-gray rock, somewhat altered in most

cases. Under the microscope it is found to be composed of pyroxene and

feldspar crystals embedded in a groundmass consisting of feldspar niicro-

lites and magnetite. The feldspar of the groundmass is all microlitic and

the structure is similar to that of the "felted" groundmass so common in

pyroxene-andesites, except that it is irnusually coarse. The pyroxene is

mostly rhombic, but is very light colored and shows no dichroism. Pre-

cisely similar to this andesite is one from the northern end of Thurston

Lake. This occurrence appeared from field examination to be older than

the asperites b}' which it is accompanied, while from its similarity under the

microscope to the rock of Chalk Mountain it seems altogether probable that

it is of the sama age as the latter. These rocks contain no hornblende.

The younger andesites of Clear Lake are referable to the group of

asperites discussed above. Macroscopicall}^ they are dark-gray or tawny,

soft, trachytic rocks, often showing lamination more or less distinctly. In

fact these lavas are entirely indistinguishable from some of the andesites of

Steamboat Springs. They are pyroxene rocks, and not a single slide shows

a particle of amphibole. In one slide, however, are a few minute patches

of opacite with iri-egular outlines, which possiblv, Ijut by no means cer-

tainly, replace hornblendes. On the other hand, mica is a frequent though

which hornblende was the prevalent liisilicate. In the western United States the asperites are usually

micaceons and dense hornhleude-andesitea are abundant. The latter are generall.v distinct from the

Uensc, pyroxenic rocks. Giimbel divides his types at 57 per cent, of silica.
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not universal constituent of these rocks. The occurrence of biotlte and

pyroxene, unaccompanied by a trace of hornblende, is somewhat excep-

tional in eruptive rocks; at least I am unacquainted with any area so large

as that at Clear Lake wdiich is thus characterized. In other respects these

andesites are not peculiar, showing porphyritic plagioclases with augiteand

hypersthene in a groundmass of feldspar grains and magnetite, sometimes

holocrystalline and sometimes accompanied by glass. In some cases where

biotite makes its appearance the pyroxene is found to be exclusively hyper-

sthene, suggesting that the mica in a sense replaces or represents augite, but

augite and biotite sometimes appear in the same slide. One specimen shows

augite, hypersthene, biotite, and a few sharply defined, vividly polarizing

olivines. The groundmass in this case contains some base, but no apprecia-

ble amount of pyroxene, and there is nothing basaltic in the appearance of

either the specimen or the slide. The porph3-ritic feldspars of these rocks,

as determined by optical methods, are referable to labradorite and probably

io part to andesine, while the microlitic feldspars show the extinctions of

oligoclase.

At t.wo localities on the southerl}- slope of Mt. Konocti dacite is found.

One of these is about half way up the slope, the other near the foot. It

is remarkable that cinnabar is associated with each and that from the

higher occurrence, known as the Uncle Sam mine, considerable quantities

of ore liave been taken. The rock at each of these spots is much decom-

posed, but what remains of the feldspar is all triclinic and the ferromag-

nesian silicates were certainly principally pyroxene. No distinct evidence

of hornblende or mica is perceptible, but it is not impossible that some of

each existed.

Andesitic glass.— (jlosely associated with the more or less glassy asperites

of Clear Lake are large areas of volcanic glass. This glass is often

opaque, excepting in very thin splinters, and possesses a high luster, as if

charged with metallic oxides. Sparsely distributed in it, and forming cer-

tainly less than 1 per cent, of the mass, are sometimes crystalline grains.

Such a specimen is No. 13, Clear Lake, collected half a mile south of Kel-

sevville. Under the microscope it is found to be a mass of light-brown

glass, full of excessively minute, black trichites, usually arranged in stellar
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groups. A few small grains, but no lath-like microlites, of plagioclase and

a group of augite and liyperstliene crystals also appear. Tlie niicroscope

thus confirms the reference of this material to the andesitic eruptions. This

specimen was analyzed with the result given below.

For comparison with this glass an analysis was also made of No. 7,

Clear Lake, an asperite from the southeast peak of Mt. Konocti. This rock

contains a few quartz grains, but is otherwise similar to most of the asperites

of the region. It is sensibly holocrystalline. The components are plagio-

clase, augite, hypersthene, iron ores, and quartz. The porphyritic feld-

spars are probably andesine. The hypersthene occurs in prisms of consid-

erable length, while the augite is found in small grains. The groundmass

is chiefly made up of microlites and irregular grains of plagioclase. The

rock is slightly decomposed and contains a little calcite.

In the following table, I is the andesitic obsidian. No. 13, Clear Lake,

and II is the asperite, No. 7, Clear Lake, just described:
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half as much ag'aui alkali as the other rock. The difterence in the specific

gravities is also noteworthy. A coaiparison between these analyses and

those of some basaltic lavas will be made below.

Andasites south of Clear Lake.—Mxtcnslvc arefts of andesitc occur to the south-

ward of Clear Lake. Mt. Cobb and Mt St Helena and, indeed, a great part

of the range of which the latter forms the culminating peak, known as tluf

Mayacmas Mountains, are andesitic. The andesites extend down almost

continuously to within a few miles of Vallejo, at the head of the IJay of

San Francisco. A considerable amount of reconnaissance work has been

done in this area for the purpose of studying the many quicksilver mines or

prospects which occur in the same region; but no attempt has been made

to map this andesite area or to work out the separate eruptions. Both dense

andesites of the earlier type and tlie asperites are represented. All the speci-

mens excepting one appear to be purely p3'roxenic, and no mica has been

observed. A single slide from near Napa City shows some small greenish-

brown 'hornblendes, accompanied by augite and hypersthene. As a rule

there is more hypersthene than augite in these rocks, but this relation is

sometimes reversed. The pyroxene never enters in considerable quantities

into the composition of the gronndmass. The feldspars, both porphyritic

and microiitic, in the Mayacmas Range andesites seem to be mainly labra-

dorite, a fact of special interest in view of the abnormal acidity of some of

them. The gronndmass of most of the slides shows feldspar microlites and

magnetite embedded in glass, which is sometimes partially devitrified and

sometimes full of trichites. The glass often shows a banded or rhyolitic

structure.

To the south of the estuary of the Sacramento River volcanic rocks

are much less abundant than to the north, but they are not entirely want-

ing. Wliile hornblende is unusually rare in the northern andesites, aspe-

i-ite, carrying both hornblende and mica, occurs near Mt. Diablo. Professor

Whitney' mentions a belt of "trachyte" some fifteen miles northeast of

Tres Pinos. It may be considered certain that asperite is meant. My
party has not visited this locality, but we collected pebbles from compar-

atively recent gravel beds and from the present streams between Tres

' Geol. Survey California, Geology, vol. 1, p. 47.
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Pinos and New Idria, many of which are entirely similar to the northern

andesites. Tliat these rjcks must be in place somewhere In tlie hills is of

course certain, but they were not encountered.

Rhyoiite.— Onlv one occurrence of rhyolite is known in the whole area

dealt with in this memoir. This is a dike at New Almaden, far from any

other known outcrop of eruptive rock. Its occurrence here is specially

significant when considered in connection with the ore deposits. The crop-

pings are niostlv of a tufo-like consistency, and in consequence have de-

composed to a considerable extent. They are light colored, and without

careful scruthiy might be mistaken for clastic material. Under the micro-

scope they are found to be composed of porphyritic grains of quartz and

feldspars, both striated and unstriated, with a little lirown mica in a ground-

mass, which is sometimes holocrystalliue (possibly as a result of devitrifi-

cation) and sometimes shows the pseudospherolitic structure so common in

rhyolites. In the latter case some glass remains in the groundmass, and

inclusions of glass are common in the quartzes of both varieties. To de-

termine the character of the predominant feldspars a portion of specimen

No. 47 was reduced to coarse powder as usual and separated in a Thoulet

solution of a specific gravity of 2.59. Eighty-one per cent, floated. This

consisted of feldspar with groundmass and a little adhering quartz It

gave a strong potash reaction. This i-hyolite is later than the Post-Miocene

npheaval.

Basalt.— Basalt is very widely distributed on tlie Pacific slope Being

the last eruption, it is seldom covered over by material of anv kind. The

thin flows of this rock have also spread over a greater area than the com-

parati\ely viscous andesites of equal volume could ha\e done. Both

macroscopically and microscopically the rock is Aery monotonous in its

character and presents comparatively few points of interest.

At Steamboat Springs the thin flows of olivinitic basalt are found

under the microscope to be entirely normal and precisely similar to the

basalt of the Washoe district. Similar rocks are found in the Panoche Val-

ley, in the San Benito Valley, near Mt. Diablo, and at many points between

the Bay of San Francisco and Clear Lake. Near Clear Lake they are

somewhat more notable, since much of the rock at this point is scoriaceons
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and foriiLs pretty well develujx'd volcanic cones of small size. The scori-

aceous basalt does not differ from the ordinary variety under the microscope,

except by the pre.'ience of many cavities and a comparatively large amount

of ferrujrinous decomposition-products. In this region olivine is very ir-

regularly distributed, some croppings showing unusually great quantities

of this mineral, while in others it is macroscopically and microscopically

absent. This irregularity was noticed even in single patches of the rock,

which could not possibly be assigned to different eruptions. Whether

olivine is absent or present, the structure of the rock remains the same, the

interstices between small, lath-like plagioclases being filled with pyro.xene

microlites. 01ivine.is thus a frequent but not an essential constituent of

the California basalts, and the microscopic distinction between this rock

and andesite consists in the order of genetic succession of the component

minerals. The olivine frequently includes quadrilateral picotite crvstals

and as a rule shows signs of incipient decomposition.

The feldspars of the basalts of the ([uicksilver belt are seldom porphy-

ritic and they usually assume the form of elongated, more or less microlitic

crystals, often with terminal faces. The predominant species is labradorite,

but oligoclase may be present among the smaller individuals. The pre-

dominant pyroxene is augite, which is sometimes present in large grains,

but always as small grains in the groundmass. It presents no peculiarities.

Hypersthene is also found in a few sections. It of course extinguishes

light when the principal nicol sections are parallel to the main axis, and it

shows interference colors which are gray and yellow, differing markedly

from those of augite. Like the hypersthene of the Chalk Mountain ande-

site, however, its dichroism is not sensible. So far as ascertained, only the

larger pyroxene crystals are ever hypersthene, that of the groundmass

where determinable being augite. Hypersthene has been supposed by

Messrs. Hague and Iddings to replace olivine. To some extent this appears

to be the case in the basalts of the quicksilver belt; at least there are a

number of thin sections in which hypersthene occurs and which do not

contain olivine. Olivine and hypersthene also occur in the same sections,

however, and there are many slides in which neither olivine nor hypei'sthene

appears.
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At Sulphur Bank the Ijasalt bears peculiar and very interesting rela-

tions to volcanic glasses. Field examinations showed that an area of

obsidian south of Borax Lake passed over into a rock which bore every

appearance of being an ordinary basalt. This glass is a dark-gray ma-

terial, transparent in masses a quarter of an inch or more in thickness and

without any peculiarly high luster. It occurs some miles from any ande-

site area and presents a very different appearance from the andesitic glass

described above. On analysis, however, it proved to contain above 75 per

cent, of silica. This seemed at first to preclude its reference to a basaltic

eruption. It was afterwards found that Xo. 48i, a fine-grained basalt from

one of the craters at Sulphur Bank, normal in structure, but without oli-

vine, of a specific gravity of 2.82, contained 57.03 per cent of silica, a very

high content for a basalt; while No. 202, occurring at the outskirts of the

obsidian area, is a somewhat glassy basalt, density 2. GO, carrying olivine,

augite, and hypersthene, with feldspar microlites, and showing the charac-

teristic structure of this rock, contains no less than G6.87 per cent, of silica.

Even No. 150,/, which is macroscopically a pure glass, with a .specific grav-

ity of only 2. 33, and which carries 75.22 per cent, silica, proves under the

microscope to contain numerous small grains of pyroxene and long micro-

lites of plagioclase entirely similar to those in the basalts. Neither free quartz

nor orthoclastic feldspar has been detected in the slides of this obsidian.

The abundance of lath-like plagioclases in this glass distinguishes it micro-

scopically from the andesitic obsidian. In which the feldspars are mostly, if

not wholly, irregular grains or developed crvstals of primary consolidation.

The microscope thus supports the conclusion, reached from field ob-

servation before either microscopical examinations or chemical determina-

tions had been made, that the obsidian near Borax Lake is a portion of a

basaltic eruption. Tlie transition has been again tested in the field- since

the laboratory work was completed.

In the following table the anah^sis of the obsidian from the area imme-

diately soutli of Borax Lake is given under I. For comparison a second

basalt (No. 85, Clear Lake) was analvzed, and its composition is given

under II. This latter is from the basalt blutfs south of Burns Valley, at

no great distance from the obsidian. It is a dense, gray rock, remarkably
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rich in olivine. Under the microscope the rock appears wliolly nornial,

showing- tlie usual niicrolitic g-rounchnass of plagioclase needles and small

augite grains, while the porphyritic olivines are undecomposed. The
analysis shows, however, that it is rather siliceous for a basalt, in spite

of the great quantity of olivine. Under III is given the composition of an
ordinary basalt from Knoxville.
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been taken foi- quartz, but whicli ou separation and analysis proved to be

glass/ The inclosing rock contained 67.00 2)er cent, of silica, while the fcl-

lowing analysis shows the composition of" the glass :

Specific gravity '2. 351-2. :563

Silica, SiO- 70.82

Alumina, Al-O' 14.01

Limo, CuO 1.7G

Water, H-0 0.40

Alkalis (by (lifferoucc) 7.01

100. CO

In this case, therefore, the amorphous material accompanying well crystal-

lized components contained nearly 10 per cent, more silica, a large quantity

of alkalis, and very little lime.-

In the basalt of the Rossberg, near Darmstadt, also, Mr. T. Petersen^

found a bottle-green glass inclusion, or segregation, wdiich differed very

greatly indeed in its chemical composition from the surrounding mass, as

is shown by the following analyses:

Specific gravity

SUica.SiO-

Titiinicacid.TiO'

Aluinina.ArO'

Ferric oxi.lc, Fe'O''

Ferrous osiilo.FeO

Mans.innus oxide, MnO .

Magnesi:!, irpjO

Lime, CaO

Soila.Na'O

Potassa.K'O

Phosphoric acid, P-0* . .

.

Carhonic acid, CO-

Wator.H'O

Eock.
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These analyses are directly comparable with those of the basalt and

basaltic obsidian and with the andesite and andesitic obsidian from Clear

Lake, and the character of the differences is manifestly the same. In each

case the glass is comparatively very rich in alkalis and silica and contains

only a little lime or magnesia.

Inferences.—lu tlic rocks ft'om Anfuxta and the Rossberg only small blebs

or streaks of acid glass are found. At Clear Lake, on the other hand, im-

mense quantities of glass, covering large areas, accompany crystallized rocks

in such a maimer as to leave no doubt of their direct connection. The

natui-e of the cases is the same, but the size of the masses is veiy different,

and I am not aware that any instance has ever been studied in which areas

of glass which must be measured by the square mile are thus connected

with crystallized rocks of a different chemical composition. It is plain from

these occurrences that associated masses of very different chemical composi-

tion and of great volume sometimes form portions of the same eruptions.

They pass over into one another by transitions, but, whether they never

have been more thoroughly mingled than they now are or whether, having

been intimately mingled, they have separated by eliquation, it is perhaps

impossible to decide at present. The conditions show that they were in

contact in a fluid state and that the passage from the crystalline to the

amorphous rocks is a gradual one.

It is manifest that, in the case of these comparatively recent and super-

ficial rocks, the crystallization has been governed by the chemical compo-

sition, for the glassy and crystalline masses, while of different composition,

have been subjected to physical conditions which were nearly identical. It

cannot be doubted that there are many cases in which the differences in

structure of massive rocks are referable to chemical variations which are

perhaps numerically small. Even in the lavas it is not an infrequent thing

to find rounded masses wliich differ greatly in mineralogical composition

from the surrounding mass, and yet these have been subjected to ex-

actly the same physical conditions as the material in which they are em-

bedded. Even, therefore, if no chemical difference known to be significant

could be discovered, it would inevitably follow that such a difference nev-

ertheless existed, for variations in texture must be due to variations either

MON xiri—11
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in composition or in the physical conditions to which the several masses

have been subjected. A few tenths of 1 per cent, of carbon in iron changes

its fusibility and texture enormously and trifling quantities of silica or

alumina cause immense variation in the fusibility of the normal bisilicate,

iron blast-furnace slag. It is well known that when furnace men desire a slag

which fuses less readily than this they do not dare to add eitlier alumina

or silica, because either raises the melting point so rapidly. Lavas, which

are natural slags, must be affected in a similar way by these or by other

substances, such as titanium.

Granitoid and porphyritic texture. Wllilc tllC obsidiaUS of Clcar Lakc aud of tllO

Rossberg have evidently remained amorphous because of their peculiar

chemical composition, it by no means follows that liad tliey been cooled

sufficiently slowly they might not have crystallized. On the contrary, the-

ory and experiment alike point to the supposition that vitreous substances

will always crystaUize if they have sufficient opportunity. This is gener-

ally admitted.

It is often supposed to be merely an extension of the acknowledged

tendency to crystallization to maintain that, if glassy magma is only cooled

slowly enough, the result will be a mass which is not merel}' holocrystal-

line, but of granitic structure

The difference between typical granular texture and porphyritic text-

ure, however, is a very different matter from the distinction between holo-

crystalline and glassy structure, a fact which appears to have escaped the

attention of many lithologists. The conclusion to be drawn from granular

structure is that various minerals crystallized simultaneously, while the

larger mineral constituents of porphyries have evidently crystallized in

advance of the groundmass surrounding them.

If a substantially homogeneous fluid cools very slowly indeed, the

tendency will be for some of the resulting compounds to crystallize in ad-

vance of others, and therefore to attain a considerable size and good crys-

tallographic development. This follows both from theory and experiments

familiar to every chemist. If the cooling of such fluid is continued at a

very slow rate, the interstices must fill with other crystals the growth of

which will be interfered with by mutual opposition and the obstruction of
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the earlier crystals, and the final result will in general be a porphyry. Only

in the limiting and just supposable case that the formation of the various

final mineral ingredients of a rock liberates heat at exactly tlie same rate

can they all crystallize simultaneously from a substantially fluid mass and

produce a granular structure. This inference is strengthened by observa-

tions on typical porphyries. It is acknowledged that the larger crystals of

good porphyi'ies antedate eruption and have been formed at the enormous

pressures which must prevail at the sources of eruption. Had such rocks

never been ejected and had they cooled in place at an almost infinitesimal

rate, it seems to me that onlj- porphj'ries could have resulted from the process.

On the other hand, if a heterogeneous but more or less intimately

mingled mass is acted upon by chemically active solutions, the reaction

yielding heat most rapidly will vary from point to point with the composi-

tion. In such a magma a granidar structure would naturally result. These

are the conditions attending metamorphism, and highly metamori)hic rocks

are typically granular. Eruptive granular rocks (or those which most geol-

ogists believe to be eruptive) frequently, if not always, exhibit the best of

evidence that they are by no means of uniform composition, and have there-

fore never been thoroughlv or substantially fluid. Portions of such rocks

a few inches apart present differences in structure and mineralogical com-

position much more marked than those observed in lavas. The differences

can be due only to physical or chemical causes, and. since so closely ad-

joining portions of rocks must have been subjected to the same pressure

and must have cooled at the same rate, the only possible conclusion is that

the composition changes. These variations are so great and so abrupt as

to indicate that the original magma was not substantially fluid, a conclu-

sion long ago reached by Scheerer. A lack of fluidity and of homogeneity

thus characterizes magmas which yield granular rocks. This partial fusion

cannot be in general the result of pressure, for, while it is certain that some

magmas would yield porphyries if cooled at depths of many miles below the

surface, granular rDcks of analogous composition are known in many cases

to overlie sedimentary material later than the Arcluvan, and cannot have been

subjected to pressures so great as those under which the magmas of the

corresponding jxirphyries were substantially fluid.
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Conclusions.— It will readily be seen to be a consequence of tlie above

facts that granular rockvS having precisely the same composition as porphy-

ries cannot have been so highly heated as the latter and that granular

rocks as a grouji, unless they differ from the porphyries in chemiciil com-

position far more than has hitherto l)een suspected, cannot have been

subjected to temperatures on the whole so intense. Differences in texture

are in a great proportion of cases certainly due to differences in composi-

tion, and, even if one were to find a continuous column of rock porphy-

ritic at the upper end and gradually passing over into a granitoid mass at

the lower end, the occurrence would not prove that the difference in text-

ure was due to difference in pressui-e and rate of cooling, unless the com-

position were also proved to be identical (an impossibilitj') or it could be

shown that the granular rock had once been a real fluid and not merely a

half-fused mass full of solid particles of various kinds. Such instances as

the lavas of Clear Lake, the mingled granular and porphyritic diorites of

the Comstock, and many exposures of granite show that the homogeneity

of any single body of massive rock cannot be taken for granted and that

differences of composition lead to differences of texture almost certainly

greater than those resulting from the weight and slow conduction of thou-

sands of feet of rock.'

ORIGIN OF THE MASSIVE ROCKS.

Importance of the subject.— Grauitc Underlies the Coast Ranges and the Si-

erra Nevada, and much of the surface of these ranges is flooded with lava.

The question of the origin of these rocks is of great importance to a thor-

ough discussion of the ore deposits, for it is from the granite or the lava

that the ore is most likely to have been derived. The genesis of the re-

' I have discussed this subject more fully iu a paper on The texture of massive rocks: Am. Jour.

Sci., 3d series, vol. 3:5, 1887, p. .'lO. Prof. A. Lagorio has published a very valuable memoir ou the nat-

ure of glass base aud on the process of crystallizatiou iu eruptive rocks (Tschermalis mineral. Mii-

theil., vol. 8, ltiS7, p. 4;il). This paper reached me after the transmission of this volume. The author

carefully considers both the chemical and physical influences affecting the tundency to crystallization.

He points out the high alkali contents of the glasses and roaches the conclusion that potassium silicates

are I ho last to solidify. He refers granitoid structure to the sudden consolidation under pressure of

supersaturated solutions of several salts. This does not seem to me a satisfactory explanation. Simul-

taneous supersaturation of a solution of several silicates seems to me improbable, as does also their

simultaucous precipitation from supersaturated solution.
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agents in which the ore w;is dissolved previous to its deposition was also,

beyond a doubt, closely connected witli tlie origin of the massive rocks.

Hypothesis of sedimentary origin. As is WcU kuOWU, ttiaUy gCOloglstS SllppOSC

not only granite, but all eruptive rocks, to be i)roducts of the more or less

complete fusion of the sedimentary strata. On this supposition there

would be more or less organic matter or carbon distributed throughout all

rocks, and this material would exercise a most important influence on sub-

terranean chemical reactions. While the writers referred to maintain that

the massive rocks, without exception, have passed through the sedimentary

state, all are agreed that tlie material of which they are composed must

have originally formed a portion of the primeval massive crust of the

glolje. ^lost of them are of the opinion that tliese primeval rocks are so

deeply biu-iod beneath their own accumulated waste as to be totally inac-

cessible and that we know nothing of their character. The opinion here

sketched in its leading features is an old one, and, though a large number

of leading geologists dissent from it, it has found many able defenders.

These seem to me to have overlooked some objections and to have general-

ized too broadly from certain analogies. It is difficult to understand how

on a globe continually affected by upheaval and subsidence the rocks un-

derlying the sedimentary material can ever be entirely buried. It is

equally difficult to imagine any means by which the primeval rocks can

have been reduced to a clastic state at the enormous depth called for by

the h}'pothesis, a depth of at least twenty miles from the surface.

Primeval conditions.— Gcologists aud pliysiclsts are substantially agreed

that the earth was once an intensely heated, plastic or fluid spheroid. This

I Avill assume to be true. When water began to condense on the cooling

globe there were of course no sediments. Even as they first solidified the

rocks, cannot have been absolutely level, so that some portions of the

surface were more exposed tlian others. For the sake of simplicity in rea-

soning, one may first consider wdiat would have happened after the first

oceans formed, had there been no such thing as upheaval and subsid-

ence. It is clear that all the more elevated portions of the original surface

of the globe would have been cut down by erosive pi'ocesses and that the

entire globe would have been eventually covered by a shallow ocean, the
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liottoni of which would ha\e been in general a sediniented area. Tn certain

localitie.s one may .suppose that oceanic currents might have cut through

thi.s stratum of sediment and eroded the underlying primeval rocks to some

extent, but it is certain that action of this description would soon find a

limit, and that thereafter no sensible mechanical action would be exerted

on the primeval rocks. Consequently, the quantity of sediment could

never increase perceptibly beyond a certain fixed and ver}- moderate limit.

Effect of upheavr.;s.— If uplieaval Averc now sujoposed to be introduced into

terrestrial economy, portions of the universal sedimented area would be

raised into continents and would undergo erosion. The stratum of sedi-

ment having been removed, the primeval rock would again be exposed and

its degradation would increase the total amount of sedimentary material.

If upheaval were confined to certain areas and were a continuous

process, while corresponding subsidence took place in other and distinct

areas, primeval rocks Avould continue to be exposed in continental regions,

at least for a very long tiuie. If upheaval and subsidence were to alter-

nate in the same areas, but if in certain regions the upheavals were on the

whole somewhat in excess of the subsidences, primeval rocks Avould appear

at the surface of these areas from time to time and the total quantity of

sediment on the globe would at these times receive accessions.

Upheavals and subsidences could alternate and balance one another

on each portion of the globe only if the influences tending to produce these

movements were everywhere exactly balanced. The mere fact that the

poles receive less heat than the equatorjal regions establishes a difference

of phj'sical conditions on various portions of the earth, which certainly in-

fluences erosion and cannot but affect changes of level. However complex

and remote the connection may be between upheaval and evaporation, some

I'elation certainly subsists between them, and it is not possible that on a

globe like ours there should not be a tendency to a greater prevalence of

uplifts in some regions than in others

Bearing of Dana's continental theory— It is clear tliat, if Professor Daua's theory

of the permanence of continental areas is correct, it substantiates the con-

clusion drawn above, that there are areas in which the tendency to upheaval

on the whole exceeds the tendency to subsidence. There is much evidence
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in favor of Professor Dana's theory, though some geologists do not accept

it. If this theory were absolutely disproved, it would still be impossible

to suppose that upheaval and subsidence everywhere exactly balance each

other in the long ran. If continents once existed where the great oceans

now lie, a perfect history of the earth would show that there were contir

nents in some parts of the world through larger portions of geological time

than in other regions. In regions where the total erosion has exceeded the

total sedimentation, the original crust must almost certainly be exposed.

Bearing of principle of hydrostatic equilibrium. Notlliug UX geology is HlOrC CCrtaiu

than that the earth is very nearlj' in a condition of hydrostatic equilibrium,'

and it is the maintenance of this equilibrium which necessitates upheaval

and subsidence. This is perfectly evident if the interior of the earth is fluid.

It is also true if the earth is solid to the center and as rigid as steel or

glass; for a mass as large as the eartli of either of these substances could

not maintain a shape diverging considerably from a- form of fluid equilibri-

um for any length of time. Even masses of metal of a few tons (e. g.,

metallic mirrors for astronomical purposes) undergo deformations by their

own weight. So also will a slab of marble supported at its extremities,

and, in short, the flow of solids in general is a well recognized fact.- Now,

if the earth is a solid, highly viscous mass, as Thomson and Darwin have

concluded, the effect of the subsidence of, say, a sedimented oceanic area

must be felt to the center of the earth, and the earth from the center to the

surface must partake in an upheaval. If, on the other liaiid, the globe con-

sists of a solid .shell, which is growing thicker, and a fluid ball upon which

the shell floats, the effect of the subsidence of a given area must be to

depress the fluid magma underlying this area and to raise some other

column of the fluid under eroded regions. Even in this case, then, at least

the superficial portion of the fluid ball partakes in the movement attending

upheaval and subsidence.

' Babbage, I believe, was tbe first to point out this now familiar fact.

^ 111 discussing the question of the solidity of the earth, geologists seem sometimes to forget that

time enters into the conception of viscosity. The earth may be as rigid as steel with reference to forces

which rapidly change their directions like those exerted by the sun and moon, but as plastic as putty

to much smaller stresses acting continuon.sly through long periods of time in a single direction. The

rigidity of the earth claimed for it by physicists is not inconsistent with the flexure of strata. So a

stick of sealiugwas may be slowly contorted by its own weight, hut a smart blow will break it like

glass.
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Consequent effects of upheaval.—Grranting, as oiie iiievitablv must, that there are

areas over whlcli there is a tendency to the prevalence of uplieavals over

subsidences, the laver of a supposed fluid interior of tlie globe whicli con-

gealed to-day on the under surfiace of the crust in such areas must rise

gradually or intermittently and will Ije exposed to the air at some remote

future period. Or if the globe is a viscous solid, the plastic mass beneath

the lowest sediments in areas of predominant upheaval must be rising to-

ward the sui'ffice. In either case it would appear from the above that the

exposure at the surface of the earth of material upon which no ray of liglit

has ever fallen since the outer layer of the earth congealed must be of daily

occurrence.

Logical consequences of sedimentary hypothesis The SUppOSitiOU that all the material

now exposed to view has passed through the sedimentary condition seems

to be conceivable only in one way. It implies the hj-pothesis that upheaval

and subsidence are substantially superficial phenomena, in which the inte-

rior of the earth has no part. It supposes that the sediments which subside,

off a coast perhaps, afterwards flow laterally and again ascend to the sur-

face at some other point, perhaps in a fluid or plastic state, as lava or granite.

This is a condition of things which cannot always have existed. The ])ri-

meval massive rocks must evidently have been exposed until the entiie

quantity of material which has ever been brought into the form of sedi-

ment was eroded from their surfaces, and, during that period, the interior

of the earth must have partaken in the movements of upheaval and subsi-

dence. The greater the quantity of matter which is assumed to have been

at some time sedimentary, the longer must the exposure of primeval nuiss-

ive rocks have continued and the more difficult does it become to under-

stand how the interior can ever have ceased to be aff'ected by upheaval and

subsidence. The geologists who take this view are compelled to assume an

enormous thickness for sedimentary material, and they must consequently

also suppose that primitive rocks have been exposed during an enormous

period. The fact appears to be, however, that the supposed failure of the

earth's interior, say beneath a mean depth of twenty miles, to partake in

the movements of upheaval and subsidence is totally inexplicable on

mechanical principles. Some geologists have hotly assailed physicists for
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maintaining tliat no threat part of the earth can be fluid. The hypotliesis

that only a superficial layer of the globe is affected by upheaval and snljsi-

dence appears to me to imply that beneath this thin shell the earth is not

the highly viscous solid of Sir AYilliam Thomson, bnt a body of absolute,

ideal, and impossible rigidity, for only then could it fail to share in the def-

ormation of the surface.

The problem viewed as one of erosion.

—

The avorage thickness of the sedimentary

rocks is in my opinion often greatly exaggerated. It is true that if the

greatest thicknesses of the formations are added they form an enormous

total ; but we all know that sediments are thickest near shore lines and dis-

appear altogether at a distance from the shore. According to those author-

ities who maintain that even the igneous rocks are fused sediuients, of course

the later sedimentary rocks are composed of the same material which en-

tered into earlier strata. That this is to a large extent the case is evident.

Clearl}^, however, it must also have been the case to some extent from the

date of the first npheaval after oceans formed on the surface of the gk^be.

As time went on the exposed areas of the primitive rocks nnist have de-

creased while a larger and larger proportion of freshly formed rocks was

produced at the expense of the older beds. After a certain time the addi-

tions to the total amount of detrital material in a given period, say one

thousand years, would be very small, and from that time onward the quan-

tity of detrital material would remain nearly constant. Now, if one supposes

the average thickness of sedimentary rocks at some past epoch to have been

only one mile, it is evident that only a minute proportion of any land area

similar to the present continents, or even of much bolder configuration than

these, could be occupied by exposed primeval rocks.^ If an average thick-

ness of one mile of sedimentary material would I'educe the area of primitive

rocks to a very small one, how is it possible to account for the formation

of twenty times this quantity of detritus 1 I do not think it can be done.

Character of the process of degradation. Tlie llVpOtliesis that tllls ahllOSt inCrcdiblo

(piantity of detrital material exists, as applied by advocates of the sedi-

mentary origin of massive rocks, involves the assumption that degradation

' Gaunelt's estimate of the mean elevation of tlie Uuited States, excluaiug Alaslia, is '2,000 feet, say

lialf a mile. LeipoUlt's estimate for Europe is 297 meters, or 97.5 feet, say a sixtli of a mile.
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of primitive rocks came to a complete close. The last exposed primitive

rocks must have subsided and liave been buried under sediments formed

from pre-existing strata, and this subsidence must have exceeded in amount

tlie sum of all the upheavals to which they have since been subjected-

This seems to me a very artificial hypothesis, quite out of harmony with

those theories which have been found to accord best with other geological

facts. It is seldom that we find in nature abruptly arrested processes, sucli

as this is supposed to be, excepting where these are reversible, which tliis

is not. It is more natural to suppose that the area of primitive rocks

diminished progressively without ever being completely or irrevocably

buried. Thus, in the second million of years after oceans came into ex-

istence, one may imagine half as much fresh detritus to have formed as in

the first million years; in the third such period half as much as in tlie

second, and so on to the present day. Had this been the actual case, the

total amount of sediment at the end of an infinite time would differ infi-

nitely little from twice the quantity of sedimentary material at the end

of the first million years, and infinitesimal areas of primeval rocks would
still remain exposed even after the process had continued for an infinite

time. In using this numerical illustration I do not of course intend to imply

that the particular numbers selected are in themselves probable. The
length of the successive periods, in eacli of which the total quantity of

fresh detritus derived from the primeval massive rocks was half that sim-

ilarly produced in the preceding period, may have varied regularly or

irregularly. But I do maintain that neither theory nor observation afi'ords

any ground for the hypothesis that, during some one period in the eartli's

history, the entire area of primeval rocks was obliterated, never to reappear

If I am right in doing so, it is improbable that the primeval rocks have

been or ever will be entirely concealed froiu view at all points on the earth's

surface during any considerable time. In other words, contemplation of

the process of erosion leads to the same result as was reached by consid-

ering the mechanism of upheaval.

Relations of granite—The obscrvatious wliich are usually cited in support of

tlie sedimentary origin of lavas depend upon the relation of granites to other

rocks. That granites are sometimes so connected with crystalline schists
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as to lead to the belief that they pass over into one another Is certain. It

is also maintained by many geologists (erroneously, as I believe) that cases

occur in which a series of transitions exists from granite to glassy lavas. If

both these propositions were correct, it would follow that a transformation

of sediments into lavas would be possible under certain conditions, but it

would not follow that this is the usual history of lavas or even that it is

the history of a single lava. Neither does it follow that because some

granites are metamorphosed sediments all granites are of this class.

Possible character of primeval rocks. TllC oldcst SedimCUtary rOclcS COmpOSe tllO

Archaean wholly or in part. These rocks are also much more uniform in

composition than later stratified rocks. They must have been derived in

great part from the primeval rocks, which therefore possessed the same

mean composition as the schists. This composition is substantially iden-

tical with that of granite. Hence, a rock chemically similar to granite

formed the primeval surface. This rock must also have formed at high

temperatures, very slowlv, and under great pressure. It must inevitably

have been chiefly crystalline, and all analogy and experiment lead to the

belief that it can have contained no glass. It must have been a holocrys-

talline porpliyry or a granular rock. The atmospliere previous to the

solidification of the surface of the globe must have contained at least as

much water as the ocean now holds, as well as most of the carbon now present

in limestones, coal beds, etc. The pressure of this atmosphere must have

been at least three or four thousand pounds per square inch and the boiling

point of water nmst have been correspondingly high. When, or soon after,

the temperature at the surface sank to the critical point of water (580'^

C, \Mendek^"eflP), and tiierefore while the surface was still red-hot, water

must have condensed upon it. Judging from what is known experiment-

ally of igneo-aqueous fusion, conditions more favorable to this process could

not be imagined. Now there is much reason to suppose that granite has

been produced by igneo-aqueous fusion. It is therefore in the highest

degree probable that the terrestrial surface when the earth first ceased

to glow was granite, very probably accompanied to some extent by allied

plagio clastic rocks. It is far fi-om impossible tliat portions of it may have

had a g-neissoid structure.
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The foregoing pai-agi-aph contains no novel statement. Scrope,^ in

1825; MacCullocli," in 1831; and filie de Beaumont,^ in 1847, all maintained

that the primeval rock from which the strata are derived must have been

granitic. In 1859 Mr. Daubree* entei'ed more fully into the physical theory

of the formation of the primitive rocks. Taking as a basis Humboldt's

estimate of the mean depth of the ocean (3,500 meters), he calculated that

the barometric pressure of the sea water alone in the form of vapor would

amount to almost exactly two hundred and fifty atmospheres, or say 3,700

pounds per square inch. Later estimates of the area and deptli of the sea

diminish this figure somewhat, but only to tlie extent of about a hundred

pounds.' When the temperature of the earth was too high to permit of the

condensation of water, this pressure was further augmented by other vapors

and gases. The purely igneous rocks formed prior to the condensation of

any water, as Daubrue infers, must have been changed by the action of the

water first precipitated at very high temperatures and pressures into a mass

of crystallized minerals, exactly as in his own experiments in sealed tubes

crystals were developed from amorphous materials. Inquiring whetlier the

earliest aqueous precipitation corresponds to the period of the formation of

granite, he replies that we cannot affirm this in an absolute manner, but

may presume it. This presumption of Mr. Daubree, previously indicated

by others on less satisfactory grounds, seems to me to gain greatly in force

by the reasons which I have adduced above. My argument shows it

utterly improbable that the rocks which antedate the formation of consid-

erable seas should even now be everywhere concealed, while it is well

known that the lowest visible rocks the world over are granitic. In 1879,

again, Mr. R. Mallet" speculated upon tlie character of the earliest seas. He

' Considerations ou A'^olcanoes Leading to the Establishment of a NewTIieory of the Earth, quoted

by Dr. Hunt, Origin of Crystalline Rocks, sec. 17.

- System of Geology, vol. 2, p. 83. "That very granite," he adds, "may be visible; bnt we can-

not as yet distinguish it from the many snccessive ones which have acted in the elevation of the

strata."

' Bull. Soc. g^ologiqnc France, 2d series, vol. 4, pp. 1321 et seq. He regards granite as formed by

igneo-aqueons fusion and speaks (p. 1327) of " the first granitic crust of the terrestrial globe."

^Etudes et esper. syntb. sur le metam : Ann. des mines, .5th series, vol. 16, p. 471.

''Dr. Kriimmel's revision of the question of the total quantity of water in the ocean (extract from

a note to the Gottiugon Academy, Nature, vol. 19, 1S79, p. 348) leads to about 3,584 pounds per square

inch.

•' Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, vol. 36, 1880, p. 112.
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deduced the conditions as Daubree liad done and pointed out tlie l)earing of

the critical point of water. But the chief appHcation wliich he makes of the

results is in the endeavor to account for the great quantit}' of detrital mate-

rial in existence. He points out that the degradation of elevations would be

more rapidly effected by heated waters than by cold ones, and infers, as I

understand him, that hot waters would also ultimately yield a greater quan-

tity of detritus than cold waters. The latter of these propositions does not

appear to me to follow from the former or from j\lr. Mallet's arguments.

It would seem to me certain that the maximum accumulation of clastic

material would be more rapidly approached were the water hot, but that this

maximum would be a similar quantity whether the water were hot or cold.

It is perhaps unnecessary to point out that if the purely igneous super-

ficial layer ot flie earth's mass was converted into a crystalline rock resem-

bling granite at enormous pressures and at temperatures approximating to

500° C. the quantity of water in the fluid' state which was instrumental in

the transformation must have been comparatively small, for the great press-

ure was due to the fact that most of the water formed a gaseous constituent

of the atmosphere. This accords with the views of Scheerer and subsequent

investigators, that no great quantity of water is needed to render aqueo-

io-neous fusion possible. Sedimentation must, therefore, at this period have

been an extremely subordinate phenomenon.^

There is thus every reason to suppose that the original massive rocks

were granitic in composition and in texture. The fact that eruptive gran-

ites were ejected in later times only shows tliat at certain depths beneath

the surface the conditions of heat, pressure, and moisture which once pre-

vailed upon the surface were repeated. Tliat detritus from the original

granite under great pressure and at high temperature may also sometimes

be metamorphosed into a material similar to the original granite is cer-

As the temperature s.ink still furtber and oceans be^'au to accumulate, the water must have been

bi.'hly chart^ed with mineral matter. It is to this later period that Dr. Hunt, who accepts Dau-

brle's exposition of the actiou of the earliest condeused water, ascribes the formation of the Archiean

schists as chemical precipitates. In the text I am not concerned with tUe formacion of the crystalline

schists, but I wish to state that it appears to me impossible to suppose no crystalline precipitates to

have been deposited. I do not doubt that such were formed in a manner nearly or auite identical with

that which Dr. Hunt maintains. As appears in a preceding chapter, however, I cannot agree with this

brilliant thinker in ascribing nearly all crystalline stratified rocks to this process, uor can I believe

that anything like the entire Archivan has been thus produced.
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tainly not surprising. Neither of these facts even tends to prove that the

primeval rocks were not granitic or that they are now nowhere exposed.

How primeval granite is to be discriminated in all cases and with certaint)'

from that which was erupted in subsequent geological ages or from highly

metamorphosed rocks is another question, to which a definite answer cannot

yet be given. At present general evidence only is attainable.

California granites.— Granite uuderlies the greater part of the State of Cali-

fornia. This granite must be exposed to very different depths. The Sierra

has been undei'going erosion ever since the early Paleozoic, and on the lower

portions of its eastern flanks are metamorphosed strata not younger than

the early Mesozoic. At the McCloud River the Carboniferous also appears

to rest on granite. The granite of the Coast Ranges has been covered by

sediments a large part of the time which has elapsed since the Paleozoic

and has been fnv less exposed to erosion than that of the Sierra
;
yet

granites from the various localities are almost indistinguishable. Though

there may be granites within this area of different origins and ages, I can

see no reason to suppose that the great underlying mass is not substantially

one It is probably continuous with the granitic areas of Idaho and Arizona

and is too extensive to be regarded as an eruption or a series of eruptions.

Were it metamorphic, evidences of the fact would probably be frequent,

whereas, so far as is known, there ai-e very few localities in the State that

suggest this derivation. While both metamorphic and eruptive granites will

probably be found, the main mass must be at least as old as the Archrean,

and, while I do not assert positively that it is primitive granite, this appears

to me far more probable than any other hypothesis. As was pointed out

above, the formation of more or less gneissoid rock probably accompanied

that of the primeval granite and the presence of such material in a granitic

area does not prove that it is not primeval.^

California lavas.—Tlio Uivas liave unquestiouably come xip through the

granite and are of infragranitic origin. There is no direct evidence wliat-

'A portion of tlie primeval crystalline rooks, though perhaps a small one, was probably plagio-

clastic. It wonld be difficult otherwise to account for the qiiautity of soda in the clastic rocks. If

Professor Lagorio is correct, as ho sosms to mo to be, in asserting that sodium silicates separate from

magmas more readily than potassium compounds, it would seem that oithoolase should have predom-

inated in the outer crust of the earth, or iu the primeval granitic rocks, and that plagioclase should

have predominated in the infragranitic rocks, or in the lavas. This, of course, accords with observation.
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ever that the material of which tliey are composed has ever yet been de-

posited from water, and, on the contrary, there are weighty reasons for

supposing that they have ascended through primeval rocks. The absence

of hydrocarbons in a part of volcanic emanations is also, as Bunsen showed,

a very strong argument against the supposition that any organic matter (or

any sedimentary rocks of later date than the origin of life) exists at the

sources of volcanic activity. An argument in favor of tlie sedimentary

origin of lavas is often drawn from the supposed great variations in the

composition of these rocks. This seems at first sight to be justified by the

literature of lithology, but those who have specially occupied themselves

with that branch of geology are well aware that the uniformity of eruptive

porphyries is astonishing and that typical rocks are tlie rule the world over.

In geological reports hundreds of square miles of a normal lava will be

described in a paragraph, while a few square yards of some abnormal,

highly exceptional variety of the rock will require pages of description and

discussion. The literature of the subject is thus apt to convey a false im-

pression.

Conclusions.—The argumeuts presented as to the origin of the massive

rocks of Califi)rnia may be briefly summarized. If the mechanism of up-

heaval and subsidence is considered, it seems impossible that rocks from

beneath the accumulation of clastic material should not often be brought

to the surface. If the mechanism of erosion is considered, it appears most

improbable that, through degradation in any combination with subsidence,

the entire area of primeval rocks should ever disappear for any length of

time. The deepest-seated rocks known are granitic. If the conditions

attending the earliest precipitation of water on the earth's surface be consid-

ered, these conditions seem to be those known experimentally to favor tlie

production of crystalline minerals and which are believed on good grounds

to be those attending the formation of granite. The evidence in California

is all in favor of the hypothesis that the main mass of the underlying granite

is primeval, or that it antedates the formation of extensive oceans, and tliat

it is free from organic matter. The lavas come from beneath the granite

and are, a fortiori, thoroughly Azoic.



CHAPTER V.

STRUCTURAL AND HISTORICAL GEOLOGY OF THE
QUICKSILVER BELT.i

General results—No attempt lias becu made in the present investigation

thoroughly to elaborate the general geology of the entire area in which

the quicksilver deposits occur, but, in addition to what lias been made

known by other geologists on this subject, it was found indispensable for a

proper discussion of the quicksilver deposits further to elucidate some of

the more important structural and historical relations of the rocks inclosing

them. Such focts bearing upon the general geology of these ore deposits

as are now known will be presented in this chapter in chronological ar-

rangement Their bearing will perhaps be clearer if the reader is at once

put in possession of some of tlie main conclusions reached, which areas

follows

:

The Coast Ranges experienced a great upheaval (the first traced)

probably about the close of the Neocomian, this being the same disturb-

' Messrs. Antisell, BlaUc, and Newberry contributed valuable papers, containing information on the

geology of the Coast Ranges, to the Pacilie Kailioad reports. Under Professor Whitney, Messrs.

Brewer, Gabb, King, and others studied this area. Their results are to be found in the well known
publications of the California survey. Mr. Jules Marcou has also written on the subject, e.specially in the

Bulletin of the French Geological Society, vol. '2, 1883, p. 407, aud the Proceedings of the California

Academy of Sciences contain numerous pertinent papers. I have endeavored to make such use of this

material as seemed advisable. Dr. C. A. White has co-operatej with me iu the study of the general

geology of the region, his standpoint bojug that of the paleontologist. The importauco of some of

the results reached leil us to publish a part of them in advance of this memoir. The papers iu which

these were announced are: On the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Paleontology of California, by C. A. White
(Bull. U. S. Gool. Survey No. 15); On New Cretaceous Fossils from California, by C. A. White (Bull.

V. S. Geol. Survey No. -22), and Notes on the Stratigraphy of California, by G. F. Becker (Bull. U. S.

Geol. Survey No. 111). I have also used facts aud arguments adduced by me iu a paper entitled "The
relations of the mineral belts of the Pacific Slope to the great upheavals" (Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series,

vol 2S, ISSi, p. 2l19) aud iu Statistics and Technology of the Precious Metals, by S. F. Emmons and

G. F. Becker, Tenth Census Kepts. U. S., vol. 13, Chapter I. The present chapter also contains much
that is new.
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ance which added an important portion of the auriferous shxtes to the

Sierra Nevada. The Coast Ranges Ijelong to the same mountain system

as the Sierra Nevada. The u[)lieaval mentioned was accompanied or fol-

lowed by intense metamorphism, the only event of the kind known to have

occurred In tlie history of the Coast Ranges. A great non-conformity

exists between tlie metamorphic rocks and the overlying late Cretaceous

strata. The Tc^jon formation is shown to be Eocene, as it was regardeil

by Conrad, and it is here shown to be absolutely continuous with the

Upper Cretaceous The ore deposits have an intimate structural connec-

tion with the svstem of fissures along which the upheaval of the ranges

took place. So, also, has the distribution of volcanic rocks, the earliest of

which probably date from the Pliocene. The ore deposits appear to be

contemporaneous with and later than the eruptions and have a more or

less intimate chemical relation to them.

Formattons found in California.— Tlic reader uiay perliaps be glad to l)e reminded

of the formations which have hitherto been recognized in California It is

not absolutely certain that the Archfean occurs in this State, but, as I

pointed out some 3'ears since, the unquestionable occurrence of the Ar-

cha3an in Arizona, together with the similarity of the rocks of southeastern

California to those of the adjoining territory, makes it highly probable that

San Bernardino County is largely Archaean. ^ If so, this formation may

enter into the composition of the southern Sierra. The geologists of the

fortieth parallel exploration also found the Archaean in central Nevada in

its normal relation to the Paleozoic and determined areas close up to the

California line in this latitude as Archajan. Their investigations did not

extend into California, but they showed that during the Paleozoic a conti-

nental area existed west of longitude 117° 30', latitude 40°, and it appears

certain that this area must have embraced at least a portion of the great

Sierra, which is thus probably composed to a considerable extent of Ar-

chaean schists. The Carboniferous was first recognized by Dr. Trask in

1854" on the McCloud River. Professor Whitney's party found it near

I Tenth Census Kepts. U. S., vol. 13, p. 47.

^Repcrt on the Geology of the Coast Mountains etc., by Dr. John B. Tiask, Senate [of California]

Doc. No. 14, 1855, p. 50.
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Pence'* ranch, in Bntte County, and inferred from similarity of position

and lithological character that other rocks on the western flank of the

SieiTa may also be of this age. No Carboniferous fossils are known to

occur in the Coast Ranges.

Fossiliferous beds were found by Professor Whitney's pai-ty at Genes-

see Valley, in Plumas County, which Mr. Meek determined as Triassic.

The material upon which this determination rests appears, however, to be

somewhat meager and unsatisfactory. A similar fauna has been found at

a few points in Nevada,' but not elsewhere in California. Near the south-

ern end of the gold belt of California fossils were found on the Mariposa

estate in 1864" They were figured and described by Meek.' The mosi

important shell he determined as Amelia Erringtonii, the specific name being

given in honor of a resident who drew attention to the occurrence of the

fossil. Meek 'observes
:

''

As tbis genus is, so far as kuowii, eutirely coufliieil to the Jurassic rocks, wliik

au AmHssiuiii like shell from the same slates is closely allieil to a Jurassic species, aiui

the geiuis Ihlcmnites is not generally regarded as dating back beyond Ihe commence
ment of the Jurassic period, I can scarcely entertain a doubt that these gold-bearing

slates really belong to that epoch, and probably to some of its lower members, at whicJi

horizon most of the known European species of Aiioella are said to occur.

The same species of Aucella was foinid by Professor Whitne}''s party,

after the publication of Meek's determination, at a number of localities on

the gold belt, and ammonites were also discovered. It will be observed

that Meek laid the chief weight in his determination of the age of these

beds on the occurrence oi Aucella.

Previous to the discovery of the fo.ssil fiiuna of the Maripo.sa estate

fossils had been found at many points on the Coast Ranges and along the

foot-hills of the Sierra, which were described by Mr. Gabb as Cretaceous.^

Many more were added later, and Mi*. Gabb ultimately divided the Cr -ta-

ceous of California into the Shasta, Chico, Martinez, and Tejon groups, the

last being tlie highest.

>Kiug: U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Parallel, vol. 1, Systematic Geology.

*Thc honor of the first discovery of these fossils w.is somewliat xvannlj coutested. See Whituey's

Auriforons Gravels and Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sei. ; also, Mr. Clareuce King's Mountaineering in

Ihe Sierras.

' Geol. Survey California, Geology, vol. 1, p. 477.

1 Ibid., p. 478.

''Genl. Survey Califorui i, P.iKooutology, vol. I.
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The follo\ying' paragi-aphs, copied from Professor Whitney's preface to

Geol. Survey California, Paheoutology, vol. 2, pages xiii and xiv, give a

concise account of these formations in accordance with Mr. Gabb's later

views and as they were finally adopted by the State survey:

(1) TheTejoa group, the most nioileru member, the Divisioa B of Paleoutolog^y,

Vol. I, is peculiar to Oaliforuia. It is fouiiel most exteusivoly developed in the vicinity

of Fort Tcjou aud about Martinez. From the latter locality it forms an almost con

tinuous belt in the Coast Ranges to Marsh's, 15 miles east of Monte Diablo, where it

sinks luider the Sau Joaquin plain. It was also discovered by the difiereut members of

the survey at various points on the eastern face of the same range as far south as New
Idria, and, iu the summer of ISGG, by Mr. Gabb, in Mendocino County, near Round

Valley, the latter locality being the most northern point at which it is as yet known.

It is the only coal-produciug formation in California.

This group contains a large and highly characteristic series of fossils, the larger

part peculiar to itself, while a considerable percentage is found extending below into

the next group, and several species still further down into the Cliico group. Mr.

Gabb considers it as the probable equivalent of the Maestricht beds of Europe.

(2) The Martinez group is propo.sed provisionally, to include a series of beds of

small geographical extent found at Martinez and on the northern flank of Monte

Diablo. It may eventually prove to be worthy of ranking only as a subdivision of

the Chico group.

(3) The Chico group is one of the most extensive aud important members of the

Pacific Coast Cretaceous. Its exact relations with the formation in Europe have not yet

been fully determined, though it is on the horizon of either the Upper or Lower Chalk,

and may probably prove to be the equivalent of both. It is extensively represented

iu Shasta and Butte Counties and in the foot-hills of the Sierra Nevada as far soutli a.s

Folsom, occurring also on the eastern face of the Coast Ranges bordering the Sacra-

mento Valley at Martinez, aud again in Oristimba Cailon, in Stanislaus County. It

includes all of the known Cretaceous of Oregon and of the extreme northern portion

of California, and is the coal-bearing formation of Vancouver's Island.

(L) Tiie Sh ista group is a provisional name, proposed to include a series of beds

of different ages, but which, from our imperfect knowledge of the subject, cannot yet

be separated; it includes all below the Chico group. It contains fossils, seemingly

representing ages from the Gault to the Neocomian inclusive, and is found principally

in the mountains west aud northwest of the Sacramento Valley. Two or three of its

characteristic fossils have been found in the vicinity of Monte Diablo, and one of the

same species has been sent from Washington Territory, east of Paget Sound. Few

or none of its fossils are known to extend upwards into the Chico group.'

To these I have added another sei-ies of Cretaceous strata lying above

the Shasta, and, according' to the paleontological evidence, below the

'Mr. Gabb's work on the fossils of California is mainly contained in Geol. Survey California, Pa-

litoDtology, vols. 1 and 2; but tlie following papers maybe referred to for other discussions which relate to

his work in tliat State: Am. Jour. Conchol., vol. 2, pp. 87-92; ibid., vol. 5, pp. 5-18; Am. Jonr. Sei.,2d

series, vol. 44, 18(i7, pj). 2:}fi-339 ;
Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. 3, pp. 301-306; ibid., vol. 5, pp. 7-8.
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Cliico. This will bo called tlra Wallala series. Above the Tejou is found

unquestionable Miocene, and resting unconformably upon the Miocene the

Pliocene is met with in a few localities. To the Pliocene also belong the

fresh-water beds of Cache Lake, wiiich will be described later in this chap-

ter. Between these last eras occurred an important upheaval recognized

by Professor AVhitney, and to which he ascribed the formation of the

Coast Rang-es, Avhile a great u[)lift of the Sierra and of the Basin ranges

he attributed, in accordance w-itli the evidence before liim, to a Post-Juras-

sic upheaval.

Nomenclature here adopted.— To facilitate rcfereuco to the various groups of

strata Dr. White and I have agreed to give locabnames to several of the

California occurrences. The fossiliferous beds of the Mariposa estate will

be known as the Mariposa beds; the groups especially characterized by

the presence of Amelia in the Coast Ranges will be referred to as the

Knoxville series, because tliey are typically developed and have been spe-

cially studied in the neighborhood of the mining town of that name; the

rocks from whicli Messrs. Gabb and Whitney obtained a large fixuna, con-

sidered by them as probably equivalent to the Gault, w^ill be called the

Horsetown beds; and a series which occurs along the coast north of tlie'

Russian River will be denominated the Wallala beds. Meek's Jurassic on

the western slope of th3 Sierra Nevada is thus equivalent to the Mariposa

beds. The Shasta group of Messi-s. Gabb and Whitney is here divided

into two series, recognized by them as distinct, the Knoxville and tlie

Horsetown. The designations Chico and Tcjon are retained, but the latter

is considered Eocene. The Martinez is regarded as a portion of the Chico

series.

Granite.— As luis been shown in the preceding chapters, there is much

evidence that granite underlies the entire quicksilver belt, and indeed tlie

whole of central California. South of San Francisco it is frequently

exposed in positions where erosion has been greatest, viz, along the axial

lines of ranges and at the sea-coast; it is also exposed at a few points

somewhat north of San Francisco, on the coast; and the Farallone Islands,

20 miles off the Golden Gate, are granite. To the north of the Bay

of San Francisci), away from the coast, granite is not known to occur in
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place fur about one hundred and twenty-five miles, but this is probably

for want of exploration, since in some parts of Cache Creek, for example,

granite predominates among- the stream pebbles.^ According to Professor

Whitney^ the highest portions of the Trinity or Shasta Mountains are

granite. Tlie Wallala beds, too, though far from any known outcrop of

granite, are in large part granitic conglomerates and the sandstones of the

entire quicksilver belt are arcose. I have nowhere met granites along the

quicksilver belt which appeared to me to be intrusive.

Gaviian limestone— 111 tlio Gavilau Raugo, somo sixt}' miles south of the

Bay of San Francisco, the lowest sedimentary formation encountered is in

part limestone, which at the points examined is extraordinarily crystalline,

oftentimes consisting of a loosely adherent mass of imperfect calcite crys-

tals. Associated with it are rocks of the Archa^au gneiss type. This

occurrence has been very little investigated and nothing further is known

of its age. It is possible that it is a member of the Knoxville series much

more metamorphosed than usual, but it appeal's to me more probable

that it is a remnant of some older formation which has perhaps under-

gone repeated metamorphism. For the purposes of this memoir an exact

_
determination of its character is not important.

Before passing to a general characterization of the Knoxville beds,

which will be found to be the most important and most interesting in the

State of California, it seems best to present tlie somewhat complex evi-

dence obtained as to the distribution and affiliations of this series; indeed,

it appears hardly practicable to describe it without discussing its chemical

and structural relations, unless tlie results whicli I have reached as to these

are taken for granted.

Metamorphism in the Coast Ranges.^ ThroUghoUt the Coast RallgCS of California

there occur large, irregular areas in a somewhat peculiar condition of meta-

morphism, which has been discussed in a preceding chapter. Its prominent

macroscopical characteristics are the predomiiiiince of recrystallization, ser-

pentinization, and silicification.

' A very large part of the coantry in this neigbborbooil is covered witb thickets (chaparral) which

are practically imijenetrable.

' Geol. Survey California, Geology, vol. 1, p. 3-2:{.
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The dynamical action vvliicli accompanied or preceded this metamor-

phism was of a very violent character, so that in tlie greater proportion of

cases it is a manifest impossibility to construct sections of the metamorphic

areas, no stratum being continuous for more than a few feet. Sharp con-

tortion and plication are also common, but where they occur it is usually

apparent that the flexures have been accomplished not in the main by plas-

tic deformation, but by comminution of the entire mass, the residual frag-

ments often averaging less than a quarter of an Inch in diameter. In the

accompanying distortion these particles have retained approximately their

original I'clatlve positions and have subsequently been recemented, chiefly

by silica. The minute, pol^diedral rock fragments, however, have under-

gone no visible distortion. These occurrences coincide in a remarkable

manner with the results of Mr. Daubree's experiments on the frai'ture of

various substances by torsion and pressure.^ As is shown in Chapter III,

this probably indicates that, at the time of upheaval, these strata were

buried at a depth of not more than a few thousand feet below the surface

Tiie most striking instances of such fracturing are met with among

thin-bedded rocks, either sandstones or sandy shales, and such are remark-

ably frequent in this series ; indeed, they might be said to be characteristic

of it." Thev are occasionally met with in other formations, and it would

be strange indeed if the conditions favorable to thin bedding had [)revailed

along the Coast Ranges only during a single era. As a rule, however, the

rocks which rest upon the metamorphic series are thick-bedded, rather coarse

and uniform sandstones.

Besides this series of metamorphic rocks there are others of difTerent

age in the Coast Ranges to which the term metamorphic might not improp-

erly be applied. These will be described a little later.

Age of the principal metamorphic rocks. With the pOSSlble eXCCptloU of the llmC-

stone mentioned above, this metamorphic series is stratigraphically the

lowest in the Coast Ranges and appears to rest upon the granite. It forms

the crests of many mountain ranges and occupies the whole surface In some

of the more mountainous regions. Detailed studies of the structure show

' Bull. Soc. gdologique France, 3il series, vol. 7, 1878-79, p. 108.

-The peculiarity of these thin-bedded, plicated, metamorphic rocks was observed by Professor

Whitney.
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that as a rule the hills of metamorphic rock are synolinaV f^'id consequently

they must have undergone great erosion. The elevations of later age do

not exhibit this peculiarity.

Rocks of the metamorphic series often pass over into unaltered beds in

the Coast Ranges under such circumstances as to leave no doubt that they

are of the same age ; but unfortunately the unchanged strata seldom con-

tain determinable fossils and onl}^ a small number of occurrences is known

in which the age can be satisfactorily established by direct evidence. In

addition to these cases, however, there is a considerable amount of tolera-

bly satisfactory indirect evidence available, when all the circumstances are

taken into consideration. The neighborhood of Knoxville affords an ex-

cellent opportunity for the study of the metamorphic rocks. The section

across the north fork of Davis Creek, a little north of the Reed mine, a short

distance from Knoxville, shows that the ravine occupies an eroded anticli-

nal, of which the western portion is highly metamorphic, while the eastern

consists in part of highly fossiliferous strata containing Aucella of two

varieties, with other moUuscan remains characteristic of the horizon which

in this memoir is called the Knoxville series. The geological map of the

district shows that the strike of the unaltered strata throughout is tolerably

constant, but that areas of metamorphic and unaltered rocks, the latter

nearly all containing a few fossils, are interspersed iu the most irregiilar

mannei'. \Yliile the passage from metamorphosed to fresh rock is usually

rather sudden, there are also clear cases of transition. The whole structure

and the stratigraphical relations are such as to preclude everj^ hypothesis

except one, viz, that the metamorphic rock is an alteration product of the

same beds which contain Aucella and the accompanying fossils.

Close to the Manzanita gold and quicksilver mine on Sulphur Creek,

in Colusa County, the metamorphic rocks contain impressions of Aucella

Pioch'd, and close by are beds of limestone full of Rhynchonella Whitneyi?

The metamorphic rocks of this region are serpentinized and silicified, and

'Also ob'served by Professor Whitney : Tbe Auriferous Gravels, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard

Coll., vol. 6, No. 1, 1880, cbap. 1.

'Tbese specimens were determiuej by direct comparisoa with spacimens iu tbe collection of tbe

State survey. Tbe figure given iu Geol. Survey California, PaliEontology, vol. 2, PI. XXXIV, is incorrect

in important particulars.
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the thin-bedded strata show the characteristic contortions accompanied by

a fine net-work of veins of siHca. At Mt. Diablo, too, there is abnndant

proof of the Knoxville age of the metaniorphic rock. Professor Wliitney,

writing before Mr. W. M. Gabb had made his final divisions of the California

Cretaceous, mentions the occurrences at Mt. Diablo as conclusive of the

Cretaceous age of the metaniorphic rocks, but without enumerating the

associated fossils. From an examination of the fossil localities in Mr.

Gabb's work, however, it appears certain that these were Aucella etc. An

examination which Dr. "White and I undertook for the purpose shows tliat

in Bagley Creek, about a mile from the summit, Aucella occurs abundantly

close to the edge of the metamorphosed area— indeed, in partially meta-

morphosed strata conformable with those extremely altered and in struct-

ural relations to them which very clearly indicated the same age. Mr. Tur-

ner subsequently found a series of beds, some of wliich had escaped, trans-

formation and contained Aucella, though inclosed on both sides by highly

metamorphic strata. At ^Etna Springs, in Napa County, near the ^tna and

Napa consolidated quicksilver mines, Aucella also occurs in the same un-

mistakable relation to the metamorphic rocks. In the examinations descri])ed

in this volume, Aucella has been detected in immediate connection with the

metamorpliic beds near the St. John's mine, Solano Countv, and in the Santa

Lucia Range, near San Luis Obispo. Mr. Gabb furtlier mentions an Aucella

locality below the New Almaden mines. I have not succeeded in finding

Aucella in tliis region, which, however, in the neighborhood of the area sur-

veyed, shows only metamorphic rocks exactly similar to those of 3It. Diablo

and Knoxville, Miocene rocks lying unconformably upon the metamorphics

and volcanics. It appears substantially certain tlierefore that the Aucelln-

bearing beds which Mr. Gabb detected must have belonged to the meta-

morphic series. The age of the metamorphic rocks is thus determined at

a considerable number of points scattered along the Coast Ranges for a dis-

tance of 300 miles, or nearly three-quarters of the entire length of the Coast

Range system of mountains. Alcatraz Island, close to San Francisco, consists

of metamorphic sandstone and shales not distinguishable from those of San

Francisco or of Mt. Diablo. Here Major Elliot discovered an Inoccramus

not known to occur elsewhere, considered by j\[r. Gabb and Dr. AVliite as
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establishing the Cretaceous age of these rocks, though indecisive of the

portion of tliis formation to whicli they should he referred. The above

comprise all the instances detinitelv known in which the age of the silicifled

and serpentinized meramorphic rocks is directly determinable by paleonto-

logical evidence. Mr. Gabb also found AiiceUa along Puta Creek, Lake

County. This stream runs through a region chiefly occupied by highly

metamorphosed rocks, and, were the exact locality known, it would probably

fiuMiish another instance of transition.

Besides the rocks referred to above, the Coast Ranges include others

wliich have been subjected to more or less complete alteration.- Thus,

along the shore of Carmelo Bay, Miocene schists have been locally chancred

to a cindery mass, as if by the action of heat ; but these rocks bear no

resemblance to the serpentinized and silicifled material just described.

More or less complete induration is common, even in the most recent rocks

of the coast, and oxidation and impregnations with calcite and gypsum
occur abundantly in rocks of all ages. In the Arroyo de la Penitencia,

above Alum Rock, near San Jose, there is also an area of altered Miocene

sandstones referred to by Professor Whitney.^ The rock here is much
indurated and is full of veins of calcite. No objection can be made to its

description as metamorphic by Professor Whitney ; but it is not serpentin-

ized and silicifled and does not partake of the characteristics so strongly

marked in the highly metamorphosed rocks of the Knoxville group. On
the other hand, there are plenty of rocks of this group no more altered than

the Miocene of the Arro}'0 de la Penitencia and some areas still less modi-

fied. The Tertiary of the Arroyo has been subjected to influences seem-

ingly identical with those which have aff"ected portions of the Knoxville

beds, but not to those which have produced in the older strata the charac-

teristic serpentinization and siliciflcation.

Professor Whitney also refers twice" to altered beds in the San Fran-

cisquito Pass, which, indeed, is to the south of the Coast Ranges as usually

deflned. In the first reference he states that "this belt of metamorphic is

referred by us to the Cretaceous formation from general analogy rather

' Geol. Survey California, Geology, vol. 1, p. 51.

'2 Ibid., p. 195; The Auriferous Gravels: Mem. Mus. Comp. ZoiJl. Harvard Coll., vol. ti, Xo. 1, lrt80>

p. If.
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than from anv direct evidence of fossils." In tl\e second reference tliey are

mentioned as " Miocene rocks turned up on edge and in places so much meta-

morphosed as to 1)6 converted into mica-slate." No statement of the means

of determination of the age of these beds accompanies this remark, which,

however, occurs in a brief summary of the geology of the Coast Ranges.

Whatever the evidence may be upon which the change of reference was

made it can have little bearing upon the age of the metamorpliics in the

central Coast Ranges, nor is serpentinization referred to as forming a part

of the phenomena.

So far as is known, tlierefore, no beds in the Coast Ranges of California

younger than the Knoxville group have expei'ienced the peculiar magnesian

and siliceous metamorphism so characteristic of these ranges. I'liis fact

raises a presumption that the metamorphism was effected prior to the depo-

sition of the rock resting upon the metamorphic series, and this presumption

is confirmed by examination of the conglomerates t)f the later rocks There

rest upon the metamorphic series at different localities Wallala beds, which

Dr. White regards as middle Cretaceous; Cliico beds, representing the very

close of the Cretaceous; and Miocene strata. The fossils of the Wallala

series were found in a conglomerate consisting largely of serpentine pebbles,

accompanied by siliceous, metamorphic rocks exactly similar to those accom-

panjnng the serpentine in the altered rocks of the Knoxville series. At New

Idria there is a bed of conglomerate associated with Chico fossils near an

extensive metamorphic area. The pebbles are mainly siliceous, as, indeed,

is usually the case in conglomerates derived from the metamorphic rock,

for the simple reason that serpentine is both easily decomposed and easily

abraded. Careful search, however, revealed pebbles in this conglomerate

which consisted in part of serpentine, a result confirmed l)y microscopical

examination. The Miocene, too, for instance at New Almaden, contains

abundant pebbles manifestly derived from the surrounding metamorphic rock.

No fossils older than the Knoxville group are known to occur in the

Coast Ranges and no known fact suggests the existence of older rocks,

excepting the character of the limestone and gneisscid rocks of the Clavilan

Range already mentioned, for the habitus of the peculiar metamorphic.

rocks under discussion is remarkablv uniform.
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Similarity of litliological and physical character may, I think, be

given too much weight in geological diagnosis. I cannot conceive, for

example, that any degree of similarity between the rocks of California and

those of Switzerland should properly be considered as even tending to

prove the age of cither.^ I go further, and refuse to regard the metamor-

phism of the rocks of Butte County as necessarily contemporaneous with

that of the strata of Napa County, in spite of external similarity. On the

other hand, within properly limited areas, observations show tliat the same

fauna is associated with similar rocks; while, if it were impracticable to

draw any conclusions as to age except where the rock is fossiliferous or

where absolute continuity with fossiliferous localities uninterrupted by

fiiults could be proved, geological mapping would be impossible. In Cali-

fornia great use can be made of resemblances. Thus the Tejon strata of

Nev/ Idria are mostly heavy-bedded sandstones of a peculiarly light color,

which there distinguishes them from the tawny Chico sandstones. Both

are fossiliferous there, as also near Mt. Diablo, where, at a distance of 125

miles from New Idria, they preserve the same external characteristics.

Similarlv, the Knoxville beds of Knoxville and Mt. Diablo are externally

indistinguishable, and in their typical development, even when unaltered,

very different from most of the later rocks.

Strata older than tlie Knoxville period may nevertheless be included

in the metamorphic series and may have undergone upheaval and meta-

morphism at the same date. Tiiere is also a possibility that older rocks not

only exist, but were metamor[)hosed before the deposition of the Knoxville,

so that the metamorphic areas in contact with the Wallala beds on the coast

and with the Chico strata at New Idria may conceivably be earlier than

the Knoxville, Even this hypothesis, which, in the absence of any evi-

dence tending to establish it, seems rather strained, would have no effect

on the principal conclusions drawn in this chapter, unless it could also be

' The resemblance between the Miocene sandstones and the Molasse of Switzerland was advanced

by Mr. Jnles Marcon Hoc. cit.) as an evidence of the Tertiary age of the California rocks. That the

resemblance exists I can testify from observation. To me it indicates only that the California Miocene

and the Molasse were both deposited near the shore of land areas largely composed of Archiean rocks.

Mr. Marcon attribntes to ignorance of lithology my failure to appreciate it as an indication of age, and

he regrets that " a competent person has not been selected for the study of the Tertiarics of Califor-

nia" (American Geological Classification and Nomenclature, 1888, p. 52). I am very sorry that my

work produces so bad an impression on this veteran geologist.
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maintained that the violent npheaval and metamorpliisni which followed

the Knoxville left the .snpposed older areas nndisturbed. This would con-

flict with all analogy.

The foregoing facts and the necessary inferences from them appear to

justify the statement that the silicified and serpentinized metamorphic rocks

of the Coast Ranges include a portion of the Knoxville beds, and do not

include any portion either of the Chico or of the Wallala series, while if

there were pre-Knoxville rocks within tlie metamorphic areas they must

have undergone at least a fresh disturbance at the time when tlie Knoxville

beds were broken up and metamorphosed.

Non conformity between the Knoxville beds and the Chico. Had tllG prOof of tllis UOU-

conformity been a simple matter, it could not have escaped the attention of

some one of the able geologists who have worked in the Coast Ranges.

The difficulty is in part due to the rarity of fossils in the older groups over

a great portion of the area in question, wliich often leaves the observer

without absolute proof of the age of the rocks about him; but complexity

of structure is the main obstacle. Few geological phenomena are more

striking than a non-conformitv where the overlving strata are nearly hori-

zontal, the underlying rocks greatly inclined, and tlie exposure tolerable.

This combination is rare in the Coast Ranges, and no such case is known

where the Shasta and Chico beds meet. The Post-Miocene uplift traced

by Professor Whitney has folded, faulted, and broken the later Cretaceous

and the Tertiary rocks, as well as the earlier strata upon which these were

unconformably deposited; so that it is usually f;xr from easy to make out

the effects due to the earlier and later disturbances, respectively, and still

more difficult to prove that no explanation except that of a non-conformity

beneath the Chico will account for the facts. I believe that the structural

evidence to be presented clearly establishes this non-conformity, but the

proof, though convincing, is less abundant than could be wished. The

evidence will first be presented from a purely structural point of view and

will then be re-enforced by an independent, paleontological argument.

In the neighborhood of the New Idria mine the metamorphic rocks

have been greatly disturbed, while the Chico strata, though tilted at a high

angle, are remarkably regular. Owing to the steepness of the contact, how-
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ever, no exposures sliowing both series together coukl be found from wliieh

thoroughly satisftictory inferences could be drawn as to the relations of the

underlying and overlying rocks. 1 therefore resorted to a study of the

exposures of each separately, for which the region offers unusual facilities.

It was found possible to follow single strata of the Chico uninterruptedly

for the greater part of a mile, and, by the aid of lithological peculiarities,

combined with topographical indications and the strikes observed at the

exposures, to recover the croppings with substantial certainty after passing

-intervals covered with detritus. The contact with the metamorphic rocks

was also laid down and numerous dips were observed in the metamorphic

area. In order to eliminate the disturbing influence of the irregularities of

the topography, the croppings of each of these continuous strata and the

contact of the metamorphic were reduced to their intersections with normal

planes cutting the surfaces respectively at the mean elevation of their ex-

posures. The results showed that adjoining Chico strata are parallel and

thrown into extremely gentle undulations, while the metamorphic area is

merely a shattered mass The contact has approximately the same general

direction as the Chico beds, but does not entirely coincide with their strike.

It is a rouo-h line, but not rougher than one which would represent the ver-

tical section of an ordinary sea-bottom near tlie coast. The dip of the Chico

strata decreases as the distance from the contact increases.

Either this structure represents a nonconformity or else the metamor-

phism and accompanying disturbances occurred after the deposition of the

Chico beds, but ended sharply at a certain line. It might at first sight seem

impossible that an area several miles in width should be crumpled and broken

quite as thoroughly as a representative area of the Archaean along the east-

ern coast, the rocks being also for the most part converted into serpentine

and chert, and that, nevertheless, both mechanical and chemical action

should cease abruptly at a given hue. Yet instances, of which the above

might pass for a description, actually occur and are perhaps more frequent

in the Coast Ranges than elsewhere. All geologists who have visited this

region are aware of the very irregular distribution of the metam.irphic

areas, and it has already been pointed out that the metamorphic rocks pass

over into unaltered or very slightly altered Knoxville beds suddenly, though
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under circumstances wliicli preclude tlie supposition that the adjoining ureas

represent different formations. There are, liowever, significant differences

between these occurrences and the conditions at New Idria. The limits of

nietamorphism in areas consisting of Knoxville beds, however sharp they

may be, are exceedingly irregular, the outline being substantially inde-

pendent of stratification, cutting strata more often than following them and

presenting all sorts of convolutions; there are almost invariably also out-

lying areas of metamorphic rock and included masses of unaltered rock;

furthermore, at least here and there, distinct transitions occur between un-

altered and metamorphic rock. At New Idria, on the other hand, a section

of the contact normal to the surface extends over at least several miles (as

far as it was followed) in a tolerably persistent general direction. There

are no outlying patches of metamorphic rocks; the included masses of

comparatively unaltered rock seem wholly different from the Chico strata

above them, and, though there is a considerable alteration of a portion of

the overlying mass, this alteration is not of the same character as the mag-

nesian and siliceous metamorphism of the underlying rock; nor could I

find anv distinct case of transition. Finally, as has already been men-

tioned, in the Chico conglomerates a part of the pebbles entirely resemble

the silicified or jasperj' portions of the present metamorphic area, while a

few are both macroscopically and microscopically indistingui.shable from

the serpentinized rocks of Knoxville age

Some further evidence of the relation of the two series was found a

few miles to the southeast of New Idria, where a branch of Cantua Creek

cuts through a portion of the range. Here the heavy-bedded, tawny Chico

sandstones, lying at an angle of about 30°, cap the hills wliicli are inter-

sected by the brook, while in the bed of the stream the thin-bedded, met-

amorphic strata stand vertically. No actual contact, however, could be

found, the interval being covered with detritus.

Tliere seems no reasonable explanation of the structure at and neai

New Idria, except on the theory of a non-conformity. Though the evi-

dence may seem less satisfactory than that which would be presented by an

ideal exposure, it is derived from the correlation of the structural evidence

aloii"' the contact for nnles, and in this respect is superior to any but that
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furiiished by the very best local exposures of unconformable contacts; f()r

every geolog-ist must liave observed cases where unconformable exposures

are closely simulated by local ftiults Could it be proved that the under-

lying- mass is of greater age than the Knoxville, the evidence would never-

theless indicate a non-conformity between the Chico and the Knoxville,

unless it could be shown that the convulsion which has so marvelously

crushed the Knoxville Ijeds, at least from Clear Lake to the neighborhood

of New Almaden and again at San Luis Obispo, was unfelt at New Idria,

which it would be difficult to do, in view of the fact that the comparatively

gentle Post-Miocene upheaval certainly extended throughout the Coast

Ranges of California and Oregon.

Mt. Diablo and tlie surrounding country consist of a core of metamor-

pliic rock inclosed nearly or quite quaquaversally ])y rocks of Chico and

Tertiary age. The core is highly contoi'ted and for the most part is in an

extremely metamorphosed condition, though here and there it is compara-

tively fresh and in some cases contains Aiicella and associated fossils. The

overlying Chico, Tcjon, and Miocene strata are tilted, but otherwise com-

paratively undisturbed. Over wide areas these three series seem to be per-

fectly conformable, nor have I seen an}' case on the Pacific Coast where

there seems any ground for suspecting a non-conformity within tliese limits.

Mr. Turner spent several da3''s in this region, collecting fossils from various

beds and searching for some exposure in which the relations of the Knox-

ville beds and the Chico could be well made out. The result was negative,

no exposure being detected from which a non-conformity could be conclu-

sively established. On the other hand, the structure is much more easily

accounted for by supposing a non-conformity to exist than by assuming

conformity. The upturned edges of the more recent strata form long,

smooth curves, enveloping the plicated and metamorphosed core, and no-

where was there any metamorphism in the strata identified as Chico.

On the coast in Sonoma County, about two miles below Ft. Ross, there

is a sharp contact between the Wallala beds and the metamorphic, serpen

tinized rock which extends from this point to below the Russian River, if not

to the Golden Gate. Passing back into the hills, the Wallala beds are found

capping the first range of elevations op'po.site portions of the sliore, which
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are composed of the metamorphic rocks. I believe no one could examine

this locality without being convinced tliat the Wallala beds rest unconform-

ably upon the metamorphic, nor could any one pass inland from the mouth

of the Russian River to Knoxville without feeling sure that the metamorphic

is uniform in character and substantially continuous, though occasionally

masked by eruptive rocks and possibly b}^ a few patches of unaltex'ed stratn.

There is, furthermore, much indirect structural evidence that a non-

conformity must exist between the Knoxville beds and the Chico. Some-

where between the end of the Knoxville and the beginning of the Miocene

there was a great upheaval, accompanied by siliceous and magnesian

metamorphism and followed by enormous erosion, for at many points the

unaltered Miocene clearly rests unconformably upon the metamorphic rocks.

This I have observed on San Bartolo Creek and in the valley of the San

Benito, to which the other is tributary, and there is evidence of similar

relations at Mt. Diablo and at New Almaden. Professor Whitney found the

Miocene resting uncomforraably upon the metamorphic bet\\een the Guada-

lupe mine and Forbes's mill, and also near McCartj-sville,' as well as north

of the Golden Gate,^ for instance, near Tomales,^ while, in speaking of the

neighborhood of Suscol, he says:* " It is probable that the most extensive

disturbances of the Cretaceous, as also the larger portion of the metamorphic

action upon it, had taken place before the Tertiary marine and volcanic

beds were deposited."

If this non-conformity does not occur between the Knoxville and the

Chico, it must be sought between the Chico and the Tejon or between tlie

Tejon and the Miocene. The stratigraphical relations at New Idria and at

Mt. Diablo show that there was continuity of sedimentation from the Chico

to the Tejon and the organic remains prove that there was continuity of

life. The great non-conformity cannot, therefore, have been between these

groups. Between the Tejon and the Miocene there is at least no general

non-conformity.^ Near New Idria and at Mt. Diablo, for example, the Mio-

' Geol. Survey California, Geology, vol. 1, p. 69.

2 Ibid., p. 79.

'Ibid., p. 83.

« Ibid., p. 10:5.

^Professor Wliitncy (Aiir. Giav., p. 'Jfi) writes: "Tbe Miocene aud the Cretaceous secui every win re

to be cuufiirnKilile willicucb oilier."' The Crelacecus hero rcfi-ned to is of course the Tf'jon. Jlr. J.
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ceue seems as strictly conformable with the Tcjon as is this with the Chico.

So, too, along the flank of the Sierra Nevada, both Chico and Miocene re-

main almost perfectly horizontal. Had there bjen a great upheaval, accom-

panied l)y intense nu-tamorphism, between the IVjou and the Miocene, it

seems impossible that no Chico or IVjon strata should have been found

metamori)hosed.

This indirect evidence alone would seem sufficient to establisli the fact

of a non-conformit\- between the close of the Knoxville and the beginning of

the Chico. Add to this the direct evidence at New Idria and Ft. Ross, and

tlie courlusion api)oars irresistible, irrespective of the paleontological argu-

ment, which, again, of itself would have sufifiaed to lead to the same result.

Tlie paleontological argument for a non conformity between the Knox-

ville series and those which are found succeeding it may be very briefly

stated. Dr. White regards the fauna of the Knoxville group as lower Neo-

comian, or at any rate as not later than this. The Chico, in his opinion, rep-

resents the very latest portion of the Cretaceous formation. The exposures

at Mt. Diablo, for example, show that there, at least, no deposits now inter-

vene between the Knoxville and the Chico. Hence, tlie Knoxville beds at

this locality must have been above water in the interval. If this interval

had been a short one, the fticts could be explained on the assumption of a

mere, gentle oscillation of sea-level relatively to the land, and the non-con-

formit}^ might be one of erosion, or, in other words, would not necessarily

imply a movement of great structural importance. But the Knoxville beds

must either have been above water during the entire interval preceding the

Chico or during a sufficient part of it to allow of the removal by erosion

of any strata deposited subsequent to the close of the Knoxville. If one

supposes denudation to be as rapid as sedimentation, which could hardly

be the case with the class of sediments composing the Coast Ranges, the

region of Mt. Diablo must have been above water for at least one-half of

the interval between the close of the Knoxville and the beginning of the

Marcou iu bis paper ou geological classificatiou, 1883, p. 49, asserts that there is a great break between

the Tejon and the Miocene near Ft. Ti^jou. In the description of the locality to which he refers (Ann.

R.-pt. Geog. Surv. West of the 100th M., 1876, p. 167), 1 find no mention of this non-conformity. In the

text I am concerned to show only that there was no disturbance at this epoch great enough to corre-

spond to the metamorphism.

MON XIII 13
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Chico. Now this interval is an enormous one, comprising nearly the whole

of the Cretaceous period.

The Chico represents only a small portion of the Cretaceous, yet its

sediments are thousands of feet in thickness. The same is true of the

Wallala, which represents a different portion of the Cretaceous. On the

most unfavorable supposition, therefore, Mt. Diablo must have been ex-

posed for a sufficient time and at a sufficient elevation to allow of the ero-

sion of thousands of feet of strata between the Knoxville and the Chico

periods, thus indicating- not a gentle oscillation, but a great uplift.

Applied to the quicksilver belt in general the argument is less precise

and indeed negative; for, while an enormous interval of time elapsed be-

tween the epochs at which the Knoxville and Chico faunas flourished, it

might be possible to find other intermediate groups as well as the Wallala.

To account for the conditions except on the theory of a non-conformity,

however, it would be essential to find such faunas in beds stratigraphically

intercalated between the Knoxville and tlie Cliico, and even such a discovery

would not disprove a non-conformity. Now, although the geology of the

Coast Ranges has by no means been exhaustively studied, they have been

carefully examined at a great number of points by many geologists hold-

ing diverse views, and no one of them has ever discovered a trace of fos-

siliferous beds stratigraphically intercalated between the Chico and the

Knoxville series. It is therefore very improbable that a substantially full

series filling the gap between the Knoxville and the Chico exists in any

one locality, and much more so that this is the general condition and that

Mt. Diablo is merely a local exception.

The paleontological argument, though negative, is thus so strong as

to give to the hypothesis of a great non- conformity between the Knoxville

and the Chico a very high degree of probability without any aid from

direct observations of non-conformity or from observations on the age of

the metamorphosed rocks.

A similar argument applies, thougli with less force, to the relations

existing between the Knoxville and the Wallala, for here, too, a long inter-

val is indicated between the eras of the respective faunas; but the relations

of the Knoxville and Horsetown beds cannot as yet be thus elucidated, be-
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cause their relative age is not sharply enough defined. Unfortunately, pos-

itive structural evidence on this point also is as yet wanting.

The evidence of the existence of this important non-conformity may

be recapitulated in a few words. Tlie pebbles in the conglomerates of the

WaUala and the (Jhico groups show that metamorphic rocks existed near

them when these beds were deposited, and these pebbles entirely resemble

rocks known to be of Knoxville age. If they are really of this age, the

metamorphism and upheaval of the Knoxville beds must have preceded the

Wallala period and theie must be an unconformity. Again, the strati-

graphical relations of the Wallala beds on the coast and of the Chico beds

at New Idria to the adjoining metamorphic areas seem inexplicable except-

ino- on the tlieory of a non-conformity. Furthermore, a great non-con-

formity certainly exists somewhere between the Knoxville beds and the

Miocene. None sucli is found between the Miocene and the Ti^jon or be-

tween the Tejon and the Chico. Hence the non-conformity must be be-

tween the Chico and the Knoxville. Finally, the fossils prove that an im-

mense time elapsed between the end of the Knoxville and the beginning

of the Chico, while the Chico is now found in contact with the Knoxville

at various points. This could not be the case unless an upheaval had inter-

vened.

Identity of the Mariposa and Knoxville beds. TllC gold belt of California, aS llitliertO

traced out by miners and geologists, is an area of peculiar form. From Mari-

posa County to Nevada City, in Nevada County, a distance of about one

hundred and fifty miles, the belt is a strip of country nearly parallel to the crest

of the Sierra and about thirty miles in width. Northward from Nevada City

it rapidly widens, becoming at the same time less well defined. To the north

it is finallv terminated by extensive lava fields, while toward the northwest

the country gradually loses its auriferous character as the coast is approached.

Within the goldl)earing region three fossiliferous areas are known to exist.

From the McCloud River to Pence's ranch extends a belt of highly indu-

rated limestone containing Carboniferous fossils. In Oenesee Valley the

State survey found fossils regarded as Triassic and Jurassic. Both of these

localities are far removed from the narrow strip of country lying along the

foot-hills from Miiriposa to Nevada, which is often known as the gold belt
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proper. The fossiliferous Mariposa beds already mentioned occur near the

southerly end of this narrow portion of the auriferous area.

Previous to the discovery of fossils on tlie Mariposa estate in the series

which I sliall call the Mariposa beds, Professor Whitney and his associates

had collected in the Coast Rang-es Beleinnitcs, a .shell determined as Iitoce-

ramus I'iochii, and some others, from the strata which I liave entitled the

Knoxville beds. ]\[r. Gabb described them as Cretaceous forms.' Some

years after Mr. Meek liad referred the Mariposa beds to the Jurassic Mr.

Gabb redesciibed Inoceramus Piochil as AuceUa Piochii,- a chang-e of genus

which I understand to be unquestionably correct. This correction appeared

to me at the very beginning of this investigation of great importance to

the stratigraphy of the State, for through it the fauna of a large part oi" the

known rocks sup[)osed to belong to the Shasta group of the Cretaceous ac-

quired the strongest resemblance to the fauna of the Mariposa County Ju-

rassic. Indeed there seemed scarcely room left for a distinction; i( AuceUa

is distinctively Jurassic, the AiiceUa-henv'mg beds of the Coast Ranges must

be members of that system, while if these AuceUa beds are Cretaceous ^m-

ceUa is not a distinctively Jurassic genus, even in the State of California,

and i\Ir. ^Meek's principal reason for assigning' the Mariposa beds to the Ju-

i-assic is .shorn of its validit}'. Dr. White afterwards fully confirmed this

view, and after examination of Meek's types, together with new and better

.specimens which we collected, he is unable to draw any specific distinc-

tion lietween the AuccUa of tlie ]\Iariposa beds and that of the Knoxville

bed.s.

Professor Whitney states that, while the Mesozoic age of the Mariposa

beds is proved by their fossils, the Pre-Cretaceous age of these strata is dem-

onstrated by their stratigraphical relations. Professor Whitney has indeed

shown that Cretaceoas strata rest unconformably^ upon the upturned edges

of the auriferous slates along the foot-hills of the Sierra at several points
;

'Geol. Survey California, Pala'outology, vol. I.

-Ibid., vol.2.

^lam perfectly satisfied of the existeuce of this uon-couformity, tliough the loealities where the

Cliicobeds Ii.ive been found resting on the uptnrued edges of the auriferous slates are not near those

in which Mesozoic fossils have been found in the older rocks. The Chico beds, where they occur along

the foot-hills, have suli'ered little if at all from the Post-Miocene uplift in the Coast Ranges aud are

nearly horizontal. The Mariposa beds are almost vertical.
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but I find no record of any sucli l)eil so low as the Knoxville group. ^ All

the fossils recorded iii this position are Chico. This does not, indeed, pre-

clude a possibility that the Mariposa beds are Jurassic and the ^Mce//« beds

of the Coast Ranges Cretaceous, for the former might have been above

water during the Shasta epoch ; but, were Cretaceous strata containing tiie

so-called Amelia PiocJui to be found resting in a nearly horizontal position

upon the Mariposa beds, it would })rove not only that the genus had per-

sisted from Jurassic into Cretaceous times, but that in essentially the same

locality the genus was represented iuiniediately after a great and widespread

u):)heaval by a species nearly or quite indistinguishable from one which had

inhabited it prior to this convulsion and the attendant metamorphism. Zo-

ologists would think such a survival very strange if it could be proved and

highly improbable unless the proof were ample.

( )n the other hand, if tlie Marljjosa beds are considered as equivalent

to the Knoxville beds of the Coast Ranges, the non-conformity between the

Chico beds and those of Mariposa is the same which lias been traced in the

preceding pages as existing in the Coast Ranges; and, even if the species of

Aucella found in the respective beds were different, the upheaval and meta-

morphism of the two series, still referable to nearly the same period, would

be presumptively simultaneous.

The llthological resemblance of the rocks of the Mariposa estate to

those of many portions of the metamorphic rocks of Knoxville age is very

strong. There is a similar prevalence of thin-bedded strata, while silicifica-

tion and serpentinization are equally the predominant characteristics. Pli-

cation and fracture are less noticeable than in the Coast Ranges. One

geologist has maintained that the fossiliferous rocks of this locality do not

form an integral portion of the auriferous series. Neither Dr. White nor

I was able to see any ground for this assertion. The fossiliferous rocks

are metamorphic, like the entire series; they have the same dip and

strike and they are unquestionably auriferous, gold quartz veins occurring

between the fossil-bearing strata and not slm})ly near them. In short,

we could see no way of separating the strata containing shells from the

' The shell from Tnscau Springs recorileJ as Iitoceramus Pioohii (Geal. Survey California, Geology,

vol. 1, p. 207) is redetermiueJ as a MijlUus in ibid., vol. 2, j). 191.
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remainder of the immense thickness of siinihir and apparently conformable

slates.^

The Knoxvilleand Mariposa series. TllOUgll the bcd.S of tllO KnOXvllle and Mari-

posa gronps, which on the strnctural and paleontolog-ical grounds already

stated are considered as of the same age, appear to have a very wide distri-

bution in California, particularly along the two great mineral belts of the

State, they have been found fossiliferons at only a com])aratively small

number of localities in Lake, CVdnsa, Yolo, Napa, Solano, Contra Costa,

Santa Clara, San Luis Obispo, and Mariposa Counties. Owing to the ex-

tremely disturbed and liigldy metamorphosed condition of the greater part

of the series, all of these localities are of very restricted area. The areas

covered by unaltered or very slightly altered rock s apparently of the same

age are considerably larger, yet even these are small and seem to represent

mere patches Avhich by accidents of structure liave escaj;ed the general

and very intense metamorphism. The features presented by the rocks of

these series as a whole are somewhat unusual among beds so recent, and

their general facies has led some able and experienced geologists to suspect

for them a far greater antiquity than is warranted by tlie detailed evidence.

Though in some of the fossil localities shells are extremely abundant,

sometimes making up a large portion of particular strata, the number of

species found is small, and of the short list which can be enumerated many

are so imperfect as to make their identification doubtful or hopeless." The

following were published by Mr. ({abb:

Belcmnites iinjtreiisus Gabb. Liocium punctatKin (labb.

Pala'cttracfus crasuKS Gabb. . Modiola major Gabb.

Cordiera mitra'formls Gabb. AnceUa Piochil Gabb.

Airesius lirafits Gabb. RhynvhoneUa Whitnei/i Gabb.

Bingiiiella polita Gabb. Pecten compkxicosta Gabb.

'Mr. J. Marcou stated tbat these schists "sont souvent tres rapprochds des veiues nidtallifi'ies,

sans tontefois jamais en renfernier" (Bnll. Soc. g^ologique France, 1883, p. 410). He now accepts

without objection my statement that gold quartz veins occur between the slates of the Mariposa beds,

and not simply near them. It does not follow, ho thinks, that because the Mariposa beds, which in his

opinion are Triassic, form an integral portion of the auriferous series, the apparition of gold in the

Sierra Nevada is to be put as late as the Jurassic. Thi.^i, in his oijinion, took place not later than the

Lower Paleozoic. " The extrication of gold from the quartz matrix being due to pressure, naturally

gold dust entombed in the Tiiassic marl of the Mariposa may have been united into small nuggets dur-

ing the process of lamination and crushing" (American Geological Classification etc., 1888, p. 'St), I

must confess myself unable to follow this reasoning.

''The paleoutoldgic.al st.atements are all on the authority of Dr. White and are in part extracted

verbatim from Bull. U. S. Gaol. Survey No. 15.
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Three otlier species, viz, Ammonites ramosns Meek, Potamides diadema

Gabb, and Lima skastacnsis Gabb, the types of which Gabb obtained in

the Horsetown beds, Dr. White thinks probably, but not certainly, identical

with specimens obtained by ray party from Knoxville.

In addition to these published species the following have been gener-

ically recog'uized among the collections from Knoxville, all the specimens

of which are, however, too imperfect for specific determination: Ammo)iitesf,

Margarita ?, Deiitalinm, Area, Nucntaiia, and BJii/iiclionclIa. Besides all these

forms there are fragments among the collections from Knoxville which

indicate two or three other mollnscan species not considered in the enumer-

ation of the fauna of tlie Knoxville beds. The specimc^ns which have been

referred to as prol)ab]y representing a species of Am.monites are only a few

small fragments, which show only portions of the sides and [jeripher}- of

the shell. These seem to indicate a species related to the A. Newtierriji of

Meek. The Dentatitim is probably undescribed, as are ])robably also the

Area and Nuculana. The RliynclwneJla is apparently an undescribed species

and seems to be identical with one whicli Dr. Wiiite discovered at Horse-

town.' The collection contains only one fragment of a shell which he

refers witli doubt to Margarita.

The specimens of Ammonites which in the foregoing list of published

species are referred with doubt to A. ramosus Meek consist only of the

small inner whorls, none of them reaciiing an inch in diameter. The form,

-surface markings, and septa of the shell, so far as these characters are shown

by the Knoxville specimens, seem, however, to agree well with those of the

species as it is described by both Meek and Gabb. Meek's type specimens

came from Vancouver Island, but Gabb identified the species in the Horse-

town beds of the Shasta group of California.- The specimens of the shell

which in the foregoing list are referred with doubt to the Potamides diadema

of Gabb are embedded in compact rock, so that all its characters cannot be

observed. They are probably identical with Gabb's species which he de-

scribes as coming from the Horsetown beds. Finally, so far as the specific

identity of anv Bcleninites can be determined, there seems to be compara-

' This form is closely Itlie the R. oxtjoplicata Fischer, from the Jurassic of Moscow.

'See Bull. U. S. Geol. Sur. Terr. (1876) No. 2, p. a71, PI. V, Fig. 1; also, Geol. Survey California,

PaliPODtology, vol. 1, p. 65, PI. XI, Fig. W, aud Pi. XII, Fig. 12i.
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lively little reason to doubt that the specimens which have been found in

the Horsetown and Knoxville beds, respective!}-, and referred to Behmnites

impressus Gabb, are specifically identical.

Comparinj^ the nineteen species of fossils now known to exist in the

Knoxville beds witli those from the Horsetown beds, or, in other words,

with all the other species which Gabb refers to the Shasta group,' it appears

that all except six of them are certainl\' different from any of the latter.

One of these six, the Ammointcs Xcirherryi I'!', offers only a mere suggestion

of identity ; four are probably, but not certainly, identical, namely, Am-

monites ramosm f , Pofam'nJcs diademaf, Lima sltaftfaetmsf , and BlujnclioneUa

.'; and the specific identity of one, Bclemnitcs impressus, has been

regarded as certain. Tlie fact that the Belemnites, as a rule, do not present

salient, or even satisfactory, features by which to determine specific differ-

ences, detracts somewhat from the certaint\- of the last identification.

Dr. White's opinion that Aucella Erringtnmi and A Bioclni Gabb are

specificall}' identical has been formed after he had had better advantages

for investigating the subject than seem to have been enjoyed by any other

person who has written upon the paleontology of California. He has not

only examined the original types of those two form.s, but hundreds of other

specimens of A. Piochii from Gabb's original locality, as well as from other

places. Furthermore, we made a personal visit to the locality on the Mari-

posa estate where the type specimens of A. Erringtonii were obtained, and

collected better .'specimens of it from the auriferous slates there and in the

immediate neighborhood than had before been known. We also obtained

from the same slates fragments of an ammonite, some impressions of a

shell apparently the rjioladomi/a oyhkulafa of Gabb, others that represent a

species of the Pectinida^ (perhaps the AmtL^siwu aitrium of Meek), and still

others which are undeterminable. On adding to these the Belemnites pa-

C'ficus of Gabb, tlie fauna of the auriferous slates of the Mariposa estate

amounts to at least five species of mollusks. It is true that only the Aucella

has been satistactorily identified as occurring in both the auriferous slates^

'Geol. Survey California. PaUvontology, vol. 2, pp. •20a-2.">4.

*Some of the specimeus found in the .-luriferoiis slates of the Mariposa estate show more or less

distinct, radiating; lines, and the same pecnliarity h.-is been observed among examples from the Knox-

ville beds, as well as among Russian and AK-xskan example.s.
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and the Shasta g'l'oup, but tliere is nothing- in the cliaracter of the other

four species of niolhisks from the auriferous shvtes which would render in-

consistent their reference to the age of the Knoxville beds.

The specimens of Aucelhi and other auriferous shxte species just re-

fen-ed to were ol)tained by us from the rocks in phxce, those found near

the left l)ank of the Jlerced River, ^Mariposa County, Cal., about a quar-

ter of a mile below Benton's mills, I)eino- especially satisfactory as regards

both their [)Osition in the strata and their condition of preservation. Here

the strata have an almost vertical dip and they are plainly an integral part

of the great auriferous slate series. A part of our collection, as well as

some of those which were collected by King", Gabb, and Miss Erring-

ton, were obtained from within a few feet of the famous great quartz vein

which traverses the i\rariposa estate and whicli is inclosed in the aurifer-

ous slates.

We did not obtain any Brleniniies from the auriferous slates, as King

and Gabb did, nor has Dr. White seen Gabb's B. pacificm, obtained from

this formation, but not figured. From the description it is supposed to be

identical with B. niacrifatis White,' obtained by Mr. Dall from Alaska and

found associated with an AiirHhi regarded as of the same species as A.

I^nbigtoiiU. and A. Piochii.

That the Mariposa beds and tlie Knoxville beds are of the same age is

considered as proved b}' the identity of Aucella Piochii and A. Eniiiytonii,

sn])ported by the g-eneral character of the other fossils which tlie strata of

both respectively bear. It is true that this is the only specific identifica-

tion that has been made; 1)ut the species in question is one of extraordinarily

wide geographical range and it is also one of great constancy and exclu-

siveness as regards its distinguishing characteristics.

Cei'tain of the species whicli characterize the strata of the Shasta

group in California have been recognized among the collections which have

been reported by different pei'sons from Washington Territory and British

Columbia, as well as from Alaska and the Aleutian Lslands. But none of

the species of that group has been found in any North American strata to

the eastward of the Pacific Coast region, if we except Greenland. While

' See Bull. U. S. Geo]. Survey No. 4, p. 1^, PI. VI.
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it is probable that the Horsetown beds of California are represented in

those northern localities which have been referred to, it is more especially

the equivalent of the fauna of the Knoxville beds that has been recognized

as existing there. This recognition is mainly through the identification,

among the collections which have been made there, of the AuccIIa, which

so strongly characterizes the Knoxville division of the Shasta group in

California. Specimens regarded as specifically identical with the form

which Mr. Gabb published under the name of Aucdla Pioch'u have been

pre.sented to the Survey by Prof Thomas Condon, which he collected at

Puget Sound, Washington Territory. These specimens were in bowlders,

but they nevertheless indicate tlie existence of an otherwise unknown

locality to the north of Oregon. ^Ir. Whiteaves refers to the same species

as being abundant at Tatlayoco Lake and other places in British Columbia,'

and Professor Eichwald, Dr. P. Fischei", and Dr. White have published

forms from diflferent parts of Alaska which the la.st regards as specifically

identical with it.

Among the fossils collected in Alaska by Peter Doroschin, Eichwald

-

recognized all tlie forms of Aucella which Ke3'serling had published as

occurring in Russia, namely, A. roncentrica Fischer, A. mosquensis von

Buch, A.^ntUam, nwAA. crussicoUis Keyserling. The last two he considered

as only varieties of A. coiicentrica. Dr. Fischer recognized onl}- one species

among Pinart's Alaskan collections,^ which he referred to A. concentrica.

Dr. White also recognized only one species among the collections

brought from Alaska by Mr. Dall. Although the specimens were numerous

and presented quite a wide variation of form, he regarded them all as repre-

senting a variety of Aucella concentrica.* Mr. Whiteaves (loc. cit.) recog-

nized only one species among the collections from British Columbia, and

this he referred to Amelia mosquensis.

In the Knoxville beds of California there are two recognizable varieties

oi Aucella, which are connected more or less closely by intermediate forms,

' Seo Traus. Royal Soc. Canada, sec. 4, 18S2, p. 84.

- SeeGoognost.-palaeont. Bemorkungen iiber die Halbinsel Mangiscblak uud die aleutischeu luseln,

18/1, pp. 185-187, PI. XVII.

^See Voyage i\ la c6t6 nord-ouest de rAuK^riiiiic. par M. Alph.-L. Piuarr, pp. 33-36, PI. A.

* See Bull. U. S. (?eol. Survey No. 4, pp. l:!,-14, PI. VI.
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Ijut are decidedly different in extreme examples. It is usually the case also

that one variet)* will be found to prevail in certain layers of rock, some-

times almost exclusiveh*, and the other variety in other layers.

Adult examples of one of these varieties are large, robust, and often

inflated. These approach the typical forms of A. concentrica more nearly

than the' others. Those of the other variety are smaller, more slender, and

have a more delicate appearance. They seem to cori-cspond more nearly

with the ty|)e of ^1. mosqueitsls. Still, after examining numerous examples

from Alaska, British America, Washing-ton Territory, and California,

besides some Russian examples oi A. concentrica and A. mosqnensis, believed

to be authentic, in the collections of the Smithsonian Institution, Dr. White

is of the opinion that all of them represent only one species. Indeed, he is

disposed to regard as at most only varieties of one s})ecies all the forms

which have fvom various authors received the names Aucella concentrim,

A. mosquensis, A. pallasii, A. crasskoUis, A. riochii, and A. Errinfjhmii.

However, it will be convenient, when discussing the AnceUa-hc^v'mg strata

of California, to retain the names A. concentrica and A. mosqmnsis to indi-

cate the more robust and the more elongate forms, respectively, as they

occur in that State.

Before dismissing this reference to Amelia, it is well to note how wide

\i the geographical distribution of the variable form which has been known

under the various names which have just been mentioned. This shell was

first known in various parts of Russia and subsequently upon the eastern

coast of the Caspian Sea,^ in northern Siberia,' on the island of Spitzbergen,^

on Kuhn Island (off the east coast of Greenland),^ and in Alaska, Britis!i

Columbia, Washington Territory, and southward to central California, as

mentioned on previous pages. Although it is so variable in certain of its

features, so constant is it in its general characteristics and so distinct from

related forms that paleontologists are now generally agreed as to its identit\-

in all the widely separated localities which have just been indicated.

'See Eicliwald's Geognost.-palaeont. Bemerkuiigen iibor ^lio Halbiusel Mangiscblak iiml die

aleutischey Inselii, 1871, p. 53.

= See Middea<lorft"s Reise iu deu iiussersteu Nordeu und Osteu Siberious, vol. 1, part l,p. 255.

'See Liudstriini: Oiu Trias- ocli Jurafcirsteuingar fiaii Spetsbergen, Kongl. svensk. Vet.-Akad.
Haudl., vol.'t), No. 6, 18G7, p. 14.

<See F. Toula, Die zweite deutsche Nordpolarfalirt, vol. 2, 167J, pp. V.)~-'M:>; al.so Quart. Jour.
Giol. Soc. Londiin, vol. :!4, 1876, p. 560.
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The age of the ^4.vtY'//cj!-bearing' beds, whether in Cahfornia or else-

where, is not fnlly determined, apparently on acconnt of the eqnivocal char-

acter of the faunas associated with this fossil.

Pxith Eichwald and Whiteaves contend that all the strata which bear

Aucclla co)/r(')itric(i and A. niosqiicnsis are certainly of Neocomian age. On

the other hand, Keyserling, Trautschold, D'Orbigny, and others as confi-

dently assert that the}' are of Jurassic age and many jialeontologists have

hitherto regarded Aucella as an exclusively Jurassic geinis. Even so late

as the year ISSl Mr. A. Pavlow, a member of the official geological com-

mission of Tvussin, placed in the Jurassic scries the well known strata which

in eastern and other parts of Russia hear A accJhc coi/rciUrica, as the earlier

Russian geologists also did.'

Dr. AVhite thinks it not impossible that Aucella occurs in the Jurassic

in some regions and in the Neocomian in others, just as a number of Lower

Carboniferous species of Europe are found in the Upper Carboniferous of

North America and as certain species are known to pass from the Devonian

to the Carboniferous, lie inclines, however, to the opinion that the Cali-

fornia occurrences are referable to the Lower Neocomian, which, as has

been seen, is substantially the result at which Gabb arrived for the group

here called the Knoxville series.

As has been seen, the age of the metamorphic series of the Coast

Ranges (which is that most usually associated with the quicksilver deposits),

the age of a highly important portion of the auriferous slates of California,

and consequently also the structural relations of the Coast Ranges and Sierra

Nevada depend almost entirely upon two closely allied species, or on two

varieties of a single species, oi Aucella. The very great importance which

this fossil thus acquires is much increased by the fact that it occurs along

the Pacific Coast at various points up to Alaska, a distance of about two

thousand miles, and again at very widel}' separated points in Europe.

Tn the hope that it may lead to a more extended knowledge of the

distribution of this peculiar and important fossil, I have induced Dr. White

to prepare a description, with illustrations, of Aucella, which appears as an

appendix to lliis chapter.

' See Bull. Soc. g^ologique France, :i(l series, vol. 12, 1884, pp. 686-696.
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The Horsetown beds.— TliG llorsotowii hcxhi, US it seeuis convenient to call

the group wliich occurs near Cottonwood Creek, Shasta County, are con-

fined to that locality, so far as known, and their stratigraphical relation to the

Knoxville series is undeterniincd. The solution is very prohaldy to be

found in the eastern Coast lianges in Tehama County, but this region is not

known to have been geologically explored and it probably will not be ex-

amined until a special study of the Coast Kanges as a whole is undertaken.

The Horsetown beds are somewhat altered, but at the points visited by

Dr. White and mv^self they do not show the characteristic serpentiin'zation

and silicification of the metanior[)hosed Knoxville beds. It cannot l)v any

means be asserted definitely, however, that they were not involved in the

upheaval and metamorphism which took place after the Knoxville and be-

fore the Wallala [)eriod, because much of the Knoxville series is also little

altered. On the other hand, the Horsetown beds rest unconformably upon

the auriferous slates of that region, which are of uncertain age, though ap-

parently continuous with the Carboniferous of Pence's ranch Professor

Whitne)' detected this non-conformity, tliough expressing the result in some-

what guarded terms.^ The mining operations which have since been pros-

ecuted have so exposed the rocks as to leave no room for any possible

difference of ojiinion. The slates upon which the Plorsetown beds lie are

somewhat peculiar and differ physically from those of the Marij)Osa beds,

showing a very thin cleavage and an unusual, silver-gray luster. Tliey give

to the eye an impression of great geological age. The fauna of the Horse-

town beds includes the whole of Gabb's Shasta group, excepting the species

already enumerated as belonging to the Knoxville. Mr. Gabb and Dr.

White agree in considering the affinities of these fossils to be with those

of the Gault, and therefore decidedly later than the Knoxville series.

Though the Horsetown beds lie not far from the general line of the quick-

silver belt, they are not known to occur anywhere in close connection with

the ore deposits.

The Cascade Range.— It is luirdly possiblc to Contemplate the close relation

shown to subsist between the eastern and western ranges of central Cali-

fornia without inquiring what connection, if any, exists between them

' Geol. Survey California, Geology, vol. 1, p. 321.
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and those north and south of the great valley of the State. Dr. White

and I therefore visited Oregon and made several trips into the mountains

of the Cascade Range from Roseburg.

The sedimentary rocks appear to be underlain by granite, for, though

we did not meet with this rock in place, it constitutes a large proportion of

the stream pebbles. It is stated on the excellent authority of Rev. Thomas

Condon to occur in place somewhat to the northward of this point. In

a great number of localities we found upturned, crumpled, silicified, and

metamorphosed rocks exactly similar to those of Mt. Diablo, but our search

for Aucella. was not rewarded. Upon the metamorphic rocks lie uncon-

formably somewhat tilted, unaltered sandstones. These are certainl}' Mio-

cene, for, though we found no fossils ourselves. Dr. White examined ex-

tensive collections of Miocene shells in entirel}' similar rock made by

Rev. Thomas Condon, who gave us full information as to their occurrence

in precisel}' similar positions, but somewhat north of Roseburg. Overlying

the sandstones are large areas of volcanic rocks.^

In the section made by the Columbia River no metamorphic rock or

granite appears, but at least the southern portion of the range has a foun-

dation similar to that of the California Coast Ranges, and, as I think, prob-

ably of the same age. This cannot be stated as a certainty until Aucella

has been found in the Cascades; but, considering that this fossil certainly

occurs near Puget Sound and that the lithological character and geological

association of the metamorpliic rocks at Roseburg are indistingui.shable

from those of known Neocomian localities in the Coast Ranges, no grave

doubt remains.

Chico beds, liowever, occur in central Oregon, and on this ground the

Blue MountQ-ins have been regarded as the northerly contiiuuition of the

Sierra.^ Butshore lines and lines of structure, though intimately associated,

do not always coincide. A depression of only 30 feet to-day would put

Sacramento, Stockton, and an immense area of the Great Valley under

water, while a depression of 400' feet would convert the Great Valley into

' In auswer to an inquiiy, Prof. Joseph Le Coute states that bis remarks couceiuing the lower por-

tion of tlie Cascade Range in Am. Jour. Sei., 3il series, vol. 7, p. 177, were not from personal ohserva-

tion. He there suggested that the Cascades were a continuation of the Sierra.

- U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Parallel, Systematic Geology, vol. 1, p. 453.
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a gulf, extending from Tulare Lake to above the town of Red Bluff. Tiiere

is, indeed, al)undant reason to suppose the Great Valley did form such a

sheet of water witliin the recent period, for the marsh lands bordering- on

the lower Sacramento and San Joaquin liivers seem mere continuations of

the mud flats of the Bay of San Francisco exposed at low tide, and the

relations of the alluvial plains to tlie neighboring hills are indicative of the

same conditions, while the character of some of the terraces on the sea-

coast demonstrates that the sea-level not long ago was at least over 200

feet higher, relatively to the land, than it is now.'

There would be nothing strange, therefore, in the discovery of brack-

ish-water shells or even salt-water remains in the alluvium of the Great

Valley, but this would not indicate that the Coast Ranges were non-existent

at the time when such mollusks were alive. So, also, the Gulf of California

now extends some one hundred and fifty miles to the eastward of the true

coast line, or the western limit of Lower California. The fact that Chico

fossils are found in central Oregon only proves, therefore, that tlie Cas-

cades must have been broken through at one or more points during this

period, and not that this range is more recent than the Chico.

Southern continuation of the Coast Ranges. The Hialn StrUCtUral COUtinUatioU of

the united Coast Ranges and Sierra Nevada to the southward appears to

be the peninsula of Lower California. Mr. Gabb,^ who visited this region,

stated that it is possible to trace an uninterrupted granite ridge from the

San Gabriel Mountains, north of Los Angeles, through Los Angeles, San

'Prof. George Davidson has traced from Lower California to Alaska the terraces which line the

western coast (Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. 5, p. UO). So great is the regularity of the surfaces

of some of these terraces that he feels compelled to deny that they have been cut by wave action. Ho

considers it probable that ice was the agent. My own opportunities for examining these terraces have

been very limited, but in the region between Ft. Ross and Gualala I have studied them with some care.

Their topography appeared to me indistinguishable from that of the beaches exposed at low water, and

at two points I detected Pholas borings on the terraces at a distance of several miles from one another.

One of these points was by estimation 150 feet and the other 250 feet above sea-level. However the

terraces of this region were formed, therefore, they have been at sea-level within a period which lias

been insuliicient to obliterate extremely superflcial markings in a very soft sandstone. Neither in this

region or at Santa Crnz nor on the Faralloue Islands was I able to see the necessity for attributing the

excavation of the terraces to any other agency than that of the waves. That there are such terraces

for which wave action may seem an inadeqnate explanation I do not of course deny; yet, if the level

of the coast were to remain absolutely constant for a very long period, it apnears to me that hard rocks

and soft must eventually becnt away to a very nearly uniform depth. Mr. Goodyear (ibid., vol. 4, p.

295) has called attention to evidences of oscillation in the level of the eo.ast of Oregon.

- Geol. Survey California, Geology, vol. 2, appendix, p. 137.
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Bernardino, and San Diego Connties, into Lower California and along

the peninsula to within a few miles of the old mission of Santa Gertrudis,

while, from the exposure through denudation at Santa Gertrudis and again

near Loreto, it is proljable tliat between the mission and Cape San Lucas

the granite nowhere lies at a greater depth than 1,000 feet. Dr. White has

pointed out that fossils of the Atlantic Cretaceous founa, which is entirely

distinct from the fauna of the Pacific Cretaceous, are found on the western

side of the Sierra Madre of Mexico, thus showing that Lower California

was during the Cretaceous the dividing isthmus between the oceans and

confirming Gabb's view.

Though tlie iirobabilities are thus strongly in favor of the theory that

the Cascades and the mountains of Lower California are the main struct-

ural continuations of the united Sierra and Coast Ranges, it by no means

follows that these ranges form an isolated s}'stem or that these continua-

tions of the California mountains are the only ones. On the contrary,

there is nuich evidence that the Sierra is inseparable from the basin sys-

tem, which appears to continue through Arizona and to nnite with the

Rocky Mountain system. Too little is known of northern Mexico and

the territory of the United States immediately adjoining it to justify any

extended speculation on this subject.

Pre-Cretaceous upheavals and metamorphism. TwO iuipOrtaUt arCaS of SCrpentiuized

and silicified, metauiorphic rock.s have been shown in the foregoing pages

to be of the same age, probably Neocomian, and it has been established

that these series wei-e upheaved and metamorphosed prior to the deposition

of the Wallala beds, regarded by Dr. White as Turonian. But there are

other metamorphic rocks in California deposited long before the Neocomian.

Thus the Carboniferous limestones on the McClond River are crystalline

and the metamorphic shales near Pence's ranch, in Butte County, are at

least in part Carboniferous. They bear considerable similarity to those of

the Mariposa group, and, furthermore, they are nearly vertical and strike in

nearly the same direction as those of the gold belt proper. The question

therefore at once arises whether their upheaval and metamorphism are

ascribable to the same period as the uplift and alteration of the Mariposa

and Knoxville beds.
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It is hoped tliat work now being done on the goUl belt may alFord a

definite answer to this and other questions. In the absence of distinct

evidence, liowever, the probabiHties appear to be against the supposition

that all the metamorphism which can be traced in this State is referable to

a single period.

It may be asserted with some confidence, as a result of all the geologi-

cal work done from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, that there has been

throughout geological time a definite tendency in the structural development

of this area. The geologists of the fortieth parallel exploration showed

that a fault began upon the west flank of the Wahsatch in the Archean, the

same fault which Mr. Gilbert has traced as still in progress. The last-

named geologist and Prof. Joseph Le Conte have also detected a similar

fracture on the east side of the southern portion of the Sierra. The eastern

portion of the Great Basin was lifted above the surface of the ocean after

the close of the Carboniferous, the western portion of the same area fol-

lowed before the Cretaceous, and at one or both of these epochs the coun-

try was laterally compressed, an action no doubt closely connected with

the progress of the great faults. About the time of the Neocomian Cal-

ifornia experienced an east and west compression, and again at the close of

the Miocene an uplift threw the horizontal strata of the coast into north and

south folds. From the Wahsatch to the Pacific Coast there thus appears

to have been a recurrent, if not a constant, tendency to lateral compression

in substantially one and the same direction and to an increase of the land

area west of the Wahsatch.

This repetition of movements in a similar direction has tended to ob-

scure the time relations of geological phenomena, particularly along the

great Sierra Range, which has probably been one of the most persistent

topographical features of the continent. Dr. White points out that an ex-

traordinary difference has existed between the marine fauna of the Pacific

Coast and that of the waters east of the Sierra from a time prior to the

Cretaceous onward, and hence that a land barrier must throughout have

occupied substantially the position of the Sierra Nevada, which must there-

fore have experienced repeated upheavals to compensate for constant ero-

sion. There are also said to be some paleontological grounds for sup-
MON xiii 14
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posing at least a partial separation of these areas daring the Carboniterous.

This snpposition is in entire accord not only with the structural anal-

ogies of the region, but with the detailed observations of Mr. Clarence

Kino-i j^i^^l l,i^ colleagues, who were led to infer the existence of a conti-

nental area daring the Paleozoic west of longitude 117° 30', in latitude 40°.

Such a range as the Sierra, though partaking in the general compression

and movement of the whole country, must offer a tremendous resistance,

and, at any one of the active periods during which the physical conditions

permitted contortion of strata along the western flank of the Sierra, these

must have been driven against the barrier until they could yield no more.

Thus if a pile of cloths were compressed from their edges (as in Hall's

famous experiment) with enormous energy, they Avould be forced into

plications so sharp that the dip at any point would be neai-ly vertical It

seems to follow that at different upheavals (some of them perhaps as yet

untraced) strata to the west of the great Sierra may have been driven into

the nearly vertical position of the gold slates, their original stratigraphical

relations thus becoming completely obscured. I do not consider it certain,

therefore, or even probable, that the Carboniferous slates near Pence's

ranch first assumed their present position subsequently to the Knoxville

period. It may be that they have stood nearly as now^ ever since the Car-

boniferous of Utah was raised above water, while the slates of Horsetown,

of the ao-e of which nothing is know'n, may possibly owe their vertical dip

to still earlier convulsions.

The Carboniferous slates of Pence's ranch are serpeutinoid, and,

thouo-h distinctions between them and the metamorphosed Knoxville beds

mifht perhaps be drawn, the rocks are very similar. But, just as it seems

to me that successive upheavals may have produced similar effects upon the

arrano-ement of strata, I think the association of a certain uplift with a par-

ticular series of chemical changes tends to show that analogous dynamical

conditions might lead to molecular changes of the same kind. It seems

therefore not at all impossible that both upheaval and metamorphism at

Pence's ranch were in the main earlier phenomena than those traced in the

Coast Rano-es. If so, their effect must have been felt throughout a great por-

1 U. S. Gcol. Expl. 40tb Parallel, vol. 1, Systematic Geology, p. 534.
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tiou of California, though the results in the Coast Ranges may luive long

since been obliterated. On the other hand, the post-Knoxville disturbance

must have been felt at Pence's ranch, though its effects may have been

trifling as conii)ared with those of earlier convulsions.

The Coast Ranges members of the western Cordillera system. As hclS alrCadv beCU Statcd,

I am unable to see any reason for dissenting from Professor Whitney's

opinion tliat tiie fossiliferous beds of Mariposa form an integral portion of

the modern Sierra Nevada range. It seems simply impossible that they

should iiave assumed their present vertical position with a strike parallel

to the cre.st and tliat they should have been profoundh' modified by chem-

ical action, except under conditions of disturbance amply sufficient to bring

about essential modifications of the whole range. That there were at the

time, or at least had been, mountains in nearly the same position does

not impair the claim of this addition to be considered as much a part of

the modern Sierra as any older portion. If the conclusions thus far stated

be accepted, it follows at once that subsequently to the close of the

Knoxville, but long before the beginning of the Chico, both the Sierra

and the Coast Ranges experienced an upheaval. This was in all proba-

bility not the first along the line of the Sierra and very possibly did not

actually originate the Coast Ranges, but for the latter it is the first dis-

tinctly traceable movement. It is conceivable that within the limits of

time indicated two upheavals should have taken place, one affecting only

the Sierra, the other only the Coast Ranges; but the probability of this

alternative will scarcely be seriously maintained. The earlier determina-

ble portion of the Coast Ranges must therefore be considered as due to the

same disturbance which added the gold belt proper to the Sierra Nevada.

Ther.e is much probabilit}'' that a portion at least of the Cascade Range

was elevated and metamor|)hosed at the same time. Th-e relationship thus

established is brought out more clearly by a comparison of the history of

the ranges so far as it can be traced.

Both the Sierra Nevada and the Coast Ranges were above water and

underwent erosion during the interval between the Knoxville and the

Chico epochs. Both ranges also sank just before the beginning of the

Chico, admitting the ocean over a great part of the Coast Ranges and over
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considerable areas at the base of the Sierra. Both appear to have risen

partially and gently before the Tt^jon, particularly toward the north; at least

the rocks of this epoch, so far as is known, are confined to the southern ex-

tremity of the Sierra and to the Coast Ranges south of Martinez. A slow

subsidence would appear to have taken place liefore the Miocene, rocks of

this age extending along the Sierra far to the north of tlie Tejon localities,

while in the Coast Ranges they lie directly upon the nietaniorphic at a

great number of points, clearly indicating a lower general level than dui--

ing the preceding epoch. During the Pliocene very little of either range

was below water.

Not only was an important uplift of the Sierra Nevada contempora-

neous with the first known upheaval of the Coast Range, but, even with

the imperfect information at command, it is clear that the successive fluct-

uations of level of the country since the close of this disturbance have

affected these ranges substantially in the same manner, and I cannot but

conclude that the new facts brought forward necessitate the reference of

the Sierra Nevada and the Coast Ranges to a single mountain system.

The Coast Ranges are, and probably always have been, of less altitude

than the great Sierra, and they have consequently been more extensively

immersed, just as would be the case if both were now to sink any given

number of thousand feet. Between the Miocene and Pliocene periods the

Coast Ranges also suffered disturbances in which at least the western base

of the Sierra has not shared perceptibl}'. The Sierra, too, has undergone

some faulting in which neither the Coast Ranges nor the basin ranges are

known to have shared, but these differences do not appear to me sufficient

to counterbalance the important coincidences in the history of the ranges.

Date of upheaval and metamorphism.— Tlicrc secuis cvcry rcasou to suppose that

tlie upheaval of tlie Knoxville and Mariposa beds was substantially con-

temporaneous with their metamorphism, but the exact period at which

these phenomena took place is uncertain. That it was prior to the deposi-

tion of the Wallala beds, and therefore before the Turonian, is indubitable.

It must be left to future investigation to determine whether the uplift pre-

ceded the Gault. This, however, is more probable than the alternative

hypothesis, for the limited occurrence of the Horsetown beds seems to indi-
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cate that an uplift, tliough possibly a goiitl(3 one, occiUTed between the

Neocomian and the Gault; so that, if it should prove that the Horsetown

beds were involved in the nietamorphisni, there were probably two distinct

uplifts between the Knoxville and the Wallala, and of these the later must

have been much the more violent. This appears less likely than that a

single great movement took place at the close of the period characterized

by the presence oi Amelia and prior to the Gault.

The Wallala series.—AloHg thc coast iu Souoma aud Mendocino Counties,

from a little below Ft. Ross to beyond the town of Gualala or Wallala,'

occurs a series of beds of very considerable thickness, stariding at a high

angle and mainly composed of thick-bedded, soft, tawny sandstones ex-

ternally similar io those of the Chico group as it is found at New Idria

and elsewhere. This series also includes large masses of conglomerate,

the pebbles of which are chiefly granite and metamorphic rocks. That

these beds lie unconformably upon the metamorphic has already been

stated. The Wallala beds are for the most part extremely barren in fossils

and no considerable number in any tolerable state of preservation were

found excepting at a point on the shore about a mile above the town of

Gualala At other points to the southward, however, fragments of Ino-

ceramus, easily recognizable by the peculiar structure of the shell, and a

few other imperfect fossils were found, so that there could be no doubt as to

the faunal continuity of the beds, even had the exposure been less satisfac-

tory.

The National Museum has also received from Mr. C. R. Orcutt, of San

Diego, a few fossils from Todos Santos Bay, in Lower California, a part of

which Dr. White has determined as identical with those from Mendocino

county. He has described the following:

OoralliocJiama Orcutti (geu. et sp. uov.).

Trochus curyostomiis, u. sp.

Nerita f.

' The name of this towu aud of the river which there empties iuto the Pacific is variously spelled
Gualala, Guadala, Walhalla, and Wallala. It is of Indian origin, aud the first form is au attempt
to convert it into Spanish. The third form is evidently due to the resemblance of the sound to a
famons mythological name. The Coast and Geodetic Survey, after careful consideration, have chosen
the last spelling, which will no doubt eventually be ndnpti'd on uiaps of the Coast.
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Ceritlmtm PilUngi, u. sp.

Vcrithium totiiim sanctorum, n. sp.

Solarium iraUalense, n. sp.

The collection from Mendocino County included the first and the last of

these and also imperfect specimens of an Inocerannis about a foot in length,

X)strco, Peclen, and Turritella. Dr. White believes this fauna to indicate

the middle Cretaceous and in some respects it reminds him of the Gossan.'

The Wallala beds have never been recognized except at these two

points, which are 600 miles apart. The northern locality was manifestly

close to the shore of the ocean of that time, and the locality in Lower

California appears to have been similar. It thus seems probable that the

western slioreof California was approximately in its present position during

the Turonian epoch.

The chico-T jon series.—This group of rocks occurs for the most part on

the slopes of the great valley of California, the western side of the Coast

Eanges being covered with Wallala beds or Miocene strata where the meta-

morphic series is not exposed. The prevalent rock variety is sandstone of

medium grain and usually very soft.^ The lower portion of the series is

generally ferruginous and of a tawny hue, and spheroidal concretions,

though met in later sandstones, also are particularly abundant in the

Cliico. The origin of these concretions is discussed in Chapter III. The

upper part of the series is commonh' characterized by an extremely light

color, approaching pure white. The series also includes shales, though

these are subordinate, and a very little limestone is met with in some

localities, though not forming continuous strata. Along the Coast Eanges

the Chico-T(.jon series is, so far as I know, always perceptibly inclined and

usually at a considerable angle, but in some of the localities on the west

flank of the Sierra Nevada, as at Chico, the beds are very nearly horizontal.

Traces onl}^ of cinnabar are known to occur in these rocks and no case of

metamorphism similar to that which prevails in the rocks of the Knoxville

group has been observed, though induration and a greater or less impreg-

nation with calcite and gypsum are not uncommon.

' Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 22.

- The branches of bushes growing close to croppings of these sandstones often wear grooves into

the rock which are sometimes as much as three inches in depth.
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New Idria affords a fine exposure of tliese rocks, which at tliis point

appear to be not less than 10,000 feet in thickness. The heds are tilted

at angles reaching 45'^ and are so little concealed by soil that a continuous

stratum may often be followed for a considerable distance. There is no

indication at this point of any break in the continuity of deposition of the

sandstones, which carry a sufficient number of fossils to show that both the^

Chico and the Tejon are represented. At Mt. Diablo, too, tliese formations

appear exactly conformable, and, so far as is known, this is the case whev-

ever they are found tog-ether. The difference in color is the only jdiysical

peculiarity by means of which a division can be made.

Near the Vallecitos Canon, a few miles northwest of New Idria, and

therefore close to the locality known as Griswold's in the reports of the

State survey, the Tejon and IVIiocene occur near to each other and both

are fossiliferous. This region appeared to me well adapted to test the

fpiestion whether or not there existed between the Tejon and Miocene any

fossiliferous strata or any barren strata which might represent an interme-

diate age, for Messrs. Whitney and Gabb, regarding the Tejon as Creta-

ceous and Eocene fossils as absent, believed that there were unfossiliferous

beds in the position which the Eocene should have occupied. Mere col-

lections of fossils would scarcely be adequate to determine this point, and

at my request Dr. White examined this locality with the special purpose of

determining the presence or absence of an intermediate fauna. He found

the Miocene and Tt^on conformable here, as they usually are elsewhere,

and traced the fossiliferous Tejon beds so close to the fossiliferous Miocene

beds as to leave no room for an intermediate series.

The ao-e of the Chico-Tejon series has been much discussed. Conrad

first determined fossils from the Tejon Avhich were collected by Prof. W. P.

Blake near Ft. Tejon.' Of these specimens Conrad wrote: "The Eocene

period is unequivocally represented by the beautifully perfect shells from

the Canada de las Uvas." Either tin-ough a misunderstanding or a difference

of opinion these are referred to in the reports of the State survey as a "few

imperfect fossils."^ Conrad repeatedly reasserted, but never retracted, his

' PaciGc R.iilroad Reports, vol. .">, p. ;U8.

-GpoI. Snivoy Califoriii.n. Geology, vol. 1, p. 191.
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view.' Gabb" vigorously maintained the Cretaceous age of tlie Tejon in

liis contributions to the State geological reports and elsewhere Prof. J. D.

Dana considers the Tejon as probably Lower Eocene and gives a list of

the Tejon genera to show the Tertiary character of the fauna.^ Prof Jules

ilnrcou asserts the Tertiary character of botli tlie Chico and the Tijon on

^
paleontological and apparently on lithological grounds.* Prof. Angelo Heil-

prin, who has charge of Clabb's types, has ably reviewed the Tejon ques-

tion and pronounces emphatically for its Eocene age ^ Finally, Dr White

has examined many of the principal localities in the field and the collec-

tions made by my party, as well as Gabb's types. His conclusion, as al-

ready stated, is that the Chico is distinctly Cretaceous and the Tejon dis-

tinctly Eocene, but that the two form an unbroken series with a gradual

faunal change.

At the time of the principal controvei'sy on the suliject of the age of

the Tejon the doctrine of evolution had not permeated science. It is now
generally accepted that transitions must exist between the faunal groups

or the geological periods which have received distinct names, and that the

divisions actually adopted were determined by the local conditions of those

regions in which geology was first studied. Twenty years ago the influ-

ence- of earlier views was still very strong, cases of transition were accepted

with reluctance, and few doubted that any series of beds exhibiting internal

evidence of continuity of life and sedimentation must be referred to a sin-

gle one of the standard series of formations, however remote the occurrence

might be from the typical localities of western Europe. This feeling was par-

ticularly- strong with reference to the Cretaceous and the Tertiary, between

which, as everyone knows, there is a peculiarly sharp break, both in Eu-

rope and in the eastern United States. It was not inmatural therefore that

Gabb should deny with as much emphasis as italics are capable of giving

that the case in hand was one of transition or that Conrad should resort

' Am. Jour. Conchol., vol. 1, 1865, ji. 3G-2: ibid., vol. 2, 185G, p, 97; Am. Jour. Sci., 2d series, vol.

44, 1867, p. 376.

=Am. Jour. Coucbol., vol. 2, 18C6, p. 87; Am. Jour. Sci., 2d scries, vol. 44, 1867, p. 226; Proc.

California Aiad. Nat. Sci., vol. 3, 1868, p. 301. The last is the most elaljorate.

'Mauiial of Geology, pp. 457, 4.58, 491, 508.

<Rept. Chief Eng. V. S. A., 1876, p. 387; Bull. Soc. g^ologique France, vol. 2, 1883, p. 407.

'^Proc. Phila. Acad. Sci., 18h2, p. 195; Contributious to the Tertiary Geology and Paleontology of

the United States, 1884, p. 102.
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to the hypothesis of fossils washed out of earlier beds and redeposited in

younger strata to account for the commingling of Cretaceous and Tertiary

types in the Chico-Tejon series. In correcting their opinions Dr. White

and I have simply taken advantage of tlie advances which geological sci-

ence has made since their day.

Dr. White sums up the evidence as follows:^

Tlie MaestricUt, Faxoe, and other beds of Europe, altbougb tbey are intermediate

between the Upper Cbalk and tbe Eocene, are too closely related l)y specific and ge-

neric forms to the Cbalk to be regarded as separate from (be Cretaceous proper. Tbeir

faunal relations to tbe Eocene are also too remote to allow of tbeir being regarded as

in any proper sense transitional between tbe Cretaceous and Tertiary. lu New Zea-

Innd, bowever, it appears probable from tbe reports of tbe government geological sur-

veys tbat there is in those great islands a true transition from the Cretaceous to the

Tertiary siaiilar to that which occurs in California.

1 think tbe evidence which has been adduced to show tbe Eocene age of the npper

or T^jon portion of tbe Chico-Tejon series is as conclusive as any evidence of that

kind can be. Xow, if we apply tbe paleontological standard for indicating the age of

formations which is generally accepted by geologists, we necessarily refer tbe fossils

of the lower or Cbico portion of that series to the Cretaceous. The question then

arises, to what portion of tbe full Cretaceous series, as it is recognized in other parts

of the world, is tbe Cbico group really equivalent? If the Tejon group is Eocene, it

is plain that tbe Ciiico group represents tbe upper portion of tbe Cretaceous, and it

necessarily represents the very latest portion of that period. My opinion, therefore,

is tbat it is, at least in part, later than any formation tbat has yet been referred to tbe

Cretaceous period either in Europe or iu America, and that it practically fills tbe gap
which is indicated by * * * Sir Charles Lyell.'

An e.xaminatiou of the figures and descriptions of tbe fossils which Mr. Gabbhas
referred to the Cbico group, together with bis catalogue of California Cretaceous fos-

sils,' shows tbat while a considerable portion of them, especially tbe Cephalopoda, are

of types which indicate tbeir Cretaceous age. a large partof them are of genera which

are known to range from the early Cretaceous to the present time, and some of them
belong to genera which are generally accepted as not older than the Tertiary. There-

fore there appears to be no inherent reason why this Cbico fauna, even as it is repre-

sented by Mr. Gabb, should not be regarded as belonging to tbe very latest portion of

the Cretaceous period. The fact tbat one or two Mesozoic types of cephalopods pass

up from these strata into those of the Tejon portion does not necessarily prove tbat tbe

latter ought also to be referred to tbe Cretaceous, any more than tbe discovery of Am-
vtonifes in tbe Carboniferous of Texas and of India ought to require us to refer those

strata to the Mesozoic.

' Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 15, pp. 16, 17.

2 See Lyell's Elements of Geology, 1871, p. 281.

' See Geol. Survey California, Pahvontology, vols. 1 and 2, for the figures aud descriptions, aud vol.

2, pp. 909-254, for the catalogue.
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TheJutimate i elation to eacli other of all the strata of tbis great Cliico-Tejou se-

ries, as sliown by tlio mixed character of its fossils, is very perplexiug when that con-

dition is considered in relation to the established taxonomy of the formatians, bnt it is

very suggestive when considered with reference to a search after the complete sequence

of geological events. Indeed, su(;h a condition of things is what one ought to expect

to find somewhere ; bnt hitherto no other part of the world, if we except New Zea-

land, has furnished so strikingau example of the intimate connection of two geological

ages, or at least of such connection between the Cretaceous and the Tertiary.

The Miocene.—No seiislble iion-conformity Is known to exist between the

Tujon and the Miocene, yet the distribution of these two formations

appears to indicate a change of level at or near the period wliich separates

them, for the Miocene frequently rests upon the metaraorphic rocks without

the intervention of other beds During the Tt^'on these areas of metamor-

phic rock must have been land and the subsidence must have been a

o-radual one. It may have been more rapid in some localities than in

others, however, and it thus appears not unlikely that an appreciable lack

of conformity may yet be detected at some point or points l^etween the

Tejon and the Miocene.^ The Miocene occurs on both sides of the Coast

Ranges and on the lower western flank of the Sierra. It is also abundant

in western Oregon, but is not well represented, if it exists at all, in northern

California. It is composed in large part of sandstones somewhat irregular

in texture and color and usually distinct from the earlier rocks. A great

area, however, is mostly occupied by extremely tine-grained schists.

These are associated with bitumen in the lower counties and extend up the

coast to Santa Cruz and beyond. They are unusually barren of fossils,

while the sandstones often contain almost incredible quantities of shells.

The San Benito Valley is very remarkable in this respect.

The Post-Miocene upheaval.—Thc PHoceue of the Coast Raugcs is of very

limited extent and lies, as Professor Whitney showed, uncouformably upon

the Miocene, which is itself greatly disturbed. The combination of these

facts shows that a great uplift took place between the two. As has been

stated already, it is often far from easy to distinguish in detail the eflfects

of this upheaval from those of the Post-Neocomian disturbance, audit may

be added that still later uplifts further confuse the structure of the Coast

• Since tbis memoir was transmitted Mr. J. Maroon states that he has ohserved such a want of con-

formitv as is mentioned in a former foot-note.
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Ranges. In certain localities, however, as at New Idria, Mt. Diablo, and the

Blue Range on Cache Creek, northeast of Knoxville, these effects can be

somewhat satistactorily compared, and it tlien appears tliat the Tertiary

upheaval, important as it was, was far less violent than that, wliich took

place near the beginning of the Cretaceous. The extraordinary crushing

so conspicuous in the Knoxville beds, and in which an almost inconceivable

amount of energy must have been expended, is not observable in the dis-

turbed strata of later age, which, as a rule, tliough inclined, form large

adherent masses with gentle curves interrupted only at long intervals by

faults. The beds from the Wallala to the Miocene are sometimes nearly

vertical, but more generally lie at an angle of less than 45°. Along the

western base of the great Sierra the effect of the Post-Miocene upheaval

of the stratified rocks is, so far as I know, scarcely perceptible. It does

not follow that it produced no effect in this region; on the contrary, the

absence of known Pliocene beds from tlie Sierra foot-hills seems to show

that the range was raised considerably at this epoch, though the energy of

this movement was insufficient to produce considerable flexure in the beds.

At the eastern side of the range, on the other liand, the fresh-water Truckee

Miocene beds were thrown into bold folds, their dip reaching 30^.' The

same upheaval was felt thoughout western Oi-egon, where it had the same

comparatively gentle character as in the Coast Ranges.

Pliocene and Post-Piioceno strata.— Plioceue bcds, iu part of uiariue origin, were

shown by Professor Whitney to exist at a number of points in the Coast

Ranges. None of these is included in the areas surveyed in connection

with tliis memoir. An interesting fresh-water series, however, occurs to

the east of Clear Lake,= about the north fork of Cache Creek. The beds

belonging to it are entitled Cache Lake beds on the map of the region

accompanying this volume. They are composed of gravel, sand, and

calcareous beds, partially indurated in spots, probably b}' the action of

humus acids.^ These beds appear to have a great thickness when meas-

ured perpendicularly to the dip, which varies from 10° to 40°, and the up-

' Kiug: Op. cit., p. 455.

-This occurrence is referred to by Professor Whitney, who Jiscovered uo fossils in it (Auriferous

Gravels, p. 23).

' See page 64

.
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turned edges are much eroded. Tliey contain abundant but imperfect

plant remains. Shells are rare, but were found at four localitie.'^. These are

only i)artially fossilized, but the larger ones are compressed and broken by

the weight of the superincumbent strata or by the movement accompany-

ing their njdift. Most of these were found in light-colored, calcareous, soft,

and excessively fnie-grained material, manifestly a lake deposit.

The character of the deposits and the fact that the area occupied by

them is continuous with a portion of Clear Lake led me to infer that Cache

Lake nn'ght be regarded as representing Clear Lake at a more or less distant

period. The recent lake de])osits seem at some points to rest immediately

upon those of Cache Lake, and I was unable to see any distinction between

the fossil Anodonta and a species which is now abundant in Clear Lake

These fiicts seemed to indicate that, in spite of very considerable upheaval,

there existed a continuity of sedimentation and of life from the Cache Lake

epoch to the present The shells were referred to ]\Ir. R. p]. C. Stearns,

who fully confirmed my views from a paleontological standpoint, as the

following abstract of his report will show:

The most conspicuous form among the fossils is Anodonta Xnttidliana

Lea, of the winged or connate variety, described by that author as A.

tmldanndensis. The numerous examples of this shell collected in the

Cache Lake beds vary in no respect from living specimens readily obtain-

able in the present lake. The living specimens from Clear Lake are also

characteristic and remarkable for the extreme development of the dorsal

wing. The prominence of this feature Mi: Stearns has observed to coin-

cide with areas subject to periods of drought and severe freshet. It cer-

tainly appears from the deposits of Cache Lake that there nuist have been

great periodical variations in the quantity of sediments emptied into it. In

Mr. Stearns's opinion this shell implies tluit the character of the streams

emptying into Cache Lake was not markedly different from that of the pres-

ent streams of the same area. The specimens range from an inch (adoles-

cent) to over three and a half inches in breadth.

Another shell represented by numerous specimens from the Cache

Lake beds is Vcdvata vircns Tryon. This species was originally described
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from living specimens from the modern Clear Lake. A third abundant

species is BythijicIIa intcrmedUi Tryon. This shell is not known to exist in

Clear Lake, but has a wide distribution on the Pacific slope. The fauna

of Clear Lake, however, has not been systematically investigated, and Mr.

Stearns thinks it by no means improbable that B. intermedia still exists there.

A single specimen, certainly belonging to the genus risidium, and probably

to the species abditum Hald., is not perfect enough for specific identification.

There are several similarly imperfect specimens of Hclisoma '! ammon Gould

and an imperfect Phiim, which is either P. (fjjrina or P. heterovtropha. All

these are living forms.

The age of these beds cannot of course be satisfactorily determined

from fresh-water shells. The most careful watch was kept for vertebrate

remains, but only a few fragmentary bones were discovered. These were

referred to Prof. O. C. Marsh, who reports finding among them the fragments

of a pelvis, apparently of a horse; the lower portion of a scapula, which lie

thinks belonged to a camel; and the head of a large femur, probably of an

elephant or a mastodon. These imperfect fossils, he concludes, suggest a

very late Pliocene age for the beds in which they occur.* The continuity

of life between Cache Lake and Clear Lake, with the continuity of sedimen-

tation mentioned above, appears to preclude the supposition that the beds are

older than the latter part of the Pliocene. Professor Marsh's report seems

to sliow conclusively that they are not recent, and that they must therefore

represent the close of the Pliocene. This determination is of great impor-

tance ; for it fixes with accuracy the age of the asperites of Clear Lake and,

in conjunction with other facts, determines approximately the age of the

asperites of Mt. Shasta.

Distribution and age of the lavas.—Tile rcgion about Stcamboat Springs, Nev.,

includes the Washoe district, the eruptive rocks of which, have been more

extensively discussed than those of any other locality on this hemisphere.

Li the chapter on the massive rocks it will be seen that my studies of the

rocks of Steamboat Springs and of the Washoe district have led me to the

conclusion that the younger andesites form a natural group of trachyte like

rocks, which I have called asperites. This same group is widely distrib-

uted in California. It forms a large and apparently the cliief portion of
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tlie material of Mt. Shasta and the countiy suiTOunding it. Between tliis

region and Clear Lake the country is practically nnknown. At Clear Lake

asperites form the bulk of the andesitic eruptions. Andesitic areas also

extend almost uninterruptedl}' in a southwesterly direction along the Ma-

yacmas Range, including Jit. St. Helena, to the neighborhood of Vallejo, on

San Pablo Bay, which is practically the northern end of the Bay of San

Francisco. Most of this andesite belongs in the asperite group. Andesites

reappear at Mt. Diablo and to the eastward of Tres Pinos. Comparatively

small amounts of older dense andesites occur at Clear Lake and in the Ma-

yacmas Range. Rhyolite in the areas under discussion has been found only

at New Almaden, but basalt is widely distributed. It occurs at Steamboat

Springs and at Washoe and is abundant near Mt. Shasta and at Clear Lake

In the I'anges to the southward of Clear Lake basalt appears to be more

widely distributed than andesite, occurring at Knoxville, in Sonoma County

at tlie Mt. Pisgah quarr}-, at Mt. Diablo, and to the south of the Bay of San

Francisco as far at least as the Panoche Valley. The volume of the basaltic

eruptions is much inferior to that of the andesites.

No eruptive rocks of the Pre-Tertiary age are known to be intercalated

in the Knoxville or Chico-Tijon series or to have broken through them.

The only earlier eruptions encountered are represented b}- pebbles in the

Knoxville and Chico conglomerates, and these are believed to have cut

the granite before the deposition of the Knoxville beds. Excepting these

pebbles, the earliest eruption known is pyroxene-andesite, which preceded

the Cache Lake period. Had this eruption antedated the Miocene, pebbles

of the lava would almost certainly have been found in the Chico-Tejon

series of Lower Lake. It may have accompanied the Post-Miocene up-

heaval or it may have followed this uplift after an interval. I think it

probable that the eruption took place at the time of the orographical change

which dammed back the waters of Cache Lake, probably early in the Plio-

cene or jiist before it. Another outbreak took place at the close of the

Cache Lake period after an interval long enough to permit of the deposition

of at least a thousand feet of fresh-water strata. This eruption, represented

by the asperites of Mt. Konocti, accompanied an orographical cliange which

shifted the waters of Cache Lake to the present Clear Lake, and the lavu
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now rests in places npon the older fresh-water strata. The beds immediately

below the andesite contain a few fossil remains which, as shown above,

correspond to the close of the Pliocene. The Pliocene beds near Mt.

Diablo also contain andesite pebbles. In addition to the relations of the

andesites to the sedimentary rocks at Clear Lake and Mt. Diablo, there is

some other evidence bearing upon their age.

The asperites of Steamboat Springs and of Washoe show by the forms

of their tlows, by the slight traces of erosion, and the abundance of glassy

modifications that they are comparatively recent. A comparison of the

form of Mt. Sliasta with that of a theoretically perfect volcanic cone shows

that it is indeed considerably eroded, yet not so much so as to obscure its

derivation from a form closely resembling that deduced from theory. This

is also true of Mt. Konocti, on Clear Lake. The forms of these cones, as

well as the character of the material of which they are composed, thus show

that they, too, are comparatively recent. Furthermore, the amount of de-

parture of these cones from the theoretical form is about the same for each,

and so, too, are tlie other evidences of erosion. Hence they are approxi-

mately of the same age. From the relations of the asperite at Clear Lake

to the strata, this age is known to be that of the end of the Pliocene, and

Mt. Shasta, consequently, also dates from about the beginning of the Qua-

ternarv. I know of nothing tending to prove that the asperites of Washoe

and Steamboat are either much older or much younger than the similar

rocks of the Coast Ranges.

Of the age of the rhyolite of New Almaden as compared with the

other lavas nothing is known. It is clear, however, that it postdates the

Post-Miocene uplift, for, while the Miocene of New Almaden is much dis-

turbed, the rhyolite dike intersects the disturbed Miocene and has itself not

been affected.

The basalts are still younger than the andesites. The eruptions near

Clear Lake are evidently referable to a somewhat extended period, but per-

fect volcanic craters remain. There are also said to be among the Indians

of the region traditions of eruptions. In northern California there is good

reason for believing that there has been a small basaltic eruption within

forty years.
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There thus seem sufficient grouiuls for asserthig that a more or less

continuous, but very irregular, volcanic belt stretches along the trend of tlie

Coast Ranges from Clear Lake' at least to the neighborhood of New Idri;i,

and that the eruptions, beginning in the Pliocene, extended into the recent

period The andesites preceded the basalts and may perhaps be consid-

ered as contined to the Pliocene, if indeed this period can be sharply de-

fined. There is considerable reason for believing that the andesitic eruptions

of the volcanic belt of the Coast Ranges are of pretty nearly the same age

as the main portion of the similar rocks of Steamboat and Mt. Shasta, and

that there is no great difference in age between the basalts of Steamboat and

those of the Coast Ranges. I by no means assert, however, that the suc-

cessive phases of volcanic activity were absolutely contemporaneous over

the whole coast.

No uplift which the Coast Ranges have experienced compares in vio-

lence with that of the Post-Keooomian epoch, and consequently, whether

the initiation of volcanic action is referable to the very important Post-

Miocene upheaval or not, it is a notable fact that volcanic activity did not

accompany the luost profound disturbance of the Pacific Coast. The meta-

morphism of the rocks at the period of the Post-Neocomian upheaval, on

the other hand, seems reasonably ascril)al)le to the co-operation of the heat

thus engendered.

During the enormous period which elapsed from the close of the Keo-

comian to the close of the Miocene the erosion was extremely great, yet no

eruptions took place. But at the close of the Miocene great masses of soft

sandstones were elevated, Avhich under similar meteorological conditions

would be eroded much more rapidly than the harder rocks of the meta-

morphic series. The conditions in the Coast Ranges do not, therefore, ex-

clude the hypothesis that the relief of pressure due to the rapid erosion of

these soft rocks brought about the fusion of the lavas.

It is manifest that the eruptions took place substantiall}' along old

belts of uplift lines of weakness which are certainly not younger than the

Post-Neocomian upheaval, and, as I have pointed out on a preceding page,

' Professor Whitne.v's p.irlics mot with no volc.aii'u- locks in the Coast Ranges inoiipr northward

from Clear Lake.
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are probably far older The distribution of volcanic rocks in the belt

where they occur, however, is very irregular, corresponding to the irregu-

larity of the entire chain of mountains called the Coast llanges.

A close connection exists between the structural and historical geology

of tlie quicksilver belt and deposits of cinnabar, as will appear in subse-

quent chapters. Here it is sufficient to say that ore deposition has taken

place only since the earlier volcanic eruptions and seems in all cases to

have Ijcen brought about by heated solutions of volcanic origin. Cinna-

bar occurs in almost every variety of the rocks found in the Coast Ranges,

and the age and origin of the inclosing rocks do not seem to have affected

the deposition of ore in any way.

MON XIII 15



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER V.

REMARKS ON THE GENUS AUCELLA, WITH ESPECIAL REF-
ERENCE TO ITS OCCURRENCE IN CALIFORNIA.

By Charles A. White.

The fo.ssil shells of the geuus Aucella, although preseuting no features which

especially attract the attention of the ordinary observer, have come to possess

unusual interest in certain fields of paleontological and geological inquiry. This is

mainly due to the constancy of the distinguishing characteristics of the genus, its

wide geographical distribution, its restricted range in geological time, and the contro-

versy which has arisen as to the particular geological epoch which it represents.

During the progress of his work, the results of which are recorded in this volume,

these shells have become of especial iuterest to Dr. Becker because of their preva-

lence in certain of the strata with which he has had to deal. I have therefore, in

compliance with his request, prepared the following remarks upon the genus, its geo-

graphical distribution, probable range in geological time, and the variation of the

forms which have been referred to it under various specific names.

It is well kuown to paleontologists that at least a large part of the different

genera which have been proposed for the Aviculida', the family to which Aucella be-

longs, are not so clearly definable and distinguishable from one another as could be

desired, and also that the forms which have beeu ranged as species under those gen-

era respectively are often found to be so exceedingly variable that it is difficult to

decide whether they ought to be treated as species or only as varieties. While the

features which distinguish Aucella as a genus are not so consj)icuous as those which

characterize many other niolluscan genera, they have been found to be very constant

in all the specimens yet known, even in cases of the most extreme variation in size

and shape of the shell. Consequently this genus has not been found to merge into

related generic forms by a modification of its distinguishing features, as have some of

the other recognized genera of the Avicnlidie, and we may speak o{ Aucella as a genus

with much more defiuiteness than we are able to do concerning any of the species

which have been recognized under it.

The feature which more than any other distinguishes this genus being the short

and peculiarly infolded anterior ear, the embedding of the shells in the stony matrix

2-26
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in which they are usually found obscures that feature iu a large majority of the speci-

meus which are collected. These shells iu their general shape so much resemble small

examples of Jnoceyamun that they have been frequently referred to that genus by

authors and collectors when their distinguishing generic features have been obscured

as before mentioned ; but when their full characteristics are visible they are of course

found to be without the transversely g^ooved hinge area and prismatic shell structure

which characterize Inoceramus.

The genus AuceUa has been recognized in certain of the Mesozoic rocks of both the

northern and southern hemispheres, but its remaius have been found far more abun-

dantly in the former than in the latter part of the world, and they seem to be usually

more prevalent in high northern latitudes than farther south. Indeed, so far as I

ain aware, this genus has been recognized at only two localities in the southern hem-

isphere, one being upon the northern island of New Zealand' and the other in the prov-

iuce of 8ergipe, iu Brazil.^ In both these cases the recognition of the genus has not

been so complete aud satisfactoxy as could be desired, because of the imperfection of

the only specimens discovered. Still, there seems to be no reason to doubt the correct-

ness of its identification in either case. In the former case tiie specimens studied by

Professor von Zittel seem to have been few as well as imperfect and in the hitter case

only two or three imperfect examples were discovered. Therefore the following re-

marks will refer mainly to those forms which have been obtained from the rocks of

the northern hemisphere and referred to AiiccUa under various specific names.

The geographical distribution of J. ifccZZa iu the uorthern hemisphere is circumpolar,

extending far to the eastward in certain regions, and it has beeu found at numei'ous

localities aud in great numbers. Its known north and south range iu the J)orthern

hemisphere is from far within the Arctic Circle to about latitude 45° in western Asia,

to southern India, and nearly to latitude 35° in North America. It was first known in

the vicinity of JMoscow,^ when it was referred to the genera Inoceramus and Mi/filiis, aud

afterward in Petschora Land,^ when Keyserling proposed the generic name by which

it is now known. Subsequently it was discovered ui)ou the eastern shore of the Caspian

Sea,' in northern Siberia," upon Nova Zembla," S[)itzbergeu" and Kuhn" Islands (the

latter lying near the east coast of Greenland), in southern India, as already mentioned,'"

'Karl A. Zittel: Reise tier osterreiclilsclien Fregatte Novara. Goologisclier Theil, vol. 1, part 2,

Palaeont., p. 32, PI. VIII, Figs. 4, a, b, c.

"' C A. White: Coutribuii.'oes li Palaeontologia do Brazil (iu bothPortugiicso aud EiiglisL), Aicliivos

do Museu nacioiial do Rio de Jaueiro, vol. 7, p. 50, PI. Ill, Figs. 11, V2, and 13,

" Fischer Do WaldUciin : Oryctograpbie du gouveniemeut de JIoscou, p. 177, PI. XIX, Fig. 5. and PI.

XX, Figs. 1, 2, and 3.

"A. Kcysorliug: Wissenschaftliche Beobachtungon auf eiuer Reiso in das Potscliora-Laud, pp. '297-

3U1, PI. XVI, Figs. 1-17.

'£. Eichwald: Geoguost.-palaeout. BeiDerkungen iiber die llalbiusc-l MangischlaU und die aleut-

ischeu luselu, p. 53, PL VI, Figs. 10 aud 11.

" Middeudorff: Reiso in den aussersteu Nordcu und Osteu Siberieiis, vol. 1, No. 1, p. 255.

' S. A. TulU)Cig: Biliang till kongl. svensk. Vet.-Akad. Haudl., voi. G, i)p. 1-24, PI. 11, Figs. 9-18.

'G. Liud.stioiii: Om trias-ocli Juraforsteningarfrau Spetsbergeu, Kongl. sveusk.Vot.-Akad. Haudl.,

vol. 6, No. G, p. 14, PI. Ill, Figs. 3 aud 4.

9F. Toula: Die zweite deutscbe Nordpolarfahrt, vol. 2, pp. 41(7-505; also, Feildeu aud de Ranee:

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, vol. 34, 1876, p. 56.

'"F. Stoliczka: Pal. ludica, vol. 3, p. 404, PI. XXIII.
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in Alaska,' British America,- and in varions parts of Califoruia.' In the latter region

the first-discovered examples were referred to the genera Inoceramua and Lima, re-

spectively, and their relation to the AuceJIax of the eastern hemisphere was not then

suspected.

Shells of this genus have been found at various other localities and have been

referred to by various authors in their publications, but the foregoing references are

sufficient to indicate the wide geographical and the interesting circumpolar range of

the genus.

While the distinguishing generic features of the shells which have been found at

all these widely separated localities in the northern hemisiihere are constant, the range

of variation in subordinate features, especially size and shape, is so great that no less

than nine specific and several varietal names have been proposed by different authors

who have studied them. The figures on the accompanying plates have been prepared

to show the extremes of the variations which have been observed and to illustrate the

principal forms respectively which have been selected as types of the proposed species.

If only those forms to which the respective specific names have been applied had ever

been linown, the real specific identity of each might not have been questioned. For-

tunately, however, Aucella having been a gregarious molluslc, great numbers of speci-

mens have usually been found wherever any have been discovered, except at the New
Zealand, Brazilian, and Indian localities. Consequently, so large a number of inter-

mediate varietal forms have been found that I do not hesitate to express the opniiou

that none of the proposed species can be clearly diagnosed from the others, nor to treat

as a .specific unit all the forms referred to, with perhaps the exception of the Indian,

Brazilian' and New Zealand examples.

It frequently happens that all or the greater part of the specimens found com-

mingled in any given layer agree closely with some one of the recognized specific

forms ; and it is also true that two or three of those forms are often found commingled

in one and the same layer. It thus often happens that a collection of these shells

made at one locality or in one neighborhood is found to contain representatives of more

than one, and .sometimes of the greater part, of the forms which have been recognized

as species by different authors. These representative forms liave usually been .selected

by authors for reference and illustration, while little mention has been made of the

intermediate forms. Tliat the foregoing statement is correct appears from the pub-

lications of the various authors referred to, and it also accords with my own obser-

vations upon the collections that have been made in North America.

In view of the facts just stated, the conclusion seems to be necessary that all the

forms of Aucella which have yet been discovered, especially those of the northern hem-

isphere, have so close a genetic relationship with one another as to hardly exceed the

1 E. EichwaU: Geognost.-palaeont. Beruerljiuigeu iiboi- die Halbiusel Maiigisclilak und ilie aleut-

ischen Inseln, pp. 185-187, PI. XVII, Figs. 1-17; P. Fisclier: Voyage a la cote uord-ouestde l'Ani(?rique,

par M. Alpli. Piuiirt, pp. 3:i, PI. A, Figs. 4 and o; C. A. Wliito: Bui!. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 4, pp. 10-

14, PI. VI, Figs. 2-12.

-J. F. Wliiteaves: Proc. Traus. R<>y.al Soc. Can.ada, vol. 1, l^S'i, p. 84.

^W. M. Gabb: Geol. .Sinvey California, Paleontology, vol. 1, 18fi4, p. 187, PI XXV, Fig. 17;'.;

ibid., vol. 2, 18G8, p. 194, PI. XXXI, Fig. 92; Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. 3, 1885, p. 173; F. B.

Meek: Geol. Survey California, Geology, vol. 1, 1865, p. 479, PI. I, Figs. 1-5; C. A. White: Bnll. U. S.

Geol. Survey No. 15 ; G. F. Becker : Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 19.
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limits which may be reasonably assumeil as those of a single species. Professor von

Zittel recognized the close relationship of the New Zealand form with A. concentrica,

I found the Brazilian form to differ from the latter in hardly a greater degree, and

Btoliczka's Indian species is evidently closely like certain varieties of A. concentrica.

It may be, therefore, that we ought to regard this relationship as extending to the

Aucellas of the southern hemisphere and possibly also to the Indian form, although

t!ie latter comes from strata which we seem bound to regard as of considerably later

age than the others.

Admitting this close genetic relationship of all the known forms of Aucella, it is

necessary to further coniilude that they have been dispersed from some geographical

center. The only published reference to such dispersion that has come to my notice is

a brief suggestion l)y Mr. A. Pavlow that in Kus.sia they were derived from the north,'

but this does not fully meet the broader question of circumpolar and still more extensive

distribution.

Having been dispersed from a single geographical center, the strata which bear

the remains of the original colony are necessarily older than those which bear the rc-

maius of the colonies which were last established before the extinctiou of the genus to

the extent of the time which was occupied by the dispersion and colonization. If,

therefore, the dispersion was primarily from the north, the -northern Aucella-hearing

strata are necessarily older than the more southerly ones, and, if subsequent dispersion

was from the eastern to the western hemisphere, the eastern strata referred to are neces-

sarily older than the western. I think our present knowledgeof this subject is too meager

to warrant any definite statement as to the directions in which dispersion has occurred,

but the geographical distribution of this assumed single species is so extremely wide

and its climatic range has been so very great that the time required for its dispersion

may easily have extended from the closing epoch of the Jurassic into the Neocomian

epoch of the Cretaceous, and there are apparently good reasons for believing that such

was really the case.

The genus Aucella has been regarded by the majority of authors who have written

upon it as diagnostic of the Jurassic age of the strata which bear it; but certain

authors whose opinions are worthy of consideration are equally confident that all such

strata should be regarded as of Neocomian age. Professor von Zittel refers his A.

plicata from New Zealand to the "Jura or Lower Cretaceous." The form described

by mo (op. cit.) from the province of Scrgipe, Brazil, under the name of .4. hraziUenis,

is from strata that I have referred to the Neocomian and there seems to be no possible

reason to (luestion the Cretaceous age of the Indian species described by Stoliczka.

It is Professor Eichwald more especially who has contended for the Neocomian age of

the Aucella hifAviug strata of Europe and northern Asia, and he also makes the same

claim for those of Alaska. Mr. Whiteaves (op. cit.) is equally confident of the Cre-

taceous age of the Auci //^bearing strata of British Columbia. In California, although

a part of the strata which \i&a.v Aucella have been referred to the Jurassic, those which

bear these shells most abundantly have been referred by all the geologists who have

studied them to the Shasta group of the Cretaceous series, and there seems to be no

good reason to doubt the correctness of that reference.

I Bull. Soc. g6ologique France, 3(1 series, vol. 12, 1S84, pp. 6S6-69G.
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We do not yet know euoiigli of the general geology of Alaska to speak confidently

of the stratigraphical relations of the .-iHre/Za bearing strata there; bnt there seems

now to be no reason to doubt that all such strata in other parts of western North

America oughC to be referred to the opening epoch of the Cretaceous. I do not think,

however, that the question of the exact geological age of these strata is of great im-

portance in this connection, but no reasonable doubt can be entertained that a large

proportion of the discoveries of AiiceUd have been made iu strata of unquestionably

Cretaceous age.

In the year 1864 Jlr. William M. Gabb published specimens of AitccUa from two

separate localities iu California and, as was then supposed, from two separate forma

Mons. The first of these was published under the name of Inocerumus riochii' and

the other under the name of Lima Erringtonil.- The first-mentioned fossils were

afterward published by hiui as Aucclla Piochii,^ and Mr. Meek afterward republished

and illustrated the others under the name of Aucella Erringfonii.* Mr. Gabb never

doubted the Cretaceous age of the first mentioned forms; but it seems that he

regarded the strata from which came his Lima Erringtonii as of Jurassic age. Mr.

Meek agreed with him in this respect, as did also other authors.

Upon an examination of the collections made in California by the division of the

LT. S. Geological Survey in charge of Dr. Becker, which wore submitted to me in 1884,

I became satisfied that the AiiceUa riochii and ^1. Erringtonii of Gabb belong to one

and the same species and that that species was no other than the one which had long

been known under the various names of A. concentrica, A. mosqucnsis, A. pallasii, A.

erassicoUis, etc. (see Hull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 15, p. 2.3).

As Aucella Erringtonii was obtained from the auriferous slate series iu California,

this conclusion of course involved the opinion that at least a part of that series is

equivalent to the Knoxville division of the Shasta group, and therefore of Creta-

ceous age. This conclusion was supported by the personal discovery iu the auriferous

slates of the Mariposa estate, in company with Dr. Becker and his assistant, Mr. Turner,

of specimens oi Aui-ella that are phiinly identical with the ^4. Piochii of Gabb, which is

found abundantly in the Knoxville division of the Shasta group. These and other facts

bearing upon the relations of the A«ce??rt-bearing strata of different districts in Cali-

fornia are discussed by myself in Bulletin No. 15 of the LT. S. Geological Survey and

by Dr. Becker in Bulletin No. 10. So far as I am aware, no other forms than those

mentioned iu this article are properly referable to the genus Aucclla. It is plain that

neither the ^1. contracta nor the A. impressa of Quenstedt l)elougs to this genus.^ It is

also evident that the greater part of the species which Stoliczka ranged under the

genus Aucella were not intentionally so placed by h\m.'^

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES AND COMMENTS.

Iu the foregoing paragraphs I have expressed serious doubt whether more than

one clearly definable species of Aucella is yet known, at least in the northern hemi-

1 Geol. Survey California, Palieontology, vol. 1, 1864, p. 187, PI. 25, Figs. 173, 174.

• Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. 3, 1868, p. 17.3.

3 Geol. .Survey California, PaUrontology, vol. 2, 1809, p. 194, PI. 32, Fig. 92, <i, h, c.

<Geol. Survey California, Geology, vol. 1, 186.'), pp. 479, 480, PI. I, Figs. 1,2,3,4, and 5.

'' Der Jura, p. 501, PI. 67, Fig. 2, and p. iJ32, PI. 73, Fi^'. 47.

"Pal. ludica, vol. 3, index, p. 513.
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sphere, with perhaps the exception of the species from southern India. If that view

is to be accepted withont qualification, some one only of the various names which have

been proposed must be selected to designate that widely variable species. A common

custom among naturalists in such cases is to take the specific name first used or pro-

posed by the author of the genus, which is finally recognized as the true one. But I do

not think the judgment of subsequent naturalists who have availed themselves of con-

stantly increasing knowledge should always be hampered by rigid rules of this kind

I have therefore selected the specific name concentrica to be used in ordinary cases,

because the form to which that name is applied appears to have been the first one dis-

covered and also because it is more generally prevalent than the one to which Keyserling

gave the name jyaUasii, although he placed the latter name first under the genus Aucella.

Bat in referring now to the various forms here illustrated I shall use the names which

the different authors have applied to them.

The figures on PI. Ill are mostly copies of those which represent the different

forms that have been recognized in Europe, together with those from southern India,

Xew Zealand, and Brazil. Those upon PI. IV represent North American forms, a part

of them being copies of figures previously published and a part having been prepared

for this occasion.
PLATE III.

Fig. 1. A copy of Keyserling's figure of Aucella concentrica, from Reise in (las Petschora-Laii<l, I'l.

XVI, Fig. ir>.

Figs. 2 aud 3. Copies of Keyseiliiig's figures (loe. cit., Figs. 13 and 14), reprcsentiug A. concentrica

var. sublavis.

Figs. 4 and r>. Copies of Keyserling's figures of A. crassicoUis (loc. cit., Figs. 9 aud 11).

Figs. 6, 7, and 8. Copies of' TuUberg's figures of A. mosqucnsis, from Nova Zembla (Bihaug till

kongl. svensk. Vet. Akad. Handl., vol. 6, PI. II, Figs, llj, 17, aud 18). These figures are regarded by

Tulfberg as representing the form which Keyserling gave as the type of J. mosqiiensis. Keyserling fig-

ured onTy the right valve of one example, aud, as the left valve was not illustrated, several authors be-

sides myself have hitherto regarded A. mosqiiensis as having a more elongate form. Specimens having

the beak of the left valve so short and so slightly prominent as is shown by TuUberg's figures have not

often been observed in North American strata.

Fig. 9. A copy of one of Keyserling's original figures of his A. pallasii (loc. cit., Fig. 4). The ra-

diating lines shown ou this figure are ofteu, but not always, observable on this form. They are some-

times observable on the other forms, but are mure often absent.

Figs. 10 and 11. Opposite views of a specimen in the U. S. National Museum from the vicinity of

Moscow. It appears to belong to the form A. pallasii.

Figs. 12 aud 13. Opposite views of another example from near Moscow, presented to Dr. Becker

by Professor Holzapfel. It may perhaps be regarded as a variety of A. pallasii, although some authors

would probably regard it as quite as near to A. mosqaensis. This uucertaiuty of specific recognition

by different authors is of itself an indication of the instability of all the forms which have been des-

ignated as species.

Figs. 14, 15, and Ki. Copies of Professor von Zittel's figures of his A. plicata from New Zealand

(Reise der osterreiehischen Fregatte Novara, Geol. Theil, vol. 1, part 2, Paleont., p. 32, PI. VIII,

Figs. 4, o, b, c).
T. ,

Figs. 17 and 18. Copies of original figures of A. bra:iUtnsie White (Contribuifoes d Palaeontologia

do Brazil, Archivos Museu nac. do Rio de Janeiro, vol. 7). The narrow, rough seam along the middle

i>f Ihe figure is a niiueral vein, aud not a uatnral feature of the shell.

Figs. 19 and 20. Copies of Stoliozka's figures of his A. parra (Pal. ludica, vol. 3, PI. XXXIII,

Figs. 2a aud 3).
PLATE IV.

Figs. 1 and 2. Copies of Gabb's original figures of his Inoceramiia [Aucella] Piocltii (Geol. Survey,

California, Palaiontology, vol. 1, PI. XXV, Figs. 173 and 174).
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Figs. .$, 4, .and .'>. Copies of Gabb's subsequent figures of AiicrUa Piocliii (Geol. Survey California,

PalaiontolDgy, vol. 2, PI. XXXII, Figs. 92, 92o, and 926).

FiG.s. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. Copies of Meek's figures of AuceUa Erringtoiiii {Lima Erringtonii Gabb)
(Geol. Survey Califoruia, Geology, vol. 1, Figs. 1, la, 2, 2a, and 5e). The radiating lines sbown on thise

specimens seem to Lave been somewhat exagger-ited by lateral pressure.

Figs. 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. Copies of the author's figures of specimens from Alaska, published in

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 4, PI. VI, Figs. 2, ."?, 8, 9, and 10.

Figs. 16 and 17. Tt^o views of a remarkably ventricose left valve from the Knoxville division of

the .Sh.asta group near Knoxville, Cal.

Figs. 18 and 19. Lateral views of two left valves from the Kuoxville division of the Shasta group
near Knoxville, Cal. These examples have suffered no lateral pressure, but the radiating lines have
been made a little too distinct by the artist.

Fig. 20. A right valve from the same locality.

Fig. 21. A left valve from Washington Territory, collected by Prof. Thomas Condon.

These figures of North American specimens oi AiiceUa show, if possible, a greater

range of variation than do the figures given on PI. III. The forms known by the

specific names of eonccntiica, 2)allasii, anil crassicollis, respectively, are readily recog-

nizable among these figures of American Aucellas. There is, however, one form
among them which has ai)i)arently not been recognized outside the limits of North

America, and yet it is probable that it exists elsewhere. Figs. 10 and 17 represent

an extreme example of this form or variety from California and Figs. 14 and 15 repre-

sent a less pronounced exam[)le from Alaska. On the other hand, the form which

TuUberg figures as A. mosquensis, of which Figs. G, 7, and 8, PI. Ill, are copies,

does not appear among the North American forms which are here figured, and it is

probably rare in North American strata.

Figs. 4, 13, and 21 may be taken as representatives of the form A. crassicollis,

and yet in each case the specimens represented by these figures were found com-

mingled and embedded with other forms. Figs. G, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are apparently

referable to the form .1. pallasii, as represented by Fig. 9, on PI. III. Figs. 18, 19,

and 20 ought probably to be regarded as varieties of that form, although there seems

to be quite as much reason for referring them to A. mosquensis.

The radiating lines which appear upon some of these figures, as well as those of

some European exam i)les, are oftener seen upon the form .4. ;>rt7/rt.s/i than upon the

other forms; but such markings are not exclusively confined tOj,any one form. There

is also much difference observable in the strength of the concentric markings of all

the forms; but this cannot be regarded as even a varietal character. Many of the

specimens a])pear unnaturally smooth, because of the fact that a large part of the

examples discovered are casts of the interior of the shell, the test itself having been

destroyed or removed.
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CHAPTEH YI.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THE CLEAR LAKE REGION.

[Atlas Slioct III.]

General character.— Clear Lake IS ail iiTegular and picturesque slieet of

water, l^-ing at an elevation of 1,310 feet^ in the heart of the Coast Ranges.

Manv of the surrounding hills rise to an elevation of about one thousand

feet above the level of the lake, but the dominant feature of the seenery

is the prominent mass of Konocti (or Uncle Sam), the summit of which, as

measured by Mr. J. D. Tloft'inanii, stands 2,936 feet above the lake at high

water (ilarch, 1884). Konocti is a group of volcanic cones considerably

eroded, but retaining clear traces of its original form, to which it approxi-

mates as nearly as do Mt. Shasta and Mt. Hood.' Like those mountains,

too, it is composed of andesites of the group called asperites in a preceding

chapter and is probably of very nearly the same age. I'he peaks are

rocky and the declivit}' toward the remarkable basin of Little Borax Lake

is precipitous. The eastern flank also is steep and the rock is exposed to

view over a wide area. Here it is scored with three sets of concentric line.=,

which sweep across the mountain side in graceful cnrves and mark series

of bedded hows of the lava composing the mass. The lower portions of

Konocti and a very large proportion of the ranges of the district are

densely clothed with brush, chiefly dwarf oaks, chamisal, and manzanita.

These remain green throughout the summer and mitigate the impression of

drought wdiich the scenery in general creates. They also afford a refuge

' Determined by Mr. R. K. Nichols for the Clear Lake Water Company.
^ See ray paper "Ou the geometrical form of volcanic cones," Am, Jour. Sci., 3il series, vol. 30, 188.'),

p. 283.
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for numerous deer and other wild animals, hut neither the topographer nor

the geologist can contemplate these smooth, green surfaces with any sat-

isfaction, for the brush is often impenetrable for men or horses, while the

matted roots and accunudated mold seldom allow an insj ection of the

underhing rock. The growth of the brush seems capricicus and is not

altogetiier dependent on either the exposure or the soil, for often a portion

of a slope is densely covered with brush while the remainder is wholly free

from it. The distribution, however, is probably governed to a great extent

by the amount of moisture, for the southern exposures are much less often

obstructed than the northern ones. The valleys, on the other hand, are

usually i'ree from brush aiul, like a portion of the hills, are studded with

fine oaks, growing as a rule at distances of one or two hundred feet from

one another and often as picturescpiely disposed as if set out by a skillful

landscape gardener.

This portion of California is full of mineral springs, and Clear Lake

possesses its share, of which the warm chalybeate rising through the waters

of the lake at Soda Bay is the best known and, with the charms of scener}-,

yearly attracts a number of visitors. Of more scientific interest are the

two borax lakes— pools without outlets— in which borax has concentrated

and accunudated to such an extent as to have yielded a large quantity of this

salt to conmierce. But by far the most remarkable localit}' in the region

is the Sulphur Baidc, where extremely hot springs and large accuiuulations

of native sulphur were long ago known to exist. When this sul|)hur came

to be exploited it was found that underlying and in part mingled with it

there were large quantities of cinnabar. As may be seen from Chapter I,

the production of quicksilver at this locality has reached a large total,

though it has not proved the almost inexhaustible source of supjdy it was

once su[)posed to be.

Geoiogica; map—Tlic SulpluM' Bauk lics at tlic cxtrcme northwest limit of

the area investigated by Professor Whitney aiul his assistants, and its gen-

eral geological relations were so little known at tlie time when this investi-

gation was undertaken that it was found indispensable to a clear understand-

ing of the occurrence of ore to submit a district of considerable size to ex-

amination. Tlie oldest rocks in the neighborhood of Clear Lake belong to
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the Knoxville grou[). They occupy the greater portion of the surface and

are in great part highl}- plicated and metamorphosed or silicified. On this

foundation rest Chico-Ti'jon beds, PHocene strata, and volcanic rocks, with

the last of which are associated the quicksilver deposits.

The distribution of the rocks is shown on the reconnaissance map

(Atlas Sheet III). The topography of this map was not prepared for the

Survey, the necessity for the examination of so large an area not having

been apparent until the detailed examination of the Sulphur Bank had

begun. It was compiled by Mr. C. F. Hoffmann from the published work

of the former State geological survey, from pints in the surveyor general's

office, private snrvevs by Mr. R. K. Nichols, of Lower Lake, the detailed map

of Sulphur Bank prepared for this volume, private notes of the compiler,

and a little supplementar}^ work by Mr. J. D. Hoffmann. While it makes

no pretension to the detailed accuracy of the special maps prepared by the

geographical division of the Survey, it represents the country fairly well,

perhaps as accurately as the present needs of this section of the State de-

mand. The geology is represented npon it as minutely as the character of

the map will permit, preference of course being given to the indications of

the topography rather than to the bearings of known jtoints wherever tliere

was a slight discrepancy. The data are on record for still more accurate

plotting, should the preparation of a detailed map ever be undertaken.

The Knoxville series.— No fossils of the Knoxvillc group were discovered in

the immediate vicinity of Clear Lake, bnt the series Avas followed almost

without a break to the Manzanita mine on Sulphur Creek, Colusa County,

where AiiccUa coiiceutrira. and RhynclioneUa Whifi/rjjl are abundant. Tlie

lithological character of the altered rock of Clear Lake, its .structural pecu-

liarities, and its relation to the ChicoTtjon series, when compared with

those of fossiliferous occurrences elsewhere, all indicate beyond any rea-

sonable doubt that it belongs to the Knoxville group.

The Knoxville beds of tlie Clear Lake region have undergone very

violent disturljances. A great deal of time and pains were spent in a S3's-

tematic investigation of the dips of these rocks in the area shown on the

map of Sulphur Baidc for the pnrpose of constructing sections, but this was

found whollv impossible. The entire mass has been shattered, and the
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blocks are very frequently so displaced that there is an utter discordance

between the various dips observable in a single cropping of a few feet in

diameter. That there may be predominant faults (Daubree's paraclases), as

well as the innumerable piesoelastic fissures, is not improbable ; but between

the extreme disturbance shown by the exposed rock and the proportion of

the surface covered by soil this could not be determined. ( )nly one result

Avas obtained b}' the study of dips. I'his is, tliat the ridges are mainly

s3-nclinal folds, so that the prevalent di[) of the Knoxville beds is into the

hills. Tliis result is not unimportant, because it .shows that the region is

deeply eroded and establishes another point of resemblance between the

rocks of tliis group here and elsewhere.

The degree of metamorphism of the Knoxville beds of Clear Lake

varies greatly. Some of the sandstones are extremely little altered and

are characteristic micaceous arcose. ( Jranular metamorphics, glaucophane

schists, and serpentine also occur; but the transitions are so frequent and

seemingly so capricious that it would be impossible to define the different

varieties by areas.

Fio. 5. Ruptures i>ro(hiceil by corapieaaion ufstiata.

structu e of the ranges.—T'hc regularity of soHic of the ranges is in strong

contrast to the irregular disposition of the strata and is possibly duo to tlie

combined effect of plication and metamorphism. If a series of beds is

thrown into folds, as in the accompanying diagram (Fig. 5), it is clear

that the upper surface of the anticlinals will tend to crack open and also

that a similar tendency will exist in the lower surface of the synclinals.

If metamorphism is then induced by rising waters holding mineral matter

in solution, such as silicic acid, the compressed under surface of the anti-

clinal will offer a resistance to percolation, while the fractured under sur-
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face of the synclinals will afford paths of least resistance. Metamorphism

thns induced will therefore affect the synclinals more than the anticlinals,

and, if erosion follows, not only will the relief and the fractured surface of

the anticlinals tend to their degradation, l)ut the resistance of the synclinals

will be increased by the silicitication and cementation of the mass. It is

quite conceivable that the combined effect of plication and metamorphism

as liere imagined should be such as to result in a much more regular mod-

eling of the surface liy erosion than would have been induced had either

plication or metamorphism alone influenced the course of degradation.'

The ch.co-T^jon scries.—ToWard tlio soutlicm Olid of the map the Chico-Tc'jou

series appears. It consists chiefly of soft sandstones of a tawny hue where

exposed to oxidizing influences, but bluish -in color below the water-line,

as is usual with sediments containing a small amount of iron. This series,

though tilted and disturbed, is not crushed or plicated like the older strata

to the north. It also inchules conglomerates full of metamorphic pebbles,

in some cases showing an unusually brilliant polish. These pebbles are

highly siliceous and on this account do not at first sight appear to resemble

the extensivel}' developed metamorphic series. In cases of this kind, how-

ever, it is necessary to rememl^er that even feldspathic rocks are rapidly

disintegrated in moving water and that quartz is almost the only mineral

which will long retain the form of pebbles. Concretions are common in

these rocks, occasionally with fossil nuclei, but usually without any dis-

tinguisliable nucleus. They sometimes weather more and sometimes less

rapidly than the rock in which they are embedded and are often composed

of concentric shells. Some argillaceous deposits and a little limestone

occur in this formation. The Chico-T^jon series of this region is fos-

siliferous, though organic remains are by no means generally distributed

through it. Mr. Gabb collected a considerable number of fossils here, and
so also did my party.

The Chico-Tejon series does not come in contact with the metamorphic

rocks in such a way as to demonstrate a non-conformity, alluvium and lava

intervening on the surfiice
; but the sudden change in lithological character

and the comparatively trifling disturbance of the iinmetamorphosed rocks

' See Dana, Manual of Geology, p. 750.
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are sufficient to suggest a noii- conformity. When this relation has been

shown to exist elsewhere it is manifest that it affords a satisfactory explana-

tion of the facts at Clear Lake.

No Miocene strata have been detected with certainty in this part of

the country. It is possible that such were deposited and have since been

completely removed by erosion ; but this appears to me very unlikely.

Remnants of them would almost inevitably have been preserved, if not

elsewhere, at least beneath the fresh-water Pliocene. I believe it much

more probable that a giadual rise of this region took place in the early

Tertiary, such as has occurred in recent times througliout the State, and

that during the Miocene this was a land area. No violent uplift can have

intervened between the Tejon (Eocene) and the Miocene, however; for,

wherever the two come in contact, as is frequently the case to the soutli,

they almost alwa3's appear entirely conformable.

First andesitic eruption.—After tlic depositiou of the Cliico-Tejou rocks the

first geological event traced was the eruption of Chalk Mountain. This

was probably coeval with the ejection of some of the rock near Thurston

Lake. These lavas are dense pyroxene-andesites, which have been described

in Chapter IV. Chalk Mountain lies upon the north fork of Cache Creek,

about half a mile above the higliest point of the creek shown on the map.

It is a small conical hill, from a part of which the heavy bases have been

extracted by sulphur springs, still feebl}^ flowing. Portions of the mass

are fresh, however. Chalk Mountain rests upon crumpled, metaraorphic

strata, which were deeply eroded before the ejection of the rock. The

outflow of this rock certainly preceded the Cache Lake period, for the lake

beds are found upon its sides, and fragments, either from Chalk Mountain

or fi'om other unknown masses of precisely similar lithological character,

are abundant throughout all the lake beds shown on the map. Clialk

Mountain may have somewhat antedated Cache Lake, but there is as yet

nothing to indicate an interval, and it seems more probable that its eruption

accompanied the orographical changes which in the Pliocene, and probably

early in that period, dammed back the waters of the region.

Cache Lake beds.-—That Caclic Lake occupied an extensive area is certain.

It extends to the east an unknown distance, and how great a proportion
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of it is included in the map has not been ascertained. These beds consist,

first, of conglomerates, carrying pebbles of metamorphlc rock identical

with tliat which underlies them, and of pyroxene-andesite which cannot be

discriminated from that of Chalk Mountain; secondly, of s uid beds; and,

thirdly, of arg-illnceous and calcareous deposits. For the most part the strata

are but little compacted and may be reduced to powder in the hand ; but there

are frecjuenth' nodular masses which are consolidated to firm rock. Some of

the blulfs of conglomerate— for example, those in Grizzly Canon ^are stud-

ded witli such nodules, distributed somewhat uniformly over the surface.

Elsewhere single strata of sand or clay are petrified, and occasionally, as

on Perkins's Creek, considerable areas of sandstone fully solidified are met

with. The impression conveyed by the prevalent distribution of the more

extended and irregular, hardened masses is that they represent the local

action of cold, calcareous or siliceous waters upon the surrounding rock, an

action which, if sufficiently prolonged, would result in the complete pet-

rifaction of the whole system of beds. A similar effect of mineral springs

on recent deposits ma3^be seen at sj3veral points in the district, particularly

along Sweet Hollow Creek. The isolated nodules cannot be produced in

this way and, like those in the Chico of New Idria, they are probably due to

the decomposition of oiganic matter, as explained in Chapter III.

The Cache Lake beds have been subjected to comparatively little dis-

turbance. They are tilted at angles varying from 10° to about 4(P, but tlie

inclination seldom changes rapidly, and there is very rai-ely anything which

can be regarded as contortion. Within the area of the map, too, no faulting

was traced, thougTi more or, less important disturbances of this nature

occur near Chalk Mountain and oiTTtlS north fork of Cache Creek, east of

the map limit. The thickness indicated by measuring the strata perpen-

dicularly to the planes of stratification is very great—some thousands of

feet. I confess myself unable either to comprehend this or to ignore its

significance. There is certainly no confusion between these beds and

others of marine origin, since fresh-water shells were found in them at

widely separated horizons; but the accumulation of several thousand feet

of sediment in any lake except one of vast dimensions seems an impossi-

bility. A careful search was made for faults without finding any. The
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probabilities, liowever, seem to me in favor of the supposition that these

really exist, but thus far have escaped detection. Even on this assumption

I believe it impossible to reduce the estimate of the thickness of this deposit

below 1,000 feet.

Cache Lake fossils.—The argillaccous strata of the Cache Lake period are

full of organic remains, but unfortunately these are chiefly vegetable.

Shells were detected in only four localities: on the Grizzly Canon road

near the top of the divide between Burns's Valley and the north fork of

Cache Creek; at an exposure on the hillside about a quarter of a mile north

of this point; close to the mouth of Indian Creek; and in an exposure on

Cache Creek a cpuu-ter of a mile below its intersection with the road from

Lower Lake to Sulplnir Bank. Of these the first and second are much the

richest. They show a series of mollusks, the most important of which are

identical with those now abundant in Clear Lake, while all of them survive

on the Pacific slope, and not improbably in Clear Lake itself. They have

been enumerated and discussed in Chapter V. According to Mr. Stearns,

who is unquestionable authority on this subject, tlie}^ show that the phy.si-

cal conditions prevailing in Cache Lake were not markedly different from

those of the present Clear Lake. The peculiarities of form of one of the

shells, tlie ordinary Amdon of Clear Lake, are also such as to show that in

spite of the difference of position and notwithstanding the very great oro-

graphical modification which the countr}' has undergone, there has been an

absolute continuity of life from the Cache Lake period to the present time.

No doubt mollusks, and particularly locomotory species like this Aiiodon,

are able to survive tolerably vigorous disturbances, but the facts show that

from a faunal point of view the elevation of these lake beds was not cata-

strophic. In spite of careful search vertebrate remains were found in only

two localities. These points are a small side ravine leading into Grizzly

Canon from the north and a vineyard near Lower Lake.

other characteristics.—As uiight be cxpected froui the character of the Cache

Lake deposits, they are extensively eroded. In many cases the resulting

forms are strongly suggestive of those of the Bad Lands of Wyoming,

showing fantastic pinnacles, pillars, and gorges. This is especially notice-

able north of Chalk Mountain and in Cub Gulch. In most portions of the
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area the erosion has been hirgely controlled by the stratification, and the

resulting hills show straight slopes on one side parallel to the stratification

and abrnpt declivities on the other where the strata have been broken

through. As seen from the Grizzly Canon road about two miles south of

the north fork of Cache creek, a succession of such hills iTiight be taken

for a series of monoclinal uplifts. Near the stream the Cache Lake strata

have also been extensively terraced. But, while the erosion of these beds

has been considerable, when their prevalent earthy character and exposed

position are taken into consideration it is clear that, geologically speaking,

they must be comparatively recent, since otherwise they would long ago

have been washed entirely away.

On and near the north fork of Cache Creek the lake beds are covered

unconformabl}' by a deposit of gravel usually 50 feet or less in thickness.

This is somewhat obscurely stratified, unconsolidated, and has been tilted,

though less than the underlying lake beds. It presents no strata in which

there would be any hope of finding fossils and its origin is not certain. It

ma}' possibl}' represent the very last stages of Cache Lake, oi', as seems to

me more probable, the earliest river deposits after the close of the Cache

Lake epoch.

The lake beds can best be studied in the eastern corner of the area

mapped, for in the volcanic areas near Lower Lake the strata have been

considerably altered. Especially is this the case near the andesite, which

lies upon the Cache Lake beds conformably and has produced a decidedly

metamorphic influence upon them. This consists in depositions of calca-

reous matter, silica, and ferric hydrates, apparently through the action of

hot springs or of water heated by contact with the volcanic rock, rather

than b}- the direct influence of the heat of the lava. Similar results are

noticeable where the basalt has come in contact with the lake beds; for ex-

ample, near the lime kilns, northeast of Burns Valley. Tbe metamorphosed

lake deposits }"ield a red ooil full of white masses of calcareous rock, which

is said to be extremely fertile.

Relation of Cache Lake to Clear Lake. As may be SCen frOUl thc UUlp, CacllC Lake

overlapped the area at present occupied by Clear Lake, while, as h:is been

pointed out, the identity of the shells in the two and other circumstances

MON xiii IG
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show tliat their history must have been contuiuous. The hater andesite,

represented by Mt Konocti, overhes the latest Cache Lake strata and also

underlies the Clear Lake sediments. It is impossible to avoid the conclu-

sion that the eruption of this rock accompanied the obliteration of Cache

Lake and the orographical changes which confined the v\aters to their pres-

ent bed. The vertebrate remains in the vineyard near Lower Lake thus

fix the geological date at which the Cache Lake period terminated and also

the date of the eruption of the asperites of Mt. Konocti. As was noted in

Chapter V, the vertebrate fossils are Pliocene, while the amount of erosion

and the relations to the modern lake beds show that they are Upper Plio-

cene. The date of the eruptions is thus fixed at about the close of the

Pliocene epoch.

Later andesitic eruption.—The later andcsite is most prominently represented

by Konocti (or Uncle Sam) Mountain, but the same rock covers a large

area to the southeast and a considerable tract to the northeast of the more

southerly branch of the lake. It is described from a microscopical point

of view in Chapter IV. The prevalent variety of the rock is a coarse-

grained porphyry, sometimes dark and sometimes rather light colored.

One of its marked features is the frequency of huninated structure.^ The

lamina; are usually half an inch or more in thickness and not very sharply

divided from one another, \yeathered surfaces of such rock are corrugated,

and at a little distance the rock might be thought sedimentary rather than

volcani'c. Where heavy masses are cut through, columnar structure is

sometimes seen. It is particularly fine near Little Borax Lake. Between

Konocti and Thurston Lake there are also vast quantities of obsidian and

pumice, the foi-mer covering almost continuously a large tract, through

which the road from Kelseyville to Lower Lake passes. On this line it is

about four miles in width and it is said to extend a still greater distance

to the southwest. The best locality for the study of these forms is on

Thurston Creek, between one and two miles northwest of Thurston Lake.

Here the obsidian and pumice are interbedded with the porphyritic ande-

' In Geol. Survey Califoruia, Geology, vol. 1, p. 96, Professor Whituey states that, as seen from the

opposite side of the lake, Uncle Sara appears to be made up of a closely folded, synclinal mass, prnli-

ably of somewliat nietamorphic Cretaceous saudstoues. This impression he certainly received from

the exnosert edf.'ps of these flows. In Auriferous Gravels,
i>.

'^3, this mountain is correctly mentioned

as volcanic.
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site, all being intenningled, often with the accompaniment of trati.sitional

forms. In some cases notUiles of obsidian are immediately inclosed in con-

centric layers of pumice and vesicular obsidian, while in other instances

angular fragments of obsidian are directly embedded in structureless pumice.

In this locality the stream has cut through solid obsidian, leaving sheer

walls ten or more feet in height. Elsewhere in the district this glass is

rarely found exposed in place, owing to its tendency to break up into small

fragments which cover the surflice. The andesitic obsidian is usually dis-

tinguisliable with ease from basaltic glass by its higher and more resinous

luster and its greater opacity. The andesitic origin of this glass is demon-
strated by its manner of occurrence. The microscopic character agrees with

this reference.

About three miles from Kelseyville, on the Lower Lake road, and again

a little northwest of Thurston Lake, stratified, andesitic tufa is found The
former occurrence is very considerable and of course indicates the presence

of water during the eruption, though Cache Lake beds have not been rec-

ognized in the neighborhood. The presence of ponds or lakes near volca-

noes is of course a usual phenomenon, due to the damming back of streams

by ejecta or to more or less important orographical changes.

Age of the younger andesite— Exceptiug the bcd of Clear Lake, the whole

region has been undergoing erosion ever since the andesitic eruption, and

the surfaces of the flanks and peaks of Konocti show that the degradation

has been considerable. There is no recognizable trace of a crater on the

peak; on the contrary, the bedded flows of rock near the summit are

shown in cross section. Sufficient time has elapsed since the eruption to

permit considerable decomposition in exposed masses of rock. The sum-

mit, however, is more exposed to degradation than the general surface of

the country, which has been little lowered in recent times, the underlyino-

metamorphic Cretaceous and Pliocene rocks, where they have been pro-

tected by the andesite, not lying perceptibly above the ordinary level. The
main area of andesite southwest of the lake probably overlies metamorphic

hills, for altered Cretaceous strata appear under the volcanic rock at the ex-

tremity of Elgin Point (" Snake Rocks") and at Bailey Point. The pres-

ent topography of the country between Konocti and Thurston Lake is
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scarcely intelligible except upon the supposition that its principal features

are due in great measure to those of the original lava surface ; for it

presents a series of elongated basins either without apparent outlets or with

only very narrow, sharply cut outlets, and these depressions either contain

permanent lakes, like Thurston, or winter pools, like some others in the

neighborhood, or present flat surfoces of fine soil, evidently the result of the

silting up of lakes. These areas of sedimentation, flanked as they are bv

massive ridges of lava, cannot be due to erosive agencies, and there is

nothing whatever to indicate that they are due to ox'ographical changes

postdating the andesite eruptions.

Thurston Lake.—Tliurstou Lake is a peculiar body of water, suri-ounded on

three sides by heavv masses of andesite, with high and steep slopes. On

the fourth side, toward the northwest, the lake bottom rises at a verv slight

angle and merges i«to an elongated valley of considerable length. The

addition of a few feet of water would double the length of the lake in this

direction, while adding almost imperceptibly to its e.xtent elsewhere. The

water marks show that the height of water varies about eleven or twelve feet.

In spite of its lack of any visible outlet, this lake is fresh and abounds

in animal life, some of the fish being apparently of the same species as

those of Clear Lake. Its fluctuation is also sensibly the same as that of

Clear Lake, and, as nearly as can be estimated wdthout a special survey (a

task which the dense brush would render very expensive), its level is the

same. The onlv probable explanation of these facts would seem to be that

there is an underground passage between the lakes— a supposition in which

there is no inherent improbability, since channels such as that supposed

frequently exist in volcanic masses, especially within a moderate distance

of their original surfaces.

Little Borax Lake.—As lias bccu sceu, there is much structural evidence to

show that the andesitic rock of Konocti Mountain is not recent, but that it

is geologically of late origin. The surroundings of Little Borax Lake, how-

ever, seem to indicate a local activity long postdating the andesitic erup

tion. This little saline body of water lies in a crater-like depression at the

foot of the mountain, a portion of the walls being very abrupt and evidently

representing fractured surfaces, while the basin itself contains very little
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detritus. Were it a crater anything- like so old as the mass of the mountain,

an outlet would almost (-ertainly have been cut through the low swell of

land separating- it ivom Clear liake on the east and much material nuist

have fallen into the basin from the perpendicular cliffs of columnar aiidesite

to the south. On the other hand, there seems to have been no outflow of

lava, either andesitic or Ijasaltic, from this basin. There is, moreover, evi-

dence that Elgin Point has been considerably raised m very recent times,

and it appears probable that the basin of liittle Borax Lake was formed by

an explosive outburst, which was nearly or quite contemporaneous with the

basalt eruptions to the southeast. A partial renewal of volcanic activity

on the old line of eruption at a period of volcanic disturbances in the im-

mediate neighborhood is certainly nothing to be wondered at. The origin

of the borax in this lake is no doubt entirely similar to that of the borax in

the other and more important lake near Sulphur Bank, which will be dis-

cussed in the next chapter. There are now no hot spring's flowing into it,

though there are warm springs associated with the andesite at several other

points.

Quicksilver deposits in andesite. At tWO loCalitlcS OU tllC SOUtliem sidc of Mt.

Konocti cinnabar has Ijeen found. One of these is close to the base and

was known as the Bowers mine. It is abandoned, and all that could be

made out from the accessible workings was that the associated andesite is

quartzose and is bleached by solfataric action. The Uncle Sam mine is high

up on the flank of the mountain. It, too, is in dacite, much decomposed, as

if by the action of heated waters or gases. A considerable quantity of

ore was formerly extracted at this point and sold to the Sulphur Bank

Company, but statistics were not obtainable.

It is possible that the dacite eruptions were later than the mass of the

mountain and that the solfataric action accompanying the outflows of this

rock induced the deposition of ore, but no conclusion on this subject was

reached. It is certainly remarkable that the only dacite occurrences known

in the district are thus associated with the only quicksilver deposits known

among the andesites.

Basaltic eruptions.—Tlic eruptious of Ijasalt of the Clear Lake region Avere

greatly inferior in volumo to those of andesite, even more so than would
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appear from an inspection of the map, for, owing to the greater fluidity of

the lava, tlie basalt fields are of less depth than tlie andesitic masses.

While, too, some general orographical changes appear to have accompanied

the emission of basalt, as was almost inevitable, these were far .smaller

in amount than those which closed the Pliocene ^epocli.

The basalt of the region under discussion is a fairly typical rock, pre-

senting the usual structural peculiarities and mineralogical composition on

the whole, though the distribution of olivine is irregular. In some occur-

rences this mineral forms a large percentage of the whole mass, while in

others considerable search with the lens, or even with the microscope, must

be made to detect it. Very interesting glassy forms of basalt occur near

Borax Lake, of which fdrther mention will be made in tiie next chapter.

It does not appear that all the basalt was emitted at the same time, or even

approximately so, for the evidences of erosion on some of the areas are very

perceptible, while on others there has been no considerable degradation.

On the whole, the basalt must be considered as decidedly recent, for

only on that supposition can its state of preservation be accounted for.

Thus, McPike crater is a rounded mass, unfurrowed b}" rivulets, at the top

of which is an extremely regular, basin-like crater about nine hundred feet

in diameter and fifty to one hundred feet deep, presenting a surface entirely

covered with lapilli. That this basin contains no water is probably due to

the porosity of the sides, which seein to be composed of lapilli. The walls

ai-e unbroken and vegetation has only begun to find root between the peb-

bles. The only sign of age is the fact that the surfaces of the lapilli are

reddened with ferric oxide. On the liills directly north of McPike crater

the surface is covered with lapilli, which almost entirely conceal the under-

lying metamorphic rocks. These pebbles could not possibly have been

transported to their present position by water, which, on the contrary, must

eventually sweep them down into the valley. In fact, they appear to have

fallen as they lie during an eruption, since wliich there has not been suffi-

cient rainfall to remove them. The north and south craters at Sulphur

Bank are similarly fresh, excepting that in each case one side of the crater

is broken down; but there is no evidence that this is a result of erosion,

for there is no stream bed or drv wash leadintj into them. Close to the
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Sulphur Bank, on Indian Island, on Red Hill, and west of Lower Lake

contorted masses of lava remain on the surface, where they chilled after

oozing from vents or from cracks in the lava streams. It is also indicative

of the lateness of the basalt eruptions tliat fragments of the rock are

usually to be found only in the immediate neighborhood of the main areas.

There does not seem to have been time enough since the eruptions to effect

any general or even widespread distribution of pebbles. At Sulphur Bank

it is also said that the Indians have traditions of eruptions. While this fact

might liave little significance were any portion of California now the seat

of volcanic activity, it seems not without weight when it is remembered

that the nearest volcano now active is very ftir away. At all events, it

seems to me by no means impossible that the latest eruption may have

occurred within a thousand years or even less.

The relations of the basalt areas to the general structure of the under-

lying metamorphic rocks are not easily studied, for lack of exposures. I

have endeavored to make out the fissure system which no doubt connected

the various vents of the basaltic eruptions, but have failed to reach any sat-

isfactory conclusion.

There are but two places in the district where basalt tables occur. Of

these one is at the extreme eastern end of the McPike area, where the lava

appears to have followed the bed of the north fork of Cache Creek and to

have been subsequently undermined by the stream. The rock has fallen

off in columns, leaving perpendicular walls. The other bluffs are com-

prised in the area northeast of Red Hill, and, like all similar occurrences, are

a result of undermining. In both cases I can but suppose that the lava

represents much earlier eruptions than those which left the unimpaired cra-

ters nearer the Sulphur Bank, tliough they are both Post-Pliocene, resting

unconformably upon the uplifted Caclie Lake beds.

Clear Lake.— Botli the topograpliy and an examination of the soils show

that Clear Lake formerly occupied a considerably greater area than it now

does. The flat land about Sulphur Bank once formed a portion of the lake

bottorti, and would again do so were the lake to rise 50 or 70 feet. A

much smaller rise would flood the valley now in part occupied by Borax

Lake, the surface of wliich is but a few inches above the level of the lake.
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This valley must once have been much deeper than now and in part have

silted up.

Burns Valley, an area near the town of Lowei' Lake, the whole of

Big Valley, and portions of the country about Upper Lake, as well as

many small flats along the lake shore, are clearly also covered with recent

lake deposits.

The causes which might have produced this shrinkage of the surface

of the lake are erosion of the outlet or orographical changes, or both. Had

the lake bed only been tilted to the southeast, the tendency would have

been to expose the bottom to a considerable depth at the west end, but not

near Lower Lake. Orographical changes alone are consequently insuffi-

cient to explain the exposure of the meadows. Cache Creek, just beyond

the limits of the map, passes through a narrow gorge of Cretaceous sand-

stone, and the mere erosion of this barrier would produce the effect under

discussion, but there is some evidence to show that orographical causes

have influenced the grade of Cache Creek and consequently its capacity

for eroding its bed. On the north fork of Cache Creek the banks are ex-

tensively terraced and four or five flood plains are distinctly visible. This

appears to mean a tilting of the country to the eastward, though probably

to the extent of oidy a very few inches to the mile. Such a widespread

secular change would increase the velocity of Cache Creek, as well as of

its northern fork, and accelerate the erosion of the sandstone gorge near

its source. Were the circumstances more favorable, such a change, if it

really took place, might be detected on the banks of the lake, which would

also be terraced. Two causes seem to have stood in the way of such a

modification of the shore. The first of these is the resistance offered by

the sandstone of the gorge, which would yield but slowly to an increased

velocity of a current carrying little sand in suspension. It is well known

that the erosive power of lake water is slight because it is so free from

sand, and the erosion of the goi'ge would probably be still slower than it is

were it not for the fact that Herndon Creek flows into Cache Creek between

the lake and the gorge. The second influence tending to prevent the for-

mation of terraces is the tule belt. A strip of these reeds-, from a few feet

to a few yards In width, grows almost everywhere along the lake shore.
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separated from the beach by a few feet of open water. Even when tlie

lake is in a state of very considerable agitation scarcely a ripple reaches

the shore thus protected, and not only is the erosion of the banks in great

measure prevented, but sedimentation is fovored, so that in some places the

shore appears to be growing into the lake by the accnnuilation of tule

roots and sediment. On tlie whole, therefore, the lowering of the lake

level in comparatively recent times is not improbably the result of the ero-

sion of the bed of Cache Creek, assisted by a very gradual and gentle tilt-

ing of the whole region toward the east or southeast.

Certain limited orographical changes have unquestionably taken place

about the lake in very recent times. At the end of Elgin Point is a steep

bank, consisting of uncompacted strata of material precisely similar to that

found on the old lake bottom areas at the Sulphur Bank, in Big Valley,

and below the high-water mark of the lake. It consists of mud, in which

pebbles of metamorphic rock and of later andesite are abundant. In the

lower strata of this bank, which is about one hundred and fifty feet high,

scoriaceous forms of andesite occur, which are no longer to be met with

on the surface in the neigliborhood. The southern side is a curved slope

parallel to the planes of stratification and essentially unsculptured by wa-

ter, and the bank would seem to represent an- uplift of about the same

date as the finely preserved craters near Sulphur Bank. If the hypothesis

suggested with regard to the formation of the basin occupied by Little

Borax Lake be correct, this uplift was probably its concomitant. These

recent strata rest in part upon metamorphic rocks and in part upon the

andesite which constitutes the main mass of Elgin Point. A very similar

bank of the same date, but less well exposed for study, occupies the south

side of the entrance to Upper Lake.

It is the inevitable fate of lakes to be filled with sediments to a dead

level, but, as the evidence seemed to be that the sediments of Clear Lake

are not of great thickness, it appeared to me desirable to examine the to-

pography of the bottom. Several hundred soundings were made for this

purpose, the results of which are shown in the subaqueous contours on

the map of the lake. From these it appears that the water is deepest near

the narrows, as would be the case if the lake occupied valleys of erosion
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between ranges which liad attained essentially their present configuration

prior to the formation of this sheet of water.

The niaj), in accordance with the rules of the U. S. Land Office, shows

the outline of the lake at high water. The subaqueous contours are referred

as nearly as may be to the same level, or 10 feet above the lowest point

which the lake has reached in ten }ears. This point was noted by Capt.

R. S. Floyd, who has kept a full record of the level of tlie lake referred to

throughout this period. The lake occasionally rises a little more than 10

feet above low-water mark, but not enough to make any important differ-

ence.



CHAPTER VII.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OP SULPHUR BANK.

[Atlas Sheet IV.]

sedimsntary rocks of th= district.—TliG results of a geiioral stucly of tlie region

of Clear Lake, undertaken for the purpose of throwing hgiit upon the his-

tory and geological relations of Sulphur Bank, have been i)resented in the

preceding chapter. The area delineated in the detailed map of Sulphur

Bank includes few formations. The underlying rock everywhere belongs

to the Knoxville series (Neocomian), representing the opening of the Cre-

taceous period. This rock was intensel}' crushed and irregularly metamor-

phosed not long after its depositiort, but neither the quicksilver deposits of

this locality nor those of any other included in this menioii' were formed

at the epoch of metamorphism. All the varieties of metamorphic rocks

described in Chapter III occur in this small area, from almost unaltered

sandstones up to material so highly recrystallized as closely to resemble

an eruptive porphyry. Serpentine is also found in very small quantities on

the ridge north of Borax Lake. It appears again near the end of Sunken

Point, shown on Atlas Sheet III. The little spot of serpentine near Borax

Lake might be shown on the detailed map by a separate color, but the met-

amorphism is so irregular in intensity that it would be quite impossible to

delineate areas of pseudodiabase, pseudodiorite, and glaucophane schist.

No en;ptive rocks are interbedded in the metamorphic series at Sulphur

Bank. This was established by careful observation in the field prior to the

microscopical examinations. The latter showed that some specimens, so far

as their microscopic character is concerned, might possibly be either ex-
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treme members of the crystalline metamorphic series or true eruptive rocks.

The region was revisited for the purpose of verifying the structural relations

of these occurrences. The questionable rocks were then found to be sui*-

rounded by and to pass over into indubitable metamorphie nmtei-ial in such

a way as to preclude any separation of them.

The Sulphur Bank map shows no Chico-Tejon beds or Pliocene fresh-

water strata and no andesite. Here, as elsewhere on Clear Lake, it is

manifest that the level of the present sheet of water has sunk within no

very long period, leaving fertile meadows. The composition, as well as

the topographical relations of these meadows, shows that they are drained

portions of the lake bed, for they are full of roots of the tule, which grows

only near the water's edge and preferably in shallow water. Close to the

basalt and in beds continuous with those which underlie the lava these

roots are sometimes found petrified.

Basalt.—Tlie only volcanic rocks on this map are basaltic, but their

character and mode of occurrence are rather unusual and therefore interest-

ing. They are in part olivinitic and in part free from olivine, but their

microstructure is the same in both cases. In the area south of Borax Lake,

just beyond the limits of the map, ordinary olivinitic basalt occurs. It

adjoins a large field chiefly composed of obsidian and pumice, but contain-

ing also rocks which, while manifestly in part glass}', have a thoroughly ba-

saltic ap])earance. It is impossible to separate these occurrences in the field,

and the more they are studied the more certain it appears that all this ma-

terial is substantially from a single eruption. This is confirmed by micro-

scopic examination, although the glass is an acid one, containing over 75 per

cent, of silica (see pp. 158-162). The glass is usually of a gray color and

is transparent even in masses a quarter of an inch or more in thickness.

Between it and the pumice there is every conceivable gradation. The

glassy forms sometimes include small fragments of cr3'stalline basalt. This

area is the only one in which this obsidian appears to be in place, yet the

dissemination of chips of the same glass a square inch or less in area is

something astonishing. In the immediate neighborhood of the obsidian

field these chips are so plentiful that it is diflicult to draw its outline with

any accuracy. Thev gradually grow less abundant, ])ut are still to be
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found beyond the crests of the hills surrounding the locality. Similar chips

are occasionally met with all over the district ; but this is in part due to

human agency, for a spearhead of this glass was found miles away. Most

such chips, however, are quite isolated and show no marks of artifice. Ex-

plosions attending the eruption may account for the greater part of the frag-

ments near the obsidian field ; how the more distant ones were transported

I cannot guess

Another feature of the basalt of this district, somewhat unusual in

California, but not unknown in other portions of the State, is the formation

of regular crater-cones. Dense basalts, when in a state of fusion, are prob-

ably too fluid to build cones. Those at Sulphur Bank are composed of

extremely porous basalt, much of it in the condition of lapilli. Each of

them is broken through on one side, apparently by lava streams, not by

water. The lapilli are more or less oxidized, but have accumulated no

considerable quantity of soil and are not concealed by the scant herbaceous

vegetation, though trees, particularly conifers, have taken root among

them. Contorted forms of lava, too, are abundant at some of the croppings

and everything points to a very recent date of eruption.

General description of the bank.—The Sulphur Bauk Is an area exhibiting most

manifest indications of solfataric action. It is not practicable to outline the

exact area of decomposition, which, however, is substantially coincident

with the southern half of the small basalt area in which it lies, including

all the more elevated portions of this area. The ore-bearing ground takes

in a narrow strip of the sedimentary area to the south. The surface indica-

tions of solfatarism consist in complete decomposition of a large portion of

the basalt to a \thite, pulverulent mass, sulphur deposits, and hot mineral

springs holding gases in solution. The locality was first worked for sulphur.

At a distance of a few yards below the surface, however, cinnabar was

found occurring with the sulphur, and lower still cinnabar was found in

large quantities. The property has been worked for the most part by open

cuts, with little regard to system. Its appearance is very peculiar. The

glare of white decomposition-products, the labyrinth of deep, open pits and

trenches, and the acrid dust and evil smells of the locality produce a strong

impression on the observer; but even to the geologist it is an interesting
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rather than an agreeable one. AVork in these cuts is so trying that few

white miners have ever accepted employment in them a second day and

almost all the labor is performed by Chinamen.

Origin of the basalt.—To my mind there is little question that the basalt of

the Sulphur Bank was erupted on the spot. In the comparatively little

decomposed portions of the area contorted forms and cindery masses of the

lava still exist. This shows that it has expes^ienced but little erosion. The

two craters shown on the map are also extremely recent, as has been

pointed out in the preceding chapter. Between the craters is a lava stream

of very evident character; but the lava is not continuous from the craters

to the bank, the highest portion of which is over 50 feet above the level

of the ground at the points of discontinuity. Had the basalt of the Sul-

phur Bank come from the volcanoes, its original surface must have been

lower than that of any point in the lava stream connecting the localities,

and, if they were once thus connected, at least 50 feet of the rock has since

been eroded. There is no ravine crossing the track of the flow to produce

a local effect of this kind, and the surface indications entirely preclude the

supposition that there has been any general degradation approaching such

an amount since the basalt was extruded, or, indeed, any sensible amount

of degradation.

I look upon the hot springs as of volcanic origin and as a later phe-

nomenon than the ejection of the basalt. There appears to be nothing to

warrant the hypothesis that these springs were in action before the basalt

eruption. On the contrary, the basalt lies upon recent lake deposits, some-

times filled with tule roots, and a part of these are within the influence of

the solfataric action, as is shown by their petrifaction. Had these springs

existed for an indefinite time before the basalt was ejected the tule roots

could not have grown.'

Deposition of sulphur.—Tlic composltiou of tlic waters from different portions

of the Sulphur Bank varies considerably, but that a large portion of them

carrv hydrosulphuric acid is evident from the smell. The formation of

sulphur and sulphuric acid from hydrosulphuric acid by oxidation is one of

'These silicilieil roots of tbe tule {Scirptts lacustris) bear a stroag resemblauce to Cauliniles, and

ray specimens, in tbe absence of sufficiently full information, have been described and figured by Mr.

Leo Lesquereux as a new species of tbat genus (Pioc. U. S. Nat JIiis., 18Sr, p. 3(;).
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the most fomiliar tacts of chemical geology and of experimental chemistry.

The relations of the two processes are readily seen from a thermo-cliemical

standpoint, for the reaction

H=S + 40r=H-8O* hberates 201,500 calories and

IPS+ — IPO + S liberates 59,100 calories.

Hence if oxygen is present in excess, as it is at the surface of sulphur

springs and in porous sinters partially saturated with solutions of liydro-

sulphuric acid, this will simply bo oxidized to sulphuric acid. But if oxy-

gen is deticient, as it must be a short distance from the surface, a single

atom of oxygen by combining with \JVii to ^ffSO' would produce only

50,375 calories, or 8,725 less than it sets free according to the second of

the above reactions. Assuming, therefore, that the two reactions are ac-

complished in nearly the same time, sulphuric acid will be formed at the

surface of such a region as the Sulphur Bank and free sulphur below the

surface. This is in cori-espondence with observations at sulphur springs the

world over and with laboratory experiments. When sulphides of the alka-

lis are present the reactions are more complex, but sulphur is also separated

while hyposulphites are formed. There is thus nothing strange or novel in

the occurrence of sulphur under the conditions present at Sulphur Bank.

A portion of the sulphur occurring at the Sulphur Bank is formed by a

slightly different reaction. Both on the surface and in the mine sulphurous

acid may be smelt, and earl}^ in 1887 the odor of this gas was suffocatingly

strong, even at some distance from the Flermann shaft. The sulphurous

acid undoubtedly comes up with the other volcanic emanations, though per-

haps not in direct contact with the hydrogen sulphide. Hydrogen sulphide

and sulphur dioxide decompose nuitually, forming water and sulphur. As

a conserpience, the timbers of the building above the shaft were coated with

incrustations of sulphur crystals in February, 1887, and, at the Fiedler

shaft as well, sulphur crystals had deposited in smaller rpuxntity by the same

method.

Sulphuric acid and its effects—Tlie sulphuric ucid fomiod at or close to the sur-

face percolates downward to some extent and is eventually neutralized by

free bases and by salts of feebler acids. The neutralization of the acid is

chieflv effected bv the sodium cnrbonate Ijrought ui) in the hot waters and
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aided by the ammonia. Tiie basalt is attacked by the acid waters and no

doubt by the sulphuric acid they contain. It is true that labradorite and

augite are but little acted upon by acids in laboratory experiments, but this

basalt has been exposed to the action of hot sulpliuric acid for hundreds of

years at least. Its resistance is also considerable, many kernels of fresh

rock remaining in the decomposed envelopes.

Concentric decomposition.— It is clear from numcrous exposures that, after the

basalt solidified at the Sulphur Bank, it was divided bj' cracks, marking in

many cases a distinct though imperfect columnar structure. As usual, also,

there were cross-fissures in the vertical columns. These cracks formed the

passages by which ihe waters reached the surface and by which the acid

formed at the surface became diffused. The solid masses of basalt sepa-

rated by cracks from surrounding blocks were attacked from the outside

by the acid waters. As decomposition progressed successive shells were

formed, which grow more and more spherical as the centers are approached.

This has been attributed to "ball structure" in the rock, but it appears to

me unnecessary to assume any such predisposing cause, of which there is

no other evidence in the structure of this lava either macroscopically or

microscopically. It is shown in an earlier portion of this work (page 68)

that this conformation is the natural result of the action of a corrosive fluid

on a slightly porous, tolerably homogeneous material in blocks which

approximate to regular polyhedrons in form. The concentric shells which

are so well developed here are themselves the results of the decomposition

process and are not, in my opinion, pre-existing envelopes the presence of

which has controlled the course of decomposition. Decomposed basalts

showing this structure so strikingly do not occur, to my knowledge, else-

where in California, though such are found in other parts of the world.

An instance from Great Britain similar to tliat of Sulphur Bank is illus-

trated by Dr. Geikie.'

Tlie ultimate residue, when the attack is complete, is almost pure silica.

The depth to which the basalt has been decomposed by the acid waters

varies in different exposures, and perhaps averages 20 feet. The limit is

usually very sharplv defined, and it may be considered certain that this

' Text Book of Geology, 1st eil., Fig. 8G.
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represents the pennanent level of the alkaline waters prior to the beginning

of mining operations.

Occurrence of cinnabar.—The iTiode of occiuTence of cinnabar at the Sulphur

Bank is interesting and significant. It does not occur in sensible quanti-

ties at or close to the surfixce, but is- found to a considerable extent mixed

with sulphur in the lower portion of the zone of oxidation. The principal

deposits are below this level. They are found in the more or less decom-

posed basalt, in the underlying recent lake bottom, and in the Knoxville

shales and sandstones. The cinnabar is associated chiefly with silica, in

part crystalline and in part amorphous. In the lava it appears as small

seams, whicTi commonly follow either the original cracks between the blocks

or the concentric surfaces of the decomposed masses. In the lake deposits

below the basalt the cinnabar is found as impregnations oi- irregular seams.

In the workings from the Hermann shaft the ore occurs exactly as it does

in most of the quicksilver mines of California, more or less completely fill-

ing interstices in shattered rock masses. Sometimes ore of this kind has

been found which was simply a brecciated mass of rock cemented by cin-

nabar. The cinnabar in these cases has crystallized on the rock fragments,

exactly as quartz often does, and frequently leaves hollow inclosed spaces.'

To a small extent the more porous sandstones have been impregnated with

ore. Besides quartz, iron pyrites and marcasite frequently appear in the

gangue, calcite is not uncommonly also present, and small quantities of

bitumen are often found. It is a fact of great interest that Dr. Melville

has found small quantities of both gold and copper in the marcasite accom-

panying the cinnabar. The inferences to be drawn from the mode of oc-

currence of the cinnabar at this locality are not unimportant. The intimate

association of the ore with sulphur, opal, quartz, pyrite, and to a smaller

extent with calcite, is amply sufficient to show that it has been deposited

from water. This would also be clear if the cinnabar were not accom-

panied by and mixed with minerals which can have formed only in the

wet way. The vuggs lined with cinnabar and the relations of the veinlets

of ore to the fissure system of the rocks are of a character to convince any

' See au illustratiou of such a specimen iu Le Conte anil Rising's paper on this locality (Am. Jour.

Sci., 3d series, vol. 24, 1882, p. 29).

MON XIII- 17
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practiced observer that the deposition has taken phxce from solution, and

not from vapor. The occurrence also limits the possibilities as to the

origin of the ore. The formation of sulphur is still going on, and so also

must be the decomposition of the basalt and the deposition of pasty hy-

drous silica. Tlie association of cinnabar with the sulphur and its deposi-

tion along the concentric partings of the decomposed basalt blocks close to

the fresh nuclei show that cinnabar is either now being deposited or that

its deposition has ceased only very recently and must have gone on while

the conditions were almost precisely those now existing.

The copiously flowing springs which existed here before mining opera-

tions began and the sulphur deposition show that the waters rising toward

the surftice come from a considerable depth. Tliis must have been the

case during the entire period of sulphur deposition. The ore cannot have

leached downward from the basalt into the underlying rocks, nor can a

trace of quicksilver be detected in the undecomposed basalt. Neitlier can

the quicksilver have been derived from the layer of recent lake deposits un-

derlying the basalt. This layer is thin, at least in places, and lies hundreds

of feet above some occurrences of the ore. The original source of the quick-

silver must then have been either in the Knoxville beds, chiefly sandstone,

or below them. This sandstone is proved by microscopic examination to

be arcose, or granitic detritus, and abundant evidence has been given in

preceding chapters to show that granite underlies the Coast Ranges. The

source of the quicksilver is consequently either granitic detritus or granite

or it lies below the granite. Further than this the facts at this one locality

do not justify conclusions as to the origin of the ore.

soifataric springs.—A vcry remarkable feature of this mine is the abundance

of hot springs, frequently carrying gases. These gases are often ammoni-

acal and many of them carry sulphureted hydrogen. Others again have

a nauseous smell which plainly indicates an organic origin. An analysis of

gas from the Hermann shaft gave—
Carbon dioxide, CO- 89.34

Hydrogen sulphide, H-S 0.23

Marsh gas, CH< ".94

NItrogeD, N 2.49

Tot.al 100.00
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On the southwest drift of the fifth level hot water and vapor are expelled

from cracks with some force and with a noise resembling that of escaping

steam. The quantity of steam condensed to a visible vapor, however, is

not very great, and the thermometer shows only 80'' C. (176° F.). The

escaping gases smell of ammonia. This is the hottest water met with,

though other springs show over 70° C.^

Composition of the waters.— It being clcar that the cinnabar has come to the

surface in solution under conditions little if at all different from those now

prevailing, the composition of the waters becomes a matter of special in-

terest. The following analyses show the composition of the contents of

1,000 cubic centimeters of hot water from two of the shafts in their prob-

able combinations

:

Silica, SiO'

Feri'ons carbonate, FeCO^

Calcium sulphate; CaSO'

Calcium carbonate, CaCO'

Magnesium carbonate, MgCO* —
Sodic carbonate, Na'CO'

Ammonium carbonate {H'Nj'CO'.

Borax, Na^B'O'

Sodic sulphate, Na'SO*

Sodium chloride, NaCl

Potaasiam chloride, KCl

Fixed organic matter

Hydrogen sulphide, H^S

Carbon dioxide, CO^

Total weight, grams

.

0. 02340

0. 03520

0. 01890

1. 94675

0. 00664

1. 87840

1. 10270

0. 04705

0. 00500

0. 00455

0. 26241

5. 30815

0. 05055

0. 00555

0. 3220O

0. 00282

2. 40435

0. 68905

1. 03975

0. 07470

0. 00760

0. 00074

1.75131

6. 39185

The simple instead of tlie acid carbonate of sodium is assumed in these

analyses because the acid salt is at least in part dissociated in hot solutions.

Tlie sulphydric acid was combined to some extent as a soluble sulphide, but

with what base it was united was not ascertained. Not a trace of mercury

could be detected in solution, though, as will be seen in Chapters XI and XV,

waters very similar to these are certainly capable of dissolving cinnabar.

Nature of the mercuriferous solutions.— 111 thc hopB of obtaining fui'ther light on

this subject Dr. Melville visited Sulphur Bank with chemical appliances

' I aiu not aware that mining operations have ever been carried on before where the inflowing

water had so high a temperature as l/fr^ F. The highest temperature which I observed in the Corn-

stock was 170° F.
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early in 1887. The most favorable opportunity for investigating the water

at that time was presented at the Fiedler shaft, which communicates below

ground with the Hermann shaft. Both had then been abandoned and water

escaped from the top of the former into the lake. Its temperature was

128° F. (53^° 0.) and it was in a constant state of agitation from tlie es-

cape of carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide. Large quantities of water

were collected in new wooden pails and filtered hot. The filtrate on evap-

oration and analysis showed all the substances recorded in the above anal-

yses, and, in addition, alumina, manganese, cobalt, phosphoric acid, hypo-

sulphurous acid, and some organic matter resembling humic or crenic acid.

Repeated experiments showed not a trace of mercury, though the filtered

water left small quantities of mercuric sulphide on the filter.

This water under these physical conditions would thus appear to be

incapable of dissolving cinnabar ; for otherwise the suspended sulphide

must have been accompanied by the same substance in solution. Tiiis in-

solubility is probably ascribable to the ammonia present; for in laboratory

experiments we have found that different ammonia compounds precipitate

mercuric sulphide from analogous solutions. It is not impossible that at

pressures above one atmosphere ammonia compounds lack this precipitating

power, and if the waters of Sulphur Bank were always ammoniacal, as they

have certainly been for the last twenty years, this hypothesis would account

for the fact that no cinnabar whatever appeared at the surface of the Sul-

phur Bank, the ore being met with only at a depth of several yards. It

would also account for the mercuric sulphide in suspension in the water.

The ores of the open cuts of the bank were also submitted to a care-

ful examination, in order to ascertain the correspondence between their

composition and that of the material dissolved in the waters. In inmiediate

contact with the cinnabar all of the bases detected in the water were found,

but neither chlorine nor boracic acid. A sufficient reason for the absence

of these acids appears to be the solubility of the chlorides and the borates,

which have never been found in any of the quicksilver mines beneath the

surface, though at Knoxville and at Steamboat Springs borax exists in the

waters, and it was very probably also present during the time of ore depo-

sition at other mercuriferous localities. That the ores of Sulphur Bank

have been in contact with solutions of chlorides and borates is very cer-
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tain, for the water of the mine carries a large amount of them, and, in the

underground workings near ore, I collected efflorescences largely consisting

of them, as was proved by analysis. Indeed, analyses of the salts crystal-

lized out on the walls of the drifts showed all of the bases and acids de-

tected in the water or the ore, excepting hyposulphurous acid, gold, and

nickel. As cobalt was present in two cases, nickel might doubtless have

been detected in traces. Hyposulphurous acid I suppose to result only

from the oxidation of alkaline sulphides and gold is present only in very

minute quantities in the marcasite. The waters as they reach the surface

are far from being saturated solutions of borax or of alkaline chlorides, and

there is no reason to assume any tendency for the metallic bases detected

to decompose sodium chloride. On the other hand, sulphates of the alkaline

earths are comparatively insoluble and might be deposited with the ore.

Sulphuric acid has, moreover, constantly formed at the surface, diffusing

downward to a greater or less extent. It is very likely that a large part of

the sulphates now present in the ores of the surface workings have formed

since the ground was broken, for the excavations have interfered with the

flow of the water to the lake.

It is plain from the foregoing that the waters are capable of depositing

exactly such mineral mixtures as the oi*es represent, with the very impor-

tant exception of the cinnabar. The conclusion that the ores have been de-

posited from similar waters is inevitable. At the time of deposition either

some slight variation in composition— possibly the absence of ammonia—
enabled these waters to hold cinnabar in solution at ordinary pressures or

they are now capable of dissolving cinnaljar under somewhat different

physical conditions, as was suggested above.

Precipitation of the ore.—Tlio liypothesis that tlicse waters under other physi-

cal conditions would dissolve cinnabar finds some support from observa-

tions of tlie circumstances attending the deposition of the ore. Cinnabar was

found in the workings of the Hermann shaft several hundred feet below the

surface, and in the open workings the richer portion of the ore occurs in

part beneath the basalt and in part in its lower portion. Above the richer

bodies comes a mixture of sulphur and cinnabar and at the original sur-

face no mercuric sulphide whatever was found. These facts can hardly be
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accounted for by supposing that the ore was precipitated by tlie sulphuric

acid forming at the surface. The rock is attacked by acid to a depth of only

about twenty feet, and the riclier ores are found at lower levels, where no

evidence of the presence of unneutralized acid occurs and where the composi-

tion of the ore is substantially similar to that in the deep workings. If the oi"e

had been precipitated by acidification of the solutions, it would be mainly

found in the upper part of the bank or along the under surface of the layer

of basalt which has been bleached by acid. This is not the case, and

hence, while acidification of the solutions would undoubtedly have thrown

the quicksilver down, other causes of precipitation must have been at work,

and indeed must have been the chief ones. The fact that sulphuric acid

forms at the surface is also insufficient to account for the absence of cinna-

bar from the surface, for at Steamboat Springs, where acid forms in the

same way as at Sulphur Bank, cinnabar did reach the surface. The forma-

tion of sulphuric acid from hydrogen sulphide is not a rapid process, and in

springs from which there is a considerable flow of water neutralization by the

acid thus formed coukl take place only to a very short distance from the sur-

face. The resulting distribution of ore would also be extremely irregular.

There is indeed no proof that the main period of deposition of ore at

Sulphur Bank was contemporaneous with the chief deposition of sulphur

and the formation of sulphuric acid. One might rather suppose that when

the deposition of ore was progressing most actively the upward flow of

solutions and the emission of gases were too vigorous to permit the per-

meation of the upper part of the bank by atmospheric oxygen. Little

sulphur or sulphuric acid would then form, and only at the surface. As

the activity of the springs diminished the permeation of oxygen would

increase, and the sulphuric acid slowly formed at the surface would have

an opportunity to diffuse through the rock. The sulphur beds may thus

not improbably be in the main of later origin than the ore.

While acidification is insufficient to account for the precipitation of the

ore, diminution of pressure and of temperature must certainly have taken

place as the solutions rose to the surface. So far as is known, too, these

causes may be sufficient to explain the observed effect, but dilution with

waters percolating from the lake or from springs may have contributed to

the result.
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There is no trace of substitution of ore for the rock in .iny part of the

mine. It is true that ore is souietimes found in the crevices of concentric

layers of decomposed basalt, but it is evident that these crevices have first

formed through decomposition and that the cavities have subsecj^uently been

partially filled with ore, as any other openings would have bean. In true

substitution, the solution of the snbstance of the rock is a condition of the

deposition of ore and the interchange takes place molecule by molecule.

It appears from the above that no absolute evidence of the deposition

of ore at the present time has been reached, but that the precipitation of

cinnabar, under some pressure, in the lower portion of the ore-bearing

ground, is not improbably still in progress.' Professors Le Conte and Rising

have also expressed the opinion that ore deposition has not ceased.

The mine—The surfacc mine at Sulphur Bank is a labyrinth of excavations

in and below the decomposed layer of basalt. In a few spots the workings

have passed through the basalt, and lake beds, carrying cinnabar in greater

or less quantity, were found below it. Between tlie Hermann shaft and the air

shaft shown on the map an important ore body was followed down for several

hundred feet. This body had l)een worked out before my examination and

only the lowest portion of it was accessible. The small amount of ore re-

maining consisted, as has already been stated, of partially metamorphosed

sandstones and shales of tlie Knoxville grou-p, carrying small stringers of

cinnabar, quartz, and pyrite. The top of the ore body is said to have been

in lake beds similar to exposures made near by during my visit, but I was

not able to get satisfactory information as to the dei)th from the surface of

the contact between the pebble-bearing lake deposits and the brecciated,

metamoi-phic sandstones and .shales. This, however, is not a matter of great

consequence.

I'iie underground mine consists of a shaft 417 feet deep, with seven

short levels. The rock is everywhere of the Knoxville group and sand.stone

predominates; it is much disturbed and is full of slickensides, l)ut the prev-

alent dip is to the southeast. No second ore body of importance has been

discovered, though traces of cinnabar are common.

Excepting for the solfataric springs the underground mine at Sulphur

Bank resembles the other principal quicksilver mines of California. The

'For a confirmation of tins deduction, see the addendum to this chapter (p. _2C9).
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same rocks are met in otlier mines and the gangiie minerals and the relations

of these substances to the vein rock are those most usual in California.

This fact is an important one, for it proves that deposits indistinguishable

from those found in the Redington, New Almaden, and other mines may be

formed] n the same manner as those at Sulphur Bank, by precipitation from

hot springs of volcanic origin.

Partl}^, perhaps, on account of the degree to Avhich the hot water and

foul gases interfere with mining operations the pro.specting of this property

has been neglected, and tliere is an insufficient opportunity to study the

structural relations of the ore and the fissures. I can, however, see no

reason to suppose that the deposit is exhausted. A drift should be run

through the ground which shows solfataric action beneath the surface mine

at a depth of at least 200 feet, and from this gallery at least one cross-cut

should be driven, so that the hopeful ground would be completely inter-

sected in two directions. It would probably be found that these drifts

would meet one or more dikes of basalt, the direction of which would mark

the main fissure S3"stem ; but for some hundreds of feet from the surface the

structure and the disposition of ore are probably very irregular, and a sys-

tem of straight drifts and cross-cuts would be the only thorough method

of exploration.

The abandoned mines on Mt. Konocti appear to have had an origin

entirely similar to that of the Sulphur Bank. Their chief interest is due to

the fact that they occur in andesitic lavas, thus adding to the list of differ-

ent rocks in which cinnabar in some quantity is found and increasing the

probability that all the cinnabar is derived from a single source.

Little Sulphur Bank and Borax Lake A fcW llUUdred fcCt tO the CaSt of tlie mud

flat of Borax Lake, and just at the edge of the obsidian area, is the so-called

Little Sulphur Bank. Here slight excavations only have been made. These

show a considerable quantity of impure sulphur, and I was positively in-

formed that traces of cinnabar had been found, though not enough to

encourage further exploration. No water flowed from this locality during

my visit, but the ground was moist and hot in spots. It is possible that

during some seasons hot water may still find its way to the surface and drain

into Borax Lake. Everything thus indicates that the locality is properly
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named and that there is here a repetition on a small scale of the phenomena

of the larger Snlphnr Bank.

Borax Lake is a small and sliall(.)\v sheet of water of variable area.

Professor Whitney was informed that in 18G1 it dried np entirely. The

examinations of the region described in the last chapter make it clear that

the nearly flat area in which this pond is situated was formerly covered b}-

the waters of Clear Lake. Although Borax Lake receives the drainage of tlic

surrounding hills, it is still but little elevated above the larger body of water

From this it is separated by a low ridge mainly and perhaps wholly com-

posed of the obsidian and pumice described upon a preceding page.

The bnracic character of the lake was first detected by Dr. J. A. Veatch'

in 185G. Later large quantities of borax crystals were extracted from the

mud and borings were made in the bottom with a view to renewing the sup-

ply, but in vain. Professor Whitney very properly regarded this lake as

an evidence of former volcanic activity; but, to make sure that the borax

was not leached out of the surrounding declivities by rain and merely con-

centrated here, I had careful tests made of large quantities of the meta-

morphic rock and obsidian. They showed no borax.

The water of Borgx Lake was analyzed by Dr. Melville, and the

composition of one liter was found to be as follows:

Grams.

Silica, SiO^ "01"^

Alumina, Al-O^ 0. 00;>y

Ferrous carbonate, FeCO' 0. 00.)G

Mangauous carbonate, MuCO'J U. OOlrf

Calcic carbonate, CaCO' 0. 0:i:!3

Magnesium carbonate, MgCO' 0.9448

Sodic carbonate, Na-CC 24. 1(i71

Calcic pUospliate, Ca»P-0» 0.0225

Calcic sulphate, CaSO^ 0.0204.

Sodic sulphate, Na-SO-" "• ^'^^'^

Borax, Na-B^O' 5.0040

Sodic chloride, NaCl 38.9900

Potassic chloride, KCl 2.2003

Pota.ssic bromate, KBr 0.0447

Organic matter 3.0184

Carbon dioxide, C0= 0.6839

Total 80.8654

I Geol. Survey California, Geology, vol. 1, p. 98.
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When this analysis is compared with those of the waters of Sulpluir

Bank it is manifest that there is a very close resemblance. Taking into

consideration also that the waters Avhicli must formerh^ have issned from

Little Sulphur Bank flowed into Bora.x Lake, it may be considered absolutely

certain that the formerly active springs of Little Sulphur Bank furnished

the supply of borax now practically exhausted, and that there will be no re-

newal of this supply unless the Little Sulphur Bank should again become

a flowing spring. To bore wells in Borax Lake is useless. Possibly, how-

ever, a hole bored into the Little Sulphur Bank would bring about a re-

newed flow of dilute solution of borax, which by concentration under the

hot summer sun in Borax Lake would yield the salt in profitable quantities.

Fli;. 6. n.'nilriti. w rhor.- of Bonis Lake.

Dendritic sinter.—Aloug tlic shorcs of Borax Lake are numerous isolated

masses of calcareous sinter (Fig. 6). They all gi-ow from the surface of the

lake bottom, but some of them are partially submerged and some stood at

the time of examination many yards from the actual edge of the lake. They

consist chiefly of calcium carbonate, with small quantities of all the .'<ub-
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stances detected in the water (excepting- manganese and bromine) and, in

addition, traces of cobalt and lithinm. They also contain some organic

matter which evidently consists in part of the pnpa cases of insects. These

sinter masses grow to a maximum diameter of about four feet and a height of

about three feet. Tlie outlines assumed resemble those of an isolated clump

of trees and bushes seen at a distance. They appear to grow laterally as well

as vertically, and thus overhang the level, somewhat pebbly ground upon

which they stand. Broken masses show a porous, sponge-like structure, but

I detected no definite crystal forms. There appeared to be no opportunity

to trace out the history of these masses, nor could I detect any definite

nucleus. When once a small accretion of this sort has started, it would

appear that the spongy mass draws up the brine from the moist ground and

affords an opportunity for the evaporation of the fluid. Why the masses

consist substantially only of calcium carbonate is not certain; but it seems

not improbable that when first formed they contain a consideral)le excess of

tliis rather insoluble compound, which separates out in a comparatively pure

form, as is usual in cases of slow crystallization from mixed solutions, and

that they are further purified by the winter rains. Though the inception

of these masses has not been traced, it is easy to imagine how it might

occur. Any small lump of pumice, fragment of wood, or other porous sub-

stance partially immersed or lying upon the wet mud near the edge of the

lake would tend to accumulate a crust of salts upon its upper surface through

capillary attraction and evaporation, and the spongy accumulation would

then continue to absorb the fluid. These sinter masses appear to answer to

some of the tufas associated with the thinolite studied by Messrs. King,

Russell, and E. S. Dana. They are certainly still forming and are all of

recent origin. If any substitution has taken place .in these sinters it must

have fidlowed almost immediately upon deposition and probably accom-

panied dehydration. However this may be, it is an interesting and some-

what important fact that sinters composed substantially of calcium carbon-

ate can grow directly from a fluid containing large quantities of sodium

carbonates and borax and which holds only small amounts of calcium car-

bonate in solution.
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Little Borax Lake, at the foot of Mt. Konocti, possesses a great deal of

similarity to the larger body of mineral water near Sulphur Bank. It is

smJl and shallow and frequently dries up entirely. The salts deposited

are borates and carbonates of the alkalis, but no dendritic sinter is found

along its shore. Evidences of the volcanic character of this basin were

given in the preceding chapter, but no active solfatarism was observed.

There seems no reason to doubt, however, that its origin is similar to tliat

of the more important Borax Lake.

Maggots— Borax Lake, like many similai- pools, is infested b}' flies, tlie

maggots of which appear to be the sole inhabitants of the brine. Speci-

mens of these insects were sent to Professor Kiley, who states that the larger

\y,irt of the specimens are larva? of Eplujdra californicn Packard. The same

insect is abundant at Mono Lake, where the maggots are used by the Li-

dians for food. Some larger maggots were also found in Borax Lake, whicli

Professor Riley determined as belonging to the dipterous genus Sind'mnys.



ADDENDUM TO GUAPTER VII.

SOLUBILITY OF CINNABAR IN AMMOXIACAL SOLUTIONS.

As appears in part tVoiu the ibregoiug chapter, repeated efforts were made to

detect mercury in tlie waters of Sulpliur Bauk, but without success. Consequently,

althougli the deposit is of such a character as to suggest very strongly that cinnabar

is still being formed, such a deposition could not be definitely asserted at the time when

(his memoir was transmitted. The absence of mercury from these w^aters was not a

little perplexing, for, as will be described in Chapter XV, I had found cinnabar soluble

to a very considerable extent in artificial solutions not dissimilar to the waters of Sul-

phur Bank, and everything pointed to the conclusion that the ore of this locality must

have been deposited from waters like those which now flow from it. These waters,

however, are ammoniacal, and experiments in my laboratory had proved that, under

ordinary conditions, ammonium salts completely precipitate cinnabar from artificial

solutions.

Consideration of all the circumstances showed it very improbable that the waters

had recently become ammoniacal, and I therefore inferred, as was mentioned on page

2G0, that cinnabar was probably soluble at high temperatures and pressures in am-

moniacal waters, seeing, also, in this hypothesis an explanation of the remarkable

fact that cinnabar nowhere appeared at the original surface of the bank.

To test the matter I devised certain simple experiments, which were carried out

after the transmission of this volume. A solution of mercuric sulphide was first made

in a manner which will be described in detail in Chapter XV. The solvent is prepared

by dividing a solution of sodic carbonate into two portions, saturating one of them

with hydrogen sulphide and mixing the fluids. This liquid dissolves mei curie sulphide

as a double sulphide of mercury and sodium. The solvent was charged with mercuric

sulphide and filtered. Ammonium carbonate was then added till a large precii)itate

formed, and portions of the mixture were sealed in glass tubes, which were about half

filled. These tubes were then heated to various temperatures above 100° C. At 120°

the solutions still showed the dark tint due to the presence of undissolved sulphide,

but at 145° and at ITJo the mercuric sulphide was entirely dissolved in less than an

hour. On cooling, the black color again appeared, and it was found by appropriate

tests that this coloration was due to reprecipitated mercuric sulphide.

Ammonia in the presence of hydrosulphuricand carbonic acids thus does not com-

pletely precipitate mercuric sulphide at high temperatures and pressures, and waters

269
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similar to those of Sulpbur Bauk, tbougb incapable of dissolving cinnabar under the

physical conditions existing at the surface, would bold it in solution at higher tem-

peratures and pressures. Such waters rising toward the surface would deposit the

entire quantity of cinnabar held in solution before reaching the atmosphere.

This discovery seems to furnish an entirely satisfactory explanation of the absence

of cinnabar from the original surface of the Sulphur Bank and of the failure to find

mercury in the water. It also removes all reasonable doubt that the deposits of cur-

'dy, hydrous silica containing cinnabar are really as recent as they appear and that

the ore is still accumulating at this interesting locality. The experiment furthermore

affords an actual instance of the precipitation of an important ore by relief of temper-

ature and pressure, a method of deposition the evidence of which is generally imperfect

and indirect.



CHAPTER Vlir.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THE KNOXVILLE DISTRICT.

[Atlas Sheet V.]

General character.— Tliis clistrlct iucludes tliG poliit iit wliicli Napa, Lake,

and Yolo Counties meet. It presents the usual characteristics of the Coast

Ranges: low, rocky ridges, partially covered by brush and a scant}^ growth

of trees and divided by narrow valleys. Though some pleasing views are

to be had from the highe'r points, the region is not a picturesque one. It

possesses great geological interest, however, for it affords an admirable

opportunity for the determination of the age of the metamorphic sei'ies and

for a study of the processes of metamorphism. It also contains a series of

quicksilver deposits which show instructive features and which bear signifi-

cant relations to the metamorphic rocks and to basalt.

The Knoxviiie series—The area embraced in the detailed map contains fos-

sils at a number of points, and study of the district shows that all of the

sedimentary beds are probably of the same age, belonging to one division,

the lower, of the Shasta group of Messrs. Galjb and Whitney. As has been

explained in Chapter Y, it is advisable to consider this series as wholly dis-

tinct from the Shasta beds on Cottonwood Creek, in Shasta County. It is

characteristically developed in the Knoxviiie district, where also it is the

only series exposed, and Dr. White and I have therefore christened it the

Knoxviiie group. The Knoxviiie beds form a very large part of the Coast

Ranges and of the auriferous .slates of the Sierra Nevada.

A considerable portion of the rocks in this district are nearly or quite

unaltered and consist of predominant sandstones interbedded with shales
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and a little impure limestone. The beds stand at many angles, but their

dip is .usually very high, while the prevalent strike is in the direction of the

ranges. Fossils are abundant at a few points, but are not very generally

disseminated. By far the most frequent and the most important forms are

two species or varieties of Aucella. These were not distinguished by Mr.

Gabb, Avho collected specimens here and gave them the name A. Piochii,

but Dr. White considers the more robust form as .1. concentrka and the

more slender as A. mosqucnsis. These and the accompan^nng fossils have

been fully discussed in Chapter ^', and the conclusion was there reached

that the beds carrying them are close to the line of division between the

Jurassic and Cretaceous formations, but are probably to be considered as

the earliest Cretaceous, and therefore as belonging to the Neocomian period.

The studv of these fossils when first collected led me to the belief that the

beds carrying them could not be separated from the slates of the gold belt,

which also carrv Aucella. This conclusion was afterwards full}' confirmed

l)y Dr. Wliito.

Metamorphk rocks.— Tlic Coast Kaugcs arc so scantily supplied with fossils

that tlie determination of these beds and their correlation with those of the

Sierra Nevada are matters of much interest; but of no less interest is the

fact that this district affords abundant opportunities of tracing the passage

of these beds into the metamorphic rocks. The microscopical evidence of

these transitions has been set forth at great length in an earlier portion of

this memoir, but the structural relations have been only briefly referred to.

These are of great importance for two distinct reasons. One of them is

that eminent geologists deny that large areas of ordinary sediments are

converted into crystalline rocks and serpentine by secondary processes ; in

other words, they deny the theory of regional metamor2)hism. The second

reason for a minute description of the occurrence is that the results of mere

microscopic examinations of collections are not altogether trustwoi'thy.

The phenomena which specimens and slides from complex areas present

are so multifarious that it is nearly always possible to draw various plausi-

ble conclusions from them. Specimens may often be so arranged as to sup-

port arguments either for connecting the most diverse rocks by transitions

or for separating varieties which are in reality' closely allied Wlien due
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regard is paid to the occurrence in the field, on the other hand, the number

of possible hypotheses is generally reduced to one.

There can be no question as to the regional character of the occurrence

of crystalline rocks at Knoxville. A part of the area of the map, to be sure,

is unaltered rock ; but from the westerly edge of the map westward the

crystalline rocks and serpentine form an unbroken mass many miles in

width; indeed, it would probably be possible to proceed from Knoxville to

the mouth of the Russian River, not in a perfectly straight line, but witli

no great deviations, without leaving this series.

The crystalline rocks not eruptive.— It is equallv ccrtaiu that tliesc rocks are in

fact neither of igneous origin nor crystalline precipitates from an ancient

sea. No observer studying the rocks on the ground could fail to come to

this conclusion; and, if conviction be not brought home to the reader, it will

be due entirely to imperfect description. No area of more than a few yards

can be examined without revealing evidence that the rocks are stratified.

It is true that in a large proportion of cases there is entire discordance be-

tween the planes of stratification of different portions of a single cropping,

but fractures may often be detected between adjoining masses which bear

this relation, and sometimes distinct plication accompanied by a more or less

elaborately developed fissure system is apparent. In the granular and ser-

pentinoid series no masses are intercalated which exhibit the common char-

acteristics of eruptive rocks: a lack of stratification and a tolerably persistent

granular or porphyritic structure. The only rock in this district possessing

this character is the basalt, which is manifestly far younger than the strati-

fied rocks. It has frequently been maintained that certain rocks, like gneiss,

which show distinct stratification, are of eruptive origin. That a gneissoid

structure may bo produced by igneous action, at least over small areas, is

certain. I have myself seen such a case in New England. A dike of some-

what porphyritic diabase filled a fissure in unstratified granite, but at one

point an irregularity in the fissure left a mass of granite projecting into the

dike. This had been softened by the heat of the eruptive rock and molded

by the pressure of the intrusive material. It had assumed a perfectly

gneissoid structure without being separated from the wall of granular granite-

But when an igneous origin is attributed to large areas of rock it must at

MON xin — 18
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least be shown that they possess a certain degree of uniformity ; for, though

there may be gradual changes from point to point in a mass which has been

reduced to a pasty state by imperfect fusion and which has been extruded

through vents, a certain degree of homogeneity, more easily appreciated

than described, is inevitable. This is entirely lacking in the rocks at Knox-

ville, which often change from one structure to another in the most capri-

cious manner and wliich frequently pass over into little altered, clastic rocks.

Though there are single specimens and blocks of rock which might be sup-

posed eruptive, the greater part of the rocks are not comparable with gneiss

or with any eruptive rock and are manifestly closely allied to sandstones and

slates such as no one would think of considering eruptive. As has already

been remarked, no case of interbedded Pre-Tertiary eruptives has been met

with in the investigations described in this volume nor any instance in which

the serpentine is eruptive or traceable to the alteration of an eruptive rock.

These rocks not crystalline precipitates—Tlic suppositiou that the grauular aud ser-

pentinoid rocks, though sedimentary in their origin, were originally depos-

ited in approximately their present condition also requires careful consider-

ation, particularly, as this appears from the published evidence to be the

most probable explanation of the genesis of some similar rocks in other

parts of the world. Were this the case at Knoxville, two possibilities would

present themselves : Either the conditions necessary to the deposition of the

crystalline rocks must have been general, in which case the ordinary sedi-

mentary strata of the district are of a different age, or, on the other hand, it

might be that the ordinary sediments and the crystalline rocks are of the

same age and that local influences produced the differences in lithological

character.

The granular and serpentinoid rocks of the Knoxville district are of

the same age as the ordinary soft, fossiliferous sandstones and shales, and

this is shown independently by the structure of the country and by the

transitions between the two classes. The structure can be particularly well

studied in the neighborhood of the Reed mine, on the north branch of

Davis Creek. To the nortliwest of the mine lies an area of unaltered rocks

carrj'ing Aitcella ami otiier fossils; another and larger area, also carrying

AnrcUa, extends in a southwesterly direction from a point about one thou-
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sand feet soutli of the Reed miue. To the west of the mine, and again to

the east of it, are hirge areas of serpentinoid rocks, which are connected by

a neck a few hundred feet in width, cut by the ci"eek near the mine. Tlie

strike of the unaltered strata in both areas is northwesterly, coinciding in

general direction with the creek, and a large portion of these strata are

inclined at high angles, most of those in the creek bed and a large part of

those in the southern area being vertical or nearly so. Had the crystalline

rock, including serpentine, been deposited before or after the ordinary sand-

stones and shales, and conformably with them, the two unaltered areas

would be continuous, instead of being divided by an isthmus of crystalline

rock. If the cr^'stalline rocks had been first deposited, but disturbed prior to

the deposition of the sandstones, so that the latter were unconformably de-

posited and afterwards folded up, it is difficult, but perhaps not impossible,

to imagine relations such as those thus far described; but this hypothesis

is entirely inconsistent with another structural feature. The north branch

of Davis Creek, from below the Reed mine to the northwestern edge of the

map, follows the axis of an anticlinal fold, so that the strata on each side dip

into the hills. The same structure is traceable to the south also, jjarticu-

larly on Eticuera Creek below the Redington mine. If, therefore, there is

any difference in age, the crystalline rocks are younger than the sandstones

and overlie them. But this is also impossible ; for, while the sandstones are

comparatively little broken, the cr3'stalline rocks show most abundant evi-

dence of extremely violent disturbance, and evidently the upper portion of

a series cannot be crushed while the lower portion remains intact.

Section on Davis Creek.—Thc following soctiou ou the north branch of Davis

Creek was carefully worked out from numerous measured dips (Fig. 7). Tlie

evidence of anticlinal structure is clear, and, in view of the foregoing, it is cer-

tain that the southwestern side of the anticlinal fold consists of a crystalline

mass, while the northeastern side is composed of fossiliferous sandstones,

shales, and impure limestones. Nearer the Reed mine both sides of the an-

ticlinal are crystalline and only the highly compressed poi'tion close to the

axis is arenaceous.

Transitions from ordinary sediments to crystalline rocks are not lack-

ins' at Knoxville. Some of these are much more striking under the micro-
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scope than in the field, for many rocks which were not suspected to be

anything but somewhat indurated sandstones are shown by thin sections

to be holocrystalHne rocks, here called pseudodiabase and pseudodiorite.

Usually, indeed, the transition is somewhat abrupt, and the rule is this:

So far as evidence of crushing of the rock masses extends, these are more or

less completely crystalline, while, where the rock preserves its continuity,

it is generally an ordinary, more or less indurated sediment. The areas of

crushed rock are naturally well defined ; for, where the force exceeded the

cohesion, the rock broke, but, where the cohesion exceeded the stress, the

rock could onl}- be bent or molded. There is no difficulty, however, in

finding along the edges of these areas cases of partial conversion to crys-

talline material.

Fig. 7. Partly metamorphosed anticlinal, north fork of Davis Creek.

The relations of the crystalHne rock to the anticlinal structure on the

north branch and to the fissuring of the mass are so indicative tliat it is al-

most superfluous to consider the hypothesis of local crystalline precipitates.

This theory would not exclude transitions, but it is difficult to imagine that

areas of crystalline and uncr3-stalline sedimentation should be so intimately

associated with each other. The absence of fossils in the cr3'stalline rocks

would also indicate an equally remarkable distribution of areas fitted for

animal life. The intense dynamical action evinced wherever the rocks are

crvstalline and the absence of similar action in the ordinarj- beds appear

to prove conclusively that the crushing and the crj-stallization were asso-

ciated phenomena. The microscope finally shows, in connection with the

field studies, that the crystallization was a secondary process, the progress

of which can be followed in great detail.

Serpentine.—Tlic grauular and serpentinoid rocks cannot be sharply sep-

arated from the unaltered sedimentar}- rocks, as has been pointed out above.
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Still less sharp is the distinction Ijctvveen tlie serpentine and the other altered

rocks, though, so far as practicable, the areas covered by each are indicated

on the map by different colors. There is nevertheless abundant evidence

that serpentinization was a distinct process at Knoxville, from the formation

of granular pseudodiabast*, pseudodiorite, and glaucophane schist, all of

which were formed under similar conditions and at the same time. The ser-

pentine was formed in part from these granular rocks, but in part also from

sandstone, and the microscopical evidence of this fact has been full}* stated

in Chapter III. This ^^ould be inferred from the occurrence in the field, but

the difficulty of distinguishing- partially altered sandstones from sandstones

which have been convei'ted into fine-grained, holocrystalline rocks is such

that it would be impossible to make absolutely sure that a preliminary

recrystallization did not invariably precede serpentinization. In a great

number of occurrences at Knoxville serpentinization has evidently begun

along cracks in rock retaining macroscopically the appearance of somewhat

altered sandstone. When some progress has been made in the conversion,

the structure may be illustrated by the following diagram jDrepared from

sketches. Here the serpentine is repi'esented by dark bands of nearly even

width, but the corners of the intervening blocks are rounded, and it is evi-

dent that, were the serpentine removed, the remaining masses would no

longer fit together as they originally did (Fig. 8). When the process has

been carried further rounded balls are formed and

in some cases these have weathered out and strew

the ground like water-worn pebbles. The i)rocess is

mechanically strictly analogous to the formation of

balls of basalt in the Sulphur Bank, of which mention

was made in the last chapter, and a theory of the

{process has been given on page G8.

The fibers of serpentine usually follow the ,.lV.r,'^^::ZT'7Z

direction of the veins separating the more or less
"'«=i^' "«>« "">««

rounded masses which they include, but in a few cases stand vertically to

the surfaces of the unserpentinized nuclei, and the lines of division then

clearly mark the exact position of the original crack, as shown in Fig. 9.

One very fine case was found in which a subangular mass when broken
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open showed a rounded kernel of nnserpentinized rock within a shell two

inches or more in thickness composed of fibers of serpentine standing per-

pendicularly to the surfaces. These j)henomena seem to demonstrate that

the conversion of other rocks to serpentine has

been effected by the instrumentality of solutions

reacting on the material of the rocks. Tlie latter

are acid, and the solutions nuist have been mag-

nesian. Partially serpentinized shales also occur,

^ „ „ ,• , f but 1 have nowhere seen anV tendency to the
Fin. 9. Serpenlinp formiiis fi i>m -

i> i ^ v^

sandstone and composed of fibers
f ^j.j.,^.^t|o,^ of Ij^lls iu tllis rOCk. Tllis faCt iudicateS

normal to the attacked surfaces.
»<-'i"iiitiv. v^

that a portion of the constituents of the shale

resisted serpentinization so that replacement of the rock as a whole could

not take place, and only impregnation or the replacement of certain con-

stituents was possible. Not a trace of any olivinitic rock could be found

in Knoxville or its neighborhood, excepting the basalt, which is certainly

far more recent than the formation of serpentine and has suffered little

decomposition.

Serpentine is attacked and removed by atmospheric agencies about as

rapidly as partially altered sandstones. "Where croppings of the latter are

serpentinized in part, sometimes the sandstone and sometimes the serpentine

may be seen standing in relief. On the whole, however, the serpentine

appears to offer least resistance to weathering.

On the mip serpentinized and unserpentiuized metamorphic rocks are

laid dou-n in difierent colors. This division, however, must not be taken as

absolute. Traces of serpentine are to be found in the nnserpentinized area,

and there are many small masses of other metamorphic rocks in the area

colored as serpentinized. In the nature of the case an absolute division is

impossible, but the colors represent the limits within which serpentine is the

prevalent rock and serve to illustrate the approximate distribution of one

phase of metamorphism.

Chromic iron is found in the serpentine here, as at many other places

in the Coast Ranges. At one locality, not far from tlie Royal claim, it forms

a series of nodules around which the serpentine has weathered away. The
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ore forms a belt or seam, and a considerable ([iiantitv of it mi<>lit be obtained

were the material in sufficient demand.

Redingtonite— On tlic 150-f()ot Icvcl of tlic Hcdington, at a point where

solfataric gases still issne, a hydrous cbromium sulphate occurs in fissures

in silicified serpentine. This substance is doubtless the result of the action

of the gases upon clironiic iron. Qualitative analysis showed tliat it is a

hydrous sulphate of chromium, containing- some aluminium and iron prob-

ably replacing chromium. The mineral is a finely fil)rous mass, and some-

times the fibers are only just distinguishable under the microscope. The

color is pale purple. The aggregates of parallel fibers sometimes appear

white, excepting on the surface perpendicular to the fibers. Under the micro-

scope the mineral is colorless, tlie fibers are extremely fine, and no crystal

form is visible. The fibers possess double refraction and never extinguish

parallel to the nicol planes. The angles of extinction vary between 13°

and 38°. The crystals are therefore probably triclinic. It seems appropri-

ate to give the name redingtonite to this hitherto unknown mineral.

When tin's mineral is heated it turns green without losing all its water,

and coatings of this green sulphate occur upon the redingtonite.' Under

the microscope this green sulphate is found to be composed of rhombic

tables with angles of 78° and 102°. The cleavage parallel to the base is

excellent, and it also possesses good cleavages parallel to the prism faces

and to the macropinacoid. It is somewhat pleochroitic, and the color is

most intense when the short diagonal is parallel to the principal nicol plane.

The refraction and tlie double refraction are of medium strength. The

mineral seems to be isomorphous with copiapite. The tables are too small

to show the emergence of the optical axes ; but tests with the mica foil

sliow that of the two axes of elasticity lying in the basal plane the one

parallel to the bracln'axis is the larger. This agrees with copiapite, which

is negative. The detection of these minerals is due to Mr. Lindgren.

siucification.—Thcrc arc two distinct periods of silicification traceable at

Knoxville. One of these is represented by a fine net-work of quartzose

veins intersecting a groat proportion of the metamorpho.sed rocks. Silicified

shales or phthanites are particularly prominent in this respect; but altered
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sandstones and granular metaraorpliics, as well as some of the serpentinized

rocks, show a similar injection. The purer serpentines are seldom inter-

sected by quartz veins, apparently only because this rock, though soft, is

tough and not easily fissui-ed. Where the net of quartz and more or less

serpentinoid rock coexist, as is the case at many localities in this district, it

seems certain that the silicification followed serpentinization ; for, while the

angular fragmei:ts surrounded by quartz veins are green, the veins them-

selves are not thus tinged. Had they existed prior to serpentinization they

iiiust have been attacked like the sandstones, and, since the quartz veins

are permeable by solutions, they must have acquired a green tint. This

silicification is a common characteristic of the metamorphosed rocks of the

Knoxville group throughout the Coast Ranges. It is substantially coex-

tensive with metamorphism and, as explained in a former chapter, seems

to represent the last phase of that series of alteration processes. A more

intense and different silicification occurs at Knoxville and elsewhere in the

neighborhood of ore bodies, to which reference will be made in describing

the deposits of the district.

Basalt—The area to be mapped was selected in such a manner as to

include all the ore deposits of the neighborhood and before anything was

known of the distribution of volcanic rocks. It would almost seem, from

an inspection of the map, as if the basalt area, which is the only one near

Knoxville, had been purposely selected as the central feature. This coin-

cidence is not meaningless. The basalt occnpies portions of the crest and

flanks of a low range of hills which forms the boundary between Napa and

Yolo Counties. The range itself is composed of metamorphic rocks and it

is evident from the topography that the basalt forms a thin sheet. It is

altogether jn-obable that the eruption of this small basalt sheet took place

at two or more points along the crest of the ridge and flowed down on both

sides. Not only does the disposition of the rock answer to this natural

supposition, but a dike of the lava is said to have been met by a tunnel

from the Lake mine run at right angles to tlie crest of the ridge from the

spot called Johntowu. Lithologically this basalt presents no peculiarities,

excepting that it carries a rather small quantity of olivine. Near the basalt

field is a small area of tufa, undoubtedly a portion of the basaltic erudition
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which furnished some of the building material for the reduction furnaces.

It is well stratified and the beds are sliglitly inclined, showing a certain

amount of movement in the country since its deposition. This tufa carries

much brown o\r<i\ m the vertical cracks which intersect it in some direc-

tions.

The Knoxville lava belongs to tlio older portion of the series of

basaltic eruptions of this region. At one point it shows remnants of what

was once probably a crater. This and the amount of erosion and weather-

ing seem to refer it to a date indistinguishably near that of the earlier por-

tion of the basalts near Clear Lake. Many bowlders have rolled from the

more elevated portions of the basalt to lower ground, and tlie area mapped

as basalt probably includes a fringe of such detritus, through which the

underlying metamorphics were not visible. The basalt area is somewhat

more than two miles long.

All but one of the quicksilver mines and prospects of the districts are

separated from the edge of tlie basalt area by distances of less than half a

mile. The exception is the Andalusia, which lies nearly in the strike of the

Reed deposit and is probably on the same fissure.

springs.—Near the edge of the basalt, particularly near the Redington

and Manhattan mines, there are numerous strong mineral springs. These

springs are not warm, but they carry so much mineral matter as to produce

beds of sinter and to cement surf\^ce gravel into hard conglomerates. The

sinters consist mainly of calcium carbonate. One of them showed, in ad-

dition to this substance, sodium, potassium, lithium, chlorine, boracic acid,

and a very little sulphuric acid. The boracic acid is no doubt combined

with sodium as borax, and it is evident that the water depositing this sinter

is closely analogous to that of Sulphur Bank. This is an important fact

when considered in connection with other phenomena and will be referred

to again.

Deposits of the district.—Threc propcrtles lu the district have produced impor-

tant quantities of quicksilver. These are the Redington, the Manhattan, and

the Reed mines. At the time of my visit the best days of these mines were

either long past or reserved for a remote future and the greater part of the

workings were entirely inaccessible. Only the somewhat extensive surface
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workings of the Manhattan were open, the deep mine being flooded and the

tunnels caved in. At the Reed mine only trifling quantities of ore-bearing

ground were to be seen at the surface. Even in the liedington, which was

being worked, the upper levels were for the most part closed. The expos-

ures nevertheless reveal many important facts. Before taking up the Red-

ington such data as were procurable with reference to the other deposits

may be recorded.

The Manhattan.—The Manhattan and Lake mines, which are contiguous

claims, lie to the soutli of the basalt area. It is somewhat remarkable that

scarcely a trace of serpentine exists near these mines. The surface soil here

and also near the Redington mine contains cinnabar, resulting from the

erosion of croppings, and accompanying the ciMnabar is free gold, which

may be found by panning the soil. There is no doubt that a part of this

gold, if not the whole of it, was originally contained in pyrite. No consid-

erable workings are accessible upon the Lake property. A tunnel was run

from Johntown to the northeast underneath the basalt, but at the time of my
visit it was unfortunately caved in. Tlie watchman, an old miner, assured

me that a dike of basalt crossed tliis tunnel and that cinnabar was found

at the contact between the lava and the inclosing rock. There is no reason

to doubt this interesting statement, for two deposits of precisely this kind

exist in Pope Valley and will be described in Chapter XIIL Stibnite

occurs on this claim near cinnabar. Mr. Goodyear also found these minerals

associated on the Manhattan claim. It may be noted that the same associa-

tion is found in the Stayton mines, in San Benito County, as AA'ell as on the

Island of Corsica, at Smyrna, and elsewhere.

The surface workings of the j\Ianhattan are quite extensive and are ac-

cessible, but the underground developments cannot now be inspected. This

mine has yielded about o,000 flasks of metal. The open cuts are in in-

tensely silicified, thin-bedded, and considerably disturbed strata. There can

be no doubt that a large portion of the silicification visible here attended

the deposition of ore, but examination of the surrounding country shows

that prior to the ore deposition the prevailing Post-Neocomian metamorphism

was also of the siHceous type. It is not possible to distinguish in detail how

much of the silica was deposited in eac^h of the periods, but the opal at least,
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of wliicli the open cut shows Lirge quantities, is referable ahnost beyond a

doubt to the period of ore formation. So far as I liave observed, the sihca

deposited during the regional nietamorphism is wholly crystalline.

The siliciHcation, though veiy intense, has not obliterated stratification,

and fine exposures of contorted strata converted into nearly pure silica may
be seen. Vein-like seams often cross the strata, and in these, as well as in

the partings between the strata, cinnabar has been deposited in brilliant

contrast to the white background. It is easy to gather fine specimens of

cinnabar on the exposed faces, but the average contents of the material

exposed is certainly very low. Pyrite accompanies the ore, and copper

stains were observed, no doubt resulting from the decomposition of chalco-

pyrite.

Prospects—The Royal and the Grizzly claims are prospects upon which

Tittle work has been done. They belong to a type which is very prevalent

in the quicksilver belt. Tlie inclosing rock is highly metamorphic and very

heterogeneous, but in the immediate neighboi-hood of the oi-e it is strongly

silicified, and much of it is converted into a black chalcedony consisting

chiefly of opal. In these claims the cinnabar occurs to some extent as im-

pregnations in partially metamorphosed sandstone, but for the most part in

threads and seams, either crossing or following the bedding, in short, wher-

ever the disturbance preceding the deposition of ore left openings into which

the solutions could penetrate. It is highly probable that deposits like these

might become more regular below, but, so far as these particular deposits

are concerned, the quantity of ore at the surface is not suflicient to justify

the expectation of ricli developments beneath. Pyrite, quartz, and bitumen

accompany the ore.

The Reed mine.—The Iiced nuue, belonging to the California Quicksilver

Mining Company, is on the north fork of Davis Creek and has produced,

according to Mr. Randol's figures, 5,653 flasks of metal. It has not been

worked for some years past. It lies close to the line which divides an area

of serpentine from unaltered, fossiliferous rocks. Mr. T. J. Hall, the last

superintendent, informs me that the ore was followed fra:n the surface to

the 300-foot level, the deepest in the mine. The trend of the deposit was

the same as that of the strata in this neighborhood, nearly parallel to the
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course of the creek, and the dip was 30° to tlie southwest, which is some-

what less than the average dip of the disturbed strata liereabout. A very

large part of the ore of this mine was metaciniiabarite, as was the case in

the upper portion of the Redington. Pyrite accompanied the cinnabar in

a quartzose gangue and some bitumen occurred. The onl}^ accessible por-

tion is an open cut at the croppings. Here are exposed both serpentine and

the black opaline mass often called "quicksilver rock" in this region. Tiie

contact between the two is vertical and is pretty sharp, but the resemblance

in general structure and the appearance ajong the dividing line led me to

the belief that the opaline mass was an alteration product of the serpentine.

Microscopical study has since shown that both in this district and elsewhere

this transformation occurs, while other rocks as well as serpentine are, seem-

ingly more rarely, converted into opal. The black, opaline mass at the Reed

mine contains much pyrite, and the decomposition of this mineral appears

to have yielded salts capable of attacking the opal superficially. The cut

afforded no opportunity for the study of ore in place.

The Andalusia mine is in a similar position to the Reed and near the

same contact. The rocks at this point have been very considerably decom-

posed, apparently as a consequence of the oxidation of pyrite. There are

large quantities of black opal here, and some of this contains a considera-

ble amount of microscopic millerite— nickel sulphide.

Vein of cinnabar.—Ncar thc fumacBS of the Redington Company a prospect-

ing shaft was sunk for some distance upon a little seam of ore, which proved

of no value, but of considerable interest. The deposit formed a vein an

inch or two in width, cutting the strata of unaltered Neocomian sandstone.

The fissure was filled with attrition material from the walls, cinnabar, and

pyrite. This occurrence is in strong contrast with the other and more im-

portant deposits of the district, but is no doubt coeval with them and a

consequence of the same set of causes.

THE REDINGTON.

Rocks and minerals.—Tliis uiiue was dlscovcred in making cuttings for a

count}' road. It has been worked since 1862 and has produced nearly

100,000 flasks of metal, or more than any other mine in the State, except-
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ing the New Almaden and the New Idria. The ore found at the surface

was the superior jjortion of an immense, irregular ore body, wliicli con-

tained far the hirger portion of all the ore which the mine has hitherto

yielded ; but downward continuations of this body of a much more reo-idar

character have been traced for several hundred feet. This cliange in the

torm of the deposit is an extremely interesting and important feature of the

occurrence.

The rocks immediately inclosing the Redington mine are highly meta-

morphic and consist largely of serpentine, which is accompanied by sili-

ceous rocks and shales, as well as by a great amount of dark, impure opal.

Close to the deposit, however, and in contact with it at one point, is a con-

siderable area of unaltered sandstone and shale. The strike of the deposit

is also the trend of the contact. The metamorphic rocks surrounding the

ore are far too much disturbed and altered to allow of any elucidation of

their stratigraphical position.

In the upper and richer portion of this mine a large part of the mei--

cury was in the form of metacinnabarite or black sulphide, whicli Dr. G. E.

Moore first described from this locality. Metacinnabarite, as already men-

tioned, existed abundantly at the Reed mine. Mr. Goodyear also observed

it at the Baker mine, between Knoxville and Lower Lake. It was found in

large quantities at New Idria, and I have in Chapter II called attention to

its occurrence in New Zealand, Mexico, and Rhenish Bavaria. So entirely

had the accessible portions of the upper levels of the Redington mine been

worked out at the time of my visit that I w\as unable to find any of this

ore in place. Specimens show that it was accompanied by opal and mar-

casite and that it was in some cases coated with cinnabar, as if in process

of conversion. It contains some iron. Dr. Moore's metacinnabarite was

amorphous, but according to Mr. Goodyear it also occurred in a crystalline

state. Dr. E. F. Durand describes crystals of this mineral which he regards

as orthorhombic.^ Onofrite has been reported from the Redington, but

there is little doubt tlmt the mineral su^iposed to be onofrite was in fact

metacinnabarite. I was informed that more or less cinnabar always accom-

panied the black ore. The two were certainh' mingled at New Idria.

' Troc. California Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. 4, 1872, p. 2ia.
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Pyrite and niarcasite accompany the ore of the Reclington. The pyr-

ite was tested for gold in my Uihoratory and unmistakable reactions for it

were obtained. Millerite occurs in microscopic crystals in slides of the ore,

but not, so far as known, in masses recognizable macroscopically. The

gangue minerals are quartz and carbonates, and vast quantities of opal,

usuall3' dark brown or black, but sometimes of lighter colors, are closely

associated with cinnabar. Microscopical examination shows that, while

pyrite is frequently directly embedded in the opal, cinnabar is as a rule de-

posited with crystalline silica; indeed no case was found in which the cin-

nabar was directly embedded in opal.

The black opal, locally known as quicksilver rock, is manifestly a re-

sult of silicification, which formed a part of the series of cliemical changes

attending the deposition of ore. It was not a phase of the regional meta-

morphism of the country, but a local phenomenon. It seems here and else-

where to have preceded ore deposition by a short interval. The opal was

certainly not deposited in open cavities to any considerable extent, and for

the most part has replaced constituents of rock masses particularly, but not

exclusively, serpentine. In the Redington mine, ore is sometimes found

with the quicksilver rock and sometimes at short distances from it, but the

two substances are never far apart.

Although the occurrence of opal in this and other mines, as well as

microscopical examinations of tlie material which will be described in Chap-

ter XIV, shows that hydrated silica replaced rocks, cinnabar seemed to me

to be confined to fissures, sometimes formed in opalized rocks and some-

times in other materials. Cinnabar occurs in contact with serpentine, but

only where there lias been disturbance prior to its deposition, and, so far as

I know, never under conditions indicating replacement. The ore is not

more usually found in contact with one rock than with another, but the

larger ore bodies seem most often associated witli brittle rocks.

Bituminous matter is not infrequent in this mine, and Dr. E. F. Durand

has described a volatile substance which occurs here and at New Almaden

as aragotite, a substance which he thinks allied to idrialite.^

Proc. Califoruia Acad. Nat, Sci., vol. 4, 1872, p. 218.
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soifataric gases.— At oiie poi'iit Oil tlie 150-foot level, ill an old stope, the

temperature is high and pungent sulpliurous odors are very noticeable. At

this place aeicular sulphur crystals also form upon the timbers. 1 am una-

ble to explain this occurrence except upon tlie supposition that sulphurous

acid and hydrogen sulphide are escaping, and by their mutual decompo-

sition yield sulphur. It is not infrequently the case in mines tliat hydro-

gen sulphide is produced by the reducing action of timber upon soluble

sulphates, and the oxidation of this gas may then yield sulphur; but I do

not know of any reaction by which sulphurous acid can be evolved at mod-

erate temperatures from soluble sulphates in contact with organic matter.

The presence of sulphites or hyposulphites among the mine deposits might

lead to the evolution of sulphurous anh3'dride; but, while such salts appear

to form near the surface at Steamboat Springs and Sulphur Bank, T have met

with no evidence, there or elsewhere, of their deposition at depths such as

to preclude the oxidizing action of the atmosphere upon alkaline sulphides.

Hence it seems possible to account for the sulphurous anhydride which

reaches the 150-foot level of the Redington onl}' on the supposition that it

represents a feeble remnant of soifataric action. The only other instance

known to me in which sulphur is similarly crystallized on timber is at some

of the workings of the Sulphur Bank which are now abandoned. In that

case there is no question that the sulphur is produced by the mutual decom-

position of sulphurous acid and hydrogen sulphide of soifataric origin.

The high temperature of the spot where the sulphur crystals were found

at Knoxville also strongly suggests volcanism. I have no record of this

temperature, but I am certain that it considerably exceeded lOC^F. No

work was progressing near the spot, so that the abnormal temperature was

not ascribable to candles and bad ventilation. The evolution of heat was

tolerably rapid, for the locality was not closed off from the otlier workings.

The high temperature must have been due either to volcanic emanations or

to local chemical action. The heat of the Comstock mines has been hypo-

thetically ascribed to local chemical action, but the hypothesis is not borne

out for those mines either by observation or by experiment, and I know of

no case in which such a temperature as that in the Redington, under similar

conditions of ventilation, has been clearly traced to local decomposition of
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minerals. Were this a case of local chemical action, one would expect to

find similar inst^mces in othei- parts of this mine and in the other quick-

silver mines of the slope, but, excepting at Sulphur Bank and at Steamboat

Springs, no such temperature has been observed elsewhere. It is clear that

this unusual temperature, together with the nature of the occurrence of the

sulphur, points to the deposition of the ore from volcanic emanations and at

a comparatively very recent period.

structure Tlic uppcr portion of the mine formed an immense ore body,

or, more strictly, a confused group of ore bodies, each irregular in shape

and divided from the rest by thin layers of poor or barren rock. The

lower portion of this great ore body passed over into two parallel veins

dipping at a high angle. These veins carried considerable quantities of ore,

which did not indeed extend continuously along the fissures, but occurred

in lenticular masses at the fissures. The veins also often showed thin

seams of ore where there was no sufficient accumulation to permit of stop-

ing. Slickensides and clays were abundant along the veins. They carried

ore as far as explored, to the 600-foot level, but at that depth no valuable

body of ore was found. The relations of the upper mass to the veins led

me to believe that a third fissure must exist in the foot-wall, and at my

suggestion a drift was run in to the position which the structure seemed to

indicate as the probable position of such a third vein. A fissure was found,

but at the point where it was struck it carried only pyrite. The ground

was very hopeful in appearance, but the aflPairs of the mine were suffering

greatly from the depression in the quicksilver market and the exploration

was not pursued.

The following figure illustrates a cross-section of the Redington mine,

showing the relation between the great ore deposit near the surface and the

more deep-seated fissures (Fig. 10). An accident having unfortunately hap-

pened to the original, this figure is not drawn to scale, but is founded on a

carefully prepared section to scale made from the mine maps, supplemented

by data furnished by the foremen of the mine.

It is clear that faulting has taken place at the Redington under a com-

pressive strain, the result at lower levels being the distribution of the move-

ment over a series of parallel planes. This is n plienomenon which I have
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studied on former occasions.^ In this case tlie movement has taken phice

close to the junction of two rock masses, one metamorphosed, the otlier

unaltered, which offered different degrees of resistance. The motion also

took place along- a line upon which violent disturbance had occurred at the

epoch of metamorphism long before the eruption of basalt. Thus the

usual tendency to renewed motion along old lines of movement is once

more illustrated.

no. 10. Uiasianimatic vertical crcss-secti.m of the Redington miue. m, metamoiphlc; », unaUereaNeocomian rocks.

In the upper part of the mine the disturbance broke the rock into a

confused jumble of fragments. It is difficult to imagine how this difference

of structure at different levels can have been produced, unless the present
.

surface is but little beneath the surface as it existed when the fissures were

formed. In other words, the lack of s\stem in the fissures of the ui)per

mine is an evidence that the fractures are comparatively recent and that

the rock near the surface was thrown into confusion because it was not

held in place by superincumbent masses.

Age and genesis.—Thc cvidcuce as to tlie age and tlie mode of genesis of this

important deposit consists in a nunlber of facts, each of whicli, if taken

singly, may be inconclusive, but all of which are concurrent. It may be

well to mention them together. The deposits of the district are grouped

1 Geology of the Com.stook Lode, Mod. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 3, chap. 4 ;
Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series,

vol. 30, 1885, pp. 116, 194.

MON XIII 19
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around the basalt area in a manner which indicates a reLation between ore

deposition and the eruption. At Mt. Amiata, in Tuscan}'-, also, cinnabar

deposits occur along the edges of a field of lava and are younger than the

eruption. There is information, believed to be trustworthy, that cinnabar

in the Lake mine was deposited at the contact between a basalt dike and

the inclosing rock, and therefore later than the basalt. Mineral springs

still issue close to the basalt and deposit sinter, the composition of which is

similar to that of the matter held in solution by the hot springs at Sulphur

Bank. The Redington, Reed, and Andalusia mines, with the fissure from

which the basalt issued, form a nearly straight line. There can scarcely be

a doubt of the escape of hot solfataric gases into the workings of the Reding-

ton, and the structure of the Redington ground is such as seems readily ex-

plicable if the ore has been deposited at a time so recent that little erosion

has since taken place, but very difficult of comprehension on any other sup-

position. These facts seem to me to warrant the conclusion that the cinna-

bar deposits were consequences of the basalt eruption and that the course of

deposition was entirely similar to that of Sulphur Bank.

This conclusion is particularly important because of the existence of

most unmistakable veins at the Redington mine. The upper part of the

deposit corresponds to and greatly resembles the underground developments

of Sulphur Bank. The lower workings at Knoxville develop typical veins,

which are continuous with the stockworks near the surface. The two foi-ms

of deposit, which are also associated at the great Austrian mine, were here

formed at the same time and by the action of hot sulphur springs. True

veins of ore may then be deposited from hot spring waters. It also follows

that true veins jjrobably underlie the Sulphur Bank.

Future prospects.—At tlic tiiuc of uiy examiuatiou the Redington siiowed

little ore. This seemed to me very largely due to insufficient prospecting.

I do not think a great ore body such as that at the surface will ever again

be met in this mine, but I have no reason to suppose that it is exhausted

or that important masses of ore are not still to be found at or near the prin-

cipal fissures.



CHAPTER IX.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THE NEW IDRIA DISTRICT.

L Atlas Sheet VI.]

Surroundings.—Ncw Idriii Hgs close to the line dividiiii;' Fresno and San

Benito Counties, among the highest peaks of this portion of California.

These form the southern end of the Mt. Diablo Range and divide the upper

waters of the San Benito River from the drainage area of the San Joaquin.

The scenery of this district is remarkable and wild. From its higher points

the view is very extensive, embracing a large portion of the Coast Ranges,

great areas of the San Joaquin Valley, and beyond it the southern portion

of the snow-capped Sierra. To the southwest, the country visible from the

New Idria peaks is fairly well watered, the ranges are wooded, and grassy

meadows abound in the valleys. Near the crest of the range also there is

a respectable growth of trees, but the comparatively lofty mountains of the

district seem to extract the last available portion of moisture from the sea

breezes, and the region' to the east o*f New Idria is for the most part a wilder-

ness, whei-e the few springs are so alkaline, even in the wet season, that cattle

will scarcely touch them and where a scanty growth of herbaceous jdants

among the almost naked rocks appears only for a few weeks in the spring.

This barren region extends as far as the San Joaquin Valley, which is

fertile, at least in years of plentiful rain-fall, and early in the season is gor-

geous with wild flowers. The eschscholtzia often grows in such masses in

the valley that its fine orange tint is readily recognizable at a distance of

30 miles and stands out in pleasing contrast to the gleaming snows of

the Sierra, which looms up in a somewhat unsubstantial fashion 125 miles

291
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away. Even within the small area embraced in the map the diversity of

aspect is striking. The sonthwestern portion of the area surveyed is com-

posed of highly metamorphosed rocks, crumpled and dislocated out of all

semblance of regularity and weathered into more or less fantastic forms.

Except where the surface is occupied by pure serpentine, this area supports

fairly developed trees. To the northeast long and high sandstone bluffs

succeed one another in endless succession and, being in large i)art utterly

bare of vegetation, show to the most casual glance that they are composed

of strata striking in a direction par;illel to the trend of the range away from

which they dip at large angles.

Questions presented.—Ncw IdHa luis bceu a large producer of quicksilver,

and was of course selected for study on that account. The geological inter-

est, however, is not coniined to the occurrence of ore, for the district happens

to be admirably suited to the elucidation of two most important problems

in the geology of the Pacific Coast These are the stratigraphical relations

between the Lower and Upper Cretaceous and the true character of the

fiunous Tejon beds. The last tpiestion has been a subject of controversy

for a quarter of a century.

The metamorphic series.—Tlic mctamorphic Ijclt, a part of which is included

in the map of New Idria, is almost if not quite continuous from Mt. Diablo

southward. The lithological and physical character of the metamorphic

rocks at New Idria is identical with that of the altered strata at Mt. Diablo,

at Knoxville, at San Luis Obispo and, in short, at all the points where

members of this series have been found to contain characteri.stic fossils.

Wherever determinable fossils have been found in the metamorphic se-

ries—and localities are known in nine counties—the age is the same, viz,

the earliest portion of the Cretaceous period. No beds older than this

are known to exist in the Coast Ranges. At New Idria organic remains

are not altogether wanting in the rocks of this series, for plant remains are

found in the New Idria mine, but the specimens are f;ir too imperfect to

admit of identification. Nevertheless the fac'-s adduced above, together

with other general considerations enlarged upon in Chapter V, make it al-

most certain that these rocks are members of the Knoxville series. There

is a bare possibilit}-, which no observed facts support, that they may be
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Pre-Cretaceous; but, even if this could be sliown, it is evident that tliey

must have sliared in the disturbance whicli accompanied the metamorphism

of tlie Knoxville beds at Jft. Diabhi to tlie nortliwest and at San Luis

Obispo to tlie south.

An immense area of serpentine exists to the southwest of the New
Idria district, only an edge of which is included in the map. In thi.s, as

in some other respects, there is a close analogy between New Idria and the

area surrounding the Redington mine. Partially serpentinized rocks are

common, and the descriptions of the transitions from sandstone to serpen-

tine given in the chapter on the Knoxville district would apply without

change to occurrences observed in this district. Professor Whitney here

saw masses of serpentine consisting of radially arranged fibers in concentric

layers, which he also considered as showing the unquestionably inetamor-

phic origin of the mineral.

Shales are also largely represented here among the metamorphic rocks,

and at Venado Peak argillaceous rocks of this description pass over by

gradual transitions into })hthanites. Some of the shales are so little altered

that fossils might have been preserved in them, but prolonged and earnest

search failed to reveal even a fragment of a shell. Similar rocks devoid of

fossils are provokingly frequent in the Coast Ranges. AiiceUa was evidently

a gregarious mollusk, and where specimens are found they are sometimes

very abundant; but, though these animals lived on both sand}' and niudd}-

bottoms, the localities in which they flourished .seem to have been few.

The metamorphic rocks have been dislocated in the most violent man-

ner; indeed, the greater part of the mass was crushed at the time of the

metamorphism to a small rubble. This is the case throughout the entire

quicksilver belt and renders it utterly impossible to plot any sections of

the metamorphic strata. I had hoped, by taking very numerous dips in the

metamorphic area, to determine at least a prevailing system in the strati-

graphit'al arrangement of the mass, for such a system might very well

exist in spite of a large amount of comminution. Hundreds of dips were

accordingly measured all over the metamorphic area, but without any

result. No fortuitous distribution of directions could have been less ac-

cordant The position of the .serpentine belt, however, and observations
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made elsewhere on the structure of the Coast Ranges, lead me to believe

tliat the axis of upheaval at the close of the Neocomian coincided in direc-

tion with the present range, as was the case at later uplifts. In the area

mapped the various classes of metamorphosed rocks are so mingled that it

is not practicable, as at Knox\ ille and New Almaden, to lay down areas

which are chiefly serpentinoid.

The serpentine near the county line contained a considerable quantity

of chromic iron, wdilch is said to have been mined at one time under the

belief that it was a silver ore. The workings are now so nearly obliterated

that nothing could be made out as to the character of the occurrence. As

is pointed out in Chapter III, particles of chromic iron are very common

in the serpentine of the Coast Ranges.

The chico.— Resting against tlie metamorphic rocks are the Chico beds.

These are thousands of feet in thickness and the exposures are very

extensive, but the rocks are very poorly supplied with fossils. AVitli mucli

trouble, however, a small collection of fossils was gathered, and among

these Dr. White recognized Ammonites, BacuUtes, Inoceirtmus, and Lima

These genera are characteristic and the identifications are suflficient to

establish the age of the beds beyond a doubt. The rocks of this series are

for the most part soft, coarse, arcose sandstones of a reddish-gray tint; but

small quantities of shale, conglomerate, and limestone are here and there

intercalated between arenaceous beds. The prevalent rock is so soft that

branches of manzanita bushes, growing across croppings and sw\iyed by

winds, sometimes wear channels inches deep in the rock without being

killed. Near the mine, however, some induration has taken place, and

cinnabar has been deposited in the Chico sandstone. Seams of gypsum,

sometimes selenite, are common enougli in these beds, as well as in the

Tejon and Miocene strata. There are also at many points dark brownish-

red, spherical concretions in this sandstone which are vei'v firm. I do not

doubt that the induration of these masses has been effected by the action

of some substance which once existed at or near the centers. One of the

concretions from this locality was found to contain a fossil at the center,

and a few similar occurrences have been met with elsewhere. In Chapter

III, I have given the results of an investigation of one of the concretions
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containing no fossil from the New Idria Cliico beds, which seem to prove tliat

the induration is due to the decomposition of an organic nucleus.

When the rock is of nearly uniform texture spherical concretions often

extend over several lamina-, the regularity of which is undisturbed by the

induration of the nodule. In other cases the concretions are flattened, and

this form seems to be related to the unequal composition of adjoining beds.

'Fhe shales of this formation are remarkable for nothing but their rarity.

Conglomerates are still less frequently found, but such a bed is exposed on

the road from the furnaces to the upper mine at a distance of a few hundred

feet from the contact with the metamorphic mass.

Non-conformity.—This is au occuiTeHce of mucli importance, for the pebbles

which it contains are metamorphic and are composed of siliceous and ser-

pentinoid rocks. Such rocks must therefore have been exposed to erosion

at the time when the lower portion of the Chico was deposited, and probably

at no great distance from the position now occupied by the conglomerate.

There is no I'eason to suppose that the metamorphic rocks were other than

those now exposed, and the metamorphism with the attendant upheaval must

consequently have taken place prior to the deposition of the Chico, or, in

other words, there nuist be a lack of conformity between the two.

Before the pebbles of this conglomerate had been studied under the

microscope I had made out the existence of the non-conformity on structural

grounds, as was described in Chapter V. It is unnecessary to repeat that

argument at length here.

The Chico beds constitute a conformable series, inclined at an angle

which is high close to the contact witli the metamorphic rocks and dimin-

ishes as one proceeds northward. A result of tlie steepness of the contact is

the absence of any single exposure by which a non-conformity can be

proved beyond a doubt ; but a study of the relations along the whole line

leads at least as satisfactorily to the conclusion that there is a want of con-

formity. Over nearly the entire area mapped the Chico strata strike along

gently undulating lines whose minimum radius of curvature is usually about

one mile, and this regularity is persistent up to the contact. Only at the

western edge of the map is there considerable disturbance among beds of

the Chico series.
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The line of contact, on the other hand, is marked by many irregulari-

ties. In the following diagram (Fig. 1 1) the line a h is the contact as it wonld

appear were a horizontal [)lane passing through it at the mean elevation of

3,800 feet. The line c d .shows the intersection of one of the Chico strata

with the ;3, 300-foot level. The stratum for which this subterranean contour

line was dednced was followed almost continuously for the entire distance

shown, a closely adjacent stratum being sometimes substituted for a short

distance. Other strata were mapped as far as they could be followed, in

several cases for over half a mile. The curvature was in all cases similar and

the conformity was absolute. In comparing this figure with the geological

map it is of course to be remembered that the contact on the latter is laid

down as it appears on the actual surface, while in the tigure it is represented

as it would appear were the country a horizontal })lane. At one point the

line of the figure is still further modified. The steep hill immediately south

of the Hacienda or Bell tunnel is not wholly in place. A large landslide

has begun here and an immense mass of metamorphic material has moved

northward past the solid contact. For this movement allowance has been

made in drawing: the fiojure.

Fig. U. a h contact bi'tween metamorphic rocks and Chico beds redaoed to intersection with a horizontal plane
;

c d,

strike of a Chico stratum reduced to intersection with a horizontal piano.

The structure is evidently consistent with a non-conformity. It is also

conceivable that the entire mass of strata was laid down conformabl}" and

that the disturbance and metamorphism ceased abruptly at the line repre-
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sented by tlie contact. In tliat case, however, still greater irregularities

in the line of contact would almost certainly exist, as well as outlying

Datches of nietaniorphic rock and tr;uisiti(Mis b'.itween metanior[)hosed and

unaltered beds along the contact. The presence of siliceous and serpentinoid

pebbles in the Cliico conglomerate would also be very m}-sterious. Tlio

non-conformity above the metauiorpliio series is thus substantially certain

from the obser\-ations at New Idria alone. Confirmatory evidence was ob-

tained on the north fork of Cantua Creek, some five miles southeast of New

Idria. At that locality the creek cuts through hills capped with heavy beds

of Chico sandstone, which are inclined at an angle of approximately 30°

and strike at right angles to the course of the creek; but this interval is

only a few hundred feet in width and there can hardly be a doubt that, if

the talus were removed, the Chico beds would be found resting on the up-

turned edges of the metamorphic rocks Had the thin-bedded rocks been

driven into their present position after the deposition of the Chico rocks,

the latter could not, in my opinion, have been so little disturbed. The beds

are not visibly flexed and form cliffs at their upper end. In the creek the

metamorphic, thin-bedded sandstones are exposed in a nearly vertical posi-

tion. The interval between the creek bed and the exposed sandstones is

covered by detritus and vegetation.

The mine affords one important exposure of the contact below the

Chico. This is in the Bell tunnel, the position and course of which are shown

on the map. Its month is in the Chico strata, and it passes far into the meta-

morphic mass. Th3 rocks near the entrance are tliick beds of soft, tawny

sandstones, with occasionally thin masses of shale. They are unbroken and

dip north 30^ east at angles of 65°, with some small variations. As the

contact is approached breaks begin to appear in the sandstones, due to spe-

cial disturbances in the region of the mine, which will be referred to in de-

scribing the deposit. While there are fractures and small fliults along this

part of the tunnel, the rock nowhere seems to be flexed and the beds re-

cover their normal position at frequent intervals. The beds are neither silicl-

fied nor serpentinized, but, as at the surface, there are occasional stringers

of calcite and gypsum. At a point 90 feet northward from the last station

before the main cross-cut is reached, or at a distance of al.)Out twenty-
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four hundred feet from the mouth of the tunnel, a cliange takes place.

Instead of the heavy sandstone beds with an occasional seam of shale, the

thin, indurated strata so prevalent in the Knoxville series make their appear-

ance. Instead of being flat like the sandstones or so little flexed that the

curvature is insensible in the width of the tunnel, these thin-bedded rocks

are almost everywhere greatly contorted, and for a considerable distance

the tunnel is driven through an angle of flexure so sharp that the strata

coming in at the roof in one direction pass out at the floor in another, dif-

fering from the first by 90°. This sudden transition from uncontorted to

closely flexed strata and from soft sandstones to .siliceous, thin-bedded

rocks certainly suggests a non-conformity most forcibly. Indeed I know

of no other theory which seems adequate to explain the circumstances;

but along the actual contact motion has taken place and in i-egions of great

disturbance the results of faulting sometimes closely simulate the aspect of

non-conformity. From this exposure alone, therefore, I should be unwill-

ing to pronounce upon the structure.

While there is no single exposure at New Idria from which a non-con-

formity can be demonstrated, there are many which are most satisfactoril}-

explained by the supposition of a lack of conformity; indeed, when once

the idea of a break in the continuity of sedimentation is suggested, a mere

inspectiou of the country from any higher points affords the experienced

geologist strong evidence in its favor. The transition from the crumpled,

chaotic, metamorphic rocks to the gently undulating sandstone beds is too

complete and too abrupt to fit easily into any other theory of structure.

There is much other structural evidence in the Coast Ranges, both

direct and indirect, besides that obtained at New Idria, of this extremely

important non-conformity. Its existence is also an inevitable concomitant

of the time relations of the two sets of strata involved, for between the

period of the Knoxville beds and that of the Chico there is a gap of hun-

dreds of thousands of years.

It would have been nearly impossible to work out the extremely

important structural geology of this district without a topographical map of

great accuracy. The map prepared for this report by Mr. J. D. Hoffmann

is entirely satisfactory in this respect. It may be depended upon for every
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detail and would bear enlargement to three tinies the scale on which it is

published.

Eocene.— Tlie Tcjou fomiatiou is also represented at New Idria. Fossils

were found in it by Mr. Gabb, and my party also collected a numlier of

characteristic forms. For the reasons set forth in Chapter V it has been

for many years a mooted point whetlier tlie Tljou series formed a portion

of the Cretaceous or of the Tertiary. The fact is that it may be said to

belong- to botli. Tiiere is neither fixult nor unconformity between the

Chico and the Ttjon at New Idria; the deposition of sands went on luiin-

terruptedly from the one period to the otlier, and Dr. White shows that

there was a continuity of life also between the two. In short, in California

there is no sharp distinction between the two series, though the Chico-

T^jon beds are divisible paleontologically into an upper and a lower portion

connected by transitions. The character of the faunas, however, proves

that the Chico must be regarded as the concluding period of the Creta-

ceous era and the Tejon as the opening period of the Tertiary. Such a

transition has been observed nowhere else in America or in Europe.

Even if the strata at New Idria were more abundantly supplied witli

fossils than thev are, a hard and fast line could not be drawn between the

Chico and Tcjon. The demarkation indicated on the map, however, is not

wholly arbitrary. The beds containing distinctly Tcjon fossils botli here

and at Mt. Diablo differ physically from the Chico. The upper series is

composed almost exclusively of sandstones which are remarkably light

colored— often pure white— while the Chico sandstones are firmer and of

a tawny color. These characteristics are so persistent that I have drawn

the outline of the Tejon at the lowest of the white beds. The included area

of course embraces all the known localities at which fossils referable to

the upper series are found.

The line drawn between the Chico and the Tejon is rather irregular

on the map and at its easterly end bends sharply northward. This suggests

a non-conformity, but the suggestion is misleading. A portion of the irreg-

ularity of the outline is due to the unevenness of the surface. At many

exposures the beds are shown in perfect conformity, but the soft, white

beds have yielded to the stress accompanying upheaval more than the great
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mass of tlic Cliico, and tlie dip is in some places reversed near the contact,

giving- this line g-reater irregularity than it would possess had the strata

been more nnitorm in pli\\sical character. Towards the east end of the

contact tliere has been a certain amount of disturbance, seemingly pro-

duced by a longitudinal stress. It has affected both series of beds, and

here as elsewhere there is evidence of conformity. Near the western end

of the contact a tongue of Chico rock is shown projecting into the Tcjon

area. This tongue is suj:erficially composed of sandstone rubble, probabh'

brought down from the more elevated area by floods. There is no reason

to doubt that the contact of rock in ])lace follows the dotted line drawn on

the map across this tongue.

Although the greater part of the Tc'jon beds are nearly white, some of

them contain dark, ferruginous concretions of a kind similar to those noted

in the Chico. Tiiese nodules arc less abundant and less regular in the

Eocene. In passing it may be noted that Miocene rocks in the Vallecitos

Canon are thickly studded with .spherical concretions of the same kind.

The Tejon is the coal-bearing formation at Mt Diablo. At Xew Idria

also there is a coal seam near the San Carlos Creek, just north of the limits

of the map. Fuel was supplied to the mining company for the bliicksmith-

shop and other pui-poses for many years from this seam, but it was of purely

local importance.

The thickness of the Chico-Tejon strata is very great. The thickness

of the least disturbed portion represented upon the map, when measured

perpendicular to the stratification, is about seven thousand feet, but the

entire series is not included in the area mapped. There cannot be less than

ten thousand feet of the complete series How such enormous accumula-

tions, consisting almost exclusively of sandstone, can have been foruied is

a mystcrv. There are great thicknesses of Miocene beds also within a few

miles of New Idria on both sides of the range, and these too are substan-

tially composed of sandstone.

Absence of lavas.—No cruptive rocks are known to exist nearer to New
Idria than about ten miles. There is a considerable area of basalt to the

northwest of Vallecitos Canon, or to the southeast of the Cerro Bonito mine.

Pebbles of lava are also to be found along the lower portion of San Carlos
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Creek. Tlie absence of eruptive rocks close to the mines of New Idria,

however, does not preclude the former existence of hot springs here. It

simply leaves the question to be decided by analogy.

Gc.e.a>descHptionofu,eNewidHa._The deposits of the Ncw Idriu mme are

substantially inclosed in rocks of the metamurphic series. Of these, ser-

pentine is represented only to a small extent, tlie prevailing rocks being

shales and sandstones in various stages of alteration. An important por-

tion of the shales have been converted into phthanites, while some of the

sandstone has almost escaped induration. The deposits are near the con-

tact between the metamorphic rocks and the adjoining Cluco sandstones;

so also is the San Carlos mine to the east. At a distance of about three

thousand feet westward fro.n the New Idria, however, the limitn.g hue ot

the mctan...rphic area bends in a southerly direction, and in tho bay thus

formed is a mass of somewhat indurated Chico sandstone, in which cinna-

bar has been found. This occurrence, known as the Washington crop-

pings, shows at least that the period of ore deposition is later than the

Chico, or that it is Post-Cretaceous.

The New Idria mine has disclosed important deposits of three distinct

types: reticulated masses, or stockworks, impregnations, and true fissure

;eins-in short, all the principal classes of original ore deposits are rep-

resented There is no question whatever as to the fact of a connection be-

tween these deposits and a system of fissures, but this system is unusually

complex in some particulars which are of the greatest importance m rela-

tion to the economic value of the property. A portion only of the deposits

was accessible at the time of my visit.

The upper part of the deposits, and particularly the northeastern por-

tion, consisted of irregular stockworks. Only the excavations close to the

croppino-s are now accessible. They show siliceous shales and phthanites,

containi°ig a few carbonized plant remains, with small seams and "paints"

of cinnabar. The ore, accompanied by pyrite and quartz, has sometimes

tilled cracks across metamorphic strata and has frequently also followed

the bedding exactly as it is observed in innumerable mines and prospects

throuo-hout'the Coast Ranges. There is nowhere in these dense rocks any

indicrtiou of impregnation. Tlie descriptions of the great ore bodies of the
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nortlieast part of the upper mine by Mr. J. W. C. Maxwell, who was for

many ^-ears superintendent, and the account published by Professor Whit-

ney show that these ore bodies also consisted essentially of broken rock

the interstitial spaces of which had been filled in with ore. The various

bonanzas showed little evidence of systematic arrangement, though they

were often connected by stringers or "hilos" of ore; but the plan of the

workings proves that the prevailing sti-ike was northeast and southwest.

There are two well marked veins in this mine One of them, the Kew
Hope lode, was enormously rich and was ver}- remarkable for the fact that

the ore was mainly composed of metacinnabarite with which a little cinna-

bar was mingled. This vein is in the eastern portion of the ore-bearing

ground. It strikes approximatel}^ northwest and southeast. The other vein

is at the southwestern portion of the ore-bearing grouiid and is known as

the Elvan Streak vein. This is a misnomer, for elvan is quartz projihyrv,

while at New Idria neither this nor any other eruptive rock occurs. The
Elvan Streak is for long distances a clean-cut fissure, filled with decom-

posed attrition products which are impregnated with cinnabar. In contact

with the vein are ore bodies, in part stockworks and in part impregnations.

This vein strikes in about the same direction as the New Hope, and near it

at one point were found some tons of metacinnabarite. To the southeast

it is cut out by a clay seam. Ore-bearing ground has also been developed

by the Bell tunnel, the deposit consisting of a very large but low grade

im])regnation of cinnabar in sandstone.

Disposition of the ore bodies—Tlic disposltlou aiid fomi of the deposits as indi-

cated by the above notes are sufficiently intricate, Init the structure of the

country is still further complicated by the presence of a clay wall running

diagonally across the ore-bearing ground near tlie eastern end and divid-

ing the New Hope vein from the remainder of the itrincipal deposits. The

presence of this wall renders plausible each of two distinct theories as to

the fissure system of the mine, but leaves neither free from doubt.

The plan of the workings is so complex as to be very difficult to fol-

low and the records of the mine contain no vertical section of the ground.

Cross-sections were perhaps unnecessary to those thoroughly fiimiliar with

the workings, but it is impossible for others to obtain an accurate idea of the
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form of the stockworks from the mere projection on a horizontal plane.

No purpose would therefore be answered by reproducing the plan of the

mine in this volume, but an idea of the distribution of the deposits will be

conveyed by the following sketch, in which some of the ore bodies and the

position of the clay wall are shown in horizontal projection in a somewhat

generalized manner (Fig. 12). Leaving the New Hope out of consider-

FiG. 12. c«, Elcan Streak, nh, New Hope. Ill, Stockworks. b. Bell tunuel ore chamber. //, Strike ol' clay wall

dividing the New Hope from the remaining ore bodies.

ation for a moment, it is evident that the remaining deposits may be divided

into two groups, one including the Elvan Streak and contiguous bonanzas,

together with the Bell tunnel ore body, while the other cluster comprises

the stockworks. The former of these groups I have had good opportuni-

ties of examining. It is beyond question that north of the clay wall the

Elvan Streak is a fairly regular, nearly vertical vein, wliicli has aflforded a

passage for ore-bearing solutions. These have permeated the walls wher-

ever they were permeable and ore chambers have been formed as adjuncts

to the vein. The Bell tunnel body consists of very slightly modified sand-

stone of porous texture, impregnated with cinnabar, which also forms seams

wherever cracks in the rocks permitted such deposition. It lies in the di-

rection of the strike of the Elvan Streak, and the fissures through which

the two were charged with ore must, I think, be very closely related.
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They niay be identical; but, if not, they are probably parallel, associated

fissures. Tlie developments accessible to me were insufficient to determine

this point.'

With reference to the stockworks, my information is obtained at second

hand and is very imj^erfect. I hesitate, therefore, to express decided opinions

about them. It is noteworthy, however, that the most westerly of these

deposits, the Florencio Diaz, is approximately parallel to the Elvan Streak,

as is also the New Hope, to which further reference will be made below.

Most of the other stockworks have a strike nearly perpendicular to the

Elvan Streak. The clay wall makes an angle of about 45° with each of

these directions.

The fissure system.—Tlic most momciitous quL'stioH concerning the structure

of this mine i.s the position of the principal fissures, those, namely, through

which the ore-bearing solutions found access to the productive ground; for

upon this question depends the plan to be adopted in developing the prop-

erty. The main fissures almost certainly coincide in direction with one or

other of the lines discussed above ; indeed, it may be assumed with some

confidence that either the clay wall or the Elvan Streak lies on the princi-

pal fissure or on one of a system of parallel fissures of nearly equal im-

portance. The existence of the stockworks is susceptible of explanation as

a subordinate structural phenomenon. The theory which was adopted in

developing the mine is that the clay is the hanging wall of the ore^earing

ground. The P^lvan Streak then represents a cross-course and the New

Hope is an isolated deposit in the hang-ing wall. Great weight is fo be

given to this opinion, which was formed by the daily study of the exposures.

It is evidently possible, however, that the main fissures may coincide in

direction with the Elvan Streak txnd the New Hope and that the clay wall

may represent a cross-course or a fault. I confess myself strongly inclined

to this latter view.

Had the fault fissure been the channel of the ore solutions, one would

expect to find the chief ore bodies in contiguity to it and coinciding with

it in general direction. It is a common thing to find deposits of very

' Early iu 1887 oro w,a.s struck iu tlie Bell tunnel workings which resembled that of the Elvau

Streak. This tenda to confirm the .above hypothesis.
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irreguliu- outlines and with ramifications extending into the walls alono- the

fissures to which they owe their origin ; but such deposits almost invariably

follow the fissure to a certain extent and present a large contact surface

with it. No better illustration of this usual relation could be given than

the Elvan Streak, with its accompanying bonanzas. Nothing of the kind

is apparent at the fault fissure. Where ore touches at at all, the surface

common to both is small. As a rule the fissure containing this clay seam

carries no ore whatever, while, had it been the channel of the ore-bearing

solutions, one would expect to find at least small quantities of cinnabar

nearly everywhere in it, as is actually the case in the Elvan Streak. It is

ver}' true that, in wide veins bounded by selvages of clay, the clay is often

barren; but such cases are not comparable with the ore-bearing ground of

the New Idria as a whole. The prevailing character and disposition of the

rock, together with the absence of a defined foot-wall, show that the stock-

works are not comparable to pockets in a vein, but to chambers adjacent

to a vein and impregnated from it. They are not included in a fissure, but

were charged with ore from a fissure. The stot-kworks stand to some fis-

sures in relations similar to those which subsist between the P^lvan Streak

and the irregular, contiguous ore bodies, and do not correspond to bunches

of cinnabar between the walls of the Elvan Streak, The term "pipe vein"

is used by von Cotta to describe some deposits analogous to these ; but this

expression, having been employed in different senses, is now objectionable.

A corresponding term is much needed to describe these adjuncts to fissures.

If the principal fissure of this mine be that at the clay wall, the clay,

in my opinion, fills the fissure. In that case the absence of cinnabar in

considerable quantity from this clay is \'ery strange, and would be so even

if the Elvan Streak and the New Hope did not exi.st. The fissures carry-

ing these two veins, however, were most assuredly in existence at the time

of ore deposition, showing that the physical character of the rock was not

such as to [)reclude deposition in fissures. This makes the absence of

ore from the clay wall inexplicable if it lies on the main fissure. On the

other hand, if the clay marks the position of a fault which took place later

than the deposition of ore, its own character and the relation which it bears

to the deposits are exactly such as would be expected.

MON XIII 20
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The clay wall, then, appears to me to mark a fault which has dislocated

the ore-bearing ground. This fault has certainly not passed by the deposits,

for it has cut off the New Hope lode from the other ore bodies. The hang-

ing side of this clay wall has been little explored. I consider it the most

hopeful portion of the property and believe that explorations should be

made in it. I have no data tending to show the amount of the fault or even

its direction , but, according to the general rule, ore bodies, if they exist and

were once continuous with the stockworks, will be found at lower levels on

the hanging side of the fault. The Elvan Streak and the New Hope appear

to me to mark the direction of the main fissures of the mine. The disturb-

ances which made room for the stockworks were probably contemporaneous

with those which produced these veins. There is no evidence of a lapse of

time between them and it is not difficult to understand how the two sets of

ruptures may have been brought about simultaneously. Where a fracture

is accompanied by torsion, two sets of fissures form at a large angle to each

other. This has been demonstrated experimentally by Mr. Daubr^e. The

Coast Ranges are full of evidences of torsional fractures. At New Idria

and elsewhere highly indurated shales are very common, which, even in

small fragments, exhibit innumerable cracks, often filled with quartz,

which are divisible into two systems nearly at right angles to each other.

There is plenty of evidence, too, that fractures like those produced on a

small scale are formed also on a large one. When a mass is broken under

a torsional stress, the force will not in general be equally resolved in two

directions perpendicular to each other and the intensity of the disturbance

will be greater on one set of ruptures than on the other. The more violent a

rupture in the rocks is, other things being equal, the cleaner will be the fis-

sures produced, just as a rifle-bullet makes a round hole in a pane of glass,

while a body moving at a low velocity crushes the whole pane to fragments.

The ill defined zones of broken rock which led to the formation of stock-

works resulted from disturbances less violent than those which produced

the vein fissures ; but the two sets of ruptures, in my opinion, were due

to one cause, a torsional stress, and were produced at the same time. In

searching for ore these vein fissures, and perhaps others parallel to them,

should serve as guides. Other stockworks may very likely be found and
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the connection between tliem and the fissures striking northwest-southeast

may sometimes be indirect, but is not likely to be entirely wanting. I can

see"^ no indication that the mine "is exhausted, and I believe that more

bonanzas exist to the south of the clay wall and perhaps also beneath the

old group Of stockworks, or on the lower portion of the Elvan Streak vein.

^Age of the deposit.—The cxisteuce of cinnabar in the Washington croppings

shows that the deposit is as late as the beginning of the Tertiary period.

Tiie deposit also seems to be later than tlie tilting of the Chico beds,

which undoubtedly took place at the uplift shown by Professor Whitney to

have occurred at the close of the Miocene. The eruption of lavas in the

Coast Ranges seems to have begun earl}' in the Pliocene, probably at its

commencement. The period of ore deposition at New Idria thus seems to

be within the volcanic epoch. It is probably much more recent than the

Post-Miocene upheaval. The quantity of cinnabar found in tlie soil was

small, tending to jn'ove that no great erosion had taken place since its depo-

sition. The ore bodies near the croppings are such as occur most frequently

near the surfoce as it existed at the time of ore deposition. This relation

will be found enlarged upon in several of the investigations recorded in this

volume, particularly that of the Redington mine, where also stockworks

and veins are associated. There is nothing at New Idria to suggest a con-

siderably greater age than that of the Redington deposit. The latter is cer-

tainly Post-Pliocene.

In a drift near the stockworks on the lower tunnel level I met with

what is at least a very curious and suggestive occurrence, which may have a

bearing on the age of the deposit. The drift had not been used for years, and

the waUs were coated with epsom salts and other secondary minerals to the

depth of nearly two inches. In this loose coating I found a tiny seam of

cinnabar which had quite beyond question formed in this position since

the drift had been abandoned. This proves that mercuric sulphide still

exists in solution in the waters of the mine. It may be that the solution

from which this little vein was deposited was a remnant of that frOm which

the great ore bodies were precipitated. If so, the period of ore deposition

is not even yet wholly past. But it is also not impossible that this cinna-

bar was leached from the stockworks by surface waters impregnated with
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sodium sulphide, this reagent resuUing from the reduction of sohible sulphates

by timber in the old workings. However this may be, the occurrence has

a bearing upon the rarity of metacinnabarite in quicksilver mines, as will

be shown in a subsequent chapter. Any solution capable of dissolving

mercuric sulphide will tend to convert metacinnabarite into the red ore.

Origin of the deposits.— Had tlic Ncw Idrla mine alone been examined noth-

ing could be afHrmed concerning its origin further than that the ore was

deposited from solutions which obtained access to the mine through a sys-

tem of fissures. There is a sulphur spring in the district, but it is cold and

may have nothing to do with volcanism. It is certain, however, that many

deposits in California, similar in all essential respects to that of New Idria,

have been precipitated from hot, fluid, volcanic emanations. It is also

known that, in some cases, very hot sulphurous waters which rise at a

distance of several miles from any known lava have deposited cinnabai'.

There is thus much reason to suppose that the New Idria deposits were

formed by hot volcanic solutions, and no reason with which I am acquainted

for suspecting any other origin.

Combustible gases escaped from the rock in great (puintities during

the running of the Bell tunnel and produced a disastrous explosion.' This

gas was probably marsh gas, and it may or may not have been generated

by volcanic action. In the ^5itna mine also, the ore of which was cer-

tainly deposited from volcanic springs, as well as at Sulphur Bank, marsh

gas escapes.

Other cinnabar deposits.— Bcsldcs thc Ncw Idria othcv less iujportant deposits

of cinnabar have been found Avithin the limits of the map, though none of

them was worked during my visit. The San Carlos mine, near the sum-

mit of San Carlos Peak, is in the- rocks of the metamorphic series, consist-

ing of thin, indurated shales, which have been whitened either by solfataric

action or by leaching consequent upon the decomposition of pyrite. No
exposures of special interest were accessible. The ore is said to have been

After tbis explosion Mr. Maxwell employed a very IngenioiKS method of lightiDg the tuuuel with-

out the use of fire. A mirror was placed at the mouth of the tunnel and was kept at such an angle as
to reflect the sun's rays into it. This illumination, which was repeated for my benefit, was very satis-

factory. The cloudless sky of California makes this method entirely practicable. A locomotive head-
light might perhaps be used to advantage iu a similar manner underground in certain cases. Possibly

this device has been employed before, though I am not aware of it.
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rich, and a considerable quantity was extracted and delivered at the New

Idria furnaces. Tiie deposits were ver}" irregular and no considerable at-

tempt seems to have been made to develop the property in depth. The

Aurora or Morning Star mine, to the west of the San Carlos, also yielded ore.

Beyond the fact that excavations were made here nothing is visible. Near

the falls on San Carlos Creek, in a line coiniecting the New Idria and the

Morning Star, a little cinnabar is said to have been found, and traces of ore

have been detected at other points, all of which, except the Washington crop-

pings, ;ire within the metamorphic area.

Within a few miles of the area mapped and to the southwest, several

mines have been opened and again abandoned. The Picacho is in the usual

contorted, highly indurated rocks, partly silicified and partly converted into

carbonates. The ore appeared to have occurred in cracks across the strata

and along the partings.^ It is said that the first continuous quicksilver fur-

nace ever built in the State was erected here by Mr. John Roach. This

structure was still in place at the time of my visit, in 1884, and substantially

in the same condition as when it was examined by Mr. Goodyear thirteen

years earlier. Several pounds of quicksilver still remained in the wooden

condenser, showing how slowly quicksilver must volatilize, even at the

high temperatures which prevail in this region during the summer. Near

Clear Creek also are two mines, or prospects, at which ore associated with

rocks of the same type as at the Picacho was extracted.

' In a prospectus of the company an assay is given according to wliicli, besides mercury, tlie ore

contains considerable amonats of botli gold and silver. I did not have an opportunity of verifying

this statement, which is not intrinsically improbable.



CHAPTER X.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF NEW ALMADEN DISTRICT.

[Atlas Sheets VII-XIII.]

Character of the district.— The Ngw Almacleii, Enriquita, and Guadalupe

mines lie nearly south of San Jose, in a very attractive portion of the

country. The fertile valley of Santa Clara is in full view from many parts

of the region mapped, and the Santa Cruz Range, on the flanks of which

the deposits occur, is picturesque. Forests, gorges, and brooks diversify

the scenery, the character of which reminds one of portions of the Sierra

Nevada rather than of the Coast Ranges. This district has been much

more productive in quicksilver than any other in North America, and since

1850 it has yielded about four-flfths as much metal as the Almaden of Spain.

The general geology of the district presents one special feature of interest

in the occurrence of rhyolite, a lava not yet recognized at any other point

in the Coast Ranges. Otherwise the general geology presents no novelty.

The great opportunit}' which the district offers is for the study of structure

disclosed by the very extensive workings of the New Almaden mine, which

are said to measure 40 miles in length.

Metamorphic rocks.— Tlio gvcater part of the surface is occupied ijy rocks

of the metamorphic series. The age of these rocks is known, for i\Ir.

Gabb found near the mines specimens of Aucclla. He does not, indeed,

describe the rock in which this characteristic shell was found, nor does he

give the exact locality, but from the various other occurrences mentioned

in this volume it is abundantly proved that the metamorphism was of later

date than the period at which Amelia flourished. The metamorphic rocks

310
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of the district must therefore iiichiJe beds containing this fossil and dating

from the Neocomian. I did not succeed in finding Auedla.

The metamorphic rocks are for the most part identical with those so

prevalent in tlie Coast Ranges. Pseudodiabase, pseudodiorite, phtlianites,

serpentine, and less altered rocks are abundant. There are also masses of

limestone, one of which is quarried for the manufacture of quicklime.

The occurrence of this rock, which is rather rare in the Coast Ranges,

affords the observer an opportunity of estimating the intensity of the dis-

turbance which attended the metamorphism. The mass of limestone from

which the material for the limekiln is obtained must have formed a portion

of a continuous stratum, but this has been so broken and dislocated that

it now appears only as irregular patches scattered through the hills and

it is quite impossible to restore the original configuration or to obtain from

it any aid in elucidating the stratigraphy of the accompanying rocks. It

was found possible to lay down the serpentinoid areas in this district, and

they have received a separate color on the map. As on the other maps

where this has been done, it must be understood tliat no sharp division

really exists and that the purpose of the delineation is simply to indicate

as nearly as may be the distribution of a certain phase of metamorphism.

The general structure of the ridges of metamorphic rock seems to be syn-

clinal, as it is at so many points in the Coast Ranges.

Granite.— Tlicre IS uo reason to doubt that granite underlies the region

of New Almaden, though at a considerable depth. In the (lavilan Range

and at ^lonterey, to the south, granite is exposed, and it appears also to

the north, near Point San Pedro. The composition of the sandstones also

indicates that the material of which they are composed is of granitic origin.

As is shown in other portions of this report, there is evidence that the en-

tire area of the Coast Ranges is underlain by granite, and the facts observed

lead almost inevitably to the conclusion that the brush-covered hills, if

examined with sufficient care, would show many outcrops of the rock

which have hitherto escaped observation. It is far from improbable that

granite is exposed in the somewhat inaccessible country southeast of New

Almaden.
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Olivine gadbro.— At vavious poiiits in the district thoroiiglily rounded

pebbles of a peculiar, coarse-grained, crystalline, gray rock ot unusual

liardness were found, which differ strikingly trom any rock seen in place.

They must have come from the higher mountains of the range to the south-

east, but the croppings were not identified. This rock, when examined

luider the microscope, proved to be an olivinitic gabbro, the only rock of

the kind known in the Coast Ranges and the only rock carrying even a

trace of olivine detected during tliis investigation, excepting the lavas.

The coarse grain and the general aspect of this gabbro suggest for it a very

considerable age, but the olivines are very fresh and show onl}' thin seams

of serpentine along the cracks. Whether the rock is eruptive or metamor-

phic could not be determined from the material available. Olivine does

not form a large proportion of the mass and decomposition would not yield

a material to which the name of serpentine would apply unless other con-

stituents besides olivine were sei'pentinized. As for the serpentine of the

New Almaden area, the researches recorded in Chapter III show that they

are derivative of sandstone, as is the case in all the districts examined.

Miocene.—Upou tlio uietamorphic rocks lie some areas of Miocene sand-

stones. These are soft, yellowish strata, containing a considerable number

of poorly preserved fossils {Pcctcii, Ostrca, Balanus), which, however, taken

in connection with structural and lithological characteristics, are amply

sufficient to fix the age of the beds. The Miocene rocks are considerably

disturbed, though far less so than tlie metamorphic series. The structural

relations indicate a non-conformity between the Tertiary and the metamor-

phic series, which is also demonstrated by the presence of fragments of the

earlier strata in the Miocene beds. Professor Whitney observed sections

exhibiting this non-conformity witliin a few miles of New Almaden. As is

shown in Chapter V, the non-conformity displayed in an unequivocal man-

ner here and elsewhere in the neighborhood, as well as in the San Benito

Valley, is really between the Knoxville series and the Chico, or between

the Neocoraian and the Upper Cretaceous. Any upheaval between the

Neocomian and the beginning of the Miocene would produce the relations

existing at Almaden. But at New Idria and elsewhere the Chico and the

Ttjon are conformable, and in the Vallecitos Valley and at Mt. Diablo the
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Ttjon and tlie Miocene are conformable. Hence there is no room for an ex-

tensive and violent disturbance of this region between the beginning of the

Chico and the close of the Pliocene, and tlie convulsions attending the met-

amorphism of the Neocomian beds must liave preceded the Chico. The
period is still more closel}' determined by the discover}- of the Wallala

beds, which are much earlier than the Ciiico and are referred b}- Dr. W'liite

to the Middle Cretaceous. These beds, described in Chapter V, also contain

metaniorphic pebbles and show that tlie metamorphism and uplieaval which

accompanied it occurred soon after the close of the Knoxville period.

Not all the areas laid down as Miocene on the map are fossil iferous,

but the similarity in litliological character and in the disturl)ance wliich

they exhibit is sufficient to justify their reference to the same series. The
Miocene beds were raised and folded at the close of that period, as was
shown by Professor Whitney from evidence in this part of the countrv.

The axis of upheaval nearl}- coincided with that of the present range.

Besides the Tertiary rocks laid down there exists along the border of

the Santa Clara Valley, at the northern edge of tlie map, a small ([uantity

of conglomerate, composed of metamorphic pebbles embedded in an arena-

ceous matrix, which is similar to the Miocene sandstone. The surface here

is covered with a Quaternary soil, and none of the conglomerate could be

found in place, nor was any fragment of a fossil detected in it. Tlie rock,

which is of no great importance, may be a remnant of Miocene ; but, were

it so, it would be strange that portions of it should not have been found at

greater altitudes, raised with the sandstones by the Post-Miocene upheaval.

It more probably represents the Pliocene, but I do not dare to map it as

such in the absence of positive evidence.

Rhyoiite.—When the earliest examinations of this part of the country

were made, now many years since, the serpentine was supposed to be

eruptive, and at later dates some of the granular metamorphic rocks have

been hastily classed as trappean ; but at the time of my examination true

eruptive rocks had not been detected near New Almaden. This is not so

strange as it might seem, for it happens that the long and tolerably regular

dike of rhyoiite, which many observers must have crossed in visiting the

district from San Jose, is for the most part a light-yellow, finely porous,
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tufa-like substance, which at a little distance is scarcely distinguishable

from the ordinary Miocene sandstone. Only in a few small patches is it

found in a dense state like ordinary andesitic lavas. The microscope and

clieniical tests show that it is quartzose, glass-bearing rhyolite. The im-

portance of this dike with reference to the ore deposits is at once evident.

It would be entirely unreasonable to suppose that this dike represents the

.whole of the lava of this species ejected in the Coast Ranges, though no

other mass has yet been detected. If the physical character of other out-

bursts is similar to that of this dike, they may have been seen repeatedly

at a distance without recognition, by myself as well as by others, in the

course of reconnaissance ti-ips, though they could certainly not escape detec-

tion in any area subjected to a detailed examination. This dike not only

pi%ives the former existence of volcanic activity in this district, but empha-

sizes a fundamental structural axis. The character of the metamorphic

rocks .shows that the line along which compression and upheaval took place

in the early Cretaceous was about west by north, east by south The fold-

ing of the Tertiary rocks shows that compression was repeated in the same

direction at the close of the Miocene. The position of the rliyohte dike

proves that the dislocation which opened a passage for this lava again fol-

lowed a similar course. As for the age of the rhyolite, it is certainly Post-

Miocene, for had it been earlier it must have shown the effects of the Post-

]\nooene uplift. Had the lava been ejected at tlie time of that uplift, it

would probabl}' have been so eroded that the croppings would present a

different appearance, for the tufaceous modification is probably superficial.

It is possible, however, that its position has in great measure protected it

and that during the Pliocene it was covered with sediments. As a rule, the

rhyolites of the Pacific slope are younger than the andesites, as was pointed

out by Baron von Richthofon, and if this rhyolite is younger than the ande-

sites of ilt. Diablo and of Napa County it is Post-Pliocene; but there is no

direct evidence tliat this is the case. On the whole, the probabihties are,

tlien, that the rliyolite is recent or late Pliocene, but it is certainly known

only that it is not older than the PHocene.

Mine minerals and rocks.—The orcs of thls rcgiou iiro couiposed of the usual

association of minerals : cinnabar (sometimes accompanied by a little native
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mercury), pyrite, quartz, calcite, and dolomite, and more or less closely

associated masses of bituminous matter. Accompanying the deposits is a

small amount of chalcedony or opal, usually black in color; but this sub-

stance is much less abundant here than in the greater part of the northern

mines. Dolomite is more prevalent as a gangue mineral here than in most

quicksilver districts, a fact probably not unconnected with the unusual

quantity of limestone in the sedimentary rocks. The croppings of the de-

posits are to a large extent composed of dolomite in botryoidal masses,

instantly seen to be secretions, and not sediments. Besides the minerals

enumerated, Prof. W. P. Blake reported mispickel in the upper working

of the New Almaden.^ This mineral was extremely abundant in the great

Peruvian mine and its existence at New Almaden is not at all improbable.

No one seems to have observed it here since 1854, however; for Prof B.

Silliman- in 1864, Mr. Goodyear^ in 1871, and my party in 1885 failed to

meet with it. Neither is it mentioned by Mr. G. RoUand." Professor Blake

also states that gold has frequently been found in small quantities in this

mine. This, too, is far from improbable, but it has not been verified

The rocks associated with cinnabar in this district include every

variety of the metaraorphic series. Where the rock happens to be a per-

meable sandstone, impregnations have resulted. Elsewhere the ore seems

to occur exclusively in crevices in the rock, nor are the cracks invariably

filled, so that (piartz and carbonates frequently show surfaces covered with

crystal faces. In some cases quartz reddened throughout by cinnabar

occurs in this manner. I was unable to perceive any indication that ore

had been deposited by substitution or that the rock had iiiflnenced the

deposition of ore by its chemical properties. Ore is found with nearly

equal frequency in contact with various rocks and the existence of fissures

appears to have been the necessary and sufficient condition for the deposi-

tion of cinnabar and gangue minerals. The rock, then, influences the

occurrence of ore mechanically, thougli indirectly. Wliere disturbance of

the country resulted in the formation of open fissures or of ground present-

' Am. Jour. Sci., 2d series, vol. 17, 1854, p. 438.

'Ibid., vol. -.$8, 1864, p. 192.

' Geol. Survey Califoruia, Geology, vol. 2, appeiidi.K, p. 99.

• Annales des mines, vol. 14, 1878, p. 384.
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ing- a large amount of interstitial space, ore bodies were formed, but wliei'e

the rock yielded to stress as a plastic mass no room was left for ore.

Aitas.—The ore in tiie New Almaden mine seems never to occiu- except

close to evidences of foulting. This evidence consists in the presence of

layers of attrition products, so-called clays, full of slickensides and of frag-

ments of rocks more or less rounded bv attrition. These layei's of clay

usually occur on the hanging side of deposits and are known to the miners

as ultas, the Spanish term for hanging- walls. The clavs are impermeable to

solutions and the ore usually forms on their lower side, as if the cinnabar

had ascended and been arrested by the alias. That the solutions really

took this course is clearly shown by the phenomena of otlier quicksilver

districts, as well as by the relations observed in the New Almaden mine

The miners very properly follow seams of alta in their search for ore.

Sometimes, however, a second mass of ore exists on the hanging side of

the clay and is again limited by a second layer of alta, as I have myself

observed. Such occuri-ences are to be expected in a country so irreg'ularly

disturbed as this. The alta is not a definite substance, though it is usually

a dark or black mass, readily distinguishable even in hand specimens from

the countr\" rock. It is simply triturated country rock and varies in com-

position with the material from which it has been produced. Its black

color is in part due to the presence of manganese. These layers of clav

correspond exactly to those which were met with in the upper portion of

the Comstock lode and against which many bonanzas were found to rest.

The evidence of movement in the New Almaden mine is not confined to

clays. Where the opposing walls were so nearly parallel that no consider-

able quantity of trituration took place, polishing occurred, and some of the

slickensides met with are as brilliantly polished as if the work had been

done by a lapidary.

Form of the New Almaden ore bodies. Wllilc the evideUCC of the CxistenCC of a fis-

sure system is, if possible, more abundant in the New Almaden mine than

in most other quicksilver deposits of the Pacific slope, the deposits them-

selves are of various types. The commonest is the reticulated mass, or

stockwork, consisting of irregular bodies of broken rock into which solutions

of cinnabar and gangue minerals have filtered, cementing the fragments to-
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gether with ore. Where the disturbance has been less extensive and irreg-

ular, clean-cut fissures may sometimes be seen fiUed with ore, and these

can only bo classed as veins, though they are not persistent. As already

mentioned, impregnations also exist where the ore-bearing solutions have

encountered permeable sandstones.

The classification of the various portions of such a deposit under various

names seems to me of very little interest, ex(;epting as it serves to a certain

extent as a basis of comparison between ore deposits of diff'erent regions.

It is not long since it was customary to maintain that the deposits of cinna-

bar w^ere very different in character from those of other ores and that the

genesis of quicksilver deposits was essentially unlike that of other metals.

I have taken some pains therefore to show that no distinction can be main-

tained as to form between the ore bodies of the quicksilver mines and well

recognized types of gold, silver, and copper deposits. The only important

mode of occurrence of ores which I have not encountered in the quicksilver

mines is that of replacement. Lead ores have certainly in some cases re-

placed limestone molecule for molecule. According to Prof von Groddeck,

cinnabar ore at Mt. Avala, in Servia, has replaced serpentine in a similar man-

ner. Others also have been led to suppose analogous substitutions at Al-

maden and at Idria, but T have not met with tliem at those mines or an\'-

where in California.

Existence of a fissure system.—While thc reference of deposits to different heads

of more or less artificial classifications is only of indirect interest, a compre-

hension of the fundamental structural relations of the ore bodies of a mine

is of the utmost importance to its conduct. From any one accessible stope

of the New Almaden mine it is evident that the country has been intersected

by fissures, that energetic motion has taken place along these fissures, that

the adjoining rock masses have been shattered more or less irregularly, and

that solutions entering the ground have deposited ore in such spaces as were

vacant. It is also apparent from the relations of the ore to the clay that the

solutions have entered from l)elow, and it is almost a necessary inference

that the fissures served as channels of ingress for the solutions. These con-

clusions may be di-avvn in each of as many chambers as the observer can
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reach, and he will find nothing to conflict with them in any portion of the

mine.

Certain features must be common to the ore bodies taken singly and to

the ore-bearing ground as a whole. It would be impossible to supjjose that

each stockwork has an independent fissure system, and a mere glance at the

mine maps shows that a connection between them exists. It is also a his-

torical fact that the thin seams of ore (stringers or, as the Spanish miners

call them, hilos) have led fi-om one ore chamber to another. There must be

a general fissure svstem, in subordination to which the various ore bodies

are arranged, and this system must stand in the closest relations to the gen -

eral geology of the countrv. Such a system can result only fi'om a some-

what widespread disturbance and, it is superfluous to remark, must have been

formed according to ordinary mechanical laws. I£ the rock of the country

were thoroughly homogeneous and were level at the surface, a fissure caused

by a simple distm-bance would follow a straight line and would pass over

at its extremities into a fold. Under a sufficient horizontal stress such a

country would show a system of parallel fissures passing into a common

fold at each end. Fissures thus tend to straight lines and parallel systems,

but this tendency is modified by inequalities in the properties of the rock

and in the configuration of the surface. It is often difficult to decipher

the fundamental fissure system in a country of heterogeneous character,

but this does not seem to be the case at New Almaden.

The distribution of serpentine, the average strike of the metamorphic

strata, the compression of the iliocene beds, the position of the rhyolite

dike, and the trend of the range, in short the whole structural geology of

the region shows that the fundamental axis of disturbance must have a

direction which is approximately northwest and southeast. It is along a

fissure, or a svstem of parallel fissures, taking this general direction, but

more or less deflected by local causes, that ore might be expected to occur

in such a district It is on such a line that the Xew Almaden, Enriquita,

and Guadalupe deposits occur. In the Xew Almaden mine itself, also, there

appear to me clear evidences of a fundamental fissure system.

piaas aad saitioas of the New Almaden.—Thc surface and the workiugs of the Xew

Almaden mine have been surveved with the utmost care bv the officers of
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the Quicksilver Mining Company, and data exist for the construction of

any desired sections. A fine opportunity is thus afforded for a study of the

structure of this very important deposit, and it has seemed to me worth

while to illustrate the occurrence very fully Ijy plans and sections. The

mine maps and sections which I selected as best a<lapted to show the struct-

ure were prepared for me from plans and notes in the office of the company

by Mr. Frank Reade, who was surve}'or of the mine at the time of lU}'

examination and who formerly assisted me in studying the Comstock Lode.

The ore deposits being in my opinion comparatively recent, the rela-

tions between their distribution and the present topography of the surface

are of interest. On Atlas Sheet VIII the plan of the known ore bodies is

shown beneath a contour map of the surface. It will be at once remarked

that these ore liodies ai-e divisible into four groups. Two of them, reached

respectively by the Washington and Cora Blanca shafts, seem to be isolated.

The other two groups, upon which the main mine has been opened, are very

closely connected. The more important group of the ore bodies of the

main mine reaches from the top of the Mine Hill nearly to the Santa Isabel

shaft and is substantially continuous for the entire distance. The croppings

at whicli Castillero and others before him found cinnabar, as was narrated in

Chapter I, were at the top of Mine Hill. A monument at this point is used

as the datum to which the contours and mine levels are referred. The other

group of ore bodies of the main mine lies to the east of the Randol shaft-

I shall have frequent occasion to distinguish these two sets of ore bodies

and shall refer to them as the north and south groups. Tins map is printed

on a scale of 300 feet to the inch and the contours are drawn at vertical

intervals of 10 feet. The plan of the workings is given on Atlas Sheet IX,

this and the succeeding sheets being drawn on a scale of 150 feet to the

inch, or double that of the topographical map on Sheet VIII. The highly

complex, structure of the separate ore bodies is very apparent from this plan

as well as the existence of tertain sui-faces along which the ore bodies are

grouped. The colors and figui'es make explanations needless. I have not

tried to indicate on this plan or on the sections the character of the wall rocks,

for nothing could result from such an effort. The entire mass of the country

rocks consists of metamorphosed sediments. Every stage of metamorphism
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isrepresenteci, and pseudodiorite, pseudodiabase, plitliauites, sandstone, shale,

and serpentine are mingled in inextricable confusion.

Atlas Sheet X shows a section taken along the course of the south group

of bonanzas. Tlie line on which the section is made is shown on the mine

map and was selected with a view of illustrating the continuity of ore from

the surface at the top of Mine Hill to the lowest workings. The group of

ore bodies thus intersected is for the most part distinct from that to the east

of the Randol shaft. It is manifest from this section that a fissure extends

from the lower workiiigs to the top of Mine Hill, a vertical distance of

about 2,000 feet, and that ore has been deposited almost continuously along

its entire course. This fissure is remarkably sinuous in vertical section, and

a long tongue of ground north of Mine Hill has manifestly moved north-

ward sufficiently to leave space for the deposition of ore. If one considers

the character of the disturbance to which the fissure must owe its origin, it

appears almost certain tliat this tongue of country rock overlying the fissure

cannot have remained intact. One would expect to find one or more fis-

sures intersecting it in a direction more nearl}- vertical than the south ore

channel, because the tenacity implied in the movement of the entire hang-

ing country without fracture would be improbably great, even were the rock

much firmer than the materials of which the Coast Ranges are chiefly com-

posed. Such a fissure intersecting tlie hanging country really exists, and a

trace of it may be perceived on this section from the l,oOO-foot level down-

ward, where the stopes show that the ore occurs on parallel lines. The

line of the northerly stopes in this region if continued upward would reacli

the surface near the point at which the Randol shaft appears projected.

On Atlas Sheet XI two sections are shown, cutting the northern portion

of the mine on parallel north and south planes. One of them is taken

through the Randol shaft and the other ooO feet west of it. The two are

to be considered together and as if they were superimposed. The western

section shows the same group of bodies as is (Jepicted upon Sheet X, but

cut at a different angle. The relations of the section on Sheet XI are most

easily appreciated by reference to their traces on the mine map (Sheet IX).

The eastern section, through the shaft, on Sheet XI is very different. It

shows only the edge of the south ore channel, or of that series of deposits
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which crops oat on Mine Hill. To this series belong the various Santa Rita

"labores" exhibited on the southern part of the section, and the series of

winzes extending from the Santa Rita to the 1,400-foot level of the Randol

shaft, sliowing here and there a small stope, was sunk along the course

of the same fissure. The main stopes on this section are on the north fis-

sure, which divides the great body of rock forming the hanging country

of the south fissure from the region north of the mine.

Another view of the two fissures is shown on Atlas Sheet XII, where

they are intersected by an east and west vertical plane. To the right ap-

pears the south ore channel, including the O'Brien, Don Federico, and other

bodies ; to the left is the north fissure.

Existence of two principal fissures.—The cxisteuce aud positiou of thc two fissurcs

are not so evident and clear as would appear from the foregoing notes. The

ore bodies lie upon complex curved surfaces. The result is that no vertical

plane intersects both fissures at right angles throughout, and no single sec-

tion affords indubitable evidence of two fissures. Views similar to those

shown in the sections might be given of two channels along a single, doubly

curved surface. Could one but represent the fissures by contours, the en-

tire structiu'e would be shown in three dimensions and would not be ambig-

uous. A certain approximation to this result can be reached. As was

mentioned above, the fissures are marked by clay seams or altas. It oc-

curred to me that if one could lay down all the alta seams followed in

the explorations the result would closely resemble a contour map of the

fissures. Mr Reade, with the assistance of other officers, has compiled all

the information available regarding the occurrence of altas in the northern

part of the mine, and they are shown on the same scale as tlie mine map on

Atlas Sheet XIII. The result, however, requires some discussion because

of the irreguhirity of the lines and the distance which sometimes intervenes

between the two ore channels. At the northwest the fissures come nearly

together, and on the 1,930, the 1,8.50, and the 1,735 foot levels it is plain

from the position of the altas that there are at least two nearly parallel

fissures. On the 1,650 the alta forks, probably indicating the existence of

two fissures connected by a diagonal cross-course, for on the 1,5-10 and

again at the 1,440 tliere are two altas nearly parallel and at a considerable

M0?J XIII -I
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distance from one anotlier. On tlie 1,850 (1,832 to 1,847) it is the north-

erly alta which extends to the north group. The same is true of the clays

on the 1,735, and on the 1,650 it is also the north fork of the alta which

has been followed to the neighborhood of the Randol shaft. On the 1,550

(1,540 to 1,547) there are three lines of alta, two of which are to the south-

west and one to the northeast. From tlie continuities just mentioned on

the three levels below this it is evident that the northerly alta of the 1,540

in the southwest region answers to the alta in the north grouji of ore bodies,

and to emphasize this relation I have connected the two altas by a straight

dotted line. A precisely similar relation exists on the 1,440. Thus for a

vertical interval of 500 feet there is abundant evidence of two fissures, the

outer or more northerly of which leads into the north group of ore cham-

bers. The inner or more southerly fissure is certainly that upon which ore

has been followed from the top of Mine Hill, as may clearlv be seen by ref-

erence to the section of this channel on Atlas Sheet X. The southerly or

inner altas on the 1,540 and 1,440 levels form the hanging wall of ore body

XLT, which appears on Atlas Sheet X, and this section shows that from this

body to the top of Mine Hill the ore is substantially cpntinuous. The outer

or northerly alta appears on Atlas Sheet X as the hanging wall of the body

XLVIII. These sp-me altas in the north grou^J overlie the bonanzas known

as XXI, XLIV, XX, which appear on the section through the Randol shaft

(Atlas Sheet XI), and from this section it is manifest that the fissure carry-

ing these bonanzas is continuous up to the 900-foot level. Referring again

to the plan of the altas (Atlas Sheet XIII), it is seen that the two groups

of ore bodies are so fVir apart between the 1,440 and the 1,050 that from

this plan alone no certain result could be reached as to the distinctness of

the fissures within this interval. The lines of altas are very tortuous as

well as distant, and without the aid of the sections it might seem quite pos-

sible that the altas of the same level were continuous in the two groups;

but in the foregoing I have sliown that each of these fissures for the inter-

val between the 1,440 and the 1,050 continues in depth and that at lower

levels the fissures are distinct. It is true that the fissures might come to-

getlier above, thougli this would be an unusual structure. But on the 950
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the altas of the two groups once more assume a position of approximate

parallelism, which shows that they remain distinct throughout.

Another test of the distinctness of the fissures can be applied, and,

indeed, one which is of no small importance for the mine. The average

strike of the north group in its upper portion is on a line not far from S.

50° W. magnetic, and, as shown by the north and south section through

the shaft, if the north fissure were continuous it would reach the surface

about four hundred feet south of the Randol shaft. Having arrived at this

conclusion, I examined the surface, and did in fixct find a line of dolomitic,

botryoidal croppings north of the road leading from the office to the Randol

shaft above the Randol group of bonanzas, and which seemed to strike for

other croppings on which a little tunnel has been opened about four hun-

dred and fifty feet south magnetic from the shaft. These croppings thus

strike very nearly in the same direction as the altas of the Randol group

of ore bodies on the 1,050-foot level, and are very close to the position

indicated for a cropping of this fissure. In my opinion they represent

such a cropping and complete the proof that the New Almaden mine pos-

sesses two important fissures, along one of wdiich the south group of

bonanzas has been followed from the surface, while the north group lies

upon the other. One fissure underlies the great tongue of hanging coun-

try, the other intersects it.

Ore in the inclosed wedge.—Betwceu the two prluclpal fissurcs a wedge of

country rock exists. It is not uncommon for great masses of this description

to be inclosed on both sides by ore-bearing fissures. Such was the case on

the Comstock and also in the Ruby Hill mines at Eureka, Nev. Ground

thus inclosed is seldom solid and subsidiary fissures leading into it are often

ore bearing. In the New Ahnaden mine the ore is not confined to well de-

fined fissures. It is true that ore can be followed from the top of Mine Hill

downward to a depth of ],G00 feet practically without a break; but the sec-

tions show that at many points the fissures are systems of associated open-

ings rather than simple ruptures. The north and south section through the

Randol shaft shows a section of the Velasco, Theatre, and several of the

Santa Rita bodies, which is especially illustrative of this structure. The

section shows that the wedge of ground between the principal fissures is
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not a solid mass, but that subordinate fissures and ore channels exist in it.

This would be still more evident were all the ore bodies represented. Those

which have been exploited since systematic work was begun are, I believe,

all accurately given, but in the early days there were many openings,

resembling burrows rather than mines, excavated from the surface between

the Randol shaft and the top of Mine Hill. Mr. Reade has shown many

of the dumps of these old workings on Atlas Sheet VIII. They produced

considerable quantities of ore. One of them, the Juan Vega, which appears

on the plan but not on the sections, I was able to explore. The stopes were

of considerable size and the ore ajjpears to have been ver}- rich. It was

associated with masses of dolomite similar to those found at the surface as

croppings, but which are not met with in the lower levels. Evidently fis-

sures carrying ore in solution must have reached the Juan Vega and other

similar deposits. These fissures must have connected with great ore clian-

nels, and must therefore intersect the wedge of country rock.

The wedge of rock between the two principal fissures has contained

ore bodies and the fissures leading to them must penetrate the wedge through

and through. The entire mass should be regarded as potentially ore bear-

ing and should be explored. It is not in the least likely that all tlie ore

which it contains is known and, if other bodies are encountered, they will

be mined at a greater profit than similar bodies at lower levels. This niciss

and the lateral extensions of the main fissures constitute the promising

ground in the mine. At the lowest levels reached there is little ore. There

is no known reason why bodies of cinnabar should not be found at still

greater depths, but I do not regard it as probable that the ore chambers

beneath the 2,000-foot level will be as frequent as they were above Some

further comments on the fissure system of this mine will be made below.

Cora Blanca and Washington deposits Thc WOrkiugS of the WasllingtOU sliaft,

which were formerlv known as the San Francisco mine, are connected

with the main mine of New Almaden, but the deposits were not being

worked during n\v visit. The association of minerals and rocks is entirely

similar to that of the main mine, and the deposits are also accompanied by

clay seams or alta.s. The position of the deposits is shown on Atlas Sheets

VIII, IX, ;\n(l X. Oix' has l)een followed in the- workings to a dejith of
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850 feet below the summit of Mine Hill, but below that level no ore bodies

have as yet been met with. The strike of these deposits is at an ang-le of

over 70° to the deep fissure of the New iVlmadeii, and both fissures stand

at considerable angles to the main axis of uplift.

Near the New Almaden and the Washington is the Cora Blanca mine,

the position of which, with a horizontal projection of the ore bodies, is

shown on Atlas Sheet VIII. Portions of it were accessible to me, but no

work was being done upon it. Though the rocks inclosing this deposit are

members of the metamorphic series they are less modified than usual, and

in part are but little contorted, though standing at a high angle. One of

the strata, which is usually close to the ore, is a magnesian limestone.

Some native quicksilver was found in the mine. The gangue minerals

accompanying the cinnabar are*lalmost exclusively carbonates. There are

clays and evidences of disturbances in the Cora Blanca, but less marked

than in the New Almaden. The ore-bearing solutions have followed the

bedding for the most part, and in places the deposits can be classed only

as a bedded vein; but not infrequently the ore crosses laminse and often

fills chambers adjacent to the main ore-bearing surface. These are in part

reticulated masses and in part impregnations in sandstones. The ore was

followed to a depth of 750 feet below the summit of Mine Hill. The strike

of this deposit is about N. 18° W. magnetic, or very nearly true north and

south. The direction has doubtless been influenced by the fact that the

partings between the beds oifered a comparatively slight resistance to rupt-

ure. Tlie average dip is about 40° to the west.

The Enriquita._The Euriqulta mine is also on the property of the company

which owns the deposits described above. It has long been abandoned and

no part of the deposits is accessible. The ore-beai-ing ground was about

five hundred feet in length and had an extreme width of about sixty feet,

tlie dip being nearly vertical. From a manuscript report of Mr. Louis Ja-

nin, which he has kindly shown me, I see that the ore was found in lime-

stone inclosed on both sides by serpentine. The ore formed rich pockets,

connected by stringers, and the lowest body, the San Jose, was the richest

of all. The mine possessed reduction works and in a short time yielded
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metal worth $350,000. It was producing in 18G0 and is said to have

yielded about nine thousand flasks.

The Guadalupe.—Over fifty thousaud flasks of quicksilver have been pro-

duced from the Guadalupe, which was closed at the time of my visit, though

it had been working in the preceding year. Cinnabar has been found at a

great number of points on this property over an area of about a half a mile

square. The only deposit of large size detected cropped out about one

luindred and fifty feet north of the creek and has been followed down-

ward for over seven hundred feet. The strike of the main bod}* was about

east and west magnetic ; but to the east seams have been followed on

a more northerly course which led to small bodies of ore. The dip is

southerly and the greater part of the mine lies south of the creek. The ore

and the associated substances are said to have resembled those of New

Ahnaden, but I have been unable to obtain any particulars of interest. A
small quantity of ore was obtained from the " Oflice mine," a small excava-

tion on a cropping some two hundred and fifty feet north of that of the

main mine. Some of the other numerous superficial workings have also

yielded ore.

These excavations have obscured rather than revealed the structure of

the country, and I was unable to make observations sufficiently definite to

justif}' important conclusions. It certainly is improbable that the resources

of the locality are exhausted. The most evident course to be pursued is

further exploration along the fissures developed by the main mine. Were

the old tunnels and superficial workings which dot the surface cleaned out,

it is also possible that a careful study would reveal other fissures which

might be ore bearing in depth ; but there is no certainty that the search

for ore bodies would prove successful. Quicksilver deposition in the Coast

Ranges has been very irregular and study of the geological phenomena

shows that this is an almost necessary consequence of the structure. The

only way for quicksilver miners to keep up the value of their property is

to study the fissure system with the most earnest attention from day to day

and to do their prospecting while in bonanza. Prospecting when all the vis-

ible ore has been extracted and the old workings have become inaccessible

is little better than ffuess-work and seldom meets with much reward. It is
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only under exceptional conditions that ore bodies can be foreseen in the

quicksilver mines, and predictions as to the quantity of ore in these mines,

excepting so for as the ore is in sight, are entirely valueless.

Minor deposits.— In additiou to the mines upon which notes liave Ijeen given

above, there are a number of workings which have yielded cinnabar in

quantities of little or no commercial importance, but which throw some light

on the structure of the country through their position relatively to the more

developed deposits. The America, to the westward of the New Almaden

mine and a little south of the ridge, showed two small ore bodies. From

the plan of the drifts it would appear that clays running to the northeast

were followed. The Providentia, one quarter of a mile from the Enriquita,

in the direction of the New Almaden, yielded ore of excellent quality, as I

learn from Mr. Janin. The San Antonio mine was half a mile northwestward

from the Enriquita, on the hillside northeast of Los Capitancillos Creek, and

the San Mateo was a quarter of a mile farther in the same direction and

in a similar topographical position.

A mass of black opal, such as is so often associated with cinnabar in

California, exists about 6,400 feet north magnetic from the Enriquita, be-

tween the isolated patch of rhyolite and the continuous dike. I am not

aware that cinnabar has been detected at this point, but it would not be

surprising if search were to disclose at least a trace of ore.

Age and genesis of the deposits.—Tlic croppiuffs of Mluc Hill- havc becu exposcd

for a long time and there is a considerable quantity of cinnabar in the sur-

face soil of the hill. The deposits have been formed since any violent dis-

turbance of the country took place, however, for there are mere traces of

dislocation in the ore bodies. The eruption of rhyolite must have been

accompanied by very considerable movement of the country, and, had the

deposits existed before the formation of the dike, they could hardly have

escaped dislocation. There are no unquestionably Pliocene strata at New

Almaden, but beds of this age have been considerably disturbed both to

the north and to the south, though .at distances of a number of miles. It is

"very probable, but not certain, therefore, that the deposits are Post-Pliocene,

while it is certain that thev are not Pre-Pliocene.
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Ore deposition followed the eriipt'on of lava. The minerals deposited

and the manner of their deposition are snch as in the more northerly quick-

silver districts were induced by volcanic springs. Though there are now

no indubitalde remnants of the volcanic activity which certainly prevailed

here since the beginning of the Pliocene, the analogies of the deposit,

together with the presence of lava of approximately the same age as the

ore, make any theory of deposition excepting from hot sulphur springs

improbable. The source of the ore 'will be discussed in a future chapter.

General fissure system.—Tlie rlu'olite dike, of course, reprcseuTs a deep fis-

sure. The length of this dike shown on the map is about twenty thousand

feet, but I have followed it beyond the map limit for a considerable dis-

tance. The presence and the cliaracter of the range also indicate the

existence of an axis of disturbance, though its direction is more or less ob-

scured by irregularities in metamorphism and erosion. There can, further,

be no doubt from the foregoing description that the cinnabar deposits

occur along fissures. The question arises, what connection exists between

the fissures upon which the various deposits are found ! It is hardly pos-

sible to consider the relative position of the Guadalupe, San Mateo, San

Antonio, Enriquita, Providentia, America, and Washington without coming

to the conclusion that they form a substantially continuous series of de-

posits. If the strike of the Guadalupe, the Enriquita, and the Washington

be taken into account this impression is strengthened, for it is easy to draw

a continuous line through the deposits which will coincide with the strike of

each. This series leaves out the New Almaden and the Cora Blanca. The

deep fissures of the New Almaden to the northeast of the Randol shaft are

nearly straight, approximately vertical, and strongly marked by slicken-

sides, clays, and other evidences of motion. They must be very profound

and persistent fissures. They strike nearly for the workings of the Amer-

ica. The fissures on the lower levels have been followed for about one

thousand feet and to about twenty-two hundred feet in a horizontal direc-

tion from the America. I cannot believe that these strong fissures can die

out within this distance or that they can greatly change in general direc-

tion. They might possibly be replaced by other fissures near to them and

parallel with them, the two sets being connected by more or less indistinct
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cross-courses, but this would be substantial continuity. If I am right, the

New Almaden deep fissures connect with the ore-bearing fissures south of

the ridge and cross the ridge near the America. Considering the amount of

disturbance on the New Almaden fissures they would seem to represent the

main line of fracture, and in that case the crack leading to the Washington is

in the nature of a cross-course. The apparent strike of the America accords

with this view, which is strengthened by the relations to the dike to be men-

tioned presently. As for the Cora Blanca, the fact that the deposit is largely

bedded or that it follows the stratification complicales its relations, for its

strike is very likely to diff'er considerably from that which it would have if the

structure of the country had not presented a local line of weakness. It may

be that this mine is on a cross-course nearly parallel to the Washington, but

the evidence is hardly sufficient to justify speculation. The following sketch

shows the approximate positions of the several deposits of the ridge and of

the dike. The strike of the main deposits is also indicated and a fine line

is drawn through all except tlie Cora Blanca. The upper portion of the

south fissure of the New Almaden is not represented on the sketch for lack

of data. The croppings of this fissure probably curve rapidly toward those

of its northerly companion, but the soil and artificial disturbances obscure

the line (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. R. deep Assures of the New Almuden near the Eandol shaft; IT, -WashiDgton deposit: A. America; B, Cora

Blanca; P, Piovidentia; £, Euriquita; SJ, Saa Antouio ; Jf , San Matoo ; G, Guadalupe; dd rbjolite dike.

The straightness and persistence of the dike seem to show that its crop-

pings have the same strike as the main fissure through which it reached
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the surface. I have shown that the deposits were probably induced by

volcanic acti\'ity following the eruption of this lava, so that a not very

remote connection exists between the ore-bearing fissures and that marked

by rhyolite. At the time of the lava eruption the present range of hills

existed much as it does to-day. Consequently the course of a fissure tend-

ing to assume a strike nearly parallel to that of the dike and which was

formed near the range of the hills would be affected by their presence.

The hills would act as a mass of considerable rigidity and would tend to

deflect such a fissure, but if at any point this tendency were overcome the

fissure would return more or less closely to the direction of the dike. Now,

near the Guadalupe the line connecting the deposits is almost exactly par-

allel to the dike ; as the ridge curves away from the dike the line of de-

posits follows the high ground. After the angle between the ridge and the

dike becomes large the line of fissure seems to me to cross the higli land

and to approach the dike again in the New Almaden ground at an angle of

about 30°. In crossing the ridge a branch fissure seems to have been

formed leading to the Washington.

I cannot, of course, pretend to have demonstrated the above explana-

tion of the relations of the deposits. For this the exposures are insufiicient.

I off"er it, however, as a working hypothesis which possesses considerable

probability and may serve as the basis for a more exact tlieor}' to be elab-

orated by the engineers in charge of the properties. It is probably needless

to remark that if the hypothesis set forth above be true it shows where ore

is to be sought, but ore will be found only at certain favored points or in

certain channels at or near the fissures. If the Washington fissure actually

meets that connecting the New Almaden and the America, great disturbances

must have taken place at the junction and some ore will probably be found

there.



CHAPTER XI.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THE STEAMBOAT SPRINGS
DISTRICT.

[Atlas Slieet XIV.]

Character of the district.— SteaiTiboat Spriiigs lic.s Ijetweeu the Sierra Nevada

and tlie Virginia Range, at the western edge of the Great Basin. The

forests and snows of the great Sierra are in sight a few miles away, but in

the neighborhood of the springs only sage brush grows without irrigation.

The soil in the lowlands, however, is fertile, and sufficient w^ater is avail-

able to bring a considerable surface under cultivation. The hills are for

the most part bare rock, as geologists love to see them. Many of the

exposures are whitened or reddened by solfataric action, and on cool days

tall columns of steam rise from the numerous hot springs, giving the local-

ity a weird appearance. Steamboat Springs is only six miles from the

Comstock lode and lies at the northwest base of Mt. Davidson, on the

eastern flank of which is the great .silver vein. The intervening space is for

the most part covered with lavas, one of the sheets of which seems to be

continuous for the entire distance. All the rocks which occur at Steam-

boat are also found in the immediate neighborhood of the Comstock, and

the fissures of the two localities are approximately parallel cracks, with

many points of resemblance. Steamboat affords fine opportunities for the

investigation of massive rocks, and the occurrences here serve to throw

much additional light on the rocks of the Washoe district, described by me

in Vol. Ill of this series. The proximity of the areas permitted me to

make direct comparisons during the present investigation. The spring
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deposits also have long baen known to be of extraordinav}- interest, because

thov contain metallic compounds, including cinnabar and gold. So much

cinnabar is found here in areas still emitting steam and sulphur gases that

mining operations were undertaken some years since aud a furnace was run

for a time on the ore. That quicksilver was produced is certain, though

I was unable to ascertain how man\- flasks. A considerable amount of ore

is in sight, aud there is no apparent reason to doubt that were the price of

the metal to rise to a dollar a pound the deposit might be worked at some

profit.

Here, if anywhere, the question of the mode of genesis of cinnabar

deposits can be settled, and the study of the locality was undertaken on

that account. The results of this study and of laboratory experiments

suggested by it appear in this and succeeding chapters.

Granite—The litliological character of the nuissive rocks of Steamboat

has been described in Chapter IV, and the details do not require repetition

here excepting in reference to the distribution of the rocks and their rela-

tions to field habit. The granite, wdiich is exposed to a large extent, mani-

festly underlies the whole region. In external appearance it is thoroughly

typical, and no geologist would doubt for a moment how to classify it. It

is unstratified, much fissured, weathers irregularly, and sometimes crumbles

to a coarse gravel, as granites often do. Some of it is coarse, and it dis-

pla3-s considerable irregidarities in texture and mineralogical composition,

as if it had never been thoroughly fluid. Plagioclase is occasionally visible

with the naked eye, but the predominant feldspar seems to be orthoclase.

Under the microscope this granite appears less topical, inasmuch as the

quantity of triclinic feldspar seems in the slides unusually lai-ge, and one

might well doubt whether to class some of the rock as orthoclastic or pla-

gioclastic. This is one of the cases in which the appearance is less truthful

under the microscope than to the unaided vision, and this is doubtless due

to the fact that the plagioclase is recognized by positive characters between

crossed nicols, while the presence of orthoclase is evinced chiefly by the

absence of polysynthetic structure. Separation by specific gravity shows

that the more plagioclastic specimens of the rock contain about as nuich

orthoclase as plagioclase. The granite of Steamboat Springs is substan-
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tially similar to that which appears near the southern end of the Conistock

Lode. The superficial exposure there is very small, but the rock extends

into the workings of the mines at American Flat. Similar o-ranite is found

near Washoe Lake, some miles south of Steamboat, and large exposures of

it exist between these points and Lake Tahoe, in the Sierra.

The granite is intersected by distinct dikes of granite porphyry. So

far as observed these dikes do not penetrate the sedimentary rocks and are

ppobably older than the beds.

The m=tamorphic series.—Upou tlio granitc Hos a couslderable area of sedi-

ments, which are in part very highly metamorphosed and in part but little

altered. These beds are usually nearly vertical and strike with the trend

of the Sierra. Attempts to make two series of them failed and only resulted

in showing that the metamorphism was partial and irregular. The highly

altered portions considerably resemble Archaean schists, but the partial

character of the metamorphism seems to forbid their reference to a Pre-

Cambrian age. They are certainly Pre-Tertiary, for there are Tertiary

strata within a few miles both to the north and to the south which are far

less disturbed and not at all metamorphosed. The only other sedimentary

rocks known to exist near the eastern edge of the Great Basin in this lati-

tude are those determined to be Jura-Trias by the paleontologists who dis-

cussed the fossils collected by the geologists of the Geological Exploration of

the Fortieth Parallel. Dr. White, on reviewing the evidence on which the

assignment was made, thinks it insufficient to justify any conclusion more

definite than that the beds in question are Mesozoic. The descriptions of

these Mesozoic rocks accord very well with the strata found at Steamboat.

Their metamorphism is perhaps an evidence that they are not younger than

the Neocomian, for no more recent alteration of any such intensity is known

to have taken place later than the Post-Neocomian upheaval so often re-

ferred to in this volume. The upheaval is the same as that called the Post-

Jurassic by Professor Whitney, and its existence was no doul^t given due

weight by the geologists of the fortieth parallel when they referred the

Mesozoic beds of Nevada to the Jura-Trias. As this region is separated

from the gold belt by a great range of mountains, however, it is not impo.s-

sible that its metamorphism may have been subsequent to and independent
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of that of California, though no known fact lends this supposition proba-

bility. A prolonged, but wholly unsuccessful search was made for fossils,

which are also very rare in the other Mesozoic rocks of Nevada.

A portion of these rocks are conglomerates. Among the pebbles of

these conglomerates are some of diabase, identical with the porphyritic

diabase which forms the hanging wall of the Comstock lode. There can be

little doubt that these pebbles formed a portion of masses which were erupted

simultaneously with that at Virginia, and it is possible that they came from

that very mass, though this is not certain. I did not succeed in finding peb-

bles of the still older diorite of Mt. Davidson, which may perhaps have been

bui'ied under the diabase at the time when the conglomerates were laid

down. The bearings of the occurrence of diabase pebbles at Steamboat

on the geology of Washoe I have enlarged upon in another publication.^

Earlier hornblende-andesitc. TllC oldcSt of tllO laVaS of the district is llOm-

blende-andesite. It overlies the metamorphic beds in part and is distinctly

more recent than the date of their upheaval. All this lava is very compact and

of a bluish tint, but it is divisible into three varieties: one extremely fine-

grained and often of a slaty texture ; one a comparatively coarse-grained,

porphyritic rock ; the last glassy. Of these the first is most common. It is

also found near the Ophir grade at Virginia* and the two occurrences are

indistinguishably similar. The coarse-grained, somewhat grayish porphyry

is best represented at Steamboat, near the eastern edge of the map. At

Virginia this modification is perhaps the commonest. The glassy variety,

associated with the others, is found at the western edge of the map of Steam-

boat Springs. In this area there also occurs a very small amount of a

pyroxenic andesite which, after careful study, seems to me to represent a

strictly local variation in mineralogical composition and to pass over into

the hornblende rock by transitions. The fact that this andesite overlies the

metamorphics seems to indicate that it is later than the early Cretaceous.

The existence of glassy modifications forming a portion of the areas is evi-

dence that it is much later than the Cretaceous. Indeed it is hard to under-

stand how the glass can have failed to be removed if this andesite is older

than the Pliocene.

I The Washoe rocks : Bull. California Acad. Sci. No. fi, vol.'.', 1637, p. 93.
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Later andesitea.—Moi'e receiit tliaii tliG liombleade-andesitos described

above are other andesitic rocks. These are divisiljle niliierak)g-icall}- into

three varieties, and are so hxid do\Tn upon the map. Tliey appear, liow-

ever, to have been ejected ahnost simultaneously. They are all so recent

that extremely little erosion has taken place and only a few depressions are

marked by water- courses. The difference in this respect between tlie areas

of later andesites and tlie metamorphic areas is readily seen from the map

where the amount of sculpturing corresponds to the geological colors.

All the later andesites are rough, soft rocks, in which the feldspars are

much cracked. Some of them are laminated, the beds averaging perhaps

an inch and a half in thickness, and this modification is physically indis-

tinguishable from similar occurrences at Clear Lake. One variety of these

rocks is highly pyroxenic ; a second is hornblendic, though not free from

pyroxene, and sometimes contains mica, while often lacking this constituent.

Between the pyroxenic and hornblendic rocks are transitions of the most

.unmistakable kind, which I have designated by a separate color and have

entitled for the purposes of this one map " transition andesite." In these

areas the composition of the rock is curiously variable. Tluis, in a little

triangular patch nearly south of the mines and embracing considerably less

than two acres, specimens can be collected which in the office might well be

supposed to represent three distinct species: one a pyroxerie-andesite, one a

simple hornblende-andesite without mica, and the third a micaceous horn-

blende-andesite. But the whole area is thoroughly exposed and certainly

represents only a simple eruption. The different varieties of rock were

found here and elsewhere within a few inches of one another on the same

blocks of lava. Such occurrences sliow how hopeless is the attempt to

reconstruct the geology of an eruptive district from collections alone.

The area colored as later hornblende-andesite is covered with rock

almost indistinguishable from the later hornblende-andesite near the Com-

stock ; indeed, a very largo proportion of the region intervening between

the two districts is occupied by this rock and the lava field seems to be

continuous from the northern end of the Comstock area to tlie eastern edge

of tlio Steamboat Springs map. In both neighborhoods the quantity of

mica is variable, but near Steamboat it is exceedingly capricious. Mica is
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sometimes present iu most uiuisual (|uautities, tormiiiga large percentage of

the entire mass, and such flows appear to have been the latest of all. Else-

where the rock is scantily supplied with mica and over considerable areas

the most diligent search failed to reveal a single flake.

The non- micaceous portions of the later hornblende-andesites are dis-

tinguishable from the pyroxene -andesite only by the relative abundance uf

the bisilicates, texture and habitus being identical and both of them trachytic.

The hornblendic and the pyroxenic moditications of this rock are in con-

tact at the eastern portion of the map. Neither is eroded to any considera-

ble extent, though both areas are more or less covered with loose fragments.

I was unable to make sure whether the eruptions had been actually simul-

taneous or not. On the whole, the pyroxenic rock seemed a little earlier

than the hornblendic lava. On comparing the occiwrences here with those

at Virginia I found that transitions occurred at the latter locality also, which

I had overlooked when I mapped the geology of that region. The transi-

tion rocks in the Washoe district occur along the ridge of which Mt. Kate

forms a part and near that peak, and are present in small quantities only.^

At Virginia the pyroxenic portion of the later andesites is older than that

which carries mica. On the other hand, Mr. Lindgren found near Mono

Lake flows of pyroxenic andesites, entirely similar to that of Steamboat,

overlying micaceous, hornblendic andesites. The order of succession is thus

not a fixed one. At Steamboat the two are very nearly and perhaps abso-

lutely contemporaneous. Bjth of them are later than the earlier dense

liornblende-andesite and have overflowed it. The area of the older ande-

sites at the east of the map is also intersected by dikes of the later rocks.

These dikes are in part micaceous and in part free from mica. Those por-

tions of them which carry no mica are sometimes highly charged with horn-

blende and sometimes carry comparatively large quantities of pyroxene.

' The occurreuce of these tr.insitious shows that the pyroxeue-.-imiesite of the Mt. Kate Kauge iui-

luoJiately preceded the later horubleude-audesite adjoiuing it. The pjToxcue-andesite of the Washoe

district (laid dowu on the map as aiigite-audesite) is divisible into two eruption.-!, one much older than

the other, thon^h without any intervening ontbnrst. The Wiishoe district contains three pyroxenic

rocks of dirtVront ages: diabase, which was followed by a hornblende-andesite, and two snccessive

oiitdows of pyrox^ne-andesite, both later than this earlier horn blende-andesite. The pyroxene-andesites

were again followed by later hornblende-andesite. Dr. Whitmau Cross pointed ont the prevalence of

hypersthone in andesite after my discussion of the lithology of WasbJe was completed. Compare my
paper, " Washoe rocks," cited above.
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They are all of the trachytic type. Similar rocks occur abundantly in the

surrounding region. Special mention may be made of tlie Ilufaker Butte,

which is an isolated volcanic mass about four miles north of Steamboat, in

the valley. This seems clearly to represent a single eruption or a series of

eruptions embraced within a short interval of time. The rock is ull tra-

chytic, in part highly micaceous and in part free from mica.

While it is quite possible to distinguish varieties among these later au-

desites, they pass over into one another in such a manner as to indicate that

they form a natural group. Tlie distinctions are, at least near Steamboat

Springs, of little geological inii)ortanoe. As is ])ointed out in (!ha[)ter IV,

similar rocks occur at Mt. Shasta and from Clear Lake to the Bay of San

Francisco, but those of the latter area are remarkable becau.se they usually

contain mica and pyroxene, but no hornl)l(inde. All these; andesites seem

to be more recent than the clo.se of the Pliocene and all have a similar

})hysical chnracter. Some contain pyroxene with a very little hornblende;

some, pyroxene and micii, but no hornblende; some, hornblende with a little

pyroxene and no mica; some, much mica, a little hornblende, and a trace

of pyroxene. P]very possible combination of these ferromagnesian silicates

excepting those altogether excluding pyroxene is represented ; there is no

known difference in mode of occurrence and the order of succession is

variable. This group of rocks is the same which, before tlie reference of

lavas to the microscope became habitual, were regarded as tracli}tes. Tlie

name is indefensilde, for the rocks are plagioclastic ; but the thing to which

it was given is a geological entity. I liave therefore pro[)Osed for this nat-

ural grou)) of rocks the name aspcrttes, which is etymologically an equiva-

lent of trachyte, but of Latin origin.

Basalt.—The biisalt of Steamboat is in no respect remarkiihle. 'I'liough

it covers a considerable area, the amount of the rock is by no means great,

for it is evident from some exposures tliat the sheet is only a few yards in

thickness. Doubtless, however, the depth of the lava is variable. Basaltic

breccias form a portion of the mass. The ba.salt eruption antedates the

dejiosition of ore, at least in part; for where it adjoins the mine it is sol-

fatiiricall}' decomposed and cinnabar has been deposited in crevices in the

lava. The spring deposits, including the cinnabar, have formed close to

MON XIII L'L*
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the edge of the basalt, and I can see no reason to doubt that they result

from the volcanic action of which the lava eruption was one manifestation.

The springs.—Thc preseut vents of the springs lie along a series of fissures

about a mile in length, shown on the map nearly parallel to the railroad.

These cracks have formed in a mass of sinter deposited from earlier vents and

are in part choked up by detritus, in part covered by recent deposits, but

they are nevertheless traceable for long distances. The vents in numy cases

retain their fissure character and the water mny be seen and heard boiling

in ojjcnings, evidently of great depth, from an incli to two feet in width and

many yards in length. At other points the cracks are closed, with the ex-

ception of pipe-like openings, through which the water reaches the surface.

At vents of the latter class there often form smooth mounds of sinter, from

the summit of which the water escapes continuously or fitfully. Some of

the springs have a true geyser character, though on a very small scale,

alternately disappearing from their basins and returning to them with noise

and agitation at short intervals of time. It is said by the inhabitants that

in some seasons the water returns to certain of the basins with sufficient

violence to be thrown several feet into the air, but during my visits the

maximum action did not exceed a plentiful overflow.

It is very clear that tliese springs are short-lived. In the most active

area they are to bj found in every approach to extinction. Some have

completely covered their own vents with sinter, though when tlie crust is

broken hot water is still found below, while otlier mounds and cracks are

completely cold. Some very active vents are also manifestly extremely

recent and have only lately begun to form new deposits. The extinction

and subsequent formation of springs has certainly been in progress for a

long time and the accumulation of sinter is large. The u{)per line of vents

is about one hundred feet above the railroad, which runs along the base

of the mass of sinter. The ground beneath the sintei-, however, evidently

slopes outward from the hills, and the maximum thickness of the deposits is

probably about fifty feet. Active springs formerly existed at many other

points. The map extends eastward to the foot of the Virginia Eange. The

rocks of this range a little farther eastward are greatly decomposed, apparent-

ly by solfataric action. There is also on the map east of the railroad one
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saiall area of sinter in which there is now no evidence of activity. Much

of the main area of sinter is hkewise cohl and (h-y, but some three thousand

feet due west of the active g-roup of fissui'cs is a second group, now nearly

extinct, of which only one is shown on the map. From this small quantities

of steam and other gases still escape at a few points. At the mine only

small (piantities of sinter exist and the fissures are not superficially defined

as in the areas just mentioned, though it is clear that the lines of vent ex-

tended in a direction nearly north and south. In some of the excavations

the ground is moist and still hot enough to be painful to the touch. Gases

too, still es^-ape, but no water flows. The entire area of sinter and decom-

posed granite north and west of the basalt area is continuous and manifestly

has a common origin. There can of course be no question that the thermal

action of this locality is volcanic. The area of thermal activity is at the

foot of a stream of comparatively recent basalt, which was the last rock

ejected. The relations tlius point very clearly to an immediate connection

between the Ijasalt eruption and hot springs.

In discussing the solfatarism of the Washoe district I inferred that it

was prabaldy of later date than the eruption of later hornblende-ando-

site, while of its time-relations to the basalt eruption there was no means

of judging.' I was not then aware of the evidence that the activity at

Steamboat was directly referable to the eruption of basalt. Tlie thermal

action on the Comstock has advanced somewhat farther towards extinction

than that at Steamboat; for, while the water on the 3,00(»-foot level of the

Comstock is cliarged with carbonic and sulph}'dric acids and has a tempera-

ture of 70.7^ C, most of the vents at the surface at Steamboat show still

liigher temperatures and the water at a distance of half a mile below must

be greatly superheated. Nevertheless the thermal action in each of tiie

districts must be of approximately the san\e age, as are also the basalt erup-

tions of the two areas; and the fact that the origin of the spring In the one

case is directly traceable to the eruption of basalt makes it extremely prol)-

able that in the other also the basalt eruption gave rise to the thermal ac-

tivity. The relations of the lava to the springs at Steamboat are strikingly

' Geology of the Comstock Lode, p. 207.
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similar to those studied by Dr. Hector near Lake Omapere, in New Zea-

land, where, too, the sinter contains cinnabar. (See page 50.)

Diversities—The eflfects produced by the action of the heated waters and

of the gases accompanying them in the various portions of the atfected area

differ very materially and in an interesting manner. The heavy masses of

sinter near the railroad are to a considerable extent composed of carbonates

and all effervesce with acids. Much of the mass is silica, however, in part

crystalline and in part amorphous. The material is deposited in laj'ers or

bands, partly lining crevices and partly covering the adjacent country in

more or less nearly horizontal sheets. The linings of the crevices have a

ribbon structure precisely such as is found in veins and composed of sub-

stantially the materials most common in veins, excepting indeed the hy-

drated silica. In the northwestern part of the area carbonates occur only

in small quantities. The deposits here are for the most part chalcedony,

which also exhibits riljbon structure. In the neighborhood of the mine

workings only small quantities of silica and carbonates have been deposited.

Here, indeed, the quantity of material removed by the spring waters is

greatly in excess of the deposits which they have formed. In the southern

jiart of the ground, where mining has been carried on, an actual basin has

l)een formed, with a low rim to the north, which, however, is not sufficiently

high to be exhibited b}- the 20-foot contour lines. This basin, from which

there is no drainage, is not artificial, and appears be}'ond question to have

formed in consequence of the collapse of the decomposed granite, yet it

contains not only cinnabar, but a thin layer of sinter composed of carbonates

and silica

There is no reason to suppose that the general character of the fluids

and gases which have been active in the various portions of this area dif-

fered qualitatively ; on the contrary, the entire character of the deposits and

the distribution of decomposed granite indicate that the qualitative com-

position was the same. Variations in the quantitative composition of the

waters thus seems to have been snfficient to bring about either the deposi-

tion of large masses of material or an actual subsidence of the surface.

This important inference mayssem doubtful when drawn from this locality

alone; for, though there is no indication of a qualitative difference in the
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waters, the proof that tlie water which uiulermiiied the basin south of the

furnaces was similar to that now issuing- near tlie railway is neg-ative. At

Sulpliur Bank, however, we have springs of similar (puilitative composi-

tion which are not depositing- sinter to any extent and which are actually

removing material by their solvent action. The difference at the two

localities appears to depend largely upon the rpiantity of sulphuric acid

generated. At Steamboat, also, the depressed basin contains sulphates,

which have been formed by the action of sulphuric acid on the rock.s,

and I can see no reason to doubt that the quantity of sulphuric acid

generated has determined deposition of sinter or removal of constituents

of the rocks.

The silica of the sinters.— As has beeu Stated, one portion of the sinter area

consists almost solely of a flinty or chalcedonic mass. This is by no means

ancient, for scalding steam still issues at one point, nor does it show any signs

of erosion. Under the microscope the sinter is found to be composed of ordi-

nnry quartz crystals and fibrous, crystalline silica. No opal was detected

with certainty by the microscope. This rock is almost absolutely identical

with some of the chalcedonic specimens from Knoxville, which contain, in

addition, cinnabar. The sinters from the springs now most active are finer

grained than that just described. They are composed of silica and carbon-

ates. The silica is certainly in part crystalline and does not remain dark

between crossed nicols.

To obtain further information about the existence of opal, water deter-

minations were made of three specimens, care being taken to separate the

water from other volatile constituents. One of the specimens was a milky-

white, compact rock with dull luster; a second was a very dark slate-col-

ored rock with a resinous luster; and the third, a pure-white sinter, earthy

and friable in part. The water absorbed in a calcium chloride tube was

in the order of the descriptions 0.72, 3.77, and 0.67 per cent. These ex-

periments show that hydrous silica was present in three specimens and

that they were true chalcedonies, if by that term is understood a mixture

of crystalline and amorphous silica.^ It is evident from these observations

' Some remarks wiU be made io Chapter XIV on auotUer use of the word olialcedony.
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tliat crystalline silica, both fibrous and granular, forms from thermal springs

at the earth's surface.

Gases.— Besides steam, hydrogen sulphide, carbonic anhydride, and

sidphurous anhydride escape from the springs and fissures. The quanti-

tative composition of the gas manifestly varies from point to point, and

therefore quantitative analyses were not made. In the qualitative anahses

free hydrogen and hydrocarbons were looked for, but none was detected.

Neither were oily hydrocarbons found here as they are at most quicksilver

deposits, though low forms of vegetation flourish in the waters of the hot

springs even at very high temperatures. The absence of hydrocarl)ons from

the gJises and deposits is a very important fact. The sinter rests upon

granite, and through this rock the spring-s reach the surface. If the hydro-

gen sulphide were a result of the reduction of soluble sulphates by organic

matter, hvdrocarljons would almost certainly be present, as was pointed

out b\* Bunsen in his great memoir on the geysers of Iceland. The com-

position of these gases, therefore, points to generation from inorganic

material at the seat of volcanic activity tar below the surface. Whether,

under the unknown conditions there prevailing, hydrogen sulphide can be

derived from sulphates without the intervention of organic matter b}' some

reaction not yet discovered, or whether the sulphur comes from regions

which have never been oxidized, is uncertain. The same gases are perceji-

tible at the mine as at the more active springs ; it is possible, however, that

a portion of the sulphurous anhydride at the mine is due to the decompo.si-

tion of hyposulphites.

The metalliferous deposits.—The spHugs uow flowiiig emit 110 gTcat quantity

of water and many of the vents did not overflow at all during my visit;

neither does the water seem to be impelled toward the surface with any vio-

lence and in most cases it is perfectly clear. The mass of sinter through

which the water attains the surface is also many yards in thickness. The

deposits formed in the vents, particulai'lv when they are narrow cracks, con-

sequently consist of substances which have been held in solution by the

waters and which have been precipitated by cooling, evaporation, and, to

some extent, by acidification Large quantities of these deposits were col-
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lected at diiroreiit points and were analyzed with the utmost care. In the

waters tlicmselvos one could expect to find oidy those substances which

were most aljundant in the natural precipitates, because they represent the

concentration of much larger cpiantities of water tlian it would be practicable

to evaporate for analysis. The spring deposits were found to contain the fol-

lowing metallic substances arranged as nearly as may be in the order of their

quantity : Sulphides of antimoii}- and arsenic, ferric hydrate, lead sulphide,

copper sulpiride, mercuric sulphide, gold, and silver, together with traces of

zinc, manganese, cobalt, and nickel. In the spring water itself only antimony,

arsenic, and traces of mercury were detected. In considering the analyses,

it nuist be remendjered that the greater part of the metallic deposits are not

at the vents of the living springs, but to the west at the mine, where no

springs now exist, though steam and solfataric gases in small cpiantitics still

escape.

Metalliferous spring deposits.— Specimens I aiul II wcrc from an old crevice in

the plateau of sinter near the railroad. The crevice was sealed witli sinter

and tlie ground was entirely cold. When it was oiiened no water was found.

The deposit was r U-ne, simple fissure vein between walls composed of earlier

sinters. It was brick-red in color, like almost all of the metalliferous de-

posits of the. plateau, the tint being due to red, precipitated sulphide of

antimony, a mineral which I believe has received no name.' The color of

some of'tliese deposits is such as to suggest impure cinnabar, but in none

of those near the railway did we find enough mercuric sulphide to account

for the tint Qualitative analysis showed the presence of mercury, gold,

silver, copper, lead, arsenic, antimony, iron, aluminium, manganese, zinc

in minute quantity, traces of cobalt and nickel, lime, magnesia, lithium,

sodium and potassium, silica and sulphur. A minute quantity of sulphates

ajipeared to be present. Quantitative separations were made with very

large samples. The object was to obtain weighable amounts of the metals,

in order that an idea might be obtained of their relative abundance. The

precise estimation, however, has only a general val ue, because the de^^sit

1 Dr. J. Sterry Huut desiiiug to meutiou tbi.s mineral iu bis classification, I suggested metastibuiU

(Proc. Am. Philos. Soc, vol. 25, 1888, p. 168).
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is luaiiitestly of variable composition. The t'ollowiiio- fio-ui-e.s g-ive the

results:

Weight of aiimple ..

Gold

Silver ..

Mercuric sulpbide

I.e.itl sulphide

Cujtric sulphide

Antimunious and .irsenious Rulphidea.

Ferrie oxide

Grants.

1, 021. 0000

0. 0009

0. 0003

O.OOU

0.0899

0.00C4

Omina.

3, 403. 0000

0. 0034

0. 0012

0. 0070

0. 0720

0. 0424

7S. 0308

3.5924

Specimen III was taken from a crevice at some points of which hot

water ami gas still escape, but from a portion of the fissure no longer

active. Qualitative examination showed the presence of mercury, gold, lead,

copi)er, antimony, arsenic, iron, aluminium, manganese, traces of nickel,

lime, traces of strontium, magnesiuni, sodium, jjotassium, lithium, cfesium,

rubidium, free silica, and free sulphur. The bases were combined as sili-

cates, carbonates, sulpliates, sulphides, chlorides, borates, and phosphates, tlie

last in small quantities. The color of tlie material showed that the greater

part of the arsenic and antimony was in the form of sulphide. Special

determinations of the mercury were made with portions of this deposit

After drying and pulverizing, the carbonates were extracted with dilute

chlorhydric acid and the heavy metals were dissolved in aqua regia The

jirecipitate given by sulphureted hydrogen was leached with cold, yellow

ammonium sulphide and the residual sulphides were weighed. A portion

of this residue, heated in a closed tube with sodium carbonate and pure

iron powder, gave a sublimate of metallic mercury. This sublimate was

tested by uniting the globules to larger ones, by amalgamating gold, and

by conversion into mercuric iodide in a closed tube. From another por-

tion mercnrous chloride and gold were precipitated by phosphorous acid.

The gold produced the characteristic tint and a button of metallic gold in

a pure state was finally extracted. Another portion of specimen III, ex-

amined quantitatively, gave the following result:
Oramt.

Weight t.iken a,6X..0000

Mercuric siilpliiile fotiDtl 0.0034

Sulpbiiles of iirsonic ami nutiiuouy 4. 2725
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Another sample (IV) from tlie same crevices whicli contaiiiod III, hut

from a point at wliich steam and sulphureted hydrogen bul)1)Ied tliroiigli

the hot water, sliowed an entirely similar composition; it contained mercniy,

lead, copper, arsenic, antimony, iron, ahiminiinn, cahiiun, mngiu'sinm,

sodium, potassium and lithium, free silica, and free sulphur. The bases

were combined as silicates, sulphides, sulphates, carbonates, chlorides,

borates, and to a small extent as phosphates.

S))ecinien V was from one of the springs which had formed a basin,

through which occasional bubbles rise to the surface. The sediment con-

sisted of layers of gray and j^ellow material, the latter being tinted Ijy

sulphide of arsenic. It contained mercury more abundantly than those

previously mentioned, and also lead, copper, arsenic, antimony, iron, and

aluminium, a trace of cobalt, magnesium, sodium, potassium, cu'sium, lithi-

um, free silica, and sulphur. The bases were comljined as silicates, car-

bonates, sulphides, sulphates, chlorides, and phosphates.

At one point on the plateau a mud deposit is formed by deposition

from streams issuing from two of the more active springs. Here mica

scales exist, showing that in this case some material is brought up in sus-

pension from the underlying granite, which must consequently be under-

going decomposition ; for the feeble streams of water which rise through

it are certainly incapable of wearing granite away at such a rate that the

abraded portions would be visible to the naked eye. This mud must there-

fore contain products of decomposition of granite, as well as any substances

which may have pa.ssed through the granite in solution. (Qualitative

nnal3'sis showed that it had nearly the same composition as the other de-

posits. The portion soluble in acid contained mercury, gold, silver, lead

copper, arsenic, antimony, much iron, aluminium, a trace of cobalt, mag-

nesium, calcium, and of course alkalis. The bases Avere com])ined as

silicates, carbonates, sulphides, and to a small extent as phosphates.

A warm spring, which is known as the Chicken Soup Spring, issues at

the base of the plateau close to the railway, the water of which is drunk

by visitors to the locality. No mercury could be detected in the sedi-

ment; but sulphides of arsenic and antimony and free sul[)hur, as well as

low vegetable forms, abound in it.
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Free sulphur occurs at many of the springs and also at tne mine. It

is of course produced by the partial oxidation of hydrogen sulphides, either

by atmospheric air or by sulphurous anhydride. The quantity is nowhere

large, and I doubt whether more than a pound or two could be collected

at any one spot. In this respect there is a great difference between this

locality and Sulphur Bank, where a great quantity of sulphur was exploited.

The sulphur is found chiefly at points to which the access of air is liniiteJ,

as should be the case according to the thermocheniical relations stated on

page 255.

The water.—Tlic wflter anuhzcd was taken from a spring at the eastern

edge of the sinter plateau, which had formed a basin. The water in the

basin seemed perfectly limpid and the overflow was gentle and nearly con-

stant. The temj)erature of the spring was found to vary considerably, the

extreme limits noted being 75*^ and S4.5° C. In order that the water might

be free from solid impurities it was siphoned off from the basin into a

covered funnel and was filtered directly into the demijohns used to ti-ans-

port it. In passing through the siphon the water was inevitably cooled,

and it was found that the water on the filter paper had a temperature of

from 30.5° to 33° C. In collecting the water in this manner a very inter-

esting fact was observed. Near tlie lower end of the glass siphon a red

precipitate formed. Since neither air nor any other foreign substance had

access to the water at this point, the precipitation could hardly be attributed

to any other cause than cooling. The precipitate consisted of sulphides of

antimony and arsenic and silica, the last being deposited chiefly on the

ujiper part of the coated portion of the tube. Here, then, ores and one of

the most important of gangue nn'nerals were deposited in an opening b}'

natural means, and I had the pleasure' of watching the actual progress of

the formation of an ore deposit. On the filter paper also a similar precipitate

formed, but here the organic matter of the paper and atmospheric influences

were at work, and floating dust came in contact with the fluid. Even the

water in the spring basin must have contained organic germs, for at all the

springs, so soon as the water has somewhat cooled, low forms of vegetable

life flourish and form red and green, ])ul])y sheets of slimy matter. The

germs of these organisms are no doubt abundant in the atmosphere and fall
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into all tlie spring basins. On the inner walls of the si[)hon tnlje diatom-

like structures were visible with the microscope. .The cooling- of the water

was unquestionably necessar}- to the development of these organisms, and

in the absence of air it seems impossible to su})pose that they can have

grown sufficiently to have influenced the preci[)itation of the sulphides.

An attempt was made to collect a considerable quantity of precij)itate

by simply "cooling the water of this spring as described above, and for this

purpose a nundjer of long siphons were set in operation. But, though the

precipitates in the tubes were verj^ striking in appearance, the cj[uantity of

precipitate obtained in filtering 118 liters was only about nine milligrams.

It was almost completely soluble in yellow ammonium sulphide, and, to

my disappointment, not a trace of mercury could be detected. Perhaps this

was to be expected in view of the proportion which cinnabar bears to the

sulphides of antimony and arsenic in the other deposits.

The followang results were obtained fi-om analysis of ihe water

:

Aiinli/nis of Sleamhoat Springs water.

IContcuts of 10 liters in grama.
1

Silica, Si02 3. 10G5

Carbon dioxide, CO- 1.77.''i9

Boric anhydride, B"0' 2.1741

Snlpliiiric anbydride, SO^ 1.03-9

Hyposnlpbnrons anhydride, S-C 0.0307

Sulphur combined, S as RHS 0.0327

Hydrogen sulphide, H-S 0.005.5

Or sulphur, S 0.0052

Chlorine, CI it. .5243

Autiniouious anhydride, Sb-0' 0.0051

Arsenious anhydride, As-0^ 0. 0357

Phosphoric anhydride, P-O^^ 0. 0003

Mercuric sulphide, HgS Trace

Alumina, Al-0' 0.0025

Ferrous oxide, FeO 0.0018

Lime, CaO 0.09.58

Magnesia, MgO 0.0047

Soda, Na^O 9.19^9

Lithia, Li-0 0.1.541

Potassa, K'0 1.2400

Cajsium and rulii<liiim oxides, Cs'O, Rb'O Trace

The csesium and rubidium in this analysis were detected by the spec-

troscope, but the quantity present was too small for determination. The
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iiKTcury was j)recii)itate(l by pliosplidrcnis acid under coiulitions precluding'

tlie precipitation of any other metal. A taint cloudiness indicated its pres-

ence, but no weigliable quantity came down.

The basin from which this water was taken was small and contained

perliaps no more than a cubic .foot of water; but the overHow was also

small, and a part of the water in it must have been exposed to the air at a

high temjierature for a considerable time. Some decomposition was there-

fore to be expected. If solutions of alkaline suljdiides be allowed to oxi-

dize, h^-posuljdiites are well known to form. The analysis shows hyposul-

pluirous acid, and this, I think, must be attributed to decomposition, for

its formation at great depths appears hard to explain, nor am I aware that

hyposulphites have ever been detected under conditions which suggest their

existence in nature at points removed from oxidizing influences of the air.

The hyposulphurous acid is undoubtedly combined with sodium, and prob-

ably represents a certain amount of oxidized sodimn sulphydrate. The

decomposition of sodium sulphydrate is well known to be attended by the

foi'niation of sodic hydrate. The antimony and arsenic were certainly in

solution, and it is altogether probable that they were originally in the form

of sulphai"senides and sulphantimonides of sodium. But in the presence of

caustic soda these sulphides are partially decomposed with the formation of

arsenites and antimonites The sum of the quantities of sulphur found in

combination with metals and in the free state or in combination with hy-

drogen is just sufficient to form sulphantimonides and sulphar.senide of

sodium, and the presence of hydrogen sulphide is explained if one supposes

the sulphosalts partially decomposed, as suggested above. In the table

given below I have supposed the arsenic and antimony to be entirely in the

condition of sulphosalts and that the h}posulphite is represented by sodium

sulphydrate. As has been mentioned, silica is precipitated when this water

is cooled ; but when tlie fluid reaches the surface there can be little doubt

that it all exists in combination with the alkalis as an acid silicate. It

is not improbable that this compound is the quadrisilicate of sodium It is

computed as such.

Acid sodium carbonate is well known to be partially decomposed at

high temperatures, and it is therefore by no means unreasonable to suppose
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that a part of tlie sodium salt was neutral. This supposition also accords

with that made with reference to the silica The alumina was probably

present as an alkaline aluminate, but the (|uantity found was so small that

it did not appear worth while to compute its hypothetical compounds. In

Chapter XV it will be shoun that the trace of mercury in this water is

combined as a double sulj)hide with sodium, wh.ich is of the form IlgS,

wNa^S. The value of n in tliis case is probably four. No comments seem

needful on the state of combination of the other constituents of this water.

The suppositions made lead to the following scheme of composition as

the most probable prior to the action of the atmosphere u[)on the fluid :

Probable comjwuilion of the water j/rior to oxidation.

Grams.

Ferrous carbouate, FeCO' 0. 0029

MagueBiiim carbonate, MgCC 0.0099

Calcic carbonate, CaCO'' 0.11577

Calcic pbospbate, Ca^'P-O" 0.0137

Potassic chloride, KCl 1. 9735

Lithic sulphate, Li-SO* 0. 5(J50

Sodic chloride, NaCl 14.1475

Sodic sulphy drate, NaHS 0. 0358

Sodic sulphate, Na^SO' 1. 1147

Sodic bicarbonate, NallCO' 2.9023

Sodic nionocarbonate, Na-CC 0.4314

Sodic biborate, Na^B^C 3. 13G8

Sodic quadrisilicate, Na-Si^O' 3. 9090

Sodic sulphautimonide, Na-.SbS^ 0.0100

Sodic sulpharsenide, Na'AsS^ 0.086G

Alumina, AW 0.0025

Sodium-mercurj- sulphide, HgS, «Na-S Trace

Origin of the water.— Old residcuts iufomied me that the (piantity of water

flowing from the springs varies from year to yetjr, being greater in yeai-s of

heavy rain-fall than in dry seasons and greater in spring tlian in autumn.

If these statements be accurate, the supply must come from the surface

and no very long time can intervene between precipitation and return to

the surface. It is natural to supj)0se the great snowy range to be the source

of supply. The fissures underlying the range may afford a downward pas-

sage for the waters to the heated mass from wliich the basalt came, while

the fissui-es associated with the channel through which the basalt was ex-
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triuled furnish a shorter road back to the surfiice.' The water nmst he well

tihored on its course, since there is no evidence that organic matter is cai'-

ried to the source of heat.

The cinnabar deposit.—Tlic quantity of uicrcuric sulphide in the deposits

from the active springs is very minute, and there is in this district nothing

wliicli could be called quicksilver ore in a connuercial sense, excepting near

the mine workings and furnace on the northern central portion of the area

mapped. Cinnabar is deposited in considerable abundance only in the de-

composed granite, though a few paints and seams have penetrated into the

basalt at the southern end of the basin-like depression. By no means all

of the decomposed granite, however, even in this area, shows an}- ore, the

cinnabar occurring only as impregnations in the decomposed area, appar-

entlv along the courses of half-obliterated tissures in the soft material.

The underground workings are now almost wholly inaccessible, and some

prospecting would bo necessary to ascertain anything definite with regard

to the amount of ore available. The mode of occurrence of cinnabar indi-

cates that the deposition did not proceed pari passu with the decomposition

of the granite, but fallowed it. Had it been otherwise, cinnabar would be

found generally over the decomposed area and the impregnated granite

would be tolerablv iirm, instead of forming a gravel-like, incoherent mass.

It is verv probable that at depths of a hundred feet, more or less, the char-

acter of the deposit would be found to differ markedly from that at the sur-

face, for the phenomena here, as at Sulidiur Bank, are complicated by the

action of sulphui'ic acid due to the oxidation of sulphureted hydrogen.

Metals in the granite.—Tlio prcscut spHugs arc ccrtaiuly decomposing granite

to some extent, and decomposition of this rock on a large scale has occurred

within no long period. It seemed probable that at least a portion of the

heavv metals found in the deposits were derived from the granite and pos-

sible that all of them had this origin. Kock from the area east of the rail-

road was selected because it was fre.sh and well removed from springs, act-

ive or extinct. Large quantities of granite, in one case 15.5 pounds, were

finely pulverized and decomposed either by aqua regia, which does not

' Compare my suggestion as to the source of the water enteriug the miueo on the Comstock (Gteol-

ogy of the Comstock Lode, p. 243).
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decompose the mica, or by li3(lrofliioric aiid sulphuric acids. Both the

resulting solutions wore examined for heavy metals; and arsenic, antimony,

lead, and copper were found in those prepared jjy each of the above meth-

ods, Init neither mercury nor gold could be detected in either. Kxperi-

ments made with !")() grams of hornblende and mica separated from the rock

also failed to d(!tect mercury or gold. Lead almost if not ([uite iilways

contains silver, so that tlut presence (if lead in the granitic points to the

existence of silver in that rock, although the tests available were, not sufK-

ciently delicate to reveal it. Professor Sandberger has actually found silver

in the micas of German gi'anites, as well as arsenic, lead, copper, and other

metals, lie has also detected zinc in the mica of gneiss.' Silver is rarelv

if ever foiiiul in nature unaccompanied by gold, and it is altogether prob-

able that micas in which l*rof(!Ssor Sandberger found silver also contained

the sister metal. According to Mi'. A. Simundi some of the Idaho granites,

collected at long distances from any veins, carry determinable (juantities of

gold-

The granite of Steamboat Springs exhibits considerable variations in

texture and mineral composition, as do most other granites. '^Fhis and other

phenomena indicate, as Scheerer and others have pointed out, that gi-anite

has never been thoroughly fluid and is not uniform in composition. It is

therefoi'e far from impossible that specimens of this rock from other points

in the region of Steamboat Springs might have shown gold, silver, and zinc.

Considering that the granite is certainly undergoing decomposition and

partial solution by action of the springs and that the metals most abundant

in the spring deposits are also found in the granite, it seems to me only

reasonable to conclude that from the granite the springs derive the arsenic,

antimony, lead, and copper which they bring to the surface. The other

metals are found in the deposits in far smaller quantities than those just

enumerated. Though not detected in the granite here, all of them except-

ing quicksilver are known to occur elsewhere in granite or gneiss. It is

also worth noting that silver, gold, and zinc are very frequently associated

in natui'e with arsenic, antimony, lead, and copper. The prevalence of this

' Unteisucbiingeii iiber Erzgiinge, p. 25,

" Enimous and Becker, Statistics aud Technology of the Precious Metals, p. 54.
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association seems to point to the supposition that these metals are often

derived from the same source. It is therefore much more probable that the

silver, gold, and zinc also were derived from the granite at Steamboat than

that they came from the unknown regions beneath it or from some mass of

lava crossing it. As for the quicksilver, I am not aware that it has ever

been detected as a constituent of a massive rock ; but it is found at very

man}^ points the world over in association with gold, copper, arsenic, and

antimonj^, or some of them. All the circumstances at Steamboat seem to

point to the granite as its probable source, and, so far as I know, nothing

suggests a different origin.

Conclusions—As Messrs. J. A. Phillips' and Laur'-' have pointed out. Steam-

boat affords instances of the formation of true fissure veins by hot springs

at the present day. While it is quite probable that some veins are formed

in a different maimer, it is substantially certain that many deposits have

been generated in this way. The composition of the waters, witli special

experiments devised for the pui'pose, also leads to definite conclusions con-

cerning the soluble compounds of the metals contained in the waters, as will

be shown in Cliapter XV. Steamboat Springs, too, affords a striking illus-

tration of lateral secretion. This term is sometimes limited to segregations

affected by cold solutions, but quite improperl}^, for the extraction and dep-

osition of ore from the rocks adjoining fissures by hot solutions are just as

much lateral secretion as if the prevailing temperature were low. The term

is used by von Cotta without any limitation as to temperature. As it has

been emj)loyed by Mr. S. F. Emmons and m}self also, a limitation as to

temperature has never been implied.

Comparison with the comstock.—Tlicro aro notcwortliy similarities and differ-

ences between the deposits of Steamboat and of the Comstock lode. At

Steandjoat gold is })resent in much larger quantities than silver, as it is in

all the deposits of the gold belt of California. At the Comstock the pro-

portion of gold to silver by weight is only about 1 to 20. At Steamboat

arsenic and antimony, lead, copper, and mercury are the most abundant

metals, while on the Comstock mercury is not found at all and the j^i'evail-

ing ore is auriferous ar<jentite. As I showed in niv memoir on the Com-

Ore Deposits, 1884. -Annales des iiiiues, vol. o, 1803, p. 423.
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stock, it is probable that the ore was there leached from the diabase hanging

wall by the action of ascending waters of very high temperatures, charged

with alkaline solvents, and was not deposited by sublimation or distillation,

as Baron von Richthofen surmised. The diiference in origin of the two ore

deposits sufficiently explains their difference in character. It is of course

possible that a part of the ore of the Comstock may have been derived from

granite, and it is noteworthy that the ore of the Justice mine, which is near

the granite area, was much baser than and quite different from that of the

mines of Gold Hill and Virginia. I shall be obliged to return to this sub-

ject in Chapter XVI.
MON XIII 23



CHAPTER Xn.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THE OATHILL, GREAT
WESTERN, AND GREAT EASTERN DISTRICTS.

Ill addition to the five districts described in the previous cliapters,

small areas surrounding the Napa Consolidated, Great Western, and Great

Eastern mines were mapped. The topography of these maps was executed

rapidly and without any effort to attain the degree of accuracy demanded

in the larger maps. It is nevertheless ver>- fairly done, and, excepting in

some minute details, the localities are excellently represented. I intrusted

the study of the geology of these districts to Mr. Turner. On going over

the surface area and the mines with him, at the completion of his examina-

tions, I could not see that anything liad been omitted or misrepresented.

This chapter is mainly prepared from his reports.

The neighborhood of oathiii,— The rcgion iucludlng Oathill, the ^tna mines,

and the hot springs of Lidell, an area of, say, four miles by three, is one of

the most interesting in the entire quicksilver belt, and, had its character

been sufficiently undei'stood at an earlier period, an atlas sheet would have

been devoted to it. The deposits are numerous and differ very greatly

from one another in external form and in the character of the inclosing

rocks; some of them are also manifestly connected in the closest manner

with volcanic phenomena. These circumstances lend the deposits special

significance. The ^litna mines will be described in the next chapter, where

also a sketch map showing the relative positions of the deposits will be

found; but a few notes on these occurrences are needful to a proper appre-
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ciation of tlie Oatliill mines. Hot sulphur springs issue from an opening

of the abandoned Valky mine at Lidell. The rock is highl}- metamorphic

and shows small quantities of cinnabar associated with black opal. The

^Etna Company's deposits are in part in metamorphic rocks, showing at

present no evidence of volcanic action, unless the evolution of large quan-

tities of inflammable gas is to be regarded as due to causes coming under

this category. These metamorphic rocks, as well as the strata at Oathill,

are members of the Knoxville series. Two of the ore deposits are in part

impregnations and in part of the irregular, reticulated t3'pe. In two of the

mines of the ^Etna Company the deposits form veins or vein-like impreg-

nations at the contact between the basalt dikes and sandstone, the ore

occurring both in the decomposed basalt and- in the adjacent sedimentary

material. No hot water or gas now reaches these veins, though they must

be of very recent origin. There is no reason whatever to suppose that the

various deposits of this small district are due to essentially different causes,

and the common cause seems beyond question the action of thermal

springs.

strata of Oathill.—Tlic deposits of Oatliill are inclosed in a gray, rather

friable sandstone, which is comparatively little altered or disturbed in the

neighborhood of the mines, but passes over into intensely metamorphosed

rocks in all directions. Veinlets of quartz, however, intersect the sandstone

in some places, indicating that the general metamorphism of the country

was feebly felt even here. The sandstones are not fossiliferous, though

Aucclla concentrica occurs at no great distance and evidently in the same

series of strata. A small amount of .shale accompanies the sandstone. The

area of unaltered rock is small, the ridge at the north end of the map (Plate

V) being highly silicified, while the southern border is in serpentine, which

forms a part of the belt of this rock, extending from the ^Etna mine north-

westerly to St. Helena Creek.

Lavas.—Thc liill iu wliich the deposits occur is covered over with a thin

layer of basalt. This sheet is cracked up into large bowlders, many of them

weighing many tons each, and the underlying sandstone is expo.sed at a num-

ber of points. The basalt is for the most part gray and vesicular, but is found

in the more usual dai'k, compact form at a few points. At the northwest cor-
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ner of the map this thin sheet is in contact with a plateau of basalt, in which

the rock is of much greater thickness. This mesa is about a mile square

and is bounded on all sides by precii)itous walls. To the north of tlie mines

is a larger area of pyroxene-andesite, a tongue of which enters the region

mapped.

Deposits of the Napa Consolidated.—Thc deposits of OatliiU arc tlic Mcrcury vein,

the Manzanita vein, and tlie Accidental vein, which are the property of the

Napa Consolidated Mining Company, and the Eureka claim, which contains

a deposit similar to those of the Napa. The principal mine is upon the two

veins first mentioned.

The Mercury and Manzanita deposits are on two nearly parallel fissures

in the unaltered sandstones' of Oathill. They strike northwest-soutlieast

magnetic and dip at a high angle, usually more than 4,5°. The strata, both

in the mine and outside of it, are nearly horizontal, excepting close to the

fissures. Here the faulting which has taken place between the walls of the

fissures has flexed the strata. Those of the hanging wall are bent upward

toward the fissure and those on the foot-wall are flexed downward, thus

indicating the direction of tiie movement. The walls of the fissures are

almost everywhere well marked by slickensides and the interval between

them is chiefly filled with products of their attrition, sometimes in the form

of clay.' Often also fragments of sandstone and shale, showing the original

stratification, are found betv.een the walls. The attrition mixture is im-

pregnated with silica, calcite, pyrite, and cinnabar. The silica is found

mainly in stringers, which intersect the vein matter in surfaces parallel to

the walls and sometimes give a cross-section of the vein a stratified appear-

ance. A portion of the pyrite is oxidized, and iron oxide, ferrous sulphate,

and magnesium sulphate have resulted from this process. The seains car-

rying most ore are often marked by iron stains.

At a number of points the cinnabar has followed the stratification of

the inclosing sandstone away from the veins, forming horizontal chambers,

which are sometimes 100 feet in length and 50 in height. In the Mercury

several such chambers occur in the foot-wall. The only one accessible in

' It may be well to call atteotiou to the fact tbat the clay of miaes very frequently contaius little

or no kaolin. Any soft, tough mass is called clav by luiners (see Geology of the Comstock Lode,

p. 217).
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the Manzanita was in tlie liangiiig wall. Tliesc clianibers are true impregnu

tions in the soft sandstone. When tlie tenor of the rock is only 1 or 2 per

cent, of quicksilver, the cinnabar is hardly visible on a fractured surface, but

when such rock is bruised a red stain appears. The color in the pick-marks

in such cases is regarded as a trustworthy guide to the value ol the ore.

on mfts:netic northea.st and aouthwest lioe tlirougb the

I'ciiisolidated mino. Scale 400 feet to 1 iiub.

nrliiogs of the Nap.l

The two veins of tliis mine answer to " rake veins," while the adjacent

chambers correspond to " pipe veins," at least as these terms are defined

by von Ootta. Pyrite as well as cinnabar impregnates the walls to some

extent. No hot water or sulphur gases enter this mine.

Cross-section.—Tlic accouipanying diagram (Fig. 14) illustrates the charac-

ter of these veins, l)ut portions of the ground were inaccessible, and it does
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not profess to be perfectly accurate. The Mercury vein was barren below

the 400-foot level and has not been traced below the 500. The Manzanita

was followed to the 875-foot level, the deepest in the muie. This vein was

richest between the 400 and 500 levels and was barren below the 750.

It is evident that the ore in this mine reached its present position along

the fissures from below. There is no reason to suppose that the ore was

deposited only near the surface, and vigorous prospecting on the well

defined fissures will most likely disclose other ore chambers adjacent to the

veins, unless the sandstone should become so dense as to preclude impreg-

nations. Had the strata been nearly vertical, instead of almost horizontal,

at this locality, it is evident that the fissures would have more or less nearly

coincided with the planes of stratification and that, instead of a well marked

vein, impregnated strata would have resulted, though everything except the

dip of the beds had remained the same. The relation between those two

forms of deposit is thus of the closest description.

Minor deposits.—The Accidental is a vein lying to the south of the Mer-

cury, and its projection would intersect the latter at a considerable angle.

Cinnabar has been found in it and it is regarded as a hopeful prospect.

Other faults have been found containing cinnabar, some of which are par-

allel to the Mercury and the Manzanita.

The Eureka claim is on the same hill as the Napa and in rock of the

same kind. The deposit is on an irregular, though well defined fiiult nearly

at right angles to the Napa veins. A part of the ore from this mine is in a

sandstone breccia, but it is generally quite the same as that from the Napa.

The Ivanhoe is on the south side of James Creek, also in unaltered

sandstone. It has produced only a small quantity of ore.

GREAT WESTERN.

Geological position.—Thc GrcRt Wcstem has been the largest producer among

the mines of the Mayacmas belt. It has yielded over fifty thousand flasks

of quicksilver and is by no means exhausted. The underlying sedimentary

rocks of the district are for the most part highly metamorphosed. A little

unaltered rock exists, but no fossils were found in it. The lithological and

physical character of the beds so strongly resembles that of areas, not far
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distant, wliicli are known to Ijclony to tin- Knoxville series (Neocomian),

that tliev niiiy fairly be ascribed to that series, especially as there is notli-

ino- to indicate the presence of any earlier rocks in tliis part of the country.

The nietaniorphic rocks include <;ranular, phtlianitic, and serpentinoid

varieties. As is usual in the Coast Ranges, no definite linos t-iin be drawn

between these varieties; nevertheless serpentine prevails so greatly in one

portion of tlie district that it seemed to me expedient to delineate it upon

the map (Plate VI). 'J'he outline of the serpentinized area, however, here,

as in the districts described in former chapters, is not to be regarded

as representing a shai-p and complete division, but oidy as indicating the

iH-evalence of one phase of metamorphism in a i)art of the district. Tiie

unserpentinized area is chiefly occupied l)y silicified rocks. The dip of the

strata is, as usual in such areas, very irregular, but tlie prevailing inclina-

tion is to the south, or toward Mt. St. Helena, at an angle approaching 45''.

Lavas— Upon the sedimentary rocks lie lavas. The andesite seems to

have once covered a larger area than it now d(»es and to have b(;en par-

tially removed by erosion, leaving many patches of extremely small size.

The andesite is pyroxenic, and the greater part of it is glassy, though

asperitic modifications and tufa also occur. A portion of the asperite is

laminated, as is so common near Clear Lake and at Steaniljoat Springs.

More unusual is the occurrence of contorted beds in this asperite, as if plas-

ticity had been retained after the stru(;ture was established. It is possible,

however, that the original form of the lann'na; was an undulating one. A

portion of the andesite forms fine columns, which is somewhat unusual on

the Coast Ranges, though common enough along the Sierra.

Basalt is also represented in this district. It crowns the highest eleva-

tion on the map, a hill composed of andesite, thus giving clear proof of the

order of succession of the lavas, which indeed would not be questionable

even in the absence of cases of direct superposition. A i)ortion of the

basalt is vesicular, and secondary crystals are sometimes found in the

cavitie.s.

Ore deposits.—The oi'c dcposlt of tlic Great Western consists of tabular

masses of ore, situated at the contact between very slightly altered sand-

stone and a heavy body of serpentine. The serpentine is accompanied by
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a belt of black opaline material frequently known to the miners of northern

California as quicksilver rock. This opaline layer, being firmer and less

easily decomposed than tlie surrounding masses, projects from the adjoining

rocks as a cropping. The ore bodies are in direct contact with the sand-

stone, but are for the most part inclosed on three sides by serpentine. In

a few cases small bodies of the ore extend into the opaline zone, which is,

as a rule, separated from the ore by a few feet

of unaltered serpentine. These relations are best

shown by the accompanying cross-section (Fig. 15).

The distribution of ore in the direction of the

strike is irregular, the ore bodies being divided

from one another by barren ground, and, as has

been the case in so many mines, they were richest

near the suiface. The following longitudinal sec-

tion of the deposit shows the distribution of tlie

chimneys of ore so far as they liave been traced

Fig. 16).

The ore has been for the most part cinnabar,

but at one point a body of rock strongly impreg-

nated with native quicksilver was found. . Pyrite

is abundant. Some of the cinnabar is so endjedded

in quartz as to show that the deposition of the two

minerals was simultaneous. Bitumen occurs, particularly in cavities in the

opaline belt. The new, seemingly very ill defined species of bitumen,

posepnyte, was described from this mine by Schruckinger. This bitumen

is said to consist of a mixture of ozocerite and a substance soluble in

ether which has the formula C"H^''0''.

Specimens collected at the Great Western were examined by Dr. Mel-

ville with the following results :

The substance is reddish brown, resinous, soft, elastic, has a specific

gravity of 0.985, and is highly electrified by friction in an agate mortar.

On platinum foil it volatilizes partially at low temperatures with a rather

suffocating, aromatic odor ; at a higher temperature it becomes black and

fu.ses and boils like rubber; at a dull-red heat an incombustible, light-brown

Fig. 15. Vertical cross - section

throagh sliaft No. 3, Gre.it Western
mine. Scale, 200 feet to 1 inch.
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ash remains. In a closed tube a yellow-brown oil distills off with an odor

somewhat like burnt rubber, leaving a black, carbonaceous residue. Noth-

ing- volatilizes at 1!)0° C, so far as could be determined. In the retort a

light-colored, brownish-yellow liquid distills over considerably below red

heat
;
at about low red heat a dark-brown liquid comes over and a black

residue i-emains. lioth liquids are heavy and viscous. The lighter-colored

Fic. IC. Vcrtiol lunsitmlinal section of the Great Western iiuicksilver mine, X. 65° W. Scale, 200 feet to I iiieli.

liquid 3ields vapor at 140° C, rapidly at 190° C, the product smelling like

coal-tar oils, while carbonaceous matter remains after complete distillation

at temperatures gradually rising above 190° C. All these facts indicate

decomposition by heat. Alcohol dissolves the substance partially. The

alcoholic extract when evaporated yields an oil. Ether removes an olive-

colored oil, the substance not wliolly dissolving.

No nitrogen or sulphur was detected. Carbon, hydrogen, ox}-gen (liy

difference), and ash (.silica and ferric oxide) were determined with the fol-

lowing result:
Per cent.

Carbon 85. GO

Hydiogeu 10.71

Oxygei] :j. i>2

Ash 47

100. 00
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This mineral is doubtless posepnyle, although many of its phjsical

characteristics are not altogether like those ascribed to that mineral.

The deposit of the Great Western appeared to be a tabular, reticulated

mass, connected with a fissure system. It was certainly precipitated from

solutions, and these wei'e probably dependent upon volcanic action which

attended the eruption of the adjacent lavas. No hot waters or gases, how-

ever, now enter the mine.

THE GRE.\T EASTERN.

Importance and position.— Tliis miuc is iu Sououia Couutv, about three miles

north of Guerneville. There is another mine of the same name in Lake

County, near the Great Western, which will be referred to in the next

chapter. The Great Eastern of Sonoma County has a considerable eco-

nomic importance, having yielded over eleven thousand flasks of metal and

having been able to continue pi-oduction in spite of tlie great depression in

the price of quicksilver during the past few years. The Mt. Jackson mine,

which is on the same ledge as the Great Eastern, has also produced .597

flasks, but has not been worked of late years. Tlie deposit upon which

these two mines are situated is somewhat remarkable for its isolation.

Not only is it above twenty miles from the nearest quicksilver mine, but

it lies away from the course of any line of deposits. It is also somewhat

distant from manifestations of volcanic activity, the nearest known lavas

being about six miles east of the Great Eastern.

General geology.— Tlic distHct survcycd prcscuts little interest from the

point of view of general geology. The surface is exclusively occupied by

the series of irregularly metamoi-phosed rocks so prevalent in the Coast

Ranges. Slightly altered sandstones and shales, impure limestones, gran-

idar metamorphics, schists carrying glaucophane and garnet, phthanites,

and serpentine are all represented. So thoroughly mingled are these vari-

ous substances, however, and so numerous are the transitions that it would

be entirely impracticable to represent the varieties by colors on the map

(Plate VII).

Although a portion of the beds are so little altered that fossils might have

been tolerably preserved in them, no organic remains could be detected.
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Consequently their age is a matter of inference. The facts bearing on this

question are as follows: Along the coast of Sonoma County, to the south

of Ft. Ross and a little more than six miles from the Great Eastern, I found

a series of unaltered sandstone beds lying unconformably upon the meta-

morpliic series. The overlying strata are fossiliferous at some points and

have been named the Wallala beds. Dr. White has determined the fossils

which they contain as ]\Iiddle Cretaceous. The underlying metamorphic

series is older, and there can be little doubt that it is at least as old as the

Knoxville series. It may possibly be older, but all the characteristics of

the rock are -absolutely identical with those of the material at numerous

points from Colusa County to San Luis Obispo, in which AuccUa has been

found. There is, furthermore, nothing in this part of the country suggest-

ing the presence of strata earlier than the Knoxville series. So far as there

is any evidence as to the age of the rocks at the Great Eastern, therefore,

they are to be regarded as Neocomian.

Quicksilver rock.— Ill tliis district thcro are nun>erous occurrences of opal-

ized rocks. Of these many are small, seemingly isolated patches. In two

cases this material forms defined ledges, standing up from the surface on

account of the resistance which it offers to decomposition and erosion.

These ledges strike nearly east and west magnetic, which seems to be the

prevalent strike of the strata also. In one of these are the deposits of the

two mines. At the surface the metalliferous ledge is nearly vertical, but

at lower levels it dips to the north. It lies between a hanging wall of sand-

stone and a foot-wall of serpentine.

Ore deposits.— It wlU be remembered that at the Great Western also a

layer of opalized rock lies between serpentine and sandstone. At the Great

Eastern, however, the ore is inclosed in the dark, opaline mass, instead of

being adjacent to it. The ore body was continuous from the surface to the

lowest workings, a vertical distance of 4.50 feet. The ore does not form a

nearly vein-like sheet in the ledge, but an irregular pipe, the axis of which

is inclined to the horizon at an angle of about 50°. So far as it has been

developed it is entirely embedded in the opalized rocks and does not touch

either the sandstone or serpentine. The ore does not appear to have been

deposited simultaneously with the amorphous silica, but in openings in tlie
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material. Tt is accompanied by pyrite and quartz. Bitumen is also found,

especially in cavities in the opaline mass.

The deposit of the Mt. Jackson seems to have been similar to that of

the Great Eastern, but of smaller extent. The explorations do not appear

to have been sufficient to decide whether there are or are not other similar

pipes of ove in this layer of rock.

The following- cut (Fig. 17) represents a vertical cross-section of the

ledge upon which the ore pipe is projected :

Fir.. 17. Vertical cro3a-section of the Great Eastern mine. Scale, 150 feet to 1 inch.

Probable history.—Tlic dai'k, opaliuo Or chalcedonic "quicksilver rock" of

this locality seems to have resulted from a silicification of several rocks,

chiefly perhaps of serpentine. Both here and at the Great Western this

silicification seems to have preceded the deposition of ore, though somewhat

closely connected with it. The deposition of silica, in part amorphous,

probably succeeded a movement attended by the development of hot

springs. Renewed movements followed, dislocation taking place in the

opalized beds at the Great Eastern, close to those at the Great AVestern,

and these later movements were succeeded by the deposition of ore. This

interpretation of the structure is snp})orted by the existence of other ledges

of the opalized material in which no cinnabar seems to occur.



CHArXER XIIl.

OTHER DEPOSITS OF THE PACIFIC SLOPE.

Besides the eight districts described in the furegoiiig chapter, there are

many less important locahties in which cinnabar lias been found and from

which more or less metal has been extracted. A considerable number of

these have been visited by myself or by members of my party and others

have been described by previous observers. Such notes on these occur-

rences as are available will be presented in this chapter. Many facts con-

nected with these deposits are of great geological interest, but, on the other

hand, a large number of the deposits are so similar that it is impossible to

avoid monotony in their description.

The quicksilver belt.—The quicksilvcr belt of California cannot be said to

be continuous to the north of Clear Lake, for between that sheet of water

and the next deposit to the north there is a long stretch of country. It is

possible, indeed, that cinnabar may yet be met with in this interval, which

is very inaccessible and has been but little explored. The chances, how-

ever, seem against it, for the volcanic plienomena which are associated

with so many of the deposits to the south seem to be absent between Clear

Lake and the neighborhood of Mt. Shasta. There are cinnabar deposits at

the northern end of the Coast Ranges, however, in the northeastern corner

of Trinity County, and some fifteen miles from the edge of the volcanic

rocks of the Mt. Shasta region. Cinnabar again appears in the Cascade

Ranges of Oregon, which, as is pointed out in Chapter V, I regard as a

northern continuation of the united Sierra Nevada and Coast Ranges of

California. These occurrences to the north are thus on a continuation of

the group of profound dislocations which are niarked by the ranges and
365
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deposits to the south, and they show that the series of chemical phenomena

leading to the deposition of cinnabar have been repeated at long geograph-

ical intervals. At the north, as to the south also, the deposits are formed at

no great distance from lavas. The entire belt of country from the mines of

Douglas County, Oregon, to Santa Barbara is thus structurally continuous

and is marked by irregularly distributed volcanic phenomena and cinnabar

deposits. In a broad sense the entire zone, six hundred miles in length,

may be considered as a quicksilver belt. It will be convenient to take up

the deposits not described in the foregoing chapters in the order of their

latitude, beginning at the north.

North of Clear Lake—The dcposlts of Douglas Couuty, in Oregon, are sit-

uated on the western flank of the Cascade Range, the base of which is

composed of granite and metamorphosed sandstones precisely similar to

those at Knoxville. and other points to the south which have been minutely

described in Chapter III. The crest of the range is occupied by lavas.

The New Idrian mine is said to be the principal deposit. It was visited in

1880 by Mr. H. W. Leavens and it is reported by him to be a vein in sand-

stone. The ore is cinnabar accompanied by iron oxides and, according to

the report, by manganese oxide.^ In 1882 fifty flasks of quicksilver ai-e

known to have been produced by the mines of this region.

Near the boundary between California and Oregon, in Del Norte

County, Rockland district, in the neighborliood of the Diamond copper

mine, cinnabar and native quicksilver were described as occurring in a

whitish-gray rock in 18J4.^ I know of no second notice of this occur-

rence.

The quicksilver district of Trinity County, California, is in its north-

eastern corner. The rocks are mainly metamorphosed sediments, largely

serpentinized, but volcanic rocks are said to occur at intervals, and there

are mineral spi'ings directly at the principal mine, the Altoona (formerly

called the Trinity). The rocks immediately associated with cinnabar are

serpentine and sandstone. The ore occurs in part as a tabular impregna-

' statistics and Technology of the Precious Metals, liy S. F. Emmous and G. F. Becker, pp. 27

and 28.

'Milling and Scientific Press, vol. 29, August 15, 1874.
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tion several feet in thickness and in part as narrow seams of rich ore. One

observer describes the deposit as a replacement vein between serpentine

and sandstone. The vein matter is decomposed country rock and the

gangue is quartz. The strike of the deposit is nearly north and soutli.'

Colusa County mines.— Ouc of the most interesting deposits in the world is

the Manzanita mine, on Sulphur Creek, close to the hot sulphur springs

now known as Wilbur Springs, but formerly as Simmons's Springs. The

rocks are highly metamorphosed beds of the Knoxville series. At a dis-

tance of about three-quarters of a mile from the mine is a bed of limestone,

composed of .shells oi Rhyndionella Whitiieyi, held together by a small amount

of matrix. Within a few yards of the mine itself I collected perfectly re-

cognizable specimens of Aucclla concentrica. The age of the rocks is thus

fully determined. The strata are thin-bedded, highly altered and con-

torted, shaly sandstones, a part of them somewhat serpentinized. The

waters of the hot springs, which are only a few hundred feet from the mine,

are highly charged with sulphureted hydrogen and are very salt. They

also seem to contain borax. The surrounding country shows that, as is so

usual with springs of this class, the position of the vents has repeatedly

changed and much of the rock in the neighborhood has been leached by

sul}>huric acid. Hot sulphur waters once issued from the mine itself, for

it contains a large amount of free sulphur. The ore consists of cinnabar

and gold, which are sometimes in direct contact, and some metacinnabarite.

These minerals are accompanied by pyrite and marcasite, chalcopyrite,

stibnite, calcite, and quartz. The gold is often visible in feather-like, crys-

talline aggregates, sometimes in direct contact with cinnabar and some-

times deposited directly upon calcite, which is more prevalent in the ore

than is quartz. The cinnabar and gold are often separated by a layer of

calcite an eighth of an inch in thickness. Oily and resinous bitumens are

also tolerably abundant in the workings.

The ores and gangue minerals do not form a regular deposit, but occur

as thin seams, penetrating the rock sometimes along the partings between

strata and sometimes cutting across the beds. It is evident on inspection

'This iu form,at ion is derived from an unpublished report of Mr. C. A. Luckhardt, Report of tbe

Miuing Commissioners, 1876, and from Statistics and Technology of the Precious Metals, by Emmons
and Becker.
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that the reck has been greatly disturbed and that wherever a fissure was

produced the ore-bearing solutions penetrated.

The fact that native sulphur occurs in the mine in considerable quanti-

ties, taken in connection with the adjacent springs, is sufficient proof that

the deposit is due to the action of hot sulphur waters. In mineralogical

composition the ore is similar to that of most of the quicksilver mines, except-

ing in the fact that it carries gold in such quantities that the mine has been

worked for this metal As has been seen in former chajjters, gold occurs

in much smaller quantities at Sulphur Bank, Knoxville, and Steamboat

Springs. The Manzanita forms a link between cinnabar and gold mines

and shows that both minerals may be deposited from the same solutions,

not merely in traces, but in notable quantities. No volcanic rock is known

to exist within several miles of the Manzanita, but the very hot sulphur

springs seem ample evidence of volcanic agencies. It is important to note

that this manifestation of volcanic activity with attendant ore deposition is

found at a distance from lavas, so that, were the spi-ings to dry up and the

country to be somewhat eroded, no direct evidence would remain that any

connection ever existed between this deposit and the eruptive phenomena.

The Buckeye and the Abbott's mines are near the Manzanita, and each

of them has produced some quicksilver, the latter over two thousand flasks.

Mr. W. A. Goodyear visited these mines. He describes the ore as consist-

ing of cinnabar accompanied by pyrite, marcasite, and chalcedonic silica.

The ore lines cracks and seams and impregnates earthy matter. Associated

with the ore is a considerable quantity of the black oval so often referred

to In the i)receding pa.ges.^

The Baker mine..— Tlils miuc Hcs about lialf-wav between Lower Lake and

Knoxville. It was visited by Mr. Goodyear, who found metacinnabarite in

the ores. A specimen of marcasite which I collected at this mine was ex-

amined for gold and was found to contain it, the quantity being about one

dollar per ton.

The Mayacmas district.—A vcry large part of the many cinnabar deposits

north of the Bay of San Francisco are found along the Mayacmas Range,

which extends in a northwesterly direction from Mt. St. Helena. Two

' Geol. Survey Califoruin, Geology, vol. 2, appendix, p. 1'24.
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of the deposits of this district, the

Great Western and the Napa Coiisoh-

dated, have ah-eady been described.

Mr. Turner was instructed to make a

reconnaissance of this district as a

whole, and the foUowiniif information

is chiefly derived from his report.

The underlying rock of the entire

district appears to consist of metamor-

phic strata. At the southeastern end

of the district some of these beds

contain Aucelhi concoitrica, and are

certainly, therefore, members of the 7

Knoxville series.^ The lithological and |

physical character of the metamor- |

phic rocks throughout the remainder -

of the region is identical with that of ^

the rocks immediately associated with I

these fossils here, at Knoxville, and i

elsewhere, and there is no reason to |

suspect the presence of strata of other .^

age than the Neocomian in the met- ?

amorphic series To the north of the =

Oathill mines is a small area of un- Z

altered rock carrying very imperfect ~

fossils, the age of which is uncertain. "

Upon the metamorphic rocks lie great

quantities of andesite and basalt. The

andesite is for the most part glassy

when fresh, though asperites are al-

so found- This rock constitutes the

greater part of the mass of Mt. St.

'The exact locality is on the cast bank of Pope
Creek, at the poiut at which the road from LiUell to

Knoxville cro.sscs it.

MON XIII '2i
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Helena and covers large areas to the north, east, and southeast of that

mountain. The summit of Mt. Cobb is also andesitic. Tufaceous forms of

andeslte, usually much decomposed, are also abundant, especially to the

south.

At the southern end of Mt. St. Helena there are argentiferous quartz

veins in andesite from which a considerable amount of ore and, it is said,

$90,000 of bullion have been extracted. About one and a half miles north

of Calistoga, in King's Canon and on a small ridge to the north of it, there

are argentiferous quartz veins in andesite. Two of these strike northeast

and southwest and two others cross them, striking nearly north and south.

One of these latter is called the Elephant and carries ore of great interest,

both cinnabar and pyrargyrite being visible in it, as well as pyrite. The

cinnabar was chemically tested and the silver ore was analyzed. The latter

contained antimony, with a mere trace of arsenic, sulphur, silver, copper,

and a trace of lead. Here, then, is a true vein, carrying almost precisely

the same ingredients as the deposits of Steamboat Springs. This is also the

only case known as yet on the Pacific slope, excepting Steamboat Springs,

where lead and quicksilver occur togetlier. This vein is certainly a com-

paratively recent one, for the greater part of the andesites of the region are

Post-Pliocene. In ore from one of the other veins (the Grigsby) cinnabar

and pyrite were found together.

Large quantities of basalt were erupted at a much later period than

that of the andesites. It occupies large areas to the north of Oathill and the

igneous region east of Middletown is mostly basaltic. Some of the rock

last mentioned produces a marked effect upon the needle and contains much

magnetite. In some cases andesitic hills are capped by basalt. There are

immense quantities of tufa to the southeast of Mt. St. Helena, and embed-

ded in it are fragments of compact l)asalt, showing that the tufa belongs to

the basaltic series of eruptions. The tufii is especially abundant in the

neighborhood of the North Cone and South Cone and it often forms dis

tinctbeds, which are sometimes considerably inclined. It not infrequently

includes great quaiitities of metamorphic pebbles.

The drainage and triangulatlon of the accompanying sketch 7nap are

mainly cniniiilcd i'loiu surveys by ^Ir. C. F. IlnfTnianii, but this material lias
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been supplemented by observations by Mr. Turner. While the foregoing

notes indicate in a general way the distribution of andesite and basalt, no

attempt was made to map the two lavas separately. The areas marked as

igneous are to be considered as only approximately correct, the cartograph-

ical base not being sufficiently good to permit of much detail. The area

not occupied by igneous rocks is metamorphic.

The most southerly mine of this district is at Lidell and is known as

the Valley claim. Lidell is resorted to by invalids for the sake of the hot

sulphur baths, supplied by a spring which issues from the old workings of

the Valley mine. Cinnabar may still be seen in the silicified and opaline

rocks. The mine never paid for working, but is interesting for the direct

association which it presents between cinnabar and hot springs.

The iEtna property is a mile distant from Lidell and comprises sev-

eral claims between which are marked differences. The Phoenix, which

has yielded large quantities of quicksilver— indeed, most of the product of

Pope Valley— is entirely in sedimentary rocks consisting mainly of serpen-

tine and other highly metamorphosed strata, though unaltered sandstones

also appear in the workings and in parts of the mine are in direct contact

with the metalliferoiis ground. The rock directly inclosing the ore from the

surface downward was highly silicified slate and black, opaline chalcedony.

The cinnabar occurred in stringers in this material and as impregnations

in the softer rock and in the attrition products accompanying it. There are

manifold evidences of the existence of a fissure system and of motion in

the ground, so that in some places well defined walls exist. Tiie ore was

first found at the surface and was followed down for about one hundred

and fifty feet. This uj)per ore body yielded about seventeen thousand

flasks of quicksilver and then gave out completely^ Vigorous prospecting

below the old ore body of late years has disclosed the existence of more

ore in depth. The Phauiix appears to belong to a group of deposits of

cinnabar, instances of which are very numerous. The ore-bearing solu-

tions have ascended along a fissure system, formed in very heterogeneous

material, and have penetrated the wall rock with corresponding irregularity,

producing irregular stockworks and impregnations tending to a tabular

form. In the upper levels the ore contains ^omc native quicksilvei-, which
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disappeared as depth increased. Besides tlie usual pyrite and marcasite,

millerite is found in fine, bronze-colored needles on the 300-foot level. This

mineral has been observed as microscopic crystals in the slides of ore from

several of the mines in California, but not elsewhere in crystals visible to

the naked eye, so far as I know.

Napaiite.—Tlio miuo coutaius much yellow, bituminous matter, usually of

a consistency similar to that of shoemaker's wax; indeed, it has actually

been emplo3'ed as a substitute for that useful material. It has been exam-

ined by Dr. Melville and turns out to be a new mineral.

The substance is dark reddish brown and shows green fluorescence by

reflected light; by transmitted light, brilliant garnet red. It is interesting

to note that the green fluorescence disappears in a great measure on ex-

posure to the air, evidently with a loss of some very volatile constituent.

The specimens from which the material was obtained for analysis had un-

dergone this change, only a few smaller fragments exhibiting the original

color. The ethereal solution is reddish brown, with green fluorescence, and

both this solution and the solid resin are highly refracting. The luster is

resinous and the hardness about 2. Ibis brittle, but by the warmth of the

hand may easily be molded and drawn into long threads. It is not elastic.

The fracture is conchoidal. It begins to fuse at 42° C. and becomes liquid

at 46° C; it boils above 300° C; at 130° C. a heavy, colorless oil distills

over, yielding an aromatic odor ; then at a higher temperature yellow-

brown vapors rise with a peculiar suffocating odor, and finally a heavy,

dark red oil condenses, much resembling coal-tar in smell. The boiling-

point of this last product is not far below the temperature of 350° C.

Many intermediate products were obtained by fractional distillation, but

the yield was very small below 236° C, above which colored distillates

were collected. At the temperature of softening of the glass boiling-flask

a small amount of carbonaceous matter remains, showing that decompo-

sition in part results Bromine attacks the resin with deposition of carbon.

Ether dissolves it completely in the cold; so, also, does oil of turpentine,

but not so readily; cold alcohol takes up but a small quantity. It is com-

bustible and yields absolutel}'^ no residue. A small amount of sulphur was

detected in one s.iinpic, but its aljsence in others proved that its origin was
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in the sulphurets fsparingly disseminated tlironglioiit the rock specimen. It

is associated witli pyrite and millerite in vesicuhir (juartz. Tlie specific

Ufravity is 1 .0:^.

Tlie following analyses were made on tln-ee different samples : (I) Pure

material selected from that in the rock specimen
;

(II) material dissolved in

ether filtered, and the filtrate allowed to solidify spontaneously; (III) ma-

terial fused at a low temperature and allowed to How away from small frag-

ments of rock :

I

Hydrogen, H 10. IT 10.36 1 10.11

99. 90 99. 46

The resin is therefore a hydrocarbon, and the analyses correspond

closely to the formula VHV, which would contain tlO i)er cent, of carbon.

Since it is decomposed by heat its vapor density cannot be determined, and

its structural fornuda cotdd not be ascertained Avithout a more elaborate

investigation than was practicable. This mineral has not been described,

and must therefore be named. The term uapuUte seems unobjectionable.

()u the loO and 300 foot levels inflammable gas issues from cracks. As

shown by the following analyses by Dr. Melville, the chief component is

marsh gas :

Cixrbouic auliyilridc 0. 74

Marsli gas ''I- ^'^

Nitrogen •- 31.44

Oxygen 0.33

100. 00

The Starr deposit, belonging to the same company, is said to have

produced five thousand flasks of quicksilver and is of peculiar geological

interest. It occurs at the contact between a basalt dike and the sandstone

through which the lava has broken. The ore occurs both in the sandstone

and in the basalt along the contact. The workings extend to a deptli of

400 feet from the surface and the ore is not yet exhausted.

Similar to the last and also on the property of the ^Etna Company is

the Silver Bow. So far as observed, the ore in this mine is wholly in the
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decomposed basalt close to its contact Avith the sandstone. This dike is

typical, standing up as a ridge above the inclosing rocks and showing a

double columnar structure, one set of columns being transversely arranged,

while the other, at the croppings, is nearly vertical. The existence of these

superficial vertical columns shows that little erosion can have taken place

since the eruption of the rock.

The ^'Etna property also comprises two other claims: the Washington,

containing alluvial deposits of cinnabar as well as native quicksilver along

clay seams, and the Pope claim, which contains a deposit of ciiuiabar in

contorted and silicified shales. The ^Etna mine is included in a belt com-

posed of serpentine, which can be followed almost without interruption as

far as St. Helena Creek, a distance of about seven miles. In this belt crop-

pings of opaline matter, which is largely opalized serpentine, form an almost

continuous ledge, with traces of cinnabar at many points. At one point, the

No. 2, or Phoenix No. 2, some work has been done. Mr. Luckiiardt describes

this mine as opened upon a layer of slate three to seven feet in Avidth and

carrving seams of ore of six to eight inches in width. The deposit seemed

unusually regular, but ore appears not to have been sufficiently abundant

to repay exploitation.

All of the deposits mentioned above, as well as the veins of cinnabar

belonging to the Napa Consolidated Company, which have been described

in a previous chapter, are within three miles of the hot springs at Lidell

and within a triangular area measuring less than a square mile. Among

them are deposits in unaltered sandstone, in highly metamorphosed strata,

and in eruptive rocks. They embrace regular veins, impregnations, and re-

ticulated masses. Three of the deposits show unquestionable connection

with very recent volcanic activity, for one of them occurs in basalt, the

second is in contact with the same lava, and a very hot mineral spring flows

from the third. There is no reason to suppose that different genetic proc-

esses have been at work in this small area; on the contrary, there is every

reason to suppose that the deposits, embracing all the principal types of

occurrence, have been precipitated from waters heated by volcanic action,

in a manner similar to that by which the ores of Sulphur Bank and Steam.

boat Springs have been produced.
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The next deposit to the north of tlie Pope Valley group of mines is

the Great Eastern, ni Lake ('uunty, on 8t. Helena Creek.' This deposit

was remarkable for the riehness of its ores, Init tlie (piantlty of (piicksilver

produced was small and the mine has been abandoned for several years.

The specimens obtained from the dumps show that the ore was accompanied

by opaline rock and that an oil was present, associated with dolomite. A

large amount of unaltered sandstone on the dumps suggests a wall of this

rock.. Just northeast of this claim, on the opposite side of tlie creek, is

Bradford's Prospect, in whieli also the cinnabar is associated with opal.

Difficidt drainage, due to the proximity of the creek, is said to have inter-

fered with the development of this deposit. Tt is stated that since I visited

this locality a shaft has been sunk and that a considerable ore body has

been developed.

The next deposit to the northwest is the Great Western, described in

detail in the preceding chapter. The district between the Great Western

and Pine Mountain has been actively prospected, and nnxny claims have

been taken up and again abandoned. It is not possible to get much infor-

mation about these deposits, none of which has been extensively developed

and in none of which extensive ore bodies were found. The AVall Street is

on a laver of opaline, metamorphic rock. Glaucophane schists occur In this

mine and it was in specimens from this locality that glaucophane was lirst

detected in California. Native quicksilver existed here as well as cinnabar.

The American mine was located upon a ledge of indurated strata which

form croppings of considerable height. The rock consisted of alternating

beds of sandstone, siliceous slate, and partially serpentinized sandstone, and

underlying the ore-bearing strata was dense serpentine. The cinnabar

sometimes impregnated disintegrated and ocherous material, but was mostly

found in seams and bunches in the siliceous rocks. Quicksilver, pyrite, and

bitumen accompanied the cinnabar. The deposit appears to have been an

impregnated series of strata and the ground nuist have been charged with

ore after the metamorphism of the rock.= According to Mr. D. de Cortazar*

specimens containing selenide of mercury were obtained from this mine.

I A more important mine of the same name in Sononn County has been described in the preceding

chapter.

- Uupnblished report of L. Janin.

^Uritish Reports on Ihr lMii1:i(lcl|ihia Int. rnatinnal Ex]i(isilinn of IHTIi, vol. :!.
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Tlie Flagstaff is a olaim adjoining the Pioneer and very similar to it.

The ore-bearing gi-oinid is a stratnni of argillaceons sandstone impregnated

with metallic mercury, which is accompanied by a little cinnabar/ Pro-

fessor Whitney visited the region in 18(jl, when some of tiie mines were

being worked, and has published the following notes concerning tliem r

Tlie Cincinnati is on the bill-side noar a steep canon, northeast of Pine Mount-

ain ; from it Mt. St. Helena bears S. 3'2° E., and the mine was estimated to Lave an

altitude of about two thousand five hundred feet. The prevailing rock is serpentine,

filled with fhreads and veinlets of quartz, running tlirough it in every direction, pre-

senting a rather peculiar appearance, as some of the quartz is in a crystallized form.

Both cinnabar and native mercury have been found here, but there was little appear-

ance of regularity in the deposit and no large mass of ore had been discovered. * *

The Dead Brolce lies about one mile west of the Cincinnati. The rock here con-

sists of alternating layers of dark and light colored and partly decomposed quartzite
;

the strike is about N. 5° W.-S. 5° E., and their dip, which is to the west, about 45^.

On the east side of the ridge imperfect serpentine was seen, and a level had been

driven in it for 265 feet. The cinnabar, of which rich specimens had been procured,

was contained in a stratum about four inches wide and parallel with the formation.

The rittsburg claim is one half a mile N. 15° W. from the Dead Broke, and some

cinnabar has been found here in serpentine.

The Pioneer mine, which is south of j\It. Cobb and not far from the

Little Cleysers, was also visited by Professor AVhitney, who says

:

The rock most nearly associated with the ore is the same peculiar siliceous variety

usually seen at the cinnabar mines of California, and it is inclosed on both sides by

serpentine. The strike of the metalliferous lode or vein was nearly northwest and

southeast. The metal exists here both in the form of the sulphuret, as cinrabar, and

in the native state ; indeed, so far as we know, it is one of the most remarkable local-

ities of native mercury ever discovered. The metal occurs disseminated in fine glob

ules through the vein-stone, or iu larger quantities in the interior of quartz geodes or

l)oekets. CTver six pounds have been saved from a single pocket, and one of the first

cavities broken into yielded four pounds three ounces of the metal, besides what was

unavoidably lost iu collecting. These facts are stated on the authority of Mr. B. C.

Wattles, the superintendent. * * * Considerable bituminous matter occurs here,

as iu most of the other mercury miues of the State, and some of the quartz geodes

contain bitumen.

From Pine Flat, in Sonoma Count}', a definite belt of deposits extends

in a direction which is about 25° west of north. It is very noticeable on

the sketch map that this belt of deposits occurs at a considerable distance

from any volcanic rock, while, on the other hand, it passes within a mile of

'UDpublishod rcjiort by L. Jauiii. -Geo). Survey Califoinin, Geology, vol. 1, j). 69.
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the group of hot sulplmr springs miscalled geysers. Some of these .springs

reach the boiling-point and emit .steam. They are very numerous and active

and are regarded as one of the sights of California. Tiieir character is such

as is almost universally attributed to volcanic activity. Their presence near

the quicksilver mines therefore indicates that the remoteness of the deposits

of cinnabar from the nearest lavas does not preclude a relation between vol-

canic activity and ore deposition. The mines of this group are the Sonoma,

the Rattlesnake, the Little Missouri, the Oakland, the Kentucky, and the

Cloverdale. The Kattlesnake produced only about .sixty-five flasks of Cjuick-

silver, but it is a noteworthy fact that this product was obtained almost

entirely from uative quicksilver disseminated in a friable sandstone. An

unusual quantity of oily bitumen accompanied this ore, and it is recorded

that there were special arrangements to burn the hydrocarbons because of

the quantity of soot which they formed in the condensers.' Though most

of the ore was an impregnated unindurated sandstone, the usual opaline

rock also occurred here and sometimes showed geodes containing oil. The

Oakland mine, as stated in the table of production, Chapter I, produced

G,831 flasks, and may perhaps be reopened under favorable circumstances

The product of the Cloverdale was 2,G6l flasks, but the Kentucky only

turned out 54 flasks. Another small mine, beyond the limits of the map,

is the Livermore. It lies two miles west of the junction of Pluton Creek

and Sulphur Creek.

oakviue and Bella Union— Small quautitics of ciuuabar occur in the hills

bounding Napa Valle}' on the west, about half way between Calistoga and

Napa City. The principal deposits are on two adjoining claims, the Bella

Union and the Oakville. The rock is siliceous slate, associated with serpen-

tine. The slates strike north and south and dip at 60° or 70° westward

toward the summit of the range. The ore is exclusively cinnabar, accom-

panied by pyrite and calcite. It forms seams in the slates and irregular

bunches connected by narrow stringers of ore. The Bella Union has pro-

duced some metal.^

' T. Eglestou, Traus. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., vol. 3, p. 273.

^ The informatiou concerning these mines is derived from an unpublished report of Mr. C. A. Luck-

hardt.
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Solano County.—The iiiost southei'ly of the mines nortli of tlie Bay of San

Francisco is the St. Jolin's, four miles nortlieast of Vallejo. It is situated in

an isolated ridge of metamorphic rock trending from northwest to southeast

and lying in Sulphur Spring Valley. The sarrounding region is unaltered.

In the metamorphic area also there are portions of little modified rock, and

at two points on the ridge Mr. Turner found Aucella mosquensis. One of

these localities is in the main tunnel of the St, John's mine, and the shales

in which the fossils occur seem beyond doubt the same which, at a di.stance

of 150 feet from the fossils, are indurated and contain cinnabar. The

second AucdJa locality is three-quarters of a mile southeast of the mine on

the same ridge. At this point the shells occur in calcareous nodules in

shale. These fossils of course detemnine the rocks as belonging to the Neo-

comian formation.

The ore was found at the croppings and is said to have been discovered

as early as 1852. The ore body exposed at the croppings extended down-

ward about four hundred feet and furnished most of the metal which this

mine has produced. Much of this ore was inclosed in a white, greatly

decomposed rock, which is probably a metamorphosed sediment, further

altered by the action of sulphuric acid and other reagents. At one point it

crosses the tunnel very like a dike. There is nothing suggesting the pres-

ence of erui)tive rocks on the surface. According to Mr. Neate, the owner

of the property, an open fissure exists in proximity to the main ore body,

but the position of this fissure is now inaccessible. Like most of the quick-

silver mines, the St. John's carried some bituminous matter. In the west-

ern mine workings cinnabar occurs in highh- siliceous, apparently chalce-

donic rocks, and close by is serpentine, forming a wall to the ore-bearing

ground. As appears from the table of production, this mine has yielded

8,598 flasks of metal.

Mt. Diablo.—Cinnabar is found on the eastern slope of the nortli peak of

Mt. Diablo, associated with the usual black opal and chromic iron ore. It

is said that some thousands of dollars' worth of the metal was extracted

from this locality. In the ravine just below the mine is a sulphur spring, and

farther down the slope is another mineral spring which must formerly have

been very active, for it has deposited a large quantity of calcareous sinter.
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To the south of this spring- deposit in a hill of" asperite and at the con-

tact between this lava and the unaltered shale Mr. Turner found cinnabar.

It is associated with copper pyrites and calcite and in some cases is so in-

termingled with the latter as to show simultaneous deposition. There seems

to be no quartz or opal at this point. This is the third locality in California

at which cinnabar is found associated with andesite, and the circumstances

are such as to leave little or no doubt that the de})Osition took place from

hot sulphur springs, induced by volcanic action.

Traces of cinnabar.—The dlscovery of ciuuabar at Point Reyes was reported

in 187;-).' There is no improbability in the statement, but I have heard of

no confirmation of the report and hesitate to enter it on the map. Pro-

fessor Whitney states that small quantities of cinnabar and mercury were

found in early days near the Mission, in San Francisco, in rocks of the

usual t}'pe.

Santa Clara County—Besides the Xew Almadeu, Enriquita, and Guadalupe,

which form the subject for Chapter X, a small mine called the Snn Juan

Bautista was worked in former years. It is in the northeastern portion of

an isolated range or cluster of hills bearing the same name and is about

four miles southeast of San Jose. The hills are composed of metamorphic

rocks, largely serpentine. The ore deposits were iri'egular, but seemed in

a general way to follow the stratification. Mr. Goodyear (loc. cit.) notes

the presence of chalcedonic silica and of a hard, dark-gray, granular, crys-

talline rock, which was probably pseudodiabase. My party has not visited

this deposit

panoche district.—Pauoche Pass, which is near the junction of Fresno,

Merced, and San Benito Counties, leads from the area drained by the

Pajaro River to that drained by the San Joaquin. The divide forms a por-

tion of the somewhat irregular mountain system called by Professor Whit-

ney the Mt. Diablo Range and is composed of rocks identical in character

with the central metamorphic mass of Mt. Diablo. There is no reason for

supposing these rocks to be of different age from those of Mt. Diablo and

Knoxville, and there is considerable evidence that like them they are Neo-

comian, but no fossils were found in them. The surrounding countr}- con-

' Mining and Scientific Press, February 27, 1875.
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tains Miocene sandstones and heavy gravels snpposed to be Pliocene.

Both of these formations have been greatly distnrbed and often stand at

high fingles. The nietanioi'phic rocks near Panoche Pass contain a number

of deposits of quicksilver, some of which have yielded metal.

Tlie Stayton mines was the name given to a group of fourteen prospects,

which are remarkable because they contain stibnite in quantities equal to or

greater than those of cinnabar. At one time quicksilver was reduced in a

retort at this locality and at another the antimony ore was smelted The

mines have not been in operation for some years and little could be seen at

the time of my visit, excepting that both minerals occurred in proximity,

chiefly with quartz gangue, in siliceous and serpentinized rocks of the usual

type. I saw no indications of a large or a regular deposit. The Wonder

quicksilver mine was close to the Stayton and is said to have been similar.

About eleven miles west of Panoche post-office, near the main high road,

is a prospect called the Cerro Gordo. It is remarkable for the presence of

metacinnabarite in the ore, which contains, besides, cinnabar, pyrite, and

bitumen, associated with opal and crystalline silica. The inclosing rocks

are of the metamorpliic series and contain titaniferous magnetite. The

material on the dumps seemed to me of a promising character.

The Little Panoche mine is in a canon at the north end of Little Pano-

che Valley. The workings were never large and are now for the most part

inaccessible. The rock is uietamorphic sandstone, highly silicitied, but ac-

companied by only trifling quantities of serpentine. The ore, as shown by

the dumps, consisted of cinnabar and pyrite in a quartz gangue, with meta-

morpliic sandstone. I saw no evidence of a defined vein, though the work-

ings may have disclosed something of the sort.

The Ceri-o Bonito, sometimes called the Panoche Grande, is about

three miles by road from Panoche post-office, in the northwestern corner

of Fresno County. It lies close to a basalt area of considerable size, the

only one of the kind known to me in this part of the country. The mine

is in metamorpliic sandstone, accompanied by serpentine, and the ore is

associated with quartz and calcite. Very little pyrite exists in the dumps

and the ore was dull, unpromising-looking material. According to Mr. L.

Janin, the ore followed the stratification. The most promising ore-liearing
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o-round was a vein-like formation from two to five feet in width, consisting

of oartliy decomposed rock, in whicli occurred threads and bunches of cin-

nabar. Bowlders, too, were included in the matrix; they were impregnated

with cinnabar to a greater or less extent.

San Luis Obispo.—The nilncs of the San Luis Obispo are on the Santa Lucia

Range, which extends from near Monterey southward along the coast.

Tl is range is chiefly composed of metamorphic rocks and Miocene beds.

The metamorphic rocks are lithologically identical with those farther north

and are also of the same age. Five miles from the town of San Luis

Obi.spo, on the road to Santa Mai'garila, in a patch of comparatively little

altered shale inclosed in tiie metamorphic series, Mr. Turner found an ex-

cellent specimen 0*1 Amelia mosqiieiisis. This is the most southerly locality

at which this cliaracteristic fossil of tlie Knoxville series has been encoun-

tered, and it is nearly three hundred miles in a direct line from the Man-

zanita mine, in CJolusa Count}', where Aucella was also found. This inter-

val is equal to three-fifths of the entire length of the Coast Ranges from

Ft. Tcjon to Shasta City.

There is a considerable extent of Miocene rocks in this region, as well

as a volcanic range which trends in a westerly direction and ends, according

to Professor Whitney, in the Moro rock oft' the coast. It seems to consist

of asperites. Hot springs are said to exist in abundance in the quicksilver

district of San Luis Obispo, and extinct springs, evidently similar to those

now active, are stated to occur close to the most productive of tiie mines,

the Oceanic. The hot sulphur springs of Paso Robles are not far from

this group of mines.

The Rincoiuida mine is sunk on a deposit in metamorphic rocks among

which is serpentine. These rocks are not distinguishable from those at

New Almaden and other more northern districts. The deposit is partly in

slaty material, accompanied by black opal, and partly in indurated sand-

stones. Pyrite, calcite, dolomite, quartz, and organic matter accompany

the ore. It is to some extent disseminated, but usually occupies cracks in

the rocks, which it often only partially fills. The crevices sometimes cross

the beds and sometimes follow them. The deposit has not as yet proved of

any commercial value. It is interesting because its general character is so
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like that of many deposits to the north in mineral association, in structure,

and in the age of the inclosing rocks.

Judging from reports of Mr. Janin, the Ocean View, Keystone, Jose-

phine (also called Sunderland and Luckhardt), and other mines seem to

have been essentially similar in the mode of their occurrence to the Rin-

conada and to a great proportion of the otlier quicksilver deposits of Cali-

fornia. The Oceanic was more exceptional, for its deposit consisted of a

stratum of unaltered sandstone impregnated with cinnabar. The widtli of

the stratum was several yards and at one time the entire body of rock paid

for extraction and reduction. Specimens show that the cinnabar is asso-

ciated with quartz as a gangue and that stringers of ore and gangue as well

as impregnations occuiTed. A coarse conglomerate, said to form the " cas-

ing of the vein," contains metamorphic pebbles, sho^^ing that the rock is at

least as late as the Chico and probably Miocene, but no fossils are known

to have been found in it. There is nothing improbable in the hypothesis

that this rock is Tertiary ; for it has been shown in this report that in Cali-

fornia cinnabar is associated with many rocks, both Pre-Miocene and Post-

Miocene, and that it is known to exist in Tertiary strata in other parts of

the world. The appearance of one specimen from tlie Oceanic suggests

that the works have struck metamorphic rock beneath the sandstone. The

Sulphur Spring claim adjoining the Oceanic on the west yields specimens of

rich cinnabar. In the northwest portion of San Luis Obispo County good

ore occurs at the Polar Star mine.

Santa Barbara.—Tlic Los Prictos is ou the uorthem flank of the Santa Inez

Range, some five miles northerly from the town of Santa Barbara. A belt

of quicksilver-bearing rock is said to extend from this point for about six

miles on a course south 50° east, or approximately in the direction of the

range, and upon it several claims have been located. The occurrence is of

the usual kind— seams and bunches of cinnabar in metamorphic rocks,

including serpentine and serpentinoid rocks. Specimens also show light-

colored limestone with cinnabar. These mines have turned out a small

quantity of ore, some of which has been reduced.^ Hot springs occur at

several points along this range of mountains.

' This information is derivpd from Mr. .Lnnin,
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Other traces ot cinnabar.—Tho oLHUirreuce of truces of ([uicksilvev has been re-

ported a number of times near Lake Elizabeth, in Los Angeles County, and

the report is credited by persons whose opinion is entitled to respect. Cin-

nabar also occurred near San Bernardino. A small deposit is said to have

worked out long since, and new discoveries were announced in 1873.^

According to Mr. Schmitz, a mine superintendent, gold amalgam was

found at many points on the gold belt in early days. He found oiu; occur-

rence in stringers in ''greenstone" five feet below the surface, which was

anal3'zed by Sonnenschein'- and gave the formula AuHgl The exact locality

is not given.

Three extremely interesting occurrences on the gold belt of California

are described by Professor Whitney. One of these is in Mariposa County,

on the north bank of the Merced River, near Horseshoe Bend. Here an

auriferous quartz vein six inches wide and resembling other such veins in

most respects carried on its foot-wall a thin seam of quartz containing cin-

nabar in crystalline plates and bunches. The seam was about an inch wide

and appeared to be continuous.^

Mr. C. L. Mast is now the owner of a ledge on the hillside east of the

Merced River, near the mouth of Maxwell Cryek, not far from Coulterville,

which is probably the same vein referred to by Professor Whitne}-. The

country rock is of the kind called by Professor Whitney greenstone and

by Professor Wadsworth diabase tufa The cinnabar occurs in crystals of

unusually large size embedded in quartz and accompanied by very little

pyrite. This ore was sold to the Chinese between 1850 and 18()0. Mr.

J. W. C. Maxwell informs me that many years ago extraordinarily well

crystallized cinnabar in a quartz gangue used to be brought from the country

back of the town of Merced and sold to the Chinese as vermilion at a high

price per ounce. This cinnabar may have come from the vein just described

or possibly from some similar locality now unknown. In Calaveras County,

near ]\^urph^''s, a quartz vein assaying well for gold also carried cinnabar in

small quantities, according to Professor Whitne}', with traces of vitreous

copper ore and copper carbonates. The same geologist has also seen speci-

' Miuiug aurt Scientific Press, vol. 27, 187;!, p. 166.

-Zoitsclir. Deiitsch. geol. Gesell., vol. 6, 1S54, p. 'J13.

^Geol. Survey California, Greology, vol. 1, x>.
2.!0.
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mens of gravel from near Placerville, El Dorado County, containing gold

and rounded grains of pure cinnabar.^ This is probably at or near the

locality, three miles south of Shingle Springs, from which not only float cin-

nabar, but a ledge carrying this ore, was reported some years since.'

Mr. Turner has visited this localit}', which is at Cinnabar City. The

deposit is a bedded vein in slates and quartzitic rocks. The cinnabar,

accompanied by pyrite, occupies interstitial spaces. A furnace was built

here and some quicksilver was produced. According to the county sur-

veyor, Mr. G. W. Kemble, cinnabar also occurs in place in the ravine of

Hastings Creek near its mouth and in the ravine of Clark's Creek about

one mile from its mouth, the two localities being presumably on the same

ledge. Hastings Creek empties into the south fork of the American River

from the north about three miles from Coloma. Clark's Creek flows from

the south into the same river about four miles northwest of Coloma.

Gold amalgam is reported from British Columbia.' Mr. H. G. Hanks

has also analyzed arquerite (silver amalgam) from Vital Creek, British

Columbia, in latitude 53° north.*

The only cinnabar deposit in British Columbia upon which any work

has been done i.s at Kicking Horse Pass (lat. 51'^ 20', long. 116° 30'), two

and a half miles east of Garden City. It is called the Ebenezer and is

described as a vein of calcite flecked with grains of cinnabar. The ore is

accompanied bv pyrite and contains traces of gold.'^ Dr. G. M. Dawson

reports that float cinnabar has been found in the gold washings on the

Fraser River, near Boston Bar. Rich specimens containing cinnabar and

native metal are said to liave come from the west side of the Fraser, near

Clinton, and the silver ores from Hope, on the Fraser, are stated to contain

mercury. A well defined lode containing rich cinnabar ore is also said to

occur on the Homathco River.*^

Mr. W. H. Dall informs me that in 1865 he saw a large piece of cin-

nabar in the Colonial Museum at Sitka, Alaska, which was said to have been

' Auriferous Gravels, p. 367.

"Miaiug and Scientific Press, vul. 31, 1875, p. 118.

'Geol. Survey Canada, Geol. Canada, 18G3, p. 518.

< Rept. State mineralogist California, vol. 4, 1884, p. 13.

''Ann. Rept. Geol. Survey Canada, lf<f(i, pii. !» T and 40 D.

^Kept. Progress Geol. Survey ( oMad:!, l-T^'.-';7, \<. llSif.
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brought in by the Indians from some portion of the Alexander Archipelago.

It has since been reported as occurring on the Kuskokwim River. There

seems to me no reason to doubt that cinnabar really does occur in Alaska,

though more detinite information is to be desired.

In the Great Basin quicksilver ores occur at several points besides

Steamboat Springs. In Idaho considerable quantities of float cinnabar

have been foiuid in Stanley Basin, at the eastern extremity of Boise County,

and along the Salmon River between the mouth of Yankee Fork and the

town of Sawtooth, but the ore has not been found in place.^

Prof W. P. Blake wrote in ISiiTr

Ciuuabar of a beautiful vermilion color is fouud iu Idaho abundantly spread

through a gaugue of massive compact limestone or marble. No quartz or other minerals

are visible in the .specimens.

Professor Blake writes me that these specimens were water worn or

rounded fragments about the size of one's fist, and lie thinks it not im-

probable that tliey formed portions of a calcite vein in some other rock.

Judging from the frequent occurrence of cinnabar with calcite in fissures

in many parts of the world, this also appears to me probable. He cannot

recollect ever having been informed as to the precise locality from which

the specimens came, and they are most likely therefore to have been found

in one or the other of the regions referred to above. Cinnabar, then, so

far as known, has never been found in place in Idaho.

Mr. Janin informs me of a very interesting occurrence of cinnal)ar in

the Belmont district, Nevada. Rich seams of nearly pure cinnabar were

found here in the Barcelona silver mine, follo\A'ing along the vein of argen-

tiferous ore. Cinnabar has also been reported from Humboldt County and

from the southeastern corner of Nevada, but with no details as to occurrence.

In Utah the Lucky Boy claim, Mt. Baldy district, Piute ('ounty, con-

tains bunches of tiemannite (mercuric selenide) in limestone^ In Feb-

ruary, 1887, a mine was at work in the Lucky Boy claim upon a bodj' of

this rare ore al)out four feet in thickness. The ore sometimes contains 70

per cent, of mercur\^ and is said to average 10 per cent. Three retorts

Avere running and producing enough quicksilver to pay expenses. The

'Emmons aud Becker, op. cit., p. 55. -^ Emmons and Becker, loc. cit., p. 463.

'^ Am. Jour. Sei., 2d seiies, vol. 43, 1867, p. 135.
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product for tlie last quarter of 1886 was 87 flasks. A furnace was being

built.^ This is, I believe, the only case in which tieniannite has ever been

mined and reduced on a commercial scale. A body of low-grade cinna-

bar is said to have been found near this mine. I also learned from Mr. J.

E. Clayton, tlirough Mr. I). T. Da)^, that cinnabar is found in the Camp

Floyd district, near Lewiston, in the Oquirrh Range, about sixty miles south-

west of Salt Lake City. The oi-e is said to occur in bunches and seams in

calcareous shales of Carboniferous age and to be accompanied by heavy

spar. The deposits at this locality can be followed for a mile or more, but

the ore is of low grade and has not been worked.

Cinnabar has been reported from New Mexico, but I have seen no

definite locality given and no particulars. j\[any years since, remarkable

specimens of ore containing cinnabar with gold, silver, and copper ores

were shown in San Francisco, which it \a as said came from Arizona.

' Tbis iiilbrmatiou was obtaiued from Mr, F. Cope, general freight agent of the Utah Central Kail-

way.



CHAPTER XrV.

DISCUSSION OF THE ORE DEPOSITS.

Purpose of the chapter.—Tlic varlous ciiiiiabar deposits of the Pacific slope

have many features in common; indeed, it does not appear to me practi-

cable to divide them into two or more groups. Each mine, however, affords

special facilities for the study of particular characteristics and comparisons

are essential. This chapter will he devoted to comparative descriptions of

the deposits and I shall also endeavor to include in it such information with

reference to the occurrences as seems likely to be welcome to readers who

desire a general knowledge of the quicksilver deposits of the Pacific slope

rather than full particnlars of any one property. It will include studies

of the ores, gangue minerals, and inclosing rocks, a discussion of the place

which these ore bodies occupy in the general classification of deposits, and

remarks on the relations which they bear to metamorphic areas and to

volcanic rocks. The origin of the ores and the manner in which they were

dissolved and precipitated will be discussed in separate chapters.

MINERALOGICAL CHAEACTER OF THE DEPOSITS.

Ores.— Quicksilver is obtained on the Pacific slope from four minerals,

cinnabar, metacinnabarite, native quicksilver, and tiemannite (mercuric sel-

enide). The last occurs in quantity only near Marysville, Piute County,

Utah. Reduction works are in operation, and, it is said, at a profit. Cin-

nabar is the chief ore in the United States, as it is elsewhere, and only a

small portion of the metal is obtained from metacinnabarite or in the native

state. In the Redington, Reed, and New Idria mines, however, large quan-

tities of metacinnabarite were obtained from the higlier levels, but large

masses of this ore have not been seen in place during the present investiga-
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tion. Native quicksilver in small and variable quantities is met in many of

the mines. It is naturally oftener found in the lower portions of ore bodies

than elsewhere, because of its fluidity and its high specific gravity, just as

it permeates the earth far below the foundations of reduction furnaces when

special means are not adopted to obviate its percolation. Hence miners do

not welcome the appearance of native quicksilver.

Gangue minerals.— Deusc Hiasses of ciunabar, of considerable size, are found

in most ore bodies, but the larger part of the ore is mingled with gangue

minerals. These are few in number and are substantially the same in all

the deposits. They are crystalline silica, opal, calcite, and dolomite. Asso-

ciated with the cinnabar is also invariably pyrite or niarcasite (sometimes

slightly auriferous): millerite, too, in small quantities is conuiion; and traces

of copper as sulphide or carbonate are occasionally seen. Bituminous mat-

ter is present in all the mines examined excepting Steamboat Springs. This

substance, though sometimes disseminated through ore, is usually found in

spots in the country rock. Sulphur occurs at the surface of three of the

most recent deposits, and in the Manzanita mine, Colusa County, native gold

and cinnabar are mingled. Cinnabar is also met with in some of the gold

quartz veins of the gold belt. Pyrargyrite and cinnabar are associated near

Calistoga and tliis ore also contains arsenic and lead. At the Barcelona silver

mine in Nevada cinnabar was found. A mixture of cinnabar with gold, silver,

and copper ores is reported from Arizona, and at Steamboat the deposits con-

tain gold, silver, lead, copper, and zinc I know of no other case on the

Pacific slope where zinc is found with quicksilver, but this association is not

unknown in Europe. The bitumen posepnyte was recognized at the Great

Western mine and a new bituminous mineral, christened nai>alite, was found

at the Phccnix mine.

other associated minerals.—Various otlicr miuerals liavc bcen identified in

the mines, less important than the above or less closely associated with the

ore. Gypsum is found with ore at Sulphur Bank. Magnesite occurs in the

New Alraaden, and perhaps elsewhere, with calcitic carbonates. Barite is

found with cinnabar in the Oathill, and this is the only case known of

the occurrence of barite with cinnabar in California.^ Apoph3'llite in fine

'An erroueous statement witb reference to an occurreace of barite in this State will be explained

farther along. It is also reported with cinnabar in Utah.
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crystals occurs in the New Alinaden, tliougli at some distance from ore, in

a geode, aeco:n[)anied by bitumen. Specularite is found in hard crusts witli

pyrite and cinnabar in the Rinconada and limonite is naturally common

near eroppings. I\Ielanterite often forms in the drifts of the mines. Copi-

apite occurs both at Redington and at Sulphur Baid<, as was proved both

by quantitative analysis and by crystallographic properties. Among the

efflorescences in the mines are epsomite from the Redington mine, of which

a quantitative analysis was made, anmionia-alum from Sulphur Bank, and

borates from the same locality. Pyrolusite is found at the San Carlos and

the alta of the New Almaden contains maugane.^o. .Morenosite coats one

specimen of millerite, and nickel .silicates are found at the St. John's and at

the Phoenix, but no nickel carbonate has been observed. Stibnite occurred

with cinnabar at the Manhattan, the Manzanita, and at the Stayton mines.

The red sulphide of antimony, for which I have suggested the name meta-

stibnite, and arsenic sulphides are abundant in the deposits of Steaml)oat

Springs. Chromite is abundant in the serpentine of the Coast Ranges, and

hence occurs also near cinnabar, though probably formed long before the ore.

In the New Almaden some of the gangue is stained green with chromium sili-

cates. The green stains were tested chemically, under the microscope they

appear as greenish, cryptocrystalline grains. Two new hydrated chromium

sulphates were found in the Redington mine at the point where solfataric

gases issue, and they are douljtless the result of the action of these gases on

chromite in the serpentinoid rocks. It is proposed to call the more highly

hydrated compound redingtonite and that with le.ss water knoxvillite. It i.s

needless to point out that a consideralile number of the minerals eivumerated

above are products of decomposition processes which have taken place since

the original deposition of the ore and gangue.

Microscopical character.—Many tlun sectious of the ore from different mines

have been cut, but under the microscope they give results so uniform that

the information thus obtained can be very briefly stated. The cinnabar is

transparent only when the section is unusually thin. It is ordinarily only

faintly translucent, transmitting dark-red rays, and is much better observed

by reflected than transmitted light. As a rule the cinnaba.- seen in slides

forms aggregates with oiily occasional crystalline outlines, which are usually
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traces of prismatic faces. A few isolated and well developed crystals have

been found sliowing-, in addition to the prismatic faces, terminal rhonibo-

hedrons. Cinnabar is often met with in dust-like aggregates disseminated

tlirougli quaitz, and with high powers this dust often resolves itself into

beautiful arborescent and capillary forms. In some hand specimens, too,

quartz may be seen reddened throughout the mass by disseminated ore.

These fibrous forms of the mineral are usually associated with concretionary

structure and the ore is often deposited in concentric layers parallel to those

of the accompanj'ing quartz or at the centers of geodes. Good crj'stals vis-

ible with the naked eye are very uncommon. Some such occurred in the

upper portions of the New Idria mine and were secured for the collection

by the courtesy of Mr. J. W. C. Maxwell. These are tabular and present

some remarkable characteristics, which will be discussed in a separate paper.

Vast quantities of silica occur with cinnabar at most of the California

mines, and a large part of this material consists of mixtures of opal and

crystalline silica Such mixtures have long been known in geological liter-

ature as chalcedony, and the term is used in that sense in this volimie.

Professor Rosenbusch has shown, however, that the fibrous silica crystals

so common in these mixtures possess negative double refraction and are

distinct from quartz. He calls this mineral simply chalcedony.^ It seems

to me that the adoption of this name for this purpose will lead to much

confusion, since chalcedony has been freely employed in literature in the

other sense. A very slight modification of the term, however, would

obviate this olijection and would seem to escape an}^ fresh ones. Chalced-

on'ite at once suggests a mineral characteristic of chalcedon}", yet not iden-

tical with it. So far as I know it has not hitherto been employed in any

sense, and I venture to propose it for the anhydrous silica with negative

double refraction described by Professor Rosenbusch.

In a great majority of cases the minerals immediately accompanying

the cinnabar are quartz and chalcedonite, and no case has been observed

in which the cinnabar particles were directly embedded in opal, although

the greater part of the area of some slides is occupied b}' the last-named

mineral. Minute cracks in the opal are often filled with crystals of cinna-

I Mik. Pbys., vol. 1, 1885, p. 345.
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bar and of silica, and these indicate that the deposition of opal preceded

that of such cinnabar and the accompanying quartz and chalcedonite.

The mixture, however, is sufficiently intimate to compel the conclusion that

opal deposition cannot have been an independent process, but only an early

stage of the same process by which cinnabar was ultimately deposited. It

is possible that there may be cases in which cinnabar is directly embedded

in opal, though this association is not represented among the slides, and it is

certain from field observations that very little of the cinnabar can occur in

this way. It seems more probable that the conditions attending the actnal

crystallization of the cinnabar were also favorable to the cr}-stallization of

the silica. Calcite and dolomite, especially the former, are found in a large

proportion of the slides. The deposition or formation of more or less dolo-

mitic carbonates appears from the slides to have preceded the deposition of

opal, quartz, chalcedonite, and cinnabar in most cases, but in some instances

the carbonates fill interstices in chalcedony, showing tliat carbonates were

deposited at distinct periods. Cinnabar is sometimes deposited in direct

contact with the carbonates, but occurs in this way much more rarely than

in quartz. Field observations also show an irregularity corresponding to

that observed under the microscope. In most of the mines silica predomi-

nates in some portions and carbonates in others. This variation is not only

characteristic of the deep mines, but also of Steamboat Springs, where

some areas of the spring deposits are almost pure chalcedony, while others

consist largely of carbonates. The intimate association of cinnabar with

opal and carbonates is of course sufficient to show that the ore is deposited

from solutions.

Inclosing rocks.— The couutry rock of the cinnabar deposits Is of the most

varied character, and I am unable to see that, excepting from a mechanical

point of view, the rock has exerted any influence on deposition. The old-

est rock In which cinnabar occurs Is granite, in which the main part of the

deposit at Steamboat Springs is found. Ilie ore occurs in every variety of

the early Cretaceous rocks, in unaltered sandstones, and also in phthanite,

pseudodiabase, pseudodiorite, glaucophane schists, and serpentine. The

most important deposits occur in the metamorphosed rocks, but this seems

to be due only to their hardness, as will be explained a little later. Cluco
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sandstones not considerably altered contain cinnabar at New Idria. In

San Lnis Obispo Connty the ore is found in unaltered sandstones believed

to be Miocene; at Sulphur Bank rich ore was found in modern lake beds;

the andesite of Clear Lake contained deposits; so, also, does the andesite

near Calistoga ; and the same association occurs at Mt. Diablo; traces of

cinnabar occur in the basalt of Steamboat, and a large part of the best ore

of Sulphur Bank was found in this recent lava. On the ^Etna property

ore is also found in basalt.

Alteration of the rocks.— Thc Tocks adjoluiug Ore deposits have in many cases

been greatly moditied. Metamorphic rocks often appear to have been con-

verted into or replaced by more or less dolomitic carbonates by the action

of solutions. This is inferable both from field and laboratory observations;

for, while limestone is extremely rare in the Coast Ranges as a whole, large

masses of more or less impure carbonates appear in the mines. This is

especially noticeable at New Almaden, where also the concretionary struct-

ure of a part of the material shows the foreign origin of the mineral. The

metamorphic rocks converted into carbonates are usually stained brown by

ferric oxide and ferrous carbonate and retain the general habitus of the

associated metamorphic rocks which have not undergone this change; but

it is often difficult to determine the exact character of the original material.

The metamorphic rocks where they are unaffected by carbonate solutions

vary so capriciously that the innnediate association of pseudodiabase with

carbonated rock does not prove that the latter is an altered form of the

former. Under the microscope it is found, too, that the alteration by car-

bonate solutions so quickly obliterates the character of the rock modified

that satisfactory transitions are comparatively rare. Both serpentine and

the granular metamorphic rocks seem to be subject to this conversion.

siiicification.— In tlic tlurd chapter I have referred to a widespread partial

silicification of the Coast Ranges, which seems to have formed the latest

phase of the Post-Neocomian metamorphism. In connection with the ore

deposition there has also been localized silicification, sometimes on a large

scale. The products of the two periods of silicification are ordinarily very

distinct, though doubtless there are cases in the neighborhood of mines in

which it might be impossible to refer the silica with certainty to one or the
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Other period. The Post-Neocomian silicification altered a portion of tlio

shales to jaspery masses or phthanite and formed in these and other rocks

innumerable minute veins of quartz. Tiie silicification attendant upon ore

deposition at a much later date resulted in 'the formation of great quantities

of opal, accompanied by a small amount of crystalline silica. The opal is

usually colored, and, as seen in hand specimens, is often deep black, so that

it considerably resembles some varieties of obsidian. It occurs in meta-

morphosed rocks sometimes as small spots and, again, near ore bodies in

large qmintities. It is much more frequent in the mines to the north of

San Francisco than to the south, though few deposits are unaccompanied

by small quantities of this material. I am not aware that it is found any-

where far from known traces of cinnabar and I look upon it as an indica-

tion of the probable presence of quicksilver wherever found. Its intimate

relation with metalliferous solutions is shown by the fact that it is seldom

if ever free from sulphides of iron or nickel, which may sometimes be seen

under the microscope when they are macroscopically invisible. The opal is

seldom absolutely free from quartz and chalcedonite, and sometimes a small

amount of carl)onates appears in it. Tlie chalcedonite and quartz microlites

in the opal are not infrequently radially arranged, forming globides which

dot the entire field Sometimes a perfect net of minute bands of quartz

traverses the opal. This net has, however, nothing to do with serpentine,

for, while net structure does not occur among the serpentines of the quick-

silver belt, it is manifest under the microscope that this quartz net repre-

sents an infiltration into fissured opal. The opal usually carries a few fluid

inclusions and microlites of an indeterminable character.

Some of the opal or opaline chalcedon)- has certainly been deposited in

pre-existing openings, but a large part of it must have been deposited b}- sub-

stitution for rocks. This conclusion was drawn from ol)servation in the mines,

where the shape of the opaline masses and the manner in wliicli it was min-

gled with country rock, particularly serpentine, forbade the supposition that

it had filled cavities or fissures. Many slides present no evidence of pseudo-

morphism, being entirely occupied by opal, with trifling admixtures of

quartz etc. Others, however, show clear transitions to serpentine and, in

particular, distinct remnants of the grate structure so characteristic of the
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Califoi'iiia serpentine. This structure is also seen to be gradually effaced

as the quantity of opal increases. The silica solutions .seem clearly to have

permeated more or less fractured serpentine, extracting the bases and de-

positing the opal, the course of decomposition being the same indicated for

the silicified serpentine of the Bijhmerwald by Schrauf ' and for the rocks

at Bilin by Doelter.- Remnants of hornblende have been detected in one

of the opals and are probably explained on the supposition that pseudo-

diorite is subject to replacement by opal. In one case, from the Lake mine,

glaucophane rocks have also undergone a similar change, glaucophane and

distinct traces of the structure of the schist in which that mineral occurs

remaining in a portion of the slide, but gradually passing over into micro-

cry.stalline quartz. There is similar evidence that chloritic sandstones have

been impregnated with opal, and one such specimen from Knoxville con-

tains perowskite. It forms small cubes of a violet-brown color, which

refract light strongly. Twins formed by two cubes united according to the

spinel law and one form similar to the ];)entagonal dodecahedron were also

observed. It has been found in the Coast Ranges only in tliis one specimen,

where it formed at the same time as the opal.

HYPOTHESIS OF SUBSTITUTION..

Substitution of ore for rock doubtful.—Aluiost froui tlie beiiinninff of the investiara-

tions described in this volume my attention has been directed to cases of

replacement, including those by cinnabar; but I have entirely failed to find

any valid evidence that this process has gone on to any considerable extent.

On the contrary, careful stud}* of much ore in place and under the microscope

seems to show that the cinnabar and the gangue minerals immediately accom-

panj'ing it have been deposited exclusively in pre-existing openings. These

are usually fissures in the rocks, and most large bodies of ore seem to me to

consist of crushed rock the interstices of which have been filled with cinna-

bar, quartz, and carljonates. I have never met with an instance in which the

ore masses were bounded by rock the surffice of which presented the joeculiar

pits and corrugations so characteristic of corrosion. Where compact rock is

' Tschermak's Miueral. Mittlieil., 1873, p. 13.

-Zeitsch. fur Krys. uud Miu., Groth, vol. G, 1881, p. 321.
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in contact vvitli cinnabar tlie ore does not penetrate it, but forms crusts ; and

the contact surface preserves the same geometrical character as freshly fract-

ured rock of the same kind presents. Had an active process of replacement

gone on, one would expect to find angular masses of ore containing rounded

kernels of rock, just as in the partially serpentinized rocks globular masses

of sandstone or pseudodiabase are found coated by less regular layers of ser-

pentine. I liave never met with cinn'abar bearing this relation to serpentine

or to other rocks. When the rocks are porous, or practically when they

consist of sandstone of loose texture, tlie ore does, indeed, permeate them and

the interstitial space is filled up with cinnabar and cpiartz ; but neither in such

specimens nor in the slides doesany evidence present itself that replacement

has occurred. So far as I know, the case most nearly sim'dating replace-

ment is the deposit at Steamboat, where the cinnabar is chiefly found dis-

seminated in decomposed granite. But liere much of tlie granite is reduced

to a loose, gravelly mass, in which there is no ore, and this material in every

respect resembles that in wliich the ore is found. I can form no other con-

clusion than tliat the decomposition and impregnation witli cinnabar were

independent plienomena. The precipitation of cinnabar took 23lace in the

granite only after space was made to receive it, and the deposition of the ore

was not a condition of the solution of the granite mass. So, also, in the

ba.salt of Sulphur Bank cinnabar is found partially filling- crevices, which

have manifestly first been enlarged from mere fissures by sulphuric acid or

by other means independent of the precipitation of cinnabar. Were the ore

deposited by replacement, there would also be a closer relation than seems

to exist between the chemical character of the rock and tlie ricluiess of the

deposits. In the metamorphic series phtlianites, pseudodiabase, serpentine,

and altered sandstone seem indifferently to limit rich ores, and such ores

are also found in contact with basalt. The amount of disturbance (except

in the case of porous sandstones), and not the qualify of the rock, is approxi-

mately proportional to tlie amount of ore.

The absence of ore in the opal mysterious. 1 OanUOt SatisfaCtOrily aCCOUUt for tllC

fact that, while various rocks adjoining ore bodies become silicified, the

cinnabar is either absolutely or substantially confined to fissures, in which

it is usually associated with quartz. If the solutions wliich opalized the
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serpentine contained mercuric sulphide, it seems strange that it should not

have crystallized out in the silicified mass from mere relief from pressure

and diminution of temperature. Either, then, the silicification was effected

before the solutions became charged with mercuric sulphide or the cinnabar

was precipitated in the crevices before the solutions made their way into

the rock. It seems fairly certain that a large part of the opalization took

place before the main deposition of tlie ore ; but, as the solutions at the

actual time of ore deposition were certainly siliceous, a portion of the

opalization was doubtless contemporaneous with the precipitation of cin-

nabar, and, although the earlier solutions may have Ijeen poor in mercury

compared with the later ones, it does not seem to me probable that they

were entirely barren at any time. I can only conclude that the cinnabar

was separated from the solutions remaining in the fissures when the siliceous

fluid permeated the rocks. Some mechanical process, more or less anal-

ogous to dialysis, seems to be the only natural explanation of such a sepa-

ration. There are a number of phenomena in mineral chemistry which

seem to require some such hypothesis as this for their adeqiuxte ex])lanation

;

but I am not prepared to off"er any positive evidence in favor of it and

it is suggested only as a logical possibility.

Pseudomorphism and substitution.—Tlic Iiypothcsis tluxt any orc has been de-

posited by substitution for country rock is equivalent to the hypothesis

that the ore has replaced the mineral constituents of the rock molecule for

molecule. The ore minerals must therefore be capable of forming pseudo-

morphs after such of the component minerals of the rock as are crystalline,

and of replacing, without essential change of form, dense masses of these

minerals or of components which are not crystalline. When it is known

that any mineral, wliether an ore or not, forms pseudomoi'phs after other

substances, it is not unreasonable to assert that it may replace rock masses

consisting of these substances. Thus talc is known to occur pseudomor-

pliically after a great numl)er of minerals, and to assert that it may replace

whole masses of rocks, composed, for exanqile, of pyroxene, dolomite, and

(juartz, is onl}' to maintain tliat the physical conditions under whidi it may

form pseudomorphs after all three of these minerals are the same. But

when it is asserted that an ore replaces rocks composed of minerals after
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which the ore is not known to form pseudomorphs the liypothesis of substi-

tution must be very carefully weighed.

Cinnabar is reported to occur as pseudomorphs after several metallic

sulphides. At least one of these changes, the replacement of pyrite, appears

to require confirmation, but they are of no importance here, since they have

no bearing on the theory of the substitution of cinnabar for wall rock.

Cinnabar is also known as a fossilizing mineral, indicating tiuit it may

replace organic matter. As has been stated in the description of Sulphur

Bank, cinnabar is precipitated from solution by ammonia, though not at

high temperatures and pressures. It is possible that herein lies tlie expla-

nation of the fact that, while cinnabar is known to have replaced organisms,

the presence of carbonaceous shale or of bituminous substances in the

mines, wdiether of California or Europe, is not commonly of itself any indi-

cation of unusually rich or abundant ore. It may be, however, that such

substances sometimes have an appreciable effect. "If quicksilver," says

de Prado, "exhibits an affinity or, if you choose, a propensity for any other

substance, it is for carbonaceous or bituminous matter."'

Cinnabar is also said to form pseudomorphs after two non-metallic

minerals, dolomite and barite. Dr. E. F. Durand is the only authority cited

for the statement that it replaces barite.^ On reference to his paper it

appears that this observer found in the Redington mine a tabular crystal

of cinnabar which did not seem to him referable to the rhombohedral sys-

tem ; and he hence inferred that it must be an example of dimorphous cin-

nabar or a pseudomorph of cinnabar after some other mineral, very likely

barite. This is a mere suggestion, and not an assertion. It was unsup-

ported by measurements of angles or other evidence, and barite has never

been found in the Redington mine. It is clearly incorrect to cite this crys-

tal as a case of the otherwise uidvnown pseudomorphism of cinnabar after

barite.

Of the pseudomorphism of cinnabar after dolomite also only one case

seems to be recorded. It is said to have been reported by Blum^ in 1863

' BuU. Soc. gdologique Frauce, 2d .series, vol. 12, 1855, p. 24.

sproc. Cal. Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. 4, 1872, p.211.

' PsendomorpUosen, Appendix III, cited iu AUg. und chom. Geo]., Roth., vol. 1, 1879, p. 184. This

appendix is not at present accessible to me.
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on the authority of Krantz as occurring in the Idria mine. Since that time

Lipoid has written two careful memoirs on tlie Idria deposit, but he does not

refer to these pseudomorphs. On the contrary, he states that in tlie dolomite

rock cinnabar occurs for the most part as mere paints or thin incrustations

(zarte Anfliige), and mentions dolomite crystals and cinnabar as of simulta-

neous deposition from the ore-bearing- solutions. In view of these facts and

considering that dolomite and cinnabar each show a considerable variety of

faces of the rhombohedral system, to which both belong, it appears to me

nearly certain that Krantz was in error and that cinnabar has not been

observed replacing dolomite.

The.substitution of a metallic sulphide for a sulphate or a carbonate

of an alkaline earth seems strange, but there is no reason to doubt that such

tran.sformations occur. While it is extrenielj' doubtful whether cinnabar

has ever been found as pseudomorphs after non-metallic, inorganic minei'als,

there is good evidence that galena has replaced calcite, and probably also

dolomite. Sillem found pseudomorphs after calcite at Andreasberg and at

Pribram' and A. E. Reuss found at Rodnau, in Transylvania, transforma-

tions of calcite into a mixture of galena and pyrite." Such replacements have

also attracted attention in this country. In 1880 I suggested that there was

evidence tending to prove that the lead ores of Eureka, which are galena

and its derivatives, had replaced the more or less dolomitic limestone in which

the deposits are inclosed.' Later Mr. J. S. Curtis made more observations

on the same deposits, which seemed conclusive of this substitution,* and Mr.

S. F. Eunnons has shown that the same conclusion is to be drawn with

reference to the lead deposits in limestone at Leadville.^ In case of a real

replacement the rock replaced will be represented in the resulting ore bodies

only by residual kernels, and where action has been vigorous few such

kernels will remain. Both Mr. Curtis and Mr. Eumions call attention to

the rarit}- of calcium carbonate in the lead ores of the respective districts

'Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineral., 1851, p. 397. Sillem's observations were not called iu question by

Reuss, as sfenis to bave been supposed (Allg. Geol., Kotb, vol. 1, p. 172), for, tbougli tbe latter did

not observe this cbange at Pribram, in speaking of the Rodnau occnrreuce be mentions tbe replace-

ment as " already proved elsewhere," and he can have referred only to Sillem's observations.

^Sitzungsber. k. Akad. Wiss., Wien, vol. iO, 1853, p. 67.

3 First Ann. Kept. U. .S. Geol. Survey, 1880, p. 38.

•Silver-Lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 7, 1884, p. 104.

* Geology and Miniiig Industry of Leadville, Colorado, SIou. U. S. Geol. Survey No, 12, 1886,

passim.
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which they investigated. Had they been deceived as to the process of

depo.sition and were tlie ores in reahty deposited in interstitial spaces in

tlie limestDiic or from sohitions carrying Uirge qnantities of carbonates of

calcinni and magnesium, these would have been abundant in tlio ore.

Alleged cases of substitution.— Tlio tlieory tluit ciunabar has been deposited l>y

sultstitution for rock has often been maintained. So far as I know it was

first suggested by de Prado, who believed that in the Almaden mine cinna-

bar had replaced a portion of the quartzite All the geological observers

who have written on this deposit since de Prado have reached or adopted

the same opinion, but tlie only proof given is that some of the impregna-

tions are so rich as to preclude the supposition that cinnabar occupies only

interstitial space. This is a statement whicli can be to some extent tested

by computation. Quartz sand, well shaken down, weighs 120 pounds per

cubic fool, while solid quartz weighs 165 pounds per cubic foot. The

packed sand therefore contains 27 3 per cent, of interstitial space. Were

this filled with cinnabar of a specific gravity of 9, the mass would contain

almost exactly 56 per cent, by weight of cinnabar, or over 48 per cent, of

quicksilver. No very definite idea is presented by "well shaken sand,"

but it at least represents an accepted experimental result comparable with

the conditions to be expected in natural sand beds. Were the sand com-

posed of spherical grains all of the same size and as closely packed as

possible, so that every sphere was in contact with twelve others, the mass

would contain 26 per cent, of interstitial space,' and were tins filled with

cinnabar the mass would contain nearly 47 per cent, of quicksilver. The

richest impregnation whicli I was able to find in the Almaden mine or nt

the furnaces contained only 33 per cent, of metal and the average yield

of the mine for the past twelve years has been only 9 per cent If one

allows 1 per cent, for loss or assumes that the ore really contained 10 per

cent., the volume occupied by the cinnabar was only 3.7 per cent., which

is less than half of the interstitial space in some indurated sandstones em-

ployed for paving streets. The richness of the impregnations is thus cer-

tainly not such as to prove that replacement of quartz by cinnabar has

It
' Accurately, as I compute it, 1 — ,—= 25. 95 per cent.
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taken place. Microscopical examinations of the ore are mucli more con-

clusive. 1 have twenty thin sections of the ores, and these show that, ex-

cepting in the rare eases in which the cinnabar is deposited with barite,

the sulphide has crystallized simultaneously with quartz even in the inter-

stices of the sandstones, themselves almost exclusively composed of quartz

Macroscopically, too, it may be seen throughout this mine that veinlets of

ore constantly contain quartz as a gangue mineral. This would be im-

possible were the cinnabar deposited by substitution for quartz, for, evi-

dently, if solution of quartz be a condition of the precipitation of cinna-

bar, the simultaneous precipitation of the two minerals cannot occur. The

two processes are mutually exclusive.

Lipoid speaks of the replacement of constituents of the Lagerschiefer of

Idria by cinnabar, but he attributes to this reaction only a subordinate part

in the formation of the deposit and does not enlarge upon the theor}-. These

slates are carbonaceous and may possibly have had some effect upon j)recipi-

tation, but I saw no definite evidence of it and Lipoid mentions none.

Professor von Groddeck, in his interesting memoir on the new Avala

mine in Servia,' describes the deposits as consisting of vein-like zones of meta-

morphosed rocks impregnated with quicksilver ore. The wall rock which

has been metamorphosed or altered is chiefly serpentine, and the process is

one of silicification accompaiiied by the formation or deposition of carbo-

nates. Most of the cinnabar occurs in stringers or impregnations which seem

later than the silicification, but the silicified serpentine also contains cinna-

bar, deposited, in von Groddeck's opinion, at the time of the alteration of the

serpentine. Though he speaks of the vein matter as pseudomorphic after

serpentine and as consisting in part of cinnabar, he does not state explicitly

that he regards the cinnabar as pseudomorphic after serpentine. It. is evi-

dently conceivable that while silicification of the serpentine was in progress

cinnabar should have been deposited by relief of pressure and temperature,

as was suggd'sted in a preceding paragraph. Other explanations also seem

possible, and I can see in this occurrence no sufficient proof that cinnabar

has been substituted for serpentine molecule for molecule.

Professor von Groddeck also describes a specimen from New Almaden.

He regards the ore as having replaced serpentine, because it shows the net

' See Zeitscbr. fUi Berg-, Hutten- ami S.iliueuwe.seu, vol. 153, 1^85, ji. 188.
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structure so common in serpentine and from finalogy with tlie Servian ores.

The net structure in the California ores, however, is ratlier an evidence that

it did not replace serpentine, because neither at New Alniaden nor elsewhere

in the Coast Ranges has the net structure been found in the serpentine.^

SIMILARITY OF THE DEPOSITS.

All the deposits similarly formed.— Everything sccms to polut to tlic liypotlicsis

that all the quicksilver ores of the Pacific slope have been formed in a

similar manner. The gangue minerals and their association are not identi-

cal at all the mines, but it will be found that the pecuharities offset one

another. It is quite true that quicksilver ores the world over are strikingly

similar in composition. The same minerals which are found abundantly

with cinnabar in California jire those most usually associated with it else-

where. Though other minerals, such as sulphides of lead and copper, are

also found with cinnabar both on the Pacific slope and in European mines,

they are rare. These facts do not weaken tlie evidence given by this

characteristic association of minerals that the deposits of the Pacific slope

have all been formed in the same manner, but rather tend to siiow ttiat

conditions accompanying the genesis of European deposits wert; siuidar to

those which attended the formation of the quicksilver ores of Aa erica.

Comparison of the various localities described in former chapters

shows that a substantially complete series of transitions exists from de-

posits now forming to those in which there is every reason to suppose ore

formation ceased long since. This is true both as to the metliod of genesis

indicated and as to the form of the deposits; but it will be convenient to

deal first witli the former and then with the latter of these topics.

Evidence as to method of genesis.—Thcrc cau, of coursc, bc uo possible doubt

as to the manner in which the cinnabar deposits of Steamboat Springs and

' In my opinion miicli caution is necessary in using inferences from net structure. The system of

fissures so well known to litliologists as forming in olivine .loes not appear to be characteristic of that

mineral only, but of most substances which possess no distinct cleav.age. In the rocUs in which par-

tially decomposed olivine is found, it is often the only substance without a pronounced cleavage, and

under these circumstances such structure may of course be appealed to with eonfideuce; but, when

material is examined which has undergone at least two successive processes of radical alteration, it does

not seem to me any longer safe to judge from this structure alone. Indeed, I have met with many very

perfect examples of net stnicture in which it is certain that substances exhibiting it are not derived

immediately or remotely from olivine.

MON XIII 26
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Sulphur Bank have been produced. Both of these locahties present at the

surface ver}- marked pecuUarities, wliich miglit be thought to divide tlieni

sharply from the deep mines, such as New Almaden, and to permit of no

inference from one to the other as to the genesis of ore, though, excepting

for the occurrence of native sulphur at the active springs, the difference

is physical rather than mineralogical. At Steamboat no considerable effort

has been made to follow the deposit, none of the excavations, so fiir as

I could learn, being over fifty feet deep. At Sulphur Bank, which is so

closely similar to Steamboat Springs, one chimne}' of ore has been followed

down for several hundred feet, and the ore found in the lower workings is

entire]}^ indistinguishable in any way from that in the cold, deep mines to

the soutli. It is the same association of cinnaljar, quartz, iron sulphides,

and carbonates. It contains no free sul[)hur ; it permeates very porous

sandstone, but only fills the crevices of dense sandstones and shales, just as

is the case at New Idria.

The Manzaiiita mine, in Colusa County, carries gold as well as cinna-

bar. The ores of Sulphur Bank and of Steamboat, as well as those of the

Baker and Redington mines, are also auriferous. The Manzanita, further,

contains a little stibuite (as did the Lake mine at Knoxville), pyrite, quartz,

calcite, and considerable quantities of bitumen. The ore is irregularly de-

posited in the crevices of the rock. Close by issue strong, hot sulphur springs,

and the surrounding country shows that similar waters have not long since

issued from many other points now dry. Tliough this deposit has been some-

what eroded, large quantities of free sulj)liur still remain in portions of it. It

thus exhibits the closest analogy to Sulphur Bank, though active springs

no longer issue from it. It differs from Sulphur Bank, however, in the fact

that no eruptive rock exists in the iuniiediate neighborhood, nor, so far as is

known, for a distance of several miles. This is an important peculiarity.

Other small quicksilver mines occur within short distances of the Man-

zanita.

The neighborhood of ^tna Springs, in Napa County, is very instruct-

ive. Here within a circle of three miles in diameter lie numerous deposits

belonging to the Napa Consolidated and the vEtna Companies. From one

of these, the Valley mine, now abandoned, flow the hot siilphur springs
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used as medk-inal baths. Cinnabar was obtained tVoni the opening from

whicli the spring tiows. The other daims do not show especially elevated

tenn)eratures At the Starr claim cinnabar occurs at the contact between

a dike of basalt and the sandstone wall, the metal being found l)()t*i in the

decomposed lava and in the sedimentary rock. This mine has produced

5,000 flasks of quicksilver and is not exhausted. A second very similar

claim is the Silver Boiv, in which the greater part of the cinnabar is derived

from the decomposed basalt near the sandstone wall. There is no reason

to suppose that the eight productive deposits of this small area have been

produced by different methods or at essentially ditferent periods, and the

association of those mentioned above with hot sulphur springs and basalt is

sufficient evidence that the genesis of the deposits was substantially the same

as at Sulphur Bank. The minerals associated with cinnabar in the district

and the general characteristics of the ore are exactly the same as in the mines

to the south of San Francisco.

Hot springs and cinnabar are also closely associated near Calistoga, and

the hot sulphur springs, miscalled geysers, in Sonoma County, lie within a

short distance of a number of small quicksilver mines. At Knoxville many

strong mineral springs are still depositing calcareous sinter, which in some

cases contains borax, but the water is no longer liot. In the Kedington

mine hot sulphurous gases are evolved at certain points and small amounts

of crystallized sulphur are being deposited. It is barely possible that in this

case some secondary action raises the temperature and induces the evolution

of sulphurous and sulphydric acids, but I was unable to detect any sufficient

cause for such action or any evidence that it was secondary. The pyrito

of this mine does not decompose readily, and the phenomena are confined

to a single portion of the mine, as they could scarcely be were this a case of

decomposition. Were the heat due to the oxidation of pyrite, the sulphydric

acid to the reduction of sulphates by timber, and the sulphurous acid to the

decomposition of sulphites or hyposulphites, one would expect to find the

phenomena repeated at other large mines, such as New Almaden and New

Idria; but they do not occur in those mines. The probabilities are thus all

in favor of the supposition that this is a veritable trace of a nearly extinct

solfatara. On the Manhattan claim near Knoxville a tunnel was run into
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the liill under the basalt. At the time of my visit it was inaccessible, but

I was assured by the watchman, an old miner, that a dike of the lava was

encountered and that at its contact with the inclosing rock cinnabar oc-

curred. Basalt does not elsewhere in this di.strict come in contact with

ore, but the Redington, Lake, Manhattan, and Reed mines and a number of

prospects showing cinnabar, as well as the mineral springs, are grouped

around the edges of the basalt area. Considering the occurrences near

Knoxville in the light of the facts developed near the ^Etna Springs and at

Sulphur Bank, there appears to me to be no doubt wliatever that all three

localities have been charged with cinnabar in the same maimer.

No two mines on the quicksilver belt possess a stronger similarity than

the New Idria and the Redington. Each is close to the contact between a

very large metamorphic area and unaltered rocks ; each carried large quan-

tities of metacinnabarite ; eacli was very irregular in structure on the upper

levels and developed well defined fissures below, and there is no diff'erence

in the association of minerals in the two mines. At New Idria, however,

there are no direct means of determining the method of genesis. No sul-

phurous gases or hot water now enter the mines, and the nearest known

basaltic area is 10 miles away. At the Manzanita also no eruptive rocks

are found, though there is abundant evidence of the action of liot springs.

Th'Te is nothing whatever to justify tlie supposition that the deposits of

.NOV i.iria are due to different causes than those which led to the formation

of ores at Knoxville and other localities north of San Francisco.

The New Almaden, Enriquita, and Guadalupe mines lie nearly in a

straight line, along which quicksilver has been found at numerous points.

No hot gases or water are found in the mines, but nearly parallel with them

and at an average distance of about a mile is a rhyolite dike, which has

been followed for several miles. This association of course suggests that

heated waters of the volcanic type must at some time have reached the sur-

face in the neighborhood, and probably along the line of the deposits.

The relations described in the foregoing paragraphs appear sufficient to

establish the facts that no grounds exist for supposing the various cinnabar

deposits to have been formed by different methods and that a considerable

number of them are due to the action of hot sulphur springs. In the sue-
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ceeding chapters other groiuuls will l)e stated for attributing all of them to

this cause.

Partial absence of sinters.—Eveii if tlio orcs of tlie Kedingtou, Ne.\v Alniaden,

and New Idria mines were not deposited from hot springs, like those of Sul-

phur Bank, the structure, as will be seen below, would lead to the conclusion

that their present cropping-s were not far distant from the surface of the conn-

try at the time of their formation. No spring deposits, however, were found

at the croppings, and the dissemination of cinnabar in the superficial soil at

the first two localities shows that a certain amount of erosion has taken place.

In this connection it is worth observing that the springs of Sulphur Bank

have made practically no accumulation of material at the surface. Thev

have indeed deposited sulphur, but thev have also e.xtracted a large amount

of material from the basalt. Perhaps this is due to the sulphuric acid formed

by oxidation of the hydrogen sulphide. This acid must convert the car-

bonates into soluble sulphates and precipitate the silica as particles which

are carried off in suspension. Were the water to cease flowing and erosion

to supervene, the disintegrated basalt and the sulphur overlying the ciinia-

bar would quickly be swept away and no trace of surface action would be

left. At Steamboat Springs, also, it is remarkable that, where the cinnabar

is known to be tolerably abundant, there is no superficial layer of sinter.

On the contrary, a bnsin has formed, seeming]}^ by the collapse of the dis-

integrated granite. The deposits of calcareous and siliceous sinter are asso-

ciated with the more recent springs, which carry but little (piicksilver and

do not form enough sulphuric acid to remove the lime. The lack of super-

ficial sinters and native sulphur at New Almaden and other mines is there-

fore no indication that they were not deposited from hot .springs.

Evidence from the mode of occurrence.—If the scHes of fjuicksilver deposits the

genesis of which is discussed in the foregoing pages be considered from the

point of view of the form and structure of the ore bodies, nothing incon-

sistent with asserted community of origin will be found ; on the contrary,

they form as perfect a series of transitions from a geometrical as from a

chemical standpoint. That a close connection exists between the deposition

of gold and that of quicksilver is certain, and it is more than probable that

other ores sometimes form in large quantities under similar conditions; but
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no deposits in any part of the world offer such opportunities for the study

of the real maimer of deposition as tliose discussed in this memoir. The}^

therefore constitute au exceedingly important example, and the question

whether the (piicksllver deposits of the Pacific slope include true veins of

cinnabar is consequently one of great and general interest.

That fissure systems nuist underlie hot springs such as those of Steam-

boat and Sulphur llauk is evident, since otherwise the waters could not

reach the surface. Some geologists, however, are of the opinion that hot

springs deposit the minerals which they carry in solution only at their

orifices, and not in the fissure systems which lead to the surface. So far as

quicksilver and the accompanying characteristic minerals are concerned,

deposition is not actually or substantially limited to the surtace, as is shown

conclusively by Sulphur Bank, where ore has deposited abundantly at con-

siderable depths from ascending currents of water which are still intensely

hot. This ore, too, as was pointed out above, is of precisely the same char-

acter as that met in other mines a thousand or more feet from the surface.

The deposit of the deep mine at Sulphur Bank, however, is not a vein,

though here and there stringers of ore were found whicli dift'ered in no re-

spect from small veins. Indeed, since, as was shown in the earlier portior

of this chapter, the cinnabar is deposited in pre-existing openings, the form

which the deposit takes is determined by that of the fissure system. Whether

in a particular case a deposit assumes the form of a vein, an irregular body

(stock), or a reticulated mass (stockwork) does not depend upon the direc-

tion or the temperature of the currents of the solution, but upon the char-

acter of the fissure system. This system, again, owes its character to the

physical properties of the rock and the dynamical influences to which it has

been subjected.

While in nearly all the quicksilver mines of the Pacific slope the por-

tions of the deposits at short distances from the surface closely resembled

the lower part of that at Sidphur Bank, say from the first level downward,

several of the mines have exhibited a much more regular structure in the

deeper workings than has been detected at Sulphur Bank. I have endeav-

ored to discuss each of them without departing from recognized standards

of description, but I have pointed out the inadequacy of the fiimiliar ter-
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minolooy to express the i-el;itioiis of these deposits sncchictly and clearly.

Merely formal dassilication is of little value, but, since exhaustive descrip-

tions of structure and form cannot be given on every occasion, deposits must

in some way be referred to recognized types; and, unless such references are

generally understood in the same sense, statements involving them will nec-

essarily fail to convey the meaning intended. I am certain that the term

vein as used by miners and geologists embraces types of structure which,

though closely allied, differ greatly from one another, and I have found that

many of the discu.ssions which constantly arise as to whether a particular

deposit is or is not a vein and as to the limits of veins owe their origin to

the ambiguity of this term. My opinion as to the nature of the quicksilver

deposits of the I'acirtc Slope will perhaps be more readily intelligible if a

few paragraphs are devoted to the discussion of this subject.

NATURE AND NOMENCLATURE OE VEINS.

Fissures and cavities.—Exceptiug wlieu orcs are deposited in beds, like coal,

or in placers, like gold gravels, the existence of open subterranean spaces

of greater or less size is a necessary condition for the formation of ore

bodies of any kind. The ore may be deposited in openings which existed

before deposition l)egan and which either were cracks between masses of

rock bi-oken asunder or were interstices in porous rock, like sandstone.

Room for the ore may also be made by solution of the rock mass either

before ore deposition or during that process. It is a mistake, however, to

suppose that the masses stoped out in the exploitation of mines usually

i-epi-esent spaces which were empty before the deposition of ore in them.

It is said that cases occur in which open caves in limestone have been filled

with ore, but cavities of this kind appear to be confined to limestone and to

liave formed only above the water level of the district by the solvent action

of surface waters charged with carbonic acid Ore deposits, however, are

l)y no means confined to limestones and are more often found in rocks

of this class which have never been drained than in those wdiich have

been exposed under the conditions needful for the formation of caverns.

It is also conceivable that yawning fissures should form in the earth's crust

and tliat these should l)e filled up solely with ore and gangue minerals; but
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such cases, if they exist, are exceptional. All observations and theory

point to the conclusion that most fissures are formed under a compressive

stress of greater or less violence or that a tendency to compress the rocks

into folds gives rise to fissures and faults when the applied force exceeds the

tenacitv of the rocks. It is also well known that in faulting the hanging

wall commonlv sinks relatively to the foot-wall. Fissures formed under

such conditions cnnnot vawn. The walls must come together at intervals

and the intervening spaces must be filled to a greater or less extent with

tlie fragments of wall rock. (Observation shows that veins very usually

answer to this description and that the space really occupied by ore corre-

sponds in great part to the interstices between fragments of wall rock which

looselv filled the fissure before the ore was deposited. This is observed

with particular frequency in large veins, while small ones are comparatively

free from rock fragments Irregular ore bodies connected with fissures still

more often represent masses of rock fragments rather than caverns.

In some cases irregular chambers connected witli fissures are solidlj'

filled with ore and gangue minerals. Such bodies are found in limestones

under conditions which preclude the supposition that they represent pre-

existing caverns, and they are usually accompanied by evidences of sub-

stitution of ore for carbonate of lime. The deposits of Eureka and of

Leadville are of this type. In these cases broken rock seems originally to

have filled the spaces in question, much as stopes in mines are often filled

with rock by miners to prevent their collapse after the removal of the ore.

Solutions of ore finding access to these spaces thi-ough the main fissures

have come in contact with ver}- extensive surfaces of limestone. The lime-

stone has been dissolved and ore has replaced the rock molecule for mole-

cule. Whether similar substitution occurs in other rocks than limestone

and with other ores than those of lead has not been sufficiently investi-

gated.

Fissures in the earth's mass would extend indefinitely both laterally

and vertically if the rocks possessed neither plasticity nor elasticity. No

rocks, however, are devoid of either of these properties. It is well known,

accordingly, that fissures are not of indefinite length. They sometimes
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pass over into folds, as several geologists have pointed out; and even in

granite areas dikes of eruptive rock may soniefimes be ol)served which

diminish gradnall>' in width to a tine edge and disappear. There is every

probability that fissures also die out in depth in a similar manner, though

where considerable faults have occurred the dej)tli of a fissure must be very

great. Many fissures certainly penetrate from the surface of the earth to

the foci of volcanic activity, a depth probably at least equal to that at

which earthquake shocks originate, or several miles from the surface.

Simple veins, parallel veins, and linked veins. WllCU the tOrm (isSUrC Vciu is UScd

without any qualilication, it brings to mind a very simple and common

form of deposit: a fissure with well defined walls usually nearly straight

or curving gradually and including vein matter which is connnonly com-

posed of ore, gangue, and fragmentary mas.ses of country rock. A vertical

section of such a vein is shown below (see Fig. 20 n). Tt appears to me very

desirable not only to call a deposit of this kind a simple fissure vein, but to

limit the application of this term to deposits of this kind. It is not difH-

cidt to find natural designations for allied but less regular depo.sits.

Where the formation of a fissure is accompanied by a strong compress-

ive stress groups of parallel fissures form, often passing over into a com-

mon fold at each end. Tlie dislocation is then distributed ovei- a luimber

of parallel surfaces instead of a single surface, and this distribution takes

place according to a definite law, which 1 have examined. on other occa-

sions.^ In some cases such fissures form with great i-egularity and are dis-

tinct from one another as far as they can be traced. If ore-beai'ing solu-

tions enter such ground, they deposit distinct, parallel veins. Such deposits

are naturally described as groups of parallel veins.

In many cases a tendency to the formation of groups of parallel fis-

sures is obstructed, perhaps by irregularities in the tenacity of the rock or

by the action of complex forces. In such instances approximately parallel

fissures form, Avhich die out in the direction of their strike, being replaced

by others to one side or the other. More or less diagonal stringers must

then exist, connecting the principal crevices. Sometimes fissures of this

Geology of the Coiustock Lode Chapter IV; Imii.act, friction, and faulting: Am. Jour. Sci., 3d
series, vol. 30, ISS.'i.
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kind run together and separate again, without, however, diverging at any

high angle.^ Plans of such groups of veins are shown in Fig. 19.

Fig. 19. Linked \ horizontal section.

In all cases these veins are linked together by direct continuations of

divergent strike or by small stringers intersecting the layers of rock Avliich

intervene between them. It appears to me convenient and natural to call

such systems linled veins, to distinguish them from .simple fissure veins and

parallel systems of veins on tlie one hand and from netted (or reticidated)

veins on the other.

There are still other less usual groupings of veins which do not need

to be christened. No one would hesitate to speak of a system of veins

whicli radiated from a central point as radiating veins or of a vein which

sends off numerous sti'ingers into the country mck ns a l>ranching vein,

and such descriptive terms are clear and precise.

Chambered veins— A sliglit degree of irregularity in the tenacifv of the

rocks or in the cliaracter of tlie rapturing force sutHces to produce linked

fissures instead of groups of parallel fissures. Greater variations in the

rock or a torsional stress accompanj'ing tlie dislocation will result in crush-

ing portions of the country rock adjacent to the main fissure This crush-

' Either a group of veiii.s occnpyinL' fissiire.s of tlii.s description or .1 .system of par.illtl veins is calletl

in German a Gangziig, Imt tliis word, tliongli sliort and expressive, b.as no English eqnivalent and is

not readily transl.ited by any concise term. It mi'an.s a procession or a flight of veins. It might be

possible to introduce the term a school of veins, as we speak of a school of dsh, but the metaphor does

not seem particularly worth preserving.
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ing will not as a rule be confined to a simple zone parallel witli the fissure,

bnt will reduoe only occasional masses of rock along the fissure to frag-

ments. Wiien in such cases ore and gangue minerals are subsequently

precipitated, the deposit will be confined to the main fissure where the

adj(Mning country is unbroken, but it will spread into the neighboring rock

whore crushing has occurred, the excrescent ore bodies being nev(irt]ieles>

merely lateral extensions of the filling of the fissures. .Afiners then usually

call the entire occurrence a fissure vein, and witli no little reason, since the

whole deposit is so evidently and closely dependent upon the existence of

a fissure. In some of the simpler cases of this kind even formalists will

grant the applicability of such a term as irregular vein or vein with irreg-

ular walls. "Pipe vein" has also sometimes been used to ex])ress structin'o

of this kind, but this term has been employed in such various senses as to

be objectionable. When the irregularity of the deposits is great, it has

been usual for mining engineers and geologists to describe rather than to

name them, to speak of stockworks and impregnations connected with

veins, and the like. It does not seem expedient, however, to designate ore

bodies so very closely related by difi^erent names unless the connection is

also expressed by some appropriate term. The connection existing between

the various portions of a deposit is at least as important as the form of the

various parts, and, if miners err in giving a wrong impression as to form,

the usual nomenclature of mining geologists ignores the close interdepend-

ence recoo-nized in the language of the miners.

Fig. 20. Simple fissure rein and chambered vein.

The form of deposit under discussion is illustrated in the above dia-

gram (Fig. 20 h).
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It seems to rae that deposits of this description may conveniently

be called chaiuhered veins and that the irregular, excrescent bodies of ore

of such de})osits may fitly be denominated vein chamhers. I propose these

terms to expi-ess the external form only and to embrace irregular ore

bodies contiguous with a fissure, whether they consist of reticulated

masses, of impregnations, or ore deposited l)y substitution. A cliandjered

vein may then be defined as a deposit consisting of an ore-bearing fis-

snre and of ore bodies contiguous with the fissure which extend into the

country rock. The term is intended for use in contradistinction to the term

fissure vein, or, more explicitly, simple fissure vein, which is thus restricted

to those cases in which tlie occurrence of ore is limited to a single defined

fissure. Transitions between the two forms are not infrequent, and such

occurrences may be referred to conveniently as veins which are to some

extent chambered or which show a tendency to chambering.'

Cap chambers— In grauitcs aucl gucisses it is not infrequently the case that

simple fissure veins are found which fi'om the cropping downward are very

regular. I doubt, however, whether, if in these cases the siuface still re-

mained as it existed at the time when the fissure was formed, the su])erior

2>ortion of the deposits would be found to possess an equal degree of regu-

larity. Wlten a fissure is formed a fault almost or quite invai-iably accom-

panies it, for it is a force tending to elevate one portion of a region above

another which usually produces the fissure. When a fault takes place, it is

well known that the hanging country is conmionly depressed relativel}" to

tlfe foot-wall and a projecting edge of the hanging ground nuist then press

and scrape against the foot-wall. This wedge like mass, not being sup-

ported at the surface by overlj'ing rock, is greatly exposed to fracture, and

will generally be more or less fissured, even when it is composed of firm

material, such as granite. If ore deposition follows from solutions which

reach the upper part of such a fissure, the irregular cracks in the lip of the

hanging country will fill with vein matter and tlie simple vein will be sur-

mounted by a chamber or a series of chambers close to the surface.

' "Cliainl)ere'l veins" seems to be as n.atiiral .and as appropriate ,a term as the familiar "cliaml)ered

slicU;" indeed, the analogy between them is a close one, for the siphnncle which passes throngh the

chambers of the nautilus and of other tetr.abra:iohiata answers to the (issure of a chambered vein.
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If a country be composed of rock of feeble and variable tenacity, the

tendency of the ground near the surface to break up into irregular frag-

ments will be much greater than where the country is firm and homogene-

ous, and the formation of chambers of ore close to the original surface is

the more to be expected. The ore bodies which were found near tlie crop-

pings of the Comstock Lode were of this description, and so are most of

the more superficial cinnaV)ar deposits of California.

I propose for tliese irreguhir bodies found at the croppings of veins

the name cap chambers, to distinguish them from the lateral ore bodies of

chambered veins. The term vein chamber then. includes cap chambers as

well as lateral chambers.

So far as we know anything of the mechanical conditio: is of ore depo-

sition, it appears from the foregoing paragraphs that many deposits which

now appear as simple fissure veins must once have included cap chambers,

and must consecpiently have come under the definition which I have pro-

posed of a chambered vein. The cap chambers in these cases must have

been removed l)y erosion. Where ore deposition has continued until all

available crevices were filled, as has sometimes but not always been the

case, it is evident that cap chambers will contain a comparatively large

amount of ore, often more than will be found within an equal vertical inter-

val far from the surface, where the fissure system is more simple. Such

was the case, for example, on the Comstock lode. Such also may have been

the case on the gold belt of California, and the immense amount of aurifer-

ous gravel would then not represent the erosion of contracted quartz veins,

such as are now being mined, but of tlie cap chambers of the veins This

hypothesis greatly reduces the amount of general erosion wliich the exist-

ence of these gravels would imply.

Tlie terms simple fissure vein, group of paraUel veins, linlced veins, and

chambered veins probably include nearly all species of deposits except-

ing sedimentary l^eds and placers. It is of course easy to imagine irregu-

lar bodies of ore unconnected with any fissure system, but it is doubtful

whether such really occur in nature. If these terms should be adopted, the

names impregnation, stockwork, pocket, etc. would be understood to refer

only to the structural character of specific portions of deposits, and not to

the form of any deposits as a whole.
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Formation of fissures at great depths—^yll^le it iippeai's that eveii veiiis iu firm,

htiinogeneoiis rock must tend to irregularity near tlie original surfoce as it

existed when the fissure formed, it is evident that at great depths fissures in

irregular and weak rocks, such as those whi(di form the greater part of the

Coast Ranges, must tend to regularity and simplicity; for at great depths the

walls of a fissure are so supported by the overlying masses that even if the

country is composed of discrete fragments these will be held in place very

much as if the material were continuous. Hence, at considerable depths

distinct fissures are to be looked for even in the quicksilver mines ; but it

is evident that the mutual support of fragmentary rocks will act only so

long as the fissures are very narrow. If considerable openings form, such

as are suitable for tlie deposition of ore in large masses, irregular reticulated

vein cliambers will result in such material at any dejith. In sueli rock as

I have seen in the quicksilver mines of California, wide, simple fissure veins

are not to be expected at any level and irregular chambers are not so likely

to be met with at great depths as at small ones, though they may occasion-

ally be found at any distance from the surface.

Fissure systems at the various mines. Siuce fisSUre SystCUlS are ahllOSt UCCCSSa-

rily more simple at considerable depths than near the surface, there is,

a priori, a strong probability that veins underlie Sulphur Bank and Steam-

boat Springs. As to the extent of such probable veins one can now judge

only from the amount of water which seems to have issued from them, and

this is but a poor guide. They miglit or might not repay the expense of

the explorations necessaiy to discover them. At Steamboat the springs

rise in lines approximately parallel to the trend of the Sierra, and this is

also the probable direction of the underl^'ing fissures. At Sulphur Bank

there is no certain indication of a prevailing strike, the local structure being

very complex.

What seem inevitable conclusions from these very simple principles at

these active springs are established certainties at other localities. The Red-

ington mine has been shown in the foregoing discussion to be closely anal-

ogous to Sulphur 13ank both in the method of genesis indicated and in its

structural features. Near the surface lay the irregular bonanza, answering

to the lower deposits of Sulphur Bank. A few hundred feet below the sur-
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face this cap clumiber was connected with a system of tln-ee parallel fissures,

two of them carryiiii^' ore and being in fact well developed and lunnistak-

able chambered veins. Their contents varied in value from i)oiiit to [)oiut,

as tliat of all veins does, but they have yielded large quantities of ore.

The third fissure has been proved to exist, but at the one point where it

was intersected it carried only pyrite and no ore. In the main uiine at

New Almaden tliere exist two parallel fissures separated from each other

b}' but a short distance. Ore is deposited in and near them, so that they

are true chambered veins. From the lower levels they ascend on diffurent

courses and reach the surface at a considerable distance from each other. A

great wedge of country rock is included between them, and fissures attended

by ore penetrate this also, foruiing chambered branches of the main veln.s.

But perhaps the finest and most interesting examples of vein structure are

afforded by the grouji of mines near ^Etna hot springs, which issue from

one of them, while two others lie at the contact between basalt dikes and

the inclosing sedimentary rocks. As was noted above, there is no reason

to suppose that this group of adjoining deposits owes its origin to various

causes; indeed, the supposition that the}' did so would be nothing less than

extravagant. Here the bodies adjoining and in part penetrating the dikes

are un(piestionably chambered veins, but still more striking are those in

the main workings of the Napa Consolidated mine at Oathill, called the

Mercury vein and the Manzanita vein. These occupy nearly parallel fault

fissures in nearly horizontal unaltered sandstones. The faulting was accom-

panied by compressive stress, as is proved by the fiexure of the strata in

opposite directions near the fissures, and the two principal fissures were

doubtless produced at the same time. Parts of these veins are simple

fissures filled with vein matter, which does not extend beyond the walls,

but at a number of points impregnation of the adjacent sandstone has taken

place. As a whole, therefore, these deposits, too, are to be classed as cham-

bered veins. The upper portion of the Phoenix seems to have been a cap

chamber, and this is the character of most of the smaller deposits in the

State. The Great Eastern and the Great Western are both chambered

veins, and no better example of this form of deposit could be given than

die Elvan Streak of New Idria.
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CONCLUSIONS.

Conclusion as to character oi deposits.—The maiiy analogies of tliG various ore

deposits thus point to a common origin of the ores, viz, precipitation in fis-

sm-es from ascending- hot solutions. In the following- chapters it will also

be shov.n that the derivation of the ores is inexplicalde except upon the sup-

position that the solutions ascended in a heated state. Portions of many of

the deposits can only be described by themselves as simple fissure veins,

and the existence of fissures is evident in all of them. The prevailing type

of deposit in the deeper mines is the chandjered vein, where the chandjers

are sometimes reticulated masses and sometimes impregnations. The ore

often follows the bedding for a certain distance and such portions of the

deposits are bedded veins.

Cap cluunbers are frequent and in many cases contain most of the ore.

Stockworks without a known immediate connection with chambered veins

have been met In some mines, but these are probably in every case cham-

bered branches of veins. Of all the principal types of ore deposits, substi-

tuted masses alone seem to be absent. The quicksilver deposits of the

Coast Ranges ai-e on the whole more irregular than the deposits of average

ores in other regions. Tills is due to the heterogeneity of the rocks in which

they occur; but irregularities of precisely the same kind are found in veins

of other metallic ores the world over and no fundamental distinction exists

between deposits of cinnabar and deposits of other metals.

Age of inclosing rocks.— The greater number of the productive mines have ex-

tracted their ore from chambers in rocks of Neocomlan age. This fact does

not seem to be due to any precipitating influence of these rocks, which, when

unaltered, are of exactly the same composition as the Tertiary beds. Still

less does the association indicate great antiquity for the deposits. The main

lines of disturbance in California, as elsewhere, are marked by ranges, and

these are for the most part considerably eroded. In consequence, the older

strata, where they have once been covered by rost-Neocomian rocks, have

been re-exposed along the old axes of compression. Kenewed movements

always tend to follow the old lines, and thus the fissures and ore deposits,

though of comparatively very recent date, are found most abundantly in the

earliest sedimentar}^ rocks of the region. Tlie physical character of the rock
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often seems to influence the deposition of tlie ore. Cinnabar occurs along

faulted surfoces in wliolh' unaltered Neocomian rocks, but tliis is rarely the

case. Unchanged sandstones and shales are more likely to be distorted than

to break, while the metamorphos'ed rocks are brittle and are intersected by

innumerable partially cemented cracks. Adjoining masses of metamorphosed

and unaltered rocks will present different amounts of resistance to disloca-

tion, and a tendency to the formation of fissures is most likely to manifest

itself near the junction of such areas. Knoxville and New Idria are excel-

lent examples of this fact, which it is worth the while of prospectors to note.

Of course it does not debar the formation of fissures in extensive metamor-

phosed areas

Relations of deposits to volcanic rocks.—Thc rclatlou of the Cjuicksilver de[)Osits to

volcanic rocks is indirect, yet close. The ore deposition seems to have been

immediately dependent upon the existence of hot sulphur springs, which

were probably in all cases of volcanic origin. Such springs are most likely

to occur at a very moderate distance from lava, but this is no invariable rale,

several miles sometimes separating such springs from the nearest volcanic

vents. So far as is known, basalt is the lava usually associated with the de-

posits, but the most important series of deposits in the State seems to have

been induced by a rhyolite eruption. Some little deposits of cinnabar exist

in andesite, and it is possible they are due to hot springs following the erup-

tion of this rock. Some other deposits are also nearer to andesites than to

basalts. I know of no reason to doubt that cinnabar deposits were formed

by springs which owed their temperature and composition to volcanic activity

of the andesitic period, but I have no unquestionable evidence that this was

the case.

Age of the ore deposits.— So far as Is kuowu, volcaiuc activity in the Coast

Ranges began in the Pliocene, and the main outbursts of the andesite seem

to have closed that period. The age of the cinnabar deposits is, then, lim-

ited to Post-Miocene times, and there is little doubt that nearly all the ore

has been deposited since the end of the Pliocene.

Future of quicksilver mining— I cauuot Say that tlic futurc of tho quicksilver

industry on the Pacific slope seems to mo very hopeful. The trouble is not

MON XIII 27
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in the lack of cinnabar, but in the mechanical disintegration of the country

effected by the Post-Neocomian upheaval. To this are due the great irreg-

ularity of the deposits, the dissemination of cinnabar in minute fissures, or

as "paints," in the language of miners, and the small average size of the

deep-seated veins. Deposits may somewhere be found in firmer or less fis-

sured rock, but there only can strong, simple fissure veins be expected to

prevail in depth. Such deposits are exceptional everywhere. In the Al-

maden district ore is known to occur at over seventy points, but at only one

of them was the accumulation great enough to supply the world with mer-

cury for thousands of years. The Santa Barbara, at Iluancavelica, too, was

one of over forty known deposits in the same district. Systematic and in-

telligent prospecting is even more needful in mines on the Coast Ranges

of California than elsewhere, and the special attention of superintendents

should be directed to a study of the fissure system. This will almost in-

variably be ver}- complex, and can be satisfactorily made out onl}' by daily

study as the work progresses. ^Yhen a large part of the mine is abandoned

and closed, it is often impossible to find the key to the true distribution of

the fissures and of the ore chambers which accompany them. Helpless

groping, discouragement, and often the abandonment of property which

probably contains treasures often follow. An increase of geological skill

in the management of quicksilver mines would do much to offset the unfor-

tunately capricious distribution of ore. Good civil and mechanical engi-

neering is necessary, but not sufficient, to make the best of a quicksilver

mine, nor can occasional assistance supply the place of enlightened daily

study of geological structure. There is nothing novel in this warning, nor is

there any probability that so trite a piece of common sense will be heeded.



CHAPTEE XV.

ON THE SOLUTION AND PRECIPITATION OF CINNABAR
AND OTHER ORES.^

The Avaters of Steamboat Springs are now depositing gold, probably

in the metallic state; sulphides of arsenic, antimony, and mercury; sul-

phides or sulphosalts of silver, lead, copper, and zinc; iron oxide and pos-

sibly also iron sulphides; and manganese, nickel, and cobalt compounds,

with a variety of earthy minerals. The sulphides which are most abun

dant in the deposits are found in solution in the water itself, while the re-

maining metallic compounds occur in deposits from springs now active or

which have been active within a few years. These springs are thus actu-

ally adding to the ore deposit of'the locality, which has been worked for

quicksilver in former years and would again be exploited were the price

of this metal to return to the figure at which it stood a few years since.

At Sulphur Bank also ore deposition is still in progress, but under condi-

tions which differ somewhat from those presented at Steamboat Springs.

The waters of the two localities are closely analogous. Both contain so-

dium carbonate, sodium chloride, sulphur in one or more forms, and borax

as princi[)al constituents, and both are extremely hot, those at Steamboat

Springs in some cases reaching the boiling-point. The water of Sulphur

Bank is ammoniacal. In attempting to determine in what forms the ores

enumerated can be held in solution in such waters, it is manifestly expe-

dient to begin by studying the simplest possible solutions of the sulphides,

and particularly of cinnabar.

Previous investigations.—Thc solubility of mcrcuric sulphide in alkaline com-

pounds containing sulphur has long been recognized by experimental and

' A digest of this chapter appeared in the Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, vol. 33, 1S87, p. I",»;).

419
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industrial chemists. This fact is the fouudiition of the methods of prepa-

ration of vermihon in the wet way, fii'st described by G. S. C. Kirclihoff

in 1799.' In 1829 C. Briinner' discovered the double soluble salt HgS,

K-S+ 5H-0. Later, Dr. Reinhardt Weber' re-examined the properties and

formation of this salt, which he found could only exist in the presence of

free caustic alkali. In opposition to Professor Stein, Dr. Weber is extremely

positive in his statement that mercuric sulphide is entirely insoluble either

in the simple sulphides of sodium and potassium or in the sulphydrates of

these metals, excepting in the presence of free hydrates. In the light of

facts definitely ascertained since this chemist's investigation, so general a

statement does not seem to be borne out by his own observations; for he

says that if potassic hydrate be added to the sulphydrate the mixture dis-

solves mercuric sulphide with the greatest ease. Now, excepting when ex-

tremely dilute, a mixture of the two alkaline solutions produces potassic

protosulphide, IvS, and, unless more caustic potash was added than would

be sufficient to convert all the sulphydrate into the simple sulphide, Dr.

Weber's solution was not, as he evidently supposes, a mixture of hydrate

and sulphydrate, but of simple sulphide and sulphydrate.

In 1864 Mr. C. T. Barfoed* investigated the behavior of mercuric

sulphide to sodium sulphides. He, like Dr. Weber, found the metallic

sulphide wholly insoluble in the sulph3'drate, but soluble in the simple sul-

phide, and in mixtures of the latter either with the sulphydrate or with the

hydrate. He insists that the necessary and sufficient condition for the sol-

ubility of mercuric sulphide is the presence of sodic protosulphide.

The assertion is frequently made in chemical writings," in spite of the

results obtained by Weber and by Barfoed, that mercuric sulphide is solu-

ble in sodium sulphydrate; but, though Professor Stein and the other chem-

ists who have made this assertion may not have emplo3-ed fully satuiated

sulphydrate, as wnll appear later, none of them can have failed to carry the

saturation beyond 50 per cent , and none, therefore, can have dealt with

' Allg. Jour, tier Cheniie, Scberer, vol. 2, p. 290.

- Poggeiulorff, Anualen, vol. 15, \t. 593.

^Ibiil., 4th series, vol. 7, l-.^jfi, p. 7C.

'Jour. ]>r;ikt. Cliemie, vol. 9:!, 11(14, p. 'J:!0.

'•For csainplc, Graliaiii-Otto. tilth edition, part:'., vol. -J, p. 1119.
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mixtures containing free hydrate. A prol)a!)le explanation of tliis apparent

neglect of careful investigations will a|)i)('ar a little further on. In 187G

Mr. M.C. Mehu^ examined the soluble, crvstalline mercury-sodium salt cor-

responding to ]5runner's ixitiissium comp(unid. I le found mercuric sulidiide

insoluble in sodic hy<Irate or in the simple sulphide of sodium, Ijut highl\-

solnble in mixtures. One part of mercuric sulphide with two parts of the

crystallized sulphide of sodium and two parts of a solution of sodic hydrate

of specific gravity l.oS form, he found, a perfect fluid, which absorbs car-

bonic acid and gradually precipitates at first sodium carlwnate containing

mercuric sulphide and later crystals of cinnabar.

Alkaline pentasulphides convert amorphous quicksilver sulphide di-

gested with them into cinnabar,- and this process implies a certain degree

of solubility. Mr. Barfoed, however, found mercuric sulphide insoluble at

ordinary pressures in sodium sulphydrate to which sulphur had been added,

and the solubility in the pentasulphide is probably slight. The conversion

of the l)lack into the red sulphide does not appear to imply more than a

mere trace of solubility, for Messrs. II. Sainte-Claire Deville and Debray

produced rhombohedral crystals of cinnabar by heating precipitated sulphide

with chlorhydric acid to 100"" C. in a closed tube.^ No statement is made in

the account of this experiment of any means being employed to produce

any great pressure. Mr. S. B. Christy^ found that at pressures of from

150 to oOO pounds per square inch and temperatures of from 180^ to 200°

various liquids heated with precipitated mercuric sulphide convert it into

vermilion. He experimented with polysulphides of potassium, potassic

sulphydrate, acid sodic carbonate charged with sulphydric acid, and a

spring water containing acid sodic carbonate which he charged with sulphy-

dric acid. He reached no conclusions as to the state of combination of

the mercury in solution. The fact that glass is greatly attacked at high

pressures and temperatures by alkaline solutions of course leaves many

possibilities open. Prof R. Wagner'^ has shown that mercuric sulphide is

I Russian Jour, of Pharm., reported in Jabresbericbt der CUeuiie, 187(i, p. 282.

^Gmelin-lCraut: Handbnch der Chemic, Anorganiscbe Cbemio, vol. 3, p. -r,.''., «bore many refer-

I'Mces may be found.

'Fomiud and Micbel-L<<vy : Syntbesc des miu. et des roches, p. 313.

<Am. Jour. Soi., 3d series, vol. 17, 1879, p. 4.-)3.

6 Jour. praUt. Cbouiic, vol. 9^, ISlJG, p. 23.
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soluble in barium sulphide and Professor Roth' thinks it i)robable that cal-

cium sulphide possesses a similar power.

Solubility of Hgs in mixtures of Na^s and NaOH.—A series of experlnieuts was made

in my laboratory with a view of testing the relative effect of the quantity

of sodium sulphide and sodium hydrate on the quantity of mercuric sulphide

which a given mixture of the solvents would take up. It is almost impos-

sible to make experiments of this kind with tlie same accurac}- which can

easily be attained in precipitations, because, if one or more drops of either

fluid reagent be added to a mass consisting of mercuric sulphide partially

dissolved in the menstruum, it is not practicable to say how long a time will

elapse before the additional drop will have become saturated. Approximate

results are, however, readily obtained, and these appear in the present case

to be sufficient.

It was found that, provided a small quantity of free hydrate exists in

the mixture, the solubility of mercuric sulphide depends upon the quantity

of sodium sulphide in the solution, or, in other words, that, if to a mixture of

Na^S and NaOH more sodic hydrate be added, the solvent power of the mixt-

ure is neither increased nor diminished thereby. For example, three solu-

tions, containing, respectively, 0.95, 1.38, and 2.29 grams of sodic hydrate,

and each containing almost the same quantity of sodic sulphide (about 0.7

gram), each dissolved the same quantity of mercuric sulphide. A very

small quantity only of the hydrate is sufficient to secure to the alkaline

sulphide its maximum solvent power over mercuric sulphide. The greater

part of the experiments made to test the maximum solubility of IlgS in

Na^S in the presence of NaHO shows that the relation of the weights of

the two substances is very nearly in the proportion of one molecule of HgS

to two molecules of Na'S. The average of fourteen such experiments gives

iHgS to 2.03Na^S. From the nature of the experiments a slight excess in

the quantity of the solvents employed is to be expected. One experiment

was made by mixing mercuric and sodic sulphide in the proportion of two

molecules of the latter to one of the former and adding a few drops of caus-

tic soda. A mere trace of the metallic sulphide remained undissolved and

I Alls- und cbeni. Geol., vol. 1, l«7;t, p. 2GJ.
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this ooinpletely disiippearcd on llic adilition n\' ;i, single drop of a solution

of alkaline sulphide, so that less than one dro[) completed the solution.

(Jhemists, of course, regard cases of solution such as that under dis-

cussion as due to the genesis of soluble double salts, \Yhicli are loi'iucd

according- to ordinary laws of composition. The above experiments show

that this soluble double salt can be represented only by the formula Hg8,

2Na-S and that it is soluble in dilute caustic soda.

The soluble mixture given by Mchu appears to be intended to repre-

sent the maximum solubility of mercuric sulphide, for he states that sulphy-

dric acid instantly produces a precipitate in it. As previously stated, it con-

tains two parts of crystallized simple sodie sulphide (Na'S, 9 IPO) to one

of HgS, which answers to lIgS+ 2.07Na-S and is thus, so far as it goes,

confirmatory of the above experiments.

Solubility of HgS in Na-s.—Tlic uiost carefully prepared solutions of sodium

sulphide dissolve mercuric sulphide freely. This statement is directly con-

trary to that which some of the chemists referred to have made, and it

would be a rash one if the evidence to be adduced for it depended simply

upon bringing solutions of sodic sulphide into contact with mercuric sul-

phide, for It is impossible to make certain that there is no trace of free caustic

alkali or of sulphydrate In solutions of Na=S, however closely Its analy-

sis may correspond to its theoretical composition. If, however, a solution

of sodic hydrate be treated with sulphydric acid, it Is gradually converted

into sodic sulphydrate and passes through a point at which the only com-

pound present is sodic protosnlphide. If mercuric sulphide be dissolved In

a mixture of sodic sulphide and sodic hydrate and the clear filtrate treated

with hydrogen sulphide, the mercuric sulphide begins to be precipitated

wlien very little free caustic alkali is left, and it Is continuously precipitated

until the entire amount of sodium present is converted Into the sulphydrate.

The purest preparations of sodic sulphide (Na'-S) which we have been able

to make, dissolve mercuric sulphide less freely than mixtures of sodic sul-

phide and sodic hydrate, but more freely than mixtures of sodic sulphide

and sodic sulphydrate. Different preparations, however, shown by most

careful analysis to correspond very accurately to the formula Xa'S, give

somewhat different results, possibly indicating a minute variation from ab-
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solute purity. It does not seem a priori inipi'obable that the soluble salt

wlien the sodic sulphide is absolutely pure is HgS, 3Na^S, and one of our

preparations gave almost exactly this result. It may also be that the mixt-

ures of HgS, 2Na-S and HgS, 4Na-S are formed in proportions varying

with other conditions than the purity of the sodium sulphide, such as tem-

perature and concentration.

Insolubility of HgS in cold NaHs.—Repeated experimeuts and analyses under-

taken during this investigation have shown that mercuric sulphide is totally

insoluble in sodic sulphydrate at ordinary temperatures and that any prep-

aration of this compound which will dissolve a trace of mercuric sulphide

can be shown by analysis lo fall short of complete saturation. Along time

and an enormous quantity of hydrogen sulphide are required to completely

saturate even a small amount of caustic soda with sulphur. As already

mentioned, both AVeber and Barfoed were aware of the insolubility of mer-

curic sulphide in sodic sulphydrate at ordinary temperatures. It will be

seen later that the behavior of these compounds varies with the tempera-

ture. If mercuric sulphide be left in contact with cold sodium sulphydrate

for twenty-four hours, just a trace of mercury goes into the solution. This

is due to the spontaneous loss of hydrogen sulphide which the sulphydrate

is well known to undergo.

The absolute want of power of a preparation of sodium sulphydrate

to dissolve a trace of mercuric sulphide is perhaps the best known test of

its freedom from the alkaline protosulphide. This test does not show the

absence of pol}sulphides, however, for we have frequently found mercm-ic

sulphide totally insoluble in solutions of sodic sulphydrate which possessed

a yellow color and which were proved l)y analysis to contain an excess of

sulphur. This corresponds to Barfoed's observation. The occurrence of

alkaline polysulphides in nature, excepting near the surface of the earth,

seems so improbable that I have undertaken no investigations of the con-

ditions under which they dissolve mercuric sulphide.

Solubility of HgS in mixtures of NaS and Na'S, H'S.— For tllC pUrpOSC of determining

the character of solutions of mercuric sulphide in mixtures of sodium sul-

phide and sulphydrate, clear solutions of mercuric sulphide in sodium sul-

phide and sodium hydrate were made, all of the reagents being carefully
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prepared for tlie purpose, and sulpluireted hydrogen was passed tln-ough

the sohition luilil a lavge. permanent precipitate of mercuric sulphide liad

formed Tlie mass was tlien filtered, and of course the filtrate represented

an absolutely saturated solution of mercuric sulphide in a mixture of sodic

sulphide and sulphydrate. A portion of this solution was analyzed. Tiie

remainder was treated further with hydrogen sulphide, tlie precipitation

being arrested before the separation of mercuric sulphide was complete, and

the second filtrate— representing a second saturated solution of the metallic

sulplnde in a mixture of alkaline sulphide and sulphydrate, but one contain-

ing much less mercuric sulphide than the first— was also analyzed.

Two such analyses gave the following results per 100cm' of solution:

Mercury, Hg.

Sodium, Na..

Sulphur, S...

A.
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sum of all the errors of experiment and analysis,' the variation is not

i;'reat.

In another anal3'sis of this solution, devised for the purpose of deter-

mining separately the sulphur combined with the hydrogen and that directly

united with sodium (an attempt which was only approximate!}- successful),

the total sulphur also actually came out somewhat higher than in that cited.

These analyses, which formed the conclusion of a tedious series of

experiments, appear to me to show beyond an}' reasonable doubt that

there is a compound HgS, 4Na-S which is soluble in the presence of Na-S,

H-S and which is decomposed by hydrogen sulphide in the presence of

sulphydrate by the reaction HgS, 4Na=S+ 411-8 zzHg8-f4Na=S, H-S.

Conclusions from the experiments.— It appcars froHi the above that tlicre are at

least three double salts of the form HgS, «Na-S where n may be 1, 2,

or 4, and, judging from the analogy of the potassium compounds, there is

probably also a compound of this group where ii is .}. The possibility of a

case in which n is 3 has also been adverted to. Thus mercuric sulphide

readily enters into combination with sodic sulphide in various proportions,

while all the best known soluble compounds of mercuric sulphide and sodium

have the same general formula. The presence of carbonates of the alkalis

is also known, especially from Mchu's results, to be compatible with the ex-

istence of these compounds. The question therefore arises whether such

double sulphides may not exist in natural waters.

Possible existence of Na-S in natural waters.—This qUeStioU rCSolvCS ItSclf iutO tWO.

It is to be considered whether sodic sulphide may exist in natural waters as

such. In that case such waters must dissolve mercuric sulphide. It is also

possible that alkaline monosulphides cannot exist as such in these waters, but

that the affinity of the compounds Na-S and HgS is sufficient to overcome

the obstacles to the formation of sodic sulphide and that this compound will

form when mercuric sulphide is present. The latter possibility is the more

important, but the former is uianifestly one of interest to chemical geology.

It seems commonly to be assumed that only the acid carbonate of sodium

exists in natural waters. I know of no warrant for this assumption. The

' Among other sources of error in \rorking witli these compounds is the absorption of carbonic acid

and the liberation of H'S. The solutions never cease to smell of the latter.
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neutral carbdiiatoand the sesciuicarhonato areknown to crystallize from many

natural waters. It is even ditlicult to produce the acid carbonate free from

the neutral salt, and the acid carbonate of conniierce, tliouoh designed to Ije

pure, invariably contains a considerable amount of the more basic compound.

Hot solutions of acid carbonate lose carbonic acid rapidly and cold solu-

tions evaporating in dry air also lose a large part of their acidity, so tiiat

the neutral carbonate and carljon dioxide may coexist. In my opinion it is

onlvsafe to regard natural waters as in general containing Ijoth carbonates.

When hydrogen sulphide is passed through waters containing neutral

carbonate at ordinary temperatures the following reaction is known to take

place: Na=CO"+rr'S=zNaIICO'+ NaIIS ; so that, if the solution of the

neutral carbonate be moderately strong, a portion of the less soluble acid

carbonate is precipitated by hydrogen sulphide. If hydrogen sulphide be

passed tlirough the solution until it is only semi-saturated or if a saturated

solution be added to a solution of the neutral carbonate, the composition

will be Na^COHNaHCO'+NaHS.
It is evidently conceivable that the neutral carbonate should react

upon the sulphydrate, producing sodium sulphide and acid carbonate.

This reaction cannot take place under ordinary conditions, however, for the

thermal effect of Na=CO''-f-NaHS= NaHCO='+ Na=S is negative. It does

not follow that this reaction may not take place at temperatures approach-

ing 100°. Indeed, in connection with the known fiicts as to the solubility

and hydration of sodium carbonate at different temperatures, it is a conse-

quence of a somewhat complex train of reasoning on the thermal effects of

the formation of the compounds involved that the following reaction must

give a positive thermal effect when the temperature exceeds 80°:

2Na-CO^ + 2NaHC0^4-2NaHS = 2NaHCO\
'

Na- CO' + NaHCO' + NaHS -fNa^S.

If this reaction actually takes place, a mixture of the two carbonates with

the sulphydrate, raised to a temperature of above 80°, yields a portion of the

simple sulphide of sodium. This appears to give a greater thermal effect

than any other reaction which can be devised between the ingredients. It

does not of necessity follow that it takes place ; for the salts may possibly

present unknown resistances to combination similar to the resistance which
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prevents the combination of free hydrogen and oxygen at low temperatures.

There is, liowever, notliing to indicate such anomalous resistances, and in

any event the considerations adduced demonstrate a tendencv to the forma-

tion of sodium sulphide. On the other hand, though manv efforts have

Ijeen made, neither Dr. Melville nor I have succeeded in devising an ex-

perimental method proving the presence of sodic sulphide, as such, in

solutions of this kind. If it does exist, of course mercuric sulphide nuist

immediately dissolve in the solution without the evolution of gas.

The theoretical results given in the last paragraph were worked out

before a single one of the experiments described in this chapter was made,

and, in fact, formed the basis of the entire investigation. When the attempt

was made to dissolve mercuric sulphide in the mixture at the temperature

indicated, in open vessels, it was found to go into solution without evolution

of gas, thus behaving as if free sodic sulphide were present. This, however,

in view of the facts afterwards ascertained, does not prove the actual pres-

ence of free sodic sulphide.

Formation of Na'S in the presence of HgS. WheU, lu additloU tO the tendenCV

towards formation of sodic sulphide discussed above, the affinity of mercuric

sulphide for this compound is brought into play, it can be proved experi-

mentally that sodic sulphide is formed. We found that at a temperature of

about 90" a mixture of the two carbonates and the sul])hvdrate dissolves

mercuric sulphide freely without a sensible evolution of gas. If the solvent

does not contain sodic sulphide, it must contain the sulphydrate. Hence it

becomes important to ascertain the behavior of mercuric sulphide to so-

dium sulphydrate at moderately elevated temperatures.

While sodic sulphydrate will not dissolve a trace of mercuric sulphide

at ordinarv" temperatures, if mercuric sulphide be added to a solution of so-

dium sulijlndrate which stands upon the water-bath, hydrogen sulphide is

evolved and mercuric sulphide goes into solution. The fixct that hydrogen

sulphide is evolved demonstrates that sodic protosulphide mu.st be formed.

Cooling does not reprecipitate the mercuric sulphide, and the compound dis-

solved is therefore of the form HgS, ;?Na''8. Though the solubility of mer-

curic sulphide in warm solutions of the alkaline sulphydrates at ordinary

pressures has, so far as I know, never been explicitly stated, I have no
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doubt that chemists have observed it, and that, in consequence of this ob-

servation, the general statement of tlie solubility of mercuric sulphide in

alkaline sulphydrates has remained in chemical literature in spite of the

observations of Weber and Barfoed. The ])reparation in which I origi-

nally observed this important reaction was one from which mercury had

already been removed by precipitation with hydrosulphui-ic acid The ex-

periment was afterwards repeated by Dr. Melville with several preparations

of sulphydrate which had I)een accurately analyzed and had been tested

in numerous ways.

Now, in a mixture of the carbonates and sulphides at the temperature

of the water-bath, either sodic sulphide or sulphydrate is present, or, more

probably, they coexist. If, then, mercuric sulphide be added to such a so-

lution, either sodic sulphide combines directly with mercuric sulphide or

sodic sulphydrate is decomposed by mei-curic sulphide, setting free liydro-

o-en sulphide, which must be immediately absorbed by sodium monocar-

bonate. Hence, in any case the salt dissolved in the solvent must be of

the form HgS, »Na-8.

Effects of dilution.— Laborator}' experiments are usually made with solutions

which are more concentrated than those found in nature. Hence the effect

of dilutions on solutions of HgS, ^Na^S is important. Whether mercuric

sulphide be dissolved in a mixture of sodium protosulphide and sodium hy-

drate or of the former and sulphydrate, dilution with cold water precipi-

tates mercuric sulphide. The process is gradual, yet progresses in stages.

Thus a mixture of solutions of sodic sulphide and sodic hydrate of a vol-

ume of 3.9cm^ was nearly saturated with mercuric sulphide. The mixt-

ure was represented by the formula HgS+ 2.04Na-S-|-1.38NaHO+ aq

and contained 0.3349 gram of mercuric sulphide. Supposing no change

of volume to have taken place, this is equivalent to 8G grams of mercuric

sulphide per liter. On dilution no precipitate was observable until 25cnr

of water had been added, or until the contents were reduced to 11. (i

grams of mercuric sulphide per liter. Precipitation appeared to continue

until about lOOcm' of water had been added. There then remained in

solution 0.0753 gram by weight, or 0.724 gram per liter. Tlie filtrate

remained clear until enough water had been added to reduce the strength
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of the solution to 0.29 gram per liter. Then the liquid began to grow

darker and the color deepened, until the entire quantity of sulphide pres-

ent was about 0.12 gram per liter. The precipitated material was so finely

divided that it would not settle and could not be filtered out, and it was

therefore impossible to say where, if at all, the precipitating effect of water

ceases. Similar experiments yielding analogous but not numerically iden-

tical results were made with other solutions.

The cause of this precipitation is clear. It is known through the in-

vestigation of Messrs. Kolbe, Thomsen, and others that, while in moderately

concentrated solutions NaHS+ NaHO= Na'"S-)-H-0, this reaction is par-

tially reversed on dilution, or that in the presence of much water sodic

sulphide is decomposed by water, the jiroportion of the sulphide under-

going this decomposition increasing gradually witli the dilution. It is evi-

dent that the decomposition of HgS, nNa'S is effected in the same way,

more and more of the protosulphide in combination being converted into

the sulphydrate as the dilution increases, probably without any hunt. Since

mercuric sulphide decomposes hot sodic sulphydrate, the effect of dilution in

hot solvents will evidently be less than in cold ones.

Brunner found that dilution of solutions of such a salt precipitated a

black mass, in which, on examination with the lens, minute globules of

mercury were visible. The quantity of niercur}" was extremely small, so

that the precipitate, on analysis, corresponded very closely indeed to the

composition expressed by the formula HgS. Gmelin-Kraut' appear to

have some independent confirmatory evidence on this point. If metallic

mercury be precipitated in diluted solutions, of course sulpluir is liberated,

and, as shown above, alkaline hydrate nnist also be present. Now, when

these two substances are brought in contact, sodic hyposulphite forms

Accordingly Jh-uiuuM' found hyposulphite in solution forty years before

the decomposition of alkaline sulphide in dilute solution had been eluci-

dated.

As Brunner experimented with IlgS, IvS, I thought it best to com-

pare the action of HgS, 4Na^S. A very concentrated, perfectly clear solu-

tion of fresldy prei)ared mercuric sulphide in a mixture of sodic sulphy-

' Haailbiieli tier Clieniio, vol. 3, p. S.")I.
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drate and sodic liydrate, containing- very little of the latter, was suddenly

diluted with cold water to two hundred times its volume and rapidly filtered.

Minute globules of mercury could be seen with the black sulphide on the

filter. On digestion (after thorough washing) with very dilute nitric acid,

a solution was obtained from which sulphydric acid preci[)itated black sul-

phide. The decomposition thus appears to be the same in solutions of each

of the compounds HgS, K"S and IlgS, 4Na-S.

Influence of foreign substances.— Tlic fiict that sodium carbouatcs do uot pre-

vent the solution of mercuric sulphide is evident both from Mchu's residt

and from our own. As was nidUtioned above, mercuric sulphide dissolves

abundantly in a solution containing these carbonates and sodic sulphides.

The chief constituents of tlie waters of Steanaboat Springs and Sulphur

Bank, besides alkaline carbonates and sulphides, are borax and salt. Ex-

periments show that borax solutions precipitate a portion of the mercury

from solution, but not the whole. The precipitation does not appear to bo

progressive, like that accompanying dilution, but to reach a sharp limit

beyond which further additions produce no effect. A large amount of bo-

rax added to a concentrated solution of sodic sulphide and sodic sulphy-

drate does not rob it of the power to dissolve mercuric sulphide.

It is easy to imagine reactions by which borax ma}^ precipitate a por-

tion of the mercuric sulphide. It seems possible, for example, that neutral

borate is formed at the expense of the sodic sulphide combined with the

mercuric sulphide. The sodic sulphide would then be converted to sulphy-

drate and mercuric sulphide would precipitate. But the behavior of solu-

tions of I)orax to sulphydric acid and to alkaline sulphides is very peculiar,

and, so far as I am aware, has not been thoroughly investigated.' Very

concentrated solutions of sodium chloride do not precipitate mercuric sul-

pliide from strong solutions in mixtures of sodic sulphide and sulphydrate,

and they even appear to delay, but not to prevent, precipitation by dilution.

The waters of Steamboat Springs contain no ammonia and probably

no organic matter. Those of Sulphur Bank carry ammonia, and all of the

mines examined in California show more or less organic matter. It is highh-

probable, therefore, that during the period of ore-deposition more or less

' Gmelin-Kiant, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 160.
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ammonia was present in many cases. Very small quantities of ammonium

carbonate precipitate all the mercur_v from the solutions discussed above at

ordinary pressures and at temperatures not exceeding- the boiling-point. At

temperatures of 145° or more and corresponding pressures, however, mer-

curic sulphide dissolves freely in ammoniacal solutions, but it is repre-

cipitated on cooling. The entire absence of cinnabar from the original

surface of Sulphur Bank shows how complete this precipitation must be

and that a "quantitative" separation of mercuric sulphide has there taken

place (see page 269).

Solubility of Fes'—The sulpliidc which is most frequently associated with

cinnabar is pyrite or marcasite ; indeed, these minerals in greater or smaller

quantities are to be found in nearly every hand specimen of ore and occur

very abundantly in most quicksilver mines. It seems impossible to avoid

the conclusion that the iron sulphides are soluble in the same natural solu-

tions which cany cinnabar. Pyrite, however, is a mineral which is so

refractory to most chemical solvents that neither Dr. Melville nor I felt anj'-

confidence that sodium sulphide would attack it. On making the e.xperi-

ment I was accordingly surprised to find that pyrite, marcasite, or precipi-

tated ferrous sulphide, when warmed with a solution of sodic sulphide,

diminished in quantity, while the solution changed color. The filtrates gave

strong reactions for iron.

Pyrite dissolves in cold solutions of sodium sulphide without any evo-

lution of gas. Ten cubic centimeters of an irreproachable solution of sodic

sulphide containing 1.0955 grams of the alkaline sulphide dissolved six-

tenths of a milligram of pyrite at the ordinary temperature of the laboratory.

Thus over eighteen hundred parts of sodic sulphide are required to dissolve

one part of pyrite. The solvent power seems to increase with the tempera-

ture. Pyrite, like cinnabar, appears to be totally insoluble in cold sodium

sulphydrate, and, like cinnabar, pyrite dissolves to some extent in hot solu-

tions of the sulphydrate. Pyrite is also soluble in solutions of sodium car-

bonate partially saturated with h3-drogen sulphide, both hot and cold. A

solution of 407 parts of the nentral carbonate, after being semi-saturated with

hydrogen sulphide, dissolved one part of pyrite at the ordinary temperature

i)f the lal)t)rat()r\-. The mineral dissolves more easilv in liot solutions than in
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cold ones. Marcasite is more easily soluble than pyrite, and the simple

precipitated sulphide goes into solution most readily of all. I tliink there

can be no doubt that pyrito and marcasite form double salts with sodium

sulphide entirely analogous to the soluble compounds of mercuric sulphide.

Marcasite is more easily attacked than pyrite, just as metaciiniabarite is

more susceptible to the action of reagents than is cinnabar.

Solubility of gold.—The association of gold and pyrite is world-wide. Ac-

cording to Claim ^ there is no jiyrite wliicli does not yield traces of gold

when carefully tested. This, indeed, does not accord with my experience,

for extremely careful tests of some pyrite in my laboratory have failed to

reveal any indication of gold. Gold is associated with quiclvsilver, however,

at Steamboat Springs, at some points on the gold belt of California, at the

Manzanita mine, at the Eedington mine, and some other localities. From

these fiicts I concluded that gold should be soluble in sodic sulphide. On

warming chemically pure precipitated gold dust with a solution of sodic

sulphide the glittering scales of gold gradually disappeared. The filtrate

after a proper manipulation yielded a purple precipitate with phosphorous

acid.-

A solution containing 843 parts of sodic sulphide (Na'S) by weight

dissolves one part of gold at the ordinary temperature of the atmosphere.

Gold also dissolves in sodic sulphydrate and in solutions of sodic carbonate

partially saturated with sulpliydric acid at ordinary temperatures. The

solubility appears to be increased and facilitated by heat.

Solubility of cus.— Cupric sulphide dissolves less readily than pyrite. Ex-

periments were made by keeping CuS in contact with the solvents in bottles

at about 20° C. for two weeks, the bottles being shaken from time to time.

A little less than five tiiousand parts by weight of sodic sulphydrate are

required to dissolve one part of copper sulphide. About eight thousand

' BisclioPs Cbom. und phys. Geol., vol. 3, 1866, p. 939.

"Bischof !oug since remarked that, were tbe existence of sulphide of gold in nature proved, the

possibility of double sulphides of this metal, such as can be artificially produced, and of their depo.si-

tion from aqueous solutions would be ascertained (ibid., p. 838). So, also, Prof. T. Egleston has found

that gold kept iu contact v.ith alkaline sulphides produced solutions giving reactions for gold (Trans.

Am. Inst. Min. Eng., vol. 9, 1881, p. 640). lie did not show, however, how such sulphides or their

equivalents could form or exist in nature, and seems to conclude that the compound existing iu natural

solutions is the chloride.

MON XIIT 28
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parts of sodic siilpliide in the pi-eseuce of caustic soda are required to pi*o-

duce the same eft'ect. Cuprlc sulphide is alsosohible at 20^ in the sohition

of sodium carbonate to which sulphydric acid has been added. Over two

thousand parts of neutral sodium carbonate which had been semi-saturated

with hydrogen sulphide were required to dissolve one part of cupric sul-

phide at this temperature. Cupric sulphide is also soluble in each of tliese

solutions when hot.

Solubility of zns.—TIic experiments on zinc sulphide were made in the same

manner as on cupric sulphide. Zinc sulphide is more soluble in a mixture

of sodic sulphide and caustic soda than in sodic sulphydrate. A solu-

tion containing a little l6*5s than a thousand parts of Na'S and about one

hundred parts of NaHO dissolved one part of ZnS at 20°. The sulphydrate

dissolves only a very small (juantit}' of zinc sulphide. Sodic carbonate par-

tially saturated with sulphydric acid also dissolves zinc sulphide. Over one

thousand parts of neutral sodium carbonate which had been semi-saturated

with hydrogen sulphide were found necessary to dissolve one part of zinc

sulphide at 20^.

Solubility oi As's' and sb's\— It IS, of course, perfectly well known that tlie

sulphides of arsenic and antimony dissolve freely in .sodic sulphide without

evolution of gas and in sodic suljohydrate with the e\'olution of hydrogen

sulphide. In cold solutions of sodic carbonate partially saturated with

sulphydric acid they dissolve freely without liberation of gas, because the

Indrosulphuric acid set free immediately combines with sodic carbonate.

Insolubility of pbs and Ag-s.—The sulpliidcs of lead and silver seem to be en-

tirely insoluble in solutions of sodic sulphide, of sodic sulphydrate, or in

solutions of sodic carbonate partially saturated with hydrosulphuric acid.

We have obtained no evidence of solution with these sulphides even when

heated above 100° with the reagents in closed tubes. Gtilena is rarely

found in quicksilver mines and distinct silver minerals are still more seldom

found associated with cinnabar. Very little galena occurs in the gold mines

of California, and lead deposits usually differ widely in character and mode

of occurrence from either quicksilver or gold deposits. These fects seem to

indicate that the best natural solvent for lead is different from that which is

most effectual in dissolving cinnabar and gold. Mr. de Senarinont^ produced

' .\nn:ilesilr,liiiiii.-. P.iris, vol. :!•>, isr.r. mi. 1(W. 171.
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o-alena by tlie solvent action of water supersaturated witli sulpliydric acid

in closed tubes at high temperatures and pressures, and also obtained ruby

silver, both arsenical and antimonial, by heating alkaline sulpharsenites with

silver salts dissolved in solutions of acid sodic carbonate at temperatures of

from 250'^ to 350°. There is, therefore, nothing strange in the fact that lead

and silver accompany the other minerals at Steamboat Springs.

Natural solutions and precipitations.—The forBgoiug aualyses and experiments

show that there is a series of compounds of mercury of the form HgS, «Na-S,

one or the other of which is soluble in aqueous solutions of caustic soda,

sodic sulphydrate, or sodic sulphide, and apparently also in pure water at

various temperatures. These solutions subsist, or subsist to some extent,

in the presence of sodic carbonates, borates, and chlorides. There is the

strongest e^'idence that the waters of Steamboat Springs contain mercury

in this form and that the waters of Sulphur Bank still carry it in solution.

Sulphides of iron, gold, and zinc form double sulphides with sodium, which

appear to be entirely analogous to those of mercury. Copper also forms a

soluble double sulphide, but combines more readily with sodic sulphydrate

than with the simple sulphide. All of these soluble sulphosalts may exist

in the jjresence of sodic carbonates.

Mercuric sulphide is readily precipitated from these solutions. Any

substance is more soluble in hot solutions than in cold ones, provided that

increase of temperature does not resolve the fluid molecules into others

which are less soluble, as happens with sodium chloride, neutral sodium car-

bonate, etc. Diminishing temperature is thus a cause of precipitation, and

diminishing pressure appears to act in a similar way. At Sulphur Bank

cinnabar is precipitated at a short distance from the surface, partly at least

in consequence of the. action of ammonium salts. There are also other

methods of precipitation which may be carried out under natural conditions.

If a natural solution of mercury comes in contact with a strong solution of

borax, or with sulphydric acid or any stronger acid, it will lose a portion

of the mercuric sulphide in solution, and, if the precipitation be a rapid one,

the black sulphide will probably be thrown down. At Steamboat Springs

and Sulphur Bank large quantities of sulphuric acid are found near the sur-

face and, percolating downward, must precipitate mercury. The acid waters
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penetrate to a cleptli of at least twenty or thirty feet, and this helps to ex-

plain the fact that the water reaching the surface carries so little quick-

silver. These same causes, or some of them, must also induce precipitation

of the other ores and of g'old from solutions.

Another method by which mercuric sulphide may be precipitated is, as

has been seen, mere dilution. Now, ascending solutions of cpiicksilver must

sometimes meet with springs, and, when they do so, metacinnabarite or

black sulphide will be precipitated, and n-ith it also a small amount of me-

tallic quicksilver. In nearly all mines a small quantity of virgin quick-

silver is found, and in most it constitutes a very small proportion of the

entire ore.^ Accompanying this precipitation is the formation of sodic hypo-

sulphite, which actually occurs in the waters of Steamboat Springs. Dilu-

tion of solutions of quicksilver with extraneous spring waters tluis alTords

one method of explaining the occurrence of metacinnabarite" found in at

least five of the mines of California, and also that of native quicksilver.

Native quicksilver, however, occurs in many mines in which no metacin-

nabarite has ever been seen. This does not preclude the supposition that

the metal has been isolated by dilution, for black sulphide in the presence of

solutions of mercury might readily be converted into the allotropic modi-

fication, and I know of no reason for denying that much of the cinnabar of

the ore deposits may have been deposited in the amorphous state. Cinna-

bar and metacinnabarite are sometimes found mixed, as if a conversion to

the red mineral were incomplete. In one of the abandoned drifts near the

exhausted ore bodies of the New Idria mine the walls were covered with

incrustations of secondary salts over an inch in thickness. In this mass,

which had been deposited since the drift was opened, I found a tiny vein of

cinnabar, about three inches in length and perhaps a quarter of a milli-

meter in thickness. The existence of this very recently formed veinlet evi-

dently indicates the presence in the mine of solvents of mercuric sidphide

in tritling quantities, w.hich might be quite sufficient, however, to convert

black ore into cinnabar. Professor Sandberger has described a series of

' It is a very curious fact that from ancient times to the beginning of the last century virgin quick-

silver was snppose'l to possess qualities superior to that of the metal reduced from cinualiar (Briiok-

mann, Magualia Dei iu Lncis Subterraneis).

-The forniatiou of metacinnabarite by dilution has already been suggested by Mr. .S. B. Christy.
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specimens from Huitziico, in Mexico, wliich also seem to indicate a transfor-

mation of metaeinnabarite into the red sulpliide by the action of solvent

flnids (see page ID). The mercury found at the (Ireat GcN'ser of Iceland is

also surrounded by black sulphide, which at a greater distance from the

metallic globules passes over into the red modification.

While dilution will produce metallic mercury and a causa vera of its

existence is thus detected, there may Ije other ways besides this in which

it is produced in nature. Thus sulphydric acid precipitates a mixture of

quicksilver and mercuric sulphide from mercurous salts. Wiiether soluble

mercurous salts can occur in nature, excepting near the earth's surface, is

another question. But even liglit is well known to decompose this feeble

sulphide, and it is not inqiossible that the decomposition of organic matter

associated in most cises with cinnabar deposits, and which seems to be

especiall3' abundant in those mines in which metallic mercury most prevails,

may lead to the isolation of metallic mercury.

Conclusions,—The couditious of the solution and preci})itation of ores

traced in this chapter appear beyond doubt those mainly instrumental in

forming the deposits of Steamljoat Springs and Sulphur Bank. Most of the

other quicksilver mines in California show ores and gangue minerals of

similar composition to these, and many of them are accompanied more or

less closely by warm springs containing much the same salts in solution.

Some of the gold veins also appear to bear so considerable a resemblance

in many particulars to these deposits as to lead to the belief that they too

were formed by precipitation from solutions of soluble double sulphides.

That pyi'ite, gold, and other ores are sometimes produced in nature by

other methods is absolutely certain, for some auriferous pyrite is known to

have resulted from tlie reduction of iron sulphate by organic matter. This

particular process is probably confined to .short distances from the surface,

for I know of no indication of the formation of iron sulphate far from the

oxidizing influence of the atmosphere. But there may be other solvents

yet for these and other minerals which can form at great depths, and, if

such there be, I am convinced that there are cases in which these solvents,

and not those which it has been my good fortune to trace in the foregoing

pages, have been instrumental in the segregation of oi'es.



CHAPTER XVI.

ORIGIN OF THE ORE.

Solvents possibly due to reduction by carbon. I have shoWll that ciniiabaV and 801116

of the accompanying minerals are dissolved as sulphosalts. It is now desir-

able to consider how the alkaline snlphides essential to these solntions are

formed. The alkalis found in thermal springs are easily explained, inasmuch

as feldspathic rocks afford an inexhaustible supply of sodium and potassium.

The source to which sulphur must be attributed is less clear. Many geo-

logical chemists, among them Bischof, maintain that sulphides and free

sulpluir are ultimately referable to the reduction of soluble sulphides by

organic matter. That sulphides and sulphur are frequently produced in

this way is entirely beyond question, for the reduction has been effected

experimentally and has been observed many times under natural and arti-

ficial conditions. Gypsum, for example, in contact with water and carbon,

3^ields hydrogen sulphide and acid calcium carbonate, or calcite and car-

bonic anhydride. If salts also be present which ma^' be decomposed by

sulphydric acid, sulphides will be formed.

Soluble sulphates exist in the greatest abundance in nature, being

found in nearly all spring water and forming some of the principal constitu-

ents of sea water. There can also be no doubt that a very large part, if

not the whole, of the water flowing from thermal springs and ejected by

volcanoes is of superficial origin and must have carried soluble sulphates

with it to the depths at which its temperature was raised to a maximum.

Organic matter is also held in solution or mechanical suspension in many
438
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waters. Besides direct observations on tliis [)()iiit, it is a well known fact

that below the permanent water-level of a country redncing agencies are at

work, so that the heavy metals occur as sulphides and the clays are coni-

monlv tinted blue from tlie presence of ferrous compounds. Of course sedi-

mentary rocks of all ages also retain carbon, sometimes in large quantities,

as graphite, coal, i)etroleum, etc , so that reducing matter is provided at all

dejjths to which sedimentary strata extend. ( )rganic matter is also said to

be present in hot springs issuing from granite. In some cases granite un-

doubtedly overlies sedimentary rocks and some granites are beyond ques-

tion metamorphic. It appears to nu^ possible, however, that some hot

springs issuing from granite and seeming to carry organic matter do not

really bring such compounds to the surface ; for at Steamboat Springs, in

spite of the very high temperature of the water, living organisms of low

forms are abundant and grow luxuriantly close to the vents. A description

of the circumstances has been given in the chapter on that localit}-.

Solvents probably independent of carbon. SiuCe silicateS of tllC alkalis aud tllG

earths are decomposed by carbonic acid and by hydrogen sulphide, the hy-

pothesis that these reagents are due to the interaction of soluble sulphates

and organic matter, more or less metamorphosed, affords a method of ac-

counting for the existence of solvents for the ores. It is by no means cer-

tain, however, that the conditions are thus adequately explained. In his

great memoir on the Icelandic geysers, Bunsen^ called attention to the fact

that in gases evolved by the help of organic matter, either in nature or by

artificial processes, hydrocarbons are almost invariably present. In a very

large part of the volcanic emanations, both gaseous and fluid, on the other

hand, hydrocarbons are wholly wanting. Hence he concludes that in these

cases the sulphur and hydrogen sulphide are in no way dependent upon

organic matter. Prof. H. Credner" believes that most of the gases emanat-

ing from volcanoes, including sulphurous acid and hydrogen sulphide, are

disengaged from the fluid interior of the earth in which they have existed

since the original formation of the globe. Professors Tscdiermak' and

E. Reyer* hold similar views. From the point of view of the nebular hy-

' Poggendorff, Annalen, vol. 83. " Neues Jahrbiicb fiir Mineral., 1877, p. 857.

" Elemente tier Gcol., 1887, p. 170. " Fysik iler Eriiptionon, lf^87.
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pothesis it is certainly difficult to conceive that all the sulphur compounds

should be confined to the surface of the earth or that all the sulphur com-

pounds not occurring' near the surftxce should be oxidized.

liorax is another component of the spring- waters which it is difficult

to account for, except on the hypothesis that the waters derive a portion

of their mineral constituents from beneath the g-ranite. Ordinary surface

waters seldom, if ever, contain more than a mere trace of borax, so that it

is highly improbable that currents descending toward the source of heat

carry a large [)ercentage of borax with them. The only boron mineral

which is anywhere abundant in granite is tourmaline, but this mineral is so

rare in the granites described in this memoir that not a single grain of it has

been detected in the slides. It is somewhat improbable, therefore, that the

waters ascending through the granite have derived the large quantities of

borax which they contain from that rock. This improbability is strength-

ened by the well known fact that boric acid accompanies the direct sul-

phurous emanations of many volcanic vents It is indeed conceivable that

the borax should be derived from sedimentary rocks, but on the one hand

there is no reason to suppose that the granite of Steamboat Springs overlies

any sediments and on the other hand it seems doubtful whether strata ever

contain any considerable quantity of borax except where they have derived

it from volcanic emanations in the neighborhood. It is usual, and appears

rational, therefore, to ascribe the borax of hot springs to a volcanic source

the character of which is luiknown. The waters of Steamboat Springs and

Sulphur Bavd<, it will be remembered, contain relatively large quantities of

borax, which is also present in the Knoxville mineral springs.

Depths at which solvents are found.— Whether tlic liydrogcu sulpliido of those

thermal springs which are associated with other volcanic phenomena is due

to tlie reduction of soluble sulphates by organic matter by some unknown

process not involving the production of hydrocarbons, or whether it is due

to purely inorganic reactions not yet elucidated, as seems to me more prob-

able, it is evident tint this gas raaches the surface fro'.n c:).i-5iderable depths,

at which the waters percolating from the surface meet with rocks of greatly

elevated temperature. In cases like those of Steamboat Springs and Sul-
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phur Bank, where the associated volcanic plienoniena are of considerable

age, probably thousands of years, the depths at which these lieated rocks

lie must be great. It is true that a body of lava covered with dry rock of

a very moderate tliicknes.s would remain hot for a very long time; but, at

the localities mentioned above, constant and copious streams of cold water

from the surface are heated and returned to tlie surface. In both localities,

also, this very effectual cooling process has been in operation for ages, and

probably from the era of the latest volcanic outbursts. The rocks hot

enough to heat rapid water currents to such an extent that tliey reach the

surface with a temperature of nearly or ([uite 100° must therefore lie at

great depths. On the Conistock lode the heat increment is 1° F. for every

33 feet. If the same increment obtain for Steamboat Springs and if the

rock mass which heats its waters be at a very low red heat (about 500'' C),

the depth of the uiass below the surface is, in round numljers, five miles.

The Sierra Nevada has been a land area from the Carboniferous onwards,

and during a great portion of this immense interval it has been a mountain

range undergoing rapid erosion. Its granitic surface must for the most

part be extremely ancient, and at a depth of five miles from the surface it

is very questionable whether there can be any rock which has ever been

exposed to daylight.^ The waters rising from a depth of five nnles, and

very possibly more, pass through granite which bears no evidence of meta-

morpliic origin, and possibly through other rocks.

Relations of the deposits to various rocks— Grranitc is thc decp-scated rock beneath

all the ore deposits mentioned in this volume. This has been alluded to in

former chapters, in which it was shown that granite underlies the entire Coast

Ranges and supplied the material of which the sedimentary rocks of that

region are composed. The ore deposits themselves are found in various

rocks : At Steamboat Springs, in granite and to a small extent in basalt

;

at Sulphur Bank, in basalt, in Neocomian sand.stone, and in recent lake

deposits ; at Mt. Konocti, in andesite ; at Knoxville and New Almaden, in

metamorphosed Neocomian strata ; at Oathill and to a slight extent in Knox-

ville, in unmetamorphosed Neocomian strata ; at New Idria, in the meta-

' Compare "Origin of the massive rocljs," Chapter IV, p. I(i4.
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morphic series and in the Chico; and in San Luis (Jbispo County, appar-

ently in jMiocene sandstones.

Possible sources of the ores.— In tliB two cases just mentioned, in wliicli cinnabar

has been found in basalt, this lava forms a thin sheet covering earlier rocks,

and in each case the ore is found below as well as in the basalt. The ore

certainly is not derived from basalt. Leaving- the interesting but vei'y small

deposits in andesite out of the question, it appears that all the other deposits

mnst have been derived from granite, or from rocks composed of granitic

detritus, or from some source below tlie granite. This is manifestly equiv-

alent to the statement that quicksilver prior to its solution must either liave

formed a constituent of the granite or must have dissolved below the granite

and have traversed the entire thickness of that rock witliout being pre-

cipitated.

Observation affords no clew to the material which underlies the granites

of California. Professor Whitney is of tlie oi)inion that a portion of these

granites is comparatively modern and I am by no means prepared to con-

trovert this assertion, but it is certain that long before the Post-Neocomian

upheaval granite formed the bed rock of a great part of that State and of

western Nevada, as it still does. The fact that neither in California nor else-

where do we know anything from observation of what underlies the granite

on which the older strata rest shows that the massive rock is of enormous

thickness, if indeed granite and granitoid rocks did not, as elder geologists

supposed and as is maintained in Chapter IV, form the original crust of the

earth. Before undertaking to consider whether it is more probable that the

cinnabar and accompanying minerals were derived from the granite or that

they came from a source inferior to it, it seems desirable to allude briefly

to the general theories held by geologists with regard to the origin of ore

deposits.

Brief statement of the fheories of the genesis of ore deposits. Five dlstinCt tllCOricS liaVe

been maintained in geological memoirs respecting tlie methods by which

the ores occurring in an unstratified condition (as veins, stocks, and the

like) reached the positions in which they are found. Tliese are known as

the theories of simultaneous formation, descension, injection, ascension,

and lateral secretion. The first two have been abandoned for many years.
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and the tlieory of injection, so far as ores are concerned, is limited to some

very subordinate phenomena. Those remaining are variously subdivided

as occasion may require. With appropriate modifications there is every

reason to suppose that they include all important probable cases. It does

not follow that they present the subject in the most advantageous manner.

The least satisfactory form of the ascension theory asserts that the origin

of the ores lies below the deposits in some unknown position from Avhich

translocation has been effected by unknown means. Lack of facilities for

investigation may in some cases justify no more definite conclusion. In

other instances the nature of the occurrence may point to the conclusion

that the ores, though of unknown origin, have been deposited from solution

or by distillation. The ascension theory also includes cases in which there

is evidence, more or less satisfactory, as to the source whence the ore was

derived. This may be the interior of the earth, as is maintained by many

geologists, for some veins found in close connection with active volcanic

phenomena, or the origin may be sought in deep-seated rocks, stratified or

massive, but similar to those which are found at the surface. In either

case there may or may not be sufficient evidence to justify conclusions as

to whether the ores during their ascent were gaseous or in solution.

The lateral secretion theory, as usually defined, is that ores are segre-

gated from rocks contiguous with the deposit. The statement that the lat-

eral secretion theory is applicable to a certain case does not convey any

implication as to the particular side from which the ore is derived. All ore

deposits are finite and any finite space may be filled from any one of six

directions. Neither does the lateral secretion theory, as such, involve any

conclusion as to the temperature of the solutions from which the ore has

been deposited. It is even possible that certain valuable minerals have

been laterally secreted by means of distillation, though this is no doubt an

exceptional and limited possibility.

The modifications ot these two theories are best grasped in a tabular

form.
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Ore deposits are formed—
By ascension—

(1) From unknown sources;

(a) By unknown methods;

(h) By deposition from hot solutions;

(c) By distillation, with or without steam.

(2) From known sources:

(a) From the original interior of the earth: («), (h),

and (c), as above;

(/?) From underlying rocks: (a), (h), and (c), as above.

By lateral secretion (from contiguous rocks on any side)—
(1) Due to heated waters rising from below, charged with

reagents

;

(2) Due to cold surface waters, which become charged with

reagents in permeating the rocks;

(3) Due to distillation (a rare and unimportant case).

It will be observed that the difference between the lateral secretion

theory and the ascension theory depends simply on contiguity, so that, as

von Cotta pointed out, the ascension theory, as applied to rocks contiguous

to an ore deposit, becomes a case of the lateral secretion theory. For the

present purposes of economic geology the nomenclature of the theories is

not well chosen. Many investigators are at present anxious to trace those

cases in which ores are derived from rocks accessible from the surface, and

the main question with mining geologists is now whether or not it is possi-

ble to prove the derivation of given ores from rocks existing in the neigh-

borhood of the deposit, and, if so, how the solution and deposition have

been effected. It is a matter of detail whether the ore deposit is actually in

contact with the rock from which it has been derived or is separated from

it by masses of rock which exert no sensible effect upon the solutions.

It is very easy to regroup the special forms of the lateral secretion and

ascension theories with reference to this point, and tlie subject seems to gain

considerably in simplicity by this step, as shown in the following state-

ment.
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Ores are derived

—

From unknown subterranean sources:

(1) B^' unknown means;

(2) By distillation;

(3) By solution, hot or cold, and reprecipitation.

From rocks such as occur on the earth's surface:

(1) By unknown means, (a) source contiguous, {h) source

remote

;

(2) By distillation, (a) source contiguous, (b) source remote;

(B) By hot solutions, (a) source contiguous, (h) source remote;

(4) By cold solutions, («) source contiguous, (b) source remote.

From the earth's interior:

(1) By unknown means;

(2) By distillation

;

(3) B}' hot solutions.

Objections to an infragranitic origin.—As lias bceu abuudautly provcd abovc,

either the quicksilver deposits of the Pacific Slope are derived by means

of hot solutions from the granite, which is contiguous to the deposit in the

case of Steamboat Spi'ings, but more or less remote in all other instances,

or else they are derived as heated solutions from the earth's intei-ior (the

region below the granite). Of this region we know but little. It sends to

the surface eruptive rocks and volcanic emanations, gaseous or in solution.

These emanations almost invariably escape in large quantities from the

same vents from which the lavas flow, but also often escape through fissures

at considerable distances from craters. Eruptive rocks sometimes contain

gold, silver, lead, and other metals, and it cannot be asserted that the}' may

not also carry quicksilver. But,' were the source of quicksilver nearly or

quite identical with the source of the lavas, one would expect to find more

or less quicksilver within the craters of the volcanic vents, from which sul-

phurous, boracic, and alkaline emanations must have issued. This is not

the case. At Sulphur Bank are three unmistakable craters, none of them

showing any trace of cinnabar, and tliere are ver}' numerous eruptive

masses throughout the quicksilver belt unassociated witli (piicksilver. So-

lutions of the heavy metals are also extremely unstable, their sulphides
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being soluble in ii very limited class of solvents, and it is difficult to imag-

ine a solution of cinnabar rising through several miles of rock at constantly

diminishing temperatures and pressures without losing a large part of its

contents. If high pressures and temperature have in this case anything

like the effect which the theory of solutions and experiments on the solu-

bilit}' of substances at high pressures lead one to suppose, solutions which

below the granite would be only partially saturated would become super-

saturated long before they reached the surface, and ciiniabar deposits thus

formed, if they cropped out at all, would extend down into the granite,

probably growing stronger with increasing depth for long distances. This

is emphatically not the case with the deposits of the Pacific Slope.

Hypothesis of derivation from granite. If, OU tlie Otlier liaild, OUC SUppOSeS that

the granite is the original habitat of tlie quicksilver, the observed relations

become simple and natural. The solutions of sodium sulphide accompanied

by carbonates, chlorides, etc., which followed the actual course "of lava cur-

rents, would then have no opportunity to take up quicksilver ; while simi-

lar solutions which diverged from the course of the lava into the surround-

ing country rock would decompose the metalliferous components of the

granite, forming and dissolving mercuric and ferric sulphides and bringing

them to the surface in greater or smaller quantities, according to the course

of the currents and the composition of the granite. Deposits would then

form, not in volcanic vents proper, but at the points where thermal springs

due to volcanic action issue from the country rock. Such deposits would

be of very variable size. Where the channels leading up to the springs

were simple and of small extent, mere traces of ore would reach the sur-

face ; while, when a limited system of openings at the surface gave exit to

waters which had flowed through extensive masses of shattered metallifer-

ous granite, larger deposits would be produced. Now, in fact, tlie localities

in which ciiuu)l)ar is found on the Coast Ranges are numberless ; they are

characteristically associated with hot springs ; they do not occur in volcanic

vents, ))ut are usually at no great distance from such vents. Of all the

more important niines New Idria alone is not in the innnediate neighbor-

hood of lavas, the nearest mass of basalt known being some ten miles dis-

tant. 1)111 hilt, alkaline springs, similar to tliosc^ immediately associated
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with volcanic eruptions, are known in many cases to reach the surface at

distances as great as tliis tVoui hiva vents. Tliougli tlie cases in which cin-

nabar in greater or smaller quantities occurs close to hot springs in the

Coast Ranges are numerous, not .all such springs are known to be accom-

panied by quicksilver. If the granite be supposed to be the source of the

metal, this may at first sight seem strange. But granite is by no means a

homogeneous substance, and, as I have pointed out in Cha])ter IV and else-

where, was probably never thoroughly fluid. With reference to the small

quantities of heavy metals which this rock is known to contain in various

European localities, the composition is known to be capricious. It is alto-

gether probable, therefore, that some parts of the granite underlying the

Coast Ranges may contain much more ipiicksilver than others, and this

irregularitv of diffusion, in combination with the want of uniforniit\' in the

amount of granite leached by diflierent hot springs, would be sutficient to

explain all the observed diversities in the deposits of cinnabar.

Evidence at Steamboat Springs,— At Stcamboat Sprlugs a vaHety of mclals oc-

cur ill the deposits from the active springs, and two concurrent quantitative

analyses, together with many partial analyses, show that the relative quan-

tities of the metals are as follows, begimiing with the largest: antimony,

arsenic, lead, copper, quicksilver, gold, and silver. The quantity of Clipper

found was five times as great as that of quicksilver. If these same metals

could be found in the granite it would establish the highest probabilit\- that

the metals of the deposits were derived from the granite. Anah'ses of large

quantities of very fresh granite, showing no effects of solfataric action and

collected half a mile from any solfatarically decomposed material, failed to

show all of the.se metals, but succeeded in revealing the presence of those

most abundant in the deposits, viz : antimony, arsenic, lead, and copper.

No mercury could be detected; yet the fact that four metals are conunon to

the deposits and the granite and the coincidence that the.se metals are the

most abundant in the spring deposits are highly suggestive of derivntion

from the granite. There is some evidence that the failure to find ([uicksil-

ver in this granite was due to irregularity in the composition of the massive

rock. The only portion of the solfatarically decomposed area of Steambont

in which cinnaljar is abundant enougrh to be visible is at the extreme west
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em edge of the deposits. Tlie quantity of quicksilver at their eastern edge,

where the principal active springs now exist, is ver)- minute, and this may be

due to the composition of the underlying granite. Now, the granite subjected

to analysis was collected about half a mile still farther east than the active

springs, and consequently a mile and a half from the mine If the granite

contains quicksilver, but in diminishing quantities as one proceeds to the

east, it might well be that the quantity at this point would be imperceptible.

On the other hand, it might be argued that the presence of antimony, arsenic,

lead, and copper in both the granite and the spring deposits is a mere coin-

cidence, that the infragranitic source of the ore has been gradually ex-

hausted, and that consequently only the older deposits show considerable

quantities of mercury. This argument would not, however, quite fit the

facts, for, while steam and hot gases still issue in small rpuintities from the

mine, there is a belt ojf solfataric matter at the very eastern edge of area

mapped at Steamboat. The springs here were evidently a portion of the

same system now active, but hei'e neither water nor steam now issues.

These eastern springs were the oldest of the group, yet no trace of quick-

silver has ever been detected in the decomposed mass. If the quicksilver

were derived from a limited infragranitic source, these eastern localities

should show ore more abundantly than an^- other.

Comparison between Steamboat and the Comstock A COmparisOU liaS beCn Uiadc

on page 352 between the character of the deposit of Steamboat Springs and

that of the Comstock lode, six miles distant, which is also significant in the

present connection. The hanging wall of the Comstock is diabase,^ and

I have adduced mucii evidence going to prove that the main source of the

ore in this lode is this Pre-Tertiary eruptive mass, from which it was ex-

tracted by intensely hot waters rising from great depths, charged with sul-

phides and carbonates of the alkalis.^

' See Geology of the Comstock Lode aud Bull. California Acal. Sci. No. 6, 1886, p. 94.

'Prof. J. S. Newberry bas made a curious criticism of my theory of the ore deposition ou the Com-
stock (School of Mines Quarterly, vol. 5, 1884, p. 338). He s.ays: "Richthofeu, who first made a study

of the Comstock lode, suggested that the mineral impregnation of the vein was the result of a process

like that described, viz, the leaching of the deep-seated rocks, perhaps the same that inclose the vein

above, by highly heated solutions, which deposited their load near the surface. On the other hand,

Becker supposes the concentratiou to have been effected by surface waters flon-ing laterally through the

igneous rocks, gathering the precious metals and depositing them in the fissure." The inaccuracy of this

statement may be seen from the following qnotatious. Baron Richlbofen writes (see The Comstock Lode

:

Its Character etc. or Mon. U. S. Geol. .Suivey No. 3, p. I'.l) :
'' Kliioriur and chlorine arc the most power-
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The water issuiii,^- from Steamboat undoubtodly comes from the Sierra

Nevada, and this is also the probable origin of the water of the Coinstock-

lode. In each case the water descends to great depths before rising to its

point of issne. Now, if the ores of both localities came from infragran-

itic sources, these sources must be very near together, but of very differ-

ent characters. Foi- tliis difference it is not easy to account. But if only

the solvents came from below the granite and the metals from the i-ocks

comparatively near the surface, it is easy to see why the two deposits differ

as they do.

Heavy metals in granite Wlule lu the granite investigated for this memoir

only arsenic, antimony, copper, and lead have been found, lead is almost or

quite always argentiferous and silver is rarely, if ever, free from gold. Silver

has been detected by Professor Sandberger in the mica of German granites

and Mr. Siniundi has found gold in the granites of Idaho. Gold is always

accompanied by silver. Zinc also has been found in gneiss-micas. Arsenic,

antimony, lead, and copper are so frequently associated in nature with gold,

silver, and zinc as to lead to the supposition that they often have a common

source. Mercur}' is not yet known as a conq)onent of granite or gneiss, but

all the metals associated with it have been detected in these rocks. The

probability that the quicksilver alone is derived from an infragranitic source

is exceedingly small and is not supported by a single known fact.

Conclusions,— Tliu evidcncc is overwhelmingly in t\u or of the supposition

that the cinnabar, pyrite, and gold of the quicksilver mines of the Pacific

slope reached their present positions in hot solutions of double sulphides,

iul volatilizers kuown, ami form volatile combiuations with almost every substance. Besides silicon,

the metals have a great affinity with them. All those which occur in the Comstock vein could ascend

in a g.aseous state in combination with one or other of them. They must then be precipitated in the

upper parts as metallic oxides or chlorides, and in the native state. Thus the fissure was gradually

filled, from its upper portion downwards, with all the elements which we find chemically deposited in

it." In my report, page 286, 1 wrote :
" Floods of heated waters now rose from a depth of two or more

miles certainly carrying carbonic and suli)hydric acids', and possibly other active reagents, in solution.

The water followed the course of the main fissure as closely as circumstances permitted, but was de-

flected to a great extent into the fractured mass of the east country, where decomposition resulted.

Silica and metallic salts were set free from the mineral constituents of the rock, and were carried into

the cuinparatively open spaces near the main fissure, where they were redeposited" (see, also, ibid., pp.

2-26. 283, 380, 3"J0). Professor Newberry attributes to von Kichthofon and himself approves the very

theory which I was at great pains to support. The hypothesis which von Richthofen advocates New-

berry seems entirely to have overlooked (sec, also, The genesis of certain ore deposits, by S. F. Emmons

:

Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., vol. \->, 1887, p. 125).
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which were leached out from masses uiulerlyiug the granite or from the

•granite itself. No one fact or locality absolutely demonstrates whether the

metals were originally components of the granite or came from heneath it,

but the tendency of the evidence at all points is to show that granite yielded

the metals to solvents produced by volcanic agencies, and, when all the

evidence is considered together, it is found that this hypothesis explains all

the known circumstances very simply, while the su[)position of an infra-

granitic origin leads to numerous difficulties. Though no one of tliese may

be by itself fatal, when taken as a whole they api^ear to be so. As there

is no known direct evidence pointing to an infragranitic origin of the quick-

silver and the gold, I consider it tolerably well established that botli were

actually derived from the granite.

I regard many of the gold veins of California as having an origin entirely

similar to that of the quicksilver deposits. I also have some reason to sup-

po.se that some of the gold deposits were formed by the leacliing of their walls

by surface waters. The auriferous area is now under examination, and the

investigations on ore deposits described in this volume will be continued and

extended in connection with my survey of the gold belt.



CHAPTER XVII.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

Purpose of this chapter.—A vGrj large poi'tioii of tlio foregoing' pages is nec-

essarily occupied by detailed descriptions, written in order to enable readers

to judge whether the facts warrant the opinions expressed, and by discus-

sions of a somewliat technical character. There may be those, however,

who will be interested to know in brief what conclusions have been reached,

but who have no inclination to undertake the somewhat serious task of

weighing the evidence adduced and of following the arguments in detail.

For such readers this chapter is written ; but it must be understood that

for full and fully qualified statements reference must be made to the body

of the report.

statistics and history.—The commcrcial status of quicksilver is peculiar. It

seems to be three or more times as abundant in nature as silver; and since

1850 the weight of silver extracted is about six-tenths that of quicksilver;

but the total value of the latter is less than one-sixteenth that of the former

metal. This is due to the limited demand for mercury, which is employed in

laro-e quantities only for amalgamating gold and silver ores and for the man-

ufacture of vermilion. If it should prove practicable to extirpate phylloxera

with mercury, this application will greatly benefit the quicksilver miners as

well as the vine-growers.

Five regions in the world are yielding or have yielded great quantities

of this metal. They are Ahnaden, in Spain; Idria, in Austria; Kwei-Chau,

in China; Huancavelica, in Peru, and the Coast Ranges of California. Of

the Chinese region little is known, except that it is extremely rich; in the

opinion of a very competent judge, the richest of all. Almaden has pro-
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duced more than any one of the otlier three. Idria, Huancavehca, and Cali-

fornia have each yielded pretty nearly the same amount from the dates of

discovery of the deposits to the present day, California taking the lowest

rank. But considering only the period which has elapsed since the mines

of the Pacific- Slope were first opened the case is different. Peru produced

nothing from 1850 to 1886 ; Idria, in round numbers, 300,000 flasks ; Alma-

den, 1,140,000; and California, 1,400,000, or nearly half the entire product

of the world. But California does not seem likely to maintain the same rank

among quicksilver producers in the future.

Quicksilver was first recognized in California as occurring at the crop-

pings of the New Almaden mine by Andreas Castillero in 1845. His

means of testing the ore were quaint, but effectual, and he immediately

began production on a small scale. A large number of other deposits were

discovered at later dates, and some forty mines have produced metal, tliough

from some of these the yield has been trifling. Half a dozen of them

have yielded from 40,000 flasks upward and New Almaden has turned out

over 853,000. The sketch map of California (see Plate I) shows the dis-

tribution of some of the mines.

Foreign occurrences of quicksilver. Thc aCCOUUt givBU of dcpOsltS kuOWU tO

occur in foreign countries will not bear condensation, being in itself a brief

dio-est. The rocks inclosing quicksilver deposits are of very diverse ages,

rantrino- all the way from Archaean granites and schists to recent strata and

lavas. The lithological variety of the inclosing rocks is equally great,

including limestones, sandstones, and shales, many kinds of metamorphic

strata, and massive rocks of acid, neutral, and basic types. Cinnabar does

not even seem to exhibit any preference for one class of rocks rather than

another. It is clear that the mere age of the surrounding material is with-

out influence on the deposition of the ore and that the ore cannot in gen-

eral be derived from the walls of the deposits, for it is scarcely supposable

that this metal forms an original constituent of all sorts of rocks.

A glance at the map (Plate II) shows that the quicksilver deposits

occur along the great axes of disturbance of the world. One of these is on

the line of the principal mountain system of Eurasia, for which I suggest

the name of Alpimalayan chain, because it includes the Alps and the Hima-
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la3'as. The other coincides with the western ranges of the Cordillera system

of America. In man}' parts of the world volcanic phenomena are intimately

associated with these axes of disturbance and with tlie quicksilver deposits.

The minerals which occur in consIderal)le quantities with quicksilver

ores are few in numlier. Pyrite or marcasite is nearly or quite always

present, arsenic and antimony are found at many localities, and copper

ores sometimes accompany cinnabar. Other metalliferous minerals are

comparatively rare. The })rincipal gangne seems to be invariably either

silica, sometimes livdrous, or carbonates, chietly calcite. Cinnabar occurs

in true, simple fissure veins, in impregnations, and stockworks. The forms

which its deposits take do not apparently differ in any essential respect

from those whicli deposits of other metals assume ; but ore liodies precipi-

tated by substitution do not appear from the descriptions to be conmion.

In all cases a fissure system seems probably associated with the deposits.

The facts recorded point to the supposition that most of the quicksilver

deposits, if not all of tliem, have been formed in a similar manner. They

have all been deposited from .solution, for the gangue minerals could have

been formed in no other way. Cinnabar has certainly Ijeen deposited by

thermal springs of very high temperature at Puzzuoli, in Italy, and at Lake

Omapere, in New Zealand, and is most intimately associated with hot

springs and other volcanic phenomena at a large number of other points.

It has, perhaps, always been deposited by heated waters. It must l)e

derived from some deep-seated substance of world-wide distribution, which

has been expo.sed to the action of volcanic solvents by profound disturb-

ance. The fundamental granitoid i-ocks answer this descri[)tion, for they

seem everywhere to underlie all other rocks ; they are of great but unknown

thickness, and they certainly in part overlie the centers of volcanic activity.

Geological investigations have as yet revealed no other substance of similar

distribution. There is no other rock from which it is equally probal)le tliat

the quicksilver is derived.

The sedimrntary rocks.— Exccptiug tlic light crcaui-colorcd scliists of i\Iioceiie

age, which occupy a narrow strip along the coast of California from the

neighborhood of Santa Cruz southward, the rocks of the Coast Ranges

where unaltered are mainly sandstones of Cretaceous and Tertiary age.
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Sandstones often ocrur here in practically uninteri-upted series of beds

many thousands of feet in thickness. The unaltered sandstones of the

Coast Ranges are very much alike, whatever their age. The Tejon (Eocene)

beds, however, are of a much lighter color than the Chico (late Cretaceous)

or the Miocene rocks. The Chico again is usually more indurated than the

Pliocene. While the Knoxville (Neocomian) sandstones where unaltered

closely resemble those of later periods, no case is known in which unaltered

Knoxville beds are not intimately associated with greatly disturbed and

metamorphosed rocks of the same age, so that there is no difficulty in dis-

crimination when once it is established that the epoch of violent upheaval

and metamorphism followed soon after the close of the Knoxville.

Field study showed that the Coast Ranges are probably everywhere

unaerlain by granite. The microscopical examinations have given this in-

ference unexpectedly strong confirmation, for, though on structural grounds

it appears cei'tain that a portion of the later sandstones were formed at the

expense of earlier arenaceous beds, they all exhibit unmistakable evidence

of granitic origin. They are thus so similar that they may be discussed

together lithologically. The microscope shows that the main constituents

are quartz fragments (containing abundant fluid inclusions and in other

respects resembling the quartzes of the underlying granite), orthoclase, the

same plagioclases found in the granite, and biotite. Most of the less impor-

tant constituents of the granite are also found in the sandstones. The pro-

portion of quartz in the sandstones is, as a matter of course, greater than in

the granite. The grains are conmionly rounded like ordinary beach sand,

but are sometimes extremely sharp. The cement is largely calcite. The

sandstones are subject to the ordinary decomposition known as weathering,

by which the ferromagnesian silicates are in part converted to chlorite and

in part to a ferruginous cement

The iinmetamorphosed late Cretaceous and Miocene sandstones show

numerous concretions. These in rare instances contain fossils as nuclei.

A representative concretion in which no organic remains existed Avas inves-

tigated. It was found that the cementing matrix contained a considerable

amount of phosphoric acid, but was chiefly composed of a mixture of cal-

cium carbonate and a hydrous subsilicate of iron. It is shown that this
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composition points to the action of organic acids, especially the hnnius

acids, and that the class of concretions of which this is a type must have

contained nuclei of organic matter which have decomposed and disap-

peared.

Rounded nodules resulting from the action of (lecomi)osition processes

on angular masses are discussed, and it is shown that the rapidity of attack

must be in an inverse ratio to the radius of curvature of the mass. This

explains the fact that such nodules tend to a spherical form. The rounding

of })ebljles and of sand grains is shown to depend on the same mathemat-

ical law.

Sharply defined limits cannot be drawn between the various early Cre-

taceous metamorphosed rocks of the Coast Ranges ;
they pass over into one

another by degrees. For purposes of description, liowever, it is desirable

to consider certain types as distinct. The divisions which appear to satisfy

best both their field occurrence and their microscopical character are as

follows: rartiall// nidamoyphosed sandstones, in which, although a process of

recrystallization has begun, the clastic structure as seen under the micro-

scope is not obliterated, but is often more or less obscured. This class will

be referred to hereafter for the sake of brevity as altered sandstones, (han-

idar mctamorphics, in which metasomatic recrystallization of sandstones has

transformed the mass into a holocrystalline aggregate, form another group.

The tliird class embraces the (jlaucophane schists, derived from certain shales,

nuich as the granular metamorphics are produced from sandstone. The

pLtliaiiifes are a series of more or less calcareous, schistose rocks wliichhave

been suljjected to a process of silirification, resulting in chert-like masses,

which retain schistoid structure and are intersected by innumerable (piartz

\eiiis. They usually carry more or less zoisite. Finally the serjyoifines,

which have resulted in part from the direct action of solutions on sandstones

and in part from alteration of the granular metamorphics.

A considerable number of minerals have been generated in these rocks

by metasomatic processes and weathering. These are biotite, muscovite,

augite, hornblende, glancophane, labradorite, andesine (probably), oligo-

dase, albite, orthoclase, quartz, zoisite, rutile, ilmenite, titanite, apatite,

garnet, nacrite, chlorite, epidote, serpentine, and chromite. The most inter-
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esting ami in some respects the most important mineral found is zoisite,

wliich has been repeatedly analyzed and tested.

All the more important processes of metasoniatic recrystallization can

be traced in the altered sandstones, rocks wliose clastic origin could not

be doubted for a moment. In many cases one of the first stages in the

process is the resolution of the clastic grains into crystalline aggregates

from Aviiich new minerals are again built up. Augite, liornblende, and

plagioclase luive been observed which had formed in this manner. The

feldspars also crystallize along tiny veins in the slides. A frequent occur-

rence is the resolution of quartz grains into plagioclase microlites. The

reaction begins on the surface of the quartz grains and produces a fringe of

twinned feldspar, microlites in positions approximately normal to the surface

of the residual kernel. The microlites do not merely abut against the ker-

nel, but penetrate it for a sensible distance like closely set pins in a cushion.

Zoisite is present in nearly all the altered sandstones It forms in the ag-

gregates which result from the clastic grains, and its microlites sometimes

pierce quartz grains from the outside. It is abundant in the granular as

well as in the prismatic form. This hydrous mineral forms simultaneously

with the other products of metasomatic reciystallization, and does not here

represent a decomposition process in rocks already recrj-stallized.

It is only necessary to suppose the processes indicated above carried

further to obtain a product in which the clastic character of the rocks would

cease to be evident. The altered sandstones thus form uuder the micro-

scope, as they do in the field, transitions from the clastic series to the holo-

ciystalline rocks.

The granular metamorphic rocks of the Coast Ranges are separable

under the microscope into several groups, but this is not practicable by

unaided vision ; indeed, there are manv cases in which specimens which

appear to the naked eye to be not greatly altered sandstones prove under

the microscope to be holocrystalline rocks, with none of the microstructure

of a sandstone. The most important class of the granular rocks is chiefly

composed of plagioclase and augite. It sometimes resembles true diabase,

and may conveniently be called pseitdodiahase. The pyroxene sometimes

assumes the form of diallage. Another class contains anq)hibole instead of
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pyroxene, and I cull this rock pseudodio) He. No nietamorpliic rocks Iiave

been found in place which carry olivine. Glaucophane occurs in l)otli tlie

pseudodiabase and the pseudodiorite. The quantity of z(»isite in tliese rocks

is very variable and in some cases is so great that with feldspar it forms almost

the entire mass. The schistose metamorphics, not including'' phthanites, are

all characterized l)y the presence of glaucophane. In every case but one,

zoisite is associated with the glaucophane in this group and either muscovite

or biotite is usually present.

The phthanites or silicified shales form a very distinct group readily

distinguishable from the granular metamorphics. They are usually green

or brown and are intersected by innumeralde quartz veins. They cou-

tain microscopic" organic remains, and embedded in the (piartz veins or pro-

jecting from their walls are often numerous zoisite cr^-stals. All of these

rocks are best represented by detailed descriptions of special .examples, for

which there is no space here.

Serpentine in a comparatively pure state occurs throughout the quick-

silver belt in irregular areas. As nearly as can be estimated these areas

amount to somewhat over one thousand square miles between Clear Lake

and New Idria. Serpentine is also one of the mineral constituents of man\'

of the altered sandstones and of the granular metamorphic rocks. It is a

biaxial variety, often just perceptibly dichroitic, and rarely shows dift'er-

ences of tint as great as those characteristic of chlorite. It might be called

antigorite if it seemed needful to separate the biaxial serpentines. The net

structure so usual, though not invariable, in serpentine formed from olivine

has nowliere been detected. Where any considerable quantity of serpen-

tine is present it usually shows the now well known grate structure.

No considerable portion of the serpentine of the Coast Ranges has

resulted from the decomposition of olivine. Only in one district have

pebbles of olivine gabbro have been found, and these contain a mere trace

of serpentine, while the origin of the serpentine has been traced in a great

number of cases to rocks containing no olivine.

Field observations show most conclusively that the great mass of the

serpentine of this area is derived from the sandstones, either immediately

or through an intermediate granular metamorphic rock.
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Under the microscope it can be shown, as I think beyond question,

that all of the principal components of the sandstones and granular meta-

morphic rocks are subject to sei-pentinization. Not only are the augite and

hornblende subject to this kind of decomposition, but feldspar, quartz, apa-

tite, and probably other minerals ai'e also converted into serpentine.

In the present state of opinion it is not superfluous to insist upon tlie

derivative character of the holocrvstalline metamorphic rocks and the sei'-

pentine of the quicksilver belt. Thei'e are in fact two independent lines of

evidence leading to this conclusion, for the known occurrences of zoisite

and its composition indicate that rocks containing it otherwi.se than as a

product of decomposition are metamorphic, while, even if zoisite were a

connnon constituent of undecomposed lavas, the proof of the metamorphic

character of these rocks would still be ample.

The depth at which the rocks now exposed were buried at the epoch

of metamcrphism, soon after the close of the Neocomian, was probably a

moderate one, perhaps two thousand or three thousand feet. At a sufficient

pressure rocks appear to be molded by dynamic action rather than crushed,

and Dr. Lehuiann has shown that under such conditions even crystals may

be bent. In the Coast Ranges no such phenomenon has been observed.

On the contrar}', the amount of fracturing is realh' astonishing. The re-

crystallization of the sandstones and the serpentinization and silicification

are regarded as due to the action of solutions rising from the underlying

granite ; and these solutions were heated, charged with mineral matter,

and driven to the surface as a result of the same dynamical causes which

produced the uplift.

In conclusion it mav be noted that all the more important minerals of

the Archaean schists are found in the metamorphosed rocks of the Coast

Ranges The quantitative relations indeed are different, especially those of

the feldspai-s; for, while orthoclase predominates in the Archaean, plagio-

clase is much more common in the Coast Ranges; but it is evident that,

under conditions not greatly dissimilar to those which prevailed in Califor-

nia at the close of the Neocomian, rocks not distinguishable from those of

Archaean areas miorht have been formed.
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The massive rocks.—Tlie m.issive Tocks met witli in tills investigation are

granite, diabase, cliorite, andesites, rhyolite, and basalt. The granites seem

to underlie tlie entire Coast Ranges and to form the lower and central por-

tion of the Sierra Nevada. They are on the whole pretty uniform and pi-e-

sent no known peculiarit}^ Diabase occurs in the Mesozoic conglomerates

of .Steamboat Springs and seems to be identical with the diabase which

forms the hanging wall of the Comstock lode. Dioi-ite is represented

chiefly by pebbles in the Neocomian conglomerates of the Coast Ranges.

The andesites are divisible into two groups, an older and a youngei'.

The younger group is found at Steamboat Springs and elsewhere in and

near the Sierra Nevada, at Mt. Shasta, and from Clear Lake to ^It. Diablo.

It presents several varieties : one containing pyroxene, a mere trace of

hornblende, and no mica; a second containing pyroxene and mica, but no

hornblende; a third containing hornblende, with very small quantities of

pyroxene, together with mica in quantities ranging from nil to a very large

percentage. All of these pass over into one another, sometimes within a few

feet, and in masses evidently not due to separate eruptions. Nearly or quite

all of them are rough, soft rocks, such as were formerly supposed to be

trachyte. They form a natural group, which should be recognized. I have

proposed the name asiicrite to suggest their resemblance to trachyte. As-

perites, then, are a group of andesites with external characteristics similar

to those of trachyte.

Both the asperites and the basalts near Clear Lake pass by transitions

into enormous masses of obsidian. The transitions have been traced in tlie

field, in the chemical laboratory, and under the microscope. Tlie glasses are

more acid than the crystalline rocks into which they pass, l)ut they contain

much more alkali and much less lime and magnesia; their specific gravity

is also much smaller. They have cooled as glasses, instead of as crystalline

aggregates, Ijecause of their peculiar composition, and not because thev have

been sul)jected to different physical conditions from the associated, sensibly

holoerj'stalline lavas.

The origin of the massive rocks of California is discussed in Cliapter

IV. It is shown to be probable that portions of the granitic rocks repre-

sent pai'ts of the original crust of the earth, or that they are primeval rocks.
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That the primeval rocks must nnderlie all others is self-evident and the

lowest rocks we know of are granitic. It has never been shown liow tlio

ori^'inal crust could he whoUv hin-ied benoatli its own ruins, and sim[)lc

arguments are adduced to sliow this utterly improbable. It follows that a

part of the granite nuist be Azoic and that the lavas which have lu'oken

tln-ough the granite cannot l)e remelted sediments.

Historical geology.—Tlic followlug outliue states iu the Ijriefest terms the

main events in the geological history of the Coast Ranges, so far as they

have been elucidated by former observers and by nn^self

Prior to the opening of the Cretaceous the region of the Coast Ranges

seems to have been chiefl}' occupied by granite. Daring the first period

of the Cretaceous— the Neocomian—great rpiantities of sediments derived

from the granite were deposited on the quicksilver belt. These were chiefly

sands, though shales and calcium carbonate were also found. The sea nuist

have been shallow and many islands nnist have existed in it. The most

characteristic animals of the })eriod werc^ Aiirclhi amceiifrira and AiiccJIa

mosf]nciisl<!, of which a descrijjtion, with illustrations, by Dr. C. A. Wiiite, is

"iven in Chapter V. At the close of the Neocomian an upheaval took

place with extraordinary violence, folding and crushing the rocks and pro-

ducing the first ranges along the coast of California of which any record

remains. It is probable enough that earlier ranges existed, l)ut had been

obliterated. The same upheaval affected the Sierra Nevada and added to

its western side, along a part of the gold belt, an immense mass of Neo-

comian rocks, which were driven into a nearly vertical position. Accom-

panying this upheaval was a vast expenditure of energy. The heat into

which this energy was converted brought about the solution of some

components of the underlying granite, particularly of magnesia and soda.

These solutions, acting on the Neocomian rocks, converted them into the

metamorphic product mentioned in preceding paragraphs.

During the jMiddle Cretaceous (the Turonian) the shore of California

seems to have been nearly in the same position as it now is, and a series

of beds discovered during this investigation, the Wallala group, was de-

posited. They are composed of granitic detritus and fragments of meta-

morphosed Neocomian beds and certain fossils.
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Late in the Cretaceous a great part of the Coast Ranges was again

under water and the sea once more reached the flanks of the Sierra Ne-

vada. The sediments kiid down at that time, and now known as the Cliico

series, were of course deposited unconformably upon the metamorphosed

and eroded Neocomian rocks. There was no disturbance at the close of

the Cretaceous, and sedimentation and the gradual development of the ma-

rine fauna went on undisturbed througli the Eocene, which, in California,

is represented by the Trjon series. The non-conformity between the Chico

and the underlying rocks and the continuity of the Chico and Tejon were

first estabhshed in this investigation.

Between the Eocene and Miocene there is a sharp faunal distinction,

but there is no general corresponding non- conformity. At tlie ch)SO of the

Miocene an important upheaval took place, though one which was much less

violent than the earlier uplift. Professor Whitney first studied this Post-

Miocene disturbance. Only a small amount of Pliocene territory exists in

this region, and part of i^; consists of lake deposits. It is of course uncon-

formable with the Miocene.

After the close of the Jurassic no eruptions seem to have taken place

in the Coast Ptanges until the close of the Miocene, or possibly a little

hiter. Andesites were then ejected and outbursts of these rocks recurred

at intervals to the close of the Pliocene. The asperites of Clear Lake and

of Mt. Shasta date from the end of the Phocene. Only one dike of rhy-

olite is known to exist in the Coast Ranges. It is close to tlie New Alma-

den mine. It is probably later than the andesites, but its date is not cer-

tain. During the Quaternary and down to very recent times there have

been many basalt eruptions.

The formation of cinnabar deposits was confined to the period of vol-

canic eruptions with which they are most intimately connected. Almost

all the massive and sedimentary rocks of the region inclose bodies of cin-

nabar, and the age and the chemical character of the rocks are witliout ap-

parent influence on the ore.

Clear Lake district.—The Tcgiou of Clear Lake is a picturesque one, lying at

the northwestern extermity of a belt of lavas which extend southward as tar

as the Bay of San Francisco. Extinct volcanic cones, borax lakes, hot
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mineral springs, and deposits of sulphui- and cinnabar form its most note-

worthy features.

Metamorphic rocks of the Neocomian series nnderlie the whole country

so far as known, though the existence of granite pebbles in (he stream

which drains the lake suggests that this rock is exposed at no great distance.

Upon a part of the metamorphic area about Lower Lake the Chico-Tc^jon

occurs. The latter series is comparatively little disturbed and not meta-

morphosed.

The earliest eruptions in the district seem to have been that of Chalk

Mountain, on the north fork of Cache Creek, and some of the rock near

Thurston Lake. This lava was a dense pyroxene-andesite and the eruption

seems to have occurred about the beginning of the Pliocene. Soon, and

pei'haps immediately afterward, a large body of fresh water formed, whicli I

have called Cache Lake. It lay mostly to the east of Clear Lake and con-

tinued in existence up to the end of the Pliocene. At tliis period fresh erup-

tions of andesites took place. They are the asperites of j\It. Konocti (or

Uncle Sam) and the neighborhood. A part of the lava flowed over a portion

of the bed of Cache Lake, and the orography was so modified as to shift the

position of the water to the new Clear Lake, which overlaps part of the

more ancient bed. The cliange must have been somewhat gradual, for the

same mollusks wliich lived in the earlier body of water also flourished in

the new one and tlie forms are lacustrine.

Tlie asperltic andesites of Mt. Konocti are interesting because they

contain pyroxene and mica, but no hornblende, wliich is unusual, and be--

cause they pass over into acid glasses. The asperite is often almost wholly

crystalline, though it has been subjected to substantially the same physical

conditions as the glass, and the latter has remained vitreous because of its

divergent chemical composition. The mountain nearly coincides in form

with the tlieoretical shape of a volcanic cone and its highest point is 2,936

feet above the lake at high water. The lake is 1,310 feet above sea-level.

Much later than the andesite came basalt eruptions, which extended to

modern times. A part of this rock also is glassy. All the springs which

now issue at a high temperature are probably due to the basalt eruptions,

and the borax, sulphur, and cinnabar are referable to the same source.
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Sulphur Bank.—TIiG general geology of the Sulphur Bank is indicated in

the notes on Clear Lake. The bank itself is a small basalt area, through

which hot solfataric springs reach the surface, owing their lieat to the vol-

canic action of which the lava eruption was an earlier manifestation. The

springs contain much sulphydric acid, which, oxidizing more or less fully at

and near the surface, has yielded native sulphur and sulphuric acid. Tlie

latter has attacked the basalt in part, extracting the basis and leaving a mass

of more or less pure silica, in which rounded nodules of undecomposed rock

remain. The rounded form of these nuclei is certainly due to the more

rapid corrosion of the edges and corners of the basalt blocks, not to any

structural peculiarity of the rock. The lava is bleached to an average

depth of about twenty feet.

In the lower portion of the decomposed la3'er of rock the sulphur is

mixed with cinnabar. Near the bottom of this rock layer the sulphur dis-

ajipears and the ore is richer, while the most extensive bodies arc found at

depths beyond the limits of the action of acid. The ores at one i)ortion of

the ground continued down for several hundred feet into the unilerlying

recent lake beds and the metamorphic sandstones. Quartz, chalcedony,

calcite, pyrite, and marcasite are the usual gangue minerals, but many other

minerals are found in small cpiantities. The marcasite contains minute quan-

tities of gold and copper. Bituminous matter is widely disseminated. The

ore has been deposited exclusively in cavities, and not by substitution. The

ore of the lower workings is exactly like that of most other quicksilver mines.

The gases escaping from the waters are carbon dioxide, hydrogen

sulphide, sulphur dioxide, and marsh gas. The waters contain cliietiy car-

bonates, borates, and chlorides of sodium, potassium, and ammonium; but

alkaline sulphides are also present. At the ordinary pressure the water

does not dissolve cinnabar, on account of the presence of ammonia, but I

have proved that at somewhat higher pressures it would effect solution. It

is beyond question that the cinnabar has been deposited from waters of

almost exactly the same composition as those now issuing from the mine

and that the formation of ore is still in progress. Depositi(?n of the ore

seems to have been effected chiefly by relief of temperature and pressure

in the presence of ammonia, not by acidification of the solutions.
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Very large quantities of quicksilver have been taken from this prop-

erty, but it has not been worked witli system and has been insufficiently

prospected below the basalt. There is no reason to suppose, however, that

it is nearly exhausted.

Close to Borax Lake lies a very interesting area of glassy basalts,

ranging all the way from a nearly normal olivinitic rock to a pure glass.

As is the case with the andesites across the lake, the glass is very acid and

contains little lime, but much alkali.

Borax Lake is a shallow pond, without an outlet, into which springs

similar to those now flowing from Sulphur Bank once drained. These

springs came from the obsidian area, and to them the borax contents of the

lake is due. They issued at the point called Little Sulphur Bank, which

is still hot and moist and shows native sulphur. It is stated on excellent

authority that cinnabar in small quantities was found here. Maggots of

Epliifdra califoniica and of a species of Stratiomys live in the lake.

The Knoxviue district.—The rcglou about Knoxville consists of metamor-

phosed and unaltered rocks of Neocomian age, through which a small basalt

eruption has broken, and contains a number of quicksilver mines and pros-

pects. I know of no other district so favorable as this for the determina-

tion of the age of the metamorphic rocks ^md for a study of their cliaracter,

excepting Mt. Diablo. Rocks occur in all stages of metamorphism, and

the transitions, together with the structural relations, show that even the

serpentine is not of eruptive origin. The metamorphosed and unaltered

rocks are also so related as to preclude the sup[)Osition that the former are

crystalline sediments. One side of an eroded anticlinal is metamorphosed,

while the other is unchanged and fossiliferous. Fossiliferous strata in a

nearlv vertical position pass over into metamorphic rocks in the direction

of their strike, and patches of unchanged rocks remain in metamorphosed

masses. The fossils of the unaltered strata are of Neocomian age and the

principal species are Amelia concenlrica and A. mosqneiisis. The series carry-

ing these shells are called the Knoxville group from the name of this locality.

Excelleirt opportunities are here afforded for studying the passage of

sandstone into pseudodiabase and pseudodiorite and the alteration of tliese

rocks to serpentine. The direct change of slightl}- altered sandstones to
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serpentine may also be seen in a very striking manner. Serpentinization

takes place from cracks in the sandstone just as it does in olivines, excepting

for the difference of scale. The meshes of the net in sandstone croppings

are often about a foot across, while those in olivine are microscopic.

The ore deposits occur at half a dozen points in the district, all of

them near the basalt area, which is as nearly as possible in the center of

the group of ore bodies. Ore is stated on good authority to have been

found also in the Lake claim, at the contact of a basalt dike with the in-

closing metamorphic rocks. Many mineral springs exist around the basalt

area close to the mines and some of them carry borax. Solfataric gases

still issue in small quantities at one point iu the Redington mine and the

upper portions of the ore deposits are of such a character as to indicate

that they were deposited near an original surface. All of these facts indi-

cate that the deposits are indirectly due to the basalt eruption and that the

nature of the process was similar to that at Sulphur Bank.

The upper part of tlie famous Redington mine was an extremely rich

bonanza of great size and irregular form. It carried much metacinnaba-

rite. Leading up to this mass from below were three regular fissures, and

two of them Avere filled with ore, forming well defined fissure veins. This

is particularly interesting as a proof that true, simple fissure veins maybe

formed by hot solfataric springs, which has been doubted by some geol-

ogists.

The California or Reed mine, the ^lanhattan, the Lake, the Andalusia,

and several prospects, as well as the Redington, lie in this district, but of

late years only the last has been worked. Metacinnabarite was the princi-

pal ore of the California Stibnite occurs on the Lake and JIanhattan

claims and is said to have been found in contact with cinnabar.

Neu idria.—Thc Ncw Idria mining district lies among some of the highest

peaks of the Coast Ranges, at the southern end of the IMt. Diablo Range.

The views are very extensive and the scenery is i)icturesque, but it is iu part

very forbidding, the portion of the Coast Ranges lying to the nortlieast of

the district being a mountainous desert.

11ie higher j)ortion of the Jit. Diablo Range is here, as for the greater

part of it.s length, composed of highly metamorphosed rocks of the Knox-

MON XIII 30
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ville series. No fossils are known to oc(_-ur in it here, but at tlie northern

end of the range they are abundant, and they are found again at San Luis

Obispo, to tlie south, in precisely similar rocks.

On the northeastern flank of the range lie the rocks of the Chico-Ttjon

series. These are tilted at angles averaging about 45°, but are only slightly

flexed. The loAver part of the series lies unconformably upon the nieta-

niorphic beds, as is proved by the structure and by the presence of nieta-

niorphic pebbles in Chico conglomerates.

The Chico and Tejon are absolutely conformable at New Idria and

sedimentation went on continuously from one period to the other. Fossils

are not numerous, but are present in sufficient number fully to identify the

age of the rocks. ]3oth portions of the series show many of the concre-

tions mentioned above as due to induration by decomposing organic matter.

The T(^jon beds contain coal seams which were exploited on a small scale

for many 3- ears.

No lava exists in the district, but there is a considerable area of basalt

just north of Vallecitos Canon, about ten miles from the mine. There are

cold sulphur springs, but no hot ones.

Next to the New Almaden, the New Idria has been much the most pro-

ductive cpiicksilver mine in North America. The ore contains the usual

mixture of cinnabar, pyrite, and quartz, accompanied by some bitumen
;

metacinnabarite also was found in the New Hope lode in very large quan-

tities and in less abundance at another point in the mine. The structure is

extremely complex, but typically developed stockworks, veins, and imi)reg-

nations all occur. Faults and cross-courses make successful explorations

very difficult and uncertain.

The ore is almost entirely deposited in Neocomian rocks, but to a small

extent also in the Chico beds. The deposition has taken place since the

Post-Miocene upheaval and is seemingly referable to about the same period

as the other deposits. Tlie analogies point to the action of hot springs, but

there is no direct proof that the solutions were of high temperature.

The 8aii Carlos, Aurora, Picacho, and other mines which liave yielded

small quantities of ore lie at no great distance. In all of them the ore has

been deposited in shattered rock masses of the metaniorphie series. No-
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where in this region is there any evidence of the suhstitution of ore for

rock.

New Aimaden district.—Thc first cliscoverecl and the most productive of the

quicksilver mines of North America is the New Aimaden, and in the same

district the Guadalupe, Enriquita, and other mines have yielded quicksilver.

The district is well watered and wooded and is more attractive than any

other of the quicksilver camps.

Upon highly metamorphosed rocks he Miocene sandstones, which were

sharply folded at the Post-Miocene upheaval. They are not conformahle

with the lower series and contain pebbles from these older beds. In the

older rocks near New Aimaden Mr. Gabb found Aucdla, proving the pres-

ence of the Knoxville series.

In this district is the only mass of rhyolite thus far found in the Coast

Ranges. It forms a dike nearly parallel to the line connecting the New

Aimaden and the Guadalupe. It is almost continuous, and I have followed

it for a distance of several miles. It is certainly Post-Miocene and prob-

ably Post-Phocene.

The New Aimaden is a very extensive mine, said to contain as much

as 40 miles of galleries. Much of this length is open, and admirable op-

portunities are atforded for study of the ore and structure. The ore is

cinnabar, with occasional traces of native quicksilver, accompanied by

pyrite and marcasite, with rare crystals of chalcopyrite. The gangue is

quartz, calcite, dolomite, and magnesite. These materials are deposited in

shattered masses of pseudodiabase, pseudodiorite, serpentine, and sand-

stone. There is no deposition by substitution and impregnations are very

subordinate. Considered in detail, the ore bodies are stockworks
;
but

they are arranged along definite fissures and the deposits as a whole have

a vein-like character and answer to the " chambered veins " defined in a

subsequent paragraph. The workings have developed two main fissures.

One of these dips from the surface at a high angle and in a nearly straight

line. The other strikes in nearly the same direction as the first, dips

steeply from the surface, then flattens and approaclies the first fissure rap-

idly, ao-ain becomes very steep, and in the lowest workings almost coincides

with the first. In vertical cross-section the two fissures foi-m a figure
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resembling a I . The great ore bodies are distributed along these two

fissures, making irregularly into the walls. The wedge between the fissures

also contains ore bodies. They are always accompanied by evidences of

motion and by a mass of attrition products of various rocks

—

daij in a

mining but not in a mineralogical sense. This clay is usually on the

hanging wall and is called alta.

The other mines of the district contained similar ores in similar rocks.

The Guadalupe was the most productive, but was not at work and was full

of water during my visit.

All the deposits of the district appear to occur along a rather simple

fissure s3-steni. The main fissure is uearly parallel to the rhyolite dike at

the Guadalupe. It follows the direction of the hills, the axis of which curves

gradualh' away from the dike for a certain distance. Passing through or

near the San Antonio and Enriquita, it seems to break across the ridge at

the America and enters the Almaden on the strike of its two great fissures.

It is near this fissure that new ore bodies are most likel}' to be found. The

Washington seems to be on a branch of the main fissure.

This fissure was probabl}- formed at the time of the rhyolite eruption,

to which also I ascribe the genesis of tlie ore.

Steamboat Springs.—This curious thermal area lies just within the desert

Great Basin, in full sight of the forests and snows of the Sierra Nevada.

It is onlv six miles in a straig-ht line from tlie Comstock lode.

Granite underlies the district and much of the area exposed is of this

rock. Upon it lie metamorphosed rocks of the Jura-Trias series and lavas.

Older andesites and younger asperites, described in a former paragraph,

cover a large space, and there is a considerable area of basalt, which repre-

sents the last eruption.

The springs are numerous and some of them reach the boiling-point.

They are unquestionably of volcanic origin and due to the basalt eruption.

They reach the surface in the granite area. The flowing springs are con-

fined at ))rescnt to a small group of fissures, but steam in small quantities

issues at many points in the region marked by evidences of solfataric action,

and this region is substantially a continuous one. In some portions of it

the sinters are cbalcedonv, in others they consist to a considerable extent
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of carbonates, and in one portion (at the mine) the deposits of sinter are

insignificant in extent, the chief effect liaving been decomposition of granite

and the precipitation of suliduu- and cinnabar. In this part of tlie area also

steam and gas still issne in small cpiantities.

The amount of cinnabar is considerable. Tlie ore was mined and

reduced a few years since, but mining would not pay at present prices.

Quicksilver in very small amounts is being deposited by the springs

now active, together with gold and several other metals. They are dis-

solved as alkaline sulphosalts, as will l)e explained in a subsequent para-

graph. The waters and gases are similar to those of Sulphur Bank, except-

ing that ammonia and organic compounds are absent.

The four metals most abundant in the present spring deposits, anti-

mony, arsenic, lead, and copper, exist in the granite, but I was unable to

detect quicksilver. This may be due to the small quantity of (piicksilver

in the average granite or, as I think more probable, to irregularity in the

composition of that rock. The granite is the probable source of the mercury.

The Oathill, Great Eastern, and Great Western districts. The Ueigllborhood of OathiU

is a most interesting one and contains many quicksilver deposits within a

small area. The underlying rock is of the Knoxville series, identified by

the presence of Aiurlla. It is in part metamorphosed and serpentinized and

in part unaltered. Andesite and basalt have broken through it.

The basalt eruption gave rise to hot springs, onff of which still ex-

ists at Lidell, issuing from the workings of a now abandoned quicksilver

mine. In two cases also cinnabar deposits occur at the contact between

basalt dikes and the adjoining rock, forming veins. Irregular stockworks

of the more usual type also occur.

The Oathill mine is the principal one of the mines belonging to the

Napa Consolidated Company. It is in unaltered sandstone, the strata of

which are nearly horizontal. The deposits are true veins, cutting the strata

at an angle of 45°. From these veins ore bodies sometimes make out into

the country, following the stratification. These are impregnations. The

ore is the usual mixture of cinnabar, pyrite, silica, and calcite, and bitumen

also occurs. Small quantities of barite are also found, and this is the only

case in which this mineral is known to accompany cinnaliar in California.

It is also found at Almadcn.
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The Great Western lies near the extinct andeaitic volcano called Mt.

St. Helena. The country rock "is of the metamorphic series, and both ande-

site and basalt have broken tln-ough it. A layer of o|)alized serpentine

accompanies the ore-bearing ground. The ore is chiefly cinnabar, but at

one point rock impregnated with native mercur\- was found. The cinnabar

was deposited simultaneously with pyrite and quartz. The bitumen posep-

nyte was first described from this mine. The deposit consists of a tabular,

reticulated ma.ss connected with a fissure system and it lies at the contact

between serpentine and nearly unaltered sandstone. If it does not come

under tlie common definition of a vein, it is closely related to that class of ore

bodies.

The Great Eastern lies in Sonoma County, far from other quicksilver

deposits and six miles from lava. The rock is the ordinary metamorphosed

material of the Coast Ranges The ore occurs in black, opalized serpentine,

which here forms a definite ledge. The ore seems, as usual, to be of some-

what later date than the formation of opal and is accompanied by pyrite,

quartz, and bitumen. The ore seems to form a pipe, which is continuous

from tlie surface to a depth of 450 feet. This pipe I believe to lie on a

continuous fissure.

All of the above mines have produced important quantities of quick-

silver.

Other quicksilver deposits.— So far as I kuow, tlic uiost northerly cinnabar

deposits on the west coast south of British Columbia are in Douglas County,

Oregon. In the northern part of Trinity County, California, there is also a

mine. These widely separated deposits both lie on the northerly continua-

tion of the middle Coast Ranges, where most of the deposits occur. From

Clear Lake to Santa Barbara, as is shown on the map of California accom-

panying this report, the deposits are thickly scattered.

Of the very many deposits briefly described in Chapter XIII, onh- a

few can be mentioned liere. The Manzanita mine, Colusa County, is very

remarkable for the association with cinnabar of free gold, often in feathery

crystals. Pyrite accompanies the ore and the gangue is chiefly quartz. There

is free sulphur also, as well as other evidence that the ore was deposited

by hot sulphur springs, such as still issue within a few hundred feet of the
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mine. There is no lava in the neighborhood. In the Stayton mines, San

Benito County, large quantities of stibnite were associated with cinnnbar.

The Oceanic, in San Luis Obispo County, is in unaltered sandstone, sup-

posed to be Miocene. Most of the other deposits occur in shattered rock

masses of the Knoxville group, forming stockworks. In some cases they

seem to bo accompanied Ijy true veins, and sufficient exploration would

doubtless show a fissure system connected witli each of them. The u.sual

mineral association is the same so often described above.

On the gold belt of California cinnabar occurs in pebbles, in aurifer-

ous gravels, and in true gold quartz veins, so that there are mercuriferous

gold veinsi as well as auriferous deposits of cinnabar. In the Barcelona sil-

ver mine, Belmont, Nev., cinnabar ^vas found with silver ore in the vein.

Cinnabar also occurs in a silver vein near Calistoga, Cal. In Idaho float

cinnabar has several tisies been found, in some cases with a calcite matrix.

A statement repeatedly made in the literature reads as if this ore had been

found in place in Idaho, but this is not the case. In Utah, near Marysville,

a deposit of the selenide of mercury, tiemannite, was being mined and re-

duced early in 1887. So far as I know this is the only case in which this

mineral has been found in sufficient quantities to form the basis of commer-

cial exploitation. None of the other deposits requires special mention in

this abstract.

Discussion of the ore deposits.—The general results of the observations on the

various mines are discussed in Chapter XIV. Microscopical examination of

the ores shows that cinnabar is usually deposited in immediate contact with

quartz, and that, though opal and chalcedony are frequently found very

near the particles of cinnabar, there is seldom, if ever, actual contact. More

rarely the cinnabar is directly embedded in calcite. The evidence of the

microscope also goes to prove that the ore is always deposited in fissures in

in dense rocks or in the interstitial spaces of porous sandstones. Macro-

scopically the same conclusion had been reached. The assertion often

made that cimuxbar has been deposited by substitution for wall rock at

Almaden in Spain is certainly incorrect, and, in my opinion, no such case has

been adequately proved to exist. The only substance, excepting metallic

sulphides, which cinnabar is known to replace is organic matter, and this

seems to Ije verv exceittional
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Tlie usual mineral association consists of cinnabar and traces of native

mercury, with pyrite and marcaslte, silica and carbonates ; but sulphur

occurs at three mines, chalcopvrite is not very uncommon, stibnite is found

(though rarely), gold or auriferous pyrite occurs in a few cases, niillerite in a

number of instances, and barite in one. These substances and their decom-

position-products ai-e rare. Excepting in Steamboat Springs, at Calistoga,

and in the Barcelona mine, I do not know of silver, lead, or zinc minerals

accompanying cinnabar in the western United States. A new bitumen, two

new chromium minerals, and a red antimony sulphide have been detected

with cinnabar in this investigation.

The great similarity of the deposits points to a connnon history for

them all. The evidence is strong in many cases that they have been

deposited from hot sulphur springs and the remainder have probably been

produced in the same wa}*. The inclosing rocks have been without effect

upon the deposits, for neai-ly all the I'ocks in the Coast Ranges inclose ore

bodies. These facts point to a common, deep-seated origin.

It has often been asserted that quicksilver ores do not form deposits

similar to those of the ores of other metals, but I can find no evidence of

this Stockworks, impregnations, and regular veins all occur, and no other

or peculiar form of deposit is known to me. Many of the discussions as to

whether or not deposits are veins depend on the various uses of this word.

To miners it usually means deposits along, or directly connected with, a

distinct fissure ; to a geologist a vein means a deposit between well defined,

nearly parallel walls which have once been in contact. Irregular bodies of

ore, even those connected with distinct fissures, are known to him as stocks,

stockworks, or by some similar name. I propose to call the contents of dis-

tinct fissures with very irregular walls cliamlered veins and the irregular

openings or ore bodies connected with a main fissure vein cliamhers. A
chambered vein may then be defined as a deposit consisting of an ore-

bearing fissui'e and ot ore bodies contiguous with the fissure, but extending

into the country rock. The greater part of the cinnabar deposits would

come under this definition, which woiild also apply to many deposits of

other ores. If this term were adopted, simple fissure vein would still

describe the form of deposits now known to mining geologists as veins.
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Solution and precipitation of cinnabar and other ores. TllG WateVS of Steaillboat SprillgS

are now depositing gold, pvoljably in the metallic state; sulphides of arsenic,

antimon}-, and mercury ;
sulphides or sulphosalts of silver, lead, copper,

and zinc; iron oxide and possibly also iron sulphides; and manganese, nickel,

and cobalt compounds, with a variety of earthy minerals. The sulphides

which are most abundant in the deposits are found in solution in the water

itself, while the remaining metallic compounds occur in deposits from

springs now active or which have been active within a few years. These

springs are thus actually adding to the ore deposit of the locality, which

has been worked for quicksilver in former years and would again be ex-

ploited were the price of this metal to return to the figure at which it stood

a few years since. At Sulphur Bank ore deposition is still in progress.

The waters of the two localities are closely analogous. Both contain sodium

carbonate, sodium chloride, sulphur in one or more forms, and borax as

principal constituents, and both are extremely hot, those at Steamboat

Springs in some cases reaching the boiling-point. In attempting to deter-

mine in what forms the ores enumerated can be held in solution in such

waters, it is manifestly expedient to begin by studying the simplest possi-

ble solutions of the sulphides, and particularly of ciimabar.

The statements in the previous literature of this subject are incomplete

and in part discordant, so that the subject required reinvestigation, particu-

larly as to the sodic solvents. It was found that, provided a small quantity

of sodic hydrate be present, one molecule of mercuric sulphide unites with

two molecules of sodic sulphide to form a freely soluble sulphosalt and that

an excess of sodic hydrate is without effect upon the solubility. Even when

sodic hydrate is entirely alisent, mercuric sulphide is freely soluble in aque-

ous solutions of sodic sulphide, though the contrary has repeatedly been

asserted; but either one molecule of mercuric sulphide then unites with

three of sodic sulphide, instead of two, or a mixture of sidphosalts nearly

corresponding to this compound is formed.

Sodic sulphydrate wdien cold is absolutely without effect upon mercuric

sulphide, but when the mixture is heated on the water-bath the sulphydrate

is deconqiosed and sodic sulphide is formed; it unites with the mercuric sul-

phide in the proportion of four molecules of the former to one of the latter.

A perfectly limpid solution results. The same compound is produced when
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mixtures of sodie .sulphide and sodic sulpliydrate are brouglit in contact with

mercuric sulpliide. The ])rosenee of sodic carbonates diminishes the solu-

bihtv of mercuric sidphide, but does not prevent sohition. Ammonium

carbonate completel}- prevents sohition at temperatures behiw the boiling-

point, but not at l-if)° C.

These facts suffice to lead to important conclusions with reference

to spring waters, such as those mentioned above. When neutral sodic

carbonate is treated with sulphydric acid at ordinary temperatures, sodic

sulphydrate forms. At temperatures approaching the boiling-point, it is

probable that a certain quantity of sodic sulphide is also produced. At

these higher temperatures either of these sulphur compounds will dissolve

cinnabar, and the presence of sodic carbonates will not prevent solution.

These conclusions were amply verified by direct experiments.

Mercuric sul])hide may be wholly or partly precipitated from solutions

of the sulphosalts in many ways : by excess of sulph}'dric acid or of other

acids, by borax and other mineral salts, by cooling (especially in the presence

ofammonia), and by dilution. In the last case a certain quantity of metallic

quicksilver, as well as mercuric sulphide, is formed, and this is very probably

one of the methods by which native quicksilver has been produced in nature.

Metallic gold, iron pyrites, cupric sulphide, and zincblende were found

to be soluble in solutions of sodic sulphide ami in solutions of the carbonates

to which sulphydric acid had been added. All of them appear to form

sulphosalts with the alkaline compound. It has long been known that

sulphides of arsenic and antimony are soluble in sodic sulphide. They

also dissolve in mixtures of the carbonates and sulphides of sodium.

Natural solutions of sodic carbonates and sulphides, which are conunon

components of hot spring waters, are thus capable of dissolving at least five

of the principal metals, as well as sulphur, arsenic, and antimony. Combi-

nations of these elements form a large part of the minerals found in mines.

There is little or no doubt that the cinnabar of the California deposits has

been dissolved and precipitated as indicated above and that at least a part

of the gold of that State has been produGed in a similar manner, but I by no

means assert that natural deposits of cinnabar and of gold have never been

produced in an}- other way.
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Origin of the ore.— Tlicve IS tliG strongcst evideiice for tlie supposition tliat

tlie ciiinabai-, pyrite, and gold of the quicksilver mines of the Pacific slope

reached their present positions in hot solutions of double sulphides. Either

the metals must have been leached from the granite or they were derived from

an infragranitic source, for examination of the conditions of occnrrence shows

it utterl)' improbable that they were extracted from any volcanic rock at or

near the surface, while the sedimentary strata of the region are composed

of granitic detritus. No one fact or locality absolutely demonstrates whether

the metals were originally components of the granite or came from beneath

it, but the tendency of the evidence at all points is to the supposition that

the granite yielded the metals to solvents produced by volcanic agencies,

and when all the evidence is considered together it is found that this

hypothesis explains all the known circumstances very simply, while the

supposition of an infragrnnitic origin leads to numerous difficulties. Though

no one of these may be in itself inexplicable, when taken as a whole they

appear to me to be so. Had solutions of quicksilver been formed in com-

pany with other products at the foci of volcanic activity, cinnabar would

often be met with in craters. Though it is often found associated with

volcanic effects, it perhaps never occurs in craters. Were the solutions

formed below the granite, ore deposition would also almost certainly take

place in part within the granite, and most ore deposits would continue

down into that rock, probably growing richer with increasing depth. On

the other hand, the distribution of the deposits relatively to volcanic vents

is such as would be anticipated if the ore were known to be leached from

the granite by hot waters of volcanic origin. The varying richness of the

different deposits also corresponds to the irregularity in the composition of

the granite and in the extent of surfece exposed along the underground

passages through which the waters must have reached the surface. Finally,

at Steamboat Springs, at least, the composition of the granite answers to

that of the deposits of springs which are still depositing small quantities of

quicksilver. It thus seems fairly certain that the quicksilver and gold are

derived from the granite. I enterttiin little doubt that many of the gold

veins of California have a similar origin, while others have probably been

produced by the action of cold surface waters.
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